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ABSTRACT: The ability to produce near net shape components is made possible by means of squeeze casting process. 

Squeeze casting is a hybrid metal forming process which combines the features of both casting and forging in a single 

operation. The primary objective of this paper is to study the influence of the process parameters on wear resistance in 

squeeze casting of LM6 Al-flyash composite using Taguchi method. The parameters studied include percentage wt. of flyash, 

squeeze pressure, and squeeze time. In Taguchi method, a four level orthogonal array has been used to determine the S/N 

ratio. In this investigation, composites have been produced by incorporating flyash as a reinforcement material and eutectic 

Al–Si alloy as a matrix. Stir casting route has been adopted to disperse fly ash (from 5% to 12.5%wt.) in the  Al–Si alloy 

matrix which is followed by  applying the squeeze pressure of 30, 60, 90 and 120 bar for a varying squeeze time. The Pin-on-

disc test was conducted on the specimen prepared out of these castings to determine the sliding wear behavior of the 

composite. The results of experimental investigation on wear resistance of flyash reinforced aluminium metal matrix 

composite shows that the inclusion of the flyash by weight percentage and the squeeze pressure are the recognized 

parameters to cause appreciable improvement in the wear resistance of the squeeze cast components.  

 

Keywords : Al-flyash mmc, S/N ratio, wear.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Aluminium metal matrix composites are finding extensive applications in automobile and aerospace applications 

because of their superior mechanical and tribological properties.  The increasing demand for lighter weight and fuel efficient 

materials is the major factor which is motivating the researchers for the development of more advanced metal matrix 

composite materials (1-5). Metal matrix composites containing hard or ceramic particulates offer superior operating 

performance. Aluminium based discontinuously reinforced metal matrix composites have attracted lot of the attention of the 

researchers because of their improved strength, high modulus and increased wear resistance when compared to conventional 

aluminium alloys (6,7,8).   

The metal matrix composites are produced by several processes.  The most economical one being the gravity die 

casting process.  However, the main hindrance in the process is the presence of casting defects such as voids, cracks, 

shrinkage and porosity.  It is reported that an improved method over the gravity die casting is squeeze casting process (9).  It 

is a casting process in which metal is solidified under the direct action of external pressure. It is a combination of both 

gravity die casting and closed die forging.  Squeeze casting process has several advantages such as, no feeder or risers are 

required.  Therefore there is no wastage of the material.  Parts are produced with no gas porosity or shrinkage porosity and 

castings produced by squeeze casting are found to have better mechanical properties and wear resistance (10,11,12). 

Over the past two decades, squeeze casting process is found to be an important and proven process to produce near 

net shape high quality engineering products which are very much used in the automotive industry because of their superior 

quality and enhanced mechanical properties over those produced by conventional castings process (13,14). 

One of the selection criteria for the discontinuously reinforced aluminium metal matrix composite is wear 

resistance.  The wear resistance of the composite materials depends upon lot of factors apart from process parameters such as 

load, speed, temp., hardness and other conditions (15).  The wear performance of the particulate reinforced aluminium metal 

matrix composites depends upon the type of reinforcement used, ranging from very hard ceramics particulates such as SiC, 

Al2O3, B4C  to soft materials such as graphite (16).  Another important factor on which the wear of the composite material 

depends upon is the method of production of the composites. 

Most of the available literature on the wear of the Aluminium metal matrix composites provide information about 

the different types of reinforcements used in different volume % and the production of the aluminium metal matrix 

composites by various methods (17,18).  However limited information is available regarding the processing of the 

aluminium composite by squeeze casting with flyash as the reinforcement, and the analysis of their wear behavior using 

statistical method. 

There has been increasing interest in developing composites containing low density and low cost reinforcements.  In 

this regard flyash is one such least expensive, low density reinforcement which is available in huge quantities as a solid 

waste due to the combustion  of coal in thermal power plants (19,20).  Therefore by the incorporation of flyash as 

reinforcement in aluminium alloy many purposes can be achieved such as the cost of aluminium metal matrix composites 

and the weight of the products can be reduced, and by using the flyash as reinforcement to an extent, the environmental 

hazards can be prevented.  Also some researchers have reported that the incorporation of flyash has resulted in enhanced 

mechanical properties and wear resistance in aluminium flyash metal matrix composites produced by liquid metallurgy 

Evaluation Of Factors Affecting Sliding Wear Behaviour Of 

Al-Flyash Metal Matrix Composites By Using Design Of 

Experiments 
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routes (21-26).   It is with this intent  that the present investigation is carried out to study the wear behavior of the aluminium 

flyash composites produced by squeeze casting method using Taguchi method. 

 

II. TAGUCHI TECHNIQUE 
The design of experiments (DOE) approach using Taguchi technique has been used prominently by many 

researchers to study the effect of process parameters in different context. Taguchi technique is a powerful tool for the design 

of high quality systems (27,28). The Taguchi approach to experimentation provides an orderly way to acquire data and to 

analyze the effects of process and material parameters over some specific response. This method combines experimental and 

analytical concepts to determine the parameters with the strongest influence on the resulting response for a considerable 

improvement in the overall performance (29,30). The plan of experiments is generated in Taguchi method by the use of 

standard orthogonal arrays. DOE is not a single step process it is a series of steps which must be followed in a certain 

sequence for the experiment to yield an improved understanding of product or process performance. This design of 

experiments process is made up of three main phases, namely, the planning phase, the conducting phase and analysis or 

interpretation phase. The planning phase is the most important phase one must give a maximum importance to this phase. 

The data collected from all the experiments in the second phase are analyzed to determine the effect of various design 

parameters. This method makes use of fractional factorial approach and this may be accomplished with the aid of orthogonal 

arrays. The experimental results are then analyzed by using signal-to-noise ratio to determine the parameters that has the 

maximum influence on the sliding wear behavior of the composites produced. 

 

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
3.1 Materials Used: 

Aluminium casting alloy that conforms to British Standards 1490 LM6 has been used as the matrix material in the 

present investigation. The chemical composition of the aluminium alloy is as shown in the Table.1. The aluminium alloy was 

reinforced with 5 wt%, 7.5 wt%, 10 wt%, and 12.5 wt% flyash to synthesize the composite through liquid metallurgy route 

followed by squeeze casting. The flyash which is used as a reinforcing material was tested in the laboratory and the test 

results are as given the Table.2.  

 

Chemical 

Composition Cu Mg Zn Fe Mn Si Al 

Wt. % 0.002 0.065 0.021 0.32 0.62 12.2 Balance 

Table 1: Chemical composition of the LM6 aluminium alloy 

Sio2 Tio2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO Na2O K2O L.O.I SO3 

63.96% 0.5% 25.5% 6.07% 1.97% 0.81% 0.54% 0.45% 0.15% <0.1% 

Table 2: Chemical composition of the flyash 

Density of Fly ash = 1.31 g/cc.    Type of Flyash:  F Class (CaO < 20%)   Source:  RTPS Raichur, INDIA 

 

3.2 Processing: 

The composites were produced by liquid metallurgy route which was followed by squeeze casting. Firstly the 

matrix material was superheated to 800
o
C in the Electric resistance furnace. It was the de-gassed by using  Hexacholroethane  

tablets. By using a mechanical stirrer with a rotational speed of 600 rpm the vortex was created. At this stage the preheated 

flyash was slowly introduced into the slurry and a small quantity of magnesium was also added into the molten metal to 

enhance the wettability of the reinforcements with molten metal. The stirring of the slurry was carried out for nearly five 

minutes to promote wetting and uniform dispersion of the reinforcement. After that a metered quantity of mixture was 

poured into the preheated steel die of D4 grade mounted on the 20 tonne Hydraulic press and was squeezed through the 

punch by the application of pressure. The squeezed casting was allowed to cool down to the room temperature in the die 

itself and was later ejected out from the die. The test specimen for conducting hardness, wear testing and for microstructure 

were machined from as-cast samples.  

 

3.3 Production of castings based on Orthogonal Array : 

Dr. Taguchi has developed a method based on ―Orthogonal array‖ of experiments which gives reduced number of 

experiments to be conducted without any significant loss of accuracy. Thus the Design of Experiments with Taguchi Method 

reduces time, cost, resources involved in the experiment.  

Orthogonal Arrays (OA) provide a set of well balanced (minimum) experiments and Dr. Taguchi's Signal-to-Noise 

ratios (S/N), which are log functions of desired output, serve as objective functions for determining  the significant effect on 

the performance characteristics ( wear, hardness, productivity etc). 

In this work the independent factors such as flyash % wt, Squeeze Pressure, and Squeeze time are considered at four levels 

of each and are shown in Table 3.  

 

 

 

 

 

Factors Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Flyash  (wt. %) 5 7.5 10 12.5 

Squeeze Pressure (bar) 30 60 90 120 

Squeeze time (min) 5 10 15 20 
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Table 3: The factors and the levels chosen for Squeeze casting of the composites 

 

In this investigation three factors and four levels for each factor is used and the Orthogonal Array corresponding to 

L‘16 is selected for the production of the castings. 

 

3.4 Conduct of experiments according to the Orthogonal array table: 

 The casting of the composites based on the factors and their level selected were produced by squeeze casting 

method as per the Orthogonal Array table shown in the Table 4. 

 

Specimen 

Flyash 
Squeeze pressure 

(bar) 
Squeeze time (min) 

Levels 
% wt. 

Flyash 
Levels 

Sq. 

Pr.(bar) 
Levels 

Sq. time 

(min) 

C1 1 5 1 30 1 5 

C2 1 5 2 60 2 10 

C3 1 5 3 90 3 15 

C4 1 5 4 120 4 20 

C5 2 7.5 1 30 2 10 

C6 2 7.5 2 60 1 5 

C7 2 7.5 3 90 4 20 

C8 2 7.5 4 120 3 15 

C9 3 10 1 30 3 15 

C10 3 10 2 60 4 20 

C11 3 10 3 90 1 5 

C12 3 10 4 120 2 10 

C13 4 12.5 1 30 4 20 

C14 4 12.5 2 60 3 15 

C15 4 12.5 3 90 2 10 

C16 4 12.5 4 120 1 5 

Table 4: Orthogonal Array table for the three factor and four levels 

 

3.5 Macro and Microstructural Analysis 

Macrostructural study was conducted on the as processed and machined composite castings in order to investigate 

distribution of flyash particles retained in the MMC. Castings were plain turned on lathe to remove 5mm of material to 

reveal the particle distribution on macroscopic scale. 

  Microstructural characterization studies were conducted on reinforced samples. This is accomplished by using 

Nikon metallurgical microscope. The composite samples were metallographically polished prior to examination.  

 

3.6 Hardness Test 

One of the important properties which effects wear resistance of any metal or alloy is hardness. The hardness 

measurements were carried out on Al-flyash particulate composite specimens by using Brinell hardness tester in order to 

investigate the influence of flyash particles on the matrix alloy hardness. The applied load was 500 Kgs and an indenter of 10 

mm diameter steel ball was used. The specimens were prepared and polished on different grits of emery paper. The test was 

carried out at four different locations to controvert the possible effect of indenter resting on the harder particles and the 

average of all the four readings was taken. 

 

3.7 Sliding Wear Test 

The wear test was performed using computerized pin-on-disc wear testing machine to evaluate the dry sliding wear 

behavior of the composite specimen. The computerized pin-on-disc wear tester, shown in Figure 1 & 2, with data acquisition 

system is used for recording the wear rate. The specimen of Φ6 mm and 30 mm long prepared with different percentage of 

flyash, Squeeze Pressure and Squeeze time was subjected to the wear test.  
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Fig 1 & 2: Computerized Pin-on-disc Wear tester 

 

The load, speed and the track radius was set before the experiment was started.  All the specimens were tested under 

a particular load of 9.81N, speed 500 rpm and track radius of 40mm. The experiment was carried-out for one hour on each 

specimen.  The machine was started and the corresponding wear was recorded by the system. The experimental results were 

transformed into signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios. S/N ratio is defined as the ratio of the mean of the signal to the standard 

deviation of the noise. The S/N ratio indicates the degree of the predictable performance of a product or process in the 

presence of noise factors. The S/N ratio for wear rate using ‗smaller the better‘ characteristic, which can be calculated as 

logarithmic transformation of the loss function, is given as:  S/N = -10 log [1/n (Σy
2
)] where y is the observed data (wear 

rate) and n is the number of trials. The above S/N ratio transformation is suitable for minimization of wear rate.   

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

  

Figure 3 & 4: Marcograph of the squeeze cast specimen. 

 

4.1 Macro and microstructural characterization 

Macrostructural studies revealed reasonably uniform distribution of flyash particles with small percentages of 

segregation of particles. The distribution of flyash particles is influenced by the tendency of particles to float due to density 

differences and interactions with the solidifying metal. Photo macrograph, fig.3 & 4, shows the distribution of flyash 

particles (7.5% and 12.5% wt percentage) in squeeze cast ingot. The concentration of flyash particles was found to be more 

at the top than at the bottom of the castings which is due to the lesser density of the flyash particles.  

 

The optical micrograph of 5%, 7.5%, 10% and 12.5% wt. Al-flyash composites is shown in Fig. 5. The micrographs 

show that there is a good interfacial bonding between flyash particles and Al matrix. Good interfacial bonding is attributed to 

heating of flyash particulates prior to dispersion and addition of magnesium in small quantities during stirring which 

improved wettability of flyash particles. 
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Figure 5: Optical micrograph of Al-flyash composites. 

 

4.2 Hardness 

The results of the hardness test for the various combinations of flyash wt.%, squeeze pressure and squeeze time are 

shown in the Table 5. It is observed from the graph 1 & 2 that hardness increases with increase in weight percentage of 

Flyash particles and the squeeze pressure on the matrix alloy of the squeeze cast composites. Increased hardness with 

increased weight percentage of flyash particles and the squeeze pressure can be attributed to the following reasons: 

 

i) The flyash particles whose hardness is higher than the aluminium matrix material generally enhances the hardness 

of the composite material. 

ii) Good interfacial bonding between matrix alloy and particle reinforcement. 

iii) Increase in squeeze pressure increases the compaction of the matrix alloy.  
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Table 5: Readings of the Hardness test conducted on the composites 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Graph 1: Graph of Hardness Vs %wt. Flyash 

 
Graph 2: Graph of Hardness Vs Squeeze Pressure 
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Specimen L 
Fly ash 

(Wt.%) 
L 

Squeeze 

pr. in 

(kg/cm
2
)

    
 

L 

Squeeze 

time 

(min) 

T1 T2 T3 T4 
Avg 

BHN 

C1 1 5 1 30 1 5 55 60 53 56 56 

C2 1 5 2 60 2 10 59 59 56 56 57 

C3 1 5 3 90 3 15 58 59 60 59 59 

C4 1 5 4 120 4 20 60 61 59 62 61 

C5 2 7.5 1 30 2 10 62 62 63 63 62 

C6 2 7.5 2 60 1 5 64 65 65 66 65 

C7 2 7.5 3 90 4 20 69 69 68 69 69 

C8 2 7.5 4 120 3 15 73 73 77 65 72 

C9 3 10 1 30 3 15 64 64 63 66 64 

C10 3 10 2 60 4 20 65 67 64 67 66 

C11 3 10 3 90 1 5 68 69 69 69 69 

C12 3 10 4 120 2 10 73 73 72 73 73 

C13 4 12.5 1 30 4 20 65 65 65 66 65 

C14 4 12.5 2 60 3 15 67 67 68 67 67 

C15 4 12.5 3 90 2 10 69 71 73 70 71 

C16 4 12.5 4 120 1 5 79 77 75 73 76 
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4.3 Sliding Wear Test 

The composites produced as per orthogonal array and their wear rate results obtained for various combinations of 

factors are shown in Table 6. The experimental values were transformed into S/N ratios and the calculated  S/N ratio for each 

experiment is shown in Table 7.  

 

Specimen 
% wt. 

Flyash 

Sq. 

Pr. 

(bar) 

Sq. 

time 

(min) 

T1 in  

µm 

T2 in 

µm 

T3 in  

µm 

T4 in  

µm 

Ave. 

Wear 

(µm) 

C1 5 30 5 632 705 318 230 471 

C2 5 60 10 640 636 434 400 528 

C3 5 90 15 276 410 262 276 306 

C4 5 120 20 409 437 380 524 438 

C5 7.5 30 10 565 435 330 262 398 

C6 7.5 60 5 402 507 385 333 407 

C7 7.5 90 20 821 403 464 364 513 

C8 7.5 120 15 517 560 483 440 500 

C9 10 30 15 330 704 213 413 415 

C10 10 60 20 425 387 330 291 358 

C11 10 90 5 605 477 219 421 431 

C12 10 120 10 495 709 580 372 539 

C13 12.5 30 20 813 709 604 565 673 

C14 12.5 60 15 821 609 528 388 587 

C15 12.5 90 10 705 282 610 389 497 

C16 12.5 120 5 490 508 463 554 504 

Table 6: Pin on disc wear test results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7: SN ratio values for flyash, squeeze pressure and squeeze time 

 

The average wear of each trials are taken and SN ratios for all the experiments are calculated by using the SN ratio formula.  

 

4.4 S/N Ratio Analysis 

The influence of parameters such as % wt. fly ash content, squeeze pressure and squeeze time on wear rate has been 

evaluated using S/N ratio response analysis. The SN ratio for fly ash, squeeze pressure and squeeze time was calculated 

using 









 



iN

u i

u
i

N

y
SN

1

2

log10  where, i=experiment number, u=trial number and Ni=number of trials for experiment 

number i. The control parameter with the strongest influence was determined by taking the difference between the maximum 

Specimen SN Ratio 
Spe. 

No 

Ave. of SN 

Ratio for fly 

ash 

Spe. 

No 

Ave. of  SN 

Ratio for Sq. 

Pr 

Spe. No 

Ave. of SN 

Ratio for Sq. 

time 

C1 -54.19 C1 

-52.8978 

 

C1 

-54.0754 

 

C1 

-53.4144 

 

C2 -54.63 C2 C5 C6 

C3 -49.88 C3 C9 C11 

C4 -52.88 C4 C13 C16 

C5 -52.34 C5 

-53.3399 

 

C2 

-53.4402 

 

C2 

-54.0552 

 

C6 -52.29 C6 C6 C5 

C7 -54.71 C7 C10 C12 

C8 -54.01 C8 C14 C15 

C9 -53.12 C9 

-53.0638 

 

C3 

-53.0245 

 

C3 

-53.1695 

 

C10 -51.17 C10 C7 C8 

C11 -53.11 C11 C11 C9 

C12 -54.85 C12 C15 C14 

C13 -56.65 C13 

-55.1918 

C4 

-53.9532 

C4 

-53.8542 
C14 -55.67 C14 C8 C7 

C15 -54.39 C15 C12 C10 

C16 -54.06 C16 C16 C13 

        

 MAX-MIN  2.2940  1.0509  0.8857 

        

 RANK  I  II  III 
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and minimum values of mean SN ratio of a particular parameter, SN max-min F = maximum-minimum. Higher the difference 

between the mean of S/N ratios, the more influential is the control parameter. The S/N ratio response analysis, presented in 

Table 7 shows that among all the factors, % wt. fly ash content was found to have highest difference than the other two 

parameters. Therefore, it can be construed that % wt. fly ash is the most influential and significant parameter followed by 

squeeze pressure and squeeze time respectively in controlling the wear rate of the composite material. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
From the present investigation the following conclusions are drawn. 

1. The squeeze casting process was successfully carried out in producing Al-flyash composites containing upto 12.5 wt. % 

flyash  as reinforcement. 

2.  From the macrostructure analysis it was evident that presence of porosity in the composites produced by squeeze casting 

method was almost eliminated. 

3.   The S/N ratio analysis results show that the % wt of flyash has the strongest effect among the other parameters on the 

sliding wear resistance of the Al-flyash composite. 

4.   The order of influence of the controllable factors on the wear resistance of the composite is as follows: % wt. fly ash 

content, squeeze pressure and squeeze time respectively.  
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ABSTRACT: Gaseous fuels such as liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and liquefied natural gas (LNG) have been widely used 

in commercial vehicles. In this project the main aim is to evaluate the exhaust emission by running the conventional engine 

on Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) as an alternative fuel for four-stroke spark ignition engine. The primary objective of the 

study is to determine the performance and the exhaust emissions of the engine using LPG as a fuel. The engine used in the 

study is originally a single cylinder; four-stroke spark ignition engine with certain modifications is to make to permit the 

experiments to run on LPG fuel. During the running, the engine was coupled to a ropeway dynamometer to measure several 

engine performance parameters and a 5-gas analyzer is to be inserted into the engine exhaust tailpipe for measuring the 

exhaust emissions. Experimental investigations have been carried out to emissions of single cylinder four-stroke spark 

ignition engine at full throttling position of engine and different load conditions is used to different fuels (Gasoline and 

LPG). Exhausts are the five gasses measured by the latest technology exhaust analysers are: HC, CO, CO2, O2 and NOx.  

 

Keyword: Exhaust, Emission, Four-stroke SI Engine, LPG, Injector, Analyser etc. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
   Traffic exhaust emissions are significant sources of air pollution in the world and may threaten human health and 

cause global warming effect. Therefore, governments are compelled to minimize motor-vehicle pollution problems with 

more stringent emission standards for reducing pollution-related chemicals and improving air quality. In most Asian 

countries, motorcycles contribute to air pollution more than other vehicles. Previous research shows that three-way catalytic 

converter used in spark ignition (SI) engines could reduce most exhaust pollution, such as HC, CO and NOx, towards 

achieving exhaust standards. However, converters are expensive to apply in motorcycles and would not reduce carbon 

dioxide (CO2), a major cause of global warming effect. It may be more acceptable, especially cost wise, to address the 

problem in the design and manufacture of motorcycles. Exhaust pollution from a motorcycle gasoline engine contains 

nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO) and unburned hydrocarbon emissions (HC). HC emissions are the results of 

incomplete combustion and could be used to evaluate the combustion inefficiency. NOx emissions are affected by the 

air/fuel ratio, the burned gas fraction of the in-cylinder unburned mixture, and spark timing. Increasing the burned-gas 

fraction and decreasing spark timing could reduce NOx emission levels. These solutions, however, would reduce 

combustion rate and engine torque. Controlling the air/fuel ratio could have a greater effect on NOx emission and could 

reduce NOx levels up to 98% at an air/fuel ratio of 23.5. However, it is difficult to achieve so high an air/fuel ratio in a 

conventional gasoline engine. Carbon monoxide (CO) emission of gasoline engine depends heavily on the air/fuel ratio. 

While a lean combustion decreases the amount of CO in exhaust gas, a spark-ignition engine is often operated closely to 

stoichiometric mixture, making CO emissions considerably difficult to reduce without an exhaust treatment like a catalytic 

converter. Nevertheless, a conventional motorcycle gasoline engine could reduce overall exhaust pollution if it could operate 

with high air/ fuel ratio. 

In a previous paper, introduced a new design system for gasoline fuel engines, called semi-direct injection (SDI) 

system for application in motorcycle engines. By increasing swirl ratio to 3.8 and injecting fuel when the intake valve is 

opened, the SDI system can make a stratified mixture and extend the air/fuel ratio lean limit to 24. CO is tremendously 

decreased by 92.9% and a relatively low combustion temperature in lean burn decreases NOx by 32%. Furthermore, brake 

specific fuel consumption (BSFC) decreases to 11% compared with an original gasoline engine at low- and part load. As a 

result, SDI engine produces lower CO2, as well. From this result, we can affirm that SDI system in motorcycle engine can 

help to improve air quality and reduce greenhouse gas. To become a viable product, the SDI system should reduce CO2, as 

well as exhaust pollution. This could be achieved with a method that allows switching between stratified mixture at low 

load, and a homogeneous mixture at full load. This cannot be done in the current design. The SDI engine could have better 

results with CO2 and exhaust emission if there were an increase in the stratification of mixture.. Liquefied petroleum gas 

(LPG) in gaseous phase could be an alternative fuel for an SDI system. Previous research has observed that the brake mean 

effective pressure (BMEP) of gasoline is higher than LPG, while LPG fuel consumption and emission, which includes CO, 

HC and CO2, are lower than gasoline. 

 

II. LPG AS AN ALTERNATIVE FUEL FOR IC ENGINE 
The gaseous nature of the fuel/air mixture in an LPG vehicle’s combustion chambers eliminates the cold-start 

problems associated with liquid fuels. LPG defuses in air fuel mixing at lower inlet temperature than is possible with either 

gasoline or diesel. This leads to easier starting, more reliable idling, smoother acceleration and more complete and efficient 

burning with less unburned hydrocarbons present in the exhaust. In contrast to gasoline engines, which produce high 

Experimental Investigations of Exhaust Emissions of four Stroke 

SI Engine by using direct injection of LPG and its analysis 
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emission levels while running cold, LPG engine emissions remain similar whether the engine is cold or hot. Also, because 

LPG enters an engine’s combustion chambers as a vapour, it does not strip oil from cylinder walls or dilute the oil when the 

engine is cold. This helps to have a longer service life and reduced maintenance costs of engine. Also helping in this regard 

is the fuel’s high hydrogen-to-carbon ratio (C3H8), which enables propane-powered vehicles to have less carbon build-up 

than gasoline and diesel-powered vehicles. LPG delivers roughly the same power, acceleration, and cruising speed 

characteristics as gasoline. Its high octane rating means engine’s power output and fuel efficiency can be increased beyond 

what would be possible with a gasoline engine without causing Destructive Knocking. Such fine-tuning can help compensate 

for the fuel’s lower energy density. The higher ignition temperature of gas compared with petroleum based fuel leads to 

reduced auto ignition delays, less hazardous than any other petroleum based fuel and expected to produce less CO, NOx 

emissions and may cause less ozone formation than gasoline and diesel engines. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Experimental Setup and Test Procedure: 

Experiments were conducted on a Bajaj saffier type, four stroke, single cylinder, air-cooled petrol engine test rig. 

Figure 1.0 shows the schematic experimental set up. Rope brake   dynamometer was used for loading the engine, five gas 

analyzer tested exhaust emission contain CO, CO2, NOx, O2 and HC. 

The fuel flow rate was measured on the volumetric basis using a burette and stopwatch also. The engine was Operated at a 

rated constant speed of 300, 400, 500, 600 r/min. The emission characteristic was measured by using five gas analyzer. The 

tests were conducted with neat petrol and LPG. Petrol injected in the combustion chamber through carburettor and LPG 

Direct injected in the combustion chamber through injector. LPG fuel Injector mechanically operated on/off.    

               It consists of following components:- 

1. Fuel tank, 2. Engine, 3. Rope brake drum type dynamometer, 4. Five gas analyzer, 5. Injector  

6. Flash Black arrestor, 7. LPG regulating valve  

 
 

 

Properties/fuels 
 

 

Gasoline 
 

 

LPG 
 

 

Chemical  structure 
 

 

C7H17/C4 to C12 
 

 

C3H8 
 

 

Energy density 
 

 

109,000-125,000 
 

 

84,000 
 

 

Octane number 
 

 

86-94 
 

 

105+ 
 

 

Lower  heating  value (MJ/Kg) 
 

 

43.44 
 

 

46.60 
 

High heating value (MJ/Kg) 
 

46.53 
 

 

50.15 
 

 

Stoichiometric  air/fuel ratio 
 

 

14.7 
 

 

15.5 
 

 

Density  at 15˚C ,kg/m3 
 

 

737 
 

 

1.85/505 
 

 

Auto ignition  temperature o K 
 

 

531 
 

 

724 
 

 

Specific  Gravity  60° F/60° 
 

 

0.72-0.78 
 

 

0.85 
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III. ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS 
Bajaj saffire. 

Type- Single Cylinder 4-Stroke SI engine, Rated Power- 5.4 KW, Rated RPM- 5800, Stroke- 56.9 mm 

Bore- 50 mm, Displacement - 92.2 cc 

 

 
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Effect of Exhaust Pollution of the % CO 
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With rich fuel-air mixture, there is insufficient Oxygen to burn fully all the carbon in the fuel to CO 2 also CO high 

temperature produces. Maximum is generated when an engine runs rich fuel ratio. Poor mixing, local rich regions and 

incomplete Combustion will also be the source for CO emission. In this experiment Load engine will be increases so 

increases fuel-air mixture rich, amount oxygen is less so emission of CO will increases. CO emission produced by DI 

engine is even lower than original petrol engine. The value of CO concentration increases steadily with increases load. 
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Effect of Exhaust Pollution of the HC in PPM 
HC EMISSION VS LOAD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                  

 

 

 

Petrol is in liquid from and LPG is in gaseous state so in combustion chamber quench layer containing Unburned 

and partially burned fuel-air mixture is left at the wall more in petrol. It is evident that it is a strong function of air –fuel 

ratio. With a fuel –rich mixture there is not enough oxygen to react with all the carbon,   resulting in high level of HC and 

CO in the exhaust products. If air-fuel ratio is too lean poorer combustion occurs, against resulting in HC emission. Piston 

blowby gases and fuel evaporation  

And release to the atmosphere through vent in the fuel tank and carburetor after engine shut- down, are also sources 

of unburned hydrocarbon. A quench layer containing unburned and partially burned fuel-air mixture is left at the wall when 

the flame is extinguished as it approaches the wall. Any engine oil left in a thin film on the cylinder wall, piston and perhaps 

on the cylinder head. In this experiment LPG injected in combustion chamber direct . HC emissions with varying engine 

speed for LPG and gasoline were illustrated in Fig. Load goes on increases   with constant speed, emission of HC increases 

but in petrol HC emission rate is high than LPG. Load goes on increases, so increases combustion temperature and increases 

rich condition the fuel that the time oxygen quantity will be a less. That the reason HC is increases. As comparing between 

gasoline (C7H18) and LPG (C3H8) contain of hydrogen is less in LPG, so emission of HC is also less than gasoline.      

 

Effect of Exhaust Pollution of the NOx in PPM 
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Higher the burned temperature, the higher the rate of formation of NOx, Most of the NO with a small amount of 

NO2. Maximum NOx emission occurs in stoichiometric fuel-air ratio at slightly lean condition Excess of oxygen react with 

the nitrogen. In this experiment NOx in DI engine is always higher than original engine. The results regarding NOx also 

indicate that NOx emission from LPG is higher than petrol. Combustion temperature is high in LPG systems, so NOx 

emission is high in LPG because CV of LPG higher than petrol.  

 

Effect of Exhaust Pollution of the % CO2 

% CO2 EMISSION VS LOAD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LPG gas has low carbon and high octane no. fuel Produces lower CO2 than petrol. With rich fuel -air mixture, there 

are insufficient Oxygen to burn fully all the carbon in the fuel to CO 2 also CO High temperature produces. Maximum is 

generated when an engine runs rich fuel ratio. In this experiment LPG direct injected in combustion chamber and petrol mix 

with air injected through carburetor in combustion Chamber.  

Conclude that LPG direct injected system CO2  emission is higher than gasoline. Because of carbon contain in gasoline is 

high than LPG. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this exhaust emission test five types of emission are to be tested. These emissions are CO, CO2, HC, O2, and 

NOx. These are five types of emission are test will be perform on four stroke SI engine. Test will be performs on petrol and 

LPG.    

Engine emitted CO emission in various speed, LPG system has been CO emission emitted less than petrol system. 

The CO emission is reducing in LPG then Gasoline for same load and rpm In Direct injection. Engine speed and load 

increases, so increasing percentage of CO in petrol system. As compare to gasoline HC is low in LPG direct injection as 

load increase HC increases. In HC emission also more in petrol system. Engine speed and load increases, so increasing 

percentage of HC in petrol system. HC emitted percentage is high in petrol system because hydrogen and carbon contain in 

petrol (C8H18) is high and low calorific value than LPG. Also petrol is in the liquid state and LPG is in gaseous state. The 

CO2 emission of LPG is also lower than Gasoline for same load and rpm In Direct injection. In CO2 emission in petrol 

system is always be more than LPG. Because of carbon contain is less and calorific value is more so LPG is emitted CO2 

less than petrol. Engine speed and load increases. NOx is slightly increases in LPG In Direct injection. In The results 

regarding NOx also indicate that NOx emission from LPG is higher than petrol. Combustion temperature is high in LPG 

system NOx emission is high in LPG because CV of LPG higher than petrol. In NOx emission also more in LPG system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION, DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS. 
Let ℂ be the set of all finite complex numbers. Also let  f  be a meromorphic function and g be an entire function defined on 

ℂ . In the sequel we use the following two notations: 

 𝑖  log[𝑘]𝑥 = log(log[𝑘−1]𝑥)   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑘 = 1,2,3,… ;   log[0]𝑥 = 𝑥 
and 

 𝑖𝑖  exp[𝑘]𝑥 = exp 𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝑘−1 𝑥  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑘 = 1,2,3,… ;  exp[0]𝑥 = 𝑥. 
The following definitions are frequently used in this paper: 

Definition 1  The order 𝜌𝑓  and lower order 𝜆𝑓  of a meromorphic function f are defined as 

𝜌𝑓 =  
log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓)

log 𝑟𝑟→∞  
lim sup

 

and 

𝜆𝑓 =  
log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓)

log 𝑟𝑟→∞
lim inf . 

If  f  is entire, one can easily verify that 

𝜌𝑓 =  
log[2] 𝑀(𝑟, 𝑓)

log 𝑟𝑟→∞  
lim sup

 

and 

𝜆𝑓 =  
log[2] 𝑀(𝑟, 𝑓)

log 𝑟𝑟→∞
lim inf . 

Definition 2   The hyper order 𝜌
𝑓
and hyper lower order 𝜆𝑓  of  a  meromorphic function  f  are defined as follows 

 𝜌
𝑓

=  
log[2] 𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓)

log 𝑟𝑟→∞  
lim sup

 

and 

𝜆𝑓 =  
log[2] 𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓)

log 𝑟𝑟→∞
lim inf . 

If  f is entire, then 

 𝜌
𝑓

=  
log[3] 𝑀(𝑟, 𝑓)

log 𝑟𝑟→∞  
lim sup

 

and 

𝜆𝑓 =  
log[3] 𝑀(𝑟, 𝑓)

log 𝑟𝑟→∞
lim inf . 

Definition 3  The type 𝜍𝑓  of a meromorphic function  f  is defined as follows 

𝜍𝑓 =  
𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓)

𝑟𝜌𝑓𝑟→∞  
lim sup

, 0 < 𝜌𝑓 < ∞. 

When  f  is entire, then 

𝜍𝑓 =  
log𝑀(𝑟, 𝑓)

𝑟𝜌𝑓𝑟→∞  
lim sup

, 0 < 𝜌𝑓 < ∞. 

Definition 4   A function 𝜆𝑓(𝑟) is called a lower proximate order of a meromorphic function  f  of  finite lower order 𝜆𝑓   if  

(i) 𝜆𝑓(𝑟) is non-negative and continuous for  𝑟 ≥ 𝑟0, say 

(ii) 𝜆𝑓(𝑟) is differentiable for 𝑟 ≥ 𝑟0 except possibly at isolated points at which 𝜆𝑓
′ (𝑟 + 0) and  𝜆𝑓

′ (𝑟 − 0) exists,  

A Special Type Of Differential Polynomial And Its Comparative 

Growth Properties 
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(iii)  

lim
𝑟→∞

𝜆𝑓 𝑟 = 𝜆𝑓 , 

(iv)  

lim
𝑟→∞

𝑟𝜆𝑓
′  𝑟 log 𝑟 = 0 

and 

(v)  

 
𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓)

𝑟𝜆𝑓(𝑟)𝑟→∞
lim inf = 1. 

Definition 5   Let ‘a’ be a complex number, finite or infinite. The Nevanlinna’s deficiency and Valiron deficiency of ‘a’ with 

respect to a meromorphic function  f  are defined as 

𝛿 𝑎; 𝑓 = 1 −  
𝑁(𝑟, 𝑎; 𝑓)

𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓)𝑟→∞  
lim sup

=  
𝑚(𝑟, 𝑎; 𝑓)

𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓)𝑟→∞  
lim inf  

and 

Δ 𝑎; 𝑓 = 1 −  
𝑁(𝑟, 𝑎; 𝑓)

𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓)𝑟→∞  
lim inf =  

𝑚(𝑟, 𝑎; 𝑓)

𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓)𝑟→∞  
lim sup

. 

Let  f   be a non-constant meromorphic function defined in the open complex plane ℂ. Also let n0j, n1j,…,  nkj (k ≥ 1) be non-

negative integers such that for each j,  𝑛𝑖𝑗
𝑘
𝑖=0 ≥ 1.  We call 

𝑀𝑗  𝑓 = 𝐴𝑗 (𝑓)𝑛0𝑗 (𝑓(1))𝑛1𝑗 … (𝑓(𝑘))𝑛𝑘𝑗  

where 𝑇 𝑟,𝐴𝑗 = 𝑆(𝑟, 𝑓), to be a differential monomial generated by  f.  The numbers 

𝛾𝑀𝑗
=  𝑛𝑖𝑗

𝑘

𝑖=0

 

and 

Γ𝑀𝑗
=  (𝑖 + 1)𝑛𝑖𝑗

𝑘

𝑖=0

 

are called the degree and weight of 𝑀𝑗 [𝑓] {cf. [4]} respectively. The expression 

𝑃 𝑓 =  𝑀𝑗 [𝑓]

𝑠

𝑗=1

 

is called a differential polynomial generated by  f.  The numbers 

𝛾𝑃 = max
1≤𝑗≤𝑠

𝛾𝑀𝑗
 

and 

Γ𝑃 = max
1≤𝑗≤𝑠

Γ𝑀𝑗
 

are respectively called the degree and weight of P[f]  {cf.  [4]}. Also we call the numbers 

𝛾𝑃 = min
1≤𝑗≤𝑠

𝛾𝑀𝑗
 

and k ( the order of the highest derivative of  f) the lower degree and the order of P[f] respectively. If 𝛾𝑃 = 𝛾𝑃 , P[f] is called a 

homogeneous differential polynomial. 

Bhooshnurmath and Prasad [3] considered a special type of differential polynomial of the form 𝐹 = 𝑓𝑛𝑄[𝑓] where 

Q[f] is a differential polynomial in f  and n = 0, 1, 2,…. In this paper we intend to prove some improved results depending 

upon the comparative growth properties of the composition of entire and meromorphic functions and a special type of 

differential polynomial as mentioned above and generated by one of the factors of the composition. We do not explain the 

standard notations and definitions in the theory of entire and meromorphic functions because those are available in [9] and 

[5].   

  

II. LEMMAS. 
In this section we present some lemmas which will be needed in the sequel. 

Lemma 1  [1]  If  f  is meromorphic and  g  is entire then for all sufficiently large values of  r, 

𝑇 𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔 ≤  1 + 𝑜 1  
𝑇 𝑟,𝑔 

log𝑀 𝑟,𝑔 
𝑇 𝑀 𝑟,𝑔 , 𝑓 . 

Lemma 2 [2] Let  f  be meromorphic and  g  be entire and suppose that 0 < 𝜇 < 𝜌𝑔 ≤ ∞. Then for a sequence of values of  r  

tending to infinity, 

𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔) ≥ 𝑇(exp( 𝑟𝜇 ), 𝑓). 
Lemma 3 [3] Let 𝐹 = 𝑓𝑛𝑄[𝑓] where Q[f] is a differential polynomial in f. If n ≥ 1 then 𝜌𝐹 = 𝜌𝑓  and 𝜆𝐹 = 𝜆𝑓 . 

Lemma 4 Let 𝐹 = 𝑓𝑛𝑄[𝑓] where Q[f] is a differential polynomial in f. If n ≥ 1 then 

lim
𝑟→∞

𝑇(𝑟, 𝐹)

𝑇(𝑟,𝑓)
= 1. 

The proof  of  Lemma 4 directly follows from Lemma 3. 
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In the line of Lemma 3 we may prove the following lemma: 

Lemma 5 Let 𝐹 = 𝑓𝑛𝑄[𝑓] where Q[f] is a differential polynomial in f. If n ≥ 1 then 𝜌
𝐹

= 𝜌
𝑓
 and   𝜆𝐹 = 𝜆𝑓 . 

Lemma 6 For a meromorphic function  f  of finite lower order, lower proximate order exists. 

The lemma can be proved in the line of  Theorem 1 [7] and so the proof is omitted. 

 

Lemma 7 Let  f  be a meromorphic function of finite lower order 𝜆𝑓 . Then for 𝛿 > 0  the function 𝑟𝜆𝑓+𝛿−𝜆𝑓 (𝑟) is an 

increasing  function  of  r.  

Proof.  Since 
𝑑

𝑑𝑟
𝑟𝜆𝑓+𝛿−𝜆𝑓(𝑟) =  𝜆𝑓 + 𝛿 − 𝜆𝑓 𝑟 − 𝑟𝜆𝑓

′ log 𝑟 𝑟𝜆𝑓+𝛿−𝜆𝑓 𝑟 −1 > 0 

for sufficiently large values of  r, the lemma follows.  

Lemma 8  [6] Let  f  be an entire function of finite lower order. If there exists entire functions ai (i= 1, 2, 3,…, n; n ≤ ∞) 

satisfying 𝑇 𝑟, 𝑎𝑖 = 𝑜{𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓)} and 

 𝛿(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑓)

𝑛

𝑖=1

= 1, 

then 

lim
𝑟→∞

𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓)

log𝑀(𝑟, 𝑓)
=

1

𝜋
. 

 

III. THEOREMS. 
In this section we present the main results of the paper. 

 

Theorem 1  Let  f  be a meromorphic function and  g  be an entire function satisfying 

  𝑖  𝜆𝑓 , 𝜆𝑔  are both finite and  

 𝑖𝑖  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛 ≥ 1,𝐺 = 𝑔𝑛𝑄[𝑔]. Then 

 
log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)𝑟→∞
lim inf ≤ 3.𝜌𝑓 . 2𝜆𝑔 . 

Proof.  If  𝜌𝑓 = ∞, the result is obvious. So we suppose that 𝜌𝑓 < ∞. Since 𝑇 𝑟,𝑔 ≤ log+𝑀 𝑟,𝑔 , in view of  Lemma 1 we 

get for all sufficiently large values of  r  that 

𝑇 𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔 ≤  1 + 𝑜 1  𝑇(𝑀 𝑟,𝑔 , 𝑓) 
i.e., 

log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔) ≤ log{1 + 𝑜(1)} + log𝑇(𝑀 𝑟,𝑔 , 𝑓) 

i.e., 

log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔) ≤ 𝑜 1 +  𝜌𝑓 + 휀 log𝑀(𝑟,𝑔) 

i.e., 

 
log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝑔)𝑟→∞  
lim inf ≤  𝜌𝑓 + 휀  

log𝑀(𝑟,𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝑔)𝑟→∞
lim inf . 

Since 휀(> 0) is arbitrary, it follows that 

                                   
log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝑔)𝑟→∞  
lim inf ≤ 𝜌𝑓 .  

log𝑀(𝑟,𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝑔)𝑟→∞
lim inf .                              1  

As by condition (v) of Definition 4 

 
𝑇(𝑟,𝑔)

𝑟𝜆𝑔(𝑟)𝑟→∞ 
lim inf = 1, 

so for given 휀(0 < 휀 < 1) we get for a sequence of values of  r tending to infinity that 

                                                            𝑇 𝑟,𝑔 ≤  1 + 휀 𝑟𝜆𝑔 𝑟                                          (2) 
and for all sufficiently large values of  r, 

                                                            𝑇 𝑟,𝑔 >  1 − 휀 𝑟𝜆𝑔 𝑟                                          (3) 

Since 

log𝑀(𝑟,𝑔) ≤ 3𝑇(2𝑟,𝑔) 

{cf. [5]}, we have by (2), for a sequence of values of  r tending to infinity,  

                              log𝑀(𝑟,𝑔) ≤ 3𝑇 2𝑟,𝑔 ≤ 3 1 + 휀  2𝑟 𝜆𝑔 2𝑟 .                           (4) 

Combining (3) and (4), we obtain for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity that 

log𝑀(𝑟,𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝑔)
≤

3(1 + 휀)

(1 − 휀)
.
(2𝑟)𝜆𝑔(2𝑟)

𝑟𝜆𝑔(𝑟)
. 

Now for any 𝛿(> 0), for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity we obtain that 

log𝑀(𝑟,𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝑔)
≤

3(1 + 휀)

(1 − 휀)
.

(2𝑟)𝜆𝑔+𝛿

(2𝑟)𝜆𝑔+𝛿−𝜆𝑔(2𝑟)
.

1

𝑟𝜆𝑔(𝑟)
 

i.e., 
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log𝑀(𝑟,𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝑔)
≤

3(1 + 휀)

(1 − 휀)
. 2𝜆𝑔+𝛿                                   (5) 

because 𝑟𝜆𝑔+𝛿−𝜆𝑔(𝑟) is an increasing function of r by Lemma 7. Since 휀(> 0) and 𝛿(> 0) are arbitrary, it follows from (5) 

that 

                                                        
log𝑀(𝑟,𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝑔)𝑟→∞ 
lim inf ≤ 3. 2𝜆𝑔 .                                       (6) 

Thus from (1) and (6) we obtain that 

                                            
log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝑔)𝑟→∞ 
lim inf ≤ 3.𝜌𝑓 . 2𝜆𝑔 .                                          (7) 

Now in view of (7) and Lemma 3, we get that 

 
log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)𝑟→∞  
lim inf =  

log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝑔)𝑟→∞  
lim inf . lim

𝑟→∞

𝑇(𝑟,𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)
 

≤ 3.𝜌𝑓 . 2𝜆𝑔 . 

This proves the theorem. 

 

Theorem 2  Let  f  be meromorphic and  g  be entire such that 𝜌𝑓 < ∞, 𝜆𝑔 < ∞ and for 𝑛 ≥ 1,𝐺 = 𝑔𝑛𝑄 𝑔 . Then 

 
log[2]𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)𝑟→∞
lim inf ≤ 1. 

Proof.  Since 

𝑇 𝑟,𝑔 ≤ log+𝑀 𝑟,𝑔 , 
in view of Lemma 1, we get for all sufficiently large values of r that 

log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔) ≤ log𝑇(𝑀 𝑟,𝑔 , 𝑓) + log{1 + 𝑜(1)} 

i.e., 

log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔) ≤  𝜌𝑓 + 휀 log𝑀(𝑟,𝑔) + 𝑜(1) 

i.e., 

                                  log[2]𝑇 𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔 ≤ log[2]𝑀 𝑟,𝑔 + 𝑂 1 .                                     (8) 

It is well known that for any entire function  g, 

log𝑀(𝑟,𝑔) ≤ 3𝑇 2𝑟,𝑔                𝑐𝑓.  5  . 
Then for 0 < 휀 < 1 and 𝛿 > 0 , for a sequence of values of r  tending to 

infinity it follows from (5) that 

                                             log 2 𝑀 𝑟,𝑔 ≤ log𝑇 𝑟,𝑔 +  𝑂 1 .                                 9  
Now combining (8) and (9), we obtain for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity that  

log 2 𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔) ≤ log𝑇 𝑟,𝑔 + 𝑂(1) 
i.e., 

                                                    
log 2 𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log𝑇 𝑟,𝑔 
≤ 1.                                                    (10) 

As by Lemma 4, 

lim
𝑟→∞

log𝑇(𝑟,𝑔)

log𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)
 

exists and is equal to 1, then from (10) we get that 

 
log[2]𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)𝑟→∞  
lim inf =  

log[2]𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log𝑇(𝑟,𝑔)𝑟→∞  
lim inf . lim

𝑟→∞

log𝑇(𝑟,𝑔)

log𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)
 

≤ 1.1 = 1. 
Thus the theorem is established. 

 

Remark 1 The condition 𝜌𝑓 < ∞ is essential in Theorem 2 which is evident from the following example. 

 

Example 1 Let 𝑓 = exp[2]𝑧 and 𝑔 = exp 𝑧. Then 𝑓𝑜𝑔 = exp[3]𝑧 and for 𝑛 ≥ 1,𝐺 = 𝑔𝑛𝑄 𝑔 . Taking 𝑛 = 1,𝐴𝑗 = 1,𝑛0𝑗 =

1 and 𝑛1𝑗 = ⋯ = 𝑛𝑘𝑗 = 0; we see that 𝐺 = exp 2𝑧 . Now we have 

 

𝜌𝑓 =  
log[2]𝑀(𝑟, 𝑓)

log 𝑟𝑟→∞  
lim sup

=  
log[2](exp[2]𝑟)

log 𝑟𝑟→∞  
lim sup

= ∞ 

and 

𝜆𝑔 =  
log[2]𝑀(𝑟,𝑔)

log 𝑟𝑟→∞  
lim inf =  

log 2 (exp 𝑟)

log 𝑟𝑟→∞  
lim inf = 1. 

Again from  the  inequality 

 

𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓) ≤ log+𝑀(𝑟, 𝑓) ≤ 3𝑇(2𝑟, 𝑓) 

{cf. p.18, [5]} we obtain that 
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𝑇 𝑟,𝐺 ≤ log𝑀 𝑟,𝐺 = log(exp 2𝑟) 
i.e., 

log𝑇(𝑟,𝐺) ≤ log 𝑟 + 𝑂(1) 

and 

𝑇 𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔 ≥
1

3
log𝑀 

𝑟

2
, 𝑓𝑜𝑔 =

1

3
exp[2](

𝑟

2
) 

i.e., 

log[2]𝑇 𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔 ≥
𝑟

2
+ 𝑂 1 . 

Combining the above two inequalities, we have 

log[2]𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)
≥

𝑟
2

+ 𝑂(1)

log 𝑟 + 𝑂(1)
. 

Therefore 

 
log[2]𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)𝑟→∞  
lim inf = ∞, 

which is contrary to Theorem 2. 

 

Theorem 3  Let  f  and  g  be any two entire functions such that 𝜌𝑔 < 𝜆𝑓 ≤ 𝜌𝑓 < ∞ and for  𝑛 ≥ 1,𝐹 = 𝑓𝑛𝑄[𝑓] and 

𝐺 = 𝑔𝑛𝑄 𝑔 . Also there exist entire functions ai (i = 1, 2,…, n; n ≤ ∞)  with 

 𝑖 𝑇 𝑟, 𝑎𝑖 = 𝑜 𝑇 𝑟,𝑔    𝑎𝑠 𝑟 → ∞  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, 2,… ,𝑛 
and 

 𝑖𝑖   𝛿 𝑎𝑖 ;𝑔 = 1.

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

Then 

lim
𝑟→∞

{log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)}2

𝑇 𝑟,𝐹 𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)
= 0. 

 

Proof.  In view of the inequality 

𝑇(𝑟,𝑔) ≤ log+𝑀(𝑟,𝑔) 
and Lemma 1, we obtain for all sufficiently large values of  r   that 

𝑇 𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔 ≤ {1 + 𝑜 1 }𝑇(𝑀 𝑟,𝑔 , 𝑓) 

i.e., 

log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔) ≤ log{1 + 𝑜(1)} + log𝑇(𝑀 𝑟,𝑔 , 𝑓) 

i.e., 

log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔) ≤ 𝑜 1 +  𝜌𝑓 + 휀 log𝑀(𝑟,𝑔) 

i.e., 

                               log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔) ≤ 𝑜 1 +  𝜌𝑓 + 휀 𝑟(𝜌𝑔+휀).                 (11) 

Again in view of Lemma 3, we get for all sufficiently large values of   r  that 

log𝑇 𝑟,𝐹 >  𝜆𝐹 − 휀 log 𝑟 

i.e., 

log𝑇 𝑟,𝐹 >  𝜆𝑓 − 휀 log 𝑟 

i.e., 

                                                   𝑇 𝑟,𝐹 > 𝑟𝜆𝑓−휀 .                                         (12) 
Now combining (11) and (12), it follows for all sufficiently large values of  r that 

                     
log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝐹)
≤

𝑜 1 + (𝜌𝑓 + 휀)𝑟(𝜌𝑔+휀)

𝑟𝜆𝑓−휀
.                           (13) 

Since 𝜌𝑔 < 𝜆𝑓 , we can choose 휀(> 0) in such a way that 

                                             𝜌𝑔 + 휀 < 𝜆𝑓 − 휀.                                               (14) 

So in view of (13) and (14), it follows that 

                                         lim
𝑟→∞

log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝐹)
= 0.                                          (15) 

Again from Lemma 4 and Lemma 8, we get for all sufficiently large values of r that 

log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)
≤

𝑜 1 +  𝜌𝑓 + 휀 log𝑀(𝑟,𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)
 

i.e., 

 
log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)𝑟→∞   
lim sup

≤ (𝜌𝑓 + 휀)  
log𝑀(𝑟,𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)𝑟→∞  
lim sup

 

i.e., 
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log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)𝑟→∞   
lim sup

≤  𝜌𝑓 + 휀  
log𝑀 𝑟,𝑔 

𝑇 𝑟,𝑔 𝑟→∞  
lim sup

. lim
𝑟→∞

 
𝑇(𝑟,𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)
 

i.e., 

 
log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)𝑟→∞   
lim sup

≤  𝜌𝑓 + 휀 .𝜋. 

Since 휀(> 0) is arbitrary, it follows from above that 

                                   
log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)𝑟→∞   
lim sup

≤ 𝜌𝑓 .𝜋.                                   (16) 

Combining (15) and (16), we obtain that 

 
{log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)}2

𝑇 𝑟,𝐹 𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)𝑟→∞  
lim sup

 

= lim
𝑟→∞

log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝐹)
.  

log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)𝑟→∞  
lim sup

 

     

≤ 0.𝜋.𝜌𝑓 = 0, 

i.e., 

lim
𝑟→∞

{log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)}2

𝑇 𝑟,𝐹 𝑇(𝑟,𝐺)
= 0. 

This proves the theorem. 

 

Theorem 4  Let  f  and  g  be any two entire functions satisfying the following conditions:  𝑖    𝜆𝑓 > 0     𝑖𝑖    𝜌
𝑓

<

∞   𝑖𝑖𝑖     0 < 𝜆𝑔 ≤ 𝜌𝑔  and also let for 𝑛 ≥ 1,𝐹 = 𝑓𝑛𝑄 𝑓 .  Then 

 
log[2]𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log[2]𝑇(𝑟,𝐹)𝑟→∞  
lim sup

≥ max{
𝜆𝑔

𝜆𝑓
,
𝜌𝑔

𝜌
𝑓

}. 

Proof.   We know that for  r > 0 {cf. [8]} and for all sufficiently large values of r, 

                                     𝑇 𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔 ≥
1

3
log𝑀  

1

8
𝑀 

𝑟

4
,𝑔 + 𝑜 1 , 𝑓 .                     (17) 

Since 𝜆𝑓  and 𝜆𝑔  are the lower orders of  f  and  g  respectively then for given 휀(> 0) and for all sufficiently large values of  r  

we obtain that  

log𝑀 𝑟, 𝑓 > 𝑟𝜆𝑓−휀  
and 

log𝑀 𝑟,𝑔 > 𝑟𝜆𝑔−휀  

where 0 < 휀 < min 𝜆𝑓 , 𝜆𝑔 . So from (17) we have for all sufficiently large values of  r, 

𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔) ≥
1

3
 
1

8
𝑀 

𝑟

4
,𝑔 + 𝑜 1  

𝜆𝑓−휀

 

i.e., 

𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔) ≥
1

3
{
1

9
𝑀(

𝑟

4
,𝑔)}𝜆𝑓−휀  

i.e., 

log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔) ≥ 𝑂 1 +  𝜆𝑓 − 휀 log𝑀(
𝑟

4
,𝑔) 

i.e., 

log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔) ≥ 𝑂 1 +  𝜆𝑓 − 휀 (
𝑟

4
)𝜆𝑔−휀  

i.e., 

                              log 2 𝑇 𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔 ≥ 𝑂 1 +  𝜆𝑔 − 휀 log 𝑟 .                            18  

Again in view of Lemma 1, we get for a sequence of values r tending to infinity that 

log 2 𝑇 𝑟,𝐹 ≤  𝜆𝐹 + 휀 log 𝑟 

i.e., 

                                              log 2 𝑇 𝑟,𝐹 ≤  𝜆𝑓 + 휀 log 𝑟 .                               (19) 

Combining (18) and (19), it follows for a sequence of values of  r tending to infinity that 

log[2]𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log[2]𝑇(𝑟,𝐹)
≥

𝑂 1 +  𝜆𝑔 − 휀 log 𝑟

 𝜆𝑓 + 휀 log 𝑟
. 

Since 휀(> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that 

 

                                    
log[2]𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log[2]𝑇(𝑟,𝐹)𝑟→∞   
lim sup

≥
𝜆𝑔

𝜆𝑓
.                                         (20) 

Again from (17), we get for a sequence of values of   r  tending to infinity that 
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log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔) ≥ 𝑂 1 + (𝜆𝑓 − 휀)(
𝑟

4
)𝜌𝑔−휀  

i.e., 

                                  log 2 𝑇 𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔 ≥ 𝑂 1 +  𝜌𝑔 − 휀 log 𝑟 .                     (21) 

Also in view of  Lemma 5, for all sufficiently large values of  r  we have 

log[2]𝑇 𝑟,𝐹 ≤  𝜌
𝐹

+ 휀 log 𝑟 

i.e., 

                                          log[2]𝑇 𝑟,𝐹 ≤  𝜌
𝑓

+ 휀 log 𝑟 .                               (22) 

Now from (21) and (22), it follows for a sequence of values of   r tending to infinity that 

log[2]𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log[2]𝑇(𝑟,𝐹)
≥

𝑂 1 +  𝜌𝑔 − 휀 log 𝑟

 𝜌
𝑓

+ 휀 log 𝑟
. 

As 휀(0 < 휀 < 𝜌𝑔) is arbitrary, we obtain from above that 

                                               
log[2]𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log[2] 𝑇(𝑟,𝐹)𝑟→∞   
lim sup

≥
𝜌𝑔

𝜌
𝑓

.                                    (23) 

Therefore from (20) and (23), we get that 

 
log[2]𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log[2]𝑇(𝑟,𝐹)𝑟→∞  
lim sup

≥ max{
𝜆𝑔

𝜆𝑓
,
𝜌𝑔

𝜌
𝑓

}. 

Thus the theorem is established. 

 

Theorem 5  Let  f  be meromorphic and  g  be entire such that  𝑖  0 < 𝜆𝑓 < 𝜌
𝑓

,  𝑖𝑖  𝜌𝑔 < ∞,    𝑖𝑖𝑖  𝜌𝑓 < ∞ and 

 𝑖𝑣  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛 ≥ 1, 𝐹 = 𝑓𝑛𝑄 𝑓 . Then 

 
log[2]𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log[2]𝑇(𝑟,𝐹)𝑟→∞  
lim inf ≤ min{

𝜆𝑔

𝜆𝑓
,
𝜌𝑔

𝜌
𝑓

}. 

Proof.  In view of  Lemma 1 and the inequality 

𝑇 𝑟,𝑔 ≤ log+𝑀 𝑟,𝑔 , 
we obtain for all sufficiently large values of   r   that 

                                     log𝑇 𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔 ≤ 𝑜 1 +  𝜌𝑓 + 휀 log𝑀(𝑟,𝑔).                    (24) 

Also for a sequence of values of   r  tending to infinity, 

                                              log𝑀(𝑟,𝑔) ≤ 𝑟𝜆𝑔+휀 .                                                       (25) 
Combining (24) and (25), it follows for a sequence of values of  r  tending to infinity that 

log𝑇 𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔 ≤ 𝑜 1 + (𝜌𝑓 + 휀)𝑟𝜆𝑔+휀  

i.e., 

log𝑇 𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔 ≤ 𝑟𝜆𝑔+휀{𝑜 1 + (𝜌𝑓 + 휀)} 

i.e., 

                                 log[2]𝑇 𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔 ≤ 𝑂 1 +  𝜆𝑔 + 휀 log 𝑟 .                                (26) 

Again in view of  Lemma  5, we obtain for all sufficiently large values of  r that 

log 2 𝑇 𝑟,𝐹 >  𝜆𝐹 − 휀 log 𝑟 

 

i.e., 

                                           log 2 𝑇 𝑟,𝐹 >  𝜆𝑓 − 휀 log 𝑟 .                                          (27) 

Now from (26) and (27), we get for a sequence of values of  r tending to infinity that 

log[2]𝑇 𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔 

log 2 𝑇 𝑟,𝐹 
≤

𝑂 1 +  𝜆𝑔 + 휀 log 𝑟

 𝜆𝑓 − 휀 log 𝑟
. 

 

As 휀(> 0) is arbitrary, it follows that 

                                     
log[2]𝑇 𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔 

log 2 𝑇 𝑟,𝐹 
𝑟→∞  

lim inf ≤
𝜆𝑔

𝜆𝑓
.                                           (28) 

In view of  Lemma 1, we obtain for all sufficiently large values of  r   that 

               log 2 𝑇 𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔 ≤ 𝑂 1 +  𝜌𝑔 + 휀 log 𝑟 .                                        (29) 

Also by Remark 1, it follows for a sequence of values of  r  tending to infinity that 

log 2 𝑇 𝑟,𝐹 >  𝜌
𝐹
− 휀 log 𝑟 

i.e., 

                                         log 2 𝑇 𝑟,𝐹 >  𝜌
𝑓
− 휀 log 𝑟 .                                 30  

Combining (29) and (30), we get for a sequence of values of  r  tending to infinity that 
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log[2]𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log[2]𝑇(𝑟,𝐹)
≤

𝑂 1 +  𝜌𝑔 + 휀 log 𝑟

 𝜌
𝑓
− 휀 log 𝑟

. 

Since 휀(> 0) is arbitrary, it follows from above that 

                                            
log[2]𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log[2]𝑇(𝑟,𝐹)𝑟→∞
lim inf ≤

𝜌𝑔

𝜌
𝑓

.                                    (31) 

Now from (28) and (31), we get that 

 
log[2]𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log[2]𝑇(𝑟,𝐹)𝑟→∞
lim inf ≤ min{

𝜆𝑔

𝜆𝑓
,
𝜌𝑔

𝜌
𝑓

}. 

This proves the theorem. 

The following theorem is a natural consequence of  Theorem 4 and Theorem 5: 

 

Theorem 6 Let  f  and  g  be any two entire functions such that   

 𝑖  0 < 𝜆𝑓 < 𝜌
𝑓

< ∞,  𝑖𝑖  0 < 𝜆𝑓 ≤ 𝜌𝑓 < ∞,  𝑖𝑖𝑖  0 < 𝜆𝑔 ≤ 𝜌𝑔 < ∞ and  

 𝑖𝑣 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛 ≥ 1,𝐹 = 𝑓𝑛𝑄 𝑓 . Then 

 
log[2]𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log[2]𝑇(𝑟,𝐹)𝑟→∞ 
lim inf ≤ min{

𝜆𝑔

𝜆𝑓
,
𝜌𝑔

𝜌
𝑓

} ≤ max{
𝜆𝑔

𝜆𝑓
,
𝜌𝑔

𝜌
𝑓

} ≤  
log[2]𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log[2]𝑇(𝑟,𝐹)𝑟→∞  
lim sup

. 

 

Theorem 7 Let  f  be meromorphic and  g  be entire satisfying 0 < 𝜆𝑓 ≤ 𝜌𝑓 < ∞,𝜌𝑔 > 0 and also let for 𝑛 ≥ 1,  

𝐹 = 𝑓𝑛𝑄[𝑓]. Then   

 
log[2]𝑇(exp 𝑟𝜌𝑔  , 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log[2]𝑇(exp 𝑟𝜇  ,𝐹)
= ∞𝑟→∞  

lim sup
, 

where 0 < 𝜇 < 𝜌𝑔 .  

Proof.   Let 0 < 𝜇′ < 𝜌𝑔 . Then in view of Lemma 2, we get for a sequence of  values of  r  tending to infinity that 

log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔) ≥ log𝑇(exp(𝑟𝜇 ) , 𝑓) 
i.e., 

log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔) ≥  𝜆𝑓 − 휀 log{exp(𝑟𝜇
′
)} 

i.e., 

log𝑇(𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔) ≥  𝜆𝑓 − 휀 𝑟𝜇
′
 

i.e., 

                                   log[2]𝑇 𝑟, 𝑓𝑜𝑔 ≥ 𝑂 1 + 𝜇′ log 𝑟 .                                (32) 
Again in view of Lemma 3, we have for all sufficiently large values of  r, 

log𝑇(exp 𝑟𝜇  ,𝐹) ≤  𝜌𝐹 + 휀 log{exp(𝑟𝜇 )} 

i.e., 

log𝑇(exp 𝑟𝜇  ,𝐹) ≤  𝜌𝑓 + 휀 𝑟𝜇  

i.e., 

                              log𝑇(exp 𝑟𝜇  ,𝐹) ≤ 𝑂 1 + 𝜇 log 𝑟 .                              (33) 

Now combining (32) and (33), we obtain for a sequence of values of  r  tending to infinity that 

log[2]𝑇(exp 𝑟𝜌𝑔  , 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log[2]𝑇(exp 𝑟𝜇  ,𝐹)
≥

𝑂 1 + 𝜇′𝑟𝜌𝑔

𝑂 1 + 𝜇 log 𝑟
 

from which the theorem follows. 

 

Remark 2 The condition 𝜌𝑔 > 0 is necessary in  Theorem 7 as we see in the following example. 

 

Example 2 Let 𝑓 = exp 𝑧 ,𝑔 = 𝑧 and 𝜇 = 1 > 0 . Then 𝑓𝑜𝑔 = exp 𝑧 and for 𝑛 ≥ 1,𝐹 = 𝑓𝑛𝑄 𝑓 .  Taking  

𝑛 = 1,𝐴𝑗 = 1,𝑛0𝑗 = 1 and 𝑛1𝑗 = ⋯ = 𝑛𝑘𝑗 = 0; we see that 𝐹 = exp 2𝑧.  Then 

 

𝜌𝑓 =  
log[2]𝑀(𝑟, 𝑓)

log 𝑟𝑟→∞
lim sup

= 1, 

𝜆𝑓 =  
log[2]𝑀(𝑟, 𝑓)

log 𝑟𝑟→∞
lim inf = 1 

and 

𝜌𝑔 =  
log[2]𝑀(𝑟,𝑔)

log 𝑟𝑟→∞
lim sup

= 0. 

Also we get that 

𝑇 𝑟, 𝑓 =
𝑟

𝜋
. 
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Therefore 

𝑇 exp 𝑟𝜌𝑔  , 𝑓𝑜𝑔 =
𝑒

𝜋
 

and 

𝑇 exp 𝑟𝜇  ,𝐹 =
2 exp 𝑟

𝜋
. 

So from the above two expressions we obtain that 

log[2]𝑇(exp 𝑟𝜌𝑔  , 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log[2]𝑇(exp 𝑟𝜇  ,𝐹)
=

𝑂(1)

log 𝑟 + 𝑂(1)
 

i.e., 

 
log[2]𝑇(exp 𝑟𝜌𝑔  , 𝑓𝑜𝑔)

log[2]𝑇(exp 𝑟𝜇  ,𝐹)𝑟→∞   
lim sup

= 0, 

which contradicts Theorem 7. 
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ABSTRACT: Effective energy utilization and its management for minimizing irreversibility has made human to look for 

efficient energy consumption & conversion. Based on several research activity and local power plant experience some key 

observation has made and is presented in this paper The aim of this paper is to be find out amount and source of 

irreversibility’s  generated in boiler of 35 TPH boiler in 6 MW captive power plant so that any process in the system that 

having largest energy destruction can be identified that help designer to re design the system components. 

 
Keyword: First law of thermodynamic, Second law of thermodynamic, Irreversibility. 

 

I. Introduction 
Energy consumption is the most important problem in the today’s era. In the present scenario per capita energy 

consumption determines the level of development of the nation. With the increased awareness that the world’s energy 

resources are limited has caused many countries to reassess their energy policies and take measures for eliminating the 

waste. It has also ignited the interest in the scientists and researchers to take a close look at the energy conversion devices 

and to develop new techniques for better utilization of the available resources. 

The First Law deals with the amounts of energy of various forms transferred between the system and its 

surroundings and with the changes in the energy stored in the system. It treats work and heat interactions as equivalent forms 

of energy in transit and offers no indication about the possibility of a spontaneous process proceeding in a certain direction. 

The first law places no restriction on the direction of a process, but satisfying the first law does not ensure that the process 

can actually occur. This inadequacy of the first law to identify whether a process can take place is remedied by introducing 

another general principle, the second law of thermodynamics 

The exergy method of analysis is based on the Second law of thermodynamics and the concept of irreversible 

production of entropy. The fundamentals of the exergy method were laid down by Carnot in 1824 and Clausius in 1865. The 

energy-related engineering systems are designed and their performance is evaluated primarily by using the energy balance 

deduced from the First law of thermodynamics. Engineers and scientists have been traditionally applying the First law of 

thermodynamics to calculate the enthalpy balances for more than a century to quantify the loss of efficiency in a process due 

to the loss of energy. The exergy concept has gained considerable interest in the thermodynamic analysis of thermal 

processes and plant systems since it has been seen that the First law analysis has been insufficient from an energy 

performance stand point. Keeping in view the facts stated above, it can be expected that performing an analysis based on the 

same definition of performance criteria will be meaningful for performance comparisons, assessments and improvement for 

thermal power plants. Additionally, considering both the energetic and exergetic performance criteria together can guide the 

ways of efficient and effective usage of fuel resources by taking into account the quality and quantity of the energy used in 

the generation of electric power in thermal power plants. The purpose of this study presented here is to carry out energetic 

and exergetic performance analyses, at the design conditions, for the existing coal and gas-fired thermal power plants in 

order to identify the needed improvement. For performing this aim, we summarized thermodynamic models for the 

considered power plants on the basis of mass, energy and exergy balance equations. The thermodynamic model simulation 

results are compared. In the direction of the comprehensive analysis results, the requirements for performance improvement 

are evaluated. 

 

II. Energy and EXERGY Analysis Of Coal Fired Cogeneration Power Plant With Condensate Extraction   

Turbine 
In general coal based thermal plant works on Rankin cycle. Several advancement has made in recent thermal power 

plant to increase the energy output per unite mass of fuel burnt like reheating, regeneration etc. The design of any power 

plant is based on location, avaibility of fuel and it effectiveness.  Since thermal power plant works on fossile fuel, it has 

made great interest to research to look for more efficient utilization of this fuel due to it’s stock limitation under earth.   

Which results into no. of analysis based on energy losses and irreversibility, various attempts where made to over come this 

loss as and hence reheat cycle, regenerative cycle are the some fruitful outcome that came out for improvement. 

 

2.1. Description of Coal fired power plant:  
Several observed processes are considered for the analysis of a cumulative coal fixed thermal like lowering 

condenser pressure, superheating the to high temperatures, increasing the boiler pressure, reheat regenerative Rankin cycle is 

used. 

Scope of Improving Energy Utilization in Coal Based 

Co-Generation on Thermal Power Plant -Review 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 REVIEW 
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram of cogeneration thermal power plant with condensate extraction turbine 

 

Fig.1 describes the detail part of cogeneration coal based with condensate extraction turbine consists of Boiler (B), 

Condensate extraction turbine with there  stages (T) Pump (P), Decretory (D),  a generator (S) , condense (c) high pressure 

feed water heater (HPH). The thermodynamic models of power plant are based on fundamental mass and energy balances. 

Using the energy and mass balance equation for each component in the power plant model, it is possible to compute energy 

and energy contents in terms of turbine power outputs, pump power consumptions boiler heat requirements, energy and 

exergy flows at each node of the plants, component first and second low efficiencies, component irreversibility in the plant 

etc. 

 

2.2. Energy Analysis 
In an open flow system there are three types of energy transfer across the control surface like work transfer, heat 

transfer, and energy associated with mass transfer and / or flow.  The first law of thermodynamics or energy balance for the 

steady flow process of an open system is given by 

∑Qk+ m( =m(ho+  

  ή=  

The energy balance for boiler and its component 

2.2.1. Energy balance for combustion of boiler  

The energy balance for  boiler form energy equation can be given as, 

0=Qk- mw(h₈-h₂₄)-energy loss -  ma(h₂-h₁) 

Where mw is mass flow rate of water , ma is a mass flow rate of air 

Energy loss = QK- mw(h₈-h₂₄)- ma(h₂-h₁)Type equation here. 
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The first law efficiency is given by 

ή=  

₌    Energy input – Energy loss 

              Energy input 

=1-(enegy loss)/(energy input) 

=  1-   

ή=  this is efficiency of boiler 

since air is heated in a preheated in boiler which would otherwise would have absorb the heat from boiler 

2.2.2.Eenergy balance for turbine  

From energy balance equation, 

Wт ₌m₈(h₈₋h₉₎+(m₈₋m₉)(h₉₋h₁₀)+(m₈₋m₉₋m₁₀)(h₁₀₋h₁₁)-energy loss 

Energy loss= ή  =  

      =1-  

=     

2.2.3. Energy balance for condenser 

From energy balance equations, 

0=m₁₁(h₁₁₋h₁₆)-  Q𝐤-   energy  loss 

0= m₁₁(h₁₁₋h₁₆)-  mcw(h₁₉‒h₁₈)- energy loss 

Energy loss= m₁₁(h₁₁₋h₁₆)-  mcw(h₁₉‒h₁₈) 

Efficiency of condenser is given by 

ή=  

  =  

  =  

2.2.4.Pump system 

(a) Condensate extraction pump ie CEP pump 

Wcp=m₁₆(h₁₇-h₁₆)-Energy loss 

Energy loss=Wcp+ m₁₆(h₁₇-h₁₆) 

ή =  
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 =1-   -  

η condenser =  

(b) Efficiency of DM water pump 

 

Energy loss =m₂₁(h₂₂-h₂₁)+W  

 

ή =  

(c)Boiler feed pump 

 

Energy loss =m₄(h₂₄-h₄)+  

 

   ή =  

 

2.2.5. Energy flow equation for high pressure  feed water heater 
 

From fig and steady state energy equation is given by 

 

0=m₁₂(h₁₂-h₁₃)-m₁₄(h₁₅-h₁₄)-energy loss 

 

ή hph=  

 

=  

 

=  

 

2.2.6. Dearetor sub system 

 

It is well insulated system consider adiabatic one to which hot steam 13 ton from h.p heater and hot feed water from 15 enter 

into mix together forming mixture as well as D.M is heated from atmospheric condition to some higher level and left to 

dearator ,the energy supplied is sum of energies of hot steam and water and losing energy to cold water 

 

The energy flow equation for dearetor is given by 

 

0=m₁₃.h₁₃+m₁₅h₁₅-m₃(h₁₃-h₃)+m₁₀.h₁₀+m₁₇.h₁₇.-m₄.h₄-h₂₀.m₂₀-energy loss 

 

Energy loss= m₁₃.h₁₃+m₁₅h₁₅-m₃(h₁₃-h₃)+m₁₀.h₁₀+m₁₇h₁₇..-m₄.h₄-h₂₀.m₂₀ 
 

But m₃=m₁₄=m₁₅ 
 

ή =1-  

 

ή=  

above is the efficiency of dearator 

 

2.2.7. Energy balance for process steam application 

The steam supplied to the process is consider as a lost steam from cycle even though it is utilized for some 

application providing money 

Energy utilized in the process  = m₂₀ .h₂₀ 

Scop energy analysis for particular application not consider in this article. 

 

2.3. Exergy Analysis of Condensate Extraction turbine  

 Exergy is a generic term for a group of concepts that define the maximum possible work potential of a system, a 

stream of matter and/or heat interaction, the state of the (conceptual) environment being used as the datum state.  In an open 

flow system there are three types of energy transfer across the control surface namely working transfer, heat transfer, and 
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energy associated with mass transfer and/or flow.  The work transfer is equivalent to the maximum work which can be 

obtained from that form of energy. The exergy of heat transfer Q from the control surface at temperature  T is determined 

from maximum rate of conversion of thermal energy to work Wmax is given by. kinetic, potential and physical exergy. The 

kinetic and potential energy are almost equivalent to exergy. The physical specific exergy and depends on initial state of 

matter and environmental state. Energy analysis is based on the first law of thermodynamics, which is related to the 

conservation of mass and degradation of the quality of energy along with the entropy generation in the analysis design and 

improvement of energy systems. Exergy analysis is useful method, to complement but not to replace energy analysis. The 

exergy flow for steady flow process of an open system is given by. 

 Wmax=Ψϙ=ϙ( ) 

 

+  

Where  

     

    Ψ=m  

And 

 

h°=h+  

 

Where ψі and  ψо are exergy associated will mass inflow and outflows are respectively, is useful work done on/by system I 

destroyed is irreversibility of process and h
0
 is the enthalpy as summation of enthalpy, KE and PE.  The other notations C is 

the bulk velocity of the working fluid, Z is the altitude of the Steam above the sea level, g is the specific gravitational force. 

The irreversibility may be due to various losses   occurring like to overcome Friction may be surface and steam or between 

adjacent layers of steam.Exergy analysis is an effective means to pinpoint losses due to irreversibility in a real situation.The 

second law efficiency is defined as  

 

ή=  

 

   =  

 

To analyze the possible realistic performance, a detailed exergy analysis of coal fired cogeneration thermal power 

plant with condensate extraction turbine has between carried out by ignoring the KE & PE change. For steady State flow the 

exeran balance for a thermal system is given below.  

 

        Ψω= +  

 

Ψω=exergy summation supplied through heat transfer 

 

= exergy summation supplied through heat transfer 

 

m = change in exergy summation of working fluid 

Where, 

Q=heat transfer 

M=mass flow rate 

Ψ=exergy flow rate per unit mass 

Sgen=entropy generation rate 

T0=ambient temp 

Tk=temp of source 

 

Component wise exergy balance of the coal fire co generating thermal power plant with condensate extraction turbine 

 

2.3.1. Exergy  balance for boiler combustion the exergy balance for the combustion 
 

Exergy balance equation for combustion can be written as, 

 

0=  

 

mf = sum of mass of coal 

mg=mass of product after combustion which give  
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=  

 

second law efficiency is given by 

 

    ή =     

 

       =  1   -  

       =  1    -    -   =  

 

 2.3.2. Exergy balance for high pressure turbine is given by 

 

For high pressure turbine form fig ure and steady state ewqaution, 

 

0=m₈(ψ₈- ψ₉)+(m₈-m₉)(ψ₉- ψ₁₀)+(m₈-m₉-m₁₀)(ψ₁₀- ψ₁₁)-T₀.Sgen 
 
T₀.Sgen= m₈(ψ₈- ψ₉)+(m₈-m₉)(ψ₉- ψ₁₀)+(m₈-m₉-m₁₀)(ψ₁₀- ψ₁₁)-  
 

And entropy generation rate is  

 

Sgen= m₈(s₈- s₉)+(m₈-m₉)(s₉- s₁₀)+(m₈-m₉-m₁₀)(s₁₀- s₁₁) 
 

Iirreversibility=exergy loss 

 = T₀.Sgen=T₀( m₈(s₈- s₉)+(m₈-m₉)(s₉- s₁₀)+(m₈-m₉-m₁₀)(s₁₀- s₁₁) 

 

The second law efficiency is given by 

 

ή=  

 

=1-  

 

=1-  

 

=  

 

2.3.3. Exergy balance for condenser is given by 

 

From fig and steady flow energy equation, 

 
0=m₁₁(ψ₁₁-ψ₁₆)-mcw(ψ₁₉₋ψ₁₈)-T₀.Sgen 
 
T₀.Sgen= m₁₁(ψ₁₁-ψ₁₆)-mcw(ψ₁₉₋ψ₁₈) 
 

Also, 

 

Irreversibility=exergy loss 

 

= T₀.Sgen 

 

ή =1  

 

=1-  

 
=  

 

ή condenser =  
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2.3.4. Pump system 

 

(a)Condenser pump 

 

=m₁₆( )  

:. 
 =  

                      = m₁₆(  
 

ή=1-  

 

   =  

(b)DM water feed pump 

 

= = m₂₁  

 

                 

(c)Boiler feed pump 

 

= m₄  
 

           ή    =  

 

2.3.5. Exergy flow equation for high pressure feed water heater 

 

Exrgy equation for high pressure feed water can be given as, 

0=m₁₂(  
 

=  m₁₂(  

 

ήhph =1  

 

           =  

 

2.3.6. Dearetor sub system 

 

The exergy equation from fig can be given as 

 

ή=1  

 

   =  

 

 

III. Discussion On Results Of Different EXERGY - Energy Study Of Co-Generation Power Plant 
S. C. Kamate et.al. investigated cogeneration power plant in sugar industries for exergy analysis, with back pressure 

turbine the exergy and energy efficiency is found better over condensate extraction turbine plant with boiler as least efficient 

component and turbine is the most efficient component of the plant. Kotas [2] has been  explained in this work the concept 

of exergy used to define criteria of performance of thermal plant. [3]  Yongping yan studied comprehensive base analysis 

state of art USE CP plant the boiler has a largest energy destruction . [4] P Regulagada el al studied energy analysis of 

thermal power plant with measured boiler and turbine losses in 32 MW coal fired boiler  he determine power plant energy 

efficiency 30.21 %for gross generation output as well as exergy efficiency is 25.38 % for gross generator output, the max 

energy destruction is found to be  in the boiler .Ganapathy e l  a l .  [5] studied with an exergy analysis performed on an 

operating 50 MWe unit of lignite fired steam power plant at Thermal Power Station-I, Ncyveli Lignite Corporation Limited, 

Neyveli. Tamil Nadu, India. The distribution of the exergy losses in several plant components during the real time plant 
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running conditions has been assessed to locate the process irreversibility. The comparison between the energy losses and the 

exergy losses of the individual components of the plant shows that the maximum energy losses of 39% occur in the 

condenser, whereas the maximum exergy losses of 42.73% occur in the combustor.[6] selcuk atas studied comparative 

energetic and exergetic performance analysis for coal fired nine thermal power plant performance under control govt of 

turkey he use low quality of coal and boiler was conventional reheat .  Kamate and Gangavati [7] studied exergy analysis of 

a heat-matched bagasse -based cogeneration plant of a typical 2500 tpd sugar factory, using backpressure and extraction 

condensing steam turbine is presented. In the analysis, exergy methods in addition to the more conventional energy anal) ses 

are employed to evaluate overall and component efficiencies and to identify and assess the thermodynamic losses. Boiler is 

the least efficient component and turbine is the most efficient component of the plant. The results show that, at optimal 

steam inlet conditions of 61 bar and 475 C. the backpressure steam turbine cogeneration plant perform with energy and 

exergy efficiency of 0.863 and 0.307 and condensing steam turbine plant perform with energy and exergy efficiency of 

0.682 and 0.260.Arif hepbasli [8]thermodynamic analysis of a building using exergy analysis method heated by convection 

boiler in a heating centre ,a convectional boiler in a heating centre and fan coil unit are consider in this analysis tatal exergy 

input rate is to be 694.5kw while largest exergy loss rate is obtained to be 333kw .exergetic  effiency of convectional boiler 

and fan coil unit are also found to be 13.4% and 37.6%.for future work  exergetic  analysis is preferred for both the exergetic 

and economical analysis. as per his experiment installation of well insulated building material  support low exergy heating 

system. 

Datta etal [9] was presented work on exergy analysis of a coal-based thermal power plant is done using the design 

data from a 210 MW thermal power plant under operation in India. The exergy efficiency is calculated using the operating 

data from the plant at different conditions, viz. at different loads, different condenser pressures, with and without 

regenerative heaters and with different settings of the turbine governing. The load variation is studied with the data at 100. 

75. 60 and 40% of full load. Effects of two different condenser pressures, i . e .  76 and 89 mmllg (abs.). are studied. It is 

observed that the major source of irreversibility in the power cycle is the boiler, which contributes to exergy destruction of 

the order of 60%. Part load operation increases the irreversibility in the cycle and the effect is more pronounced with the 

reduction of the load. Increase in the condenser back pressure decreases the exergy efficiency. Successive withdrawal of the 

high pressure heaters shows a gradual increment in the exergy efficiency for the control volume excluding the boiler.M.K 

Gupta [10] the energy and exergy analysis has been carried out of conceptually proposed direct steam generation solar 

thermal power plant having only one feed heater the exergy loss are found in condenser followed by collector field ,it shows 

that main source of energy destruction that was found in collector field,the results of exergy analysis of direct steam 

generation point out that collector and receiver required improvement for reduced exergy loss the material of collector plays 

an important role and reduced  exergy loss in the receiver inlet temp should be optimum he maximum efficiencies equal to 

16.13% be achieved by using  two feed water heater without dry pump, it is found that if we use three water heater 

maximum efficiencies improves was 16.60 and for higher efficiency three feed water heater is use , Aljundi [11] was 

presented in this study, the energy and exergy analysis of Al-Hus-sein power plant in Jordan is presented. The primary ob-

jectives of this paper are to analyze the system components separately and to identify and quantify the sites having largest 

energy and exergy losses. In addition, the effect of varying the reference environment state on this analysis will also be 

presented. Energy losses mainly occurred in the condenser where 134 MW is lost to the environment while only 13 MW was 

lost from the boiler system. The percentage ratio of the exergy destruction to the total exergy destruction was found to be 

maximum in the boiler system (77%) followed by the turbine (13%), and then the forced draft fan condenser (9%). In 

addition, the calculated thermal efficiency based on the lower heating value of fuel was 26% while the exergy efficiency of 

the power cycle was 25%. For a moderate change in the reference environment state temperature, no drastic change was 

noticed in the performance of major components. Anit patel [12] the energy and exergy analysis of boiler plant Indian coal 

as fuel ,it seems that energy analysis found all inefficiency to losse is 23.46% ,the first law efficiency of the boiler is 76.64% 

and second law efficiency is 37% there is large amount of energy degradation ,this degradation of energy reduce exergy of 

second law efficiency and increase entropy generation, so stack loss are very less it is found major loss are in boiler so 

increase the efficiency of boiler by 1% for that reduced the temp of flue gas by 22 degree so preheat combustion of a air with 

a waste heat improvement oxygen control .R Saidur[13] in this paper the useful concept of energy and exergy utilization is 

analyzed and applied to the boiler system in this paper he was calculate the energy and exergy efficiency 72.46%and 

24.89%,accourding to his concept major contributor of energy destruction is combustors.  Dai el al. [14] was done exergy 

analysis for each cogeneration system is examined, and a parameter optimization for each cogeneration system is achieved 

by means of genetic algorithm to reach the maximum exergy efficiency. The cement production is an energy intensive 

industry with energy typically accounting for 50-60% of the production costs. In order to recover waste heat from the 

preheated exhaust and clinker cooler exhaust gases in cement plant, single Hash steam cycle, dual-pressure steam cycle, 

organic Rankine cycle (ORC) and the Kalina cycle are used for cogeneration in cement plant. The optimum performances for 

different cogeneration systems are compared under the same condition. The results show that the exergy losses in turbine, 

condenser, and heat recovery vapor generator are relatively large. R jyothu naik et [15]al studied exergy analysis of 120MW 

of coal base thermal power plant, in this paper he investigate exergy value at all location ,it observed that exergetic 

efficiency of overall plant is 39.75% and over all thermal effiency is 37% ,now difference of 2.75%is destruction of available 

energy observed. the exergy analysis of boiler ,turbine is calculated and losses in exergy is calculate ,it can be seem that 

maximum energy destruction is found in boiler with the value of 89.37% of total exergy destruction.  the Rosen [16] reported 

results were of energy- and exergy-based comparisons of coal-fired and nuclear electrical generating stations. A version of a 

process-simulation computer code, previously enhanced by the author for exergy analysis, is used. Overall energy and 

exergy efficiencies, respectively, are 37% and 36% for the coal-fired process, and 30% and 30% for the nuclear process. The 
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losses in both plants exhibit many common characteristics. Energy losses associated with emissions '(mainly with spent 

cooling water) account for all of the energy losses, while emission-related exergy losses account for approximately 10% of 

the exergy losses. The remaining exergy losses are associated with internal consumptions. M.k Pal [17] st udied exergy and 

energy analysis of a coal fired thetmal power plant he calculate the exergy and energy loss. In this paper energy and exergy 

analysis of reheat and regeration rankine cycle is being carried out ,the energy analysis is done with the help of first law 

effiency and exergy analysis is done with second law effiency the exergy loss or irreversibilities are maximum at the boiler 

i.e 61% of total input while maximum exergy loss in low pressure turbine .Dincer and Rosen [18] present effects on the 

results of energy and exergy analyses of variations in dead-state properties, and involves two main tasks: 1) examination of 

the sensitivities of energy and exergy values to the choice of the dead-state properties and 2) analysis of the sensitivities of 

the results of energy and exergy analyses of complex systems to the choice of dead-state properties. A case study of a coal-

fired electrical generating station is considered to illustrate the actual influences. The results indicate that the sensitivities of 

energy and exergy values and the results of energy and exergy analyses to reasonable variations in dead-state properties are 

sufficiently small. Alpesh mehata el al[19] studied in thermodynamic analysis of gandhinagar thermal power station of 210 

MW in this paper seem that boiler efficiency is highest 86.84% and heat losses are only 13.16% out of all boiler losses 

maximum heat loss occur in the 5.29% in flue gas .Turbine efficiency is very low that is 43.59% and power plant overall 

efficiency is 37.01%.the effectiveness of HP heater is working  good condition 0.85. Erdem el al. [20] analyzes 

comparatively the performance of nine thermal power plants under control governmental bodies in Turkey, from energetic 

and exergetic viewpoint. The considered power plants are mostly conventional reheat steam power plant fed by low quality 

coal. Firstly, thermodynamic models of the plants are developed based on first and second law of thermodynamics. 

Secondly, some energetic simulation results of the developed models are compared with the design values of the power 

plants in order to demonstrate the reliability. Thirdly, design point performance analyses based on energetic and exergetic 

performance criteria such as thermal efficiency, exergy efficiency, exergy loss, exergetic performance coefficient are 

performed for all considered plants in order to make comprehensive evaluations, Amir vosough el al [21]improvement of 

power plant effiency with varying condenser pressure ,the analysis shows that condenser pressure is valuable parameter for 

power putout.the maximum energy loss found to in condenser where as 60.86 %of input energy was lost to the environment 

the major loss was found in the boiler is 86.21%of the fuel exergy input to the cycle was destroyed.the percent exergy 

destruction in the condenser and other components was 13.22%,The calculated thermal and exergy effiency of the ower 

cycle was found to be 38.89% ,45.85%. 

Isam H Aljundi [22] studied energy and exergy analysis of steam power plant in jordan the primary objective of this 

paper was analysise the system component separately and identify the exergy losses .according to him mainly energy losses 

are found in condenser where 134MW is lost to the environment while In boiler 13 mw energy lost ,the percentage ratio of 

exergy destruction to the total exergy destruction was found to be maximum in the boiler system 77%followed by turbine 

13% and force draft fan in the condenser 9% the main conclusion of this paper boiler is major source of irreversibility in the 

boiler . Vidal el al. [23] analysis exergy method was applied in order to evaluate the new combined cycle proposed by 

Goswami. using Ilasan-Goswami-Vijayaraghavan parameters. This new combined cycle was proposed to produce both 

power and cooling simultaneously with only one heat source and using ammonia-water mixture as the working fluid. At the 

irreversible process two cases were considered, changing the environmental temperature. However, in order to know the 

performance ol" the new cycle at different conditions of operation, the second irreversible case was analyzed varying the 

rectification temperatures, the isentropic efficiency of the turbine and the return temperature of the chilled water. Exergy 

effectiveness values of 53% and 51% were obtained for the irreversible cycles; with heat input requirements at temperatures 

of 125 and 150*C. Solar collectors or waste heat are suggested as heat sources to operate the cycle.  

Arai el al. [24] presents an exergy analysis on combustion and energy conversion processes, which is based on the 

above-mentioned concept of exergy  and energy supported by temperature level. When w e  discuss high temperature air 

combustion i n  furnace, this process shows a higher performance than that of the ambient air combustion. beacause it will 

reduced the coal combustion and increase the effiency of the boiler. 

 

3.2. Captive  and Combined Cycle Thermal Power Plants 

Khaliq and Kaushik [27| presented thermodynamic methodology for the performance evaluation of combustion gas 

turbine cogeneration system with reheat i.e steam at low stage of turbine again heated in the boiler with the help of reheater 

and then again use in the turbine inorder to reduced the moisture. The energetic and exergetic efficiencies have been defined. 

The effects of process steam pressure and pinch point temperature used in the design of heat recover) steam generator, and 

reheat on energetic and exergetic efficiencies have been investigated. The power to heat ratio and second-law efficiency 

increases significantly with increase in process steam pressure, but the first-law efficiency decreases with the same. Results 

also show that inclusion of reheat provides significant improvement in electrical power output, process heat production, fuel-

utilization (energetic) efficiency and second-law (exergetic) efficiency. 

3.3. Gas Turbine Based Thermal Power Plants 

Khaliq and Kaushik [28] were presented theoretical second-law approach for the thermodynamic analysis of the 

reheat combined Brayton/ Rankine power cycle. Expressions involving the variables for specific power-output, thermal 

efficiency, exergy destruction in components of the combined cycle, second-law efficiency of each process of the gas-turbine 

cycle, and second law efficiency of the steam power cycle have been derived. It is found that the exergy destruction in the 

combustion chamber represents over 50% of the total exergy destruction in the overall cycle. The combined cycle efficiency 
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and its power output were maximized at an intermediate pressure-ratio, and increased sharply up to two reheat-stages and 

more slowly thereafter. Chen and Tyagi [29] were presented parametric study of an irreversible cycle model of a 

regenerative-intercooled-reheat Brayton heat engine along with a detailed. The power output and the efficiency are 

optimized with respect to the cycle temperatures for a typical set of operating conditions. It is found that there arc optimal 

values of the turbine outlet temperature, inter cooling, reheat and cycle pressure ratios at which the cycle attains the 

maximum power output and efficiency. But the optimal values of these parameters corresponding to the maximum power 

output are different from those corresponding to the maximum efficiency for the same set of operating condition. Kaushik 

and Tyagi [30] 

 

IV. Conclusion 
Exergy analysis of cogeneration power plant.  Proves useful tool for analyzing various losses occurring in different 

parts of power plant and possibility for improvement in it. Exergy analysis in different power concluded the maximum losses 

in boiler which we already tried to minimum by adopting different accessories. Further  this plant can be improved by 

adopting methodology used in big thermal power plant irreversibility generally due to temp, loss  to atm  and heat lost to 

exhaust gas which is impossible to remove but can be minimized to optimum naw. The minimum exergy loss occur in 

turbine generally due to insulation it, which works life adiabatic section with minimum losses. Condensers are important part 

of condenser which is necessary to create the back pressure and increase the efficiency of power plant. This heat rejected by 

steam or hot water is the reused by circulating cold feed water to hot water which could other wire be rejected to atmosphere. 

The demand of   power per day per hr. various with situation and the leads to fluctuation   of load on to power plant. 

According to different wading   condition the exergy and energy analysis can be the scope of study for optimizing the 

different values of parameter to act best Performa with varying. This also can be studied with change in operating parameter 

and then its effect on load which difficult to carry out practical  but with aid of new computational it may be possible to work 

with some ready data calculation. 
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Abstract: To make addition operations more efficient parallel prefix addition is a better method. In this paper 64-bit 

parallel prefix addition has been implemented with the help of cells like black cell and grey cell operations for carry 

generation and propagation. This process gives high speed computations with high fan-out and makes carry operations 

easier. Xilinx 14.1 vivado tool has been used for the simulation of proposed 64-bit adder. The comparison can be made with 

the help various range of inputs and the proposed parallel prefix adder has produced high speed computation and also 

efficient in terms of number of transistors and their topology and number of nodes. 

 

Keywords: parallel prefix adder; dot operators and logic cells; high speed adder; 64- bit addition.

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Parallel addition is the most important computation in many processors like microprocessors, DSPs, mobile devices 

and other high speed applications. The main theme of the parallel prefix adder is to reduce logic complexity and delay. 

However, improving the performance of Design constraint with other factors like area and power. Basing on the 

implementation of adder like Carry Look Ahead adder, the parallel prefix computation has been developed [1] by targeting 

high performance computations. Parallel prefix adder’s terminology is equivalent to Carry Look Ahead addition, but the 

transistor topology is different. Parallel prefix adders have unique style of carry generation and carry propagation. The main 

theme of the parallel prefix addition is to accelerate the n-bit addition process in VLSI technology. Parallel prefix adders are 

desired in high speed arithmetic circuits and they are popular since twenty years. Parallel prefix addition involves in three 

steps. First, computation of carry generation and carry propagation signals by using number of input bits. Second, calculating 

all the carry signals in parallel i.e. prefix computation. Third, evaluating total sum of the given inputs. The entire mechanism 

consists of XOR gates, AND gates and OR gates. Black and grey cells plays key role in the generation and propagation of 

carry to a particular stage. Black cells consists one OR gate and two AND gates, whereas grey cell consists one AND gate 

and one OR gate. In some parallel prefix adders there will be another module as white cell, which is a replica of general half 

adder circuit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: parallel prefix adder mechanism 

 

II. EXISTED PARALLEL PREFIX ADDERS 
 Design of prefix addition network specifies the model of parallel prefix adder. The parallel prefix adder given by 

Kogg Stone gives low fan-out and high logic depth which leads to a complex network of prefix addition and also contains 

more number of interconnections. Brent Kung adder design gives minimal number of calculating nodes, but the design itself 

has maximum logic depth. The area will be reduced due to number of nodes but complexity will be high due to high logic 

 

Computation of carry generation and carry 

propagation signals 

 

Calculation of all carries in parallel  

 

Calculate the final sum and carry signals 

 

An efficient model for design of 64-bit High Speed 

Parallel Prefix VLSI adder 
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depth. Han-Carlson adder design is the combination of both Brent Kung and Kogg Stone adders, which gives balance 

between nodal count and logic depth. Knowles also presented an adder design, which gives low logic depth and improved 

fan-out. There is another adder which combines the benefits of prefix addition and Carry save adder i.e. sparse tree binary 

adder. Sklansky developed a topology which leads to low depth in the interconnecting nodes. Ladner and Fischer proposed a 

general design to construct a parallel prefix network with high depth when compared with Sklansky topology but achieved 

maximum fan-out for the critical path. Integer linear programming is also another method for parallel prefix computation. 

Mathew Ziegler and Mircea Stan proposed an adder for parallel prefix computation for minimizing delay and area known as 

best logarithmic adder for fan-out of two. There are some more adders designed by Haiku Zhu, Chung-Kuan and Ronald 

Graham, can produce minimal depth for n-bit adder. The proposing adder is about 64-bit adder with parallel prefix 

computation which is closely related to Ladner and Fischer adder. 

 

 
Fig2: existed 64-bit parallel prefix adder 

 

III. PROPOSEDHIGH SPEED 64-BITPARALLEL PREFIX ADDER 
The proposed high speed 64-bit parallel prefix adder is shown fig 2. Main theme of the design is to eliminate huge 

delays in overall for carry calculations. So the logic depth of the proposed design is optimal.The 64-bit parallel prefix adder 

has seven stages of computations. Design of parallel prefix adder can be implemented with the help of CMOS logic, but 

CMOS logic constructs only inverting functions so that cascading odd cells and even cells alternatively gives the result of 

eliminating inverters between those two cells. Two inputs of each stage will be given to XOR gate and AND gate such that it 

looks like a half adder circuit. In the first stage we calculate all 64-bit inputs with the help of half adders such that the results 

will be propagated towards next stages. Subsequent stages follows the same procedure so as the number of half adders will 

be reduced stage by stage. Each half adder consist one AND gate, which requires five transistors and XOR gate requires 

thirteen transistors so that each half adder requires 65 transistors. The topology of the design must be simple to reduce the 

logic depth, because each input again requires one buffer for impedance matching. So we are going to use cells like black, 

grey and white cells for the reduction of number of transistors. White cell is a half adder and black cell consists one OR gate 

and two AND gates and grey cell consists of one OR gate and one AND gate. By all means we reduced transistor count, 

which also leads to low power and low area specifications.In the proposed 64-bit parallel prefix adder logic cells has been 

preferred, depending upon the stage we use number of logic cells. The final stage of the design gives the sum signal as one 

output and carry signal as other output. The stages at both ends can be operated with high speed because of simple topology 

in the network. Amid, all of this the performance depends on the intermediate stages. We also compared Brent Kung and 

Ladner Fischer adders for n-bit at various values of n, like propagation delay andnetwork complexity. The proposed adder is 

as shown in Fig(3), which can overcome various problems in existed adders like shown in Fig(2). 

 

 
 

Fig3: proposed 64-bit parallel prefix adder 
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IV. CELLS LOGIC DIAGRAMS 
A. BLACK CELL 

 
Fig4: Black Cell Logic Diagram 

 

The Boolean equations (1) for the above logic diagram of black cell are 

(1) Go = Gi +Pi.Pi-1; Po = Pi.Pi-1 

B.GREY CELL 

 
Fig5: Logic Diagram of Grey Cell 

 

The Boolean equation (2) of the above logic diagram of grey cell is 

(2) Go = Gi+Pi.Pi-1 

The two cells shown in the figures (4) and (5) are for the purpose of reducing number of transistors such that the logic will 

become simple and the number of transistors be also reduced. Black cell gives two outputs one for normal sum and the other 

is for propagation of carry. 

 

C. WHITE CELL 

 
Fig6: Logic Diagram of White Cell 
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The Boolean equation (3) of the above logic diagram of white cell is 

(3)  Po = A B = AB ′+A ′B; Go = AB 

 

The simulation results shown in Fig (7) gives complete idea about the design of proposed 64-bit parallel prefix 

adder and also gives the values like propagation delay and logic depth. The values shown in the table are obtained from the 

code and simulation results. We also compared those results with the existed adders like Brent Kung, Kogg Stone and etc. so 

that the comparison describes the efficiency of the proposed 64-bit parallel prefix adder. Chart of the simulated results is a 

pictorial representation of the design’s comparison is also shown. Transistor count also reduced such that the logic depth and 

propagation delay reduced as followed in the charts. 

 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
A. Proposed 64-bit parallel prefix adder 

 

Fig7: simulation result of proposed 64-bit parallel prefix adder 

 

B. Comparison table with output results 

 

Parameter 

 

Existed adders 

 

Proposed adder 
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Delay in ns 
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C. Comparison chart in pictorial representation 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
The parallel prefix adders design is an efficient method of all conventional adders. Proposed 64-bit high speed 

parallel prefix adder has achieved the low propagation delay by overcoming the problems in previous adders like 16-bit, 32-

bit Brent Kung and Ladner and Fischer designs. The performance has been compared at various input ranges by keeping 

trade-off between propagation time and logic depth, and also achieved high fan-out. The proposed 64-bit high speed parallel 

prefix VLSI adder made the computation in seven numbers of stages and also generated sixty three outputs with the help of 

845 nodes. We have used Xilinx 14.1 vivado version tool for the purpose of simulating the Verilog code. The simulation 

result of proposed 64-bit parallel prefix adder has proved the efficiency of the design. This design is a conventional one for 

the purpose of arithmetic and logic calculations at wide and complex range of inputs. The proposed design is also preferable 

for multipliers and for various data computations. 
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ABSTRACT:  A high performance advanced static VAR compensator (ASVC) which uses a Pulse Width Modulation 

(PWM) voltage source inverter is presented and analyzed in this paper. A fast control approach of the ASVC system has 

been implemented for applications that require leading or lagging power compensation. The proposed control strategy is 

based on an explicit control of the reactive power, implicit of the voltage amplitude of the capacitor of the dc side and is 

more flexible. The analysis of the simulation results, inserted in this paper, reveal the technical feasibility of using such an 

ASVC to improve the stability of the infinite bus system and allow us to conclude that the use of the inverter as compensator 

of reactive power brings better performances than classical ones. 

 

Keywords: VAR Compensation. PWM inverter, ASVC, Control, Utility Grid, Stability 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The requirement to design and operate power systems with highest degree of efficiency, security, and reliability 

have been central focus for the power system designer, ever since the interconnected networks came into existence. To 

satisfy these requirements, various advances in technology of AC power transmission have taken place in the context of 

effective control of reactive power and its compensation [1].  

In the past, synchronous condensers, mechanically switched capacitors and inductors, and saturated reactors have 

been applied to control the system voltage in this manner[1,2]. Since the late 1960s, thyristor controlled reactor (TCR) 

devices together with fixed capacitor or thyristor switched capacitor have been used to inject or absorb reactive power[3,4]. 

The controllable series compensator such as the thyristor controlled series compensation (TCSC) has been developed to 

change the apparent impedance of a line by either inductive or capacitive compensation, facilitating active power transfer 

control. It suffers from the disadvantages that it generates low order harmonic components into the power system. Recently, 

voltage source converter has been developed to operate as static VAR compensators [5-7]. Such compensators are dynamic 

reactive power compensation devices which use a voltage source inverter transforming a DC component to AC through a 

capacitor seen here as a power storage device. They have also the advantage of reduced size and weight, precise control and 

very fast response. The advanced static VAR compensator i.e. known as ASVC may resemble the operation of synchronous 

condensers but in a static manner. The converter supplies reactive power to the network by increasing the synthesized 

inverter output voltage. And similarly, it absorbs VARs from the network by reducing the output voltage below the network 

voltage, i.e., no large power components such as capacitor banks or reactors are used. Only a small capacitor is employed to 

provide the required reference voltage level to the inverter. The possibility of PWM voltage source converters with high 

switching frequency for reactive power compensation is also reported [8,9]. In this paper, the operating principles of the 

advanced static VAR compensator (ASVC) which is developed in this work is based on the technique of the exact 

equivalence with the conventional rotating synchronous compensator. The ASVC system has been modeled using the d-q 

transform. Computer simulation results are provided and discussed to validate the performance of the proposed model. 

 

II. REACTIVE POWER PHENOMENA 
2.1 Reactive Power in Electrical Systems 

In order to enhance  the quality of the power and energy in the grid transmission system we have to control the 

reactive power by usually compensating individual or group of loads. Moreover, the voltage and frequency must be constant 

everywhere and display a pure sine wave and a near unity power factor, and must be independent of the size and kind of the 

consumer loads. This can only be achieved by inserting reactive power compensators and may lead to a better power factor 

correction; improvement of the voltage regulation; and a good load balancing [14-15]. 

 

2.2 Classical Solutions for Compensating the Reactive Power 

Classical reactive power compensators are an essential part of the power system in order to minimize  transmission 

losses, maximize power transmission capability, and maintain the supply voltage. In the following, a brief description of 

some of these classical compensators is given: 

 Synchronous compensator: the cost of such system is high and encumbering [16].  

 Bank of capacitors are generally designed for compensating parameters that vary slowly, usually fractioned so to 

adjust the reactive power to be compensated. 

 The thyristor-Switched capacitor type of compensator consists of switching on and off capacitors by using static 

switches.  It may be slow since equating the supply-capacitors voltages will lead to a delay in the action. 

 Thyristor controlled reactor is constituted of an inductance supplied through an AC-AC converter made of two 

thyristors in anti-parallel. In general TCR is associated with batteries so that it can absorb or supply reactive power.  

A High Performance PWM Voltage Source Inverter Used for 

VAR Compensation and Utility Grid Stability Improvement 
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 Figure 1 shows the typical method of static VAR compensation. The leading reactive current necessary for VAR 

compensation is actually supplied by connecting capacitor banks across the AC lines. A capacitor bank connected in 

this way is called a thyristor switched capacitor (TSC).  

 

2.3 Proposed Advanced Static VAR Compensator 

After introducing classical methods for compensating the reactive power, we propose a new concept of the 

advanced static var compensation [10] based on the exact equivalence with the classical rotating synchronous compensator. 

This type of compensator uses a source voltage type inverter with a capacitor in the DC side used as energy storage element. 

The dynamic behavior of the system in open loop will be the key of the synthesis of such an approach of control, and it will 

be shown that this control approach is more efficient for industry applications [11-13].                                                             

The major ASVC system component is a three phase PWM forced commutated voltage source inverter as shown in Figure 2. 

The ac terminals of the inverter are connected to the ac mains through a first order low pass filter. Its function is to minimize 

the damping of current harmonics on utility lines. The dc side of the converter system is connected to a dc capacitor, which 

carries the input ripple current of the inverter and is the main reactive energy storage element. The dc supply provides a 

constant dc voltage and the real power necessary to cover the losses of the system.                                                             

Figure 3 shows a simplified equivalent circuit of the ASVC. In this representation, the series inductance Ls accounts for the 

leakage of the transformer and Rs represents the active losses of the inverter and transformer. C is the capacitor on the dc 

side. The inverter is assumed to be loss less. Voa and Vsa are the amplitude of the fundamental of the output voltage of the 

converter and phase voltage of the supply, respectively.  The operating principles of the ASVC can be explained by using its 

phasor diagram . When the amplitude of the inverter output voltage Voa is smaller than the supply voltage Vsa, the reactive 

power is absorbed by the ASVC. Otherwise, the ASVC generate the reactive power when the amplitude of the supply 

voltage is larger than the output voltage of the inverter. 

 

III. BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS OF THE ASVC SYSTEM 
To achieve an easier modeling of the system, the original circuit is subdivided in several basic sub-circuits as shown 

in Figure 3. Detailed analysis are given in [18].                                                                                                                                               

Collecting all parts of the system, while introducing the model of the dc part in the system, the complete mathematical model 

of the ASVC in d-q axis will be as follows: 
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From equation system (1), we can extricate the expressions for id, iq, vdc  

Expressions of real and reactive power are given by: 

  cossin)( dqsdsdqsqc iiVivivpp              (2) 

  cossin)( qdsqsddsqc iiVivivpq            (3) 

 

3.1 The ASVC behavior in steady state 

Equations governing the steady state behavior of the ASVC can be obtained by equating the term of derivatives in 

the mathematical model given by equations (1) to zero, which comes to similarly having to short-circuit inductors and to 

open the capacitor. We note that the active and reactive power depend only on the square of the supply voltage and the 

resistor of coupling of the ASVC to the ac mains, and independent of the other parameters of the circuits (Ls and C).   

In addition, the dc side voltage depends on α, the modulation index, and the resistor and inductor of the coupling, but 

independent of the value of the dc capacitor. While the system parameters are given by:  Supply: Vs =220 V,  f = 50 HZ,      

Rs = 1Ω ,  Ls = 5 mH   DC side : C = 50µF,     m = 
3

12.1  

By varying the angle α  in an interval of -30° to +30°  which is the linear zone for sine and cosine, we obtain the following 

responses. 

Figure 4 shows that iq, id and vdc values for different values of  α, where we can note that the real current id is always zero, on 

the other hand the reactive current iq and the dc voltage vdc are linear according to α . 

 

3.2 The ASVC behavior in transient state: 

Taking as an initial condition for the DC side voltage, the maximum voltage of the supply, a series of dynamic 

responses of the system to step changes of  10° of the angle α  have been established [16]: 

Figure 5 shows the response of the reactive current iq to a step change of  α =-10°, which after a short transient state attains a 

stable value of 38 A supplied to the network. 

Figure 6 shows the response of the active current id, α =-10° which after the voltage vdc reaches its stable value, it goes to 

zero, because its action on the transient state is only for charging and discharging the DC side capacitor. 
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3.3 Programmed PWM generation pattern 

Two methods of PWM generating pattern were thoroughly investigated and the method which offers better voltage 

utilization and lower switching frequencies thus less stress on switching devices and reduction of the switching losses was 

used in the paper.  The set of non linear equations might be solved by the method of Newton Raphson.  The expressions of 

the slopes are : 
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For our case, we took M=11, that is to eliminate the harmonics having the following order : 

5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 25, 27, and 29. 

Hence, Figure 7 shows the trajectories of the angle of commutations for modulation index varying between 0 to 1.15. 

Figure 8 shows the switching pattern, and the corresponding line to neutral output inverter voltage.   

The switching angles of the programmed PWM pattern are obtained by the resolution of a set of nonlinear equations as 

shown in [8], [9]. 

A programmed PWM switching pattern which allows the elimination of selected number of harmonics [1] is continuously 

applied to the six controlled switches. This method is used because it offers better voltage utilization and lower switching 

frequencies thus less stress on switching devices and reduction of the switching losses (increase of the efficiency of the 

converter). 

The parameters of the programmed PWM pattern used in this paper are given by: MI (modulation index) = 1.12 

 

3.4 Controller design [18] 

The controller design of the ASVC is based on the linearized model of the system under some assumptions such as 

disturbance   being small, the second-order terms are dropped, and the quiescent operating 0 is near zero.   Thus the PI 

controller is conceived so that the ASVC has a desired dynamic performance. The PI transfer function is: 

The closed loop transfer function of PI associated to the transfer function of the ASVC is given by: 
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The parameters of the PI controller can be shown to be: 
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IV. CONTROL STRATEGY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED ASVC 
3.1 Proposed control block diagram 

Figure 9 shows the main control circuit of the system, it represents the different blocks constituting the control 

system.  The source voltage and the ASVC's currents are transformed in the d-q axis for calculating the reactive power 

generated by the system which is compared to the reference, the vector PLL detect the phase angle of the supply which is 

added to the control variable α (output of the PI controller). This sum adjusts the reading frequency of the counter connected 

to the EPROM where switching pattern is stored. 

 

3.2 Simulation results of the ASVC acting alone 

To verify analytical key results and the validity of the proposed control scheme [16], the aforementioned ASVC 

structure was tested on Pentium personal computer. Computer simulation was carried out using Mat lab, with the system 
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parameters given by:  Supply: Vs =220 V,  f = 50 HZ,  Rs = 1Ω ,  Ls = 5 mH; Dc side : C = 500 µF;   PI controller : KP =7.5 

10
-6

 , KI=2.5 10
-3 

Testing of the ASVC system shown in Figure 9 was performed for dynamic response. The amplitude of the 

reference was adjusted to cause the system to swing from leading to lagging mode. 

Figure 10 shows the simulated reactive power response to a reference change from 10 kVar lagging to 10 kVar leading. 

Performance evaluation of the subject model has also been tested for current and voltage responses to step changes. 

Figure11 shows the simulated current and voltage waveforms to a step reference change from 10 kVar lagging to 10 kVar 

leading, this figure confirms that the compensator time response is fast (about 10 ms). 

 

3.3 Application of the advanced static VAR compensator for the improvement of stability of a turbo alternator 

Recent developments in the solid state VAR compensators have opened a very optimistic door towards achieving a 

very efficient control of reactive power. This stems from the fact that the voltage is maintained constant within a specified 

level, to improve the dynamic stability of the power system and its power factor as well as correcting the phase unbalance.  

In this section, we will study the case when disturbances occur at the studied machine without affecting the behaviour of the 

other machines that is (speed and E.M.F are constants). This means that the voltage and frequency of the network can be 

considered constants. The turbo-alternator is then connected to a distribution network called 'infinite'.  

 

3.3.1 Proposed control strategy of the network-ASVC 

Based on Figure12 we can establish various equations [19], hence our model will be made up of ten differential 

equations, seven for the alternator and three for the ASVC.  For the initialisation of the system, we take for the machine the 

same conditions given in [16], and for the ASVC the following initial conditions: 

0
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 Figure 12 shows the main principles of the proposed control of the ASVC, the reactive power demanded is always 

compensated partly by the capacitive reactive power generated by the ASVC, this method of compensation help ease the 

alternator and increase the security boundary for the heating of the rotor circuit. The reactive power demanded being 

inductive must be compensated by a capacitive reactive power generated by the ASVC. A PI regulator controls this 

compensation, which synthesize the control variable   which is added to the angle   that is necessary for synchronizing 

with the voltages of the bus bar considered. This sum being c  is applied to the ASVC to generate the necessary reactive 

power; the control variable   being limited by two upper and lower levels will allow preserving the stability of the 

compensator.  If we suppose that the reference is always the voltage of the bus bar connected to the ASVC, the transfer 

function relating the reactive power to the control angle   is given by [17]. As for the PI regulator, it is designed similarly 

as given in section 29.3.5 with the same constant of time of integration, but the voltage level will change.  Hence by using 

the root locus method, the parameters of the regulator are given as follows: 

7

I

-9

107.7K

102.3



pK
 

 

3.3.2 Simulation results 

To further demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed ASVC, we used it with a turbo alternator to analyze the 

performance of its stability. A series of simulation tests have been carried out and will be give below. To analyze the 

performance of the stability of the turbo-alternator with ASVC, a series of simulation tests have been carried out, by taking 

the compensator parameters as follows: AC side : Rs = 1Ω,  Ls = 5 mH;  DC side : C = 500 μF. 

Figure13 represents the variation of the load angle of the turbo alternator group with and without compensation after clearing 

the fault of 0.08 s, we notice that the response with the compensation is more damped and the load angle is smaller than that 

of the turbo alternator without compensation.                                                                                                                                      

Figure14 represents the variation of the voltage of the first bus bar with and without compensation, the voltage of the system 

compensated is higher than that without compensation, this is due to the decrease in reactive power in the lines by the ASVC 

which generates a capacitive reactive current which annuls a part of the inductive reactive current absorbed by the line. 

Figure15 shows the variation of the load angle of the turbo-alternator with and without compensation after the clearing of the 

fault of 0.3 s, which is the critical time for clearing the fault for the alternator without compensation. We notice that the 

introduction of the ASVC has allowed to improve this clearing time and to increase the level of stability of the system. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
A new model of advanced static VAR compensator has been developed. A fast control approach of the ASVC system has 

been implemented for applications that require leading or lagging power compensation.                                                                              

The proposed control strategy is based on an explicit control of the reactive power, implicit of the voltage amplitude of the 
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capacitor of the dc side and is more flexible.                                                                                                                            

The simulation results show that this control strategy has good dynamic performances for generating or consuming of the 

reactive power.                                                                                                                                                                                                           

In this paper a new approach to improve the stability  of a turboalternator using a  static VAR compensator has been 

presented. The proposed system has been analyzed and a fast current controller been implemented for reactive power 

applications. The mathematical model derived and the transient simulated results obtained are included to confirm the 

applicability of the proposed control scheme.  
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Fig.1 Static VAR compensation using TSC and TC 
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Fig.7 Main circuit of ASVC  

Fig.3 Equivalent circuit 

Circuit 

Fig.5 Transient reactive current response 

Fig.4 Steady state values 
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Fig.7 Switching angle trajectories for eliminating 13harmonics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6 Active current response to change of    

Fig. 8 Switching pattern and line to neutral 

voltage 

 

Fig.9 Main and control circuit of the proposed system. 
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Fig.12 Main circuit configuration of the proposed system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11 Simulated current and voltage waveforms     

  

Fig.10 Simulated reactive power response  
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Fig.13 Load angle variation 

 

 

Fig. 14 Variation of the voltage of the first busbar 

 

Fig. 15 Variation of the load angle of the  turboalternator 
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Abstract:  Content-addressable memories (CAMs) are hardware search engines that are faster than algorithmic 

approaches for searching applications. CAMs consist of conventional semiconductor memory (usually SRAM) with added 

comparison circuitry that performs search operation to complete in a unique clock cycle. In case of sophisticated and high 

end applications we need large sized CAM which utilizes large amount of power but this has to be avoided. This paper 

proposes an idea for improving power, area and performance of the system of recently proposed high Performance Hybrid-

Type CAM Designs. For this we replace the basic 9T CAM cell with a 4T CAM cell. The simulation results show the success 

of the method. 

 

 Key words: Basic 9T CAM cell, 4T CAM cell, NOR-Type Array, NAND-Type Array, Hybrid CAM Design. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Content Addressable Memory is used to access the memory through the data rather than the address which is used 

in the case of normal RAM‟s. The output of the CAM will be the location where the associated content is stored. In CAM 

with parallel comparison feature the power consumption is lesser than the normal CAM. In case of CAM, the input data and 

the stored data are being compared, if both matches then the match line are used to indicate it. Due to its low power and fast 

matching capability it is mainly used in advanced applications like Strong ARM processors, ATM switches, etc. 

In this paper we are designing a Hybrid Type CAM[7] design so that it should have low power and high 

performance. Normally basic CAM cell consists of 9 transistors to write, read and match the data. It consists of both store 

unit and match unit. The main drawback of this basic CAM cell is that it occupies more area, needs more power and has 

large delay. So we need to explore modifications to it so that area, power and performance can be improved. So we are 

designing 4 transistor CAM cell[8] such that these can be effectively used in many applications.  

In the design CAM different techniques have been proposed to reduce the power consumption and improve the 

performance of the CAM cell. A CAM cell design with XOR and XNOR blocks were designed [2], with different 

combinations of pmos and nmos transistors, depending upon the type of application. But the main drawback of the proposed 

design are usage of more number of transistors and more power consumption. A two stage CAM cell design is proposed [3], 

to reduce power consumption where a control circuitry consisting of an inverter is used between the two stages. Performance 

of this CAM cell design is degraded in this design and there exists the disadvantage of short circuit power dissipation. A 

static pseudo nmos CAM has been designed[4] which requires an extra pmos transistor for every CAM cell which use in it, 

so it is very bad idea to for each and every pmos for each stages. Other method has been designed which requires separate 

cmos parallel CAM for searching the data[5] which requires lot of area to implement it and also extra precharge device[6] to 

implement CAM. To overcome the disadvantages of the previous designs a Hybrid-Type CAM design[7] is proposed to 

improve the power, area and performance of the CAM cell. This consists of both the NOR-type CAM design for the  

high performance and NAND-type CAM design for Low-Power, as constraints. 

 

II. BASIC CONTENT ADDRESSABLE MEMORY 
Basic CAM cell consists of both store unit for storing the data and compare unit for comparing the data. We store the data 

using two cross- 

 
Fig 1: Basic XOR CAM cell 

 

coupled inverters and is implemented with 6T SRAM cell. The compare unit is designed using pass transistors. The fast pull 

down transistor is used to discharge the data so that it indicates whether the data is matched. Depending on different 

applications the compare unit can be designed with XOR type or XNOR type blocks. The main operation of CAM cell can 

be described as: when the cross- coupled inverters store the data „1‟ and then the bit and nbit(bit bar/bitc) line has the data 

„1‟ and „0‟ respectively. Now one of the two pull down transistors will be ON state and the other will be OFF state so that 

there won‟t be any transistor path to discharge the match line and hence it remains in High-impedance state. Now if the bit 

Optimized CAM Design 
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and nbit line has the data „0‟ and „1‟ respectively, then in the compare unit one of the pull down transistor will be in ON state  

so that the fast pull down transistor moves to ON state. This discharges the match line indicating that the data have been 

matched. 

 

Fig 2: Basic XNOR CAM cell 

 

III. MODIFIED CAM CELL (4T CELL) 
This modified 4T CAM cell design consists of 4 nmos transistors and the cells are arranged such that the two 

transistors (tc1 and tco) are used to store the data and the remaining two transistors (tw1 and tw0) are used to write the 

data[8]. The gates of tc1(„a‟) and tco(„b‟) are used as storage capacitance elements so that it can be used to store the data  as 

shown in fig 3. When the transistors tw1 and tw0 are in ON state the data can be transferred to the nodes a and b and then 

these can be read using transistors tc1 and tc0. 

 

 
Fig 3:4T XOR CAM cell 

 

Normally matching operation can be done using match line that is connected to the output of the XOR type 

transistors which are arranged using transistors tc1 and tc0. If the match line output is at logic „1‟ that indicates that the „data 

stored‟ and the „input data‟ are matched. If the match line output is at logic „0‟, it indicates that there is no match and then 

the match line gets discharged. Basically in this operation, first the match line has to be charged to logic „1‟ by using 

precharge transistor and then the matching operation can be done. Even in case of mismatch, the match line needs to be 

discharged, which can be done by using read transistor that is arranged between match line and ground. Fig 4. Shows the 4T 

XNOR CAMCell. 

 

 
Fig 4: 4T XNOR CAM cell 
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IV. NOR-TYPE CAM ARRAY 
In NOR-type CAM cell design, XOR-type CAM cell is used for better performance of the system. Here the pull-

down transistors are arranged in NOR fashion so that it can discharge very fast and hence the performance improves. In case 

of pre-charge, the Match-line is precharged to HIGH. 

 
Fig 5: NOR type CAM Array 

 

In the Evaluation phase, if the input data is matched with the stored data then the match line remains HIGH and if 

all the cells are mismatched then the Match-line will discharge through the pull-down transistors. Thus the NOR-type CAM 

cell provides better performance. But the drawback in this design is increase in Drain-Capacitance due to more number of 

transistors. This drawback, increases Power consumption. Hence, it is only useful in case of High performance. 

 

V. NAND-TYPE CAM ARRAY 
Unlike the NOR-type CAM cell, NAND-type CAM cell is used to reduce the power consumption of the system. In 

this the NAND-type CAM, cell is arranged using XNOR type and the transistors are arranged in NAND fashion. 

 

 
Fig 6: NAND CAM Array 

 

Since the drain capacitance is less, the power consumption of the system is also less. In searching the data, initially 

the match line is precharged to HIGH, in the pre-charge phase and the match line discharges to ground in the evaluation 

phase, only when all the CAM cells are matched with the stored data. In case of mismatch the match line remains HIGH as 

in that of the pre-charge phase. Thus the power consumption of the system can be improved. But the drawback with this 

design is the time taken to discharge the match line is more, as it has long pull-down path. Hence, this NAND-type design is 

performance inefficient/slow. 

 

VI. HYBRID-TYPE CAM DESIGN 
Hybrid-type CAM design consists of both NOR-type Array with XOR CAM cell for performance advantage and 

NAND-type Array with XNOR CAM cell for power advantage. Mainly we divide the complete circuit into 3 parts namely, 

SEG1, SEG2 and CONTROL circuitry. In the SEG 1, we design the circuit using XNOR type and then arrange the pull-

down transistors using NAND-type. In the SEG 2, we design the circuit using XOR type and the pull-down transistors are 

arranged in NOR type design as shown in fig.7. 

 

 
Fig 7: HYBRID CAM Structure [Ref 7] 
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SEARCH OPERATION OF CAM CELL  

In case of searching a data, the input data is compared with that of stored data. The circuit operates in two different 

phases namely Pre-charge phase and Evaluation Phase. In Pre-charge phase the Match-line is kept in HIGH state and in the 

Evaluation Phase the state of Match-line depends upon the data matched.  

 

1. PRE-CHARGE PHASE  

The control signal PRE is kept LOW so that the circuit starts to Pre-charge. Thus when the PRE signal is kept LOW 

the match line that is connected to one of the pmos transistor P3 is made to be in HIGH state. In this circuit we have 3 

discharge paths namely T1,T2 and T3 that are connected to three transistors N1, P5 and NOR block respectively. As both 

the nodes M1 and M2 are HIGH, there are no discharge paths for the Match-line in this phase. As there is no chance of 

discharging the data, the Match-line doesn‟t require much power. This design is very efficient in Power saving. 

 

2. MATCH-EVALUATION PHASE 

In this phase the control signal PRE is made HIGH to start the matching process of the design. The data to be 

searched is given to the bit lines of the CAM cell. When we search the data we come across 4 different cases but the exact 

matching occurs only when both the segments are matched. The voltages of each node are shown in Table.1. The detailed 

explanation of this matching process is given below. 

Case1: In this case, SEG1 is mismatched and SEG2 is mismatched or matched. As the SEG1 is mismatched there 

exists no discharge path because there may be at least one transistor that is OFF. So the node voltage M1 remains HIGH and 

hence, there won‟t be any discharge path. Thus in this case the matching process doesn‟t depend on the SEG2. As there is no 

discharge path the Match-line still remains in the HIGH state.  

Case2: In this case, SEG1 is matched and SEG2 is mismatched. As the SEG1 is matched all the transistors that are 

connected in the NAND fashion are in ON state, so that there exists a discharge path through the path T1. And thus, the node 

M1 remains LOW and the two pull-down transistor P5 gets ON and so, there exists a path T2 to discharge. Now as the SEG 

2 is mismatched there exists at least one path to discharge through N3 so that the node M2 remains LOW. Hence in this case, 

there won‟t be any path to discharge the match-line. 

 
Table 1: Node Voltages of each node of HYBRID CAM Cell. 

 

Case3: In this case, both the segments are matched. Thus, as the SEG1 is matched, the node M1 gets LOW value as 

there exists a discharge path. Now in case of SEG2, as it is matched all the transistors are turned OFF and the path T3 to 

ground is disconnected. Now the node M2 is at HIGH state making the transistor N4 to turn ON. Now there exists a path for 

Match-line to discharge the data, through the paths T1 or T2. As the path T2 is the fastest path to discharge the data, the 

Match-line discharges through the transistor P5. Thus it indicates that the data have been matched properly. In this design as 

we have two pull-down paths to discharge the match-line. It discharges through path T2 as path T1 has transistors connected 

which takes long time to discharge. Thus, this design provides better performance. 

 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
0.18um technology is used to implement the design. The below Figure 8 shows all the three cases of both SEG 1 and SEG 2 

that have been used to search the data . 

 
Table 2: Comparison between 9T and 4T 

 

Thus, 9T CAM cell is compared with 4T CAM cell and the power of the CAM cell have been reduced by 3 times as 

shown in Table 2.  
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The NOR type and NAND CAM Arrays are also compared on the basis of power and performance as shown in 

Tables 3 and 4. 

 

 
Fig 8. Simulation results of HYBRID CAM 

 
Table 3: NOR Type CAM Array 

 
Table 4: NAND Type CAM Array 

 

Thus, by combining NAND type CAM Array for power efficiency and NOR type CAM Array for performance 

efficiency, the HYBRID DYNAMIC CAM design have been designed and it is observed that the design has low power 

consumption and increased performance. The total power consumption of HYBRID CAM design is shown in Table 5. 

 
Table 5: HYBRID CAM Design 

 

Thus by observing the results we can say that by replacing 9T CAM cell with 4T CAM cell the power consumption 

of the system has been improved and also its performance is also improved drastically. The above Figure 8 shows the 

simulation results of HYBRID CAM cell, done using MENTOR GRAPHICS and all the three different cases of CAM cell 

for matching the data is shown. 
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Fig 9: 4T CAM Cell layout in 0.18 um standard CMOS Technology. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
Thus, a HYBRID CAM Structure has been designed for Low Power and High Performance using NOR and NAND 

type CAM Array and area of the complete system has been reduced by replacing 9T basic CAM cell with 4T CAM cell with 

a fast pull down path to accelerate the search operation. 
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ABSTRACT: VOS (voice Operated Switch) is a switch that operates when sound over a certain threshold is detected. It is 

usually used to turn on a transmitter or recorder when someone speaks and turn it off when they stop speaking. It is used 

instead of a push-to-talk button on transmitters or to save storage space on recording devices. Unlike push-to-talk (PTT) 

operation, VOS is automatic. The user can keep his hands free while talking. But VOS also has some significant 

disadvantages that explain why PTT is still common. The Present VOS technology works based on the comparison of the 

energy estimate in speech band and the noise band. The bandwidth of speech band is from 300Hz to 3.3 KHz and for noise 

band it is from 3.3 KHz to 6.6 KHz. The major disadvantage with this technique is false operation of VOS due to noise 

interference or heavy breathing or a side conversation. Hence, a DSP based algorithm is proposed to be developed for 

DACS (Digital Audio Control System) to improve the performance and the noise suppression. 

 

Keywords: Envelope dynamics, Noise estimation, Speech pause detection, SNR (Signal to Noise ratio), VAD (Voice activity 

detection). 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Now a day‟s speech recognition is becoming more and more popular technology in the society. The innovative 

technologies in mobile telecommunication, robust speech recognition and digital hearing aids are a strongly dynamic force in 

the development of real-time noise reduction algorithms. The number of publications on single-microphone noise reduction 

algorithms indicates an unbroken interest in this research field over the past two or three decades. A decisive point for these 

kind of algorithms is the synchronized estimate of the object speech spectrum and the interfering noise spectrum in 

particular. Cockpit voice recorder in aircraft records many cockpit voices, such as speaker voices, noises and background 

sounds. In these communications, the speech signal which is transmitted is corrupted by additive acoustical noises. These 

noises may be from non-stationary source and hence there may be situations where only noise segment or non-speech 

segment is present, hence it is necessary to update the noise spectrum estimate as often as possible to sustain an effective 

noise reduction. This can be done, whenever target speech is absent, which means that the input signal consists of only noise. 

Computational and memory requirements should be as low as possible since these algorithms may be ported on a digital 

circuit. 

Speech detection is a process where speech segments be reliably separated from non-speech and activates VOS 

when only speech segments are detected. The required characteristics of an ideal endpoint detector are: reliability, 

robustness, accuracy, adaptation, implicitly, real-time processing and know a priori knowledge of the noise. 

Earlier, the VOS technology works based on the comparison of the energy estimate in speech band and the noise 

band. We calculate the signal to noise ratio for both the bands i.e. speech band and noise band and based on a threshold the 

operation of VOS will take place. The major disadvantage with this technique is false operation of VOS due to noise 

interference or heavy breathing or a side conversation or any other background noise such as helicopter noise or babble noise 

etc. The techniques used in this algorithm are discussed in the later sections. 

Hence VAD (Voice activity detector) algorithms are developed and employed to make voice operated switch work 

efficiently and this also increases the switching speed of the voice operated switch. 

VAD techniques are designed using various methods. Most of them use heuristically chose statistical properties of 

speech parameters like: energy, pitch, entropy etc. Therefore, the performances of different VAD are different and varying 

according to the level and type of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). As a result, the performances of different speech based 

systems are significantly sensitive to the employed VAD technique. Therefore, VAD algorithm should be carefully chosen 

while designing a speech based system. 

Several VAD algorithms have been standardized for specific applications. The most commonly mentioned includes 

ITU-T Recommendation G.729 Annex B [1] and ETSI AMR Option 2 VAD [2], which aim to design simple features that 

can be implemented in embedded applications efficiently, such as audio recording and transmission on mobile phones. In 

these systems, speech are often recorded with close-talk microphones, which ensures the sound level of speech is always 

much higher than background noise. Back then, VAD algorithms often dealt with only little or no noise corruption in speech 

coding applications and with separate recording utterances in speech recognition systems. Up to recently, advances in 

various speech applications require the detection of human speech in a continuous real-time fashion, and is often corrupted 

by a wide variety classes of noise. Algorithms for VAD had grown accordingly over the years. Most of the speech activity 

detectors are based on either time domain or frequency domain approach. Sangwan, Chiranth [3] have compared various 

VAD algorithms. The core of any VAD proposed consists of two parts: a „feature extraction‟ and a „speech/ non-speech 

decision mechanism. 

Development of Algorithm for Voice Operated Switch for 

Digital Audio Control Systems 
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It is necessary to update the noise spectrum estimate as often as possible to sustain an effective noise reduction. 

Different algorithms have been proposed which continuously update the noise estimate and hence avoid the need for explicit 

speech pause detection. Martin [4] uses the minimum of the sub-band signal power within a time window of about 1S as an 

estimate of the noise power in the respective sub-band. Paul proposed a continuous noise estimation scheme similar to 

Martin‟s which is computationally more efficient. This scheme was, however, not systematically tested. 

Hirsch and Ehrlicher proposed an algorithm [5] which is based on the observation that the most commonly 

occurring spectral magnitude value in clean speech. Hence, having noisy speech their algorithm measures the distribution 

density function of the spectral magnitude and density determines the maxima which are then used as an estimate of the 

respective noise magnitude. These kind of algorithms which avoid speech pause detection for noise estimation are supposed 

to cope better with non-stationary (i.e., fluctuating) noise, since they are generally faster in their adaptation to changing noise 

levels even during speech activity. On the other hand, the continuous update of the noise estimate (Independently in the sub-

bands) is susceptible to erroneously capture speech energy. This, however, leads inevitably to speech deterioration in a 

subsequent noise reduction process. Fischer and Stahl proposed a spectral subtraction noise reduction algorithm with a 

continuous noise spectrum up- dating scheme. They found that the corruption of the noise estimate by speech is too large to 

be further considered and conclude that voice activity detection plays an important role and cannot be fully omitted, 

Recently Nemer et al. proposed to use the kurtosis (fourth-order statistics) of the noisy signal to continuously estimate 

speech and noise energies. The examples presented used noisy speech signals with positive signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and 

yield promising results, but further research is required to extend these results to negative SNR s and different classes of 

noise, respectively. Dendrinos and Bakamidis [6] presented an algorithm for determining the starting and ending points of 

speech segments in colored-noise environments through singular value decomposition based on some thresholds which have 

been determined experimentally. Good performance was proved for SNRs higher than 0 db. However, the complexity of the 

algorithm makes a real-time implementation difficult. 

Weiwu Jiang, Wai Kit Lo [7] presented a novel VAD algorithm using MVSS (Maximum Values of Sub-band SNR) 

as a decision feature. Here the given the spectrum of a speech utterance transformed by DFT, it first divides the whole 

spectrum into several sub-bands. Secondly, sub-band SNRs are estimated and maximum values of sub-band SNR (MVSS) 

are extracted as detection features. The background noise estimation and final VAD decision are made by comparing feature 

value with an estimated threshold. During initialization, the estimated noise spectrum and threshold are calculated by 

assuming that speech always follows an initial period of noise. 

As the basic requirement to develop or modify an algorithm is to identify the noise i.e. the noisy speech sample is 

processed by voice operated switch to allow the presence of audio in case of speech and mute when only noise is present.    

Based on the above algorithms a modified algorithm is presented and compared with the conventional energy based 

algorithm. 

This paper is organized as it starts with a review of the conventional energy based algorithm and proposed 

algorithm. Next section reports the expected results of the algorithms under various background noise conditions. Finally, 

conclusions are presented.  

 

II. ALGORITHMS 
The algorithms that were implemented for voice operated switch are discussed in this chapter. In all the mentioned 

algorithms the plain speech is mixed with various noises like white noise, pink noise, brown noise, helicopter noise etc. with 

0db, 3db, 5db, 10db, 15db SNR levels (Signal to Noise Ratio). It will be called as noisy speech from now, which are used in 

the experiments. 

 

2.1 Conventional energy based algorithm 

This algorithm works based on the comparison of the energy estimate of the noisy speech. In general the bandwidth 

of the speech band is from 300Hz to 3.3 KHz and for noise band it is from 3.3 KHz to 6.6 KHz. Therefore using the filters 

the noisy speech is divided into two bands, that is the speech band and the noise band by assuming the cut off frequency of 

3000 Hz. The Butterworth filter was preferred over other filters based on the parameters suitable to the algorithm.  

 

 
Fig1: Conventional energy based algorithm block diagram 
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The energies of both the speech band and noise band are calculated by considering a window or frame length of 160 

samples. Later the Signal to Noise Ratio of the each frame is determined. The threshold is calculated based on the previous 

experiments. 

 

                        
Fig2 : Conventional energy based algorithm - flowchart 

The operation of the Voice operated switch is based on the obtained SNR when compared with the assumed 

threshold. i.e., when the SNR is greater than threshold then switch gets activated (VOS=1). When the SNR is less than 

threshold then the switch deactivates (VOS=0). The noisy speech sample is processed by voice operated switch to allow the 

presence of audio in case of speech (VOS=1) and mute when only noise (VOS=0) is present. The simulation and results are 

shown in the next section.     

The performance of the conventional energy based algorithm was not as anticipated and the result was not 

satisfactory, will be discussed in further section. 

 

2.2 Power envelope based algorithm 

An algorithm is proposed which detects speech pauses by adaptively tracking minima and maxima in a noisy signal‟s 

power envelope both for the broadband signal and for the high-pass and low-pass filtered signal. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Reading a .wav input file  FFT (512-pt) 
Creation of LFP and HPF 

using fft results 

Cal. Signals power envelope of 
broadband, Low-pass band, high-

pass band 

(E (p), ELP (p), EHP (p)) 

The minimum & maximum value of 
each of the three envelopes are 

noted.   

After assuming initial 200ms 
as noise only the max & min 

values are set  

Emin (p) =E (p)      Emax (p) =E (p) 

ELP,max(p)=ELP(p)     EHPmin(p)=ELP(p) 
ELP,max(p)=EHP(p)      EHPmin(p)=EHP(p)  

The maximum and minimum values are 
updated based on current envelope values 

The difference between max and min values 
are calculated   

Δ(p)=Emax(p)− Emin(p) 
ΔLP(p)=ELP,max(p)− ELP,min(p)  
ΔHP(p)=EHP,max(p)− ELP,min(p)  

  

Based on the above parameters the decision is 
made using the following algorithm 

Fig3: Power envelope based algorithm- Flowchart 
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The speech pause detection algorithm calculates the signal‟s temporal power envelope E (p) by summing up the 

squares of the spectral components of the input signal in each short-time frame  

: ……………. (1) 

 

Here, X (p, ѡk) denotes the spectral component of the noisy input signal at frequency ѡk at time frame. In addition 

a low-pass band envelope and a high-pass band envelope are calculated:  

: ……… (2) 

: …….. (3) 

 

Where “l” runs over all spectral components up to the cut-off frequency, and “m” runs over the remaining spectral 

components. In order to slightly smooth the envelopes, E(ƿ ), and are averaged over a few frames by a 

recursive low-pass filter of first order with a release time constant ŢE no smoothing is per- formed in case of an increase in 

energy (i.e., attack time zero) to avoid smearing over onsets. The algorithm tracks the minimum and maximum value of each 

envelope and uses these for the speech pause decision as described by the following scheme.  

I. After an assumed 200 ms initial phase of noise only the minimum and maximum values are set as follows:  

:  

:  

: ….… (4) 

 

This guarantees that the minimum envelope values correspond roughly with the noise energy at the beginning.  

 

II. The minimum and maximum values are updated for each of the three envelopes in the following manner.  

 

a) If the current envelope value is larger than the maximum value for the corresponding envelope, then the maximum value 

is set to the current value. Otherwise, the maximum value slowly decays. This is done by a recursive low-pass filter of 

first order with a release time constant , which takes as input the current envelope value.  

b) If the current envelope value is smaller than the minimum value for the corresponding envelope, then the minimum 

value is set to the current value. Otherwise, the minimum value is slowly raised. This is done by a recursive low-pass 

filter of first order with attack time constant , which takes as input the current envelope value.  

 

III. The differences between the maximum and the minimum values are calculated for each envelope  

 

 

…… (5) 

 

IV. Three different criteria are introduced of which only one has to be true for making the decision that target speech is not 

present in the actual frame: a) the speech pause decision can be made because of a low signal dynamics in both the low-

pass and the high-pass band(Syn speech pause); b) the decision can be based on the low-pass band information (LP 

Speech Pause); and c) it can be made upon the high-band information (HP Speech Pause). These decision criteria are 

derived as follows:  

 

a) If ΔLP is smaller than some threshold ἠ  and ΔHP (ƿ ) < ἠ  then it is assumed that only noise is present due to the very 

small dynamic range of the signal (Dyn Speech Pause).  

b)  If a) is not true, it is checked whether ΔLP is bigger than (otherwise the dynamic range in the low-pass band is very 

small and it should not receive too much attention no LP Speech Pause). Now, if the difference between the current 

 and  of the low-pass band envelope is smaller than some fraction pc of ΔLP (which means that the 

actual envelope is near its minimum), a closer look at the high-pass band is necessary to support speech pause detection.  

 

Case 1) ΔHP of the high-pass band is smaller than threshold in this case no additional information can be obtained from the 

high-pass band because of its small dynamic range. Now, if at least E (p) (the signal‟s envelope) lies in the lower half of its 

dynamic range [i.e., in the lower half between and  the current frame can be assumed to be a speech pause 

because of the closeness of the low-pass band energy to its minimum value (LP speech pause) otherwise, however, there is 

not enough support for a speech pause decision (No LP Speech Pause).  

 

Case 2) ΔHP is bigger than two times the threshold ἠ .In this case, there is enough dynamic range to pay attention to the 

high-pass band. Thus, it is demanded that the difference between the current and of the high-pass 

envelope is smaller than two times the fraction pc of ΔHP to support the small envelope value in the low-pass band. Then a 

noise-only frame is assumed (LP Speech Pause). This demand is not as strict as that for the low-pass band, to account for the 

case that the disturbing noise has a rather high-frequency characteristic. But if this condition is not fulfilled, speech may be 

present in the actual frame (no LP Speech Pause).  
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Case 3) ΔHP Is smaller than two times the threshold ἠ , but bigger than. In this case, which is not as clear as Case 2, it is 

only demanded that EHP(ƿ ) (the high-pass Envelope ) lies in the lower half of its dynamic range to support the small 

envelope value in the low-pass band Then it is assumed that target speech is absent (LP Speech Pause). However if this 

condition is not fulfilled, speech may be present in the actual frame (no LP Speech pause).  

c) Condition b) accounts for the case that the disturbing noise has a rather high frequency characteristic, hence the speech 

pause detection should mainly be made upon the information in the low-pass band. To account also for the case that it 

has be checked but now with reverse roles of the low-pass and the high–pass bands to determine whether target speech 

is absent (HP Speech Pause).  

 

 
Fig 4: Flowchart of the proposed speech pause detection algorithm operating on a single time frame 

 

Fig above gives a flowchart of the proposed power envelope detection algorithm. The flowchart is not fully 

symmetrical with respect to LP and HP speech pause detection since several redundant tests are omitted. 

Due to its flexible design this novel approach for speech pause detection can easily be adjusted to obtain a rather 

low false- alarm rate by adapting the main parameters ἠ  and pc. Generally, a Low-false-alarms rate is desirable to reduce 

speech distortions in the subsequent noise reduction process. However, this also results in a reduced hit rate. 
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During the development of the algorithm noisy signals generated from various different noise types and speech 

signals at several SNRs were used for performance verification. Finally, the following values were chosen for the free 

parameters: The input signal was digitized with a sampling Frequency of 8000 Hz and partitioned in Hamming-windowed 

segments of length 20 ms with 50% overlap. These segments were padded with zeros and a 512-point FFT was performed. 

This framework is compatible with most single-microphone noise reduction algorithms which can thus easily be integrated. 

Such short segments are motivated by the fact that then the same signal analysis and synthesis as necessary for a real-time 

noise reduction environment can be used. The cut-off frequency between low-pass and high-pass band was set to 2 kHz, 

motivated by the fact that excluding speech frequencies above 1.9 kHz has a roughly similar effect on speech intelligibility 

as excluding those below this value. With these settings a good approximation to the actual dynamic range of the signal and 

of its “placement” in the level area under a variety of conditions was achieved. However, systematic variations of these 

parameters were not investigated. The threshold was set to 5 dB and the fraction was set to 0.1. 

 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this section the procedure to carry out experiments is discussed and comparison between the proposed algorithm 

and conventional energy based algorithm is discussed 

 

3.1 Procedure 

The plain speech is recorded at a sampling rate of 8000Hz and is mixed with various noises like white noise, pink 

noise, brown noise, helicopter noise etc. with 0db, 3db, 5db, 10db, 15db SNR levels. The algorithms are implemented and 

simulated in MATLAB and simulation results are discussed below. 

 

3.2 Simulation results 

3.2.1 Conventional energy based algorithm results 

The following are the results of conventional energy based algorithm for voice operated switch 

 
Fig 5: Plot of (a) 10dB white noise mixed speech signal (b) Switch on/off for energy based algorithm(c) output 

 

Fig 5 shows the results of voice operated switch when plain speech is mixed with 10 dB white noise and the output 

of conventional energy based algorithm. 

 
Fig 6: Plot of (a) 5dB white noise mixed speech signal (b) Switch on/off for energy based algorithm(c) output 
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Fig 6 shows the results of voice operated switch when plain speech is mixed with 5 dB white noise and the output of 

conventional energy based algorithm. 

Fig 7 shows the results of voice operated switch when plain speech is mixed with 10 dB pink noise and the output 

of conventional energy based algorithm. 

Fig 8 shows the results of voice operated switch when plain speech is mixed with 5 dB helicopter noise and the 

output of conventional energy based algorithm. 

 

 
Fig 7: Plot of (a) 10dB pink noise mixed speech signal (b) Switch on/off for energy based algorithm(c) output 

 
Fig 8: Plot of (a) 5dB helicopter noise mixed speech signal (b) Switch on/off for energy based algorithm(c) output 

 
Fig 9: Plot of (a) 10dB babble noise mixed speech signal (b) Switch on/off for energy based algorithm(c) output 
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Fig 9 shows the results of voice operated switch when plain speech is mixed with 10 dB babble noise and the output 

of conventional energy based algorithm. 

 

3.2.2  Power envelope based algorithm results 

The following are the results of power envelope based algorithm for voice operated switch 

 
Fig 10: Plot of (a) 10dB white noise mixed speech signal (b) Switch on/off for power envelope based algorithm(c) 

output 

Fig 10 shows the results of voice operated switch when plain speech is mixed with 10 dB white noise and the output 

of power envelope based algorithm 

 
Fig 11: Plot of (a) 10dB pink noise mixed speech signal (b) Switch on/off for power envelope based algorithm(c) 

output 
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Fig 12: Plot of (a) 10dB helicopter noise mixed speech signal (b) Switch on/off for power envelope based algorithm(c) 

output 

Fig 11 shows the results of voice operated switch when plain speech is mixed with 10 dB pink noise and the output 

of power envelope based algorithm 

Fig 12 shows the results of voice operated switch when plain speech is mixed with 10 dB helicopter noise and the 

output of power envelope based algorithm 

Fig 13 shows the results of voice operated switch when plain speech is mixed with 5 dB helicopter noise and the 

output of power envelope based algorithm 

 
Fig 13: Plot of (a) 5dB helicopter noise mixed speech signal (b) Switch on/off for power envelope based algorithm(c) 

output 

There were other simulation results considered and only few of them. In energy based algorithm the switch 

activates at few places even when only noise is present. The major disadvantage because of this algorithm is it doesn‟t 

perform well due to noise interference or heavy breathing or a side conversation etc.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The present VOS technology works based on the conventional energy based algorithm, which works well for white 

noise at 10dB, 15dB etc., but results are not promising for helicopter, pink and babble noise. The pilot or co-pilot has to 

adjust the threshold (SNR) level which is inside the audio control system (as shown in the figure1) to hear a clear speech 

signal. Using the proposed algorithm, the pilot doesn‟t need to change the threshold control every time (unlike conventional 

energy based algorithm) to hear the speech signal clearly i.e. the speech is transmitted when speech is detected (VOS=1), it 

is muted when noise is present (VOS=0).  

From the simulation results and observation it is clearly seen that the power envelope detection based algorithm 

gives better and efficient performance when compared with the conventional energy based algorithm. Many research are 

however to be analyzed on basis to modify the algorithm to improve the performance on different noise levels. The proposed 

power envelope detection algorithm maintains a low and approximately constant false-alarm rate over a wide range of SNRs. 

The hit rate decreases only slightly at poorer SNRs. 
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The efficient voice operated switches can be father used for commercial and defense purpose which leads to save 

battery life and helpful to save storage spaces on recording devices.    
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Abstract:  Onion produced in Kharif and Late Kharif season is not suitable for storage while onion produced in summer season 

can be stored upto 5-6 months and it can be brought in the during market rainy season i.e., from June to Oct. There are certain 

problems which arise during conventional storage of onion viz. loss in weight, sprouting and rotting of bulb. There are three 

types onion storage structure developed by NHRDF and domestic onion storage structure located at Kalwan. The construction 

cost per sq.ft. of this structure ie.Traditional onion storage structure, Dindigul onion storage structure, Improved low cost onion 

storage structure developed by NHRDF, and Low cost onion storage structure (Kalwan) are Calculated. The quantity of onions 

were stored in different onion storage structure during the  last week of May is about 1000kg .There are some  losses such as 

weight losses ,rotting losses and sprouting losses were found to be in storage.This losses were found high in storage structure 

developed by NHRDF as compared to domestic onion storage structure (Kalwan).The Cost per sq.ft (Rs) and per kg storage cost 

against construction cost (Rs) of domestic onion storage structure is less as compare to onion storage structures in NHRDF. 

 

Keywords: NHRDF- National Horticultural  Research Development Foundation  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Onion is a term used for many plants in the genus Alliums. They are known by the common name "onion" but, used 

without qualifiers; it usually refers to Alliums cepa. Alliums cepa is also known as the "garden onion" or "bulb" onion. It is 

grown underground by the plant as a vertical shoot that is used for food storage, leading to the possibility of confusion with a 

tuber, which it is not. Onions, one of the oldest vegetables, are found in a large number of recipes and preparations spanning 

almost the totality of the world's cultures. They are now available in fresh, frozen, canned, pickled, powdered, chopped, and 

dehydrated forms. Onions can be used, usually chopped or sliced, in almost every type of food including cooked foods and fresh 

salads and as a spicy garnish. They are rarely eaten on their own but usually act as accompaniment to the main course. 

Depending on the variety, an onion can be sharp, spicy, tangy and pungent or mild and sweet. 

There is an annual production of approximately 58-60 lakh mt of onions in the country. Out of this about 26-28%, 

approximately 16 lakh mt onions are produced in Maharashtra. Last year 8.26 lakh mt onions have been exported from the 

country, out of which 5.40 lakh mt has been produced in Maharashtra. For this purpose continuous export quota and stable onion 

prices in domestic market are necessary.  

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Storage Structure 

Material used for construction of onion storage structure  

1. Cement 

Cement is used for purpose of construction work; it is also used to bind the stone, sand, bricks etc. 

2. Concrete 

It is carefully mixture of cement, fine aggregates, sand and water. It is used for construction of storage structure. 

3. Bamboos 

It is flexible, very strong, durable and abundantly. So it is used for construction of storage structure. 

4. Leaves of sugarcane and coconut 

It is one of the wastes material and available easily in the field. So it is used for roofing purpose. Coconut leaves are strong yet 

flexible .The leaves are actually fronds composed of numerous leaflets, which have a flat and a thin midrib. 

5. Gunny cloth    

Gunny cloth is used at inner lining of roof to check the leakage of rain water. The gunny cloth also reduces the temperature 

inside the storage structure. 

6. Iron angle 

Iron angle is used support to side wall. It provides stability to the structure and increases the life of the structure It also provides 

rigid support to the side wall of the onion storage structure. 

2.2 Cost estimation of onion storage Structure developed by NHRDF 

2.2.1 Traditional onion storage structure:-Size=20`*15`, Life -8 years 

 

Comparative Losses and Economic Feasibility of the Improved 

Onion Storage with Low Cost of Onion Storage Structure 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bulb
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tuber
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vegetable
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Figure 1: Traditional onion storage structure 

 

Table I: Traditional onion storage structure materials 

Material Size(ft) Quantity Rate(Rs.) Total(Rs) 

Bamboo 6 240 6 1440 

Wooden block 15 8 100 800 

Wooden strip 6 240 6 1440 

Iron angle 10 4 150 600 

Shelter material - 80 15 1200 

Cement - 2(bags) 150 300 

Labour - 9(person) 100 900 

 

Total Cost:-Rs.6680 

Cost per sq.ft:- Total cost/size of structure/life 

                     = 6680/300/8 = Rs.2.78 

Per kg storage cost against construction cost: - x/1000=6680/1000 = Rs 6.68                                                                         

 

2.2.2 Dindigul onion storage structure:-Size=20`*15`, Life-8years 

 
Figure 2: Dindigul onion storage structure 
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Table II: Dindigul onion storage structure material 

Material Size(ft) Quantity Rate(Rs.) Total(Rs) 

Bamboo 1) 6 

2) 8 

3) 12 

4) 20 

32 

72 

36 

5 

6 

8 

12 

20 

 

 

1300 

Wooden block 1)20 

2)15 

8 

2 

100 

80 

 

960 

Wooden strip 1)6 

2)8 

3)12 

4 

4 

4 

6 

8 

12 

 

104 

Polythene - 1 kg 110 110 

Cement - 3(bags) 150 450 

Labour - 9(person) 100 900 

Total Cost:-Rs.3824 

Cost per sq.ft:- 3824/300/8 =Rs.1.59 

Per kg storage cost against construction cost:- 3824/1000 =Rs.3.824 

 

2.2.3 Improved low cost onion storage structure developed by NHRDF:-Size=20`*15`, Life-8 years 

 
Figure 3: Improved low cost onion storage structure developed by NHRDF 

 

Table III: Improved low cost onion storage structure material developed by NHRDF 

Material Size(ft) Quantity Rate(Rs.) Total(Rs) 

Bamboo 1) 6 

2) 8 

3) 10 

54 

84 

8 

6 

8 

10 

 

1076 

Wooden strip 1) 6 

2) 8 

6 

6 

6 

8 

 

84 

Shelter material - 28 15 420 

Cement - 4(bags) 150 600 

Labour - 9(person) 100 900 

Total Cost:-Rs 3080 

Cost per sq.ft:- =3080/300/8 = Rs. 1.28 

Per kg storage cost against construction cost: - x /1000 =Rs 3.080                                          
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2.2.4 Low cost onion storage structure (Kalwan):-Size=20`*15`, Life-4years 

 
Figure 4: Low cost onion storage structure (Kalwan) 

 

Table IV: Low cost onion storage structure material (Kalwan) 

Material Size(ft) Quantity Rate(Rs.) Total(Rs) 

Bamboo 8 40 8 320 

Wooden block 1) 6 

2) 12 

3) 20 

6 

3 

3 

30 

60 

100 

 

660 

Polythene - 3kg 110 330 

Labour - 5(person) 100 500 

Tur waste - - - nil 

Sugarcane trash - - - nil 

 

These structures have life span 4 years. After 4 years this structure is reconstructed and its cost of construction is 

Rs.1000 this is due to reuse of bamboo and wooden block. Thus total cost =Rs.1810+Rs.1000=Rs.2810 

Cost per sq.ft.=2810/300/(4+4)= Rs.1.17  

Per kg storage cost against construction cost: - x/1000 =Rs.2810/1000 = Rs 2.81 

 

2.3 METHODS 

1. Unmarketable 

In this bulb which is less than 20mm in size are excluded. Also the bulbs which are rotten, decayed are not considered. If we 

considered 100kgs of onion bulbs around 5% are unmarketable. 

2. Spoilage 
This losses is depends upon temperature variation .As the temperature increases spoilage loss increases .They are around 2-3% 

3. Double splitted  

These losses are due to temperature variation during the bulb development period these splitted bulb are strictly avoided .These 

losses are around 2.57% 

4. Off Coloured bulbs  

Generally the kharif onion is dark red colour and rabbi onion is light red in colour. According to the onion which is not 

resembling to this colour should be avoided. 

5. Bolting losses 

These losses depends upon temperature variation .As the temperature increases spoilage increases .They are around 1.29% 

6 Mis shaped 

The bulbs which are nearly round are considered .The bulb which are flat, globular are avoided .These losses are around 1.5%. 

7. Other losses 

Other losses are microbial decay losses, damage in transport are negligible.  
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2.4 LOSSES 

Traditional onion storage structure  

Quantity of onion stored in Traditional onion storage structure developed by NHRDF during last week of May is about 

1000kg and then after 4-5 month the quantity of onion obtained is about 777.54kg.Thus the weight losses calculated as 222.46 

kg. According to weight losses Rotting losses and Sprouting losses were calculated as 13.34 kg and 8.898 kg respectively.  There 

are some sub losses such as unmarketable; Spoilage, Double splitted, bolting and mis shaped which were calculated as 38.87 kg, 

23.32 kg, 19.98 kg, 10.03 kg and 11.66 kg respectively.  

Dindigul type onion storage structure  

Quantity of onion stored in Dindigul type onion storage structure during last week of May is about 1000kg  and then 

after 4-5 month the quantity of onion obtained is about 658.62 kg.Thus the weight losses calculated as 341.38 kg.According to 

weight losses Rotting losses and Sprouting losses were calculated as 20.48 kg and 13.65 kg respectively. There are some sub 

losses such as unmarketable; Spoilage, Double splitted, bolting and mis shaped which were calculated as 32.93 kg, 19.75 kg, 

16.92 kg, 8.49 kg and 9.87kg respectively. 

Improved low cost onion storage structure developed by NHRDF 

Quantity of onion stored in Improved low cost onion storage structure developed by NHRDF during last week of May is 

about 1000kg  and then after 4-5 month the quantity of onion obtained is about 560 kg.Thus the weight losses calculated as 440 

kg.According to weight losses Rotting losses and Sprouting losses were calculated as 26.4 kg and 17.6 kg respectively. There are 

some sub losses such as unmarketable; Spoilage, Double splitted, bolting and mis shaped which were calculated as 28 kg, 16.80 

kg, 14.39 kg, 7.22 kg and 8.40 kg respectively.  

 Low cost domestic onion storage structure  

Quantity of onion stored in Low cost domestic onion storage structure during last week of May is about 1000kg  and 

then after 4-5 month the quantity of onion obtained is about 800 kg.Thus the weight losses calculated as 200 kg.According to 

weight losses Rotting losses and Sprouting losses were calculated as 12 kg and 08 kg respectively. There are some sub losses 

such as unmarketable; Spoilage, Double splitted, bolting and mis shaped which were calculated as 40 kg, 24 kg, 20.56 kg, 10.32 

kg and 12 kg respectively. 

 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

Table V: Comparison of storage cost against construction cost (Rs) of different Onion Storage structure 

Name  of  onion storage structure Cost per sq.ft(Rs) Per kg storage cost against 

construction cost(Rs) 

Traditional onion storage structure 2.79 

 

6.68 

 

Dindigul type onion storage structure  1.59 3.824 

Improved low cost onion storage 

structure developed by NHRDF 

1.28 3.080 

Low cost domestic onion storage 

structure 

1.17 2.81 

 

Table VI: Comparison between losses of different Onion Storage Structure 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Based on the results of experiment conducted on onion storage structures in NHRDF and domestic onion storage 

structure (Kalwan), losses were found to be highest in storage structures in NHRDF is 222.46kg for Weight losses. The 

construction cost per sq.ft. of this structure ie.Traditional onion storage structure, Dindigul onion storage structure, Improved low 

cost onion storage structure developed by NHRDF, and Low cost onion storage structure (Kalwan) are Rs.2.79 ,1.59,1.28 and 

Sr.No. Particulars Traditional onion 

storage structure 

Dindigul type 

onion storage 

structure 

 

Improved low cost 

onion storage 

structure 

developed by 

NHRDF 

Low cost 

domestic onion 

storage structure 

1. Weight losses 222.46 kg 341.38 kg 440kg 200kg 

2. Rotting losses 13.34 kg 20.48 kg 26.4 kg 12 kg 

3. Sprouting losses 8.898 kg 13.65kg 17.6kg 8kg 
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1.03 respectively The quantity of onions were stored in different onion But these losses may be varies according to climate, and 

location. 

Result and discussion reveals that the domestic onion storage structure is proved to be best. The losses are very less, 

quality and quantity of produce is maintained. The Cost per sq.ft (Rs) and per kg storage cost against construction cost (Rs) of 

domestic onion storage structure is less as compare to onion storage structures in NHRDF. The low cost domestic onion storage 

structure may be beneficial to small growers. This may profitable to those growers who are growing onion at two or three year’s 

interval due to shortage of irrigation water and inclusion of rotation of crops. 
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ABSTRACT: The main objective of the work is to analyse the performance and flow characteristics of convergent 

divergent nozzle and also to compare the numerical values of the two methods i.e “HIT & TRIAL METHOD” AND 

“ANALYTICAL METHOD”. In this paper we have determine the location and strength of normal shock wave in the 

divergent portion of the nozzle under varying operating conditions and with different nozzle geometry.  

 

KEYWORD:  Mach number, Sub-sonic, Super-sonic, Sonic, Compressible flow, Throat. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A nozzle is a relatively simple device, just a specially shaped tube through which hot gases flow. However, the 

mathematics, which describes the operation of the nozzle, takes some careful thought. Nozzles come in a variety of shapes 

and sizes. Simple turbojets, and turboprops, often have a fixed geometry convergent nozzle as shown on the left of the 

figure. Turbofan engines often employ a co-annular nozzle. The core flow exits the centre nozzle while the fan flow exits the 

annular nozzle. Mixing of the two flows provides some thrust enhancement and these nozzles also tend to be quieter than 

convergent nozzles. Afterburning turbojets and turbofans require a variable geometry convergent-divergent - CD nozzle. In 

this nozzle, the flow first converges down to the minimum area or throat, then is expanded through the divergent section to 

the exit at the right. The variable geometry causes these nozzles to be heavier than a fixed geometry nozzle, but variable 

geometry provides efficient engine operation over a wider airflow range than a simple fixed nozzle. Rocket engines also use 

nozzles to accelerate hot exhaust to produce thrust. Rocket engines usually have a fixed geometry CD nozzle with a much 

larger divergent section than is required for a gas turbine. 

 

1.1 SHOCKS IN NOZZLE 

A shock wave (also called shock front or simply "shock") is a type of propagating disturbance. Like an ordinary 

wave, it carries energy and can propagate through a medium (solid, liquid or gas) or in some cases in the absence of a 

material medium, through a field such as the electromagnetic field. Shock waves are characterized by an abrupt, nearly 

discontinuous change in the characteristics of the medium. Across a shock there is always an extremely rapid rise in 

pressure, temperature and density of the flow. In supersonic flows, expansion is achieved through an expansion fan. A shock 

wave travels through most media at a higher speed than an ordinary wave. Unlike solutions (another kind of nonlinear 

wave), the energy of a shock wave dissipates relatively quickly with distance. Also, the accompanying expansion wave 

approaches and eventually merges with the shock wave, partially cancelling it out. Thus the sonic boom associated with the 

passage of a supersonic aircraft is the sound wave resulting from the degradation and merging of the shock wave and the 

expansion wave produced by the aircraft. When a shock wave passes through matter, the total energy is preserved but the 

energy which can be extracted as work decreases and entropy increases. This, for example, creates additional drag force on 

aircraft with shocks. Shock waves can be 

    Normal: at 90° (perpendicular) to the shock medium's flow directions. 

    Oblique: at an angle to the direction of flow. 

    Bow: Occurs upstream of the front (bow) of a blunt object when the upstream velocity exceeds Mach 1. 

Shock waves form when the speed of a gas changes by more than the speed of sound. At the region where this occurs sound 

waves travelling against the flow reach a point where they cannot travel any further upstream and the pressure progressively 

builds in that region, and a high pressure shock wave rapidly forms. Shock waves are not conventional sound waves; a shock 

wave takes the form of a very sharp change in the gas properties on the order of a few mean free paths (roughly micro-

meters at atmospheric conditions) in thickness. Shock waves in air are heard as a loud "crack" or "snap" noise. Over longer 

distances a shock wave can change from a nonlinear wave into a linear wave, degenerating into a conventional sound wave 

as it heats the air and loses energy. The sound wave is heard as the familiar "thud" or "thump" of a sonic boom, commonly 

created by the supersonic flight of aircraft. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 
2.1 ANALYTICAL APPROACH 

To determine shock location and shock strength in convergent divergent nozzle. 

 

STEP 1: Find the pressure ratio that will produce a shock in the divergent portion of the nozzle. 

 

 

 

 

Numerical Investigation of the Perfomance of 

Convergent Divergent Nozzle 
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STEP 2: Determine exit Mach number (Me) 

              

                         
STEP 3: Use Me to determine Pe/P02 

                                        

                                     

 

   STEP 4: Since Me<1, Pe=Pb 

                        

                                      

  STEP 5: Determine M1, by using the value of P02/P01 

  

                           
  
STEP 6: Determine Shock Location As/At 

 

                                    
 

STEP 7: Determine Shock Strength 

 

                             
  

STEP 8: Determine Temperature Ratio across the shock 

 

                          
 

STEP 9: Determine Pressure Ratio across the shock 

 

                            
 

STEP 10: Determine density ratio across the shock 
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2.2   HIT AND TRIAL APPROACH 

To determine the shock location and shock strength in convergent divergent nozzle 

Let us consider a convergent divergent nozzle with inlet and outlet section specified in the diagram as 1 and 5 

respectively. In the diagram section 2 represent the throat while the section 3 and 4 represent the flow condition before and 

after the shock.  

                  

 
Fig.2.2.1 Convergent divergent nozzle 

Let, 

Ae/At=exit area/throat area=1.53 

Inlet condition P0=1atm. 

Now let us determine the various flow characteristics for this case. 

 

STEP 1: 

If we assume chocked flow at the throat then from the IFT for Ae/At we have two solutions 

1) For FIRST critical point(fully isentropic subsonic flow) 

From IFT at (Ae/At)=1.53,we have 

(Pe/Po)=.886 

Me=.42  

 For THIRD critical point(fully isentropic supersonic flow) 

       From IFT at (Ae/At)=1.53,we have 

    (Pe/Po)=.154 

    Me=1.88 

Now as we know that normal shock takes place in the divergent portion of the nozzle i.e in the supersonic flow. Therefore 

for supersonic flow conditions we have  

Me=1.88 and  

Pe/Po(P3/P03)=.154 

STEP 2:   

Now from the normal shock table for Me=1.88, we have  

Me(aftershock)=.599 

Py/Px(after shock)=3.957 

And the operating pressure ratio will be 

Prec/P0=P4/P01=P4/P3*P3/P03*P03/P01 

P4/P01=3.957*.154*1 

P4/P01=.609378 

Thus for our C-D nozzle with Ae/At=1.53,any operating pressure ratio between .886 and .609378 will cause a normal shock 

to be located some where in the divergent portion of the nozzle. 

STEP 3: 

Now let us find shock location at the operating pressure ratio of  0.75  

Let us assume shock wave is located at As/At=1.204 

Note-this value is selected because it is one of the numbers in IFT. by selecting this value we don’t need to interpolate. 

Key equation: 

Pe=Pe/P02*P02/P01*P01 

From IFT, corresponding to As/At=1.204, we have 

M1=1.54 

From NST corresponding to M1=1.54, we have 

M2=.687 and P02/P01=.917 

From IFT corresponding to M2=.687,we have 

As/A
*
=1.1018 

Ae/A
*
=Ae/At*At/As*As/A

* 

         =1.53*1/1.204*1.1018 

         =1.4 

From IFT corresponding to Ae/A
*
=1.4, we have 

Me=0.47 

P02/Pe=1/.859=1.163 
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Pe=1/1.163*.917*1 

Pe=.788 atm. 

But it is given that Pe=.75 atma . , hence we to move the shock a bit downstream. 

STEP 4: 

Let us assume shock wave is located at As/At=1.301 

We have M1=1.66,from NST corresponding to M1=1.66, we have 

M2=.6512 and P02/P01=.872 

From IFT corresponding to M2=.6512, we have As/A
*
=1.1356 

Ae/A
*
=Ae/At*At/As*As/A

*
 

         =1.53*1/1.301*1.1356 

         =1.335 

From IFT corresponding to Ae/A
*
=1.335,we have             

Me=0.5 

P02/Pe=1/.843=1.1862 

Pe=1/1.1862*.872*1 

Pe=.735atm 

Again the pressure ratio does not exactly match our given exit pressure. Now we can interpolate between the two assumed 

values. So 

As/At=1.301-(1.301-1.204)*(.75-.735)/(.788-.735) 

As/At=1.274 

STEP 5: 

Let us assume that shock wave is located at As/At=1.274 

From IFT corresponding to As/At=1.274, we have M1=1.63 

From NST corresponding to M1=1.63,we have M2=.6595 and P02/P01=.8838 

From IFT corresponding to M2=.6595,we have As/A
*
=1.1265 

Ae/A
*
=Ae/At*At/As*As/A

*
 

         =1.53*1/1.274*1.1265 

         =1.353 

From IFT corresponding to Ae/A*=1.353, we have 

Me=0.49 and  P02/Pe=1/.848=1.178 

Pe=1/1.178*.8838*1 

   =.750atm 

Thus the properties obtained for a C-D nozzle of area ratio Ae/At=1.53 at operating pressure ratio of 0.75 are 

M1=1.63 

P02/P01=.8838 

Me=0.49 

P02/Pe=1.178 

Pe=0.75 

As/At=1.274 
               

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

TABLE.1 FOR AREA RATIO 2.035 

  Pe/Po 

P
ro

p
er

ti
es

 a
cr

o
ss

 s
h

o
ck

 

 

0.90 0.84 0.78 0.69 0.6 0.5 

Me .312923 .334810 .359950 .405523 .464070 .552165 

Po2/Pe 1.070239 1.080692 1.093671 1.119925 1.159045 1.230187 

P02/P01 .963215 .907781 .853063 .772748 .695427 .615094 

M1 1.380000 1.566000 1.707000 1.889000 2.055000 2.229000 

(Py-Px)/Px 1.055133 1.694415 2.232824 2.996374 3.760196 4.629848 

T2/T1 1.241814 1.364657 1.463361 1.599362 1.732700 1.882576 

P2/P1 2.055133 2.694415 3.232824 3.996374 4.760196 5.629848 

ρ2/ρ1 1.654945 1.974427 2.209177 2.498731 2.747271 2.990502 

As/At 1.104193 1.223588 1.344237 1.541706 1.767480 2.057396 
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Fig.3.1variation of shock location with area ratio 

 

TABLE 2.Comparison between analytical and hit & trial method 

                 Properties Analytical method  Hit and trial method 

Exit mach number(Me) .3812 .38 

Stagnation pressure ratio(P02/P01) .6632 .6628 

Inlet mach number(M1) 2.1240 2.12 

Temperature ratio(T2/T1) 1.7908 1.787 

Pressure ratio(P2/P1) 5.0966 5.077 

Shock location(As/At) 1.8755 1.869 

Shock strength(Py-Px)/Px  4.096 4.077 

 

The above values have been calculated for properties across Normal shock waves, where working fluid consider 

here is air with specific heat ratio γ=1.4 for a nozzle geometry of area ratio of 2.494 and the operating pressure ratio of 0.60 

which has been chosen arbitrarily in between the critical pressure ratios to compare the result obtained by both the methods 

i.e. “Analytical method” and “Hit& trial method”. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
1) Shock strength increases significantly by increasing (M1),whereas shock location do not vary much with (M1). 

2) For constant operating pressure ratio, shock strength shows significant variation for  smaller area ratio(Ae/At). 

3) For a constant area ratio (Ae/At), shock location varies significantly for higher pressure ratios as compared to lower 

pressure ratios. 

4) Shock location moves towards exit, by decreasing (Pe/Po). 
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ABSTRACT: We investigate the following fundamental question - how fast can information be collected from a wireless 

sensor network organized as tree? To address this, we explore and evaluate a number of different techniques using realistic 

simulation models under the many-to-one communication paradigm known as converge cast. We first consider time 

scheduling on a single frequency channel with the aim of minimizing the number of time slots required (schedule length) to 

complete a converge cast. Next, we combine scheduling with transmission power control to mitigate the effects of 

interference, and show that while power control helps in reducing the schedule length under a single frequency, scheduling 

transmissions using multiple frequencies is more efficient. We give lower bounds on the schedule length when interference is 

completely eliminated, and propose algorithms that achieve these bounds. We also evaluate the performance of various 

channel assignment methods and find empirically that for moderate size networks of about 100 nodes, the use of multi-

frequency scheduling can suffice to eliminate most of the interference. Then, the data collection rate no longer remains 

limited by interference but by the topology of the routing tree. To this end, we construct degree-constrained spanning trees 

and capacitated minimal spanning trees, and show significant improvement in scheduling performance over different 

deployment densities. Lastly, we evaluate the impact of different interference and channel models on the schedule length. 

 

Keywords: Convergecast, TDMA scheduling, multiple channels, power-control, routing trees. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
CONVERGECAST, namely the collection of data from a set of sensors toward a common sink over a treebased 

routing topology, is a fundamental operation in wireless sensor networks (WSN) [1]. In many applications, it is crucial to 

provide a guarantee on the delivery time as well as increase the rate of such data collection. For instance, in safety and 

mission-critical applications where sensor nodes are deployed to detect oil/gas leak or structural damage, the actuators and 

controllers need to receive data from all the sensors within a specific deadline [2], failure of which might lead to 

unpredictable and catastrophic events. This falls under the category of one-shot data collection. On the other hand, 

applications such as permafrost monitoring [3] require periodic and fast data delivery over long periods of time, which falls 

under the category of continuous data collection. 

In this paper, we consider such applications and focus on the following fundamental question: “How fast can data 

be streamed from a set of sensors to a sink over a treebased topology?” We study two types of data collection: (i) 

aggregated convergecast where packets are aggregated at each hop, and (ii) raw-data convergecast where packets are 

individually relayed toward the sink. Aggregated con-vergecast is applicable when a strong spatial correlation exists in the 

data, or the goal is to collect summarized information such as the maximum sensor reading. Rawdata convergecast, on the 

other hand, is applicable when every sensor reading is equally important, or the correlation is minimal. We study aggregated 

convergecast in the context of continuous data collection, and rawdata convergecast for one-shot data collection. These two 

types correspond to two extreme cases of data collection. In an earlier work [4], the problem of applying different 

aggregation factors, i.e., data compression factors, was studied, and the latency of data collection was shown to be within the 

performance bounds of the two extreme cases of no data compression (raw-data convergecast) and full data compression 

(aggregated convergecast). For periodic traffic, it is well known that contentionfree medium access control (MAC) protocols 

such as TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) are better fit for fast data collection, since they can eliminate collisions and 

retransmissions and provide guarantee on the completion time as opposed to contention-based protocols  However, the 

problem of constructing conflictfree (interference-free) TDMA schedules even under the simple graph-based interference 

model has been proved to be NP-complete. In this work, we consider a TDMA framework and design polynomial-time 

heuristics to minimize the schedule length for both types of convergecast. We also find lower bounds on the achievable 

schedule lengths and compare the performance of ourheuristics with these bounds. 

 

II. MOTIVATION 
Existing System:  

Existing work had the objective of minimizing the completion time of converge casts. However, none of the 

previous work discussed the effect of multi-channel scheduling together with the comparisons of different channel 

assignment techniques and the impact of routing trees and none considered the problems of aggregated and raw converge 

cast, which represent two extreme cases of data collection. 

 

 

Fast Data Collection with Interference and Life Time in 

Tree Based Wireless Sensor Networks 
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Proposed System: 

Fast data collection with the goal to minimize the schedule length for aggregated converge cast has been studied by 

us in, and also by others in, we experimentally investigated the impact of transmission power control and multiple frequency 

channels on the schedule length Our present work is different from the above in that we evaluate transmission power control 

under realistic settings and compute lower bounds on the schedule length for tree networks with algorithms to achieve these 

bounds. We also compare the efficiency of different channel assignment methods and interference models, and propose 

schemes for constructing specific routing tree topologies that enhance the data collection rate for both aggregated and raw-

data converge cast. 

We start by identifying the primary limiting factors of fast data collection, which are: (i) interference in the wireless 

medium, (ii) half-duplex transceivers on the sen- sor nodes, and (iii) topology of the network. Then, we explore a number of 

different techniques that provide a hierarchy of successive improvements, the simplest among which is an interference-

aware, minimum-length, TDMA scheduling that enables spatial reuse. To achieve further improvement, we combine 

transmission power control with scheduling, and use multiple frequency channels to enable more concurrent transmissions. 

We show that once multiple frequencies are employed along with spatial-reuse TDMA, the data collection rate often no 

longer remains limited by interference but by the topology of the network. Thus, in the final step, we construct network 

topologies with specific properties that help in further enhancing the rate. Our primary conclusion is that, combining these 

different techniques can provide an order of magnitude improvement for aggregated convergecast, and a factor of two 

improvement for raw-data convergecast, compared to single-channel TDMA scheduling on minimum-hop routing trees. 

Although the techniques of transmission power control and multi-channel scheduling have been well studied for eliminating 

interference in general wireless networks, their performances for bounding the completion of data collection in WSNs have 

not been explored in detail in the previous studies. The fundamental novelty of our approach lies in the extensive exploration 

of the efficiency of transmission power control and multichannel communication on achieving fast convergecast operations 

in WSNs. Besides, we evaluate the impact of routing trees on fast data collection and to the best of our knowledge this has 

not been the topic of previous studies. As we will discuss in Section 2, some of the existing work had the objective of 

minimizing the completion time of convergecasts. However, none of the previous work discussed the effect of multi-channel 

scheduling together with the comparisons of different channel assignment techniques and the impact of routing trees and 

none considered the problems of aggregated and raw convergecast, which represent two extreme cases of data collection, 

together. As the new concepts in this paper, we introduce polynomial-time heuristics for TDMA scheduling for both types of 

data collection, i.e., Algorithms 1 and 2, and prove that they do achieve the lower bound of data collection time once 

interference is eliminated. Besides, we elaborate on the performance of our previous work, a receiver-based channel 

assignment method, and compare its efficiency with other channel assignment methods and introduce heuristics for 

constructing optimal routing trees to further enhance data collection rate. The following lists our key findings and 

contributions: 

 

Bounds on Convergecast Scheduling: 

We show that if all interfering links are eliminated, the schedule length for aggregated convergecast is lower 

bounded by the maximum node degree in the routing tree, and for raw-data convergecast by max(2nk −1,N), where nk is the 

maximum number of nodes on any branch in the tree, and N is the number of source nodes. We then introduce optimal time 

slot assignment schemes under this scenario which achieve these lower bounds. 

 

Evaluation of Power Control under Realistic Setting: 

It was shown recently [5] that under the idealized setting of unlimited power and continuous range, transmission 

power control can provide an unbounded improvement in the asymptotic capacity of aggregated convergecast. In this work, 

we evaluate the behavior of an optimal power control algorithm [6] under realistic settings considering the limited discrete 

power levels available in today’s radios. We find that for moderate size networks of 100 nodes power control can reduce the 

schedule length by 15 − 20%. 

 

Evaluation of Channel Assignment Methods:  

Using extensive simulations, we show that scheduling transmissions on different frequency channels is more 

effective in mitigating interference as compared to transmission power control. We evaluate the performance of three 

different channel assignment methods: (i) Joint Frequency and Time Slot Scheduling (JFTSS), (ii) Receiver-Based Channel 

Assignment (RBCA) [7], and (iii) Tree-Based Channel Assignment (TMCP) [8]. These methods consider the channel 

assignment problem at different levels: the link level, node level, or cluster level. We show that for aggregated convergecast, 

TMCP performs better than JFTSS and RBCA on minimum-hop routing trees, while performs worse on degree-constrained 

trees. For raw-data convergecast, RBCA and JFTSS perform better than TMCP, since the latter suffers from interference 

inside the branches due to concurrent transmissions on the same channel. 

 

Impact of Routing Trees: 

We investigate the effect of network topology on the schedule length, and show that for aggregated convergecast 

the performance can be improved by up to 10 times on degreeconstrained trees using multiple frequencies as compared to 

that on minimum-hop trees using a single frequency. For raw-data convergecast, multi-channel scheduling on capacitated 

minimal spanning trees can reduce the schedule length by 50%. 
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Impact of Channel Models and Interference:  

Under the setting of multiple frequencies, one simplifying assumption often made is that the frequencies are 

orthogonal to each other. We evaluate this assumption and show that the schedules generated may not always eliminate 

interference, thus causing considerable packet losses. We also evaluate and compare the two most commonly used 

interference models. 

 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Fast data collection with the goal to minimize the schedule length for aggregated convergecast has been studied by 

us in and also by others.In we experimentally investigated the impact of transmission power control and multiple frequency 

channels on the schedule length, while the theoretical aspects were discussed where we proposed constant factor and 

logarithmic approximation algorithms on geometric networks (disk graphs). Raw-data convergecast has been studied where 

a distributed time slot assignment scheme is proposed by Gandham et al. to minimize the TDMA schedule length for a single 

channel. The problem of joint scheduling and transmission power control is studied by Moscibroda for constant and uniform 

traffic demands. Our present work is different from the above in that we evaluate transmission power control under realistic 

settings and compute lower bounds on the schedule length for tree networks with algorithms to achieve these bounds. We 

also compare the efficiency of different channel assignment methods and interference models, and propose schemes for 

constructing specific routing tree topologies that enhance the data collection rate for both aggregated and raw-data 

convergecast. The use of orthogonal codes to eliminate interference has been studied by Annamalai et al. [10], where nodes 

are assigned time slots from the bottom of the tree to the top such that a parent node does not transmit before it receives all 

the packets from its children.  

This problem and the one addressed by Chen et al. [11] are for one-shot raw-data convergecast. In this work, since 

we construct degree-constrained routing topologies to enhance the data collection rate, it may not always lead to schedules 

that have low latency, because the number of hops in a tree goes up as its degree goes down. Therefore, if minimizing 

latency is also a requirement, then further optimization, such as constructing bounded-degree, bounded-diameter trees, is 

needed. A study along this line with the objective to minimize the maximum latency is presented by Pan and Tseng [15], 

where they assign a beacon period to each node in a Zigbee network during which it can receive data from all its children. 

For raw-data convergecast, Song et al. [12] presented a time-optimal, energy-efficient, packet scheduling algorithm with 

periodic traffic from all the nodes to the sink. Once interference is eliminated, their algorithm achieves the bound that we 

present here, however, they briefly mention a 3-coloring channel assignment scheme, and it is not clear whether the channels 

are frequencies, codes, or any other method to eliminate interference.  

Moreover, they assume a simple interference model where each node has a circular transmission range and 

cumulative interference from concurrent multiple senders is avoided. Different from their work, we consider multiple 

frequencies and evaluate the performance of three different channel assignment methods together with evaluating the effects 

of transmission power control using realistic interference and channel models, i.e., physical interference model and 

overlapping channels and considering the impact of routing topologies. Song et al. [12] extended their work and proposed a 

TDMA based MAC protocol for high data rate WSNs in [16]. TreeMAC considers the differences in load at different levels 

of a routing tree and assigns time slots according to the depth, i.e. the hop count, of the nodes on the routing tree, such that 

nodes closer to the sink are assigned more slots than their children in order to mitigate congestion. However, TreeMAC 

operates on a single channel and achieves 1/3 of the maximum throughput similar to the bounds presented by Gandham et al. 

[1] since the sink can receive every 3 time slots. The problem of minimizing the schedule length for raw-data convergecast 

on single channel is shown to be NP-complete on general graphs by Choi et al. [13]. Maximizing the throughput of 

convergecast by finding a shortest-length, conflict-free schedule is studied by Lai et al. [14], where a greedy graph coloring 

strategy assigns time slots to the senders and prevent interference. They also discussed the impact of routing trees on the 

schedule length and proposed a routing scheme called disjoint strips to transmit data over different shortest paths.  

However, since the sink remains as the bottleneck, sending data over different paths does not reduce the schedule 

length. As we will show in this paper, the improvement due to the routing structure comes from using capacitated minimal 

spanning trees for raw-data convergecast, where the number of nodes in a subtree is no more than half the total number of 

nodes in the remaining subtrees. The use of multiple frequencies has been studied extensively in both cellular and ad hoc 

networks, however, in the domain of WSN, there exist a few studies that utilize multiple channels To this end, we evaluate 

the efficiency of three particular schemes that treat the channel assignment at different levels. 

 

IV. SYSTEM ANALYSIS & DESIGN 
Algorithms used:  

1. BFSTIMESLOTASSIGNMENT. 

2. LOCAL-TIMESLOTASSIGNMENT 

Algorithm 1 BFS-TIMESLOTASSIGNMENT 

1. Input: T = (V, ET ) 

2. While ET _= φ do 

3. e ← next edge from ET in BFS order 

4. Assign minimum time slot t to edge e respecting adjacency and interfering constraints 

5. ET ← ET \ {e} 

6. end while 
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Algorithm 2 LOCAL-TIMESLOTASSIGNMENT 

1. node.buffer = full 

2. if {node is sink} then 

3. Among the eligible top-subtrees, choose the one with the largest 

number of total (remaining) packets, say top-subtree i 

4. Schedule link (root(i), s) respecting interfering constraint 

5. else 

6. if {node.buffer == empty} then 

7. Choose a random child c of node whose buffer is full 

8. Schedule link (c, node) respecting interfering constraint 

9. c.buffer = empty 

10. node.buffer = full 

11. end if 

12. end if 

 Architecture 

 

 
Modules: 

1. Periodic Aggregated Converge cast. 

2. Transmission Power Control 

3. Aggregated Data Collection 

4. Raw Data Collection 

5. Tree-Based Multi-Channel Protocol (TMCP) 

 

1. Periodic Aggregated Converge cast. 

Data aggregation is a commonly used technique in WSN that can eliminate redundancy and minimize the number of 

transmissions, thus saving energy and improving network lifetime. Aggregation can be performed in many ways, such as by 

suppressing duplicate messages; using data compression and packet merging techniques; or taking advantage of the 

correlation in the sensor readings. 

We consider continuous monitoring applications where perfect aggregation is possible, i.e., each node is capable of 

aggregating all the packets received from its children as well as that generated by itself into a single packet before 

transmitting to its parent. The size of aggregated data transmitted by each node is constant and does not depend on the size of 

the raw sensor readings. 

 

2. Transmission Power Control 

We evaluate the impact of transmission power control, multiple channels, and routing trees on the scheduling 

performance for both aggregated and raw-data converge cast.. Although the techniques of transmission power control and 

multi-channel scheduling have been well studied for eliminating interference in general wireless networks, their 

performances for bounding the completion of data collection in WSNs have not been explored in detail in the previous 

studies. The fundamental novelty of our approach lies in the extensive exploration of the efficiency of transmission power 

control and multichannel communication on achieving fast converge cast operations in WSNs. 

 

 3. Aggregated Data Collection 

We augment their scheme with a new set of rules and grow the tree hop by hop outwards from the sink. We assume 

that the nodes know their minimum-hop counts to sink.  
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4. Raw Data Collection 

The data collection rate often no longer remains limited by interference but by the topology of the network. Thus, in 

the final step, we construct network topologies with specific properties that help in further enhancing the rate. Our primary 

conclusion is that, combining these different techniques can provide an order of magnitude improvement for aggregated 

converge cast, and a factor of two improvement for raw-data converge cast, compared to single-channel TDMA scheduling 

on minimum-hop routing trees. 

 

5. Tree-Based Multi-Channel Protocol (TMCP) 

 
Fig: Schedule generated with TMCP 

 

TMCP is a greedy, tree-based, multi-channel protocol for data collection applications. It partitions the network into 

multiple sub trees and minimizes the intra tree interference by assigning different channels to the nodes residing on different 

branches starting from the top to the bottom of the tree. Figure shows the same tree given in Fig. which is scheduled 

according to TMCP for aggregated data collection. Here, the nodes on the leftmost branch is assigned frequency F1, second 

branch is assigned frequency F2 and the last branch is assigned frequency F3 and after the channel assignments, time slots 

are assigned to the nodes with the BFS Time Slot Assignment algorithm.  

 

Advantage 

Advantage of TMCP is that it is designed to support converge cast traffic and does not require channel switching. 

However, contention inside the branches is not resolved since all the nodes on the same branch communicate on the same 

channel 
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V. RESULTS 

 

 
Fig: Showing Results Algorithm Implemented Screen 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we studied fast converge cast in WSN where nodes communicate using a TDMA protocol to 

minimize the schedule length. We addressed the fundamental limitations due to interference and half-duplex transceivers on 

the nodes and explored techniques to overcome the same. We found that while transmission power control helps in reducing 

the schedule length, multiple channels are more effective. We also observed that node-based (RBCA) and link-based 

(JFTSS) channel assignment schemes are more efficient in terms of eliminating interference as compared to assigning 

different channels on different branches of the tree (TMCP). Once interference is completely eliminated, we proved that with 

half-duplex radios the achievable schedule length is lower-bounded by the maximum degree in the routing tree for 

aggregated converge cast, and by max (2nk − 1, N) for raw-data converge cast. Using optimal converge cast scheduling 

algorithms, we showed that the lower bounds are achievable once a suitable routing scheme is used. Through extensive 

simulations, we demonstrated up to an order of magnitude reduction in the schedule length for aggregated, and a 50% 

reduction for raw-data converge cast. In future, we will explore scenarios with variable amounts of data and implement and 

evaluate the combination of the schemes considered. 
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ABSTRACT: A boundary layer analysis is presented for the effect of radiation on mixed convection flow of a non-

Newtonian nanofluid in a nonlinearly stretching sheet with heat source/sink. The micropolar model is chosen for the non-

Newtonian fluid since the spinning motion of the nanoparticles as they move along the streamwise direction can be best 

described by the micropolar fluid model. Numerical results for friction factor, surface heat transfer rate and mass transfer 

rate have been presented for parametric variations of the micropolar material parameters, Brownian motion parameter NB, 

thermophoresis parameter NT, radiation parameter R, heat source/sink parameter Q and Schmidt number Sc. The 

dependency of the friction factor, surface heat transfer rate and mass transfer rate on these parameters has been discussed. 

 

KEYWORDS: Mixed Convection, Stretching Sheet, Non-Newtonian Flow, Nanofluid, Radiation, Heat source/sink.

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Study of non-Newtonian fluids over a stretching surface achieved great attention due to its large number of 

application. In fact, the effects of non-Newtonian behavior can be determined due to its elasticity, but sometimes rheological 

properties of fluid are identified by their constitutive equations. In view of rheological parameters, the constitutive equations 

in the non-Newtonian fluids are morecomplex and thus give rise the equations which are complicated than the Navier–Stokes 

equations. Many of the fluids used in the oil industry and simulate reservoirs are significantly non-Newtonian. In different 

degree, they display shear-dependent of viscosity, thixotropy and elasticity (Pearson and Tardy [1]; Ellahi and Afza [2]; 

Ellahi [3]). Gorla and Kumari [4] studied the mixed convection flow of a non-newtonian nanofluid over a non-linearly 

stretching sheet. 

Nanoparticles range in diameter between 1 and 100 nm. Nanofluids commonly contain up to a 5% volume fraction 

of nanoparticlesto ensure effective heat transfer enhancements. One of the main objectives of using nanofluids is to achieve 

the best thermal properties with the least possible (<1%) volume fraction of nanoparticles in the base fluid. The term 

nanofluid was first proposed by Choi [5] to indicate engineered colloids composed of nanoparticles dispersed in a base fluid. 

The characteristic feature of nanofluids is thermal conductivity enhancement; a phenomenon observed by Masuda et al. 

[6].There are many studies on the mechanism behind the enhanced heat transfer characteristics using nanofluids. Eldabe et 

al. [7] analyzed the effects of magnetic field and heat generation on viscous flow and heat transfer over a nonlinearly 

stretching surface in a nanofluid. 

Micropolar fluids are subset of the micromorphic fluid theory introduced in a pioneering paper by Eringen[8]. 

Micropolar fluids are those fluids consisting of randomly oriented particles suspended in a viscous medium, which can 

undergo a rotation that can affect the hydrodynamics of the flow, making it a distinctly non-Newtonian fluid. They constitute 

an important branch of non-Newtonian fluid dynamics where microrotation effects as well as microinertia are exhibited. 

Eringen's theory has provided a good model for studying a number of complicated fluids, such as colloidal fluids, polymeric 

fluids and blood. 

In the context of space technology and in processes involving high temperatures, the effects of radiation are of vital 

importance.  Studies of free convection flow along a vertical cylinder or horizontal cylinder are important in the field of 

geothermal power generation and drilling operations where the free stream and buoyancy induced fluid velocities are of 

roughly the same order of magnitude. Many researchers such as Arpaci [9], Cess [10], Cheng and Ozisik [11], Raptis [12], 

Hossain and Takhar [13, 14] have investigated the interaction of thermal radiation and free convection for different 

geometries, by considering the flow to be steady. Oahimire et al.[15] studied the analytical solution to mhd micropolar fluid 

flow past a vertical plate in a slip-flow regime in the presence of thermal diffusion and thermal radiation. El-Arabawy [16] 

studied the effect of suction/injection on a micropolar fluid past a continuously moving plate in the presence of radiation. 

Ogulu [17] studied the oscillating plate-temperature flow of a polar fluid past a vertical porous plate in the presence of 

couple stresses and radiation. Rahman and Sattar [18] studied transient convective heat transfer flow of a micropolar fluid 

past a continuously moving vertical porous plate with time dependent suction in the presence of radiation. Mat et al. [19] 

studied the radiation effect on marangoni convection boundary layer flow of a nanofluid. 

The heat source/sink effects in thermal convection, are significant where there may exist a high temperature 

differences between the surface (e.g. space craft body) and the ambient fluid. Heat Generation is also important in the 

context of exothermic or endothermic chemical reaction. Sparrow and Cess [20] provided one of the earliest studies using a 

similarity approach for stagnation point flow with heat source/sink which vary in time. Pop and Soundalgekar [21] studied 

unsteady free convection flow past an infinite plate with constant suction and heat source. Rahman and Sattar [22] studied 

magnetohydrodynamic convective flow of a micropolar fluid past a vertical porous plate in the presence of heat 

Effect of Radiation on Mixed Convection Flow of a Non-

Newtonian Nan fluid over a Non-Linearly Stretching Sheet 

with Heat Source/Sink 
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generation/absorption. Lin et al. [23] studied the marangoni convection flow and heat transfer in pseudoplastic non-

newtonian nanofluids with radiation effects and heat generation or absorption effects. 

The present work has been undertaken in order to analyze the two mixed convection boundary layer flow of a non-

Newtonian nanofluid on a non-linearly stretching sheet in the presence of radiation and heat source/sink. The micropolar 

model is chosen for the non- Newtonian fluid since the spinning motion of the nanoparticles as they move along the 

streamwise direction can be best described by the micropolar fluid model. The effects of Brownian motion and 

thermophoresis are included for the nanofluid. The governing boundary layer equations have been transformed to a two-

point boundary value problem in similarity variables and the resultant problem is solved numerically using the fourth order 

Runga-Kutta method along with shooting technique. The effects of various governing parameters on the fluid velocity, 

temperature, concentration, and Nusselt number are shown in figures and analyzed in detail. 

 

II. MATHEMATICL ANALYSIS 
Consider a steady, mixed convection boundary layer flow of a micropolar nanofluid over a non-linearly stretching 

sheet. The velocity components in x and y directions are u and v respectively. At the surface, the temperature T and the nano 

particle fraction take values Tw and Cw, respectively. The ambient values, attained as the radial distance r tends to infinity, of 

T and C are denoted by T
 and C

, respectively. The governing equations within boundary layer approximation may be 

written as: 

Continuity equation 

0
u v

x y
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Momentum equation 
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Angular Momentum equation 
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Energy equation    
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Species equation                                             
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The boundary conditions may be written as: 
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In the above equations, N is the component of microrotation vector normal to the xy-plane; U
 the free stream velocity, 

BD
 

is the Brownian diffusion coefficient, 
TD

 
is the Thermophoretic diffusion coefficient,

 m is the thermal diffusivity,
 rq is 

the heat flux, 0Q is the heat generation or absorption coefficient such that 0 0Q   corresponds to heat generation while 

0 0Q   corresponds to heat absorption, g is the acceleration due to gravity, f  is the material density of the base fluid, p  

is the material density of nanoparticles,  
f

c  and  
p

c  are the heat capacity of the base fluid and the effective heat 

capacity of the nano particle material, respectively and , , , ,j     and m  are respectively the dynamic viscosity, vortex 

viscosity (or the microrotation viscosity), fluid density, microinertia density, spin gradient viscosity and thermal diffusivity. 

We follow the work of many authors by assuming that ( / 2) (1 / 2)j K j       where /K   is the material parameter. 

This assumption is invoked to allow the field of equations to predict the correct behavior in the limiting case when the 

microstructure effects become negligible and the total spin N reduces to the angular velocity (see Ahmadi14 or Yücel15). 

 

The radiative heat flux qr is described by Roseland approximation such that 
44 *

3 '

T
qr

k y

 



                                 (2.8)

 

where * and 'k are the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and the mean absorption coefficient, respectively. Following Chamkha 

[20], we assume that the temperature differences within the flow are sufficiently small so that they 
4T  can be expressed as a 
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linear function after using Taylor series to expand 
4T  about the free stream temperature T

and neglecting higher-order 

terms. This result is the following approximation: 
4 3 44 3T T T T                   (2.9)

 

In view of equations (2.8) and (2.9), equation (2.4) reduces to 

    

 

22316 * 01 ( )
23 '

T T T QT C T D TTu v D T TBmx y ckk y y T yy f


 



                                 

                                                   

(2.10) 

Proceeding with the analysis, we de.ne the following transformations: 

 

 

1 / 212 ( 1)
( ),

( 1) / 2( 1) 2

( 1) 1 / 2 ( ), ( ) , ( )
2

nc nn
cx f x y

nc n x

c n T T C Cn nN cx x g
T T C Cw w


  



    



 



      
  

                                                                

(2.11) 

The mass conservation equation (2.1) is satisfied by the Cauchy-Riemann Equations 

u
y





 and v
x


 


.                                                                                                                              (2.12) 

The Darcian velocity components: 

3( ) ( )( 1)
'( ), ( ) '( ) , , ,

2( ) ( )( 1)

1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Re , , ,

2( ) ( )Re

34 * 1, ,Pr
' ( ) ( )

ck g T T xpnn m c wu cx f v f f Gr
m xy c cn f f

n c D C C c D T Tu x cx Grp B w p T ww xN Nx B T
c c Tf m f mx

T Q x
R Q

kk u c T Tw f w

 
     

  

 


     

 



          
 

   
    



  
 

*( )
, ,

( )

C CwSc S
D T Tm B w

 

 

  
 

                       

(2.13) 

In view of the Equation (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13) , and the equations (2.2), (2.3), (2.5) and (2.10) reduce to the following non-

dimensional form 

2 22(1 ) ''' '' ' ' ( ) 0
1 1

n
K f ff f Kg S

n n
        

                                                                                                             (2.14)
 

3 1 2
(1 / 2) '' ' ' (2 '') 0

1 1

n K
K g fg f g g f

n n


     

 
                                                                                                              (2.15)

 

4 1 1 1 221 '' ' ' ( ') ' 0
3 Pr Pr Pr 1

R N N Q fB T
n

     
 
      

                                                                                                             (2.16) 

1 1
'' '' ' 0

NT f
Sc Sc NB
    

                                                                                                                                      (2.17) 

Also the boundary conditions in (2.5) reduces to 

(0) 0, '(0) 1, (0) ''(0), (0) (0) 1

'( ) 0, ( ) 0, ( ) 0, ( ) 0

f f g mf

f g

 

 

     

       
                                                                                                        

 (2.18) 

The wall shear stress is given by 

( ) 0
0

u
k kNw y

y y

 
 

    
  

                                                                                                                     (2.19) 

Friction factor is given by 

1/ 2
11/ 2

2 Re (1 ) ''(0) (0)
2 2( / 2)

nwC K f Kg
fx x

uw





 
       

 

                                                                                      

(2.20) 

The wall couple stress is given by 

2 1
'(0)

2
0

N u nwM gw
y x

y






                
 

                                                                                                        (2.21) 

The dimensionless wall couple stress may be written as 

1
'(0)

2 2

x n
M gw

uw





         
                                                                                                                                  (2.22) 

 

Heat transfer rate is given by 
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1/ 2
11/ 2Re '(0)

( ) 2

xq nwNux x
k T Tm w


 

   
                                                                                                             

(2.23)
 

Local Sherwood number is given by 

1/ 2
11/ 2Re '(0)

( ) 2

xm nwShx x
D C CB w


 

   
  

                                                                                                          (2.24) 

 

III. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
The set of coupled non-linear governing boundary layer Equations (2.14) - (2.17) together with the boundary 

conditions (2.18) are solved numerically by using Runge-Kutta fourth order technique along with shooting method. First of 

all, higher order non-linear differential Equations (2.14) - (2.17) are converted into simultaneous linear differential equations 

of first order and they are further transformed into initial value problem by applying the shooting technique (Jain et al. [25]). 

The resultant initial value problem is solved by employing Runge-Kutta fourth order technique. The step size 0.05  is 

used to obtain the numerical solution with five decimal place accuracy as the criterion of convergence. From the process of 

numerical computation, the skin-friction coefficient, the wall couple stress, the Nusselt number and the Sherwood number, 

which are respectively proportional to  0 , '(0)f g ,  0  and  0 , are also sorted out and their numerical values 

are presented in a tabular form. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The governing equations (2.14) - (2.17) subject to the boundary conditions (2.18) are integrated as described in 

section 3. In order to get a clear insight of the physical problem, the velocity, temperature and concentration have been 

discussed by assigning numerical values to the governing parameters encountered in the problem. 

In order to assess the accuracy of the results, we compared our results for R=Q=NT =NB =0 with literature data from 

Gorla and Kumari [4] in Table I and found that they are in excellent agreement. This suggests that the present results are 

accurate. Tables’ II–X present data for friction factor, heat and mass transfer rates for parametric values of variables 

governing the problem. Thermophoresis parameter, NT appears in the thermal and concentration boundary layer equations. 

As we note, it is coupled with temperature function and plays a strong role in determining the diffusion of heat and 

nanoparticle concentration in the boundary layer. Table II shows that as the thermophoresis parameter increases, friction 

factor increase, where as the heat and mass transfer rates decrease. NB is the Brownian motion parameter. Brownian motion 

decelerates the flow in the nanofluid boundary layer. Brownian diffusion promotes heat conduction. The nanoparticles 

increase the surface area for heat transfer. Nanofluid is a two phase fluid where the nanoparticles move randomly and 

increase the energy exchange rates. Brownian motion reduces nanoparticle diffusion. Table III shows that as the Brownian 

motion parameter NB increases, mass transfer rate increase, whereas the friction factor and heat transfer rate decrease. Table 

IV shows that as the power law exponent n increases, heat transfer rate increases whereas friction factor and mass transfer 

rate decrease. Table V shows that as the parameter S increases, friction factor, heat and mass transfer rates increases. Table 

VI shows that as the vortex viscosity parameter K increases, the friction factor, and the heat and mass transfer rates increases. 

Table VII shows that friction factor, heat and mass transfer rates increases with the buoyancy parameter . Table VIII shows 

that as the Schmidt number increases, the friction factor and mass transfer rates increase. Table IX shows that as the constant 

m increases, the wall friction, heat and mass transfer rates decreases. The value m=0 represents concentrated particle flows in 

which the particle density is sufficiently great that microelements close to the wall are unable to rotate. This condition is also 

called as the strong interaction. When m = 0.5 the particle rotation is equal to fluid viscosity at the boundary for one particle 

suspension. When m = 1, we have flows which are representative to turbulent boundary layers. Table X shows that as the 

radiation and heat source/sink parameters increases, the friction factor and mass transfer rate increase, where as heat transfer 

rate decreases. 

Figures 1(a)-1(d) and 2(a)-2(d) show the effect of the thermophoresis number, NT as well as the   Brownian motion 

parameter, NB on velocity, angular velocity, temperature and concentration profiles. As NT increases, velocity, angular 

velocity, temperature and concentration within the boundary layer increase. As NB increases, temperature increases whereas 

the velocity, angular velocity and concentration decrease within the boundary layer. Figure 3(a)-3(d) shows that as the 

exponent n increases, velocity decreases whereas the angular velocity, temperature and concentration increase. The effects of 

the parameter S on the boundary layer profiles are opposite to the effects of n as seen from Figure 4(a)-4(d). Figures 5(a)-

5(d) and 6(a)-6(d) show that as the vortex viscosity parameter K increases, the velocity and angular velocity increases 

whereas the temperature and concentration within the boundary layer decrease. As the mixed convection parameter  

increases, the velocity increases whereas the angular velocity, temperature and concentration within the boundary layer 

decrease. Figure 7(a)-7(d) shows that as the Prandtl number Pr increases, velocity and temperature decreases whereas the 

angular velocity and concentration increase. As the Schmidt number increases, the velocity and concentration boundary layer 

thickness decreases whereas angular velocity and temperature increase. This is seen from Figure 8(a)-8(d). As the constant m 

increases, the velocity decreases whereas the angular velocity, temperatures and concentration increases. This is seen from 

Figure 9(a)-9(d). Figures 10(a)-10(d) and 11(a)-11(d) shows that as the radiation parameter R and heat source/sink parameter 

Q increases, angular velocity decreases whereas velocity, temperature and concentration increase. 
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Table I: Numerical values of (1 / 2) ''(0) '(0)K f and    at the sheet for different values of K and n when 

1.0, 0.0, 0.5T BS N N R Q m        and Pr=0.72, Comparison of the present results with that of Gorla and 

Kumari [4] 

K n Present results Gorla and Kumari [4] 

(1 / 2) ''(0)K f  '(0)  (1 / 2) ''(0)K f  '(0)  

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

0.50 

0.75 

1.00 

1.50 

3.00 

0.50 

0.75 

1.00 

1.50 

3.00 

-0.129346 

-0.312889 

-0.444373 

-0.621160 

-0.874189 

-0.293989 

-0.497473 

-0.643706 

-0.840768 

-1.123040 

0.586095 

0.568677 

0.555571 

0.536891 

0.507159 

0.593002 

0.577915 

0.566632 

0.550693 

0.525838 

-0.129016 

-0.311993 

-0.443205 

-0.619938 

-0.873003 

-0.292302 

-0.495675 

-0.641769 

-0.838697 

-1.121011 

0.584934 

0.567454 

0.554359 

0.535696 

0.505097 

0.592127 

0.577132 

0.565834 

0.549797 

0.524109 

 

Table II: Numerical values of ''(0), '(0), '(0) '(0)f g and    at the sheet for different values of TN when 

1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.2, 2,Pr 10BK S N m Q n         and Sc=10. 

NT ''(0)f  '(0)g  '(0)  '(0)  

0.1 

0.2 

0.3 

0.4 

0.5 

-0.664881 

-0.655741 

-0.646809 

-0.638081 

-0.629554 

-0.243793 

-0.239314 

-0.234939 

-0.230668 

-0.226498 

1.065830 

1.045970 

1.026430 

1.007200 

0.988283 

2.26034 

2.16199 

2.07338 

1.99418 

1.92407 

 

Table III: Numerical values of ''(0), '(0), '(0) '(0)f g and    at the sheet for different values of 
BN  when 

1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.2, 2,Pr 10TK S N m Q n         and Sc=10. 

NB ''(0)f  '(0)g  '(0)  '(0)  

0.1 

0.2 

0.3 

0.4 

0.5 

-0.599733 

-0.635423 

-0.646809 

-0.652032 

-0.654779 

-0.211426 

-0.229303 

-0.234939 

-0.237504 

-0.238841 

1.111610 

1.065070 

1.026430 

0.990473 

0.956098 

1.30727 

1.88328 

2.07338 

2.16771 

2.22387 

 

Table IV: Numerical values of ''(0), '(0), '(0) '(0)f g and    at the sheet for different values of n when 

1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.2,Pr 10T BK S R N N m Q          and Sc=10. 

n ''(0)f  '(0)g  '(0)  '(0)  

0.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.0 

3.0 

5.0 

-0.197829 

-0.430952 

-0.563788 

-0.649813 

-0.754761 

-0.857058 

0.172956 

-0.0263596 

-0.15134 

-0.23634 

-0.344031 

-0.452846 

1.00874 

1.06582 

1.10126 

1.12576 

1.15695 

1.18866 

2.20583 

2.10284 

2.04072 

1.99916 

1.94704 

1.89471 

 

Table V: Numerical values of ''(0), '(0), '(0) '(0)f g and    at the sheet for different values of S when 

1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.2, 2,Pr 10T BK R N N m Q n          and Sc=10. 

S ''(0)f  '(0)g  '(0)  '(0)  

0.5 

0.6 

0.7 

0.8 

0.9 

1.0 

-0.705108 

-0.694000 

-0.682917 

-0.671858 

-0.660824 

-0.649813 

-0.267333 

-0.261128 

-0.254928 

-0.248728 

-0.242532 

-0.230340 

1.11713 

1.11888 

1.12062 

1.12234 

1.12406 

1.12576 

1.99127 

1.99287 

1.99445 

1.99603 

1.99760 

1.99916 
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Table VI: Numerical values of ''(0), '(0), '(0) '(0)f g and    at the sheet for different values of K when 

1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.2, 2,Pr 10T BS R N N m Q n          and Sc=10. 

K ''(0)f  '(0)g  '(0)  '(0)  

0.0 

0.5 

1.0 

2.0 

3.0 

-0.708256 

-0.678646 

-0.646809 

-0.593866 

-0.554020 

-0.368713 

-0.284347 

-0.234939 

-0.176569 

-0.142405 

0.99671 

1.01363 

1.02043 

1.04481 

1.05753 

2.05477 

2.06507 

2.07338 

2.08581 

2.09470 

 

Table VII: Numerical values of ''(0), '(0), '(0) '(0)f g and    at the sheet for different values of  when 

1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.2, 2,Pr 10T BK S R N N m Q n          and Sc=10. 

 ''(0)f  '(0)g  '(0)  '(0)  

0.0 

0.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.0 

-0.902584 

-0.772424 

-0.646809 

-0.524913 

-0.406157 

-0.3743770 

-0.3042750 

-0.2349390 

-0.1662230 

-0.0980246 

0.976165 

1.002770 

1.026430 

1.047850 

1.087500 

2.03765 

2.05617 

2.07338 

2.08950 

2.10473 

 

Table VIII: Numerical values of ''(0), '(0), '(0) '(0)f g and    at the sheet for different values of  when 

1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.2, 2,Pr 10T BK S R N N m Q n          and Sc=10. 

Sc ''(0)f  '(0)g  '(0)  '(0)  

1 

10 

20 

50 

100 

-0.444950 

-0.649813 

-0.683747 

-0.714107 

-0.729246 

-0.144039 

-0.236340 

-0.254022 

-0.270606 

-0.279186 

1.27846 

1.12596 

1.10025 

1.08001 

1.07134 

-0.185624 

1.999160 

3.160030 

5.353600 

7.757390 

 

Table IX: Numerical values of ''(0), '(0), '(0) '(0)f g and    at the sheet for different values of m when 

1, 0.3, 0.2, 2,Pr 10T BK S R N N Q n          and Sc=10. 

m ''(0)f  '(0)g  '(0)  '(0)  

0.0 

0.5 

1.0 

-0.556371 

-0.649813 

-0.781214 

0.175433 

-0.23634 

-0.805276 

1.14406 

1.12576 

1.09812 

2.01556 

1.99916 

1.97507 

 

Table X: Numerical values of ''(0), '(0), '(0) '(0)f g and    at the sheet for different values of R and Q when 

1, 0.3, 0.5, 2,Pr 10T BK S N N m n         and Sc=10. 

R Q ''(0)f  '(0)g  '(0)  '(0)  

0 

1 

2 

3 

1 

1 

1 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

-0.5 

0.0 

0.5 

-0.677021 

-0.646809 

-0.624100 

-0.605761 

-0.664790 

-0.655018 

-0.639733 

-0.248789 

-0.234939 

-0.225284 

-0.217902 

-0.243369 

-0.238772 

-0.231650 

1.420510 

1.026430 

0.825949 

0.701209 

1.701410 

1.308890 

0.807817 

1.885870 

2.073380 

2.165100 

2.219370 

1.556840 

1.308890 

2.234470 
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Fig.1(a) Velocity profiles for different values of NT 

 

 
Fig.1 (b) Angular velocity profiles for different values of NT 

 

 
Fig.1(c) Temperature profiles for different values of NT 

 

 
Fig.1(d) Concentration profiles for different values of NT 
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Fig.2(a) Velocity profiles for different values of NB 

 
Fig.2 (b) Angular velocity profiles for different values of NB 

 
Fig.2(c) Temperature profiles for different values of NB 
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Fig.2 (d) Concentration profiles for different values of NB 

 
Fig.3 (a) Velocity profiles for different values of n 

 

 
Fig.3 (b) Angular velocity profiles for different values of n 

 
Fig.3(c) Temperature profiles for different values of n 
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Fig.3 (d) Concentration profiles for different values of n 

 
Fig.4 (a) Velocity profiles for different values of S 

 
Fig.4 (b) Angular velocity profiles for different values of S 
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Fig.4 (c) Temperature profiles for different values of S 

 
Fig.4 (d) Concentration profiles for different values of S 

 
Fig.5 (a) Velocity profiles for different values of K 

 
Fig.5 (b) Angular velocity profiles for different values of K 
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Fig.5 (c) Temperature profiles for different values of K 
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Fig.5(d) Concentration profiles for different values of K 
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Fig.6 (a) Velocity profiles for different values of  
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Fig.6(b) Angular velocity profiles for different values of  
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Fig.6(c) Temperature profiles for different values of  
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Fig.6(d) Concentration profiles for different values of  
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Fig.7(a) Velocity profiles for different values of Pr 
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Fig.7(b) Angular velocity profiles for different values of Pr 
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Fig.7(c) Temperature profiles for different values of Pr 
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Fig.7(d) Concentration profiles for different values of Pr 
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Fig.8(a) Velocity profiles for different values of Sc 
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Fig.8(b) Angular velocity profiles for different values of Sc 
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Fig.8(c) Temperature profiles for different values of Sc 
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Fig.8(d) Concentration profiles for different values of Sc 
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Fig.9(a) Velocity profiles for different values of m 
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Fig.9(b) Angular velocity profiles for different values of m 
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Fig.9(c) Temperature profiles for different values of m 
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Fig.9(d) Concentration profiles for different values of m 
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Fig.10(a) Velocity profiles for different values of R 
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Fig.10(b) Angular velocity profiles for different values of R 
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Fig.10(c) Temperature profiles for different values of R 
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Fig.10(d) Concentration profiles for different values of R 
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Fig.11(a) Velocity profiles for different values of Q 
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Fig.11 (b) Angular velocity profiles for different values of Q 
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Fig.11(c) Temperature profiles for different values of Q 
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Fig.11 (d) Concentration profiles for different values of Q 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have presented a boundary layer analysis for the mixed convection flow of a non-Newtonian 

nanofluid on a non-linearly stretching sheet by taking radiation and heat source/sink into account. The micropolar model is 

chosen for the non-Newtonian fluid since the spinning motion of the nanoparticles as they move along the streamwise 

direction can be best described by the micropolar fluid model. The governing boundary layer equations have been 

transformed to a two-point boundary value problem in similarity variables and the resultant problem is solved numerically 

using the fourth order Runga-Kutta method along with shooting technique. The particular solutions reported in this paper 

were validated by comparing with solutions existing in the previously published paper. Our results show a good agreement 

with the existing work in the literature. The results are summarized as follows 

1. The thermophoresis parameter increases, friction factor increase, where as the heat and mass transfer rates decreases. 

2. Brownian motion reduces nanoparticle diffusion. 

3. The radiation and heat source/sink increases the friction factor and mass transfer rate and reduces the heat transfer rate. 

4. The radiation and heat source/sink reduces the angular velocity, and increase the velocity, temperature and 

concentration. 
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ABSTRACT: The patient health records are maintained in a data server under the cloud computing environment. A novel 

framework of secure sharing of personal health records (PHRs) under distributed environment in the cloud computing has 

been proposed in this paper .Public and personal access models are designed with privacy and security enabled mechanism. 

This framework addresses the unique challenges brought by multiple medical records owners and users, in that the 

complexity of key management is greatly reduced while guaranteeing the privacy compared with previous works. The 

attribute-based encryption (ABE) model is enhanced to support distributed ABE operations with MA-ABE. The system is 

improved to support the dynamic policy management model. Thus, PHRs are maintained with security and privacy. It is a 

server choice based security model and possess the central key management with attribute authorities. 

 

Keywords: Cloud computing, Data privacy, Encryption, PHR. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing is an emerging computing technology where applications and all the services are provided 

through Internet. It is a model for enabling on-demand network access to various pool resources. Cloud computing can be 

considered as a computing framework with greater flexibility and availability at lower cost [1]. Because of these 

characteristics, cloud environment has been receiving a great nowadays. Cloud computing environment services benefit from 

economies of scale achieved through versatile use of resources, specialization, and other efficiencies. The Internet has grown 

into a world of its own, and its large space now offers capabilities that could support Physicians in their duties in numerous 

ways. Nowadays software functions have moved from the individual user’s local hardware to a central server that operates 

from a remote location. In recent years, is an emerging trend and medical records is a patient-centric model of health 

information exchange and management. A health record is an electronic record of an individual user’s health information by 

which the individual controls access to the information and may have the ability to manage, track, and participate in her own 

health care. 

 

Generally, medical record service allows a user to create, manage, and control her personal health data in one place 

through the web, which has made the storage, retrieval, and sharing of the medical information more efficient. The general 

principles of the security rule include that a covered entity must maintain both “reasonable and appropriate” administrative, 

technical, and physical safeguards to protect Electronic Personal Health Information, e-PHI [2],  which include requirements 

to ensure integrity, confidentiality and availability of information; anticipation and protection against possible vulnerabilities 

to the privacy of the information or against inappropriate use; and compliance by the entity’s workforce. Generally 

information is recorded on secured systems, hard drives, backups, flash drives, shared folders, professional networks etc. As 

health care professionals, physicians know that ensuring the accuracy of secret information involves more technical 

approaches, to avoid the security pitfalls. Privacy laws that speak to the protection of patients secrecy are complex and often 

difficult to understand in the context of an ever-growing cloud-based technology[3]. Due to the high cost of building and 

maintaining specialized data centers, many medical record services are outsourced to or provided by third-party service 

providers, for example, Samedi, Microsoft HealthVault and Medicine Brain. While it is exciting to have convenient medical 

record services for everyone, there are many security and privacy risks which could impede its wide adoption[4]. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
For access control of the outsourced data, partially trusted servers are often assumed. With cryptographic methods, 

the aim is trying to enforce who has (read) access to which parts of a patient’s PHR documents in a fine-grained way. 

Symmetric key methods are a class of algorithms for cryptography that use the same cryptographic keys for both encryption 

of plaintext and decryption of ciphertext. The keys may be identical to each other or there may be a simple transformation to 

go between the two keys. The keys, in practice, represent a shared secret key between two or more parties that can be used to 

maintain a private information link. In [5], the authors proposed a solution for securing outsourced data on semi-trusted 

servers based on symmetric key derivation methods, which can achieve fine-grained access control. Unfortunately, the 

complexities of file creation and user grant or revocation operations are linear to the number of authorized users, which is 

less scalable. 

 

Public key cryptosystems(PKC) based solutions were proposed due to its ability to separate write and read 

privileges. To realize fine-grained access control, the traditional public key encryption (PKE) based methods proposed by the 

authors in [6] in their work “Patient controlled encryption: ensuring privacy of electronic medical records, they purpose the 

solution scenario and shows how both public and symmetric based encryption used. The disadvantage of their solution is 

either incurs high key management overhead, or require encrypting multiple copies of a file using different users’ keys. 

A Novel Framework for Securing Medical Records in 

Cloud Computing 
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A number of works used ABE to realize fine-grained access control for the outsourced data, especially, there has 

been an increasing interest in applying ABE to secure electronic healthcare records (EHRs). In [7], the authors proposed an 

attribute-based infrastructure for EHR systems, where each patient’s EHR files are encrypted using a broadcast variant of 

Cipher Text-ABE (CP-ABE). However, the encrypted text length grows linearly with the number of unrevoked users. In [8], 

the authors applied ciphertext policy ABE (CP-ABE) to manage the sharing of PHRs, and introduced the concept of 

social/professional domains but they do not use multi-authority ABE . In [9], the authors investigated using ABE to generate 

self-protecting EMRs, which can either be stored on cloud servers or mobile phones so that EMR could be accessed when 

the health provider is offline. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 
A. Patient Centric Framework 

The main aim of our framework (Figure 1) is to provide secure patient-centric medical record access and efficient 

key management at the same time. The key idea is to divide the system into several security domains (namely, public 

domains (PUDs) and personal domains (PSDs)) according to the different users’ data access requirements. The PUDs consist 

of users who make access based on their professional roles, such as nurses, doctors and medical researchers. In practice, a 

PUD can be mapped to an independent sector in the society, such as the government, health care or insurance sector. For 

each PSD, its users are personally associated with the data owner (such as family members or close friends), and they make 

accesses to medical records based on access rights assigned by the owner. In both types of the security domains, we utilize 

ABE to realize cryptographically enforced, patient-centric PHR access. 

     

Each data owner or  patient is a trusted authority of her own PSD, who uses a KP-ABE system to manage the secret 

keys and access rights of users in her PSD. In our framework, there are multiple owners, multiple SDs, multiple AAs, and 

multiple users. In addition, two ABE systems are involved: for each PSD the YWRL’s revocable KP-ABE scheme is 

adopted; for each PUD, our proposed revocable MA-ABE scheme is used.  

 

 
Figure 1: Proposed Framework 

 

B. System setup and Key Distribution 

The system first defines a common universe of data attributes shared by every domain, such as “basic profile”, 

“medical history”, “allergies”, and “prescriptions”. An emergency attribute is also defined for the break glass access. There 

are two ways for distributing shared secret keys. First, when first using the health record service, a PHR owner can specify 

the access privilege of a data reader in her PSD, and let her application generate and distribute corresponding key to the 

latter, in a way resembling invitations in GoogleDoc. Second, a reader in domain could obtain the secret key by sending a 

request (indicating which types of files she wants to access) to the record owner via HSN, and the owner will grant her a 

subset of requested data types. In addition, the data attributes can be organized in a hierarchical manner for efficient policy 

generation as shown in figure 2. When the user is granted all the file types under a category, his/ her access privilege will be 

represented by that category instead. 

 

In practice, there exist multiple Attribute authorities (AAs) each governing a different subset of role attributes. For 

instance, hospital staffs shall have a different authorities from pharmacy specialists. This is reflected by (1) in Figure 1. In 

addition, the authorities distribute write keys that permit contributors in their PUD to write to some patients’ PHR ((2)). 
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Figure 2: The attribute  hierarchy of files 

 

C. PHR Encryption and Access 

The owners upload ABE-encrypted record files to the server ((3)). Each owner’s record file is encrypted both under 

a certain fine- grained and role-based access policy for users from the PUD to access, and under a selected set of data 

attributes that allows access from users in the PSD. The data contributors will be granted write access to someone’s records, 

if they present proper write keys ((4)). The data readers download record files from the server, and they can decrypt the files 

only if they have suitable attributebased keys ((5)). 

 

D. Break Glass 

When an emergency occurs, the regular access policies may no longer be applicable. To handle this situation, a 

method called break- glass access is needed to access the victim’s PHR. In our framework, each owner’s records access right 

is also delegated to an emergency department (ED, (6)). To prevent from abuse of break- glass option, the emergency staff 

needs to contact the department to verify her identity and the emergency situation, and obtain temporary read keys ((7)). 

 

E. User Revocation 

Here we consider revocation of a data reader or his attributes or access privileges. There are several possible cases: 

1) revocation of one or more role attributes of a public domain user; 2) revocation of a public domain user which is 

equivalent to revoking that entire user’s attributes. These operations are done by the attribute authority that the user belongs 

to, where the actual computations can be delegated to the server to improve efficiency ((8)). 3) Revocation of a personal 

domain user’s access privileges; 4) revocation of a personal domain user. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
The personal health record (PHR) systems needs security against attackers and hackers. Scalable and Secure sharing 

includes basic securities to protect the confidential information from unauthorized access and loss. This paper proposed the 

new approach for existing PHR system for providing more security and privacy using attribute based encryption which plays 

an important role because these are unique and not easily hackable. We are reducing key management problem and also we 

enhance the privacy guarantee. 
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ABSTRACT: In recent years, cloud storage services has become a faster growth and makes large profits by providing the 

services to the customer for their needs on the internet and data sharing. Cloud environment provides the services at low 

cost, scalable position independent platform for the storage of client’s data. Though it provides good services, cloud 

environment is based on the open architecture and with interfaces. It has capabilities to incorporate with multiple internal 

or external services together to provide the ability to exchange data’s and use information so that we call such a distributed 

cloud environments as a multi- cloud or hybrid cloud. Provable data possession (PDP) is a technique for ensuring the 

integrity of data in cloud environment. Provable data possession is such a probabilistic proof technique for a storage 

provider to prove the integrity and ownership of the clients’ data without downloading data. We present an optimal 

cooperative PDP (CPDP) scheme based on homomorphic verifiable response and hash index hierarchy. 

 

Keywords: Cloud storage, Hash index, Hybrid cloud, PDP. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing environment is made on the basis of exposed designs and boundaries, it has the proficiency to 

integrate numerous interior or exterior cloud computing services together to offer great interoperability and such a dispersed 

cloud environment is known as a multi-Cloud [1]. By means of virtual infrastructure management a distributed permits 

clients to effortlessly access their resources distantly over boundaries. Cloud storage package has developed into a quicker 

profit progression point by providing low-cost, accessible, position self-determining stage for the customers’ records. It 

would fetch irreversible sufferers to the clients if a hybrid cloud storage platform is susceptible to safety attacks. The secured 

data in an enterprise may be illegitimately opened over a remote edge delivered by a  distributed cloud and documentations 

may be mislaid with when they are deposited into an undefined storage group external to the enterprise [2] [3]. 

 

Several implements and skills were present for hybrid cloud which aid cloud providers to build a distributed cloud 

storage platform for handling customers’ statistics [4]. The proof checking without moving makes it particularly significant 

for very large- size files and folders to check whether these data have been interfered with or deleted without transferring the 

latest version of data. As a consequence, it is able to substitute outdated hash and signature functions in the storage 

outsourcing. It is necessary for cloud computing providers to offer safety practices for handling their storage facilities. 

Provable data possession (PDP) or proofs of retrievability is a probabilistic proof system for a storage provider to 

demonstrate the integrity and ownership of clients’ data without transferring data [5]. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
In [6], the authors proposed the first proof-of-retrievability schemes with full proofs of security. Their first scheme, 

built from BLS signatures and secure in the random oracle model has the shortest query as well as response of any proof-of-

retrievability with public verifiability. Their second scheme, which builds elegantly on the pseudorandom functions (PRFs) 

and is secure in the standard model, has shortest response of any proof-of-retrievability scheme with private verifiability but 

a longer query. In [4], the authors constructed a highly efficient and provably secure PDP technique based entirely on 

symmetric key cryptography. Also, our data possession technique allows outsourcing of dynamic data, it efficiently supports 

operations, such as block modification, append and deletion. In [2], the authors introduced a model for provable data 

possession (PDP) that allows a client that has stored data at an untrusted server to verify that the server possesses the original 

data without retrieving it. The model generates probabilistic proofs of data possession by sampling random sets of blocks 

from the server, which significantly reduces I/O costs. 

 

In [3], the authors constructed a dynamic provable data possession (DPDP), which extends the PDP model to 

support provable updates on the stored data. DPDP solution is based on a new variant of the authenticated dictionaries which 

use rank information to organize dictionary entries. Thus we can support efficient authenticated operations on the files at 

block level, such as authenticated insert and delete. They proved the security of their constructions using some standard 

assumptions. In [7], the authors proposed an innovative authentication scheme for mobile devices. While creating the 

password, the user chooses a theme of snapshots in thumbnail size and the sequence of those snapshots is fixed as a 

password. In [8], passface is an approach proposed by the Real User Corporation in which the user is allowed to choose four 

images of human faces from the face database as their password. During the verification step, the user is provided with a grid 

of nine faces, one already chosen during the registration and eight decoy faces. The user identifies the selected face and then 

clicks anywhere over it. 

 

An Optimal Cooperative Provable Data Possession 

Scheme for Distributed Cloud Storage 
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III. PROPOSED WORK 
A. Verification Framework for Multi- Cloud 

In the proposed work, we consider a data storage service involving three different entities: Granted clients, who 

have a large amount of data to be stored in multi-clouds and have the permissions to access and manipulate the stored data; 

Cloud service providers (CSPs), who work together for providing data storage services and have enough storage space sand 

computation resources; and Trusted third parties (TTPs),who are trusted to store the verification parameters and offer the 

query services for these parameters. Figure 1 shows the architecture.  

 

 
Figure 1: Verification architecture for data integrity 

 

In this architecture, we consider the existence of many CSPs to collaboratively store and maintain the client‟ s data. 

Moreover, a cooperative PDP is used to verify the integrity and availability of the stored data in CSPs. The verification 

process is described as follows: Firstly, the client (data owner) uses the shared secret key to pre-process the file, which 

consists of a collection of n blocks. It generates a set of public verification information that is stored in TTP and then 

transmits the file and some verification tags to CSPs, and may delete its local copy. Later by using a verification protocol for 

cooperative PDP, the clients can issue a challenge for one CSP to check the integrity and the availability of outsourced data 

in terms of public verification information stored in TTP. 

 

B. Cooperative PDP 

Based on zero knowledge proof system and interactive proof system, the integrity of data stored in a multi cloud is 

maintained. A CPDP is a collection of two algorithms (Key Gen, Tag Gen) and the interactive proof system Proof. 

 

 Key Gen: It takes a security parameter as an input and then returns a secret key as output. 

 Tag Gen: It takes a shared secret key, file and set of cloud storage providers as input and returns triples. 

 Proof: It is a protocol of proof of provable data possession between the CSP's and verifier. 

 

Let H = { Hk } be a family of hash functions where Hk : 
kn }1,0{}1,0{  index, where k ɛ  K. This algorithm has a benefit 

in breaking the collision resistance of hash H. In Collision-Resistance H, a hash family H(t, ɛ ) collision resistant if no t-

Time adversary has advantage atleast ɛ  in breaking collision of H. First the KeyGen algorithm is run in this scheme to 

obtain the private or the public key for users. Then TagGen is generated by the clients for the cloud outsourced data. 

 

C. Homomorphic Verifiable Response 

A homomorphism is a map function f : p → q between two groups such that f(g1 g2) = f(g1) f(g2) for all g1, 

g2   p, where   denotes the operation in p and   denotes the operation in q. This notation was used to define a 

Homomorphic Verifiable Tags (HVTs) as : Given two values i  and j  for two message mi and mj , anyone can combine 

them into a value  ′ corresponding to the sum of the message mi+mj . When provable data possession is considered as a 

challenge response protocol, we also extend this notation to introduce the concept of a Homomorphic Verifiable Responses 

(HVRs), which is used to integrate multiple responses from the various CSPs in cooperative PDP scheme, as follows: 

A response is called homomorphic verifiable response in data possession protocol, if given two responses  i and 

 j for two challenges Qi and Qj from two CSPs, there exists an efficient algorithm to combine them into a response   

corresponding to the sum of the challenges Qi uQj. 
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D. Fragment Structure of CPDP 

We propose a fragment structure of our data possession scheme based on the above-mentioned model as shown in 

Figure 2, which has following characters: 1) a file is split into n × s sectors and each block (s sectors) corresponds to a tag, so 

that the storage of the signature tags can be reduced with the order of s; 2) the verifier can check the integrity of a file by 

random sampling approach, which is a matter of the utmost importance for large or huge files; and 3) this structure relies on 

the homomorphic properties to aggregate the data and tags into a constant size response, which minimizes network 

communication overheads.    The above structure, considered as a common representation for some of the existing schemes, 

can be converted to MAC-based, ECC or RSA schemes. By using BLS signatures and random oracle model, it is easy to 

design a practical data possession scheme with the shortest homomorphic verifiable responses for public verifiability. This 

structure also creates some favorable conditions for the architecture of CSPs. 

 

 
Figure 2: The fragment structure of CPDP model 

 

E. Hash Index Hierarchy  

A representative architecture for data storage in distributed is illustrated as follows: this architecture is a 

hierarchical structure H on 3 layers to represent the relationships among all blocks for stored resources. Three layers are as 

follows: 

 

 First-Layer (Express Layer): It offers an abstract  representation of the stored resources;  

 Second-Layer (Service Layer): It immediately offers and manages cloud storage services;  

 Third-Layer (Storage Layer): It practicably realizes data storage on many physical devices  

 

 
Figure 3: Index-hash hierarchy of CPDP model 

 

Figure 3 shows index hash hierarchy of our model. This kind of architecture is a nature representation of the file 

storage. We make use of this simple hierarchy to organize many CSP services, which involve private clouds or public clouds, 

by shading the differences between these clouds. In this architecture, the resources in Express Layer are split and stored into 
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3 CSPs in Service Layer. Each CSP fragments and stores the assigned data into the cloud storage servers in Storage Layer. 

We follow the logical order of the data blocks to organize the cloud Storage Layer. Moreover, this proposed architecture 

could provide some special functions for data storage and management. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we proposed the scheme of optimal cooperative provable data possession and its distributed cloud 

storage to support the qualities of the services provides. In this work, we consider and maintains the existence of multiple 

cloud service providers to the cooperatively stores and it’s also maintain the clients data in safe and security. We presented 

the scheme based on homomorphic verifiable response and hash index hierarchy. The security of our scheme is based on the 

multi- prover zero-knowledge proof performance optimization mechanisms for our scheme. In particularly, increasing the 

efficiency for our proposed scheme and minimize the system, which can satisfy completeness, knowledge soundness, and 

zero-knowledge properties. 
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ABSTRACT: The present project work is aimed at establishing certain mechanical properties while designing fiber 

reinforced components for engineering applications. This experiment played an important role in estimation of stiffness of 

the laminate which in turn helps the user of the testing to evaluate the stiffness of the laminate for further mathematical 

purposes. The evaluating elastic properties and estimating the flexural stiffness of the composite beam and from the 

analytical evaluation of flexural stiffness has been matched with the theoretical calculations. This loss in stiffness of 

composite laminate is due to inherent defects generally occurs during welding and curing of the reinforced component.  

This reduction in stiffness can further be improved by advanced manufacturing process such as compressor 

moulding and auto clave moulding and the results obtained from the analytical testing are used to calibrate the load 

transducers.  The load transducer shows a linear response to the load from this is clearly evident that the testing could be 

able to generate the useful data for evaluating the fatigue failure behavior of the composites. This data acquisition load 

generates the digital of time verses voltage by converting this data into time verses voltage with suitable multiplying factors. 

The data acquisition system from standard manufacturer of model pci-207 which exactly meets requirements. A continuous 

plot of time verses load could be obtained. We can say that the required data can be generated as per expectations, which 

could be utilized to establish the fatigue failure behavior any kind of composite laminate. (1) 

 

Keywords:  Fiber reinforced composite material Fatigue, Mechanical Properties, Tensile Test, and CATIA. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The laminated composite materials usage is increasing in all sorts of engineering applications due to high specific 

strength and stiffness. Fiber reinforced composite materials are selected for weight critical applications and these materials 

have good rating as per the fatigue failure is concerned. Present work is aimed to analyze the behavior of each laminate 

under the flexural fatigue test rig. Therefore here different types of composite materials are selected for test specimens. For 

this load transducer, the accuracy level required in transducer body is an important task. As selection of a transducer and 

work for its consistency is important consideration. Therefore a sensitive, consistently strong transducer to meet the axial 

tension-compression fatigue loading is required. (2)To provide dynamic sensibility to the transducer, foil type resistance 

strain gauges are used. The geometric shape of the load transducer is an important factor to be considered, to impart 

sufficient strain to the strain gauge, which in turn generates a noticeable signal with noticeable amplitude in the form of a 

voltage signal. The dynamic nature of loading could be read in the form of a signal is possible only with the iso-elastic type 

of strain gauges. In order to get the information after which it fails software is created which produces the waves depicting 

the response of the transducer to the loads applied on it. The present project work mainly is focusing on development of 

manufacturing process and establishing critical test procedures for the polymer reinforced composite materials to be used in 

certain engineering applications. 

 

II. FATIGUE 
The flexural fatigue failure in laminated composite materials is a very common failure mode in most of the FRP 

components. As reinforced polymers used in weight critical applications, often over designed to compensate fatigue failure 

lead to the increase in weight which in turn hampers the objective of designer. In this connection the investigation on 

flexural fatigue failure behaviour of laminate to be used in the component is very important. As standard equipment and test 

procedures are not available.(3) 

 

2 .1 Fatigue 

When a material is subjected to repeated stresses or loads, it fails below the yield stress. Such type of failure of a 

material is known as fatigue. 

 

2.1.1 Characteristics of Fatigue 

 In metals and alloys, the process starts with dislocation movement, eventually forming persistent slip bands that nucleate 

short cracks. 

 Fatigue is a stochastic process, often showing considerable scatter even in controlled environments. 

 The greater the applied stress range, the shorter the life. 

 Fatigue life scatter tends to increase for longer fatigue lives. 

 Damage is cumulative. Materials do not recover when rested. 

Experimental Study of the Fatigue Strength of Glass fiber 

epoxy and Chapstan E-Glass epoxy laminates 

 

of (16 Bold) 
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 Fatigue life is influenced by a variety of factors, such as temperature, surface finish microstructure, presence of oxidizing 

or inert chemicals, residual stresses, contact, etc.  

 

2.2 Flexural Fatigue 

      When a material is subjected to variable bending stresses or loads, it fails below         the yield stress. 

 

2.3 Fatigue Test Applications 

Fatigue testing helps determine how a material or product design will perform under anticipated service conditions. 

Many fatigue tests repeat the application of loads by controlling stress that is repeated for millions of cycles. In many 

engineering applications, products or materials experience vibration or oscillatory forces so it‟s important to predict and 

prove fatigue life, or cycles to failure under loading conditions. 

There are as many specialized fatigue testing protocols or test methods as there are products designed for fatigue 

applications. A few are supported as industry standard test methods but most designs are unique so machines are configured 

to match their needs. Metals and metal substitutes such as advanced composites are commonly used for fatigue resistant 

designs, so standards are more available. Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) or strain controlled tests, High Cycle Fatigue (HCF) or 

load controlled tests, and even Random Spectrum tests are now common. Medical implants for orthopedic and intravascular 

use are also widely tested to FDA requirements.(4) 

 

2.4 Mechanism of Fatigue Failure in Laminated Composites 
“Composites are a combination of a reinforcement fiber in a polymer resin matrix, where the reinforcement has an 

aspect ratio that enables the transfer of load between fiber, and the fibers are chemically bonded to the resin matrix. This 

precise definition accounts for the attributes of composites as an engineering material and differentiates them from a lot of 

combined materials having a lesser degree of synergy between the individual components. 

Cyclic deformation process in fiber-reinforced materials differs widely from those in homogenous isotropic 

materials. For example, crack nucleation plays a significant role in the latter; in the former, cracks and failure zones are often 

formed in the very first few cycles. In fact, there are often voids and defects in the material even before cycling begins. 

Secondly, fiber reinforced materials are characterized by a high degree of anisotropy; the ratio of longitudinal to transverse 

moduli varies from about 5 for glass fiber-polymers to about 25 for graphite or boron fiber-polymers. The stress field around 

a flaw in such a highly anisotropic medium is significantly different from one in isotropic material consequently, while 

homogeneous isotropic materials usually fail in fatigue by the nucleation of a crack which propagates in single mode, 

composite materials generally exhibit a variety of failure modes including matrix crazing or micro cracking, individual fiber 

failures resulting from statistically distributed flaw strengths, debonding, delamation, void growth etc. In addition, several of 

these failure modes are generally present at any given time prior to failure. 

Further, failure mechanisms in the fiber are different from those in the matrix. It is well established, for example, 

the glass by itself does not exhibit dynamic fatigue failure but fails in „‟static „‟ fatigue as a result of thermally activated 

stress corrosion reactions of water vapor at surface flaws. When glass fiber are enclosed in a polymer matrix, and subjected 

to cyclic loading, it is not clear whether there would be reactions at the entire glass polymer interface due to moisture 

absorption through the polymer layer, or whether matrix micro cracks, alone (resulting from cyclic failure), would provide a 

conduit for preferential attack by water vapor over a localized area on the fibers at the crack front leading to further crack 

growth and eventual fatigue failure of the composite.(5) From this description it is clearly evident that the fatigue life of 

composite laminate is influenced by many factors. The degree of significance of the above mentioned factors cannot be 

established with confidence. This present work is aimed at establishing a suitable test procedure for the fatigue life 

characteristics with a low cost test rig to meet the real time design requirements. The features of the test rig are explained in 

following script. 

As the test proceeds for so many number of load cycles (is of order 10
6
 cycles) the generated from dynamic 

transducer cannot record manually. Then the signal conditioning system coupled with analog to digital conversion electronic 

circuit and the data logging software incorporated in the test rig. This logged data can be analyzed to establish the failure 

behavior and fatigue life characteristics of the composite laminates. This method of testing can be utilized for fatigue 

applications. 

 

 

                                      

 

 

                                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.1 Schematic Diagram of Fatigue Test Rig 
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The Bending fatigue test rig is capable of simulating bending fatigue load of 0 to 1000N on the test coupon at a 

frequency of 94 cycles per minute.  The king pin is assembled to the dovetail mechanism which could be fixed at desired 

eccentricity.  That provides desired bending force on the specimen.(6) 

 

2.5.1 Important Components of Test Rig 

i)    Load cell   

ii)    Specimen holding beam 

iii)    Dovetail assembly 

iv)    Induction motor  

v)    Adjustable columns(Sliding ) 

vi)    Electronic circuit(Signal Conditioning System)   

vii)    Data acquisition  software 

viii) Connector from the electronic circuit to the computer. 

   Printer(7) 

 

2.5.2 Working Principle of Test Rig 

The schematic diagram of test rig as shown in Fig. 3.2. is self explanatory. The hinge eccentricity from the center of 

the crank is directly proportional to the deflection of the composite specimen. And this deflection resisting force is 

experienced by the linkage which is equipped with strain measurement. (8) 

The strain gauge bonded to the linkage (load cell) elongates and contracts along with the load cell which in turn 

imbalances the balanced bridge circuit connected to the strain gauge.  

The output voltage of the bridge circuit is directly proportional to the deflection load of the composite specimen. As 

crank rotates with the constant rpm of 94 the strain measuring system develops voltage proportional to the degree of 

deflection. The voltage waveform is a pure sine wave. The cyclic load applied to the composite specimen generates a fatigue 

crack at the fixed end A from the Fig. 2.2.  

 

 

                            

    

 

 

 

       

 

 

 

Fig.2.2 Schematic line diagram of Hinge Eccentricity, Load Cell and Specimen Holding Arrangement 

 

Which in turn reduces the stiffness of the composite specimen and that is been clearly reflected on the voltage output from 

the strain measuring bridge circuit. The amplitude of wave form decreases as the damage progresses in the due course as the 

cyclic loading proceeds from 0 cycles to n number of cycles. This diminishing wave form reveals the health of the laminate 

as the time progresses. The recording of data in digital form could lead to analyze the fatigue damage pattern accurately. (9) 

 

3.5.3 Specifications of the Test Rig 

Bending load capacity     -------------------------------------------------- 0 to 1000N 

Frequency      --------------------------------------------------- 1.57 to 10 RPS 

Specimen specifications --------------------------------------------------- 200x40x6 mm 

Eccentricity       --------------------------------------------------- 0 to 200 mm 

 

III. LOAD CELL 
Introduction: Load cell is a very important component which senses load and delivers a voltage analog signal, which is 

proportional to the intensity of load. This consists of a metallic body designed to meet the requirements of the working load 

range, generally it is made of aluminum alloy. The foil type strain gages are fixed to the body of the load cell. When the 

body of the load cell is subjected to load, the strain induced is transmitted to the strain gage. Dynamic load sensor (LOAD 

CELL) is important component of the test rig.(10) 

 

3.1 Selection of a Transducer  

The selection of the correct load transducer is followed by the following steps: 

1. Material selection. 

2. Proposing geometric models. 

 High sensitive type 

 Medium sensitive type  
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3.1.1 Material Selection 

The material selection is based on the elastic property that is young‟s modulus. This should be capable of providing 

sufficient elastic strain for a given load application range. As per the present load application range of 0-1000 N the material 

selected for this application is an aluminum alloy of Young‟s modulus 70 GPA. 

 

a. High Sensitive Type Load Cells 

Ring type load cell: The ring type load cell body is made of Aluminum. This is proposed in view of simulating more strain 

in the segments of hollow cylindrical segments, when the body is subjected to tensile and compressive stress. The ring type 

load cell is furnished in Fig. 4.1. The ring portion of the load cell body is first part of the body to undergo strain by virtue of 

changing its shape, which is a perfect circular to oval shape. (11)When the load cell is subjected to tensile load, the inner 

portion of the body is subjected to tensile strain and the outer portion is subjected to compressive strain. This is proposed in    

the view of gaining strong signal from the bridge circuit. 

      
 

Fig. 3.1 Ring Type Load Cell                                                      Fig. 3.2 C-Type Load Cell 

“C” type load cell: The C type load cell is supposed to be strained in the thinner portion of the body. 

b. Medium Sensitive Type Load Cells  

H-Type Load Cell: “H” type of load cell body is proposed to meet the dynamic loading situation of the flexural fatigue test 

rig. 

       
          Fig. 3.3 H-Type Load Cell                                                                                             Fig. 3.4 I-Type Load Cell 

“I” Type Load Cell:“I” type load cell having the thinnest gauge portion among the proposed load cell body models. 

 

Pillar Type Load Cell: Among the load cell bodies proposed are observed carefully, and then the cylindrical gauge portion 

is proposed in view of achieving same strain on the gage bonding area of the load cell body. 

                                                     
Fig. 3.5 Pillar Type Load Cell 
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IV. ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT 
4. Introduction: The electronic circuits are also very important a component of system and this are capable of amplifying 

the analog signal coming from the load cell and digitizes it to have provision of storing the data accurately to analyzing the 

data regarding stiffness degradation behavior of the specimen. 

 

4.1 Electronic Circuit for Signal Conditioning and Data Logging Systems 

Dynamic load sensing is a mechanism, which senses the fluctuating loads with respect to time. A load cell (strain 

gage type) is a transducer, which senses the varying loads and changes its dimensions proportional to stress. The strain gage 

is incorporated in the bridge circuit and change in its resistance due to strain will unbalance the bridge. This unbalance 

voltage is amplified by the instrumentation amplifier. (12) 

A real time application of dynamic load sensing which convert the analog voltage from instrumentation amplifier to 

digital voltage by an ADC. This digital voltage is fed to computer via USB port. The sensing element which is an electrical 

type load cell senses the strain. The strain gage is glued to the load cell. The resistance of the load cell is 350 ohms resistors. 

This bridge is excited by the 10volts DC supply. Under no load condition i.e., when strain gage is not strained the bridge is 

under balanced condition. When load is applied on the load cell, the dimensions of strain gage gets changed thereby its 

resistance is varied. The amount of strain applied on the load cell proportionally changes the resistance of the strain gage. 

This change in resistance causes the bridge to unbalance. (13)This unbalanced voltage is proportional to the load applied on 

the specimen. 

In the first stage of amplification the gain has been limited to only 100 even though the capability of AD620AN is having a 

gain of 1000. This decision has been taken by carefully observing characteristics of the instrumentation amplifier to avoid 

unnecessary interference. The typical circuit to the signal conditioning system is shown in following Fig. 5.1. 

 

 

                          

 

                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.1 Signal Conditioning 

 

V. EXPERIMENTATION 
5. Introduction to Flexural Fatigue Experimentation  

The present experimentation is aimed to understand the flexural fatigue behavior under high cycle fatigue 

conditions of Glass Fiber Epoxy, Chapsten E-Glass Epoxy and Glass Fiber Polyester Epoxy laminates. Before getting into 

the experimentation work, the evaluation of mechanical properties of glass fiber epoxy laminates is very important.   

A laminates of 200mm length, 40mm width and 6mm thickness were prepared. And from this laminates tensile tests 

were conducted for calculating the starting load on specimens for conducting fatigue test. 

 

5.1 Loading Criteria for Flexural Fatigue Analysis of Glass Fiber Epoxy Laminates  

For simulating high cycle flexural fatigue on test coupons, the calculations were made to estimate the bending loads 

considered to simulate stresses of the order of 50% of maximum tensile strength. To estimate the bending load, tensile tests 

were carried out on laminates. The tensile test results of specimens of Glass fiber epoxy, Chapsten E-glass epoxy and Glass 

fiber polyester epoxy are furnished in table No. 6.1.  

And the corresponding bending loads to be applied are calculated with reference to the beam bending equation. 

                                                M/I = F/Y 

The specimen is fixed to fatigue testing rig in cantilever mode, then the Maximum bending moment M = WL where 

W is the bending load applied on the specimen. The distance from the neutral axis to the surface of specimen is Y, which is 

equal to half the thickness of the specimen. 

                                                Y = t/2 

Moment of Inertia of the specimen I = bh
3
/12 and 

Bending stresses induced in the specimen 

                                             F = 1/2(Ultimate Tensile strength of the specimen) 

From the above theory, bending load for each specimen is obtained. 

a) Metallic Mould 

The mould is made of MS material. To prevent the leakage of resin, four dams were fixed through nuts and bolts on 

a 10 mm thick MS plate which is machined by facing operation on lathe machine. The mould cavity area is 300X300 mm
2
. 
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The mould with above specifications as shown in the figure 6.1. The required pressure is applied through pressure plate by 

tightening the nuts and bolts, the arrangement of which is shown in figure 6.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Fig. 5.1 Representation of Mould                Fig. 5.2 Representation of Pressure Plate    

 

b) Pressure Plate 

20 mm thick MS pressure plate with flat turned surface finish ensuring perfect flatness is used in order to prevent 

crippling and flexing due to compressive forces produced due to the top cover plate. 

 

 

With the above mentioned precautions a laminate, of good quality can be made as shown in figure 6.3. From this laminate 

the test coupons are cut with required specifications which have already been discussed. 

 

 

 

 

 

      

  

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig 5.3 Laminate Moulded from the Metallic Mould by Compression Moulding Technique 

 

5.2 Tensile Tests 

Tensile tests are performed on the specimens and the tabulated values are furnished in table 6.1. The specifications of the test 

specimen are 200mm length, 6mm thickness and 40mm width. Following figures related to tensile tests conducted on 

various specimens. The figure  represents the tensile test in progress. The figures to furnish below are specimens subjected to 

tensile test. 

               

 

 

 

 

       

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 Table 5.1 Tensile Test Results                                                                 Fig. 5.4 Tensile Test in Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.5 Tensile Test Specimens of Glass Fiber Epoxy, Chapsten E-Glass Epoxy and Glass Fiber Polyester Epoxy 

Specimens Max Tensile 

strength(MPa) 

Glass fiber epoxy 358 

Chapsten E-glass epoxy 207 

Glass fiber polyester 

epoxy 

74.5 
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 Fig. 5.6 Glass Fiber Epoxy Specimen after Tensile Test Fig.          5.7 Chapsten E-Glass Epoxy Specimen after Tensile Test 

 Fig. 5.8 Glass Fiber Polyester Epoxy Specimen after Tensile Test 

 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
6. Introduction 

The present project work is aimed at establishing certain mechanical properties while designing fiber reinforced 

components for engineering applications. This experiment played an important role in estimation of stiffness of the laminate 

which in turn helps the user of the testing to evaluate the stiffness of the laminate for further mathematical purposes. The 

evaluating elastic properties and estimating the flexural stiffness of the composite beam and from the analytical evaluation of 

flexural stiffness has been matched with the theoretical calculations. This loss in stiffness of composite laminate is due to 

inherent defects generally occurs during welding and curing of the reinforced component.  

This reduction in stiffness can further be improved by advanced manufacturing process such as compressor 

moulding and auto clave moulding and the results obtained from the analytical testing are used to calibrate the load 

transducers.  The load transducer shows a linear response to the load from this is clearly evident that the testing could be able 

to generate the useful data for evaluating the fatigue failure behavior of the composites. This data acquisition load generates 

the digital of time verses voltage by converting this data into time verses voltage with suitable multiplying factors. The data 

acquisition system from standard manufacturer of model pci-207 which exactly meets requirements. 

A continuous plot of time verses load could be obtained. We can say that the required data can be generated as per 

expectations, which could be utilized to establish the fatigue failure behavior any kind of composite laminate.  

 

6.1 Flexural Fatigue Failure Behaviour of Glass Fiber Epoxy Laminate 

Flexural fatigue failure behavior of laminates exhibits stiffness decay with respect to number cycles of load 

application. In this work ORIGIN LAB curve fitting tool is used to plot the data, number of cycles verses instantaneous 

maximum bending load within the cycle. The total scheme of experimentation is conducted at constant amplitude of 

bending. This phenomenon of bending load for yielding constant deflection is also known as stiffness. The test specimen 

used is shown in Fig. 7.1. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.1 Glass Fiber Epoxy Test Specimen 

 

From the data logging system, the converted data is load applied on the specimen and number of cycles is given in 

the table 7.1. This data is used in plotting stiffness degradation curves.  
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Table 6.1 Stiffness Degradation Data of Glass Fiber Epoxy laminate 

Number of 

Cycles 

LOAD in 

NEWTONS 

 5096.22 168.473  14894.6 116.910 

5532.68 168.306 15305.93 114.223 

0 320.006 4981.61 164.48 15769.08 113.781 

100.48 311.663 6055.49 163.633 16552.51 113.09 

219.8 291.354 6305.12 163.08 17397.17 113.046 

345.4 281.055 6355.36 162.17 18012.61 111.728 

405.06 278.333 6466.83 160.97 18552.7 108.632 

538.51 278.356 6531.2 160.5 19196.4 104.075 

591.89 270.37 6590.86 157.48 19915.45 100.07 

676.67 267.555 6626.97 157.167 21078.82 95.11 

797.56 267.553 6653.66 154.957 22000.41 88.041 

904.32 264.895 6686.63 152.7 22564.04 87.966 

943.57 262.481 6714.89 152.586 23242.28 84.687 

1029.92 242.97 6749.43 152.16 23831.03 83.902 

1146.1 234.243 6772.98 150.94 24287.9 77.38 

1890.28 226.802 6821.65 150.982 24689.82 73.771 

2138.34 225.75 7380.57 149333 25170.24 70.9 

2474.32 223.974 7567.4 148.687 25481.1 68.147 

2701.97 221.938 7892.4 145.935 25865.75 67.971 

2739.65 219.28 8262.91 145.701 25906.57 65.935 

2797.74 206.40 8700.94 142.19 26602.08 65.77 

2824.43 202.321 9132.7 140.777 27245.78 65.16 

2964.16 198.327 9679.05 137.973 28164.23 63.473 

3058.36 195.506 9964.8 137.25 29088.96 62.413 

3110.17 193.661 10489.17 133.216 29665.15 62.03 

3303.28 185.08 11366.8 132.632 30506.67 60.127 

3496.39 182.853 11999.51 130.713   

4114.97 179.851 12767.24 126.624   

4491.77 177.786 13547.53 125.163   

 

The data obtained from the experiments is plotted in plotted in Fig. 7.2. Results obtained reveal that the nature of 

behavior of the material is revealing exponential decay in its mechanical properties due to fatigue. This type of plotting is 

normally known as “Stiffness Degradation Curve plotting”. From the figure it is clear that the bending load is dropped from 

320N to 60.127N and attained pivoting state where further reduction in stiffness is not noticed. Pivoting state is noticed at 

25,000cycles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.2 Stiffness Degradation behaviour of Glass Fiber Epoxy laminate  Number of Fatigue Cycles at 1.57 RPS for Glass 

Fiber Epoxy Laminate 

Fig. 6.3 Second order differential curve of Glass Fiber Epoxy laminate derived from Fig. 
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7.2 Flexural Fatigue Failure Behaviour of Chapsten E-Glass Epoxy Laminate 

The test specimen used is shown in Fig. 7.4. 

 
Fig. 6.4 Chapsten E-Glass Epoxy Test Specimen 

 

The Flexural fatigue analysis data obtained from the experiment for Chapsten E-glass epoxy laminate is given in 

table 7.2. And the stiffness degradation is plotted in Fig.7.5.  From this figure it is observed that the bending load dropped 

from 318.764N to 27.416N. Compared to Glass fiber epoxy specimen stiffness degradation curve, it is observed that there is 

smooth reduction in stiffness. The stiffness at the pivoting state is 27.416N as per the experiment. The stiffness of the 

specimen at the pivoting state is 8.6% of the virgin specimen. 

 

Table 7.2 Stiffness Degradation Data of Chapsten E-Glass Epoxy laminate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Number of 

Cycles 

LOAD in 

NEWTONS 

 7353.88 79.787  18454.02 34.801 

7523.44 74.421 18977.65 34.46 

0 318.764 7656.89 71.113 19501.28 34.12 

65.94 203.285 8247.21 68.1 20024.91 33.775 

202.53 122.103 8597.32 65.6 20548.54 33.433 

244.92 120.388 8685.24 54.7 21072.17 33.091 

281.03 119.051 8859.51 47.73 21595.8 32.75 

310.86 115.772 8913.43 46.77 22119.43 32.406 

438.03 110.53 8962.47 45.356 22643.06 32.064 

477.28 108.383 9014.62 44.756 23166.69 31.722 

507.11 107.142 9452.74 43.9 23690.32 31.38 

582.47 105.698 9924.73 42.235 24213.95 31.04 

610.73 104.392 10732.22 41.766 24755.32 30.7 

723.77 102.612 11219.35 40.565 25296.69 30.354 

761.45 101.331 11763.48 39.96 25838.06 30.112 

1339.21 98.353 12132.83 38.91 26379.43 29.67 

1734.85 97.95 12764.03 38.565 26290.8 29.33 

2391.11 97.62 13217.72 38.223 27462.17 28.985 

2634.46 97.21 13741.35 37.881 28003.54 28.643 

3367.65 96.73 14264.98 37.54 28544.91 28.3 

4461.94 94.842 14788.61 37.2 29086.28 27.96 
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Fig. 6.5 Stiffness Degradation behaviour of Chapsten E-Glass Epoxy laminate   Number of Fatigue Cycles at 1.57 

RPS for Chapsten E-Glass Epoxy Laminate. 

Fig. 6.6 second order differential curve of Chapsten E-Glass Epoxy laminate derived from Fig. 6.5. 

 

The experiments carried out in the laminates of Glass Fiber Epoxy, Chapsten E-Glass Epoxy and Glass Fiber 

Polyester Epoxy clearly exhibited a variation in the residual load bearing capacity after pivoting state. The graphical 

representation in Fig. 6.7. The stiffness degradation process of each specimen under goes basically in three stages, in the first 

stage the stiffness reduction rate is very fast this is due to the top and bottom layers of the laminates are subjected to 

maximum strain which leads to the failure being the glass reinforcement is pure elastic in nature. In the second stage as the 

stress levels on the subsequent layers reduces as the distance from the neutral layer is continuously decreasing. In the third 

stage of the failure already broken fibers provides a cushioning effect and resist the free bending of the specimen hence the 

stiffness degradation tends to towards zero. 

The results clearly establishes that the Glass Fiber Polyester Epoxy, exhibited very slow stiffness reduction rate 

when compared to the other specimens and the residual bending load bearing(residual stiffness ) is also maximum i.e. 

58.617N and the Stiffness retention after pivoting state is 73.26%. Hence it can be recommends that the Glass Fiber 

Polyester Epoxy material is best for fatigue critical applications. 

 
Fig. 6.7 Consolidated Flexural Fatigue Test Results of Glass Fiber Epoxy, Chapsten E-Glass Epoxy and Glass Fiber 

Polyester Epoxy laminates. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
From the experimental investigation:  

1. Flexural fatigue failure behavior of Glass Fiber Polyester Epoxy laminate composite exhibited better results. 

2. The results clearly establish that the Glass Fiber Polyester Epoxy laminate exhibited very slow stiffness reduction 

rate when compared to the other specimens. 

3. The residual bending load (residual stiffness) is also maximum i.e. 58N and the Stiffness retention after pivoting 

state is 72.5% of the virgin specimen. 

4. Hence it can be recommended that the Glass Fiber Polyester Epoxy laminate is good for flexural fatigue critical 

applications such as wind turbine blades, Air craft wing and auto motive leaf spring constructions. 
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ABSTRACT: The influence of the microstructure and the tensile properties is investigated in specimens of ultrafine-

grained materials processed by equal channel angular extrusion (ECAE) through route A, to refine grain size of 7075 AL 

alloy this was attempted at room temperature. Sub-grains/cells increases and the width of boundaries decrease while the 

cell/sub-grain size remains approximately constant as the number of passes increases. Yield stress and ultimate tensile stress 

reach a maximum after four passes. This study shows that severe plastic deformation has potential to significantly improve 

the mechanical properties of Al alloys. Static annealing experiments demonstrated that the extensive grain growth occurs at 

can be achieved after the age hardened treatment before that solution heat treatment at 480°C for 1 hour followed by age 

hardening at 177°C for 8 hours. Microstructure evolution during repetitive equal-channel angular extrusion (ECAE) of Al 

7075 alloy with Φ=120◦ die and the outer arc ψ=50◦ was evaluated by optical microscopy.  

 

Keywords: Aluminum alloy, Equal channel angular extrusion, Mechanical Properties, Microstructure analysis, Severe 

plastic deformation  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Nanostructured (NC) and ultrafine grained (UFG) materials, defined, respectively, as polycrystalline materials with 

a grain size below ~100 nm and ~1µm, have been extensively studied over the past two decades because of their enhanced 

properties [1–3]. Generally, these materials exhibit a high strength but only limited ductility [4]. Recently, different 

approaches have been considered in an attempt to overcome this limitation [4, 5]. The grain size produced by conventional 

methods is greater than 1µm.The deformation mechanism of UFG metals is often considered to be governed not only by the 

activity of lattice dislocations, but also by mechanisms such as grain rotation and grain boundary sliding, especially in 

equiaxed microstructures [6]. There are also some methods for producing ultrafine-grained structure even to the size of 

nanometer, such as gas condensation and high-energy ball milling. These methods are difficult to produce in bulk form, 

which then limits the application in industries. Many researchers have shown that sub-micrometer grained (SMG) materials 

can be obtained after ECAP deformation. Although SMG materials can be produced by ECAP, the deformation mechanism 

and microstructure evolution in ECAP is still not clear. The SMG structure formed by SPD is characterized by mixture of 

both high angle boundaries (HABs) and low angle boundaries (LABs) (Bay et al. 1992a). The boundaries formed by SPD 

have been described as non-equilibrium boundaries. Which are associated with high internal stresses (Furukawa et at 1996a). 

The SMG structure of aluminum alloy formed by SPD has been suggested as a result of extended recovery (Humphrevs et al. 

1995). In general, the microstructure developed by SPD is not well-defined ultrafine-grained structure for it doesn’t consist 

of grains enclosed by HABs. Thus further annealing is required to construct a microstructure consists of fine grains enclosed 

by HABs. The present study deals with ECAE were used to deform the material and obtain ultrafine-grained structure. One 

important goal of this research is to advance our understanding of the deformation mechanism in ECAE, and to identify the 

key parameters that affect the microstructure evolution. The material is extruded up to two passes by route A.  The detailed 

microscopic characterization was carried out to obtain comprehensive and quantitative information about the structure 

developed by various ECAP processes to achieve the goal. 

  

II. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL AND PROCEDURES 
2.1 Experimental Material 

All the experiments were conducted using AL 7075 alloy. The material was produced in the form of ingot with a 

diameter of 14.9mm and a length of 50mm. The ECAE process uses a die, material for extrusion and plunger attached to the 

universal testing machine for the extrusion process.  
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2.2 Methodology 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Methodology 

 

2.3 ECAE Die 

The ECAE die contains two channels, equal in cross-section, intersecting at an angle near the center of the die. The 

test sample is machined to fit within these channels and it is pressed through the die using a plunger. Die material was mild 

steel and the plunger was EN8 steel (normalized condition), the normalizing of EN8 steel was carried out  by heating above 

the upper-critical-temperature line followed by cooling in still air to room temperature. The purpose of normalizing is to 

produce harder and stronger steel than annealing, so that for some applications normalizing may be a final heat treatment. 

Normalizing may also be used to improve mach inability, modify and refine cast dendritic structures, and refine the grain 

and homogenize the microstructure in order to improve the response in hardening operations. The geometry of this die 

provides that the material is deformed by simple shear at ideal, frictionless, conditions. The cross section of the specimen 

remains about equal before and after a processing step, thus it is possible to subject one specimen several times to ECAP in 

order to reach highest degrees of plastic deformation.  

 
Fig. 2.1 ECAE Die 

 

A circular cross section of the channel provides the possibility of a materials processing at different routes that are 

distinguished by their different combinations of sample rotation around the channel axes between consecutive processing 

steps. Here route A is used for the extrusion of the material and four billets are prepared for four experiments i.e., basic 

material, one pass, two and three passes. The die angle 120° was used in this study. The outer arc (Ψ) of the 120° die is 50°. 

The dimension of the channel cross section in ECAE die is 120x120mm. According to equation (1), the strain per pass of the 

120° die is 0.67. In considering both Φ and ψ, the equivalent strain of ECAE can be calculated by (Iahashi et al. 1996). 

 

ЄN =N {2cot (Φ /2+ ψ/2)+ ψcosec(Φ /2+ ψ/2)}    ------ (1) 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
3.1 Microstructural Characteristics 

 

Al 7075 was solution treated at 480°C for 1 hour and then followed by water quenching. 

 

                
Fig 3.1.a                                          Fig 3.1.b                                           Fig 3.1.c 

 

    
Fig 3.1.d                                          Fig 3.1.e 

 

Fig 3.1a, optical micrograph of Al 7075, 100X, Keller’s reagent. After solution heat treated at 480°C for 1 hour 

quenched with water, fusion voids, (black area) and agglomeration of insoluble phases (dark gray). Fig 3.1b, Al 7075 was 

solution heat treated at 480°C, and then artificial aging at 177°C for 8 hours, optical micrograph of Al 7075, 400X, solution 

treated at 480°C quenched to the water, eutectic melting temperature was exceeded during solution heat treatment, fine voids 

(black areas), and Keller’s reagent. Al 7075 solution treated at 480°C for 1 hour and then aged at 177°C for 8 hours, which 

was processed through ECAP route A.  Fig 3.1c, optical micrograph of Al 7075 extruded, solution heat treated, and 

artificially aged, fine particles of MgZn2 (dark), 100X, ECAP 1st pass, Keller’s reagent.  Fig 3.1d, optical micrograph of Al 

7075 under ECAP processing, particles are insoluble (Fe, Mn) Al6 (dark gray), 100X, ECAP 2
nd

 pass Keller’s reagent.  Fig 

3.1e, optical micrograph of Al 7075, under route A for ECAP processing 3
rd

 pass, the fine particles of MgZn2 (dark), the 

insoluble particles of FeAl3 (light gray) 100X, ECAP 3
rd 

pass Keller’s reagent. 

 

3.2 Tensile properties 

 
Fig. 3.2 Number of Passes Vs Percentage area in Elongation and reduction 

 

For the Al 7075 alloy as received condition Elongation to failure occurs at 5% and it decrease to 4% after single 

pass, the area of reduction of 7075 alloy as received condition 28% and it reduced to 18% after single pass. It shows that 

percentage of area of reduction decreases drastically, while we increasing number of ECAP passes. The ultimate tensile 

strenth increases from 329 MPa as received condition for ultrafine grained Al 7075 alloy, it reaches about 487 MPa after 

single pass. 
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3.3 Hardness test 

 
Fig 3.3 Number of passes vs Hardness number 

The Al 7075 alloy hardness is tremendously increased while we increasing the number of ECAE passes, Al 7075 alloy has 

achieved high hardness after the third pass is about 197 HV.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
It was found two passes of ECAE are required for the formation of ultra fine grained structure in Al 7075 alloy. The 

resulting microstructure has been widely investigated by optical microscopy, putting in evidence the grain structure and 

precipitates distribution differences originated by the process. Tensile tests show the increase of strength from one pass to 

another pass of the material. Hardness is also increased by increasing the number of passes due to the fine grain structure; 

this survey gives clear prediction that tremendous increase of hardness has achieved compare to base metal.  
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the work carried out for determination of stresses in an open ended pressure vessel of 

obround shape. In some situations, due to the limited space available, exit pipes are made of elliptical or obround shape. In 

this study, the stresses in the obround pressure vessel are determined using finite element method. The material of the vessel 

is aluminum alloy. Internal pressure is applied to the vessel. Software ‘ANSYS’ is used for modeling & analysis purpose. 

Considering the symmetry about both axes, only quarter model is prepared. Firstly analysis of circular pressure vessel is 

done. The results of the circular vessel are validated by analytical solution. Then using the same type of element & mesh 

density, analysis of obround pressure vessel is done. During the study, different parameters were varied & their effect on the 

stresses was observed.   

 

Keywords: Obround Pressure Vessel, Finite element analysis, ANSYS 

 

I. INTRODUCTION TO PRESSURE VESSELS 
Pressure vessels are a commonly used device in engineering. Cylindrical or spherical pressure vessels (e.g., 

hydraulic cylinders, gun barrels, pipes, boilers and tanks) are commonly used in industry to carry both liquids and gases 

under pressure. When the pressure vessel is exposed to this pressure, the material comprising the vessel is subjected to 

pressure loading, and hence stresses, from all directions. The normal stresses resulting from this pressure are functions of the 

radius of the element under consideration, the shape of the pressure vessel (i.e., circular, obround or elliptical) as well as the 

applied pressure. 

 

 

  

Circular Pressure Vessel Obround Pressure Vessel Elliptical Pressure Vessel 

 

Figure.1 Types of Pressure Vessels 

 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION: 
Analysis of a circular pressure vessel will be done for a certain pressure. Hoop stresses will be determined for this 

geometry. Analytical solution of the same will be determined. Comparison of the results will be done. To maintain the flow 

rate, the area of flow is kept same & shape is changed to obround & the stress analysis is done for this vessel. Following data 

will be used for the analysis work.  

Inner Diameter (D)  = 200 mm,                  Thickness of vessel (t)  = 2.5 mm 

Pressure applied (P)  = 0.1 MPa 

Material Properties: Material selected is Aluminum alloy used in aircraft. 

 

Table.1 Material Properties 

 

Young’s Modulus  

 

1.03458 e5 MPa 

Poisson’s Ratio 

 

0.33 

 

III. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 
Analytical solution is determined for circular pressure vessel using Formula,  

Hoop Stress = (P x R) / t = (0.1 x 100) / 2.5 = 4 MPa  

 

IV. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
Circular Pressure Vessel: Taking the advantage of symmetry about both the axes, a quarter model is prepared & 

the analysis is done using Finite Element Method based software ANSYS.  

Finite Element Analysis of Obround Pressure Vessels 
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Meshing: For meshing quadrilateral elements with midside nodes are used. The details of this element are as below.  

 

PLANE82: It is a higher order version of the 2-D, four-node element PLANE42. It provides more accurate results for mixed 

(quadrilateral-triangular) automatic meshes and can tolerate irregular shapes without as much loss of accuracy. The 8-node 

elements have compatible displacement shapes and are well suited to model curved boundaries. 

 
Figure.2 Structure of PLANE82 element 

 

The 8-node element is defined by eight nodes having two degrees of freedom at each node: translations in the nodal 

x and y directions. The element may be used as a plane element or as an axi-symmetric element. The element has plasticity, 

creep, swelling, stress stiffening, large deflection, and large strain capabilities. 

 

 
Figure.3 Circular Pressure vessel with load condition & boundary condition 

 

 
Figure.4 Location of Points A, B, C & D 

 

The various points of interest are as shown in the above figure. 
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Obround Pressure Vessel: For the obround vessel radius of curved part is taken equal to 50mm. 

 

 
Figure.5 Meshed model of obround pressure vessel with boundary condition & Load Conditions 

 

V. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS 
Circular Pressure Vessel: 

Initially for circular pressure vessel, trials are taken to see the effect of mesh density. It is seen that using edge 

length of 1.25 mm for small edges & edge length of 1 mm for curved edges, we get more accuracy. Hence the same is 

finalized for further analysis. Following table gives the details of the results obtained with the above mesh density.  

 

Table.2 Values of Principal Stresses 

Stress at A Stress at B Stress at C Stress at D 

(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) 

4.0504 3.9506 4.0504 3.9506 

 

Fig.6 indicates the deformed shape along with un-deformed shape of the circular pressure vessel.  I can be seen that 

the maximum deformation is only 0.003947 mm. Fig.7 indicates the values of principal stresses in this circular pressure 

vessel.  

 

 
Figure.6 Deformed shape along with undeformed shape (Circular Pressure Vessel) 
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Figure.7 Principal stresses (Circular Pressure Vessel) 

 

Stresses at A, B, C & D points: The output of nodal solution is listed & observation of the stresses at A, B, C & D 

points is done. The values obtained are as below. 

 

Table.3 Principal Stresses at A, B, C & D for Circular Pressure Vessel 

Node Position Point Node Number Stress (ANSYS) Hoop Stress 

(Analytical) 

   MPa MPa 

Inner - Upper Side A 326 4.0506  

4 Outer - Upper Side B 2 3.9506 

Inner - Lower Side C 330 4.0506 

Outer - Lower Side D 1 3.9506 

 

Obround Pressure Vessel: 

Following figure indicates the deformed & un-deformed shape of the obround pressure vessel with radius of curved portion 

as 50 mm. 

 

 
Figure.8 Deformed shape & Un-deformed shape of obround pressure vessel 
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Fig.9 shows the first principal stresses & fig.11 gives Third Principal Stress. Fig.10 & fig.12 shows the exaggerated views of 

the areas of high stresses.  

The maximum stress values are given in Table.4. 

 

Table.4 Principal Stresses at A, B, C & D for Obround Pressure Vessel 

Stress at A  

(in MPa) 

Stress at B 

(in MPa) 

Stress at C 

(in MPa) 

Stress at D 

(in MPa) 

 

-550 

 

554 708.77 -678.45 

 

 
Figure.9 First Principal Stresses (Obround Pressure Vessel) 

 

 
Figure.10 Exaggerated view of area near to point C & D (First Principal Stresses) 
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Figure.11 Third Principal Stress (Obround Pressure Vessel) 

 

 
Figure.12 Exaggerated view of area near to point C & D (Third Principal Stress) 

 

From the above study, it is seen that values of hoop stresses are very much higher than that of the circular pressure 

vessel. Also the maximum deformation is 35.226 mm which also is very much higher than that of circular pressure vessel.  

Following table (Table.5) gives the details of the values of stresses at A, B, C & D points for values of radii of 

curved portion.  

 

Table.5 Results of Hoop Stresses in Obround Pressure Vessel 

Sr. 

No. 

R Stress at 

A 

Stress 

at B 

Stress 

at C 

Stress 

at D 

1 25 -1785.9 1787.9 3207.5 -3033 

2 30 -1294.9 1297.3 2197.3 -2090 

3 35 -995.07 997.87 1586.1 -1514 

4 40 -796.35 799.55 1186.6 -1135 

5 45 -655.64 659.24 909.85 -871.04 

6 50 -550 554 708.77 -678.45 

7 60 -397.46 402.26 439.6 -419.32 

8 70 -283.43 289.35 269.28 -254.51 

9 80 -185.35 191.8 152.58 -141.09 

10 90 -91.346 98.546 67.891 -58.501 

11 95 -43.97 51.621 33.812 -25.186 
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The following graph indicates the variation of stresses with references to the radius of curved portion. 

Effect of Radius of Curved part on Stresses at A, B, C & D
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Figure.13 Radius of Curved part Vs Hoop Stresses at A, B, C & D 

 

From all the above figures, it can be said that as radius of curved portion of obround pressure vessel goes on 

increasing, the hoop stresses go on reducing. The reduction is as per the curves indicated above.   

 

Effect of thickness of Obround Pressure Vessel on the values of the Hoop Stress: 

The effect of thickness on the values of the stresses is also observed. Following table indicates the values of the hoop stresses 

at different thickness of the pressure vessels. The analysis is done for the obround pressure vessel with radius = 50 mm for 

curved portion.    

 

Table.6 Stresses at different thicknesses of Pressure Vessel 

Sr. 

No. 

Thickn

ess  

Stress at 

A 

Stress 

at B 

Stress 

at C 

Stress 

at D 

 mm MPa MPa MPa MPa 

1 2.5 -550 554 708.77 -678.45 

2 3 -382.84 386.17 496.51 -468.69 

3 3.5 -281.92 284.78 367.1 -343.28 

4 4 -216.34 218.84 283.21 -261.72 

5 4.5 -171.33 173.55 225.21 -206.14 

6 5 -139.1 141.1 183.58 -166.45 

7 5.5 -115.22 117.04 152.82 -137.04 

8 6 -97.036 98.706 129.23 -114.79 

 

Following are the graphs showing relation between the thickness of pressure vessel & hoop stresses. 

 

From the graph (fig.14) it is seen that as the thickness of vessel goes on increasing, stresses go on reducing. 
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Effect of Thickness of Pressure Vessel on the Stresses at A, B, 

C &D
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Figure.14 Thickness of Pressure Vessel Vs Stresses at point A, B, C & D 

 

Effect of pressure on the on the values of Hoop Stress Obround Pressure Vessel: 

For R= 50 mm & Thickness = 2.5 mm, Pressure variation is done & its effect on the values of the stresses are studied. 

 

Table.7 Stresses at Different Values of Pressure inside the Pressure Vessel 

Sr. No. Pressure Stress at A Stress at B Stress at C Stress at D 

 MPa MPa MPa MPa MPa 

1 0.05 -275 277 354.39 -339.22 

2 0.075 -412.5 415.5 531.58 -508.84 

3 0.1 -550 554 708.77 -678.45 

4 0.125 -687.5 692.5 885.97 -848.06 

5 0.150 -825 831 1063.2 -1017.7 

6 0.175 -962.5 969.5 1240.4 -1187.3 

7 0.2 -1100 1108 1417.5 -1356.9 

Following fig.15 indicates the relation between the pressure applied & the hoop stresses at points A, B, C & D.  

 

Effect of Pressure on Stresses at A, B, C & D
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Figure.15 Pressure applied Vs Stress at point A, B, C & D 

 

From the above figures, it is seen that the hoop stress is directly proportional to the pressure applied inside the vessel.  
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
 The hoop stresses in the obround pressure vessel are very much higher as compared to the stresses in circular pressure 

vessels. 

 Deformation in the obround pressure vessel is also very much higher as compared to the deformation in circular pressure 

vessels. 

 As radius of curved portion of obround pressure vessel goes on increasing, the hoop stresses go on reducing. 

 As the thickness of vessel goes on increasing, stresses go on reducing. 

 Hoop stress is directly proportional to the pressure applied inside the vessel.  
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ABSTRACT:  Provable data possession (PDP) is a technique for ensuring the integrity of data in storage outsourcing. In 

this paper, we address the construction of an efficient PDP scheme for distributed cloud storage to support the scalability of 

service and data migration, in which we consider the existence of multiple cloud service providers to cooperatively store and 

maintain the clients’ data. We present a cooperative PDP (CPDP) scheme based on homomorphic verifiable response and 

hash index hierarchy. We prove the security of our scheme based on multi-prover zero-knowledge proof system, which can 

satisfy completeness, knowledge soundness, and zero-knowledge properties. In addition, we articulate performance 

optimization mechanisms for our scheme, and in particular present an efficient method for selecting optimal parameter 

values to minimize the computation costs of clients and storage service providers. Our experiments show that our solution 

introduces lower computation and communication overheads in comparison with non-cooperative approaches. 

 

Keywords: Storage Security, Provable Data Possession, Interactive Protocol, Zero-knowledge, Multiple Cloud, 

Cooperative. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, cloud storage service has become a faster profit growth point by providing a comparably low-cost, 

scalable, position-independent platform for clients’ data. Since cloud computing environment is constructed based on open 

architectures and interfaces, it has the capability to incorporate multiple internal and/or external cloud services together to 

provide high interoperability. We call such a distributed cloud environment as a multi-Cloud (or hybrid cloud). Often, by 

using virtual infrastructure management (VIM) , a multi-cloud allows clients to easily access his/her resources remotely 

through interfaces such as Web services provided by Amazon EC2. There exist various tools and technologies for 

multicloud, such as Platform VM Orchestrator, VMware vSphere, and Ovirt. These tools help cloud providers construct a 

distributed cloud storage platform (DCSP) for managing clients’ data. However, if such an important platform is vulnerable 

to security attacks, it would bring irretrievable losses to the clients.  

For example, the confidential data in an enterprise may be illegally accessed through a remote interface provided by 

a multi-cloud, or relevant data and archives may be lost or tampered with when they are stored into an uncertain storage pool 

outside the enterprise. Therefore, it is indispensable for cloud service providers (CSPs) to provide security techniques for 

managing their storage services. Provable data possession (PDP) (or proofs of retrievability (POR) is such a probabilistic 

proof technique for a storage provider to prove the integrity and ownership of clients’ data without downloading data. The 

proof-checking without downloading makes it especially important for large-size files and folders (typically including many 

clients’ files) to check whether these data have been tampered with or deleted without downloading the latest version ofdata. 

Thus, it is able to replace traditional hash and signature functions in storage outsourcing. Various PDP schemes have been 

recently proposed, such as Scalable PDP and Dynamic PDP. However,these schemes mainly focus on PDP issues at 

untrusted servers in a single cloud storage provider and are not suitable for a multi-cloud environment. 

 

II. MOTIVATION 
Existing System 

There exist various tools and technologies for multi cloud, such as Platform VM Orchestrator, VMware, 

vSphere,and Ovirt. These tools help cloud providers construct a distributed cloud storage platform for managing clients’ 

data. However, if such an important platform is vulnerable to security attacks, it would bring irretrievable losses to the 

clients. For example, the confidential data in an enterprise may be illegally accessed through a remote interface provided by 

a multi-cloud, or relevant data and archives may be lost or tampered with when they are stored into an・ uncertain storage 

pool outside the enterprise. Therefore, it is indispensable for cloud service providers to provide security techniques for 

managing their storage services. 

 

Proposed System 

To check the availability and integrity of outsourced data in cloud storages, researchers have proposed two basic 

approaches called Provable Data Possession and Proofs of Retrievability.Ateniese et al. first proposed the PDP model for 

ensuring possession of files on untrusted storages and provided an RSA-based scheme for a static case that achieves the 

communication cost. They also proposed a publicly verifiable version, which allows anyone, not just the owner, to challenge 

the server for data possession..They proposed a lightweight PDP scheme based on cryptographic hash function and 

symmetric key encryption, but the servers can deceive the owners by using previous metadata or responses due to the lack of 

Cooperative Schedule Data Possession for Integrity Verification 

in Multi-Cloud Storage 
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randomness in the challenges. The numbers of updates and challenges are limited and fixed in advance and users cannot 

perform block insertions anywhere. 

 

DEFINITION OF COOPERATIVE PDP 

In order to prove the integrity of data stored in a multi-cloud environment, we define a framework for CPDP based 

on interactive proof system (IPS) and multi prove zero-knowledge proof system (MPZKPS). 

 

HASH INDEX HIERARCHY FOR CPDP 

To support distributed cloud storage, we illustrate a representative architecture used in our cooperative PDP 

scheme. Our architecture has a hierarchy structure which resembles a natural representation of file storage. This hierarchical 

structure consists of three layers to represent relationships among all blocks for stored resources. They are described as 

follows: 

 

(1) Express Layer: offers an abstract representation of the stored resources; 

(2) Service Layer: offers and manages cloud storage services; and 

(3) Storage Layer: realizes data storage on many physical devices. 

 

We make use of this simple hierarchy to organize data blocks from multiple CSP services into a large size file by 

shading their differences among these cloud storage systems. For example the Resource in Express Layer are split and stored 

into three CSPs, that are indicated by different colors, in Service Layer. In turn, each CSP fragments and stores the assigned 

data into the storage servers in Storage Layer. We also make use of colors to distinguish different CSPs. Moreover, we 

follow the logical order of the data blocks to organize the Storage Layer. This architecture also provides special functions for 

data storage and management, e.g., there may exist overlaps among data blocks (as shown in dashed boxes) and 

discontinuous blocks but these functions may increase the complexity of storage management. 

                                                      

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Literature survey is the most important step in software development process. Before developing the tool it is 

necessary to determine the time factor, economy n company strength. Once these things are satisfied, ten next steps are to 

determine which operating system and language can be used for developing the tool. Once the programmers start building 

the tool the programmers need lot of external support. This support can be obtained from senior programmers, from book or 

from websites. Before building the system the above consideration r taken into account for developing the proposed system. 

 

IV. SYSTEM ANALYSIS & DESIGN 
Implementation is the stage of the project when the theoretical design is turned out into a working system. Thus it 

can be considered to be the most critical stage in achieving a successful new system and in giving the user, confidence that 

the new system will work and be effective. 

The implementation stage involves careful planning, investigation of the existing system and it’s constraints on 

implementation, designing of methods to achieve changeover and evaluation of changeover methods. 

 

Modules: 

Multi cloud storage 

Distributed computing is used to refer to any large collaboration in which many individual personal computer 

owners allow some of their computer's processing time to be put at the service of a large problem. In our system the each 

cloud admin consist of data blocks . the cloud user upload the data into multi cloud. cloud computing environment is 

constructed based on open architectures and interfaces, it has the capability to incorporate multiple internal and/or external 

cloud services together to provide high interoperability. We call such a distributed cloud environment as a multi-Cloud .A 

multi-cloud allows clients to easily access his/her resources remotely through interfaces. 

 

Cooperative PDP 

cooperative PDP (CPDP) schemes adopting zero-knowledge property and three-layered index hierarchy, 

respectively. In particular  efficient method for selecting the optimal number of sectors in each block to minimize the 

computation costs of clients and storage service providers. cooperative PDP (CPDP) scheme without compromising data 

privacy based on modern cryptographic  techniques. 

 

Data Integrity 

Data Integrity is very important in database operations in particular and Data warehousing and Business intelligence in 

general. Because Data Integrity ensured that data is of high quality, correct, consistent and accessible. 

 

Third Party Auditor 

Trusted Third Party (TTP) who is trusted to store verification parameters and offe rpublic query services for these 

parameters. In our system the Trusted Third Party, view the user data blocks and uploaded to the distributed cloud. In 

distributed cloud environment each cloud has user data blocks. If any odification tried by cloud owner a alert is send to the 

Trusted Third Party.  
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Cloud User               

The Cloud User who have a large amount of data to be stored in multiple clouds and have the permissions to access 

and manipulate stored data.the User’s Data is converted into data blocks . the data blocks is uploaded to the cloud. The TPA 

view the data blocks and Uploaded in multi cloud. The user can update the uploaded data. If the user wants to download their 

files, the data’s in multi cloud is integrated and downloaded. 

 

SYSTEM DESIGN  

 Admin: 

 
 

User: 
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TPA(Third Party Auditor): 

 
 

User Case Diagram: 
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Class Diagram: 
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Activity Diagram: 
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Sequence Diagram: 
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V. RESULTS 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
We presented the construction of an efficient PDP scheme for distributed cloud storage. Based on homomorphic 

verifiable response and hash index hierarchy, we have proposed a cooperative PDP scheme to support dynamic scalability on 

multiple storage servers. We also showed that our scheme provided all security properties required by zero knowledge 

interactive proof system, so that it can resist various attacks even if it is deployed as a public audit service in clouds. Further 

more. we optimized the probabilistic query and periodic verification to improve the audit performance. Our experiments 

clearly demonstrated that our approaches only introduce a small amount of computation and communication overheads. 

Therefore, our solution can be treated as a new candidate for data integrity verification in outsourcing data storage systems. 

As part of future work, we would extend our work to explore more effective CPDP constructions. Finally, it is still a 

challenging problem for the generation of tags with the length irrelevant to the size of data blocks. We would explore such a 

issue to provide the support of variable-length block verification. 
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ABSTRACT: Industrial robots, which are   heavy moving bodies, show high risk of damage when working and also 

sessions in dense environment of other robots. This initiated the allure for lighter robot constructions   using soft arms. This 

paper reports on the design of a biorobotic actuator.  Data from several vertebrate species (rat, frog, cat, and human) are 

used to evaluate the performance of a McKibben pneumatic actuator. Soft arms create powerful, compact, compliance and 

light robotic arms and consist of pneumatic actuators like McKibben muscles. Currently there are some trajectory problems 

in McKibben muscles, which restrict its application. This paper presents solutions to certain problems in the   McKibben 

muscles   by the use of Electro Active Polymers (EAP). The main attractive characteristic of EAP is their operational 

similarity to biological muscles, particularly their resilience and ability to induce large actuation strains. 

Electro Active Polymers (EAP) as sensors, which simplify a robotic finger, models by acting like an actuator 

(sensor cum actuator). Ion-exchange Polymer Metal Composite (IPMC), one of the EAPs, has been selected by us ahead of 

its alternatives like shaper memory alloys and electro active ceramics and the reason for its selection is also discussed in 

this paper.  

We devise a unique model to eliminate trajectory errors by placing EAP stripes in robots’ joints, which can also be 

applied to current (heavy) robots actuated   by motors. This paper would obliterate all the difficulties currently present in 

McKibben muscles system, which currently restricts its application.  Adroit use of the solutions provided in this paper would 

abet researchers to produce highly efficient artificial muscles system. We give the idea of an artificial muscle system which 

consume “less energy & oxygen” than a natural one. Therefore we discuss the world’s most energy efficient robot with our 

innovative idea. 

 

Keywords: Actuator, Analyzer, Electro Active Polymers (EAP), Fingers, Gripper, Robotic Hand, Sensors etc…. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION TO MCKIBBEN MUSCLES 
Industrial robots are very heavy and highly rigid because of their mechanical structure and motorization. These 

kinds of robots in the dense environment of other robots may hit and damage each other due to technical errors or during the 

training sessions. This initiated the idea of developing lighter robot constructions. Replacing heavy motor driving units, 

which constitute much weight of a robot with lighter McKibben muscles, will serve the purpose. The McKibben Artificial 

Muscle is a pneumatic actuator, which exhibits many of   properties found in real muscle. American physician Joseph L. 

McKibben first developed this muscle in 1950’s.  It was originally intended to actuate artificial limbs for amputee’s spring-

like characteristics, physical flexibility and lightweight. Its main advantage is the very high force to weight ratio, making it 

ideal for mobile robots.   

                         

II. CONSTRUCTION 
The device consists of an expandable internal bladder (a rubber elastics tube) surrounded by helically weaved 

braided shell made of nylon cloth which are attached to either sides like tendon-like structures. A McKibben Artificial 

Muscle can generate an isometric force of about 200 N when pressurized to 5 bars and held to a length of 14 cm. This 

actuator is relatively small. 

               
 

Fig.1 

 

WORKING: 

When the internal bladder is pressurized, expands in a balloon-like manner against the braided shell. The braided shell acts to 

constrain the expansion in order to maintain a cylindrical shape.  

 

 (MCKIBBEN’S MUSCLE) Robots Make Our Work Lighter, 

But We Have Made the Robots Lighter. 
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Fig.2 

 

As the volume of the internal bladder increases due to increase in pressure, the actuator shortens and produces tension if 

coupled to a mechanical load. This basic principle is the conversion of the radial stress on the rubber tube into axial stress 

and during relaxation of the muscle the reverse happens. A thin rubber bladder is used to transmit the entire pressure acting 

on it to the unstreachable outside shell. One end of the muscles is sealed where loads can be attached and the other end is for 

the air from the regulator as shown in figure 3. 

 

By using a finite element model approach, we can estimate the interior stresses and strains of the McKibben actuator.                              

 

 

                                              
             

                                                       

                                                              

 

 

 

Fig.3 

 

Performance Characteristics: The force generated by a McKibben Artificial Muscle is dependent on the weave 

characteristics of the braided shell, the material properties of the elastic tube, the actuation pressure, and the muscle's length.  

 

Artificial versus Biological Muscle:  The force-length properties of the McKibben actuator are reasonably close to 

biological muscle. However, the force-velocity properties are not. We have designed a hydraulic damper to operate in 

parallel with the McKibben actuator to produce the desired results. 

 

Energy requirement: the energy requirement of a McKibben artificial robot is the least among all the robots. It is even less 

than that used up by the human muscle. 

 

III. MCKIBBEN MUSCLES AS ACTUATOR 
 

A PHYSIOLOGICAL MODEL 

Two McKibben muscles put into antagonism define a rotoid actuator based on the physiological model of the 

biceps-triceps systems of human beings. The two muscles are the agonist and the antagonist and are connected by means of a 

chain and driving sprocket as shown in the figure 3. 

The force difference between the two generates a Torque. An initial tension must be maintained against the passive 

tension found in human physiology. When the pressures are increased and decreased to P1 and P2 respectively, an angular 

deflection of θ is produced. The equation for the torque produced was deduced as:  

 

T=k1 (P1-P2)-K2 (P1+P2) θ 

 

Where, k1 and K2 are constants. This equation is much similar and gives a near value to the one deduced by N.Hogan having 

the system of biceps-triceps as the basis. 

                           

T= Tmax (Ub-Ut)-k (Ub-Ut) θ 

 

Where Tmax, k are constants and Ub, Ut are normalized nervous control of biceps and triceps.  
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Fig.4 

 

Advantages of the McKibben Artificial Muscle 

 High force to weight ratio Size availability  

 Flexible 

 Powerful 

 Damped  

 Effective  

 Lightweight 

 Low-cost  

 Smooth. 

 

Electro active Polymer Artificial Muscles: 

Electro active polymers (EAP) are being developed to enable effective, miniature, inexpensive and light robotic 

applications like surface wipers etc. The EAP material that is commonly used is known as IPMC (Ion- exchange polymer 

metal composite), which is dealt later. The EAP strip can be made as grippers and strings, which can grab and lift loads, 

among   many other potential uses. These strips and strings have the potential to greatly simplify robotic spacecraft tasks. 

 

                         

 

 

 

 

                                                               

                                                                                                                

 

 

Fig. 5 

 

When an electric charge follows through the ribbon, charged particles in the polymer get pushed or pulled on the 

ribbon’s two sides, depending on the polarity.   The net result: the ribbon bends. Four such ribbons can be made to lift a load. 

They can operate under cryogenic conditions like -140 degree Celsius.   When the power supply is turned off, the cylinder 

relaxes, enabling it to lift or drop loads.                                     

                          

IV. INFLUENCE OF ELECTRIC FIELD (i.e. BENDING OF THE STRIP) 
The bending can occur due to differential contraction and expansion of outer   most remote regions of a strip if an 

electric field is imposed across its thickness as shown in figure. IPMC strips generally bend towards the anode and if the 

voltage signal is reversed they also reverse their direction of bending. Conversely by bending the material, shifting of mobile 

charges become possible due to imposed stresses. When a rectangular strip of the composite sensor is placed between two 

electrodes and is bent, a stress   gradient is built on the outer fibers relative to the neutral axis (NA). The mobile ions 

therefore will shift toward the favored region where opposite charges are available. The deficit in one charge and excess in 

the other can be translated into a voltage gradient that   is easily sensed by a low power amplifier. Since these muscles can 

also be cut as small as one desires, they present a tremendous potential to micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) 

sensing and actuation applications. 

 

V. ADVANTAGES OF EAP 
 Can be manufactured and cut in any size and shape. 

 Have good force to weight characteristics in the presence of low applied voltages. 

 Work well in both humid and dry environments. 
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 Work well in cryogenic conditions and at low pressures. 

 Unique characteristics of low density as well as high toughness, large actuation strain and inherent damping vibrations. 

 Show low impedance. 

 

VI. IPMC 
Construction: 

The IPMC are composed of a per fluorinated ion exchange membrane which consist of a polymer matrix that is 

coated on the outer surface with platinum in most cases (silver and copper have also been used).This coating aids in the 

distribution of the voltage over surface. These are made into sheets that can be cut into different shapes and sizes as needed. 

 

Working: 

Strips of these composites can undergo large bending and flapping displacement if an electric field is imposed 

across the thickness. A circuit is connected to surface to produce voltage difference, causing bending. Thus, in this sense 

they are large motion actuators. Conversely by bending the composite strip, either quasi-statically or dynamically, a voltage 

is produced across the thickness of the strip. Thus, they are also large motion sensors.  

When the applied signal frequency is varied, so does the displacement up to a   point where large deformations are observed 

at a critical frequency called resonant frequency. At resonant frequency maximum deformation is observed and beyond this 

frequency the actuator response is diminished. Lower frequencies (down to 0.1 or 0.01   Hz) lead to higher displacement 

(approaching 25 mm) for a 0.5cm X 2cm X 0.2mm thick strip and failed for other frequency values under similar conditions. 

IPMC films have shown remarkable displacement under relatively low voltage, using very low power. A film-pair weighing 

0.2-g was configured as an actuator and using 5V and 20mW successfully induced more than 11% contraction displacement. 

Since the IPMC films are made of a relatively strong material with a large displacement capability, we investigated their 

application to emulate fingers. The gripper we suggested may be supported using graphite/epoxy composite rod to emulate a 

lightweight robotic arm. 

 

Advantages of IPMC 

 

 Light 

 Compact  

 Driven by low power & voltage 

 Large strain capability     

                       

VII. MCKIBBEN MUSCLES AND EAP SENSORS 
 

INTELLIGENT ROBOTS: 

Developing intelligent robots requires the combination   of strong muscles (actuators) and acute sensors, as well as 

the understanding of the biological model. Using effective EAP materials as artificial muscles, one can develop biologically 

inspired robots and locomotives that possibly can walk, fly, hop, dig, swim and/or dive.  Natural  muscles are driven by  a  

complex  mechanism  and  are  capable  of  lifting  large  loads  at  short (millisecond) response times.. Since muscle is 

fundamental to animal life and changes little between species, we can regard it as a highly optimized system. The mobility of 

insects is under extensive study. 

Development of EAP actuators is expected to enable insect-like robots that can be launched   into hidden areas of 

structures to perform inspection and various maintenance tasks.  In future   years, EAP may emulate the capabilities   of 

biological   creatures with integrated multidisciplinary capabilities to launch space missions with innovative plots. Some 

biological functions that may be adapted include soft-landing like cats, traversing distances by hopping like a grasshopper 

and digging and operating cooperatively as ants.  

 

VIII. DEVELOPMENT OF EAP FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS 
Since 1995, under the author’s lead, planetary applications using EAP have been explored while improving the 

understanding, practicality and robustness of these materials. EAP materials   are   being   sought   as   a substitute to 

conventional actuators, and possibly eliminating the need for motors, gears, bearings, screws, etc.  Generally, space 

applications are the most demanding in terms of operating conditions, robustness and durability offering an enormous 

challenge and great potential for these materials. 

 

A comparison between IPMCs and other types of actuators is given below: 

 
PROPERTIES Ionic polymer –Metal 

Composites (IPMC) 

Shape Memory Alloys 

(SMA) 

Electro Active 

Ceramics (EAC) 

Actuation 

Displacement 

>10% <8% short fatigue life 0.1-0.3% 

 

Force (Mpa) 10-30 About 700 30-40 
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Table 1 

 

IX. SUGGESTIONS 
EAP AS SENSORS:  

This paper suggests placing of EAP strips (IPMC) at each joint of the robot with each and fixed to each arm as 

shown in diagram. Relative angular deflections of the arms bend the strip (mechanical deformation), which generates 

current. During robot’s training session the current signals from each joint is converted (using transducer) into data signals 

for a PC-platform data acquisition system which stores the data as a base. During the robot’s regular work, the signal from 

each joint is analyzed for every microsecond and compared with the stored database.  Any variation would develop error 

signals, which are processed for correction signals by the system. These signals are then used to control the piezo-electric or 

high-speed matrix pneumatic valve which regulates the air flow to muscles. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6   Inserting EAP stripes 1, 2, 3 in the robot arm 

 

X. EAP FINGERS 
This paper suggests two or more EAP (IPMC) strips supported by an epoxy/graphic composite holder can act as robotic 

fingers (lifters and grippers).When    the stripes are actuated by passing current, the fingers bend outwards to allow the object 

in.  

                    The fingers are then de-energized by reducing the voltage. During the training session, the maximum and 

minimum voltages required for opening and closing respectively is stored in the database. When the object having less/more 

dimension (than the standard) is gripped, the additional bend produced in the strips would generate current which is sensed 

and processed for dimensional inaccuracy and the object is rejected. The error signals can also be possessed for correction 

signals, which control the manufacturing machines.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 

Reaction speed Micro sec to second Sec to min Micro sec to sec 

Density 1.25 g/cc 5-6g/cc 6-8g/cc 

Drive voltage 4-7 V NA 50-800V 

Fracture Toughness Resilient, elastic Elastic Fragile 
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XI. EAP AS DAMAGE ANALYSER 
Since the equation for the stress on an EAP stripe is available, the force with which a robot arm hits any obstacle 

can be analyzed. Having known the geometry and material properties of the arm, the analysis will infer the replacement or 

extension of life span of that arm without getting into the depth study of the damage caused which takes time and money. 

The stress acting on the metal composite can be calculated using the following equation.  

 

s = k (C0, Ci) E
2 

 

 Where k (C0, Ci) is an electromechanical coefficient and E is the local electric field.  

 

XII. DESIGN OF INTELLIGENT ROBOTIC HAND: 
                    

 

 

 

 

                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8   An EAP actuated hand with fingers 

 

The robotic hand muscles are made up of McKibben muscles while the fingers are supported with EAP strips which can act 

as sensors as well as actuators and can be used for lifting loads as shown in the diagram 8. 

 

XIII. DESIGN OF MUSCLES FOR HUMAN BEINGS-BIONIC MEN 
The McKibben muscles along with the EAP strips can be used to replace damaged muscles for handicaps. Years 

from now, the McKibben   muscles could also conceivably replace damaged human 

 
Fig. 9 

 

These Biorobotic muscles: 

 Reduce the metabolic cost of locomotion.  

 Reduce the level of perceived effort.  

 Improve gait symmetry as measured by kinematics and kinetic techniques. 

 Consume less oxygen and energy than even a natural system. 

 

XIV. CONCLUSION 
Electro active polymers are changing the paradigm about the complexity of robots. In the future, we see the potential to 

emulate the resilience and fracture tolerance of biological muscles, enabling us to builds simple robots that dig and operate 

cooperatively like ants, soft-land like cats or traverse long distances like a grass hopper.  The observed remarkable 

vibrational characteristics of IPMC composite artificial muscles clearly point to the potential of these muscles for biomimetic 

applications such as swimming robotic structures, wing flapping flying machines, slithering snakes, heart and circulation 

assist devices, peristaltic pumps etc..It has recently been established that the tweaking of   the chemical composition of 

IPMC the force capability of these muscles can be greatly improved. IPMCs are the artificial muscles that give space robots 
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animal-like flexibility and manipulation ability based on a simple, light-weight strip of highly flexible plastic that bends and 

functions similarly to human fingers when electrical voltage is applied to it. Two EAP actuators are used as miniature wipers 

to clear dust off the viewing windows of optical and infrared science instruments. Studies made by robotics specialists and 

neurophysiologists suggest that   McKibben artificial muscles can be used to develop Biorobotic arms for handicaps. Years 

from   now, the McKibben   muscles could also conceivably   replace   damaged human muscles, leading to partially “bionic 

men” and “bionic women” of the future. 
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 ABSTRACT: The beam forming algorithm simulated in this project is motivated by analyzing a low-cost radar system 

that provides wide spatial coverage and very rapid target detection as well as tracking.Desigining towards these goals, a 

reasonable and mostly generic receiver would employ a three-antenna receiver. Because the minimum number of sensing 

elements needed to determine two dimensional angles is three the system cost has been mostly minimized. 

In this project 1 consider the problem of using our low cost system to detect and estimate the direction of arrival (DOA) of a 

desired signal in the presence of a dominant interference signal. 

Unlike most direction of arrival (DOA) estimation algorithms, the proposed algorithm does not use grid search. 

Instead the estimates result from a closed-form solution, a great advantage in time-sensitive applications. Additionally, we 

carry out numerical simulations and results will be analyzed to demonstrate that our algorithm is capable of achieving more 

reliable DOA estimates than those found with the well-known multiple signal classification algorithm. Finally, a complete 

radar signal processing example will be presented. 

MATLAB/GNU OCTAVE simulation tool will be used for simulation. The simulation results, applications, merits 

and demerits of proposed approach will be analyzed and will be documented. 

 

Keywords: Three antenna receiver, direction of arrival 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A conventional technique of processing temporal sensor array measurements for signal estimation ,interference 

suppression, or source direction and spectrum estimation is beam forming [1-3].It has been exploited in numerous 

applications (e.g.,radar,sonar,wireless communications, speech processing, medical imaging, radio astronomy). 

The beam forming algorithm presented in this paper is motivated by analyzing low –cost radar system that provides wide 

spatial coverage and very rapid target detection as well as tracking. Designing towards these goals, reasonable and mostly 

generic receiver would employ a three antenna receiver. because the minimum number of sensing elements needed to 

determine two dimensional angles is three, the system cost has been mostly minimised..we now consider the problem of 

using our low cost system to detect  and estimate the direction of arrival of a desired  signal in the presence of dominant 

interfering signal. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section1,first,we give a full description of our algorithm ,starting 

with the system model and continuing with a tabular list of algorithm steps .Next we proceed with the system model and 

continuing with a tabular list of algorithm steps .Next ,we proceed with a detailed description on our methodology for 

interference cancellation ,target detection ,and phase angle estimation. Afterwards, we analytically identify the spatial 

scenarios of a jammer and target in which the proposed technique will reliably estimate a target’s DOA. Next, in section 3 

the stastical performance of the algorithm is explained through a collection of simulations..Finally; section5 contains the 

conclusions of this work. 

 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 
Three antennas in an arbitrary geometry make up our receiver structure. The received signal at the ith element at 

time n,is denoted by xi(n) and is formed from the coherent condition of the target signal ti(n),the jammer signal ui(n),and the 

noice vi(n).Therefore 

𝑥𝑖 𝑛 = 𝑡𝑖 𝑛 + 𝑢𝑖 𝑛 + 𝑣𝑖 𝑛       
                                            i=1,2,3.                      (1)      

Assuming point sources and equal gains for the three receivers, the target and interfering signal at each sensor will 

be phased replicas [10].We also assume sensor will be phased replicas [10].We also assume narrow band signals, which 

means that relative phases of the received signal s will be constant across the entire band.the target signals are modelled as  

𝑡2 𝑛 = 𝑡1 𝑛 𝑒
𝑗𝜃   

               𝑡3 𝑛 = 𝑡1 𝑛 𝑒
𝑗𝛿                                     (2) 

Where 

               𝑡1 𝑛 = 𝛼 𝑛 𝑒𝑗𝜙  𝑛                                (3)     

And the interfering signals are 

𝑢2 𝑛 = 𝑢1 𝑛 𝑒
𝑗𝜖  

                              𝑢3 𝑛 = 𝑢1 𝑛 𝑒
𝑗𝜂                (4) 

Where 

                    𝑢1 𝑛 = 𝛽 𝑛 𝑒𝑗𝜆  𝑛            (5) 

Three Element Beam forming Algorithm with Reduced 

Interference Effect in Signal Direction 

estimation 
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The variables  α(n) and ϕ(n) respectively denote the amplitude and the time varying phase of the target at antenna 1,while 

 and  denote the relative phase angles at antenna 2 and 3.In a similar manner ,the parameters   , and  

denote the amplitude ,time varying phase ,and electrical phase angles of the jamming signal .The noise ,vi(n) is a white zero 

–mean complex random variable with variance  and is uncorrelated with vm(n) for i All greek letter  variables 

represent real numbers. 

We now give an overview of our algorithm which does not fit either of the paradigms introduced above, i.e. we do 

not scan a narrow beam nor do we use a parametric method to estimate the steering vectors of all present source 

signals.Throughout the rest of this paper, we refer to the desired signal as the target signal because this approach has been 

motivated from the signal processing needs of a radar system.we have also choosen to use a noise jammer for the 

interference source because of the ease at which one can be simulated, but application need not be limited to this case.the 

algorithm steps are enumerated in table I.Like [11] instead of using beam forming is used to null a jamming signal. Nulling 

the jammer enables a reduced –complexity mathematical technique for estimating target signal parameters. Unlike [11], we 

employ phase interferometery and require one less receiver channel. Adapting a beam based solely on information about an 

processing techniques that attempt to reduce computational complexity. 

 

Table1 

Algorithm overview 
 

Step 1: Find beam forming weights that minimize the jammer’s power. 

Step 2: Apply threshold detection to the Beam former outputs of each range - Doppler bin of interest. 

Step 2a: If a target is detected, record its range and Doppler and proceed to step 3. 

Step 2b: If no target is detected, start over with the next coherent processing interval. 

Step 3: Estimate relative phase information for each detected target. 

Step 4: Calculate DOAs from the phase information. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY DESCRIPTION-STEPS 
I. Interference Cancellation 

If a weighted sum of the received signals is formed, it is possible to choose non-zero, equal magnitude weights that 

completely cancel, or null the jammer signals. The importance of the weights being non-zero is obvious because we still 

desire to detect the target.A L shaped is assumed with 3 antennas located at (0,5) ,(0,0) and (5,0) . A jammer signal is 

assumed to be located to predefined coordinates. The jammer signal is a cosine wave with random noise added to it. The 

goal is to null of the three antennas due to the jammer signal. We calculate each of the antenna’s net output due to the 

jammer signal by taking relative delays (time taken for the signal to reach the antenna) into consideration. The phase weights 

of each of 3 antennas are calculated using the below formulas 

 

Antennas(1,2) = X1 + X2 * e^(jwt) 

Antennas(1,3) = X1 + X3 * e^(jwt) 

 
The phase weights are calculated by varying the value of pi from -180 to 180 in steps of 0.0001.We find minimum 

value value occurs and consider the pi value to be the corresponding phase weight value.After obtaining the phase weight 

values, we multiply the respective phase weight with the antenna output the compare the results. 

 

II. Target Detection and Range estimation 

We assume the target coordinates and calculate the Radar signal for 3 pulses. We then observe the output when the 

radar emits the signal, how it is reflected from the receiver and how it is received back by the transmitter. The total output 

will be the sum of the radar signal due to target and the jammer signal. A threshold value is computed based on the assumed 

noise power. The complete antenna output is compared with this threshold value. If a match is found, the corresponding 

A1 

(0,5) 

A2 

(0,0) 

A3 

(5,0) 
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index is noted and the round trip time and the range of the target are both calculated. If no match is found the entire process 

is repeated with another set of radar pulse signals. 

 

III. Angle of arrival (AOA) 

The Angle of arrival is calculated building the look up table for sample delays between antenna outputs to DOA of 

signal.The angles are measured considering the line joining antenna 2 and 3 as initial line where the location of antenna 2 is 

the origin.All angles are measured in anti clock wise direction.For example if the target is on the line joing the 1 and 2 

antennas then it will be reported as 90 degrees. We first calculate maximum delays corresponding to Antenna pairs(1,2) and 

(2,3).Taking a loop from min to max value we calculate all the angles possible to the antenna pairs (1,2) and (2,3) by using 

the below formulae 

  

Theta (1,2,1) = (180/ π) * sind(dd12/d12) 

dd12: Additional distance travelled by the signal 

d12: Distance between Antennas 1 and 2 Theta(1,2,2) = - Theta(1,2,1) 

Theta(2,3,1) = (180/ π) * cosd(dd23/d23) 

dd23: Additional distance travelled by the signal d23 : Distance between Antennas 1 and 2 Theta(2,3,2) = - Theta(2,3,1) 

After building the look up table we now calculate cross correlation between Antenna 1 and 2 outputs, Antenna 2 and 3 

outputs. The maximum peak from the cross correlation outputs is found for the 2 antenna pairs. Based on the maximum peak 

index the corresponding angles from the look up table are extracted for the Antenna pairs (1, 2) and (2,3).Therefore 4 angles 

are obtained A and B for the first antenna pair, C and D for the second antenna pair. The angle of arrival is then found by 

taking the differences of the angles (A,C), (A,D), (B,C) and (B,D). Wherever the least difference is obtained, angle of arrival 

is found by averaging the 2 angles where the minimum difference was obtained. For    

Ex:  

Angles due to Antenna pair (1,2) is A,B 

Angles due to Antenna pair (2,3) is C,D 

Taking all the differences, minimum difference is obtained from B and C. 

Therefore angle of arrival = (B+C)/2. 

 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 
Fig.1.Data generation 
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Fig.2. Interference cancellation 

 
Fig.3. Radar Signal Generation 

 
Fig.4. Phase Angle Estimation 

 
Fig. 5. Obtaining Angle of Arrival of Desired Signal 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
While in the presence of a dominant interference source, our proposed algorithm yields unbiased target DOA 

estimates from a low-cost, three-element receiver. We also mathematically identified the spatial scenarios where those 

estimates will have low variances. Unlike most DOA estimation methods, our estimates are found from closed-form 

expressions. In contrast to MUSIC, our algorithm performs well even when the number of target-containing snapshots 

available is small. This property makes it attractive for use in post-Doppler processing where it is common for a target signal 
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to straddle only a few range-Doppler bins. Te DOAs of multiple targets can be estimated from one CPI as long as those 

target signals are resolvable in range or Doppler. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper the numerical predictions are studied for contra–rotating mixing flow within a cylindrical 

container. The behaviour compared against previously simulated numerical results and found with good agreement. Two-

dimensional incompressible complex flow of Newtonian fluid is relevant to the food industry. The numerical method adopted 

is a finite element semi-implicit time-stepping Taylor-Galerkin/pressure-correction multi stepping scheme, posed in a 

cylindrical coordinate system. The flow replicates the behaviour of actual industrial dough mixing. 
 

Key words: Finite Element Method, Mixing Flows, Newtonian Fluids, Contra Rotating Stirrer, Power Law Model 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
This study is focusing on optimization of the mixer design to reduce the power consumption and improves the 

amount of work done on the dough mixing [1]. This problem is generally related with mixing industry such as in the field of 

chemical process applications, powder mixing processes [2], granular mixing, mixing of paper pulp in paper industry, 

particularly with mixing of dough in a food processing industry and many other industrial processes [3–4]. In many mixing 

processes the complicating factors are the use of the complex fluids which exhibits very complicated behaviour and the use 

of stirrer with agitators. Infact, the agitators may be operated in the transitional regime, the different rotational directions of 

motion of stirrers and velocities. 

The geometry is considered in this study consists of a cylindrical container, fitted with a pair of contra rotating 

stirrers fixed with lid eccentrically [6]. For industrial mixers, the dough partially fills the geometry, is driven around a bowl 

by stirring rods [6]. The stability, accuracy and convergence of a numerical method are significant issues for the robustness 

of the numerical algorithm [7–8], when applied to a challenging system of fundamental governing system of equations.  

Great consideration of researcher and mathematicians in the field of computational fluid dynamics has been focused 

on finite element method (FEM) due to its flexibility to adjust the complex computational domain and its accuracy. The 

success of the finite element method in solving a wide range of nonlinear problems in virtually every phase of science and 

engineering has been phenomenal. In previous studies a stream function and vorticity formulation is used, here, in the 

present study the primitive variables formulation is employed [5, 9-10]. 

Two–dimensional Navier–Stokes equations in cylindrical coordinates consider in this study. The consideration is 

given a time marching semi implicit Taylor–Galerkin/Pressure–Correction (TGPC) multi stages scheme adopted [13, 14]. 

The flow is modelled as incompressible via so called TGPC finite element scheme as introduced by the pioneers of this 

algorithm [5].The effects of inertia, impact of rotational velocity for Newtonian fluids are clearly marked. The predicted 

solutions are displayed through contours plots and isobars, these are plotted from non–dimensional minimum value (marked 

by oval shape) to maximum value (marked by square shape), over a range. The Reynolds numbers are Re = 8.0, Re = 0.8 and 

Re = 0.08 corresponding to zero shear viscosities μ = 1.05 Pas, μ = 10.5 Pas and μ = 105.0 Pas respectively, a range of 

material properties is covered from those for model fluids, to model dough, to actual dough respectively [11–12]. 

 

II. PROBLEM SPECIFICATION 
Stirring is one of the most important operations in process technology [15]. The case of cylindrical container with a 

pair of contra rotating stirrers fixed at the top of the container by a lid eccentrically is considered. Three cases of velocity of 

rotating stirrers are analysed i.e., half, same and double (v= 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0) rotational velocity. The outer cylindrical 

container is rotates in counter clockwise and stirrers in clockwise direction. In industries, outer container is fixed physically 

and stirrers rotate around its own centres as well as around the centre of container. Due to mathematical complexities in the 

problem and to preserve the originality of physical problem instead of the rotation of stirrers around centre of vessel, the 

rotation of container is considered. 

 

                                 Cylindrical Container              v = a 

 

 

 

        -a       -a 

 

 

Contra rotating Stirrers 

Figure 01:Two dimensional computational domain of eccentric rotating container. 

Numerical Analysis of Rotating Mixing of Fluids in 

Container Induced by Contra Rotating Stirrers 
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Eccentric rotating cylindrical flow domain of interest involved is shown in figure 01. For the analysis of computational 

domain, the discretisation adopts triangular finite elements. For the simulation, a two-dimensional cylindrical coordinate 

frame of reference is taken over the domain. 

 

III. GOVERNING SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL SCHEME 
Incompressible Newtonian rotating flowis considered in this research work. In the absence of body force, the 

system of equations can be represented through the conservation of mass and the conservation of momentum transport 

equations as · u = 0 and uu
u





..

t
 σ respectively over the spatial domain Ω. 

The details of numerical scheme adopted here, reader is referred to [12, 12]. For well–posed problem it is necessary 

to define initial and boundary conditions. Simulations starts from rest and on both container and stirrers follow moving wall 

conditions (vr = 0 and v = a).A pressure datum is specified as zero on outer rotating vessel wall [6].For the time marching 

process, the pre described level of tolerance for which the steady state convergence is achieved to be of the order of 10
–6

and 

∆𝑡 is fixed as 10
-2

. The mesh density is highly affected to the accuracy of the numerical predictions. The study on mesh 

independency was conducted earlier [6], where mesh M2 is realised for optimal solution of various flow characteristics, also 

adopted in this study[4].In experiment, dough mixing the rotational velocity of outer cylinder is taken 75 rpm, which relate 

to Reynolds number equal to 0.08.  

 

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Predicted solutions are analysed through contours of flow structure to demonstrate the effects of inertia (Re = 0.08, 

0.8 and 8.0) with respect to rotational velocities (half, same and double) on stirrers against the velocity of outer container. 

These numerical results illustrate typical solution contours of streamlines (shown in figure–02) and pressure (shown in 

figure–03) for Newtonian fluids. At half speed of stirrers; six vortices formed throughout the geometry and minimum value 

of recirculation is noticed at container wall which is zero and maximum value in upper and lower regions at Re = 8.0 i.e., 

2.62734.As inertia increases; centre of vortices moved counter clockwise away from horizontal line at half speed. At the 

same speed, all six vortices are formed but a noticeable new feature is emerges, that is the vortices twist clockwise direction 

when inertial level is increased and maximum values are noted at centre of vortices formed in upper and lower and nip of 

stirrers in narrow gap and minimum value at centre of vortices formed on the vertical axis line. Similar fashion of 

recirculation regions is observed at the double speed of the stirrers. The magnitude and smooth shape is noticed in formation, 

but as the speed of the stirrers increased from half to double speed, the gap between vortices reduces and central vortices 

appears together. 

In the case of contra rotating stirrers, the fluid gets condensed on the entry to the constricted region within stirrers 

and container and hence the maximum pressure arises. When the fluid exit from the gap, the flow expands, here the 

minimum value of pressure is noticed due to release of energy. The pressure differential at all comparable parameter values 

for contra rotating instances influence relate across the geometry at Re = 0.08 and at Re = 0. 8, symmetric pressure isobars 

appear with equal magnitude in non–dimensional positive and negative extrema on both the sides of the stirrers in the narrow 

gap at half and same speed and there is replicated pattern about each stirrer with respect to upstream and downstream (pre 

and post nip gap) flow. When the inertia reaches at 8.0 in the case of double speed of stirrers, change in the position of 

positive maxima is noticed i.e., 6.93863at the container wall before the fluid entering in the narrow gap and similar fashion is 

analysed at same speed. 

Initially, the graph of work-done and power consumption is high to drive the flow in the container. Afterwards, 

graph of power consumption decreases rapidly and reaches at steady state some level asymptotic solution for contra rotating 

stirrers at the low speed but for high speed, this passion is steadily decreases. Whilst, work-done increases in same fashion 

up to steady state. Numerical results are tabulated in Table–01. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
We have successfully demonstrated the use of a numerical flow solver for Newtonian fluids as a predictive tool for 

dough kneading. We have been able to provide physically realistic simulations for these complex rotating flows. Contra 

rotating stirrer solutions display certain aspects of symmetry. The streamlines and pressure isobars are localized in extrema 

in the neighbourhood of the stirrers. Maxima rate-of-work done noticed at the narrowest part of the nip-gap between stirrers 

and container. However, the power consumption is higher for this contra rotating case. Increase of container rotation speed, 

raises inertia, twists vortex patterns. The reverse scenario to the container rotating demonstrates the actual industrial 

situation. 
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Table:Streamlines and Pressure of Newtonian fluids for contra rotating stirrers; inertial levels 0.08, 0.8 and 8.0; speed of 

stirrers is 0.5, 1 and 2. 

Variables 
Speed of 

Stirrer 

Re = 0.08 Re = 0.8 Re = 8.0 

Minima Maxima Minima Maxima Minima Maxima 

Streamlines 

Half 0 2.66273 0 2.66225 0 2.62743 

Same -0.93386 2.02191 -0.9386 2.01946 -1.49938 1.81904 

Double -5.019 1.58694 -5.0849 1.58592 -7.41413 1.71834 

Pressure

 

Half -5.26616 5.24019 -5.38462 5.14477 -6.71983 4.5179 

Same -7.18218 7.13253 -7.40446 6.92244 -10.0362 4.98229 

Double -11.0943 10.9296 -11.8754 10.2863 -24.6213 6.93863 

 

                                              Re =     0.08             0.8         8.0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 02: Flow structure patterns for contra rotating stirrers; at inertial levels 0.08, 0.8 and 8.0 (from left to right); speed of 

stirrers is 0.5, 1 and 2 (from top to bottom) 
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     Re =       0.08      0.8                8.0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 03: Pressure isobars for contra rotating stirrers; inertial levels 0.08, 0.8 and 8.0 (from left to right); speed of stirrers is 

0.5, 1 and 2 (from top to bottom) 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper nine level Modified Cascaded H-Bridge Multilevel Inverter (CHB-MLI) is analyzed for the 

various multi-carrier Pulse Width Modulation strategies. For the same nine level inverter output this particular topology has 

reduced count of switches, on comparing with the conventional Cascaded H Bridge Multilevel Inverter. For a single phase, 

nine level inverter output this topology requires one H-bridge and a multi conversion cell. Four equal voltage sources with 

four controlled switches and four diodes comprise a multi conversion cell. Instead of sixteen controlled switches as in 

conventional method, this topology requires only eight switches to obtain nine level output. The reduction of switches lowers 

switching losses, cost and total harmonic distortions. Performance parameters have been analyzed for the nine level CHB-

MLI. 

 

Keywords: Alternate phase opposition disposition, Modified Cascaded Multilevel Inverter H-bridge Inverter, Phase 

disposition, Phase opposition disposition, Phase shift Pulse width Modulation, Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Multilevel inverter (MLI) has wide range of high-power applications and feeds demands in industries in recent 

years. The aptness of MLI attracts the hot researchers in the direction of renewable energy sources for its numerous benefits. 

As renewable energy sources such as photovoltaic, wind and fuel cells can be easily interfaced to a multilevel inverter 

system of high power applications, MLI still gains further credit to its field.  MLI can operate at high switching frequencies 

while producing lower order harmonic components. 

A multilevel inverter is a power-electronic system that generates a desired output voltage by synthesizing several 

levels of dc input voltages. The main advantages of multilevel inverters are lower cost, higher performance, less 

electromagnetic interference, and lower harmonic content [1].The most common multilevel inverter topologies are the diode-

clamped, flying-capacitor, and cascaded H-bridge inverters with separate dc voltage sources [2]. The diode clamped 

multilevel inverter topology, restricts the use of it to the high power range of operation. Moreover flying capacitor based 

multilevel inverter also exhibits a disadvantage including more number of capacitors [3].  

In recent years, the cascaded H-bridge inverters have wide applications. The merit includes modularity and the 

ability to operate at higher voltage levels and as the number of levels increases, the quality of the output signal will be 

improved. In addition inverter output voltage waveform will be closer to a sinusoidal waveform [4]. Moreover, high voltages 

can be managed at the dc and ac sides of the inverter, while each unit endures only a part of the total dc voltage. Needs of 

high number of semiconductor switches, involvement of separate DC source for each of H-bridge, voltage balancing issues 

are the notable drawbacks of cascaded H bridge inverter. 

On comparing with the usual Cascaded H-Bridge multilevel inverters, for the same nine level output, this Modified 

cascaded multilevel inverter topology, the number of switches used reduced from 16 switches to 8 switches. Therefore for 

this reason, this Modified cascaded multilevel inverter has some value of importance. Hence this paper focuses on applying 

various multi carrier based PWM techniques to this Modified cascaded H Bridge multilevel inverter to analyze and compare 

the various parameters like THD & Vrms.  

 

II. MODIFIED CASCADED MULTILEVEL INVERTER TOPOLOGY DESCRIPTION 
The general structure of the Modified cascaded multilevel inverter is shown in Figure 1. This inverter consists of an 

H Bridge and multi conversion cell which consists of four separate voltage sources (Vdc1, Vdc2, Vdc3 and V dc4), four switches 

and four diodes. Each source connected in cascade with other sources through a circuit consists of one active switch and one 

diode that can make the output voltage source only in positive polarity with several levels. Only one H-bridge is connected 

with multi conversion cell to acquire both positive and negative polarity.  

 

Performance Evaluation of Nine Level Modified CHB 

Multilevel Inverter for Various PWM Strategies 
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Figure 1:  9-Level Modified-Cascaded multilevel inverter 

 

By turning on controlled switches S1 (S2, S3 and S4 turn off) the output voltage +1Vdc (first level) is produced 

across the load. Similarly turning on of switches S1, S2 (S3 & S4 turn off) +2Vdc (second level) output is produced across 

the load. Similarly +3Vdc levels can be achieved by turning on S1, S2, S3 switches ( S4 turn off) and +4Vdc levels can be 

achieved by turning on S1, S2, S3 & S4 as shown in below Table 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table: 1 Switching Patterns for 9 levels MC-MLI 

 

From the above table, it is observed that for each voltage level, among the paralleled switches only one switch is 

switched ON. The input DC voltage is converted into a stepped DC voltage, by the multi conversion cell, which is further 

processed by the H Bridge and outputted as a stepped or approximately sinusoidal AC waveform. In the H Bridge, during the 

positive cycle, only the switches Q1 and Q3 are switched on. And during the negative half cycle, only the switches Q2 and 

Q4 are switched on.  

 

The S number of DC sources or stages and the associated number output level can be calculated by using the 

equation as follows,  

 

S. 

No 

Multi conversion Cell H-Bridge 
Voltage 

levels 
On switches Off switches 

On 

switches 
Off switches 

1 S1, S2, S3, S4 D1,D2,D3,D4 Q1,Q2 Q3,Q4 +4Vdc 

2 S1, S2, S3, D4 S4,D1,D2,D3 Q1,Q2 Q3,Q4 +3Vdc 

3 S1, S2, D3, D4 S3, S4,D1,D2 Q1,Q2 Q3,Q4 +2Vdc 

4 S1, D2, D3,D4 S2, S3, S4,D1 Q1,Q2 Q3,Q4 +1Vdc 

5 D1, D2, D3,D4 S1, S2, S3,S4 Q1,Q2 Q3,Q4 0 

6 S1, D2, D3,D4 S2, S3, S4,D1 Q3,Q4 Q1,Q2 -1Vdc 

7 S1, S2, D3,D4 S3, S4,D1,D2 Q3,Q4 Q1,Q2 -2Vdc 

8 S1, S2, S3, D4 S4,D1,D2,D3 Q3,Q4 Q1,Q2 -3Vdc 

9 S1, S2, S3, S4 D1,D2,D3,D4 Q3,Q4 Q1,Q2 -4Vdc 
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N level = 2S+1   …………………………………………………….. (1) 

 

For an example, if S=3, the output wave form will have seven levels (±3Vdc, ±2Vdc, ±1Vdc and 0). Similarly voltage on 

each stage can be calculated by using the equation as given, 

               

 Ai = 1 V dc (1, 2, 3,) ……………………………………………….. (2) 

 

The main advantage of proposed modified cascaded multilevel inverter is seven levels with only use of seven 

switches. For an example, if S=3, the output wave form will have seven levels (±3Vdc, ±2Vdc, ±1Vdc and 0). The number 

switches used in this topology is given by the equation as follows  

 

             N Switch = 2S+ 4 …………………………………………….……….. (3) 

 

 

III. MULTIPLE CARRIER PULSE WIDTH MODULATION TECHNIQUES 
In this PWM technique, more than one carrier wave which be either triangular or saw tooth wave form can be used. 

This paper focuses on various strategies.utilising more than one triangular wave as carrier and the reference wave is 

sinusoidal. Though there are many carrier wave arrangements, in this paper, the following four arrangements have been 

carried out. THD and Vrms values for these four strategies for various modulation indexes are compared. 

 

1. Phase disposition PWM strategy.  

2. Phase Opposition Disposition PWM strategy.  

3. Alternate Phase Opposition Disposition PWM strategy  

4. Phase Shift PWM strategy. 

 

In these Multicarrier PWM schemes, several triangular carrier waves are compared with the single Sinusoidal 

reference wave. The number of carriers required to produce N level output is (m-1) where m is the number of carrier 

waveforms. The single sinusoidal reference waveform has peak to peak amplitude of Am and a frequency fm. The multiple 

triangular carrier waves are having same peak to peak amplitude Ac and same frequency fc. The single sinusoidal reference 

signal is continuously compared with all the carrier waveforms. A pulse is generated, whenever the single sinusoidal 

reference signal is greater than the carrier signal. The frequency ratio mf is as follows: fc / fm   

 

3.1. Phase Disposition PWM strategy (PDPWM) 

 

Figure 2: Carrier arrangement for Phase Disposition PWM strategy 

 

 The above fig. 2 shows, Phase Disposition PWM strategy (PDPWM), where (m-1) carrier signal with the same 

frequency fc and same amplitude Ac are positioned such that the bands they occupy are contiguous. The reference wave form 

is single sinusoidal. During the continuous comparison, if the reference wave form is more than a carrier waveform, then the 

active switching device corresponding to that carrier is switched on. Otherwise, that concerned device is switched off. 

 

The below fig: 3 shows Complete Gate signal for 9-level MC-MLI using Phase Disposition PWM strategy 

Amplitude of modulation index for PDPWM is 

ma = 2A m   / (m-1) Ac …………………… (5) 
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Figure 3 – Complete Gate signal for 9-level MC-MLI using Phase Disposition PWM strategy 

 

3.2. Phase Opposition Disposition PWM strategy (PODPWM)  
 

                             

 

 

 

 

 

               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Carrier arrangement for Phase Opposition Disposition PWM strategy 

  

POD PWM strategy is shown in fig.4, where the carrier waveforms, above the zero reference are in phase. The carrier 

waveforms below are also in phase, but are 180 degrees phase shifted from those above zero. The reference wave form is 

single sinusoidal. During the continuous comparison, if the reference wave form is more than a carrier waveform, then the 

active switching device corresponding to that carrier is switched on. Otherwise, that concerned device is switched off. The 

below fig: 5 shows Complete Gate signal for 9-level MC-MLI using Phase Opposition Disposition PWM strategy.  

 

Amplitude of modulation index for PODPWM is  

 

ma = 2Am / (m-1)* Ac …………………… (6) 
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Figure 5: Complete Gate signal for 9-level MC-MLI using Phase Opposition Disposition PWM strategy 

 

3.3. Alternate Phase Opposition Disposition PWM strategy (APODWM)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Carrier arrangement for Alternate Phase Opposition Disposition PWM strategy 

 

 The above fig. 6 shows APOD strategy where the multiple carriers having same amplitude are phase displaced from 

each other by 180 degrees alternately. During the continuous comparison, if the reference wave form is more than a carrier 

waveform, then the active switching device corresponding to that carrier is switched on. Otherwise, that concerned device is 

switched off. The below fig: 7 shows Complete Gate signal for 9-level MC-MLI using Alternate Phase Opposition 

Disposition PWM strategy. 

Amplitude of modulation index for PODPWM is 

 

ma = 2Am  / (m-1)* Ac ……………………(7) 
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Figure 7: Complete Gate signal for 9-level MC-MLI using Alternate Phase Opposition Disposition PWM strategy 

 

3.4. Phase shift PWM strategy (PSPWM) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Carrier arrangement for Phase shift PWM strategy 

 

 The above fig. 8 shows PSPWM strategy where the multiple carriers having the same amplitude and 

frequency which are shifted to one another by certain degrees decided by the No. of levels. Thus for nine level output, 8 

triangular carrier waves which are phase shifted by 45 degrees is utilized .The reference waveform is single sinusoidal (i) for 

odd mf   the waveforms have odd symmetry resulting in even and odd harmonics and (ii) for even mf , PSPWM waves have 

quarter wave symmetry resulting in odd harmonics only. Amplitude of modulation index for PSPWM is  

ma = Am / (Ac /2). …………………(4) 

The below fig.9 shows complete gate signal for 9-level MC-MLI using Phase shift PWM strategy 

 

 
Figure: 9 – Complete Gate signal for 9-level MC-MLI using Phase shift PWM strategy 
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
The fig. 6 shown below is the simulink model of the 9 –level Modified cascaded H Bridge Multilevel inverter using 

power system block set. The following parameter values are used for simulation: V1 =100v, V2 =100v, V3 = 100v, V4= 100v 

fc =2000 Hz and fm=50Hz .Gating signals for Phase shifted carrier wave arrangement and three different, level shifted 

carrier wave arrangements are simulated for 9 levels MC MLI. Simulations are done for various values of ma and the 

corresponding THD% are observed using FFT block and listed in Table 2 The V r ms (fundamental) of the output voltage for 

various values of ma and the corresponding Voltages are listed in Table3.  

 

 
 

 

Figure 8: Simulink Model of the 9 level - Modified Cascaded Multilevel Inverter-MC-MLI 

 

Table 2: THD comparison                                                      Table 3: Vrms comparison 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 Comparison of THD                                                  Figure 10 Comparison of Vrms 
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1 399 397.8 397 399 

0.9 358.6 356.6 356.7 358.7 

0.8 318.4 316.5 316.8 318.3 
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APOD 
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1 13.63 13.48 14.04 13.66 

0.9 16.74 16.72 16.89 16.65 

0.8 17.1 16.85 17.02 17.14 
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The Simulated 9-level Output Voltage waveform of MC-MLI using PDPWM Strategy is shown in fig. 11 and Fig. 

12 shows the FFT plot of 9-level MC-MLI Using PDPWM using PDPWM Strategy. The Simulated 9-level Output Voltage 

waveform of MC-MLI using PODPWM Strategy is shown in fig 13 and Fig: 14 shows the FFT plot of 9-level MC-MLI 

using PDPWM Using PODPWM Strategy. The Simulated 9-level Output Voltage waveform of MC-MLI using APODPWM 

Strategy is shown in fig 15 and Figure: 16 shows the FFT plot of 9-level MC-MLI Using APDPWM using PODPWM 

Strategy. The Simulated 9-level Output Voltage waveform of MC-MLI using PSPWM Strategy is shown in fig 17 and Fig: 

18 shows the FFT plot of 9-level MC-MLI Using PDPWM using PSPWM Strategy.  

 

Figure 11: Simulated 9-level Output Voltage waveform   Figure 12:  FFT plot of 9-level Output Voltage waveform 

of MC-MLI  Using PDPWM Strategy                                                   MC-MLI Using PDPWM Strategy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Simulated 9-level Output Voltage waveform of       Figure 14:  FFT plot of 9-level MC-MLI Using PODPWM 

MC-MLI Using PODPWM Strategy                                                                          Strategy 

 

 

           

 

 

 

 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Figure 15:  Simulated 9-level Output Voltage                                    Figure 16:  FFT plot of 9-level MC-MLI Using 

      waveform of MC-MLI Using APODPWM Strategy                             APODPWM Strategy 
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      Figure 17:  Simulated 9-level Output Voltage                                Figure 18:  FFT plot of 9-level MC-MLI Using 

     waveform of MC-MLI Using PSPWM Strategy                                                          PSPWM Strategy                      

 

V. CONCLUSION 
Single phase nine levels Modified cascaded multilevel inverter has been analyzed for various multi carrier 

sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation strategies. This topology has the credit of having only eight switches with four diodes, 

instead of 18 switches in the conventional plants, which support reduction in switching losses, cost and circuit complexity.  

Performance factors like %THD and VRMS have been measured, and analyzed for Phase shifted carrier wave 

arrangement and three different, level shifted carrier wave arrangements both applied to the Single phase nine levels 

Modified cascaded multilevel inverter. The values have been measured for various modulation indexes. It is found that the 

PDPWM strategy provides appreciable %THD and acceptable VRMS. In addition, it is also observed that it has less number of 

dominant harmonics than the other strategies. 
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ABSTRACT: Searching for information about people in the web is one of the most common activities of many internet 

users. Around 30% of search engine queries include person names. Retrieving information about people from web search 

engines can become difficult when a person has nick names or name aliases. We will not be able to retrieve all the 

information about a cricket player, if we only use his real name. For example we can’t retrieve all the information regarding 

the cricketer sachin tendulkar by using his real name only. So we need his nick names too. Identification of entities on the 

web is difficult mainly for two fundamental reasons: The first one is that different entities can share the same name (i.e., 

lexical ambiguity) and the second one is that a single entity can be designated by multiple names (i.e., referential ambiguity). 

In this paper, we propose a lexical pattern-based approach to extract aliases of a given name using snippets returned by a 

web search engine. The lexical patterns are generated automatically using a set of real world nick names or name alias data. 

The proposed work does not assume any language specific preprocessing such as part of speech tagging or dependency 

parsing, etc., which can be both inaccurate and computationally costly in web scale data processing. 

 

Keywords: Alias, Anchor text, Lexical analysis, Pattern. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Finding a relevant, information of a particular entity on the web is very important task as it is helpful in the 

information retrieval process. Retrieving information of a person simply by using his/her name is quite insufficient if the 

person has nick names [1]. Now- a- days celebrities are known by two or more name in the web. Entities may be a person, a 

location, an organization, a festival name, etc. Identification of entities on the web is difficult for two basic reasons- The first 

one is that different entities may share the same name (Lexical ambiguity) and the second one is that one entity is known by 

different names (Referential ambiguity). The name dis- ambiguation problem differs fundamentally from that of alias 

extraction because in name dis- ambiguation the objective is to identify the different entities that are referred by the same 

ambiguous name; in alias extraction, we are only interested in extracting all references to a single entity from the web. For 

example: “Diwali” is also known as Deepavali as a one word alias or Festival of Lights as a three word alias. The cricketer, 

Sachin Tendulkar is also known as Master blaster or little master. Similarly, entities are also referenced by profession, 

drama, etc. 

Identifying aliases of a name is important in various tasks such as information retrieval, relation extraction and 

sentiment analysis and name disambiguation. In information retrieval, to improve recall of the web search on a person name, 

a search engine can automatically expand the query using aliases of the name. In this paper, we propose an alias 

identification method that is based on two main things such as links extraction and association measures used. For link 

extraction we used extract link and also consider the second level depth of the web pages [2]. We propose lexical pattern 

extraction algorithm to retrieve pattern with the help of name alias datasets. This lexical pattern is useful for the candidate 

alias extraction and which are independent of languages.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 
Alias identification is closely related to the problem of cross document co- reference resolution in which the 

objective is to determine whether two mentions of a name in different documents refer to the same entity. In [3], the authors 

proposed a cross document co- reference resolution algorithm by first performing within document co- reference resolution 

for each individual document to extract co- reference chains, and then, clustering the co- reference chains under a vector 

space model to identify all mentions of a name in the document set. However, the vastly numerous documents on the web 

render it impractical to perform within document co- reference resolution to each document separately, and then, cluster the 

documents to find aliases. 

In personal name dis- ambiguation the goal is to dis- ambiguate various people that share the same name 

(namesakes) [4][5]. Given an ambiguous name, most name dis- ambiguation algorithms have modeled the problem as one of 

document clustering in which all documents that discuss a particular individual of the given ambiguous name are grouped 

into a single cluster. The web people search task (WePS) provided an evaluation data set and compared various name dis- 

ambiguation systems. However, the name dis- ambiguation problem differs fundamentally from that of alias extraction 

because in name dis- ambiguation the objective is to identify the different entities that are referred by the same ambiguous 

name; in alias extraction, we are interested in extracting all the aliases to a single name from the web. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 
The proposed method is outlined in Figure 1 and comprises two main components: pattern extraction, and alias 

extraction and ranking. Using a seed list of name- alias pairs, we first extract lexical patterns that are frequently used to 

convey information related to aliases on the web. The extracted patterns are then used to find the candidate aliases for a 

given name. 

Lexical Pattern- Based Approach for Extracting Name Aliases 
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Figure 1: Proposed method 

 

A. Lexical pattern extraction 

For lexical pattern extraction input is given as name- alias pair. This list gives frequently occurred lexical patterns 

between the name and aliases. To retrieve the patterns query is given as input to the web search engine. The query is in the 

form of “name * alias”. The wild operator “*” is used to perform NEAR query. Algorithm 1 is used to capture the various 

ways in which information about aliases of names is expressed on the web. 

 

Algorithm 1: ExtractPatterns(S) 

comment: S is a set of (NAME, ALIAS) pairs 

P ← null 

for each (NAME,ALIAS)   S 

do 

D ← GetSnippets(“NAME * ALIAS”) 

for each snippet d   D 

do P ← P + CreatePattern(d) 

return (P) 

 

B. Candidate Alias Extraction 

Once the set of lexical pattern is extracted, then the patterns are used to extract the candidate aliases for a given 

name as in Algorithm 2. If an entity name, name and a set “P” of lexical patterns is given as input, the Extract_Candidates 

function returns a list of candidate aliases for the name. Given name is associated with each pattern “p” in the set of patterns 

P and produce queries of the form: “NAME p *”. Thus we get a list of the candidate aliases.  

 

Algorithm 2: ExtractCandidates(NAME,P) 

comment: P is the set of patterns 

C ← null 

for each pattern p   P 

do D ← GetSnippets(“NAME p * ”) 

for each snippet d   D 

do C ← C + GetNgrams(d,NAME, p) 

return (C) 

 

C. Ranking of Candidates 

Considering the noise in web snippets, the candidates extracted by the shallow lexical patterns might include some 

invalid aliases. From among these candidates, we must identify those which are most likely to be correct aliases of the given 

name. We model this problem of alias recognition as one of the ranking candidates with respect to a given name such that 

the candidates, who are most likely to be correct aliases are scores to measure the association between a name and a 

candidate alias using three different approaches: lexical pattern frequency, word co-occurrences in anchor texts , and hub 

discounting. 

 

D. Lexical Pattern Frequency 

Using lexical pattern extraction algorithm retrieves a list of patterns with the help of a web search engine. We can 

use pattern frequency as one of the approach to calculate the weight of the aliases. If the personal name under consideration 

and a candidate name alias occur in many lexical patterns, then it can be considered as a good alias for the personal name. 

Consequently, we rank a set of candidate aliases in the descending order of the number of different lexical patterns in 
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which they appear with a given name. The lexical pattern frequency of an alias is analogous to the document frequency (DF) 

popularly used in information retrieval process. 

 

E. Co- Occurrences in Anchor Texts 

Anchor texts have been used extensively in information retrieval process and have been used in various tasks such 

as synonym extraction, query translation in cross language information retrieval, and ranking and classification of the web 

pages. Anchor texts are particularly attractive because they not only contain concise texts but also provide links that can be 

considered as expressing a citation. We revisit anchor texts to measure the association between a name and its aliases on the 

Internet. Anchor texts pointing to a url provide useful semantic clues related to the resource represented by that url. For 

example, if the majority of inbound anchor texts of an url contain a personal name, it is likely that the remainder of the 

inbound anchor texts contain information about aliases of the name. Here, we use the term inbound anchor texts to refer the 

set of the anchor texts pointing to the same url. For example, consider the picture of Sachin Tendulkar shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2 shows a picture of Sachin Tendulkar being linked to by four different anchor texts. According to our definition of 

co-occurrence, Sachin Tendulkar and Tendlya are considered as co-occurring.  

 
Figure 2: Picture of Sachin with different aliases 

 

F. Hub Discounting 

If the majority of the link contain person name in anchor text, then the confidence of that page as a source of 

information regarding the person whom we are interested in extracting aliases increases. We use this intuition to compute the 

simple discounting measure for co-occurrences in hubs as follows, 

 

d

t
nh ),(  

Where “t” is total number of inbound anchor text of “h” that contain real name n and d is total number of inbound anchor 

text of h. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we proposed a lexical pattern-based approach to extract aliases of a given person name. We use a set 

of names and their aliases as the training data to extract lexical patterns that describe numerous ways in which information 

related to aliases of a name is presented on the web. An individual is typically referred by numerous nick names or name 

aliases on the web. Accurate identification of aliases of a given person name is useful in various web related tasks such as 

sentiment analysis, information retrieval, personal name disambiguation, and relation extraction. We propose a method to 

extract aliases of a given person name from the web. Given a person name, the proposed work first extracts a set of candidate 

aliases. Second, we rank the extracted candidates according to the likelihood of the candidate being a correct alias of the 

given name. 
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ABSTRACT:  In this, we are using two techniques together as signature based and anomaly based called as Hybrid 

technique. Anomaly detection, where the strategy is to suspect of what is considered an unusual activity for the subject 

(users, processes, etc.) and carry on further investigation. This approach is particularly effective against novel (i.e. 

previously unknown) attacks. Signature based detection systems detects previously known attack in a timely and efficient 

way. The main issue of this approach is that in order to detect an intrusion this must to be previously detected. This Hybrid 

technique gives better result than signature based and anomaly based technique. Also we are using here layered approach to 

get result faster ,because in layered approach we have different four layers as prob,U2R,R2L,DOS and we assigned different 

features to different layer so that if any layer find attack at that layer that attack will fix ,that attack should not go further 

.Main aim of this paper is to increase accuracy and efficiency . 

 

Index Terms: Intrusion detection, Layered Approach, Hidden Markov Model, network security, decision trees, naive 

Bayes. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Intrusion detection is defined as ``the problem of identifying individuals who are using a computer system without 

authorization (i.e., `crackers') and those who have legitimate access to the system but are abusing their privileges (i.e., the 

`insider threat')''.Also we can say that the identification of attempts to use a computer system without authorization or to 

abuse existing privileges. According to Heady et al. where an intrusion is defined as ``any set of actions that attempt to 

compromise the integrity, confidentiality, or availability of a resource'', disregarding the success or failure of those 

actions.[12] The definition of an intrusion detection system does not include preventing the intrusion from occurring, only 

detecting it and reporting it to an operator.[12] 

There are two types of intrusion detection depending on way their components are distributed 

1. A centralized intrusion detection system is one where the analysis of the data is performed in a fixed number of 

locations, independent of how many hosts are being monitored. We do not consider the location of the data collection 

components, only the location of the analysis components. 

 Eg: IDES, IDIOT . 

2. A distributed intrusion detection system is one where the analysis of the data is performed in a number of locations 

proportional to the number of hosts that are being monitored. Again, we only consider the locations and number of the data 

analysis components, not the data collection components . 

 Eg: DIDS, GrIDS. 

Also Intrusion detection is divided into : 

1. Anomaly detection, where the strategy is to suspect of what is considered an unusual activity for the subject (users, 

processes, etc.) and carry on further investigation. This approach is particularly effective against novel (i.e. previously 

unknown) attacks. Its main drawback is the high rate of false positives, because any legitimate  but new activity can rise an 

alert. 

2. Signature detection, where the strategy is to look for some special activity (signature) of previously known attacks. 

Signature based detection systems detects previously known attack in a timely and efficient way. The main issue of this 

approach is that in order to detect an intrusion this must to be previously 

detected. 

Previously there is only one technique is used  at a time but In this we are using both  as signature based and 

anomaly based combine called as hybrid based technique .That is we are developing hybrid  system using HMM based 

layered approach for NIDS. We also integrate the Layered Approach with the HMMs to gain the benefits of computational 

efficiency and high accuracy of detection in a single system. By using this  we get fast result because we are using layered 

approach .Layered approach means we have different four layers as PROBE , DOS , U2R ,R2L and for every layer different 

different features are assigned and whenever we got some malicious attack that attack must be detected at that moment ,that 

attack should not go further. Due to this technique speed of our operation increase. 

A hidden Markov model(HMM) is a statistical generative model in which the system being modelled is assumed to 

be a Markov process with unobserved state. An HMM can be considered as the simplest dynamic Bayesian network. An 

HMM is like a finite state machine in which not only transitions are  probabilistic but also output. An HMM is a doubly 

stochastic process with an underlying stochastic process that is not observable, and can only be observed through another set 

of stochastic processes that produce the sequence of observed symbols . HMM is a useful tool to model sequence 

information. This model can be thought of as a graph with N nodes called „state‟ and edges representing transitions between 

those states. Each state node contains initial state distribution and observation probabilities at which a given symbol is to be 

observed. An edge maintains a transition probability with which a state transition from one state to another state is made. 

 

Layered Approach & HMM for Network Based Intrusion 

Dection 
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II. RESEARCH ELABORATION 
Layered Approach 

The goal of using a layered model is to reduce computationand the overall time required to detect anomalous 

events. The time required to detect an intrusive event is significant and can be reduced by eliminating the communication 

overhead among different layers. This can be achieved by making thelayers autonomous and self-sufficient to block an 

attack without the need of a central decision-maker. Every layer in the LIDS framework is trained separately and then 

deployed sequentially. We define four layers that correspond to the four attack groups mentioned in the data set. They are 

Probe layer, DoS layer, R2L layer, and U2R layer. Each layer is then separately trained with a small set of relevant features. 

Feature selection is significant for Layered Approach and discussed in the next section. In order to make the layers 

independent, some features may be present in more than one layer. The layers essentially act as filters that block any 

anomalous connection.We have four different attacks probe attack,dos attack, u2r attack,r2l attack corresponding to four 

different layers.As Probe layer, R2L layer,U2R layer,DOS layer. 

Probe Layer : The probe attacks are aimed at acquiring information about the target network from a source that is often 

external to thenetwork. 

 DoS Layer : The DoS attacks are meant to force the target to stop the service(s) that is (are) provided by flooding it with 

illegitimate requests.  

R2L Layer : R2L attacks are one of the most difficult to detect as they involve the network level and the host level features. 

U2R Layer:The U2R attacks involve the semantic details that are very difficult to capture at an early stage. 

 

Decision tree 

Decision tree builds classification or regression models in the form of a tree structure.  

Dataset is a collection of data, usually presented in a tabular form. It breaks down a dataset into smaller and smaller subsets 

while at the same time an associated decision tree is incrementally developed.A decision tree is composed of three basic 

elements: 

1. A decision node specifying a test attributes. 

2. An edge or a branch corresponding to the one of  the   possible attribute values which means one of  the test attribute 

outcomes.  

3. A leaf which is also named an answer node  contains the class to which the object belongs.  

Naive Bayesian 

The Naive Bayesian classifier is based on Bayes‟ theorem with independence assumptions between predictors. A Naive 

Bayesian model is easy to build, with no complicated iterative parameter estimation which makes it particularly useful for 

very large datasets. Despite its simplicity, the Naive Bayesian classifier often does surprisingly well and is widely used 

because it often outperforms more sophisticated classification methods. [6] 

 A naive Bayes classifier assumes that the presence (or absence) of a particular feature of a class is unrelated to the presence 

(or absence) of any other feature, given the class variable. 

 

III. RESULT 
                            Table I : Comparision Between Difference Techniques 

Technique Detection Rate in percentage Time Required 

Layered Approach 98.71740059854639 Less than 1 sec. 

Hidden Markov Process 95.05439161966156 12 sec 

Decision Tree 95.0544 2 sec 

Navie Bayes 93.5133 4sec 

 

From this , layered approach gives very high detection rate and time required for detecting attack is also less.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this ,we can detect intrusion detection fast and accurately .Layered HMMs can be very effective in detecting the 

Probe, the U2R, and the R2L attacks as well as the DoS attacks. However, if we consider all the 41 features given in the data 

set, we find that the time required to train and test the model is high. To address this, we performed experiments with our 

integrated system by implementing a four-layer system. The four layers correspond to Probe, DoS, R2L, and U2R. For each 

layer, we then selected a set of features that is sufficient to detect attacks at that particular layer. Feature selection for each 

layer enhances the performance of the entire system. By using layered approach we get high accuracy () and also time 

required  for it is also less() than other two techniques HMM and WEKA (decision tree and navie bayes). 
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ABSTRACT: Industry relies on heat from the burners in all combustion systems. Optimizing burner performance is critical 

to complying with stringent emissions requirements and to improve industrial productivity. Even small improvements in 

burner energy efficiency and performance can have significant impacts in a continuous operation, more so if the 

improvements can be used in other combustion systems and across industries. While tremendous advances have been made 

in understanding the fundamentals of combustion, the remaining challenges are complex. To make improvements, it is 

critical to understand the dynamics of the fuel fluid flow and the flame and its characteristics. Computational Fluid 

Dynamics offers a numerical modelling methodology that helps in this regard. In the existing work, valid computational 

models are used for the study of different modes of combustion and also to study the mixing of fuel and air inside the burner 

mixing chamber to obtain the optimum Air to Fuel ratio. Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) which has a composition of 

Propane and Butane in the ratio 60:40 by volume, is used as the fuel. Bunsen burner is used for the experiments. The present 

work has attempted to establish the validity of the Computational results by conducting appropriate experiments. The first 

series of simulations were done for proper mixing of fuel-air in the mixing chamber of burner. These were done for different 

mass flow rates of the fuel. Variation in the mass flow rates resulted in variation of the flame lengths, flame velocity, and 

temperature profiles across the flame. The second stage included the modelling and meshing of the combustion zone 

(assumed to be cylindrical in shape) with different number of grid points to check the accuracy of the mesh and also to see 

the variation in the results obtained from solver. The results obtained from the mixing chamber are the values which are 

input to the combustion chamber. These results are in the ratio of air to fuel mixture, mass flow rate of the mixture, velocity, 

mass fractions of oxygen, propane and butane separately. The combustion zone results were analysed for variations in 

temperature, mass fractions of propane, butane, oxygen, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, at different heights. Pressure 

and velocity variations were also studied for different mass flow rates. The experimental part consisted of measuring the 

temperature profile of the flame obtained from the burner at different mass flow rates. Prior to this, the calibration of the 

rota meter was also done. The rota meter was used to obtain different flow rates of the fuel. With the experiments, 

combustion phenomena like flame lift, blow off and flash back can be observed and the corresponding flow rate can be input 

to the computations to study these phenomena using CFD. CFD provides more scope for study and analyses of the results 

than the experiments. The experimental results are compared with those of computational results and they are in close 

proximity to the CFD results. The deviation of the experimental results from the CFD obtained results are due to non ideal 

working conditions during the experiments. The results obtained from computations provide an estimate of Equivalence 

ratio, reactant and product concentrations in the flame, temperature, turbulence, inlet and outlet velocity of fuel-air mixture 

etc. These studies cannot be conducted experimentally and hence computational results are used to establish the validity and 

also for in depth study of the dynamics of Combustion. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

 Combustion is the most important process in engineering, which involves turbulent fluid flow, heat transfer, 

chemical reactions, radioactive heat transfer and other complicated physical and chemical phenomena. Typical engineering 

applications include internal combustion engines, power station combustors, boilers furnaces etc. It is important to study the 

different modes of combustion taking place in these instruments, chemical kinetics involved, temperature and flame velocity, 

mass flow rate of the fuel etc to improvise the working of these equipments and maximising the efficiency. 

The different modes of Combustion are premixed combustion, diffusion combustion and mixed mode combustion. 

In premixed combustion air and fuel are premixed to the required stoichiometry before burning. In the diffusion mode, a 

diffusion flame may be defined as a non-premixed, quasisteady, nearly isobaric flame in which most of the reaction occurs in 

a narrow zone that can be approximated as a surface. In the mixed mode combustion there is partial premixing of flames as 

well as diffusion also occurs. Such flames occur in many practical applications like in industrial burners, gas-fired domestic 

burners, rocket burners and also gas turbine combustors. Although flows in combustors usually are turbulent, analyses of 

flame stabilization are often based on equations of laminar flow. This may not be as bad as it seems because in the regions of 

the flow where stabilization occurs, distributed reactions may be dominant, since reaction sheets may not have had time to 

develop; an approximation to the turbulent flow might then be obtained from the laminar solutions by replacing laminar 

diffusivities by turbulent diffusivities in the results. 

The important combustion phenomena which have received considerable attention in the recent years are Flame lift-

off mechanisms, lift-off height, lift-off velocity and blow off velocity. Study of these phenomena helps to fix the operating 

range or operating limits of a burner. We are studying these phenomena using different flames using a Bunsen burner at 

different mass flow rates of the fuel and simulating the data using time accurate, higher order numerical methods with 

detailed transport and chemistry models using ANSYS ICEM CFD software. Combustion modelling is done using ANSYS 

ICEM CFD software. This software uses Reynolds Average Navier Stokes Equations (RANS) to solve the continuity 

equations of mass, momentum and energy. Numerical flow simulation, or more common Computational Fluid Dynamics 

Optimizing Bunsen burner Performance Using CFD Analysis 
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(CFD), relies on solving conservation or transport equations for mass, momentum, energy and participating species. If the 

flow is turbulent, model equations for specific turbulent quantities have to be solved in addition. Since even with today’s 

super computers resolving turbulent length scales directly results in tremendous effort, Reynolds averaged equations are 

applied to include the physics of turbulence. To discretize and solve the governing flow equations Finite Volume method is 

employed by the majority of commercial CFD codes. 

 

II.  METHODOLOGY 

Methodology involves experimental analysis and CFD analysis. The complexity of combustion modelling was the 

challenging module of this entire work. In turbulent combustion one distinguishes between premixed, non-premixed and 

partially premixed combustion. The problem was initiated by taking the case of a most simple burner which is used in most 

engineering applications, the Bunsen burner. Prior to the combustion analysis, proper mixing of the fuel and air was analysed 

in the mixing chamber of the Bunsen burner by using the software ANSYS ICEM CFD and CFX solver.  Selection of the 

appropriate turbulence model for the mixing of fuel in the mixing chamber is crucial. This was a direct consequence of the 

Air/Fuel ratio at the outlet of the burner, and hence played a crucial role in the formulation of the combustion phenomena 

occurring in the combustion zone. The nature of turbulent flow is irregular with rapid fluctuations in velocity, temperature, 

pressure, density and composition. This fluctuating nature makes turbulent flow highly diffusive resulting in enhanced 

transport of momentum, mass and energy. The Eddy Dissipation Model was selected in the CFX solver which is best suited 

for solving turbulent conditions as it uses the Reynolds Average Navier Stokes model to solve the equations. The results 

obtained from the solver are analysed with respect to variation of different properties like temperature, pressure, velocity, 

mass fractions. The same are compared at different number of grids to optimise the number of grid points. For the 

experiments, Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) is used as the fuel and the ratio of mass fractions of propane: butane taken is 

0.53: 0.47. The kinetics of LPG combustion is established and the validation of these results is done by measuring the 

temperature profile of the flame of the Bunsen burner. The CFD analysis is especially used to establish the flow dynamics in 

the burner and also to explain the different variations of properties inside the flame. 

 

III.  EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF FLAME TEMPARATURE AT GIVEN FUEL FLOW RATE 

Liquid petroleum gas (LPG) is used as the fuel for Bunsen burner. The LPG composition has 60% propane and 40% 

butane by volume. The flow is controlled by a precision regulator and is measured using a rota meter. The flow rate must be 

kept constant for one full set of readings of the flame temperature. The rota meter least count is 10ml/min. The maximum 

flow rate that can be measured by this rota meter which is used for the experiments is 400ml/min. The scope of the 

experiment is to ensure that the assumptions in the computational and mathematical modelling are valid and not irrational. 

The aim of the experiment was to obtain the temperature profile in the flame, and match the experimental results to the 

computational results obtained. By doing this, the combustion model used, and chemical kinetics can be justified. 

The aim is to measure the temperature of the flame along the length of the flame in both x and y axes. A travelling 

microscope is modified to traverse along x and y axes. It consists of a longitudinal and latitudinal slot with markings on it 

like a vernier scale. The connecting frame moves in the slots and this movement is caused by operating two motors with the 

help of battery or power box. The power box is used to supply constant voltage of 3.5 volts. This helps the thermocouple to 

traverse at constant speed.  A fine thermocouple (Platinum-Platinum Rhodium-13%) is attached to the arm of the instrument 

which traverses along the x and y axes of the flame and measures the temperature. The thermocouple is connected to a power 

box which helps to maintain a constant velocity of traverse by keeping the voltage constant. With the help of a data 

acquisition, the temperature measured by the thermocouple is recorded in a computer. The software is preloaded in the 

computer and the time for which the temperature is to be recorded is set for 100ms which means for every 100 milliseconds 

the temperature data is recorded. The flow is controlled by a precision regulator and is measured using a rota meter. The flow 

rate must be kept constant for one full set of readings of the flame temperature. When a steady flame is achieved the flame is 

scanned at different heights. Care should be taken to keep the flame steady. Also, the fuel flow rate should be closely 

monitored, since any change in the flow rate can directly affect the flame height, and hence the kind of flame attained. 

Keeping in mind all these factors, steady readings were recorded and plotted. 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Experimental setup for recording Flame Temperature 
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Figure 3.2 Temperature profiles at fuel mass flow rate 100ml/min 

 

The figure 3.2 shows the temperature profile being overlapped on the flame. The temperature was recorded at 

100ml/min flow rate at 2cm above the burner rim. The flame is axisymmetric and hence the temperature graph is also 

axisymmetric. At the burner ends it can be observed that the temperature is less due to heat transfer to the cold walls of the 

burner. The highest temperature is recorded at the edge of the inner cone, as the mixture gets adequate amount of oxygen for 

the complete combustion of fuel-air mixture. At the centre of the flame there is drastic dip in temperature. This is because the 

rich mixture from the mixing chamber which comes out like a jet lacks sufficient oxygen for combustion. Hence there is 

incomplete combustion in this region leading to formation of carbon monoxide.  

 
Figure 3.3 Bunsen Flame Temperature profile at flow rate of 140ml/min 

 
Figure 3.4 Bunsen Flame Temperature profile at flow rate of 260ml/min 
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IV.  CFD ANALYSIS OF FLAME TEMPARATURE AT A GIVEN FUEL FLOW RATE 
For CFD analysis of the Bunsen burner mixing chamber and the Combustion Zone, the details of the conditions 

specified for each of these domains are specified here. The modelling and meshing of geometries are done using the ANSYS 

ICEM CFD software and is imported to the CFX solver for pre processing and post processing. The Computational 

modelling is done for the burner mixing chamber and then for the combustion zone. The modelling and meshing techniques 

are used.  The pre-processor consists of modelling and meshing of the geometry. The Burner mixing chamber is modelled 

using ANSYS ICEM CFD and the meshing is done using structured meshing technique. The length of the mixing chamber is 

taken to be equal to 100mm. The outlet rim diameter is equal to 10mm. The fuel inlet diameter is set to be equal to 1mm.  

Axisymmetric case is considered for the modelling of mixing chamber. Once the geometric modelling is done, mesh or grids 

should be generated for the model. This involves dividing the whole geometry into number of equally spaced volumes or 

cells. This process is termed as discritization. This discritization should be done in such a way that the continuity of the 

process variables from one cell to another should be maintained throughout the whole geometry. Structured meshing 

techniques are used for mesh generation, as structured meshing gives better results than unstructured meshing. 

 

 
Figure 4.1 Bunsen burner mixing chamber geometric modelling (axisymmetric) showing air and fuel inlet, outlet in 

ANSYS CFX 

 

 Boundary Conditions are specified in the CFX solver as follows 

Default Domain: 

a. Fluid = Liquefied Petroleum Gas(LPG) 

b. Reference Pressure = 1atm 

c. Turbulence Model = k-ε Model 

d. Temperature = 300K 

e. Constraint Component = N2 

Fuel Inlet: 

a. Boundary Type = Inlet 

b. Mass Fraction C3H8 =.53 

c. Mass Fraction C4H10 =.48 

d. Relative Pressure = 0.0001 bar 

Air Inlet: 

a. Boundary Type = Opening 

b. Mass Fraction C3H8 =0 

c. Mass Fraction C4H10 =0 

d. Mass Fraction O2 =.232 

e. Flow Direction = Normal to Boundary Condition 

Outlet: 

a. Boundary Type = Outlet 

b. Mass and Momentum = Average Static Pressure 

c. Relative Pressure = 0 bar 

Solver Criteria: 

a. Advection Scheme: High Resolution 

b. Maximum Iterations: 10000 

c. Residual Target: 1e-7 

 

V. BURNER MIXING CHAMBER RESULTS 
The post processing results of the Mixing Chamber give variation of propane, butane, oxygen, outlet mixture mass 

flow rate, air to fuel ratio, velocity of the fuel air mixture at the outlet etc. 
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Fuel 

flow 

Rate 

(g/s) 

C3H8 

mass 

fraction 

C4H10 

mass 

fraction 

Mass flow 

rate  at 

outlet 

Velocity of 

fuel at 

outlet 

 

(m/s) 

Oxygen 

mass 

fraction 

Velocity of 

air at Air-

inlet 

 

(m/s) 

Velocity of 

Fuel at fuel-

inlet 

 

(m/s) 

140 .115867 .10275 8.21214e-5 1.61207 .181619 2.4321 19.356 

220 .115095 .102066 9.92093e-5 1.94883 .181811 3.20962 26.9487 

260 .114877 .101872 11.5964e-5 2.27898 .181712 3.845 31.4304 

Table 5.1 CFX solver Post processing results of the Burner mixing chamber at different mass flow rates. 

 

Figure 5.1 Mass fraction variation of propane, butane and oxygen (from top left, clockwise) separately in the burner 

mixing chamber as obtained from ANSYS CFX solver. 

 

 
Figure 5.2 Air-Fuel mixtures velocity streamlines showing the velocity profile inside the burner mixing chamber 

 

VI. MODELLING AND ANALYSIS OF THE COMBUSTION ZONE 

The combustion zone modelling was done using ANSYS ICEM CFD. A section of the cylindrical combustion zone 

was modelled with angle of 45 degrees in between as shown in the figure. The vertical length of the combustion chamber is 

200mm and the horizontal length is 50mm. The meshing was done using structured meshing technique. The results obtained 

from the mixing chamber are given as input conditions to the combustion chamber. The parameters selected for the input file 

to the combustion zone are velocity, mass fraction and mass flow rates. A dense grid is assigned carefully in and around the 

central fuel jet where large gradients are expected. To avoid singularity at centre in axisymmetric case of 45 degrees, a 

quarter O gird is used near the fuel jet. Mesh quality has been checked for grid skewness to ensure good convergence. The 

quality of the grid obtained is 65% and total number of nodes generated is 5, 00,000. Grid independent studies are also made 

for comparing and validating the results. 
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Figure 6.1 Sectioned Combustion Zone with structured meshing done in ANSYS ICEM CFD 

 

Boundary Conditions for Combustion Zone: 

The boundary conditions vary for different mass flow rates and are obtained from the result files (.res format). A 

situation is raised wherein a heat source needs to be modelled to initiate combustion. This heat source should not add to the 

heat generated by the flame and also this heat source should exist in a defined volume and for specified time duration. This is 

done by modelling a step function for the temperature near the inlet domain to be 900 K for time duration of 0.1s. 

 

Step Function –CEL Code: 

LIBRARY: 

 CEL: 

    EXPRESSIONS: 

Temp Func = 300[K]+600[K]*step(0.005-z/1[m])*step(0.005-y/1[m])*step(0.1- t/1[s]) 

    END 

 END 

 

This serves as the ignition source for the combustible mixture at the outlet of the Bunsen burner. 

 

The Boundary Conditions are: 

Default Domain: 

a. Fluid = LPG 

b. Heat transfer Model = Thermal Energy 

c. Reference pressure = 1 atm 

d. Turbulence Model = k-ε model 

e. Combustion Model = eddy dissipation Model 

Material Creation: 

a.  Material created = LPG mixture 

b.  Mixture properties = Reacting Mixture 

c.  Material Group = Gas Phase Combustion 

d.  Additional Material List = CO, CO2, H2O, N2, O2 

e. Reaction List = Butane Air WD2, Propane Air WD2 

Inlet Conditions: 

a. Boundary Type = Inlet 

b. Flow regime = Subsonic 

c. Fuel flow speed = Velocity corresponding to 

different flow rates   

d. C3H8 Mass Fraction = n.a 

e. C4H10 Mass Fraction = n.a   

f. O2  Mass Fraction = n.a 

Outlet Conditions: 

a. Flow regime = subsonic 

b. O2  Mass Fraction = 0.232 

Solver Criteria: 

a. Advection Scheme: High Resolution 

b. Maximum Iterations: 30000 

c. Residual Target: 1e-7 

Symmetry Conditions applied to the remaining parts of the domain for symmetry calculations along the domain, as 

explained above. 

 

A second order accurate scheme is used for spatial discritization with physical advection terms. A time step of 1xe-

7 is used with 30000 iterations and the solutions is aid to be converged. The boundary conditions are specified for the 

combustion zone at different mass flow rates. For each mass flow rate, the mass fractions of butane, propane, oxygen and 

inlet mass flow rate of the fuel-air mixture, velocity (which are the outlet results of burner mixing Chamber) change. 

 

VII.  ANALYSIS OF COMBUSTION ZONE AT DIFFERENT MASS FLOW RATES 
In this section, the post processing results obtained for combustion Zone at different flow rates are analysed. The 

variation of different properties like mass fractions, temperature, pressure, velocity and their effect on the flame can be 

studied. 
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Figure 7.1 Variation of C3H8, C4H10, O2, CO2 in the Combustion Chamber at flow rate of 260ml/min 

 

 
Figure 7.2 Variation of CO, Velocity, Temperature in the Combustion Chamber for flow rate of 260ml/min 
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Figure 7.3 Variation of Mass Fractions of reactants and products inside the combustion zone for flow rate of 

260ml/min 

 

As it can be seen from the figure 7.3, the propane and butane mass fractions are decreasing from the centre and the 

consumption of oxygen rapidly increases between 10mm to 20mm from the centre and is the highest beyond 20mm as the 

availability of ambient oxygen is more. The CO2 composition increases first which shows that complete combustion occurs. 

Beyond 15mm from the centre the CO2 composition decreases which indicates that though there is oxygen available there is 

scarcity of the fuel beyond this point. This is also indicated by the rapid decrease in compositions of propane and butane 

beyond this point. There is presence of carbon monoxide only within 10mm from the centre which indicates that duel to rich 

fuel- air mixture in that area incomplete combustion has occurred leading to formation of carbon monoxide. 

 
Figure 7.4 Temperature profiles in combustion zone at different flow rates read from CFX solver 

 

In the figure 7.4, the temperature profiles of flames at all the flow rates are same, which indicates that the profiles of 

the flame at any flow rate which is similar as obtained in CFX solver. Comparing the profiles to the CO2 profile in the figure 

7.3, it can be observed that the trend of the graphs is the same. This CO2 concentration indicates that there is complete 

oxidation taking place of the reactants, which results in increase in heat release rate. Hence, it can be said that temperature 

varies with the variation of CO2.  

 

VIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Here, comparisons between the experimental and computational results are made and studied. Comparisons are 

made for different properties like mass fractions, temperature, etc and these are validated. The validations are also done by 

comparing with results of other research papers which have also established similar results. 
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Figure 8.1 Comparison of experimental and computational temperature profiles at 260ml/min 

 

The experimental curve is a axisymmetric curve which is obtained from the thermocouple traverse along the wholly 

length of the flame. But in the computational results it is not possible to obtain a axisymmetric curve as the measurement is 

made along the line extending from the centre of the combustion chamber to wall of the combustion chamber.  This 

discrepancy in the measured temperature is attributed to uncertainties in the measurements and the model (e.g. related to the 

chemical mechanism and the thermo physical and transport properties). The high-temperature region appears to be slightly 

narrower in the laboratory flame due to burner edge effects. This will be corroborated by the species concentration  

measurements. The hotter regions do not necessarily correspond to regions of high chemical activity, because the heat 

released in the reaction zones is transported both upstream (by diffusion) and downstream to other portions of the flame. In 

both the measurements and predictions, the region with the highest temperatures lies between the inner premixed and the 

central non premixed reaction zone. The basic structure of the flame can be assumed to consist of distinct layers that include 

1) an inner layer (PF) in which hydro carbon fuel and O2 consumption occur and 2) an oxidation layer (NF) (surrounded  by 

a preheat zone downstream of PF and a post flame zone  downstream of  NF). All of the hydrocarbon chemistry can be 

assumed to occur in the inner layer where fuel and radical consumption occurs to form CO and H2. In the oxidation layer, 

the CO and H2 formed in the inner layer are oxidized to form CO2 and H2O. The CO-oxidation layer is generally thicker 

than the H2-oxidation layer, and the overall thickness of the oxidation layer itself is, in general, greater than that of the inner 

layer. Furthermore, the heat release is primarily due to the exothermic reactions occurring in the oxidation layer. A major 

exothermic reaction in the oxidation layer .NF/CO + OH = CO2 + H occurs on a relatively slower. Time scale than either the 

initiation reactions in the inner layer (PF), e.g., CH4 + H = CH3 + H2, (in case methane is used) or the other major oxidation 

reaction in the NF, namely, H2 + OH =H2O + H. Thermocouple losses can also be accounted for the variation in temperature 

measurement. These are discussed in brief here. The thermocouple has become one of the most used instruments to measure 

this quantity. Although the devices are inexpensive, convenient and easy to use, there can be significant errors associated in 

temperature measurements when used in fire environments. If these errors are acknowledged and sensors are designed and 

used judiciously, the temperature measurement can be estimated with much greater accuracy. Most errors associated with the 

use of thermocouples are due to the fact that the temperature of the sensor may not be the temperature of the surrounding 

medium. Energy can be transferred to and from the bead of the thermocouple by radiation, convection and conduction. 

Unfortunately, when placed in the high intensity environments characteristic of fires, thermocouples can produce sensed 

temperatures significantly different than the actual temperature of the medium of interest. These errors can be attributed to 

variations in the rate of energy transfer to and from the TC bead, temperature variations along the lead wires, and catalytic 

reactions between the metals comprising the bead at the surrounding gases. 

Radiant heat transfer from the temperature sensor to its surroundings can be a large source of error. The law 

governing radiation from an emitter is the Stefan-Boltzman law defined as: qrad = εσT4 where ε is the emissivity of the 

object and σ is the Stefan-Boltzman constant (~ 5.669 x 10-8 W-m-2 -K-4). Since radiation is proportional to T4, it is 

obvious that at high temperatures a thermocouple bead could be radiating much more energy that it is receiving. This is 

especially true when the surrounding environment is at a much lower temperature and not emitting radiation to the bead, 

which is common in fire environments. To compound the problem, a large radiant energy source is present as well. When the 

flame is in close proximity to the sensor it radiates energy that may increase the temperature of the bead significantly over 

that of the gas surrounding the sensor. The thermal radiation losses from the hot flame to the cold walls of the burner amount 

to maximum heat loss. 

Energy is transferred to the surface of the bead from the gas flowing around it by convection. This mode of heat 

transfer is more efficient when the fluid has a high velocity and is the basis for aspirated thermocouples. The relative 

contributions of radiant and convective energy transfer to the thermocouple measurement vary with the application. 
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Figure 8.2 Comparisons of Mass Fraction profiles with temperature profile at 260ml/min along x-axis of the flame as 

obtained from CFX solver. 

 

In the above figure 8.2, it can be seen that the trend of temperature variation and CO2 mass fraction variation are 

similar. This observation suggests that when complete oxidation takes place, the reactants are converted into CO2 and H2O 

and the heat energy release peaks at this point. This results in temperature peak at the same point. Another observation made 

from the figure 8.2 is that the oxygen is at the lowest point when the temperature and CO2 are at their peak values. This 

suggests that all the available oxygen was consumed for the complete oxidation of the reactants. 

.  

Figure 8.3 Variations of Temperature at different points in the flame along Y axis from centre of combustion zone at 

260ml/min 

 

From the figure 8.3, the temperature shows increasing trend at .004 m and .01 m from the centre and goes on 

decreasing then on for .025m, .04m and .05m. The part of the flame up to .01m is called the inner layer in which oxidation 

process occurs. Due to chemical reactions taking place in this region, there is heat release occurring which results in increase 

in temperature. The part of the flame up to .004 m is called the inner layer where all of the hydrocarbon chemistry can be 

assumed to occur where fuel and radical consumption occurs to form CO and H2. In the oxidation layer, which starts from a 

little beyond .04m and stretches up to .01m, the CO and H2 formed in the inner layer are oxidized to form CO2 and H2O. It 

can be seen in the later part that CO formation is more at x= .004 m than at x= .01m from the centre along y. This explains 

presence of CO2 in this region at .01m compared to other regions as shown figure 8.5 
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Figure 8.4 Variations of Velocity at different points in the flame along Y axis at 260ml/min 

 

 
Figure 8.5 Variations of CO2 mass fraction at different points in the flame along Y axis at 260ml/min 

 

 
Figure 8.6 Variations of O2 mass fraction at different points in the flame along Y axis 

 

 
Figure 8.7 Variations of CO mass fraction at different points along Y axis 
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Comparing the figures 8.5 and 8.6, it is seen that as O2 decreases, CO2 increases. At x = .025m distance and 

beyond that, it is seen that there is excess O2 available from the ambient atmosphere, but is not consumed due to scarcity of 

fuel in this region. The chemical reactions do not occur in this region due to the presence of lean mixture, and even if they do 

occur they are incomplete. As seen from the figure 8.5, the concentration of carbon oxide is high at x=.004m as this region of 

the flame comprises of the inner layer where complete oxidation does not take place. At x=.01m distance, which comprises 

of the oxidation layer where conversion of CO is converted to CO2. Hence, as shown in figure 8.5, the concentration of CO2 

is high at x= .01 than at x= .004m. 

 

IX.  CONCLUSIONS 

 The products obtained in the combustion process, adiabatic flame temperature, flame length, degree of diffusion 

flame, are all a direct function of the stoichiometry. The •flame structure is obtained in the form of instantaneous snapshots 

of the flow at various times. In the fuel-rich annular ring, the same initiation process is dominated by premixed combustion 

close to the nozzle exit. As oxygen is depleted inside the annular ring, the excess fuel emerging from the fuel-rich premixed 

zone is transported outward (by convection and diffusion), and non premixed flames are established on both sides of the 

annular ring. The two high-temperature product regions later merge into a single surface in the plume. Subsequently, the 

buoyant acceleration of hot gases outside the diffusion flame surface causes shear layer rollup, leading to the formation of 

toroidal vortex rings, which then interact with the flame/plume surface. The basic structure of the flame can be assumed to 

consist of distinct layers include 1) An inner layer in which methane and O2 consumption occur and 2) An oxidation layer 

(surrounded by a preheat zone downstream of  inner layer and a post flame zone downstream of  oxidation layer). All of the 

hydrocarbon chemistry can be assumed to occur in the inner layer where fuel and radical consumption occurs to form CO 

and H2. In the oxidation layer, the CO and H2 formed in the inner layer are oxidized to form CO2 and H2O. The CO-

oxidation layer is generally thicker than the H2-oxidation layer, and the overall thickness of the oxidation layer itself is, in 

general, greater than that of the inner layer. Furthermore, the heat release is primarily due to the exothermic reactions 

occurring in the oxidation layer. A major exothermic reaction is in the oxidation layer. CO + OH =CO2 + H occurs on a 

relatively slower timescale than either the initiation reactions in the inner layer. e.g., CH4 + H =CH3 + H2, or the other 

major oxidation reaction in the oxidation layer, namely, H2 + OH =H2O + H. Partially premixed flames are hybrid flames 

containing multiple reaction zones. These flames are of fundamental importance to the phenomena of non premixed flame 

stabilization and liftoff, spray combustion, and localized extinction zone is established in between these two wings ~in the 

region where excess fuel and oxidizer from the rich and lean premixed reaction zones, respectively, mix in stoichiometric 

proportion. The overall flame structure is determined by the interactions between these three reaction regions, and can be 

controlled by changing the various reactant velocities and equivalence ratios. A fundamental difference between a partially 

premixed flame and an equivalent premixed or non premixed flame pertains to the existence of multiple synergistically 

coupled reaction zones. The structure of partially premixed flames is determined by the interactions that arise among these 

zones due to the synergy between the thermo chemistry and the heat and mass transport. For example, in a methane–air triple 

flame the inner rich premixed reaction zone provides CO and H2 , which serve as ‘‘intermediate fuels,’’ and excess methane 

to the non premixed zone, whereas the latter supplies heat and radical species ~H and OH! to both the inner and outer zones. 

The outer zone in turn provides excess O2 and oxygen atoms to the non premixed reaction zone. The interactions between 

the various reaction zones occur due to the advection and diffusion of both heat and mass. The experimental measurement 

values of temperature and Computational predictions are in agreement, though the highest temperature recorded in 

computational predictions is 2200 Celsius where as experimental values show highest temperature to be 1600 Celsius. 

Discrepancy in the measured temperature is attributed to uncertainties in the measurements and the model (e.g., related to the 

chemical mechanism and the thermo physical and transport properties). The various graphs obtained from the computational 

post processing results show variations of concentrations of reactants and products in the flame at different points and also 

temperature and velocity fluctuations which are in excellent agreement to various theories and concepts established in the 

combustion. In the CFD analysis, the highest temperature recorded is the adiabatic flame temperature for LPG. The radiation 

losses are not taken into account here. But in experiments, the major losses occur due to heat losses from the flame to the 

cold walls of the burner. The high-temperature region appears to be slightly narrower in the laboratory flame due to burner 

edge effects. This will be corroborated by the species concentration measurements. In both the measurements and 

predictions, the region with the highest temperatures lies between the inner premixed and the central non premixed reaction 

zone. 

 

X.  FUTURE WORK 

Primary recommendation to the existing work would be to introduce detailed chemistry into the solver and solve for 

more species in the combustion zone. Introduction of detailed chemical kinetics would affect the temperature profile to an 

extent and also the computational flame established. The quality of the mesh for the mixing chamber could be improved by 

introducing additional hexahedron elements at the air inlets and fuel inlets to capture viscous layers flow phenomenon in 

detailed. Some modifications need to be introduced in conducting the experiments. Different types of fuel could be used and 

the flames obtained, temperature data could be analysed. Attempts should be made to calculate the mass flow rate or the 

velocity of air entering the burner. The further step would be to carry out the experiments of flame analysis at different air-

to-fuel ratios. The temperature data obtained for flame at different equivalence ratios would take us step ahead in reaching 

our goal of setting up of the operating limits.   
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the supercapacitor power management method for the Hybrid Electricals Vehicles.A 

simple zero-voltage switching(ZVS) interleaved boost power factor correction(PFC) AC/DC converter is used to charge the 

traction battery of an Hybrid Electrical Vehicle. The auxiliary circuit provides limited current to charge and discharge the 

MOSFETs output capacitors during turn-On times at zero voltages. The circuit maintains ZVS for the universal input voltage 

(85 to 265 Vrms ), and having the very wide range of duty ratios (0.07 to 1). The proposed tropology consist of super 

capacitor, which connected across the hybrid electrical vehicle. The main objective of this paper is  to study the management 

of  the energy provided by  supercapacitor  by using multi full bridge converter tropology, which is having maximum voltage 

of 270v. The output of the full bridge converter is connected to the hybrid electrical vehicle. The supercapacitor output is 

connected to the load through planar Transformer, it provides peak voltages at starting of Electrical Vehicle.The 

experimental and simulation results are presented. 

 

Keywords: AC/DC converter, Interleaved boost converter, Zero voltage switching, power factor correction, supercapacitor, 

boost converter, full bridge converter.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION                                                                     

In the last few years the pollution problems and the increase of the cost of fossil energy (oil,gas) have become pla-

netary problems. The car manufacturers started to react to the urban pollution problems in nineties by commercializing the 

electric vehicle. But the battery weight and cost problems were not solved. The batteries must provide energy and peaks 

power during the transient states. These conditions are severe for the batteries. To decrease these severe conditions, the super 

capacitors and batteries associate with a good power management present a promising solution. 

In the electric traction system,  Electric Vehicle (EV) power conditioning systems usually utilize  a high-energy bat-

tery pack to store energy. This is typically charged from a utility ac outlet. The energy conversion during the battery charg-

ing is performed by an ac/dc converter. The need of Ac to Dc conversion is, while the Electrical  Vehicle (EV) is moving it 

is not possible to connect the moving electrical vehicle  to AC utility mains. The energy is supplied by the storage Energy 

batteries which is stores the energy in the form of DC. Thuts why we have to perform the AC/DC conversion. The conduc-

tion losses caused by the auxiliary circuit are minimized based on the operating condition.  A control circuit is proposed to 

control the ZVS interleaved boost PFC converter. 

 At starting of Electric vehicles it draws more current. Then the electric vehicles are operating in unstable 

operating condition. To get the stable operation the superapacitor power is used in the ZVS interleaved boost converter of an 

Electrical vehicle. 

      

II. ANALYSIS OF THE ZVS INTERLEAVED BOOST PFC CONVERTER: 
The Fig. 1 shows the power circuit of the ZVS interleaved boost PFC converter. In this converter, two boost conver-

ters operate with 180◦ phase shift in order to reduce the input current ripple of the converter. This 180◦ phase shift can be 

used to provide reactive current for realizing ZVS for power MOSFETs. This auxiliary circuit consists of a HF inductor and 

a dc-blocking capacitor. Since there may be a slight difference between the duty  ratios of the two phases, this dc-blocking 

capacitor is necessary to eliminate any dc current arising from the mismatch of the duty ratios of the main switches in the 

practical circuit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1. ZVS Interleaved boostconverter 

 

The converter operates for two types of Duty ratios, those are D > 0.5 and D < 0.5.,and analysis of wave forms are explained 

by modes of operation Mode    

 1. Mode 1(t0 < t < t1 )        2. Mode II (t1 < t < t2 )         3. Mode III (t2 < t < t3 )                     4. Mode IV (t3 < t < t4 )       

5.  Mode V (t4 < t < t5 )       6 Mode VI (t5 < t < t6 ):                     7.  Mode VII (t6 < t < t7 )       8 Mode VIII (t7 <t<t8 ): 

 

A ZVS Interleaved Boost AC/DC Converter Using Super Capacitor 

Power for Hybrid Electrical Vehicles 
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III. CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE ZVS INTERLEAVED BOOST PFC 
The peak value of the auxiliary circuit current should be adjusted based on the load condition in order   to  optimize  

the  circulating  current  between  the  two  phases  of  the  interleaved  boost converter.  Therefore, in order to optimize the 

circulating current, the envelope should be just enough to overcome the valley current of the boost inductor in the half cycle. 

There are two main difficulties related to the optimization of the circulating current in the proposed converter. The first prob-

lem is the operation with duty ratios lesser than 0.5 and the second issue is optimizing the circulating current for different 

load conditions. Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed control system. The proposed control system includes an 

external voltage loop, internal current loop, and a switching frequency control loop.Therefore, afrequency loop is added to 

the control system to optimize the circulating current of the auxiliary circuit based on the load and duty ratio of the converter. 

Such load-adaptive switching frequency variation has been proved to increase efficiency in ZVS converters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Fig:2.  block diagram for the control system of ZVS interleaved boost PFC 

        

Fig. 3 shows the typical switching frequency variation at heavier and lighter loads. At heavy loads, the frequency is 

lower to provide more reactive current in the auxiliary circuit to overcome higher values of Iv and charge and discharge the 

output capacitors. Whereas at light loads, the frequency is higher to reduce the auxiliary circuit current in order to avoid any 

extra circulating current between the two phases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: 3 Change in frequency for different loads 

 

The variation of the frequency with respect to the converter output power is shown in fig.4. Owing to the change of 

frequency, the circulating current is optimized for a very wide range of operation. Since the converter is used to charge the 

traction battery, there is actually a need for very wide range of operating conditions and the converter has to work at very 

light loads for a long period of time also. Thus, this optimization is imperative in this particular application. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig: 4    switching frequencyfor variation versus load 

 

             There are two main points related to the control system. Those are  (1)  the frequency loop is completely decoupled 

from the duty cycle loop. Fig.5. illustrates the fact that by changing the frequency of the saw-tooth counter, the duty cycle 

does not change (i.e., D1 = D2). (2) the frequency change does not tamper the operating modes of the converter in terms of  

operating  under CCM of the input inductors. Since the frequency is higher for light loads, the control system helps the   

converter to work in CCM for wider range of loads. In addition, for higher input voltage, frequency decreases at the peak 

value of the input current. Therefore, reducing the frequency does not bring the converter into discontinuous conduction 

mode. 
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Fig: 5.  PWM pulses for different frequencies 

 

IV. SUPERCAPACITOR POWER MANAGEMENT FOR ZVS PFC 
Supercapacito rare storage devices which enable to supply the peaks of power to hybrid vehicle during the transient 

states. During the steady states, batteries will provide the energy requested. This methodology enables to decrease the weight 

and increases the lifespan of the batteries. The multi boost and multi full bridge converters will be investigated because of 

the high power. 

For range problems, traction batteries used until now cannot satisfy the energy needed for future vehicles. To ensure 

a good power management in hybrid vehicle, the multi boost and multi full bridge converters topologies and their control are 

developed. Two topologies proposed for the power management in ECCE Hybrid Vehicle are presented in Fig.6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig(a): First solution               Fig:(b): second solution 

Fig:6  converter tropoiogies for ECCE hybrid vehicles 

      

V. DESIGN OF THE CONVERTER CIRCUIT 
Wiring in power electronic design is a general problem for electrical energy system and the voltage inverters do not 

escape to this problem. The switch action of semiconductors causes instantaneous fluctuations of the current and any stray 

inductance in the commutation cell will produce high voltage variations. Semiconductors, when switching off, leads to high 

voltage transitions which is necessary to control within tolerable limits. The energy stored in parasitic inductances, during 

switching on, is generally dissipated by this semiconductor. 

In the case of the single-phase inverter, each cell includes two switches and a decoupling capacitor placed at the cell 

boundaries, which presents a double role. It enables to create an instantaneous voltage source very close to the inverter. The  

capacitor associated to an inductor enables to filter the harmonic components of the currents which are generated by the in-

verter. Parasitic inductances staying in the mesh include the capacitor inductance, the internal inductance of semiconductors 

and the electric connection inductances. 

A good choice of the components with an optimal wiring enables to parasitic inductances. Using the semiconductors 

modules solves the connection problems between components. All these efforts can become insufficient, if residual induc-

tances remain too high or if the inverter type is the low voltages and strong currents for which the voltage variations are 

much important. In both cases, the use of the chopping devices is necessary. These devices must be placed very close to the 

component to avoid any previous problem. The parameters used for experimental tests are presented in Table 2 and the prin-

ciple of such circuits is given in Fig.7. 

 

Table: parameters for full bridge topologie 
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Fig: 7 Full bridge converter with chopping devices 

 

During switching off of the semiconductors, the corresponding current stored in wiring inductances circulates in the 

following meshes C1, D1 ; C2 , D2; C3, D3 and C4 , D4 which limits the voltages applied to the switches. When electrical 

energy is fully transferred in C1, C2, C3 and C4 capacitors, the current becomes null and the meshes become closed. The C1, 

C2, C3 and C4 capacitors are used only for transient energy tank and it is necessary to recycle this switching energy while 

controlling the voltage at the semiconductors boundary. This function is ensured by R1, R2, R3 and R4 resistances. R1, R2, 

R3 and R4 resistances are identical and C1, C2, C3 and C4 capacitors are also identical. 

In this the supercapacitor power is converted from DC to AC and connect to the planar transformer. The output of 

the planar transformer is again converted from AC to DC by using the diode converter. These DC output power is connected  

across the load of the ZVS Interleaved boost converter.  The out put of supercapacitor is used at the starting of the Electrical 

vehicles, because  ElectricalVehicles are draw more power at the starting. These extra power is provided by the SuperCapaci-

tor. 

 

VI.       ZVS INTERLEAVED BOOST AC/DC CONVERTER WITH SUPERCAPACITOR 

The following fig.6.6. shows the ZVS interleaved boost AC/DC converter with supercapacitor. In this the supercapacitor 

power is converted from DC to AC and connect to the planar transformer, which is having the turns ratio m=3.  The output 

of the planar transformer is again converted  from AC to DC by using the diode Rectifier. These DC output power is con-

nected across the load of  the ZVS Interleaved boost converter.   At the starting the Electrical vehicles are draw more current. 

Then  the System is working with unstable operation.  These extra Current is provided by the Supercapacitor   to maintain 

the system with stable operation. 

. 

Fig.6.6. ZVS interleaved boost AC/DC converter with supercapacitor 

 

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS 
The boost converters experimental test is carried out in the following conditions: During the super capacitors dis-

charge, the batteries current reference (Ibatref) is fixed at 13A so that, the super capacitors modules provide hybrid vehicle 

power  request during the transient states. For these tests, the hybrid vehicle request (Ich) was fixed at 53A. The experimen-

tal and simulations results of the modules voltage are compared in Fig.8 (a) and Fig.8 (b). The (Isc1) and (Isc2) experimental 

currents are not identical Fig.9 (a), Fig.9 (b) because the super capacitors dispersion and the power electronic circuits (boost 

converters) inequality. The first boost converter ensures 50% and the second ensures also 50% of the DC-link current (IL).  
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(a) First module voltage      (b) second module voltage 

Fig: 8 supercapacitor modules experimental and simu lation voltage results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: 9  supercapacitor  modules  experimental and  simulation   current results 

 

Actully the voltage across the  terminal of a Electrical Vehicle which is connected to Interleaved boost AC/DC con-

verter is high at starting position of Electrical vehicle. So the system operating with unstability. At  starting point the super 

capacitor gives that extra high voltage, So that the system maintains the stability. The output simulation results are shown in 

fig:10 and fig:11. 

The following fig.10. shows the dc motor torque and armature current. In dc motor the torque and armature currents are in 

proportional. From the figure we observe that armature current waveform follows the torque waveform. 

 

                                         
       

Fig: 10. output viltage of Diode bridge rectifier 

 

The following fig.11 shows load terminal voltage and current waveforms. At starting of hybrid vehivles it draws 

more current as shown in figure. 

 

 
 

Fig:11.  output voltage and currents at load terminal by using supsrcapacitor 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 
The super capacitor power management of a ElectricalVehicle is explained by using multi boost and multi full 

bridge converters through a planer Transformer. An Interleaved boost PFC provides soft switching for the power MOSFETs, 

through an auxiliary circuit. The auxiliary circuit provides reactive current during the transition times of MOSFETs to charge 

and discharge the output capacitors of the MOSFETs. At the starting of Electricalvehicle it draws more voltage and current. 

This causes unstable operation. The Supercapacitor provides this extra current, and maintain the stability.  For reasons of 

simplicity and cost,the multi boost converter is the most interesting topology regarding the multi full bridge converter topol-

ogy. It enables a good power managemet in Hybridvehicle. 
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ABSTRACT: This research presents effect of triacetin and ethanol as additive to biodiesel (Neem oil methyl ester) on the 

performance and emission characteristics of a diesel engine at different loads and constant engine speed. Compared with 

biodiesel, slightly lower brake specific energy consumption for triacetin and ethanol bended fuels was observed. At higher 

engine loads CO,HC and smoke emission were found significantly lower with all blends[BD-1(5% triacetin,95% biodiesel), 

BD-2(10% triacetin,90% biodiesel) , BE-1(5% ethanol, 95% biodiesels) and BE-2 (10% ethanol ,90% biodiesel)] compared 

to Biodiesel , but NOx emission were found higher. The triacetin is also antiknock agent and has maximum oxygen content 

about 53.3%. by this reason combustion of fuel can be improve. 

 

Keywords: Biodiesel, Triacetin , Emission , Ethanol , Neem oil Methyl ester. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Conventional energy sources such as oil, coal and natural gas have limited reserves that are expected not to lost for 

an extended period. World primary demand is projected to increase by 1.5% per year between 2007 to 2030, from just over 

12,000 million tons of oil equivalent to 6800 million tones-as overall increase of 40%. As world reserves of fossil fuels and 

raw material are limited, it has stimulated active research interest in non petroleum and non polluting fuels.[1-8]. Diesel 

engines are the major source of power generation and transportation hence diesel is being used extensively, but due to the 

gradual impact of environmental pollution there is an urgent need for suitable alternate fuels for use in diesel engine without 

any modification.[5-9]There are different kinds of vegetable oils and biodiesel have been tested in diesel engines its reducing 

characteristic for green house gas emissions. Its help on reducing a country’s reliance on crude oil imports its supportive 

characteristic on agriculture by providing a new market for domestic crops, its effective lubricating property that eliminates 

the need of any lubricate additive and its wide acceptance by vehicle manufacturers can be listed as the most important 

advantages of biodiesel fuel[2-12]. There are more than 350 oil bearing crops identified, among which only Jatropha, 

pongamia, sunflower, Soyabean, cottonseed, rapeseed, palm oil and peanut oil are considered as potential alternative fuels 

for diesel engines [3,4,5,7,9]. vegetable oil and their derivates as fuels are non-toxic biodegradable environment friendly and 

can be made from renewable resources[4,7,9,10,11,18,20,24] Transesterification can lower high viscosity of vegetable 

oils[4,5]. Biodiesel in diesel engine can reduce HC CO and smoke emission but NOx emission may increase [9,10,11]. Some 

studies have shown that biodiesel can decrease NOx emission but CO HC and smoke emission may increase. Poor flow of 

biodiesel is a barrier in using of neat biodiesel in cold weather. The present study aims to investigate the use of neem oil 

blend with diesel as an alternate fuel for compression ignition engine Triacetin and Ethanol (T&E) might improve cold flows 

and viscosity properties. This research presents effect of Triacetin and Ethanol as additive to biodiesel [neem oil methyl ester 

(NOME)] on the performance and emission characteristics of a diesel engine at different loads and constant engine speed 

[14,15,21]. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Biodiesel is the ester of vegetable oils produced through a process called Transesterification. Transesterification is a 

chemical reaction which occurs between triglyceride and methyl alcohol in the presence of potassium hydroxide (KOH). It 

consists of a sequence of three consecutive reactions where triglycerides are converted to diglycerides. diglycerides are 

converted to monoglycerides followed by the conversion of monoglycerides to glycerol. In each step an ester is produced 

and thus three ester molecules are produced from one molecule of triglyceride. Neem oil used in the present investigation 

was taken from JNKV Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh, India and filtered by cheesecloth to remove solid particles. The moisture 

content was removed by heating the oil in an oven up to 110°C for one hour now the oil is taken in a round bottom flask and 

heated around 50-60°C on a hot plate having magnetic stirrer arrangement, then methanol and potassium hydroxide are 

added to the oil. The mixture was stirred continuously. Alcohol to vegetable oil molar ratio is one of the important factors 

that affect the conversion efficiency of the process for the transesterification process 3 mol of alcohol are required for each 

mole of the oil. However, in practice the molar ratio should be higher than this theoretical ratio in order to drive the reaction 

towards early completion. After the completion of reaction, the products are allowed to separate into two layers, the lower 

layer contains glycerol and the top layer contains ester which is separated and purified using water. Water is sprayed over the 

ester and stirred gently and allowed to settle in the separating funnel, the lower layer is discarded and upper layer (purified 

biodiesel) is separated. 

 

Experimental Investigation of Performance & Emission 

Characteristics of Diesel Engine Working On Diesel and 

NOME with Ethanol and Triacetin Blends 
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FIGURE 1 

 

 Biodiesel (methyl esters of neem oil) have several outstanding advantages among other new-renewable and clean 

engine fuel alternatives. The only drawback is it viscosity and incomplete combustion fuel. This can be improve by adding 

triacetin and ethanol. Triacetin is also anti-knock additive. The properties of diesel and biodiesel with additives (biodiesel 

with triacetin & biodiesel with ethanol) used in present investigation were compared with diesel fuel in Table.1 

 

Table 1 

Different Fuels 
Calorific value         

(kj/kg) 

Specific gravity 

(gm/cm
3
) 

Cetane number 

Kinetic 

Viscosity at 

40C 

Flash 

Point 
o
 C 

Diesel 42000 0.823 48 3.9 56 

NOME 41000 0.867 51 4.5 165 

Ethanol 27000 0.789 5-8 1.2 13.5 

BD-1 40800 0.847 - 3.32 147 

BD-2 40580 0.838 - 3.20 128 

BE-1 40280 0.854 - 4.2 153 

BE-2 39500 0.847 - 3.89 139 

 

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE 
 

Table 2: Specification of Engine 

Items Specification 

Model Kirloskar Av1 

No of cylinder 1 

Bore 8cm 

HP 5 

Stroke 11cm 

Compression ratio 16.5:1 

Speed 1500 rpm 

 

Table 3 Specification of dc machine 

Items Specification 

Model Samson D.C machine 

Volt 150V 

Power 4.6 KW 

Current 40 Amp 

Speed 1500 rpm 
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Table 4 Specification of exhaust gas analyzer 

Measuring Quality Measuring  Range 

CO 0-10%vol 

HC 0-20000ppm 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP LINE DIAGRAM 

 
 Schematics diagram of experimental setup (1) Engine; (2) Electrical load bank; (3) voltmeter, ammeter; (4) Diesel fuel tank; 

(5) Biodiesel fuel tank ;( 6) Burette;(7) Two way valve;(8) Air box; (9) Orifice plate; (10) U tube manometer;(11) Smoke 

meter; (12) EGA 

FIGURE 2 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Specific gravity and kinematic viscosity of biodiesel is higher than that of other fuel, but it can be reduced by 

additives. Latent heat of ethanol (850kj/kg) is higher than that of other fuels. Calorific value of biodiesel, T , E are lower by 

4.6% 37.9% and 16.6% respectively as compared to diesel. Oxygen contents are higher by 53.3% and 34.8% respectively. 

The CO emission for different fuels are as shown in fig. 3. It is very clear indicated from the results that with the blending of 

triacetin and ethanol   gives better result than the neat diesel oil or NOME. Only BE-1 gives high percentage because of less 

combustion of fuel in combustion chamber then BT-1 BT-2 BE-2. For the triacetin blends CO emission is very good. 

Because in the presence of higher oxygen fuel burns properly and give better performance. From the figure.4, we can say 

that the emission of HC is very lower than the other  fuels used in this investigation. BT-1 , BT-2 and NOME gives less 

emission due to proper combustion. The Exhaust gas temperature is very close to neat diesel and within the imit. It can be 

considered is safe range as indicated in figure 5. All the bends give better characteristics of smoke density then the neat 

diesel except NOME.  

 

 
 

FIGURE 3( Percentage of Carbon mono oxide (CO%)) 
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FIGURE 4 (Hydro Carbon particles (HC) in ppm) 

 

 
FIGURE 5 (Exhaust Gas temperature 

o
C) 

 

 
FIGURE 6(Percentage of Smoke Density) 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
Biodiesel NOME and its blends can be better option for any diesel engine for better performance without any 

modification in engine and also environmental friendly. The emission of CO and  HC can be decrease to a large extent, as 

output come from this investigation. Because of the higher percentage of oxygen, combustion can be improved and also 

reduce the knocking problem. The major output from this investigation is increase the NOME and its blends characteristics 

by adding additives. The major problem like knocking viscosity and lower performance characteristics can be improved and 

with less emission. From the above results we can say that , NOME and its bends will be better alternatives for diesel 

engines because of mass production of neem in india , production cost of biodiesel is cheap and give better characteristic of 

emission   
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ABSTRACT: The physicochemical characteristics associated with industrial effluents from the Challawa and Sharada 

Industrial Estate in Kumbotso Local Government Area of Kano State ad the effect on water quality of a 10.6 km stretch 

downstream of River Challawa were investigated. The test period covered both wet and dry seasons, with laboratory 

analysis of field samples and study area. The results obtained indicated that the DO values varied from 0 mg/l to 3.5 mg/l, 

BOD5 value ranged from 193 mg/l to 1025 mg/l along the river channel. The reaeration coefficient k2 of River Challawa 

varied from 0.013 to 0.140. The 0.013 to 0.140. The coefficient of correlation between k2 predicted with derived models were 

0.229, 0.295, 0.994, 0.842, 0.676, 0.855 and 0.473. An improved technique using the reaeration coefficient values at each 

section and incorporating the fall velocity gave a profile closer to the measured oxygen deficit values than the conventional 

approach. The coefficients of correlation for the two approaches are 0.9572 and 0.4558 respectively. The comparison of k2 

observed and predicted k2 O’Conner and Dobbins, Ugbebor and Agunwamba, Churchill and Buckingham, and Agunwamba 

indicated standard errors of 1.5156, 2.3376, 04216, 1.3891, 0.0488, 0.3854 and 1.7721 respectively. Test result also gave a 

purification factor of 0.40, indicating the stream was polluted and has poor assimilatory capacity. There is need for proper 

monitoring and impact control measures for River Challawa. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The direct discharge of effluents from industries into rivers and the streams in an arbitrary manner without 

predetermining the impact of such discharges on animal and plant life is a growing third world environmental problem. Most 

of the wastewaters are extremely hazardous mixtures containing inorganic and organic components (Fu, et al 1994). The 

industrial operation consists of converting raw hide or skin into leather which can be used in the manufacture of a wide range 

of products. Consequently, the tanning industry is a potentially pollution-intensive industry. 

Chemical impurities mostly comprise of (i). inorganic salt cations such as Fe 
2+

, Zn
2+

, Cu
2+

, Ca
2+

, Na
+
, anions such 

as SO4
2-

, NO3
-
, PO4

3-
 and (ii) inorganic parameters such as Dissolved Oxygen(DO), Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) (Bosni et 

al 2000). When industrial waste and domestic sewage are discharged into the receiving water bodies without treatment, it 

leads to increased water pollution, loss of aquatic life and an uptake of polluted water by plants and animals which 

eventually affect the human body through consumption resulting in health related problems and a degradation of a 

sustainable environment. 

Effluents generated by the industries are the major sources of pollution and since most of the human and animal 

population especially in developing countries do not have access to portable water and in most cases use raw river water for 

drinking purposes, the quality of life is seriously hampered. Studies on heavy metals in industrial effluents (either in free 

form or adsorbed in suspended solids) have been found to be carcinogenic (Tamburlini et al, 2002) and other chemicals 

equally present are poisonous depending on the dose and exposure duration (Kupechella and Hyland (1989)). These 

chemicals are not only poisonous to humans but are found to be toxic to aquatic life (WHO, 2002) and may result in food 

contamination (Novick 1999). 

 

Study Area 

The study was carried out from three different areas: on (i) Challawa River with eight sampling stations, (ii) Waste 

discharges from effluents in the Sharada  Industrial Estate such as the Unique Leather Finishing and others discharging into 

the Salanta river and flowing through Sabuwar Gandu, Kumbotso and entering the Challawa river at Tamburawa. There were 

a total number of five sampling points here (iii) The third sampling point was from the industries in the Challawa Industrial  

Estate, made up of Mario-Jones industrial effluent, God’s Little industrial effluent, Maimuda industrial effluent, Clobus 

industrial effluent and Fata industrial effluent and the confluence of the waste discharges from the Challawa Industrial Estate 

which finally discharged directly into the Challawa River at Yandanko. There were five sampling points at the Challawa 

Industrial Estate. There were eighteen (18 No) sampling points in all. Other industries in the areas include the textile 

industries and bottling company. 

Detailed reconnaissance survey of the study area was carried out to ascertain the sampling points. The survey was 

made by locating the industrial industries in the estates and following the flow through to the points of discharge on 

Challawa River. Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the study area. A detailed survey of all the points of wastewater 

discharge into Challawa river were noted and sampling stations designated 1 to 18 were established as explained earlier 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Modelling the Effect of Industrial Effluents on Water 

Quality: “A Case Study of River Challawa in Nigeria” 
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Fig. 1:  A schematic outline of Challawa River, effluent discharges, sampling points and confluence with Kano River 

 
Fig. 2: Map of Challawa River showing the Sampling Points 

 

Scope of Study 

The study is composed of three (3) major aspects:  

The first aspects is the reconnaissance survey and field work for the gathering of in-situ information on Dissolved Oxygen, 

the  acquisition of raw wastewater effluent sample for BOD, COD, TDS analysis as well as information on other 

hydrodynamic factors such as stream velocity, depth and width. The sampled reach was limited to 10.644km from the 

upstream at Yandanko to the downstream at Tamburawa. 

The second aspect was the laboratory analysis of the industrial effluents for physical, chemical and bacteriological 

characteristics. 

The final aspect was the development of the k2 model establishing the relationship between the parameters and 

developing the Oxygen sag curve for the area investigated based on the data collected. Data recording and handling were 

carried out with the aid of Microsoft Excel, SPSS and Regression analysis. 

 

Limitations 

The research work is limited to the Challawa River and the major sources of pollutants (industrial effluents) into the 

River. Many researches have been done on the mechanism of reaeration and factors affecting reaeration such as temperature, 

river geometry and hydrodynamics (Mcbride 1982, Agunwamba, 2001), assessment of assimilatory capacity of streams, and 

models of reaeration (Dobbins, 1964; Cohen & O’Connell 1976, Campolo et al, 2002). From field observation Nemerow 

(1987) reviewed series of equations and recommended those of Isaac (1967) and Streeter- Phelps (1925). Generally, it is 
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agreed that Streeter- Phelps equation is not a (true) representative of stream self purification model as it suffers a number of 

limitations. Apart from questions of stream geometry and flow regime, it ignores a number of mechanisms where BOD and 

DO concentrations are raised or lowered (Leton, 2007). Some authors have included other parameters in the formulation of 

their models (Thomas and Mueller 1987, Leton, 2007). 

 

Equations for Determination of Coefficient of Reaeration, k2 

Many attempts have been made to relate empirically the reaeration rate constant to key stream parameters. 

(Ademoroti, 1998). The most commonly used is O’Connor and Dobbins (1958) which states that  

k2 =  
3.9𝑉1/2

𝐻3/2               (1) 

where  k2 = reaeration coefficient at 20
o
C (day

-1
) 

V  = average stream velocity (m/s) 

H = average stream depth (m) 

To adjust the temperature to stream temperature, the following equation is applied. 

k2 = k20θ
T – 20 

           (2) 

where θ is the measured temperature. Appropriate value of θ is recommended by early researchers, i.e. 

θ = 1.135 for T ranging from 4
o
 – 20

o
C 

θ = 1.056 for T ranging from 20
o
 – 30

o
C 

O’ Connor and Dobbins (1958) also produced a model for the determination of reaeration constant of any medium slope to 

be:  

𝑘2 = 46.2679 
𝑈2.696

𝐻3.902            (3)
 

Churchill et al (1962) also produced a model for the determination of reaeration constant of any medium slope to be  

𝑘2 = 1.923
𝑈1.325

𝐻2.006           (4)
 

Churchill et al (1962) later improved the equation by considering temperature as a factor which influences reaeration 

constant as follows. 

𝑘2 = 5.06 1.024 𝑇−20 𝑈0.919

𝐻1.673          (5) 

Gualtieri and Gualtieri (1999) show*ed that 

𝑘2 = 3.93 
𝑈0.5

𝐻1/5          (6) 

Agunwamba et al (2009) analyzed the polluted status of Amadi Creek and its management, considering the effect of 

hydraulic radius in place of the depth of the river at different location, and obtained. 

 𝑘2 = 11.635 
𝑈1.0954

𝑅0.016            (7) 

Ademoroti (1988) confirmed in his work that reaeration rate constants (k2) depend on the condition of the river. A fast 

moving shallow stream will have a higher reaeration rate constant than a sluggish stream of stagnant pond or lake.  

 

II. CALIBRATION AND VERIFICATION OF THE RE-AERATION MODEL 
Before the calibration was performed, the relationship between k2 and velocity and water depth were explored. The 

parameter k2 was found to increase as the velocity increases but reduces with decrease in water depth. The plot of k2 versus 

velocity is shown in the figure below. Hence, a model of the type k2= aV
b
/H

C 
was assumed. Calibration of the model showed 

that it fitted the data
 
well with a= 0.289, b=1.5464 and c= 1.5467. Verification of the model with a separate set of data gave a 

coefficient of correlation 0.8815. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3:  k2 versus velocity 
Prediction of k2 using six of the existing models and comparison with the model of this study based on data are 

shown in Fig 4 with the following corresponding coefficient of correlation: 0.229, 0.295,  0.794, 0.842, 0.0.676, 0.855, and 
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0.473. The corresponding standard errors of estimate are 1.5156, 2.3376, 0.4216, 1.3891, 0.0488, 0.3854, and 1.7721. Even 

though this study did not yield the highest coefficient of correlation the standard error of estimate was the least.  

 

 
Fig. 4:  Model Comparisons for Reaeration Coefficients 

 

III. PREDICTION OF CHALLAWA RIVER OXYGEN SAG 
The second modification is based on the fact that the re-aeration coefficient varies along the river reach as has been 

presented by previous researchers. Hence, computation of the oxygen sag equation based on an average value of k2 is bound 

to result in inaccurate prediction. 

 

Solution of the Conventional Oxygen Sag Equation 

 
dD

dt
= k1L − k2D             (8) 

 
dL

dt
 =  − kL                (9) 

Where L(0) = L0; D(0) = D0         (10) 

Using Laplace Transformation of (ft) defined by Lf(t)   =  f(t)e
-st

 dt (Agunwamba, 2007)  

Where  σ + iω =  sD s − D 0 =  
k1L0

s+k1
− k2D(s)       (11) 

Where  L = L0exp(-kt)         (12) 

Substituting the initial conditions in (8), we obtain  

(sD(s) – D0)[s + k1] + k2D(s)[s + k1] = k1L0       (13) 

After rearranging, it is shown that:            

s
2
+s(k1 + k2) + k1k2D(s)  =  sD0  + k1D0 + k1L0     (14) 

From where:  

 D(s) =
sD0 + k1D0 + k1L0 

s2+s k1+k2 + k1k2
          (15) 

If equation (15) is resolved into partial fraction, the equation below is obtained:  

 𝐷 𝑠 =
𝐴

𝑆+𝑘2
+

𝐵

𝑆+𝑘1
         (16)

 

With  A =
−D0k2 + k1D0 + k1L0 

k1− k2
          (17) 

 B =
k1L0 

k2− k1
            (18) 

Integrating (16) around the appropriate Greenwich contour, C using the formula  
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2iF(t) = c e
st
F(s)ds         (19) 

 

It is clearly shown that:  

D t = L−1 D s  =
𝑘1𝐿0

(k2−k1)(e–k 1t  − e–k 2t )
+  D0e–k2t        (20) 

 

Improved Oxygen Sag Equation 

The conventional oxygen sag equation expressed in equations (1) and (2) are modified by incorporating the settling 

of the industrial waste which occurs along the River reaches. Equation (1) and (20), following the above analysis, may be 

expanded to include the rate of removal of BOD by benthal decomposition. The resulting relations are:  
dD

dt
=  k1L0e– k2+Vs  t − k2D          (21) 

 and 

𝐷 =  
k1L0 

 k2− k1+Vs   
+ D0e −k2t = e– k1+Vs  t − e −k2t  +  D0e −k2t    (22) 

 Again, equations (1) and (2) are expressed as: 

1 2
( )

dD
k L k t D

dt
           (23) 

KL
dt

dL
           (24) 

Since  L = Loexp (-k1t)  

1 2
( )

dD
k L k t D

dt
            

1 1 2
exp( ) ( )

o

dD
k L k t k t D

dt
          (25) 

Obtaining explicit solution of equation (25), subject to the usual initial conditions, is possible only if the exact 

function k2(t) is determined. But k2(t) is a random variable since it is a function of the depth, flow and wind velocity at each 

section as well as temperature. In fact, the presence of k2 makes equation (25) a stochastic equation. Hence, for simplicity, 

we resort to numerical solution. 

The finite difference template of equation (21) can be expressed as 
𝐷𝑖+1− 𝐷𝑖

∆𝑡
= 𝑘1𝐿𝑜 exp  −k2 + Vs t −

 𝑘2𝑖+1+𝑘2𝑖 

2
∙
 𝐷𝑖+1−𝐷𝑖 

2
     (26) 

Re-arranging, we have:  

𝐷𝑖+1  1 +
∆𝑡

4
 𝑘2𝑖+1 + 𝑘2𝑖  = 𝐷𝑖 + ∆𝑡 ∙ 𝑘1𝐿𝑜 exp  −k2 + Vs t +  

∆𝑡

4
∙ 𝐷𝑖 𝑘2𝑖+1 + 𝑘2𝑖  

 ∴  𝐷𝑖+1 =
𝐷𝑖+∆𝑡∙𝑘1𝐿𝑜 exp   −k2+Vs  t + 

∆𝑡

4
∙𝐷𝑖 𝑘2𝑖+1+𝑘2𝑖 

 1+
∆𝑡

4
 𝑘2𝑖+1+𝑘2𝑖  

     (27) 

For unit consistency, t values attached to k1 have to be expressed in minutes 

Table 1: Data requirement for computation of oxygen sag 

Section Part k2 Cs Temperature 

(T°C) 

Dissolved 

Oxygen (C) 

Du = Cs 

– C 

Y
an

d
an

k
o
 

Upstream  0.022 7.4 30.8 2.30 5.10 

Point Source  0.140 7.4 31.0 0 7.40 

Downstream  0.020 7.5 30.3 1.53 5.47 

Further Downstream  0.100 7.5 30.0 2.00 5.50 

T
am

b
u

ra
w

a 

Upstream  0.014 7.7 29.4 2.36 5.34 

Intermediate point  0.025 7.7 29.8 3.10 4.60 

Point source  0.013 7.7 29.8 1.07 6.63 

Downstream  0.019 7.7 29.4 1.85 5.80 

Further Downstream (G) 0.018 7.7 29.4 2.40 5.30 

 

By substituting the values of t, Di, K2i, K2i+1 and other parameters in equation (B7), Di+1 was obtained. 

e.g. if t = 0, then t = 0, the value of deficit dissolved oxygen recorded against row 1, column 5 was obtained (Table  4.19 ). 

𝐷𝑖+1 =
7.4 + 0 − 0

1
= 7.4 𝑚𝑔/𝑙 

K1 = 0.251 d
-1

;   Vs = 0.157cm/min   

Deposition coefficient, Vs / h 
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Table 2:  Oxygen Sag Calculation with Variable k2 

Section Part t 

(day) 

t 

(min) 

k2i k2i+1  𝑘2𝑖+1 + 𝑘2𝑖 ∆𝑡

4
 

𝑒 − 𝑘1+ 𝑉𝑠   Di Di+1 
Y

an
d

an
k

o
 Upstream  0 26.52 0.140 0.020 0.259 0.974 7.40 7.40 

Point Source  0.018 25.92 0.020 0.020 0.259 0.965 7.40 6.32 

Downstream  0.037 27.36 0.018 0.018 0.2599 0.929 6.32 5.30 

T
am

b
u

ra

w
a 

Upstream  0.27 14.4 0.014 0.014 0.115 0.947 5.30 5.14 

Point Source  0.147 28.8 0.013 0.013 0.194 0.745 5.14 5.93 

Downstream 0.157 14.4 0.013 0.013 0.187 0.730 4.94 6.07 

  

Vs =  0.157cm/min 

=   
0.157 × 60 × 24

1.22
 d

-1 

= 1.853d
-1

  

K1 + VS = 2.104 d
-1

  

 

Table 3: Measured versus Predicted Oxygen Sag 

Section  Part along 

Challawa 

River  

  

Distance 

(km)  

Measured 

oxygen 

deficit 

(Cs – C) 

Computed oxygen  

Deficit (mg/l)           

Conventional With vs  and 

variable k2 

Y
an

d
an

k
o
 

Upstream  0 7.4 5.60 7.4 

Point Source  1 5.47 1.21 6.32 

Downstream  2 5.50 0.75 5.30 

T
am

b
u

ra
w

a 

Upstream  8.015 5.34 4.92 5.14 

Point Source  8.565 4.60 5.76 5.93 

Downstream 9.610 6.63 1.38 6.07 

Further 

Downstream 

10.644 5.30 11.68 5.45 

 

 
Fig. 5:  Oxygen Deficit against Distance (combined graphs) 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
Based on this study, the following conclusions were made 

1. The concentrations of pollutants in industrial wastewaters in Challawa River are very high. 

2. The industries should leverage on the ameliorating dilution effect in the wet season for discharging the wastewater into 

the rivers and storage pits in the dry season. However, considering the large concentration of pollutants, effective 

reduction of BOD is required to comply with Federal Ministry of Environment (FMEnv) standard.  

3. The new re-aeration equation for River Challawa has been determined. This equation was found better than the existing 

six other equations. 

4. An improved numerical approach for determination of the oxygen sag predicted the oxygen sag better than the 

conventional approach. 

 

V. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The recommendations arising from this work are as follows: 

1. The industrial industries should treat their waste to avoid further pollution of River Challawa with its negative effects on 

public and environmental health  

2. The BOD in River Challawa can be predicted using the relationship obtained from the study to reduce cost and time, 

especially for monitoring purposes. 

3. The model proposed can be preferred to the existing models so far developed for use in the semi-arid areas. 

4.   Determination of the oxygen sag equation should be based on the spatial values rather than one time average value of 

the re-aeration coefficient.      
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ABSTRACT: Background subtraction process is often one of the first tasks in machine vision applications, making it a 

critical part of the system. The output of background subtraction process is an input to a higher-level process that can be, 

for example, the tracking of an identified object. The performance of background subtraction process depends mainly on the 

background modeling technique used to model the scene background. Especially natural images put many challenging 

demands on background modeling since they are usually dynamic in nature including illumination changes, swaying 

vegetation, rippling water, flickering monitors etc. A robust background subtraction algorithm should also handle situations 

where new stationary objects are introduced to or old ones removed from the scene. This paper presents a novel background 

subtraction algorithm for dynamic texture scenes using fuzzy color histogram. The rationale behind the model is that color 

variations generated by background motions are greatly attenuated in a fuzzy manner. 

 

Keywords: Fuzzy color histogram, Subtraction, Texture. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Natural scenes are often composed of several entities, from which usually only a small portion are relevant to tasks 

such as area surveillance, object recognition, event detection, or path planning. In fact the ability to separate various 

informative regions from the background clutter is an essential requirement to perform these assignments successfully. 

Biological systems have developed to be remarkably effective 

in focusing their visual attention to relevant targets, as opposed to the computer vision where background subtraction(Figure 

1) is still an unsolved problem. 

Commonly background subtraction has been approached by the detecting moving objects against a static 

background [1][2]. While effective in certain scenes, this approach has severe problems when the scenes are dynamic nature 

or the camera is not static. These situations have been addressed by trying to compensate for the camera movements [3] [4], 

and by continuously updating the background subtraction model. However accurate camera movement estimation is not an 

easy problem and rapid background subtraction updating is often technically difficult, if not impossible. Furthermore these 

methods are not applicable at all if we have a single image instead of video frames, or if the objects of interest are not 

moving against the background. In this paper, we propose a simple and robust method for background subtraction in 

dynamic texture scenes. The rationale behind the model is that color variations generated by background motions are greatly 

attenuated in a fuzzy manner. 

 
Figure 1: Background subtraction 

 

II. EXISTING WORK 
A large number of background subtraction methods [5][6] that have been proposed, but the task remains 

challenging due to many factors, such as illumination variation, moving object’s shadow, addition or removal of stationary 

objects and scene motion. Pixel-wise methods such as temporal difference and the median filtering, assume that the 

observation sequence of each pixel is independent to each other and background scene is static. A very popular technique in 

[7] is to model each pixel in a video frame with a single Gaussian distribution. Many authors have proposed improvements 

and extensions [8] for using more than one Gaussian distribution per pixel to model very complex non-static backgrounds. 

Although the above background subtraction methods have different modeling schemes, most of them use standard color or 

intensity information, which limit their application in the dynamic environment. In [9], the authors detected people by fusing 

A Novel Background Subtraction Algorithm for Dynamic 

Texture Scenes 
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color and edge information, which is an illumination invariant feature. Edge information uniquely is not sufficient, because 

some part of the background might be uniform. 

 

In [10], the authors concluded that the performance depends largely on the ideal combination of the used 

information, background model, and classification and combination strategies. In the different existing methods, the features 

commonly used to handle critical situations are color, edge, stereo, motion and texture [11]. The combination of several 

measuring features can strengthen the pixels classification as foreground or background. In [12], the authors have used 

Sugeno integral to aggregate color and texture features. In [12], Choquet integral seems to be more suitable than Sugeno 

integral, since the scale is continuum in the foreground detection.  

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 
A. Fuzzy Membership Based Local Histogram Features 

Detection of specific dynamic textures (DTs), such as smoke or fire, is one of the most frequent surveillance 

applications of temporal dynamic texture analysis. In these applications, the detection is usually based on specific features 

(frequency, color, etc.) of the phenomena to be detected. A different task is detection of any dynamic texture in a video 

frame. The idea of using Fuzzy color histogram (FCH) in a local manner to obtain the reliable background model in dynamic 

texture scenes is motivated by the observation that the background motions do not make severe alterations of the scene 

structure even though they are widely distributed or occur abruptly in the spatiotemporal domain, and color variations 

yielded by such irrelevant motions can thus be efficiently attenuated by considering the local statistics defined in a fuzzy 

manner, i.e., regarding the effect of each pixel value to all the color attributes rather than only one matched color in the local 

region. In a probability view point, the conventional color histogram (CCH) can be regarded as the probability density 

function. Thus, the probability for pixels in the image to belong to the ith color bin iw can be defined as follows: 

 
where N denotes the total number of pixels. 

 

The fuzzy c- means (FCM) algorithm finds a minimum of a heuristic global cost function defined as follows: 

 

 
    

where x and v values denote the feature vector (e.g., values of each color channel) and the cluster center, respectively. Value 

b is a constant to control the degree of blending of the different clusters. 

For the robust background subtraction process in dynamic texture scenes, we finally define the local FCH feature vector at 

the jth pixel position of the kth video frame as follows: 

 

 

    where 
k

jw denotes the set of neighboring pixels centered at the position j. iqu denotes the membership value, indicating 

the belongingness of the color feature computed at the pixel position q to the color bin i. 

 

B.  Background Subtraction With Local FCH Features 

In this section, we describe the algorithm of background subtraction based on our local FCH features. To classify a 

given pixel into either background or moving objects in the current frame, we first compare the observed FCH vector with 

the model FCH vector renewed by the online update as expressed in: 

 

 

 where 1)( kB j denotes that the th pixel in the th video frame is determined as the background whereas the corresponding 

pixel belongs to moving objects if 0)( kB j . 
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  The similarity measure S(.,.), which adopts normalized histogram intersection for simple computation, is defined as 

follows: 

 

    Where 


)(kF j  denotes the background model of the jth pixel position in the kth video frame. 

 

In order to maintain the reliable background model in dynamic texture scenes, we need to update it at each pixel position in 

an online manner as follows: 

 

Where 


)0(jF = )0(jF . 

The main steps of the proposed method is summarized in Algorithm 1. 

 

Algorithm 1: Background subtraction using local FCH features 

Step 1: Construct a membership matrix using fuzzy –means Clustering. 

Step 2: Quantize RGB colors of each pixel at the th video frame into one of m histogram bins (e.g., rth bin where 

r=1,2,…..m). 

Step 3: Find the membership value iru  at each pixel position  i-1,2,….,c. 

Step 4: Compute local FCH features at each pixel position of the kth video frame. 

Step 5: Classify each pixel into background or not based on )(kB j . 

Step 6: Update the background model using 


)(kF j . 

Step 7: Go back to Step 2 until the input is terminated (k=k+1) 

. 

C. Extraction of Foreground Object 

After successfully developing the background subtraction model, a local thresholding based background subtraction 

is used to find the foreground objects. A constant value C is considered that helps in computing the local lower threshold 

(TL) and the local upper threshold (TU). These local thresholds help in successful detection of the objects suppressing 

shadows if any. The steps of the algorithm are outlined in Algorithm 2. 

 

Algorithm 2: Background Subtraction for a frame f 

Step 1: for i ← 1 to height of frame do 

Step 2: for j ← 1 to width of frame do 

Step 3: Threshold T(i, j) = [M(i, j) + N(i, j)] / C 

Step 4: TL(i, j) = M(i, j) − T(i, j) 

Step 5: TU(i, j) = N(i, j) + T(i, j) 

Step 6: if TL(i, j) ≤ f(i, j) ≤ TU(i, j) then 

Step 7: Sf (i, j) = 0 //Background pixel 

Step 8: else 

Step 9: Sf (i, j) = 1 //Foreground pixel 

Step 10: end if 

Step 11: end for 

Step 12: end for 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
One of the most important aspects of an intelligent vision surveillance system is background subtraction method, 

which is used as a preprocessing step for object detection and tracking in vision systems. In this paper, we present a simple 

and robust method for background subtraction for dynamic texture scenes. The proposed work does not require estimation of 

any parameters (i.e., nonparametric). This is fairly desirable for achieving the robust background subtraction in a wide range 

of scenes with the spatiotemporal dynamics. Specifically, the work propose to derive the local features from the fuzzy color 

histogram (FCH). Then, the background subtraction model is reliably constructed by computing the similarity between local 

FCH features with an online update procedure. 
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ABSTRACT: Online social networks (OSNs) have attracted a large amount of users to regularly connect, interact and 

share information with each other for various purposes. Users share a tremendous amount of content with other users in 

social networks using various services. The recent growth of social network sites such as Twitter, Facebook and MySpace 

has created many interesting and challenging security and privacy problems. In OSNs, users manage their profile, interact 

with other users, and selforganize into different communities. Users profiles usually include information such as the user’s 

name, address, birthdate, contact information, emails, education, interests, photos, music, videos, blogs and many other 

attributes The explosive growth of private or sensitive user data that are readily available in OSNs has raised an urgent 

expectation for effective access control that can protect these data from unauthorized users in OSNs. This paper presents an 

access control model for the protection of shared data associated with multiple users in online social networks. 

 

Keywords: Access control, MController, OSN, Privacy. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Online social networks (OSNs) serve a number of purposes, but three primary roles stand out as common across all 

sites. First, OSNs are used to maintain and strengthen existing social ties, or make new social connections. The sites allow 

users to “articulate and make visible their online social networks”, thereby “communicating with people who are already a 

part of their extended social network” [1]. Second, OSNs are used by each member to upload her own content. Note that the 

content shared often varies from site to site, and sometimes is only the user’s profile itself. Third, OSNs are used to find new, 

interesting content by filtering, recommending, and organizing the content uploaded by users. 

Full participation in OSNs requires users to register a (pseudo) identity with the network, though some sites do 

allow browsing public data without explicit sign-on. Users may volunteer information about themselves, for example their 

birthday, place of residence, interests, etc., all of which constitutes the user’s profile. The online social network itself is 

composed of links between users. Some sites allow users to link to any other user, without consent from the link recipient, 

while other sites follow a two-phase procedure that only allows a link to be established when both parties agree. Certain 

sites, such as Flickr, have social networks with directed links- meaning a link from A to B does not imply the presence of a 

reverse link, whereas others, such as Orkut, have social networks with undirected links. Most sites also enable users to create 

special interest groups, which are akin to Usenet [2] newsgroups. Users can post messages to groups (visible to all group 

members) and even upload shared content to that group. Certain groups are moderated, and admission to the group is 

controlled by a single group administrator, while other groups are open for any member to join. All sites today require 

explicit group declaration by the users; users must manually create groups, appoint administrators (if necessary), and declare 

which groups they are a member of. 

Once an identity is built, users of content sharing sites can upload content onto their account. Many such online 

sites enable users to mark content as public (visible to anyone) or private (visible only to their immediate “friends”), and to 

tag content with labels. Many sites, such as YouTube, allow users to upload an unlimited amount of video content, while 

other sites, such as Flickr, require that users either pay a subscription fee or be subject to an upload limit. All of the content 

uploaded by a given user is listed in their user’s profile, allowing other users to browse through the social network to 

discover new content. Typically, the content is automatically indexed, and, if publicly available, made accessible though a 

textual search. An example is Flickr’s photo search, which allows the users to locate photos by searching based on tags and 

comments.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 
Several studies have examined the interface design to support user awareness of the privacy risks and algorithms for 

relationship-based access-control scheme. In [3], the authors presented a social-networking-based access-control scheme for 

online information sharing by considering identities as key pairs and identifying the social relationship based on social 

attestations. Under this approach, a simple access-control list is employed to manage user access. A more sophisticated 

mechanism to manage access controls in [4], is rule- based and follows complex policies that are expressed as constraints on 

the type, depth, and trust level of existing relationships. This control methods is further extended by making access-control 

decisions completely decentralized and collaborative [5]. 

      In [6], the authors introduced a conceptually-similar but more comprehensive trust-based access control model. This 

model allows the specification of access rules for online resources, where legitimate users are denoted in terms of the 

relationship type, depth, and trust level between users in OSNs. In [7], the authors proposed an access control model that 

formalizes and generalizes the access control mechanism implemented in Facebook, admitting arbitrary policy vocabularies 

that are based on theoretical graph properties. In [8], the authors described relationship-based access control as one of new 

security paradigms that addresses unique requirements of Web 2.0. In [9], the authors provided a solution for collective 

An Access Control Model for Collaborative Management of 

Shared Data in OSNS 
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privacy management in OSNs. Their work considered access control policies of a data content that is co-owned by multiple 

users in an OSN, such that each co-owner may separately specify her/his own privacy preference for the shared content. 

 

III. MULTIPARTY ACCESS CONTROL MODEL FOR OSNS 
 

A. Multi party Access Control Model 

A social network can be represented by a relationship network, a set of user groups and a collection of user data 

(Figure 1). The relationship network of a social network is a directed labeled graph, where each node denotes a user and each 

edge represents a relationship between two users. The label associated with each edge represents the type of the relationship. 

Edge direction denotes that the initial node of an edge establishes the relationship and the terminal node of the edge accepts 

that relationship. The number and type of supported relationships rely on the specific social network and its purposes. Social 

network should allow multiple controllers, who are associated with the shared data, to specify access control policies. In 

addition to the owner of data, other controllers, including the stakeholder, contributor and disseminator of data, need to 

regulate the access of the shared data as well. 

 
Figure 1: An Example of Multiparty Social Network Representation 

 

B. MPAC Policy specification 

To enable a collaborative authorization management of data sharing in OSNs, it is essential for multiparty access 

control policies to be in place to regulate access over shared data, representing authorization requirements from multiple 

associated users. Our policy specification scheme is built upon the proposed MPAC model.  

 

Accessor Specification: Accessors are a set of users who are granted to access the shared data. Accessors can be represented 

with a set of user names, a set of relationship names or a set of group names in OSNs. 

 

Data Specification: In OSNs, user data is composed of three types of information, user profile, user relationship and user 

content. To facilitate effective privacy conflict resolution for multiparty access control, we introduce sensitivity levels for 

data specification, which are assigned by the controllers to the shared data items. A user’s judgment of the sensitivity level of 

the data is not binary (private/public), but multi-dimensional with varying degrees of sensitivity. 

 

Access Control Policy: To summarize the above-mentioned policy elements, we introduce the definition of a multiparty 

access control policy as follows: 

 

A multiparty access control policy is a 5-tuple P =< controller; ctype; accessor; data; effect >, where 

 controller   U is a user who can regulate the access 

 of data; 

 ctype   CT is the type of the controller; 

 accessor is a set of users to whom the authorization 

 is granted, representing with an access specification. 

 data is represented with a data specification  and 

 effect   {permit; deny} is the authorization effect of the policy. 

 

C. Multiparty Policy Evaluation 

Two steps are performed to evaluate an access request over multi- party access control policies. The first one checks 

the access request against the policy specified by each controller and yields a decision for the controller. The accessor 

element in a policy decides whether that policy is applicable to a request. If the user who sends the request belongs to the 

user set derived from the accessor of the policy, the policy is applicable and the evaluation process returns a response with 

the decision (either permit or deny) indicated by the effect element in the policy. Otherwise, the response yields deny 

decision if the policy is not applicable to that request. In the second one, decisions from all controllers responding to the 

access request are aggregated to make a final decision for the access request. Figure 2 illustrates the evaluation process of 

multi- party access control policies. 
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Figure 2: Multiparty Policy Evaluation Process 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF MCONTROLLER 
In our proposed work, we present an application called “MController” for supporting collaborative management of 

shared data. It enables multiple associated users to specify their access control policies and privacy preferences to co-control 

a shared data item. Consider the social network “Facebook”. Facebook server accepts inputs from the users, and then 

forwards them to the application server. The application server is responsible for the input processing and the collaborative 

management of the shared data. Information related to the user data such as friend lists, user identifiers, user groups, and user 

contents are stored in the MySQL database. Once the user installs MController in his/her Facebook space, MController can 

access user’s basic information and contents. In particular, MController can retrieve and list all the uploaded photos, which 

are owned or uploaded by the user, or where the user was tagged. Then, the user can select any photo to specify his/hery 

preference. If the user is not the owner of the selected photo, then he/she only edit the privacy setting and sensitivity setting 

of the photo. Otherwise, if the user is an owner of the photo, then he/she can further configure the conflict resolution 

mechanism for the shared photo. 

The core component of MController is the decision making module, which processes access requests and then 

returns responses (either permit or deny) for the requests. Figure 3 depicts the system architecture of the decision making 

module in MController. To evaluate an access request, the control policies of each controller of the targeted content are 

enforced first to generate a decision for the Mcontroller. Then, the decisions of all of the controllers are aggregated to yield a 

final decision as the response to that request. During the process of decision making, policy conflicts are resolved when 

evaluating the controllers’ policies by adopting a strategy chain pre-defined by the controllers.  

 

 
Figure 3: System Architecture of Decision Making in MController 
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In addition, multi- party privacy conflicts are also resolved based on the configured conflict resolution method when 

aggregating the decisions of controllers. If the owner of the content chooses the automatic conflict resolution, then the 

aggregated sensitivity value is utilized as a threshold for making a decision. Otherwise, multi- party privacy conflicts are 

resolved by applying the strategy selected by the owner, and the aggregated sensitivity score is considered as the 

recommendation for that strategy selection. Regarding access requests to the disseminated contents, the final decision is 

made by combining the disseminator’s decision and the original controllers’ decision through a deny-overrides combination 

mechanism. 

 

V. SYSTEM USABILITY AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
 

A. Participants and Procedure 

MController is a functional proof-of-concept implementation of collaborative privacy management. To measure the 

practicality and usability of our mechanism, we conducted a survey study (n=35) to explore the factors surrounding users’ 

desires for privacy and discover how we might improve those implemented in MController. Specifically, we were interested 

in users’ perspectives on the current Facebook privacy system and their desires for more control over photos they do not 

own. Users were given the opportunity to share our application and play with their friends. While this is not a random 

sampling, recruiting using the natural dissemination features of Facebook arguably gives an accurate profile of the 

ecosystem. Before Using MController. Prior to using MController, users were asked a few questions about their usage of 

Facebook to determine the user’s perceived usability of the current Facebook privacy controls. Since we were interested in 

the maximum average perception of Facebook, we looked at the upper bound of the confidence interval. An average user 

asserts at most 25% positively about the likability and control of Facebook’s privacy management mechanism, and at most 

44% on Facebook’s simplicity as shown in Table 1. This demonstrates an average negative opinion of the Facebook’s 

privacy controls that users currently must use. 

 

TABLE 1 

Usability Evaluation for Facebook and MController Privacy Controls 

 

Metric 

Facebook MController 

Average 

Upper 

bound on 

95% 

confidence 

interval 

Average 

Lower 

bound on 

95% 

confidence 

interval 

Linkability 0.20 0.25 0.83 0.80 

Simplicity 0.38 0.44 0.72 0.64 

Control 0.20 0.25 0.83 0.80 

 

After Using MController, users were then asked to perform a few tasks in MController. Since we were interested in 

the average minimum opinion of MController, we looked at the lower bound of the confidence interval. An average user 

asserts at least 80% positively about the likability and control, and at least 67% positively on MController’s simplicity as 

shown in Table 1. This demonstrates an average positive opinion of the controls and ideas presented to users in MController. 

 

B. Performance Evaluation 

To evaluate the performance of the policy evaluation mechanism in MController, we changed the number of the 

controllers of a shared photo from 1 to 20, and assigned each controller with the average number of friends, 130, which is 

claimed by Facebook statistics. Also, we considered two cases for our evaluation. In the first case, each controller allows 

“friends” to access the shared photo. In the second case, controllers specify “friends of friends” as the accessors instead of 

“friends”. In our experiments, we performed 1,000 independent trials and measured the performance of each trial. Since the 

system performance depends on other There are O(n) MySQL calls and data fetching operations and O(1) for additional 

operations. Moreover, we could observe there was no significant overhead when we run MController in Facebook. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Although social networks attempt to improve security and privacy, they have not achieved the complete or ideal 

access control mechanisms that users actually demand. In current social networks, individual users can choose different 

preferences, causing privacy conflicts in shared information that multiple users co- own. In this paper, we have proposed an 

optimal solution for collaborative management of shared data in OSNs. A multi- party access control model was formulated, 

along with a multi- party policy specification scheme and corresponding policy evaluation method. In addition, we have 

introduced an approach for representing and reasoning about our proposed method. A proof-of-concept implementation of 

our solution called “MController” has been discussed as well, followed by the usability study and system evaluation of our 

proposed method. 
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ABSTRACT: Traffic Engineering (TE) is an important aspect of contemporary network management. Offline traffic 

engineering approaches aim to optimize network resources in a static manner, but require accurate estimation of traffic 

matrices in order to produce optimized network configurations for long-term operation. In order to avoid network 

congestion and subsequent service disruptions, handling traffic dynamics is one of the key tasks performed by many 

contemporary network management systems. In this paper, we introduce AMPLE (Adaptive Multi-toPoLogy traffic 

Engineering), a holistic system based on virtualized IGP routing topologies for dynamic traffic engineering. The 

fundamental idea behind this approach follows the strategy of offline provisioning of multiple diverse paths in the routing 

plane and online spreading of the traffic load for dynamic load balancing in the forwarding plane.  

 

Keywords:  AMPLE, OLWO, Routing, Topology. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Today’s traffic engineering practices mainly depend on off-line settings that use traffic demand estimates to derive 

network configurations. However, because of their static nature, these practices do not take network and traffic dynamics 

into account and can lead to sub optimal overall performance. To cope with unexpected traffic variations and network 

dynamics, approaches that can dynamically adapt routing configurations and the traffic distribution are required [1]. Here, 

Offline link weight optimization(OLWO) component takes the physical network topology as input and tries to produce 

maximum routing path diversity across multiple virtual routing topologies for long term operation through the optimized 

setting of the link weights. Once the optimized link weight configuration has been enforced onto the network, the Adaptive 

Traffic Control (ATC) component performs very short timescale traffic splitting ratio adjustment for adaptive load balancing 

across diverse IGP paths in the engineered VRTs, according to the up-to-date monitored traffic conditions [2]. In AODV 

technique, when a source node generates a packet for particular destination node, it broadcasts the route request packet 

which is identified by the combination of source sequence number and broadcast ID [3]. 

An intermediate node only processes a route request if it has not received a previous copy of that request. When an 

active route link breaks, a route error packet is sent by the upstream node of the broken link to the source node. Upon receipt 

of an error, the source node initiates a new route discovery process if it still has packets to send to destination node [4]. To 

deal with this back routing process, the proposed system uses AOMDV (Ad hoc On-Demand Multipath Distance Vector) 

technique [5]. 
 

II. EXISTING WORK 
In Existing System, IGP-based TE mechanisms are only confined to offline operation and hence cannot cope 

efficiently with the significant traffic dynamics. There are well known reasons for this limitation: IGP-based TE only allows 

for the static traffic delivery through native IGP paths, without flexible traffic splitting for dynamic load balancing. In 

addition, changing IGP link weights in reaction to emerging network congestion may cause routing re-convergence problems 

that potentially disrupt the ongoing traffic sessions. In effect, it has been recently argued that dynamic or online route re-

computation is to be considered harmful even in the case of network failures, let alone for dealing with traffic dynamics [6].  

The existing system does not achieve better performance in minimizing the MLU. Even if multiple traffic matrices 

with various pattern characteristics are considered in link weight optimization, unexpected traffic spikes may still introduce 

poor TE performance. AMPLE encompasses two distinct tasks- The first one is offline network dimensioning through link 

weight optimization for achieving maximum intra-domain path diversity across multiple MT-IGP routing topologies and the 

second one is adaptive traffic splitting ratio adjustment across these routing topologies for achieving dynamic load balancing 

in case of unexpected traffic dynamics [7] but these everything done only in MT-IGP. Figure 1 shows the AMPLE system. 
 

 
Figure 1: AMPLE System Overview 

An Efficient System for Traffic Control in Networks 

Using Virtual Routing Topologies 
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III. PROPOSED WORK 
The proposed system consists of two complementary components: offline link weight optimization that takes as 

input the physical network topology and tries to produce maximum routing path diversity across multiple virtual routing 

topologies for long term operation through the optimized setting of the link weights. Based on these diverse paths, adaptive 

traffic control performs intelligent traffic splitting across the individual routing topologies in reaction to the monitored 

network dynamics at short timescale. According to our evaluation with real network topologies and various traffic traces, the 

proposed system is able to cope almost optimally with unpredicted traffic dynamics and, as such, it constitutes a new 

proposal for achieving better quality of service and overall network performance in the IP networks. 

 

A. Virtual Traffic Allocation 

In virtual traffic allocation, the diverse MT-BGP paths according to the link weights computed by OLWO. 

Monitored network and traffic data such as incoming traffic volume and the link utilizations. At each short time interval, 

ATC computes a new traffic splitting ratio across various individual VRTs for re-assigning traffic in an optimal way to the 

diverse BGP paths between each S-D pair. This functionality is handled by a centralized traffic engineering manager who 

has complete knowledge of the network topology and periodically gathers the up-to-date monitored traffic conditions of the 

operating network. These new splitting ratios are then configured by the traffic engineering manager to individual source 

PoP nodes, who use this configuration for remarking the multi-topology identifiers (MTIDs) of their locally originated traffic 

accordingly. 

 

B. Offline Link Weight Optimization(OLWO) 

OLWO is used to determine the definition of “path diversity” between PoPs for traffic engineering. Let’s consider 

the following 2 scenarios of MT-BGP link weight configuration. In the first case, highly diverse paths are available for some 

Pop-level S-D pairs, while for some other pairs the individual paths are completely overlapping with each other across all 

VRTs. In the second case, none of the S-D pairs have any disjoint paths, but none of them are completely overlapping either. 

Obviously, in the first case if any “critical” link that is shared by all paths becomes congested, then its load cannot be 

alleviated through adjusting traffic splitting ratios at the associated sources, as their traffic will inevitably travel through this 

link no matter which VRT is used. Hence, our strategy targets the second scenario by achieving “balanced” path diversity 

across all the S-D pairs.  

The ultimate objective of OLWO is to provision offline maximum intra-domain path diversity in the routing plane 

allowing the ATC component to adjust at very short timescale the traffic assignment across individual VRTs in the 

forwarding plane. While OLWO focuses on static routing configuration in a long timescale, the ATC enable short timescale 

control in response to the behaviour of network traffic. At each short-time interval, ATC computes a new traffic splitting 

ratio across the individual virtual routing technique (VRTs) for reassigning traffic in an optimal way between each source 

and destination (S-D) pair. 

 

C. Adaptive Traffic Control 

In ATC (figure 2), Measure the incoming traffic volume and the network load for the current interval as compute 

new traffic splitting ratios at each individual PoP source nodes based on the splitting ratio configuration in the previous 

interval, according to the newly measured traffic demand and the network load for the dynamic load balancing. An efficient 

algorithm for adaptive adjustment of the traffic splitting ratio at individual PoP source nodes. These parameters are used in 

the adaptive traffic algorithm. The algorithm consists of the folllowing steps. We define an iteration counter “x” which is set 

to zero initially. 

 

ATC Parameters: 

 t(u,v) – traffic between PoP node u and v. 

  u,v(r) – traffic splitting ratio of t(u,v) at u on routing topology r, 0.0≤  u,v(r)≤1.0. 

 

Step-1: Identify the most utilized link “lmax” in the network. This can be helpful for updated in the traffic engineering 

information base. 

Step-2: For the set of PoP S-D pairs traffic flows that are routed through “lmax” in at least one but not all the routing 

topologies, Full Degree of Involvement is equal to zero, consider each at a time and compute its new traffic splitting ratio 

among the routing topologies until the first feasible one is identified. A feasible traffic flow means that, with the new 

splitting ratios, the utilization of “lmax” can be reduced without introducing new hot spots with utilization higher than the 

original value. 

Step-3: If such a feasible network traffic flow is found, accept the corresponding new splitting ratio adjustment. Increment 

the counter k by one and go to Step-1 if the maximum “X” iterations have not been reached (i.e. x ≤ X). If no feasible traffic 

flow exists or x = X, the algorithm stops and final result values for the computed traffic splitting ratios. 

 

D. Network Monitoring 

Monitoring agent gathers data on the locally originated traffic volume from all the access routers (ARs) attached to 

the customers at the PoP. In a periodic fashion (e.g. hourly),the central traffic engineering manager polls individual 

monitoring agents within each PoP and collects their locally monitored traffic volume and link utilizations. Traffic 
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engineering information base (TIB) is needed by the traffic engineering manager to maintain necessary network state based 

on which new traffic splitting ratios are computed. 

 

 
Figure 2: Network monitoring and ATC 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The traffic engineering system works as follows: First, optimized MT-IGP link weights are configured on top of the 

underlying MT-IGP platform and remain static until the next offline ofline link weight optimization(OLWO) cycle. During 

this period, ATC(adaptive traffic control) adaptively re-balancing the load according to the traffic dynamics in very short 

time scales. The traffic engineering manager updating the traffic volume between each S-D pair in the SDPL and link 

utilization information stored in the LL of the TIB. The alternate path is chosen for the packet Transfer based on the obtained 

link utilization information from the source to destination ends. 
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ABSTRACT: The World Wide Web(WWW) is serving as a huge widely distributed global information service center for 

technical information, news, advertisement, e-commerce and other information service. This makes information retrieval 

process very difficult. Most users may not have good knowledge of the structure of the information network, and may easily 

get bored by taking many access hops and losing their patience when waiting for the information. These challenges will have 

been solved efficiently by using Web mining, which is the application of data mining technologies. Web mining employs the 

technique of data mining process into the documents on the WWW. The overall process of web mining includes extraction of 

information from the WWW through the conventional practices of the data mining and putting the same into the website 

features. The task of web mining is to discover and extract interesting knowledge/patterns from Web is classified into three 

types as Web Structure Mining that focuses on hyperlink structure, Web Contents Mining that focuses on page contents as 

well as Web Usage Mining that focuses on Web logs. In this paper, we are concerned about Web Usage Mining (WUM), also 

called as Web log mining. We propose algorithms for cleaning a web log file, user and session identification. 

 

Keywords: Log file, Session, Web Mining, WWW. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Web mining [1] that discovers and extracts interesting knowledge or patterns from Web is classified into three types 

as Web Structure Mining that focuses on hyperlink structure, Web Contents Mining that focuses on page contents as well as 

Web Usage Mining that focuses on Web logs. In this paper, we are concerned about Web Usage Mining (WUM), also called 

as Web log mining. In the web usage mining process, the techniques of data mining process are applied so as to discover  the 

trends and the patterns in the browsing nature of the visitors of the website. There is an extraction of the navigation patterns 

as the browsing patterns could be traced and the structure of the websites can be designed accordingly. When it is talked 

about the browsing nature of the users, it deals with frequent access of the web site or the duration of using the web site. This 

information can be extracted from using a log file. Only these log files record the session information about the web pages 

[2]. The figure 1 shows the step wise procedure for web usage mining process. 

Log files are files that list the actions that have been occurred on web sites. Such log files reside in the web server. 

Computers that deliver the web pages are called as “web servers”. The Web server stores all of the files necessary to display 

the Web pages on the user’s computer. All the individual web pages combines together to form the completeness of the Web 

site. Images or graphic files and any scripts that make dynamic elements of the site function. The browser requests the data 

from a Web server, and using HTTP, the server delivers the data back to the browser that had requested the web page. The 

browser in turn converts (formats) the files into a user viewable page. This gets displayed in the browser itself. In the same 

way the server can send the files to many user computers at the same time, allowing multiple clients to view the same page  

simultaneously. 

 

 
Figure 1: Web usage Mining Process 

 

 

A Novel Method for Data Cleaning and User- Session 

Identification for Web Mining 
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II. RELATED WORK 
Data cleaning is a relatively new research field. The process is computationally expensive on very large data sets 

and thus it was almost impossible to do with using old technology. The new faster computers allow performing the data 

cleaning process in acceptable time on large amounts of data. There are many issues in the data cleaning area that 

researchers are attempting to tackle. They consist of dealing with missing data, erroneous data, determining record usability, 

etc. Some related research addresses these issues of data quality [3][4]. In [5], the authors introduced a new framework to 

separate human user and search engine access intelligently with less time span. And also Data Cleaning, User Identification, 

Session identification are designed correctly. The framework reduces the error rate and also improves significant learning 

performance of the algorithm. 

In [6], the authors introduced a new data preprocessing technique to prune noisy data, irrelevant data, reduce data 

size and to apply pattern discovery techniques. This paper mainly focuses on data extraction and the data cleaning 

algorithms. Data cleaning algorithm eliminates unnecessary or inconsistent items in the analyzed data. In. [7], the authors 

described that the quality of data is an important issue in data mining, and 80 percent of mining efforts spend to improve the 

quality of data. The data quality depends on accuracy, consistency, completeness, timelines, believability, interpretability 

and accessibility. In [8], the authors presented a complete preprocessing technique such as data cleaning algorithm, filtering 

algorithm, user and session identification is performed. They proposed a new hierarchical session identification algorithm 

that generates the hierarchy of sessions. In [9], the authors classify data quality problems that can be addressed by data 

cleaning routines and provides an overview of the main solution approaches. In [10], the authors consider the cleansing of 

data errors in structure and content as an important aspect for data warehouse integration. In [11], the authors suggested that 

the quality of data is often defined as “fitness for use”, i.e., the ability of a data collection to meet user requirements. The 

assessment of data quality dimensions should consider the degree to which data satisfy the user’s needs. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 
A. Cleaning a Web Log File 

Data ware house is the only viable solution that can bring that dream into reality. The enhancement of future 

endeavors to make decisions depends on the availability of correct information that is based on the quality of data 

underlying. The quality data can only be produced by cleaning data prior to loading into the data ware house since the data 

collected from different sources will be dirty. Once the data have been cleaned it will produce accurate results when the data 

mining query is applied to it. So correctness of the data is essential for well-formed and reliable decision making.  

Data preprocessing is an important steps to filter and organize only appropriate information before applying any 

web mining procedure. Preprocessing reduce log file size and also increase quality of available data. The purpose of data 

preprocessing is to improve data quality and increase data mining accuracy. Preprocessing consists of: data cleansing, user 

identification, session identification. In this paper the main task is to clean the raw web log files and insert the processed data 

into a relational database. In this step remove noisy as well as unnecessary data. Remove log entry nodes contain file 

extension like jpg, gif means remove request such as multimedia files, image, page style file. 

 

Data Cleaning Algorithm 

Input: Web Server Log File 

Output: Log Database 

Step1: Read LogRecord from Web Server Log File 

Step2: If((LogRecord.url-stem(gif,jpegjpg,cssjs)) AND 

(LogRecord.mehod=’GET’) AND 

(LogRecord.Sc-status<>(301,404,500)AND 

(LogRecord.Useragent<>Crawler,Spider,Robot)) 

then Insert LogRecord in to LogDatabase. 

End of If condition. 

Step 3: Repeat the above two steps until eof (Web Server 

Log File) 

Step 4: Sop the process. 

 

B. User Identification 

 The user identification step identify individual user by using their IP address. If there is new IP address, there is 

new user. If IP address is same but browser version or operating system is different then it represents a different user. The 

outcome of this algorithm1 is Unique Users Database gives information about total number of individual users, users IP 

address, browser used and user agent. 

 

User Identification Algorithm 

Input: Log Database 

Output: Unique Users Database 

 

Step1: Initialize 

IPList=0; UsersList=0; BrowserList=0; 

OSList=0; No-of-users=0; 
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Step2: Read Record from LogDatabase 

Step3: If Record.IP address in not in IPList 

then add new Record.IPaddress in to IPList 

add Record.Browser in to BrowserList 

add Record.OS in to OSList 

increment count of No-of-users 

insert new user in to UserList. 

Else 

If Record.IP address is present in IPList OR 

Record.Browser not in BrowserList OR 

Record.OS not in OSList 

then 

increment count of No-of-users 

insert as new user in to UserList. 

End of If 

End of If 

Step 5: Repeat the above steps 2 to 3 

until eof (Log Database ) 

Step 6: Stop the process. 

 

C. Session Identification 

Each user spends total time in each web page of a web site. Session means time duration spent in web pages of the 

web site. A referrer-based method is used for identifying the sessions. If IP address, browsers and operating systems are 

same, then the referrer information should be taken. The cs_referer is checked, and a new user session is identified if the 

URL in the Refer URI – field is a large interval usually more than 30 minutes between the accessing time of this record.  

 

Session Identification Algorithm 

Input: Log Database 

Output: Session Database 

 

Step1: Initialize 

SessionList=0 

UserList=0 

No-of-Sessions=0 

Step2: Read LogRecord from Log Database 

Step3: If (LogRecord.Refer=’-’) OR 

LogRecord.time-taken>30min OR 

LogRecord.UserID not in UserList) 

then 

Increment No-of-Sessions 

Get Url address of corresponding Session and 

Insert in to SessionList 

End of If 

Step4: Repeat the above steps 2 and 3 till eof (Log 

Database) 

Step5: End of process. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Data preprocessing is an important steps to filter and organize only appropriate information before applying any 

web mining procedure. Preprocessing reduce log file size and also increase quality of available data. The purpose of data 

preprocessing is to improve data quality and increase data mining accuracy. Preprocessing consists of: data cleansing, user 

identification, session identification. In this paper main task is to clean the raw web log files and insert the processed data 

into a relational database. By cleaning the data, we can create a new database according to our application which includes the 

information about user identification, session identification. In some web sites the user identification is made by getting the 

user’s profile and allows them to access the web site by using a user name and password. In this kind of access the user is 

being identified uniquely so that the revisit of the user can also be identified quickly. Next session identification. Session is 

the time duration spent in the web page of a web site. This done by using the time stamp details of the web pages of a site. 

The total time used by each of the user of each web page. This can also be done by noting down the user identification 

number those who have visited the web page and had traversed through the links of the web page. 
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ABSTRACT: Cloud computing is an emerging paradigm in the computer industry where the computing is moved to a 

cloud of computer systems. The cloud computing core concept is, simply, that the vast computing resources that we need will 

reside somewhere out there in the cloud of computer systems and we will connect to them and use them as and when needed. 

The difficulty of how to provide proper security as well as privacy protection for cloud computing is very important, and as 

yet not solved. In this paper we propose a novel approach, namely Cloud Information Accountability (CIA) framework, 

based on the notion of information accountability. Unlike privacy protection technologies which are built on the hide-it-or-

lose-it perspective, the information accountability focuses on keeping the data usage transparent and trackable. The design 

of the CIA framework presents substantial challenges, including uniquely identifying CSPs, adapting to a highly 

decentralized infrastructure, ensuring the reliability of the log, etc. Our basic approach toward addressing these issues is to 

leverage and extend the programmable capability of the JAR (Java ARchives) files to automatically log the usage of the 

users’ data by any entity in the cloud. Users will send their data along with any policies such as access control policies and 

logging policies that they want to enforce, that is enclosed in JAR files, to cloud service providers. 

 

Keywords: Cloud, CSP, Log file, JAR. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing [1] technology is flexible, highly scalable and gives us technology enables services that can be 

easily consumed over the Internet on as-needed basis. The convenience and efficiency of this approach, however comes with 

security and privacy risks [2]. Privacy is a key business risk and compliance issue, as it sits at the intersection of the social 

norms [3]. The advantages of cloud computing is its ability to scale rapidly, share services in a dynamic environment and 

store data remotely (unknown places). Hence these can become disadvantages in maintaining both privacy and protection to 

their data to sustain confidence in potential customers. For example, the data processed on the clouds are often outsourced, 

leading to a number of issues related to accountability, including handling of personal information. Data represents an 

extremely important asset for any organization, and many users will face serious consequences if its confidential data is 

disclosed to their business competitors or the public. Thus, cloud users in the first place want to make sure that their data are 

kept secret to outsiders, including the cloud provider and their potential competitors. This is the first data security 

requirement for cloud environment. 

Data confidentiality is not the only security requirement for cloud. Flexible and fine grained access control is also 

strongly desired in the service oriented cloud computing model. A health care information system on a cloud environment is 

required to restrict access of protected medical records to eligible doctors and a customer relation management system 

running on a cloud may allow access of customer information to high level executives of the company only [4]. To solve the 

security issues in cloud environment; other user cannot read the respective users data without having access. Data owners 

should not bother about their data, and should not get fear about damage of their data by hackers; there is need of security 

mechanism which will track usage of data in the cloud. Accountability is necessary for monitoring data usage, in this all 

actions of the users like sending of file are cryptographically linked to the server, that performs them and server maintain 

secured record of all the actions of past and the server can use the past records to know the correctness of action. It also 

provides reliable information about the usage of data and it observes all the records, so it helps in make trust, relationship 

and reputation. So accountability is for verification of authentication as well as authorization. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
Cloud environment has raised a range of important privacy and security issues [5][6]. Such issues are due to the fact 

that, in the cloud environment, users’ data and applications reside—at least for a certain amount of time—on the cloud 

cluster which is owned and maintained by the third party. In [7], the authors present a layered architecture for addressing the 

end-to-end trust management and accountability problem in many federated systems. They mainly consider trust 

relationships for accountability, along with both authentication and anomaly detection. Researchers have investigated the 

accountability mostly as a provable property through various cryptographic mechanisms, particularly in the context of 

electronic commerce [8]. In [9], the authors propose the usage of policies attached to the data and present logic for the 

accountability data in distributed settings.  

In [10], the authors proposed the Proof Carrying authentication (PCA) framework. The PCA includes a high order 

logic language that allows the quantification over predicates, and focuses on access control for the web services. While 

related to ours to the extent that it helps maintaining safe, high performance, mobile code, the PCA’s goal is highly different 

from our research work, as it focuses on validating code, rather than monitoring the content. In [11], the authors proposed an 

approach for strongly coupling content with access control with the help of Identity-Based Encryption (IBE). 

 

A Novel Information Accountability Framework for 

Cloud Computing 
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III. PROPOSED WORK 
The design of our framework presents substantial challenges, including uniquely identifying CSPs, ensuring the 

reliability of the log, adapting to a highly decentralized infrastructure, etc. Our basic approach toward addressing these issues 

is to leverage and extend the programmable capability of JAR (Java ARchives) files to automatically log the usage of the 

users’ data by any entity in the cloud environment. Users will send their data along with any policies such as access control 

policies and logging policies that they want to enforce, that enclosed in JAR files, to cloud service providers. Any access to 

the data will trigger an automated and authenticated logging mechanism local to the JAR files. As shown in Figure 1, our 

proposed JAR file consists of one outer JAR enclosing one or more inner JARs. The main responsibility of the outer JAR is 

to handle authentication process of entities which want to access the data stored in the JAR file. In our context, the data 

owners may not know the exact CSPs that are going to handle the information. Hence, authentication is specified according 

to the servers’ functionality (which we assume to be known through a lookup service), rather than the server’s URL or 

identification. Log records are generated by using the logger component. Logging occurs at any access to the data in the JAR 

file, and new log entries are appended sequentially, in order of creation. Each record ri is encrypted individually and then 

appended to the log file. 

 

 
Figure 1: The Structure of the JAR File 

 

Now we propose a new method based on the concept of information accountability. In contrast to the privacy safety 

is based on the concept of “hide-it-or-lose-it”. This information accountability mainly focus on keep the data usage in 

transparent as well as track able manner. The proposed framework provides end to end accountability in a high dynamically 

distributed manner. The new innovation in this framework is ability of maintaining lightweight and powerful accountability 

models, also it integrates the access control methods, usage control and authentication polices.  

 

 
Figure 2: Information Accountability Framework 

 

By means of this, data owners can track not only whether or not the service level agreements are being pleased, but 

also impose the access and usage control rules based on user needs. Also develop two distinct modes for auditing purpose, 

they are called as push and pull mode. In push mode, the logs are sporadically pushed to the data owner by using the log 

harmonizer while in the pull mode refers to another approach whereby the user (or another authorized party) can retrieve the 
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logs as our needed. The overall proposed framework, which combines data, logger, users and log harmonizer, is shown in the 

figure 2. Initially, each user creates both private and public keys using Identity-Based Encryption. The user will create a 

logger component which is a JAR file using this secret key, to store its data elements. The JAR file includes a set of simple 

access control policies specifying whether and how the cloud servers and possibly the other data stakeholders are authorized 

to access the content itself. Then, user sends the JAR files to the cloud service provider that he/she subscribes to. To 

authenticate the CSP to the JAR file, it uses Open SSL(Secure Socket Layer) based certificates, wherein a trusted certificate 

authority certifies the CSP. In the event that the access is requested by the users, this employs SAML-based authentication, 

where in a trusted identity provider issues certificates verifying the user’s identity based on his user identity. Once the 

authentication was successful then the service provider will be allowed to access the data enclosed in the JAR file. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Cloud computing is receiving a great deal of attention, both in publications and among users, from individuals at 

home, office to the government.  The cloud removes the need for you to be in the same physical location as the hardware that 

stores your information. A major feature of the cloud services is that user’s data are usually processed remotely in unknown 

systems that users do not own or operate. Data handling in the cloud goes through a complex and dynamic hierarchical 

service chain which does not exist in various traditional environments. This can be addressed by a novel method, namely 

Cloud Information Accountability (CIA) framework. In this every access to the data are correctly and automatically logged. 

Log files should be sent back to their data owners periodically, which are used to inform them of the current usage of their 

data. More importantly, log files should be retrievable any time by their owners when needed regardless the location where 

the files are actually stored. 
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ABSTRACT: Clustering is the process of grouping data into subsets in such a manner that identical instances are 

collected together, while different instances belong to different groups. The instances are thereby arranged into an efficient 

depiction that characterizes the populace that is being sampled. A general move towards the clustering process is to treat it 

as an optimization process. A best partition is found by optimizing an exacting function of similarity, or distance, among 

data. Basically, there is a hidden assumption that the true inherent structure of data could be correctly describe by using the 

similarity formula defined and fixed in the clustering decisive factor. In this paper, we introduce clustering with multi- view 

points based on different similarity measures. The multi- view point approach to learning is one in which we have ‘views’ of 

the data (sometimes in a rather abstract sense) and the goal is to use the relationship between these views to alleviate the 

difficulty of a learning problem of interest. 

 

Keywords: Clustering, Text mining, Similarity measure, View point. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Clustering[1] or cluster analysis is the task of grouping a set of objects in such a way that objects in the same group 

(called cluster) are more similar (in some sense or another) to each other than to those in other groups (clusters). It is a main 

task of explorative data mining techniques, and a common technique for statistical data analysis used in many fields, 

including machine learning, pattern recognition, image analysis, information retrieval, and bioinformatics. Cluster analysis 

itself is not one specific algorithm or procedure, but the general task to be solved. It can be achieved by using various 

algorithms that differ significantly in their notion of what constitutes a cluster and how to efficiently find them. Popular 

notions of clusters include groups with low distances among the cluster members, intervals or particular statistical 

distributions, dense areas of the data space. Clustering can therefore be formulated as a Multi- objective optimization 

process. 

The appropriate clustering algorithm and parameter settings, including values such as the distance function to use, a 

density threshold or the number of expected clusters, depend on the individual data set and intended use of the results. 

Clustering as such is not an automatic task, but an iterative process of Knowledge discovery or interactive multi- objective 

optimization that involves trial and failure. It will often be necessary to modify parameters and preprocessing until the result 

achieves the desired properties. Cluster analysis can be considered the most important unsupervised learning problem; so, as 

every other problem of this kind, it deals with finding a structure in a collection of unlabeled data. A loose definition of 

clustering process could be “the process of organizing objects into groups whose members are similar in some way”. A 

cluster is therefore a collection of objects or items which are “similar” between them and are “dissimilar” to the objects 

belonging to other clusters. Figure 1 shows clustering process. 

 

 
Figure 1: Clustering Process 

 

In this case we easily identify the four clusters into which the data can be divided; the similarity criterion is 

distance: two or more objects belong to the same cluster if they are “close” according to a given distance (in this case 

geometrical distance). This is called as distance based clustering. Another kind of clustering is called conceptual clustering: 

two or more objects belong to the same cluster if this one defines a concept common to all that objects. In other words, 

objects are grouped according to their fit to descriptive concepts, not according to the simple similarity measures. The multi- 

view point approach to learning is one in which we have „views‟ of the data (sometimes in a rather abstract sense) and the 

goal is to use the relationship between these views to alleviate the difficulty of a learning problem of interest. 

A Novel Clustering Method for Similarity Measuring in 
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II. RELATED WORK 
Text clustering is required in the real world applications such as web search engines. It comes under text mining 

process. It is meant for grouping text documents into various clusters. These clusters are used by various applications in the 

real world, for example, search engines. A text document is treated as an object a word in the document is referred as a term. 

A vector is built to represent each text document. The total number of terms in the text document is represented by m. Some 

kind of weighting schemes like Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is used to represent document 

vectors. There are many approaches for text document clustering. They include probabilistic based methods [2], nonnegative 

matrix factorization [3] and information theoretic co-clustering [4]. These approaches are not using a particular measure for 

finding similarity among text documents. In this paper, we make use of multi- view point similarity measure for finding the 

similarity. As found it literature, a measure widely used in text document clustering is ED (Euclidian Distance). 

 
K-Means algorithm is most widely used clustering algorithm due to its ease of use and simplicity. Euclidian 

distance is the measure used in K-Means algorithm to measure the distance between objects to make them into clusters. In 

this case the cluster centroid is computed as follows: 

 
Another similarity measure being used for text document mining is cosine similarity measure. It is best useful in hi-

dimensional documents [5]. This measure is also being used in Spherical K-Means which is a variant of K-Means algorithm. 

The difference between the two flavors of K-Means algorithm that use cosine similarity measure and ED measure 

respectively is that the former focuses on vector directions while the latter focuses on vector magnitudes. Graph partitioning 

is yet another approach which is very popular. It considers the text document corpus as graph and uses min-max cut 

algorithm which represents centriod as follows: 

 
There is a software package called CLUTO [6] which is meant for document clustering. It makes use of the graph 

partitioning approach. Based on the nearest neighbor graph it builds, it text documents are clustered. It is based on the 

Jacquard coefficient which is computed as follows: 

 
Jacquard coefficients use both magnitude and direction which is not the case with Euclidian distance and cosine 

similarity. However, it is similarity to cosine similarity when the documents are represented as unit vectors. In [7] there is 

comparison between the two techniques namely Jacquard and Pearson correlation. It also concludes that both of them are 

best used in clustering process of web documents. For tsxt document clustering other approaches can be used which are 

phrase based and concept based. In phrase based approach is found while in [8] tree similarity based approach is found. The 

common procedure used by both of them is “Hierarchical agglomerative Clustering”. The drawback of these approaches is 

that their computational cost is too high. For clustering XML documents also there are some measures. One such measure is 

called “Structural Similarity” which differs from text document clustering. This paper focuses on a new multi-view point 

based similarity measure for text clustering. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 
In proposed work, our approach in finding similarity between documents or objects while performing clustering is 

multi-view based similarity. It makes use of more than one point of reference as opposed to existing algorithms used for text 

document clustering. As per our approach the similarity between two documents is calculated as follows: 
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Consider two point “di” and “dj” in the cluster Sr. The similarity between those two points is viewed from a point 

“dh” which is outside the cluster. Such similarity is equal to the product of the cosine angle between those points with 

respect to Euclidean distance between the points. An assumption on which this definition is based on is “dh” is not the same 

cluster as “di” and “dj”. When distances are very small, then the chances are higher that the “dh” is in the same cluster. 

Though various viewpoints are useful in increasing the accuracy of the similarity measure there is a possibility of having that 

give negative result. However the possibility of such a drawback can be ignored provided plenty of documents to be 

clustered. 

 

Now we have to carry out the validity test for the cosine similarity and multi view based similarity as follows. For each 

type of the similarity measure, a similarity matrix called A = {aij}n×n is created. For CS, this is very simple, as aij = dti dj . 

The algorithm for building Multi view Similarity (MVS) matrix is described in Algorithm 1. 
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ALGORITHM 1: BUILDMVSMATRIX(A) 

Step 1: for r ← 1 : c do 

Step 2:        DS \Sr ← 
 ri Sd

id  

Step 3:   nS \Sr←|S \ Sr| 

Step 4: end for 

Step 5: for i ← 1 : n do 

Step 6:      r ← class of di 

Step 7:             for j ← 1 : n do 

Step 8:      if dj   Sr then 

Step 9:        

Step 10:     else 

Step 11:        

Step 12:     end if 

Step 13:    end for 

Step 14:    end for 

Step 15:   return A = {aij}n×n 

 

First, the outer composite with respect to each class is determined. Then, for each row ai of “A”, i = 1, . . . , n, if the pair of 

text documents di and dj, j = 1, . . . , n are in the same class, aij is calculated as in line 9. Otherwise, dj is assumed to be in 

di‟s class, and aij is calculated as shown in line 11. 

After matrix “A” is formed, the code in Algorithm 2 is used to get its validity score: 

 

ALGORITHM 2: GETVALIDITY(validity,A, percentage) 
Step 1: for r ← 1 : c do 

Step 2:   qr ← floor(percentage × nr ) 

Step 3: if qr = 0 then 

Step 4:      qr ← 1 

Step 5: end if 

Step 6: end for 

Step 7:   for i ← 1 : n do 

Step 8:     {aiv[1], . . . , aiv[n] } ←Sort {ai1, . . . , ain} 

Step 9:  s.t. aiv[1] ≥ aiv[2] ≥ . . . ≥ aiv[n] 

                       {v[1], . . . , v[n]} ← permute {1, . . . , n} 

Step 10: r ← class of di 

Step 11:     

Step 12:  end for 

Step 13:   

Step 14:  return validity 

 

For each document “di” corresponding to row “ai” of  matrix A, we select “qr” documents closest to point “di”. The 

value of “qr” is chosen relatively as the percentage of the size of the class r that contains “di”, where percentage   (0, 1]. 

Then, validity with respect to “di” is calculated by the fraction of these “qr” documents having the same class label with 

“di”, as shown in line 11. The final validity is determined by averaging the over all the rows of matrix A, as shown in line 

13. It is clear that the validity score is bounded within values 0 and 1. The higher validity score a similarity measure has, the 

more suitable it should be useful for the clustering process. 

 

IV. INCREMENTAL CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 

The main goal of this algorithm is to perform text document clustering by optimizing RI and VI  as shown below: 
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With this general form, the incremental optimization algorithm, which has two major steps Initialization and Refinement, is 

shown in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4. 

 

ALGORITHM 3: INITIALIZATION 

Step 1: Select k seeds s1, . . . , sk randomly  

Step 2:  

Step 3:  

Step 4: end 

 

ALGORITHM 4: REFINEMENT 

Step 1: repeat 

Step 2: {v[1 : n]} ← random permutation of {1, . . ., n} 

Step 3: for j ← 1 : n do 

Step 4: i ← v[j] 

Step 5: p ← cluster[di] 

Step 6:  

Step 7:  

Step 8:  

Step 9: if    then 

Step 10: Move di to cluster q: cluster[di] ← q 

Step 11: Update Dp, np,Dq, nq 

Step 12: end if 

Step 13: end for 

Step 14: until No move for all n documents 

Step 15: end 

 

At Initialization, “k” arbitrary documents are selected to be the seeds from which initial partitions are formed. 

Refinement is a process that consists of a number of iterations. During each iteration, the “n” text documents are visited one 

by one in a totally random order. Each text document is checked if its move to another cluster results in improvement of the 

objective function. If yes, then the text document is moved to the cluster that leads to the highest improvement. If no clusters 

are better than the current cluster, the text document is not moved. The clustering process terminates when iteration 

completes without any text documents being moved to new clusters. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
In the view point of data engineering, a cluster is a group of objects with similar nature. The grouping mechanism is 

called as clustering process. The similar text documents are grouped together in a cluster, if their cosine similarity measure is 

less than a specified threshold. In this paper we mainly focuses on view points and we introduce a novel multi-viewpoint 

based similarity measure for text mining. The nature of similarity measure plays a very important role in the success or 

failure of the clustering method. From the proposed similarity measure, we then formulate new clustering criterion functions 

and introduce their respective clustering algorithms, which are fast and scalable like k-means algorithm, but are also capable 

of providing high quality and consistent performance. 
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ABSTRACT: Wireless networks are susceptible to numerous security vulnerabilities due to the open nature of the wireless 

medium. Anyone with a transceiver can eavesdrop on ongoing transmissions, block the transmission of legitimate ones or 

inject spurious messages. One of the fundamental ways for degrading the overall network performance is by jamming 

wireless transmissions.   In this paper, we deal with the problem of selective jamming under an internal threat model. Here 

the eavesdropper who is aware of network secrets and the implementation details of all the layers of network protocols in the 

network stack. The attacker uses his/her internal knowledge for launching selective jamming attacks in which high 

importance messages are targeted. Hence we propose a novel method for preventing selective jamming attacks in wireless 

networks. 

 

Keywords: All- or- nothing transform, Jamming, SHCS. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Wireless networks are prone to diverse set of attacks due to the nature of its shared medium. Well-designed network 

architectures may address several security threats [1][2][3]. However, wireless networks are even sensitive to number of 

security attacks. From the existing security attacks to be resolved, we kept our centre of interest on Selective Jamming 

(Figure 1) which is the recent headway on the bad side of technology. We do have various traditional jamming attacks like 

random jamming, constant jamming, deceptive jamming etc [4][5]. To have any of these attacks, the attacker has to spend 

more vigor but the impact on the network degradation is less. Moreover, there are wide varieties of techniques to prevent 

such several traditional jamming strategies in [6]. 

But, in Selective Jamming, the attacker will expend fewer resources and can create drastic bad consequences. 

Taking this as ground principle, we can assign a tagline for the selective jamming as “less effort, more impact” method. The 

attacker who does the selective jamming will target on specific sender node (SN) and receiver node (RN) and thereby 

corrupt only the significant packets (e.g. Route REQ / REPLY, ACK) that travel between them. Selective jammer (SJ) node 

will use packet classification methods [7] to know whether the packet is significant or not. To achieve this selective jamming 

attack, the jamming node should be an internal part of network which makes it to know all the networks secrets in an easier 

way. Finally, all these things make attacker to perform selective jamming with less energy consumption. 

In this paper, we deal with the problem of selective jamming under an internal threat model. Here the adversary 

who is aware of network secrets and the implementation details of all the layers of network protocols in the network stack. 

The attacker uses his/her internal knowledge for launching selective jamming attacks in which high importance messages are 

targeted. For example, a jammer can target TCP acknowledgments in a TCP session or target route request or reply messages 

at the routing layer. 

 

 
Figure 1: Jamming in wireless network 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
Selective jamming problem has been addressed under various threat models. The impact of external selective 

jammers targeting various control packets at the MAC layer is studied in the paper [8] by author Thuente. Selective jamming 

attack is based on protocol semantics, where they considered several packet identifiers for enciphered packets such as packet 

size, signal sensing and timing information of different protocols. Unification of packet characteristics like minimum length 

and the inter packet timing was used in order to prevent selectivity. In [9], the authors attempts to make use of protocols at 

A Novel Method for Preventing Selective Jamming 

Attacks in Wireless Networks 
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various layers to get three advantages- targeted jamming, jamming gain, and reduced probability of detection. In targeted 

jamming attack, it may jam particular nodes, flows or links. Here the adversary may be interested in specific parts of the 

network and attacking those regions can lead to further jamming gains, where as in reduced probability of detection, the 

sufferer network may not be aware of jamming attack counter measures. 

Selective jamming attacks have been experimentally implemented using the software defined radio engines [10]. 

USRP2-based jamming platform called RFReact was implemented in [10] that enables selective and reactive jamming. We 

develop 3 schemes that prevent jamming attacks: they are Strong Hiding Commitment Scheme, Cryptographic Puzzle 

Hiding Scheme and All or Nothing Transformation. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 
A. Problem Statement 

Lets consider Figure 2 where A(alice) and B(bob) are communicating through a wireless network and “j” is 

jamming node whenever alice sending some packets m to bob. Node “j” will classify m and get first few bytes then 

adversary “j” corrupt them beyond the recovery and add them when received by Bob. The main objective is to prevent 

attackers who are going to do selective jamming attacks on our network. 

 

 
Figure 2: Realization of a selective jamming attack 

 

Figure 3 shows the generic format for a wireless Physical header contains information regarding the length of frame 

and transmission rate in MAC protocol, source, destination field, MAC header is followed by frame body that contains IP 

datagram. 

 
Figure 3: A generic frame format for a wireless network 

 

B. Strong Hiding Commitment Scheme (SHCS) 

Strong Hiding Commitment Scheme (SHCS) which is based on asymmetric cryptography. Our main goal is to 

satisfy the strong hiding property by keeping the computation overhead to a minimum. A commitment scheme allows an 

entity “S”, to commit to a chosen value, to another entity “V” while keeping that value hidden to others. Commitment 

scheme must satisfy the following two properties: 

 

 Binding: Deliver the committed value to the receiver end, here the sender cannot alter the value once it is committed 

 Hiding: The receiver cannot see the message until he gets the secret key, after receiving the key receiver verifies that it 

is indeed the message to which the sender is committed. 

 

Here the role of the committer is implicated by the sender or transmitting node, whereas role of the verifier is 

implicated by any receiver including the attacker. Consider that sender S has a packet “m” for the transmission for receiver 

R. First, before transmission S constructs the following: 

(C,d) = commit (m) 

C= Ek (π1(m)) and d=k 

 

Where “Ek” the commitment function is an asymmetric encryption algorithm (eg. DSA or RSA [11]), “π1” is a 

publicly known permutation and k is a randomly selected key. At the receiver end, upon receiving d the receiver R computes 

m = π1(Dk (C)), where “π1” is the inverse permutation of π1 and also it verifies the signature which is attached to the 

packets. 
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C. Cryptographic Puzzle Hiding scheme 

A sender “S” has a packet “m” for transmission. The sender selects a random secret key “k” , of a desired length. S 

generates a puzzle (key, time), where puzzle() denotes the puzzle generator function, and “tp” denotes the time period 

required for the solution of the puzzle. Parameter is measured in units of time, and it is directly dependent on the assumed 

computational capability of the attacker, denoted by N and measured in computational operations per second. After 

generating the puzzle “P”, the sender broadcasts (C, P). At the receiver side, any receiver R solves the received puzzle to 

recover secret key and then computes. Cryptographic Puzzle includes two types of methods. 

 

 Time-lock Puzzles 

 Puzzles based on hashing 

 

Time lock Puzzles is based on the iterative application of the precisely controlled number of modulo operations. 

Time-lock puzzles have several attractive features such as the fine granularity in controlling “tp” and the sequential nature of 

the computation. Moreover, the Puzzle generation requires significantly less computation compared to the puzzle solving. 

Computationally limited receivers can incur significant delay and the energy consumption when dealing with modulo 

arithmetic. In this case, the hiding scheme can be implemented from cryptographic puzzles which employ computationally 

efficient cryptographic primitives. Client puzzles proposed in, use one way hash functions with partially disclosed inputs to 

force the puzzle solvers search through a space of a precisely controlled size. In our context, the sender picks a random 

secret key k with k = k1||k2. The lengths of k1 and k2 are s1, and s2, respectively. He then calculates C = Ek(π1(m)) and 

transmits (C, k1, h(k)) in this particular order. To obtain key k, any receiver has to perform On average 2s2−1 hash 

operations (assuming perfect hash functions). Because the puzzle cannot be solved before hash function h (k) has been 

received, the adversary cannot classify m before the completion of m’s transmission. 

 

D. Hiding based on All-Or-Nothing Transformation 

In this scheme, the packets are pre-processed by an AONT before transmission but remain unencrypted. The 

jammer cannot perform the packet classification until all the pseudo-messages corresponding to the original packet have 

been received and the inverse transformation has been applied. Packet “m” is partitioned to a set of “x” input blocks m = 

{m1, m2, m3….}, which serve as an input to an The set of pseudo messages m = {m1, m2, m3,…..} is transmitted over the 

wireless link. Recently Rivest motivated by different security concerns arising in the context of the block ciphers, introduced 

an intriguing primitive called the “All-Or-Nothing Transform (AONT)”. All- or- Nothing transform is an efficiently 

computable transformation “T” on strings such that 

 

 For any string “x”, given all of T(x), one can efficiently recover “x”  

 There exists some threshold value such that any polynomial time adversery that learns all but bits of T(x) obtains no 

information about “X” (in a computational sense).  

 

Figure 4 shows the proposed AONT- based packet hiding method. The Sender transmits the secret message, which 

is divided into blocks of fixed size. These blocks are given as input to AONT system. Then AONT system encrypts these 

message blocks with a shared secret key and then sends to the receiver. Now the receiver decrypts the received blocks with 

the same key, thus retrieves the original data.  

 

 
Figure 4: AONT- based packet hiding method 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
There are various categories in wireless networks like sensor network, Ad hoc, WLAN networks. Jamming creates a 

very bad impact on any of these wireless networks. Specifically, if Selective Jamming is done, the impact is even more 

serious. Selective jamming is treated as an internal threat model, so it would be difficult to detect it for a normal sender node 

or receiver node. Here, we have proposed a solution to identify the exact node that is performing selective jamming attack, 

by initially checking the existence of selective jammer between specific sender and receiver node. Finally, we have given 

three novel methods to prevent selective jamming by ensuring privacy of the transmitted message. 
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ABSTRACT: In this experimental work polymer based additive are mixed in different proportions with diesel fuel. Their 

emissions and performance results are compared with base fuel diesel. By mixing of this additive, it is observed that cetane 

index number is increased from 46.22 as of base fuel to 47.63, 49.40, 51.91, 54.91 and 60.66 respectively. The tests 

conducted at full load and varying speed conditions. The results show that HC, CO& NOX emissions are reduced by 35%, 

30% & 4% respectively. Brake power is increased 6% whereas brake specific fuel consumption and smoke density are 

decreased by 23% and 35%. Here we also observed that, when cetane index number is increases from 54.91 to 60.66 the 

engine performance and emission characteristics are not effective. 

 

Keywords: Engine performance, Emission, Fuel properties, SC5D additive, Diesel engine.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Today improvement of fuel quality is major challenge to reduce engine emission to protect environment. The 

additives play effective role to counter this problem without engine modification. The diesel engine provides better fuel 

economy and high power output compared with the gasoline engine. Z.H. Huang 
a *

et al. [1], studied the combustion 

characteristics and heat release for different proportions of mixing DMM (Dimethoxy methane) in diesel fuel and found 

satisfactory results on emission reduction.  Ruijun Zhu
a,b

 et al. [2], Studied regulated and unregulated emissions from diesel 

engine blended fuel with diethyl adipate, showed using this additive cleaner combustion is achieved. Xiangang Wang
a 
et al. 

[3], investigated the blends of diesel-ethanol, diesel-biodiesel and diesel-DGM (diethylene glycol dimethyl ether ) or named 

as diglyme and found that using ethanol blended fuels HC, CO, NOX  and NO2 emissions are increases but DGM blended 

fuels reduces HC,CO NOX  and NO2 emission. PM emission is also reduces by using DGM as compare to diesel. By using 

biodiesel blended fuels noted that the HC, CO, NOX, and NO2 emissions, lies between ethanol and DGM blended fuels. 

Ruijun Zhu 
a
 et al. [4], studied the combustion and emission characteristics of CI engine by using DMM blends and got 

satisfactory reduction of HC, CO, NOX, smoke and PM emission. W.M. Yang
*
 et al. [5], Has used nano-organic additives 

and investigated that when engine speed  increases the HC, CO and NOX emissions reduces. Wang Ying
a,*

et al.[6], Mixing 

oxygenated DME (dimethyl ether) in diesel fuel and studied the engine performance and emission characteristics of CI 

engine. He observed that by mixing DME in diesel fuel, the cetane number increase as compare to pure diesel. The result 

showed that engine performance increases and emission characteristics reduce. F.K. Forson et al. [7], Investigated the engine 

performance of diesel engine by using jatropha oil blends. Here it is noted that pure jotropha, pure diesel and jatropha plus 

diesel oil given same results under different operating conditions, but mixing of jatropha oil in diesel fuel the exhaust gas 

temperature is reduced. Yakup Icingur et al. [8], Investigated the engine performance and emission characteristics of diesel 

engine by using different fuel cetane numbers. He observed that using different cetane numbers of fuel NOX, SO2, emission 

are reduces at different speed. 

Here the previous study shows that additive play effective role in increasing mechanical efficiency and reduction emission. 

 

II. OBJECTIVE 

The objective of present study to carry at experimental analysis, to evaluate effect of SC5D additive on diesel 

engine. The SC5D additive compare to other additives cost wise very cheap as well as quality like mileage, performance, 

power, reliability and going to turn your simple diesel to SUPER DIESEL. The additive manufactured by sumafine 

chemicals ltd pune. The company tested diesel cetane index and smoke density in CIRT PUNE with SC5D additive and 

compare these results with pure diesel. Here it is noted that by adding this additive, the cetane index increases and smoke 

density reduces. But we used this additive in different proportion of diesel and calculate engine performance as well as 

emission characteristics and their results compare with pure diesel. 

 

The physical and chemical properties of SC5D additive as follows:- 

Appearance: Liquid, Color: Radish yellow liquid, Odor: Aromatic, Starts to Boil: 180
0
c   (1.03mbar) Method DIN 

51751, Flash Point: Approx 30
0
c, Ignition Temperature: Approx 210

0
c Lower Explosion Limit: 0.9% (v), Upper Explosion 

Limit: 7% (v) method 51649, Vapor Pressure:  Approx 3.9 mbar method 51649, Vapor Pressure: Approx 3.9 mbar (20
0
c) 

method DIN 51754, Density: (29
0
c) 0.795, Solubility in Water: Insoluble (20

0
c), Solubility /Qualitative: Soluble in 

hydrocarbons. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND FUEL PROPERTIES:- 

The experimental work is conducted on single cylinder, water cooled, two stroke, direct injection, Textool Diesel 

Engine. A rope brake dynamometer is used to load the engine at maximum load of 50kg and maximum spring balance 

reading is 20kg which is attached to the dynamometer. Experiments were performed under full load and varying speed 

Effect of SC5D Additive on the Performance and Emission 

Characteristics of CI Engine 
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conditions. The schematic diagram of engine test bed is shown in fig.1. Speed of the engine shaft is measured by hand held 

tachometer. Flow rate was measured on the volume basis using a burette and stopwatch. The fuel from the tank is sent to the 

engine through a graduated burette using a two way valve. When the valve is set at position 1 the fuel is sent to the engine 

directly and in position 2 the fuel contained in the burette is sent to the engine. For the measurement of the fuel flow rate of 

the engine the valve is set at position 2 and the time for a definite quantity of the fuel flow is noted. An AVL exhaust gas 

analyzer and smoke meter are used to measure exhaust emission and smoke density respectively. Here fuel cetane index no. 

46.22, 47.63, 49.40, 51.91, 54.91 and 60.66 respectively are tested. Increase in cetane number effect the combustion process 

and to short the ignition delay. The cetane number is increased by the paraffinic hydrocarbon in the fuel. The properties of 

fuel such as viscosity, volatility flash point is also affects the proper combustion process.  Viscosity affects atomization and 

vaporization of the fuel and the volatility ensures good mixing of fuel to air [6].  

 

Table 1 

Fuel properties of pure diesel and mixing with additive used for experimental analysis. 

 

S. no. Fuel type Density 

(@15
0
C kg/m

3
) 

Degree of 

API gravity 

Aniline point 

 ( 
0
C ) 

Flash point 

(
0
C) 

Cetane 

Index 

1. D0 (Pure diesel) 835.13 36.80 52 56 46.22 

2. D1 (1000:1)ml. 834.76 36.87 54 57 47.63 

3. D2 (1500:2) 833.15 37.20 56 59 49.40 

4. D3 (2000:3) 832.2 37.40 59 61 51.68 

5. D4 (2500:5) 830.3 37.77 63 64 54.91 

6. D5 (3000:7) 816.13 40.71 65 65 60.66 
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                   Fig1. Schematic block diagram of experimental setup. 

 

 EXPERIMENAL PROCEDURE: 

The engine tests were conducted at different engine speed and full load conditions. After stable operating conditions 

were experiments are achieved, the engines were subjected to same load condition. The engine was stabilized before taking 

all measurements at constant static injection timing. An attempt was made to conduct all experiments without significant 

fluctuations to prevent possible discrepancies in engine operation during the tests and mainly, to avoid variations in engine 

loading. The experimental procedure consisted of the following three steps: 

1. Initially engine tests using the base reference diesel fuel were conducted at full load condition to determine engine 

performance and emission characteristics of the engine base line operations.  

2. The previous procedure was repeated at the same operating conditions with the engine fueled consecutively with fuels of 

different additives. 

3. Taking the mean value by repeating the measurements at each operating conditions. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The performance and emission characteristics of diesel fuel with additive and pure diesel are tested and compared at 

different speeds and full load condition. The results are shown in fig. 2-7. The brake power (BP) increases and brake specific 

fuel consumption (BSFC) reduces with respect to cetane index. We noted that the cetane index no. is increases from 46.22 to 

54.91, brake power increases and brake specific fuel consumption reduces linearly in all speeds, 300, 500 and 700 rpm. The 
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maximum reduction is obtained at 700 rpm. If the cetane index no. increases from 54.91 to 60.66 the results are not effective 

as shown in fig 2 and 3. Fig. 4-5 shows the effect of cetane index on HC and CO emission. It can be seen that the cetane 

index no. increases from 46.22 to 54.91 the HC and CO emission reduces at all engine speed. Here we also noted that the HC 

and CO reduces maximum at 700 rpm. The variation shows that the additive mix diesel as compare to pure diesel is very 

effective to improve the engine performance and decrease the emissions. The cetane index no. increase from 54.91 to 60.66, 

the results are not effective. Fig. 6 and 7 shows the effect of cetane index on NOX emission and smoke density at engine 

speed, 300, 500 and 700 rpm. Here we noted that when engine speed is increases the NOX emission and smoke density 

reduces with respect to cetane index. The maximum reduction of NOX is obtained at 500 rpm and smoke density at 700 rpm. 

The results are not effective when cetane index no. increases from 54.91 to 60.66. Here we observed that by adding additive 

the combustion process is completed very smoothly and shorter the ignition delays. We compare all additive mix diesel and 

pure diesel results. Here we noted that the additive mix diesel is most beneficial to environmental protection as compare to 

pure diesel.  The observation of different test results are plotted as following:- 

 

 
Fig.2. Effects of Cetane Index on BP (at full load) 

 

 
Fig.3. Effects of Cetane Index on BSFC (at full load) 

 

 
Fig.4.Effects of Cetane Index on HC emission (at full load) 
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Fig.5.Effects of Cetane Index on CO emission (at full load) 

 

 
 

Fig.6.Effects Cetane Index on NOX emission (at full load) 

 

 
 

Fig.7.Effects of Cetane Index on Smoke Density (at full load) 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The experimental investigation of engine performance and emission characteristics is conducted in direct- injection 

single cylinder water-cooled two-stroke textool diesel engine and test results shows the following conclusions: 

1. Test results show that when increasing cetane index number 46.22 to 54.91 the engine performance and emission is 

reduces at varying speed and full load condition. 

2. By using additive HC, CO% &NOX emission reduces 35%, 30% & 4% respectively as compare to pure diesel. 

3.  The smoke density is decreased by 35 %. 

4. The brake power increases 6% and brake specific fuel consumption is reduces 23%. 

5. When cetane index number is increases from 54.91 to 60.66 the results are not effective. 
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ABSTRACT: As decaying of fossil fuels and scarcity of electricity generating resources, an alternate methods for  

generating electricity  are highlighted and these methods uses renewable sources like solar power, wind power, tidal energy 

and so on. Many research companies concentrate on the elemental technologies to generate the power but the energy 

generated from these resources is not sufficient as the growth of power demands and need efficient and intelligent 

distribution system to distribute the energy. The intelligent energy distribution management system is developed and the 

results of managing the distribution of energy which is generated from renewable resources are used effectively as presented 

and discussed.  

 

Keywords: Efficient energy distribution system, power monitoring device, renewable source, solar panel,   Zigbee.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
An increasing Global warming, currently occurring on this 4.6 billion years old earth, is a very critical issue to be 

addressed by the modern society that has been enjoying economical growth by consumption  of  fossil energies Since the 

Industrial Revolution in Great Britain, much carbon dioxide (CO2) has been emitted as a result of the combustion of 

petroleum and coal. In the past 200 years, the carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere has increased by as much as 

25%. Now the entire earth is, so to speak, situ three of the most prominent issues facing the world today are escalating 

climate change, energy security and meeting the increasing global demand for electrical energy generated from renewable 

sources.  

The renewable energy is growing technology for meeting the demands of energy consumption to solve the problems 

of fossil fuels and at the same time reduce the pollution in the atmosphere. In case of fossil fuels once it is used that can‟t 

regenerated means it is converted into electricity and is used by consumers. Where as in case of renewable sources the 

energy generated is unlimited. Hence the importance of renewable energy is becoming a great technology and today the 

world seeing to develop these technologies.  

Now a day many companies are seeing that to increase the efforts on development of renewable sources by 

constructing smart grids having sustainable growth and connecting those smart grids to the commercial electricity grids. The 

renewable energy sources are of different forms like solar, wind, tidal ect. But the problems with this technology are that the 

energy generated from renewable sources may vary with time and climatic conditions, means these generate indefinite 

amount of energy but hard expect the constant generation [1]. 

In this paper, introduced an efficient energy distribution system to distribute the energy generated from the 

renewable sources [2]. In order to meet the current problems the energy generated from the renewable sources to maintain it 

constant, it was connected to a battery and inverter. In this research we have implemented   a prototype system for the ideas. 

The preliminary tests show that this approach is promising for real applications. A case study on the basis of the California 

residential-sector shows that at 10% penetration levels for households with a 4-kW solar PV panel with a 0.5-kW.h battery, 

the daily systems cost savings per household could be over $5 a day in August[3]. 

      In section II related work in renewable source technologies were discussed. Proposed efficient distribution system is 

mentioned in section III. Implementation of the system is then presented in section IV. Experiment results are placed in 

section V. Finally a brief conclusion and future work are given in section VI. 

 

II. RELATEDWORK 
Renewable sources are also called   Echo friendly technologies are very important due to their pollution free energy 

generation and having sustainable growth.  There are many sources of energy that are renewable and considered to be 

environmentally friendly and harmless natural processes [4]. These sources of energy provide an alternate „cleaner‟ source of 

energy, helping to negate the effects of certain forms of pollution. All of these power generation techniques can be described 

as renewable since they are not depleting any resource to create the energy. While there are many large-scale renewable 

energy projects and production, renewable technologies are also suited to small off-grid applications, sometimes in rural and 

remote areas, where energy is often crucial in human development. 

But the disadvantage with the renewable sources is that their power generation varies with climatic condition and 

hourly based. To store this unsteady generated energy from renewable sources required a huge, efficient battery and inverter 

[5], and these are necessary to connect to the power grid. In case of solar power systems variation in the power generation is 

largely depends on weather and season. Hence every renewable energy system requires storage systems. However the 

storage systems also have some limitations in the point of installation and return of investment. So to avoid this, in this paper 

we propose a management system that effectively distributes the energy generated from renewable sources and maximize the 

efficiency.     

Efficient Energy Management System with Solar Energy 
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Fig.1.Structure of general renewable energy system 

 

In this paper, we propose an efficient distribution management system, the combination of elemental technologies 

of renewable sources with commercial electricity maximize the efficiency.  

 

III. INTELLIGENT SYSTEM 
Intelligent energy distribution system is the most important in order to determine how effectively the power 

generated from renewable sources are distributed. The system decides when to use the energy stored in the battery, that is 

whenever the power generated from the commercial electricity grid is very low then the switching action takes place, 

switches to the solar grid. If the energy generated from the solar panel is sufficient then power supplied as usual as the 

commercial grid otherwise controlling action takes place. The energy stored in the battery is always compared with the 

preset levels and if it is low then it communicates with control room to take necessary steps. According to the energy levels 

in the stored battery the controlling of devices takes place. 

If the energy level is below the first preset level then the power that goes to the least priority devices are 

automatically shut off and the high priority devices are run and if the energy is below that then the next priority devices are 

shut off and allows to run only the highest priority devices giving a signal to take the necessary actions. 

The power monitoring device has three power sockets to measure the power consumption of devices and Zigbee 

network module, that can transmit the status of the battery and receives the control signals to control the power through the 

devices. Fig.2 shows the basic block diagram for intelligent and efficient distribution system consisting of microcontroller 

unit, relay control unit; Zigbee communication; user interface, power sensing unit (energy meter) and power supply exist in 

the system. The energy meter measure the power consumption, consisting of a CT sensor converted to a current value which 

can handled in the MCU.  The renewable energy management system manages the generated power and battery charging 

conditions in the solar power generator. The power management methods are of two types, efficiency oriented and user 

oriented. In the efficient method the generated power and the battery charging conditions are transmitted to the smart power 

management system and it is compared with the power consumption data stored in the MCU. But the problem with this 

technique is that it finds only the optimal time to use the charging battery for decreasing power consumption and electric 

charges. 

In this paper we proposed a user oriented method to run the devices by setting the priorities and run the device 

having highest priority for a long time compared to the devices having least priority, which increases the efficiency in the 

point of user. The block diagram in fig.2 having three sockets is nothing but three loads. The intelligent system efficiently 

distributes the power generated from the solar panel to these prioritized loads depending upon the status of the battery. 

 
Fig.2 Hardware architecture of intelligent distribution system 
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION 
In the previous section we describe the efficient intelligent energy distribution system. Now we can see how to 

implement this system, when the electricity generated from the thermal plants is enough then it is connected to the connected 

to the energy meter through the power grid network, otherwise when the this electricity is not available then the energy 

generated from the solar panel is connected to the energy meter trough the grid inverter and distributed to the devices 

according to the prioritization which increases the efficiency of the solar power. Always the power requires is compared with 

the stored value 

in the battery and generates the control signals according to conditions specified. 

As the consumption of power increases, the energy stored in the battery decreases causes that no longer the devices 

operate with the solar energy. In order to increase the efficiency of the solar system it is required to distribute the energy 

intelligently, sends a control signal from the control room to turn off the least priority devices and keep on monitoring the 

battery status. If the battery value reaches the threshold value which is set for safe operation runs only the highest priority 

device making all remaining devices turn off. 

Fig.3 shows the efficient distribution system that distributes the power generated from the solar panel. To make the 

switching action between commercial electricity and solar power a relay is placed. To monitor the electricity from power 

grid network, 5v input is given to the MCU whenever the monitor pin reads 0V then relay connects the solar system to the 

energy meter and it displayed on the LCD display and on the PC in control room. Zigbee provides the communication 

between the control station and distribution system. The control commands are given remotely to control power going to the 

devices depending on the battery status. 

 

 
Figure 3:  Efficient Distribution System 

   

The algorithm is as follows: 

Step1:  Initialization of devices. 

Step2:  Initially both AC and Inverter sections are in   ON condition. 

Step3:  Devices are run with AC power 

Step4: In microcontroller one pin is programmed to monitor the AC power, when it is goes off, the relay is connected to 

the inverter. 

Step5: Now the solar energy is connected to the meter 

Step6: In micro controller the stored energy is always compared with presetting levels 

Step7:  If the stored energy is greater than the power Consumption then the least priority device is automatically turn off. 

Step8:   Otherwise highest priority load will run by turning off other loads. 

Step9:  Whenever the AC power is available then the relay connects it to the energy meter. 

Step10:  Stop the process.  

 

V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
The results shows that, when the power from both power plant and solar system are present  then the efficient 

distribution system connects the energy meter to power line generated from power plant and runs all the devices. Otherwise 

the remote control station sends the command signal to connect the solar system to the energy meter and compares the 

battery status continuously to run the prioritized devices. 

 
Figure 4:  Controlling from remote station 
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Control station that is remotely located, communicates with the efficient system   through the Zigbee and it displays the 

results like on PC like, when AC power and Solar power present AC power ON, Otherwise AC power off and solar power 

present and also display the voltage in the inverter. According to the battery status it operates the loads given in the 

following table in this for demo purpose three loads are considered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                               

 

 

 

Table 1: Load Distribution 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we proposed a system to distribute the power generated from renewable sources efficiently. By 

increasing the capacity of solar panel and efficiency of the battery it is possible to construct a solar grid parallel to the 

commercial grid which solves the problems of electricity in future and it can be distributed effectively to the rural and urban 

areas which solves the problems of electricity. But the problem with this system is that to require huge inverter to store the 

largely variable solar energy and its maintenance. This can be overcome by  constructing solar grids parallel to the existed 

grids by the government. 
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ABSTRACT: MIMO-OFDM with bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) is an attractive technique for wireless 

communications over frequency selective fading channels which has gained significant interests as a promising candidate 

for the 4th Generation wireless communication. The SISO MMSE-PIC based detector is proposed in this paper. The SISO 

MMSE-PIC detector exchanges soft information with SISO channel decoder through iterative process. For reduction 

complexity, the Max Log MAP approximations decoder is exploited for iterative BICM decoding of MIMO-OFDM under 

perfect channel knowledge. Simulation results in the IEEE 802.11 channel model show that the SISO MMSE-PIC iterative 

detector decoder leads to a clear improvement of the performance than the SISO ZF-PIC based detector with saturation at 

4th iterations. For a large number of iterations, the performance improvement is not significant which could be investigated 

for practical reduction complexity considerations. Furthermore, for a 10−2 bit error rate BER target, the gain in the 

performance of the SISO MMSE-PIC is approximately about 3dB when the number of antennas is twice. The performance of 

the SISO MMSE-PIC under different modulation schemes for MIMO-OFDM systems shows that with lower modulation size, 

the method can perform better and decreases when the channel delay spreads is increased. 

 

Keywords: BICM, IEEE 802.11, MIMO iterative detection and decoding, MIMO-OFDM, SISO MMSE-PIC,. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The Multi-input multi-output orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing frequency-division multiplexing (MIMO-

OFDM) has gained significant interests as a promising candidate for the 4th Generation (4G) wireless communication. It 

combines the capacity and diversity gain of MIMO systems with the equalization simplicity of Orthogonal Frequency 

Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation. A higher capacity with high bandwidth efficiency can be achieved over 

broadband multipath fading wireless channels [1, 2]. The use of multiple  antennas at both the transmitter and receiver, 

which is usually referred to as MIMO communication, can yield large improvements in spectral efficiency and diversity 

compared to single systems, when using advanced signal processing and coding techniques. OFDM is a multicarrier 

transmission technique, which divides the available spectrum into many carriers; each one being modulated by a low data 

rate stream has been recently established for several systems such as American IEEE802.11, the European equivalent 

HiperLan/2, digital video and audio broadcasting.  

MIMO-OFDM with bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) is a promising technique for wireless 

communications over frequency selective fading channels [3, 4]. Müller-Weinfurtner has demonstrated that for the multiple-

input multiple-output (MIMO) system, BICM shows excellent performance in fast-fading channel when maximum 

likelihood (ML) detection is used [5]. However, as the complexity of ML detection is large, a low complexity solution based 

on Zero Forcing (ZF) and Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) detection have been proposed. The BICM is incorporated 

in many modern wireless communication standards, such as IEEE 802.11n, IEEE 802.16m and 3rd Generation Partnership 

Project long term evolution (3GPP LTE) [6,7,8]. It was shown that the full potential of MIMO wireless systems can, in 

practice, only be achieved through iterative MIMO decoding [9]. 

In iterative MIMO detection and decoding method, a posteriori probability (APP) MIMO algorithm is the optimal 

way to calculate the probabilistic soft information of the inner coded bits expressed with Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) values 

[10]. The probabilistic soft information is then further processed in the outer channel decoder based on an optimal (Soft In 

Soft out) BCJR (MAP) algorithm and fed back to the inner detector [11]. The reliability information is exchanged between 

the two stages separated by a deinterleaver and an interleaver. However, the computational complexity of the optimum 

MIMO detection algorithm scales exponentially in the number of spatial streams. Various efficient MIMO-BICM soft 

detector algorithms providing approximate LLRs have been proposed. Existing approaches use the list extension of the 

Fincke-Phost Sphere Decoding (LFPSD) algorithm as well as algorithms based on Zero-Forcing (ZF) or Minimum Mean 

Squared Error (MMSE) equalization [12, 13, 14, 15]. The Jacobian logarithm and the so-called log-MAP algorithm reduces 

the complexity of the original symbol-by-symbol MAP algorithm [11]. A less complex max-log-MAP approximation can 

also be applied with rather small performance loss compared to the log-MAP [16]. A posteriori probability (APP) detection, 

optimal but exponentially complex, is usually replaced with Parallel Interference Cancellation (PIC) and Minimum Mean 

Square Error (MMSE) filtering. MMSE based “soft” successive interference cancellation [17], list sphere detection [18], and 

list sequential detection [19] are all known achieve performance close to the capacity limit of the MIMO channel while 

avoiding the prohibitive complexity of a full APP detector. 

In this paper, we propose a combination of Parallel Interference Cancellation (PIC) detection with maximum a 

posteriori (MAP) decoding denoted by SISO MMSE PIC algorithm for MIMO-OFDM systems. The PIC technique applies a 

linear detector to obtain an initial estimate of the transmitted data layer based on the a priori LLRs obtained from the SISO 

SISO MMSE-PIC detector in MIMO-OFDM systems 
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channel decoder. Each layer is then nulled with the estimate from other layers. The Interference Plus residual Noise (NPI) 

term is then equalized using a MMSE filter, followed by computation of per-stream a posteriori LLRs. 

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, the MIMO-OFDM system model is described. In section 

III, linear detection schemes, iterative detection and decoding and SISO MMSE Parallel Interference Cancelation (PIC) 

methods are introduced. Section IV is devoted to simulations and performance evaluation. Finally, Section V concludes the 

paper. 

 

II. MIMO-OFDM SYSTEM MODEL 
A MIMO-OFDM system model based on a bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) transmission strategy is 

depicted in Fig. 1. We consider a multiple antenna system with 𝑁𝑇  transmit and 𝑁𝑅  receive antennas (𝑁𝑅 > 𝑁𝑇). At the 

transmitter, a stream of information bits 𝒅 is first encoded by an outer channel code with rare 𝑅 and interleaved by a quasi-

random interleaver. The resulting stream of coded and interleaved bits 𝐛 is then de-multiplexed into 𝑁𝑇  sub-streams 

𝐛 = [𝑏1 𝑘 , … , 𝑏𝑁𝑇
(𝑘)]𝑇  and mapped to a sequence of 𝑁𝑇  dimensional symbol vectors 𝒔(𝑘). The entries of 𝒔(𝑘) are drawn 

from a complex QAM (or MPSK) constellation Ω, where  Ω  = 2𝑄  and 𝑄 is the number of bits per symbol. The length of 

each symbol vector 𝒔 𝑘 = [𝑠1 𝑘 , … , 𝑠𝑁𝑇
(𝑘)]𝑇  is  𝑁𝑇 𝑄 , where 𝑠𝑖 𝑘 = Map (𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞(𝑘)) is the 𝑞𝑡ℎ  bit of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ  entry of the 

symbol vector which takes its value from the QAM alphabet set 𝛺 =  𝑎1 , … , 𝑎2𝑄   and the bits 𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞  are chosen from the set 

 +1, −1  (𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁𝑇  and 𝑞 = 1, … , 𝑄). Then, the modulated signals are passed through an IFFT operation and transmitted 

via 𝑁𝑇  antennas. 

The frequency-selective MIMO channel can be decomposed into parallel frequency at MIMO channels.  For a MIMO-

OFDM system with 𝑁𝑐  subcarriers, the received signal for each subcarrier 𝑘 can be written as: 

 

                                                             𝒓 𝑘 = 𝑯 𝑘 𝒔(𝑘) + 𝜼(𝑘)    for  1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑁𝑐                                                               (1) 

 

Where 𝑯 𝑘  is the (𝑁𝑅 × 𝑁𝑇) frequency domain channel matrix which is assumed to be perfectly known at the receiver, 

𝒓 𝑘  is the (𝑁𝑅 × 1) received signal vector and 𝜼(𝑘) is a (𝑁𝑅 × 1) noise vector whose elements are zero mean independent 

identically distributed (i.i.d) circular symmetric complex Gaussian random variables with variance 𝑁0 observed at the 𝑁𝑅  

receive antennas.  

The channel coefficients of 𝑯(𝑘) for each sub-carrier 𝑘 are given by the discrete Fourier transform of the channel impulse 

responses  ℎ𝑙
𝑖 ,𝑗

(𝑘) as: 

 

                                                                     𝑯𝑖 ,𝑗  𝑘 =  ℎ𝑙
𝑖 ,𝑗

(𝑘)𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝑘𝑙 /𝑁𝑐𝐿−1
𝑙=0                                                                         (2) 

 

The maximum multipath delay length is equal to 𝐿 and the length of the Cyclic Prefix 𝑁𝑐𝑝  is assumed to be long enough to 

eliminate the inter-symbol interference. In the receiver, the symbols are transformed into frequency domain with the FFT. 

The soft detector provides soft output LLRs for the decoder. 
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III. LINEAR DETECTION SCHEME 
In linear detection such as Zero forcing (ZF) and Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE), the receiver symbol 

vector r is multiplied with a linear filter: 

 

1. ZF:  𝒔 = 𝑮𝑍𝐹𝒓 =  𝑯𝐻𝑯 −1𝑯𝐻  𝒓 = 𝒔 + 𝜂 𝑍𝐹                                                                                                                     (3) 

2. MMSE:  𝒔 = 𝑮𝑀𝑀𝑆𝐸 𝒓 =  𝑯𝐻𝑯 +
𝑁𝑇

𝜌
𝑰𝑁𝑇

 
−1

𝑯𝐻  𝒓 = 𝒔 + 𝜂 𝑀𝑀𝑆𝐸                                                                                    (4) 

Where 𝜌 is the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). 

 

III.1. Iterative detection and decoding 

In Iterative MIMO decoding, the SISO detector has to generate reliability information, or "soft output", for each of 

the coded bits 𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞(𝑘) in the symbol vector 𝑺(𝑘). Fig. 2 depicts the iterative receiver structure based on the turbo-processing 

principle [9]. At each iteration, the soft output detector updates and delivers to the channel decoder the extrinsic information 

for each coded bit. The detector calculates a posteriori soft output values 𝐿(𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞) using the a priori information 𝐿𝑎(𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞). The 

contribution of the a priori information is subtracted from 𝐿(𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞) to obtain the extrinsic information  𝐿𝑒(𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞) as: 

 

                                                   𝐿𝑒 𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞 = 𝐿 𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞 − 𝐿𝑎(𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞)                                                                                                 (5) 

 

The soft input soft output (SISO) decoder uses the de-interleaved  𝐿𝑒(𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞) as a priori information 𝐿𝑎(𝑐) to produce the a 

posteriori values 𝐿(𝑐). The extrinsic information  𝐿𝑒(𝑐) is again obtained by subtracting the a priori values from the a 

posteriori values. The interleaved 𝐿𝑒(𝑐) can then be used as a priori information for the detector. This iterative process 

continues until convergence is achieved. 

The a posteriori LLR for each coded bit can be written as: 

  

                                                          𝐿(𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞) =
𝑃[𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞 =+1 𝑌  ]

𝑃[𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞 =−1 𝑌  ]
                                                                                                        (6) 

 

III.2. SISO MMSE Parallel Interference Cancellation (PIC) detector 

In Parallel Interference Cancellation (PIC) detector, a single layer is detected and the corresponding contribution to 

the received vector is subtracted; the other layers that have not been detected yet are equalized using a ZF or MMSE 

equalizer. The 𝑖𝑡ℎ  interference-canceled received vector is given by: 

 

                                              𝒀 𝑖 =  𝒀 −  𝒉𝑗  𝑠 𝑗
𝑁𝑇
𝑗 =1,𝑗≠𝑖 = 𝒉𝑖𝑠𝑖 + 𝑤 𝑖                                                                                           (7) 

 

Where 𝑤 𝑖  is the Interference terms plus the residual Noise (NPI).  

First, the SISO MMSE-PIC algorithm compute estimates 𝑠 𝑖  of the transmitted symbols 𝑠𝑖  using a linear filter whose 

coefficients are given by the a priori LLRs 𝐿𝑎(𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞) obtained from the SISO channel decoder. These estimates are used to 

cancel interference in the received vector. The soft symbols estimates 𝑠 𝑖  are calculated as [20, 21, 22]:  

 

                                       𝑠 𝑖 = 𝔼 𝑠𝑖 =  𝑃 𝑠𝑖 = 𝑎 .𝑎∈𝛺 𝑎     for  𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁𝑇                                                                            (8) 

 

 Where the a-priori probability of the symbol can be easily derived due to the independence of the bits 𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞 : 

 

                                                 𝑃 𝑠𝑖 = 𝑎 =  𝑃 𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞 = [𝑎]𝑞 
𝑄
𝑞=1                                                                                              (9) 

                                                                  =
1

2𝑄
  1 + 𝑏 𝑖 ,𝑞 tanh  

𝐿𝑎 (𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞 )

2
  𝑄

𝑞=1                                                                       (10) 

 

Where the a priori LLR’s 𝐿𝑎 𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞  are given by: 

                                                            𝐿𝑎(𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞) =
𝑃[𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞=+1]

𝑃[𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞=−1]
                                                                                                     (11) 

With, 

                                                 𝑃[𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞 = ∓1] =
exp  ∓

1

2
𝐿𝑎  𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞  

exp  
1

2
𝐿𝑎  𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞  +exp  −

1

2
𝐿𝑎  𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞  

                                                                           (12) 

 

 .  𝑞  : denotes to the 𝑞𝑡ℎ  bit associated with the symbol 𝑎 and 𝑏 𝑖 ,𝑞 ∈ {+1, −1}. The reliability of each soft symbol 𝑠 𝑖  is 

characterized by its variance: 

                                                Var 𝑠𝑖 = 𝔼  𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠 𝑖 
2 =   𝑃 𝑠𝑖 = 𝑎 .𝑎∈𝛺  𝑎 2   −  𝑠 𝑖 

2                                                     (13) 

Next, In order to further suppress the terms plus the residual noise (NPI), a linear MMSE filter 𝑮𝑖  is applied to 𝒀 𝑖  , to obtain: 
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                                          𝑦 𝑖 = 𝑮𝑖
𝐻𝒀 𝑖 = 𝑮𝑖

𝐻𝒉𝒊𝑠𝑖  + 𝑮𝑖
𝐻𝑤 𝑖 = 𝛽 𝑖𝑠𝑖  + 𝜂 𝑖                                                                                      (14) 

 

Where the MMSE filter vectors 𝑮𝑖
𝐻is chosen to minimize the mean squared error between the transmitted symbols at the 𝑖𝑡ℎ  

antenna and the filter vector 𝒀 𝒊 as: 

 

                                                       𝑮𝑖 ,𝑀𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐻 =    𝔼   𝑮𝑀𝑀𝑆𝐸

𝐻 𝒀 𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖 
2
 

𝐺𝑀𝑀𝑆𝐸  
𝐻 ∈ ∁𝑁𝑇

  arg    𝑚𝑖𝑛
                                                                 (15) 

 

The solution to this problem is derived in [20] and the MMSE filter vectors is expressed as: 

 

                                                           𝑮𝑖 ,𝑀𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐻 = 𝜍𝑠

2(𝑯𝑒𝑖)
𝐻 𝑯𝛬𝑖𝑯

𝐻 + 𝑁0𝑰 
−1                                                                      (16) 

 

Where 𝛬𝑖 = cov(𝑠𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖) is a (𝑁𝑇 × 𝑁𝑇) diagonal matrix having its elements the variance of the symbol 𝑠𝑖  ,  𝑒𝑖  is a (𝑁𝑇 × 1) 

vector with all elements equal to 0 except the 𝑖𝑡ℎ  element is equal to 1 and 𝜍𝑠
2 = 𝔼  𝑠𝑖 

2  is the symbol energy. 

It is shown in [20, 21] that the distribution of the Interference terms plus the residual Noise (NPI) at the output of a linear 

MMSE detector is well approximated by a Gaussian distribution. Finally, the resulting LLR’s of coded bits 𝐿 𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞  are 

calculated according to the formula: 

                                                            𝐿 𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞 ≈ log
    𝑒𝑥𝑝  

− 𝑦 𝑖−𝛽 𝑖𝑎  
2

𝜍 𝑖
2  − 𝑃[𝑠𝑖=𝑎] 

𝑎∈𝜒 𝑖 ,𝑞
+1

    𝑒𝑥𝑝  
− 𝑦 𝑖−𝛽 𝑖𝑎  

2

𝜍 𝑖
2  − 𝑃[𝑠𝑖=𝑎] 

𝑎∈𝜒 𝑖 ,𝑞
−1

                                                               (17) 

Where 𝜒𝑖 ,𝑞
−1 and 𝜒𝑖 ,𝑞

+1 denotes the subset of symbol vectors that have the 𝑞𝑡ℎ  bit in the label of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ  symbol equal to -1 and 

+1, respectively. 𝛽 𝑖  is the bias introduced by the equalizer and 𝜍 𝑖
2represents the total variance of the interference terms plus 

the residual noise, such that: 

 

                                                             𝜍 𝑖
2 = 𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝑦𝑖 = 𝑮𝑖

𝐻  𝜍𝑗
2𝒉𝑗𝒉𝑗

𝐻
𝑗≠𝑖 + 𝑁0𝑰𝑁𝑅

 𝑮𝑖                                                         (18) 

 

The complexity of the previous relation can be reduced by using the Logarithm Jacobian defined by: 

 

                                                  log exp −𝑥 + exp −𝑦  =  − min 𝑥, 𝑦 + log 1 + 𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 𝑥 − 𝑦                                 (19) 

  

This can be approximated by: 

                                                                    log exp −𝑥 + exp −𝑦  = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑥, 𝑦                                                              (20) 

 

The resulting intrinsic LLRs are then computed as: 

 

                               𝐿 𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞 ≈
𝑎∈𝜒𝑖 ,𝑞

−1
min  

− 𝑦 𝑖−𝛽 𝑖𝑎 
2

𝜍 𝑖
2 −  

𝑏 𝑖 ,𝑞𝐿𝑎 (𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞 )

2

𝑄
𝑞=1  −

𝑎∈𝜒𝑖 ,𝑞
+1

min  
− 𝑦 𝑖−𝛽 𝑖𝑎 

2

𝜍 𝑖
2 −  

𝑏 𝑖 ,𝑞𝐿𝑎 (𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞)

2

𝑄
𝑞=1                       (21) 

 

Then, the extrinsic a posteriori LLRs of the SISO MMSE-PIC can be obtained by using the equation: 

 

                                                                   𝐿𝑒 𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞 = 𝐿 𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞 − 𝐿𝑎(𝑏𝑖 ,𝑞)                                                                               (22) 

 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Consider a 4x4 BICM MIMO-OFDM system based on MMSE-PIC detector. Our simulations are based on the 

following system parameters. The frame size is 1000 information bits. The convolutional encoder of rate 1/2 is used with 

generator polynomials g0=1338   and  g1=1718 . The coded bits are then interleaved by a pseudo-random permutation. The 

number of subcarriers is N=64 and the modulation is M-QAM. The outer decoder of the receiver used is an optimal (soft-in 

soft-out) BCJR (MAP) decoder. Perfect CSI at the receiver is assumed.  

Fig. 3 shows the performance of iterative MIMO-OFDM decoding using the SISO MMSE –PIC based detector for 

various number of iterations. The IEEE 802.11 channel model with RMS delay spread of 25𝑛𝑠 is used. As we can conclude, 

the iterative detector decoder leads to a clear improvement of the performance with saturation at 4th iterations. For a large 

number of iterations (> four), the performance improvement is not significant which could be investigated for practical 

reduction complexity considerations. The gain in performance attains more than 6dB for 10−2 bit error rate BER with four 

iterations. Similar performance was observed with all modulation schemes. In Fig. 4, the BER versus SNR performance of 

the MMSE-PIC method is plotted for QPSK modulation. Fig. 5 quantitatively illustrates the performance improvement of 

MMSE detection compared with ZF method, in terms of SNR gain. 
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Fig. 3. BER vs. SNR performance of MIMO-OFDM systems based SISO 

MMSE-PIC detector with 16QAM modulation scheme and various 

iterations. The BCJR decoder is used. 

Fig. 4. BER vs. SNR performance of MIMO-OFDM systems based SISO 

MMSE-PIC detector with QPSK modulation scheme and 4x4 number of 

antennas. 

 

Fig. 5. BER vs. SNR performance comparison of MIMO-OFDM systems 

based ZF and SISO MMSE-PIC detectors with 16QAM modulation scheme 

and various iterations. The BCJR decoder is used. 
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Fig. 6 shows the performance of the proposed method compared with different number of coding rate (1/2, 2/3, 3/4). The 

performance improvement is obtained with the lowest coding rate and is enhanced with the number of iterations. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

In Fig. 7, the performance of the SISO MMSE-PIC under different modulation schemes for MIMO-OFDM systems is 

considered. We can conclude that with lower modulation size, the method can perform better. For QPSK and 16QAM or 

64QAM, the improvement is approximately 8dB for 10−2 bit error rate BER target. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 8 show the BER versus SNR performance for a  𝑁𝑇 = 𝑁𝑅 = 2  and 𝑁𝑇 = 𝑁𝑅 = 4  MIMO-OFDM system, respectively, 

with QPSK data 16QAM modulation schemes. The number of iterations is set to four. For a 10−2 bit error rate BER target, 

the gain in the performance of the SISO MMSE-PIC is approximately about 3dB when the number of antennas is twice. 
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Fig. 7. BER vs. SNR performance of MIMO-OFDM systems based SISO 

MMSE-PIC detector with QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM modulation 

schemes. 
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In Fig. 9, two indoor channel models with RMS delay spreads of 25ns and 50ns values corresponding to the IEEE 802.11 

channel model are used. As expected, the later model decreases the performance of the MIMO-OFDM.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

A MIMO-OFDM system model based on a bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) transmission strategy is 

presented in this paper. Simulations in the IEEE 802.11 channel model have shown that attractive performance is reached 

using SISO MMSE-PIC based detector in iterative manner with the BCJR decoder. The BICM decoder requires log 

likelihood ratios (LLRs) whose exact computation is extremely costly. In our simulations, the complexity is reduced by 

using the Max Log MAP approximations without a significant loss in the performance. 
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MMSE-PIC detector for 𝑁𝑇 = 𝑁𝑅 = 2  and 𝑁𝑇 = 𝑁𝑅 = 4 number of 

antennas. 

 

Fig. 9. BER vs. SNR performance of MIMO-OFDM systems based SISO 

MMSE-PIC detector for two RMS delay spreads 25ns and 50ns. 
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ABSTRACT: In reliability based design of flood protection structures, frequency analysis aimed at determining the occurrence 

frequency or return periods is an indispensable tool. A frequency analysis was performed by fitting probability distribution 

functions of Normal, Log Normal Log pearson type III and Gumbel to the discharge variability of Kaduna River at Kaduna 

South Water Works. The Kolmongonov- Smirnov (K-S) goodness-of-fit test was used to check whether the mean annual 

discharge variability of the river basin is consistent with a regional GEV distribution for the site. From the measure of 

discrepancy, it was observed that at selected level of significance of α=1%, α=5% and α=10%, all the four theoretical 

distributions functions were acceptable. 

 

Keywords: Discharge, Flood, Frequency distribution, Probability distribution function, Statistical analysis 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Hydrologist must plan for extreme events. Dams must be built high enough to constrain or limit extreme floods, while 

bridges must be built high enough to remain above high water mark. The problem of how to plan for extreme events considering 

that they are so rare and that there is no comprehensive data is therefore a challenge to hydrologist. In [1] the information and 

data recorded in the past is normally applied to obtain statistical parameters that can be used to forecast events that may occur in 

the future. Although in [2] it has been recognized that many annual flood series are too short to allow for a reliable estimation of 

extreme events because of difficulties in the identification of the appropriate statistical distribution for describing the data and to 

the estimation of parameters of the selected distribution. Probability distribution therefore is a statistical tool most widely used in 

flood prediction and estimation. Hydrological variables such as rainfall, temperature, discharges etc are statistical quantities that 

can be estimated from a given probability of occurrence. [3] observed that the study of river hydrology is important in the overall 

understanding of river systems, which is a key component for river engineering and restoration of water resources planning and 

for river ecosystem studies. [3] Further opined that understanding the hydrology and geomorphology of river systems is 

important in conserving their natural beauty, habitat and resources. River hydrology influences the temporal and spatial 

distribution of discharge including water availability within a region. The monitoring of river discharge according to [2] is 

ideally suited to detect and monitor changes resulting from climate change. [4] Observed that floods from rainfall may appear 

several times within one year in Kaduna metropolis. [4] Further adduced that urbanization and structural development into 

traditional flood prone areas of Kaduna River modifies the channel shape, reduces the width of flood prone areas relative to bank 

full width at every point along Kaduna River channel and modifies the flood prone containment characteristics of the channel. In 

determination of probability distribution of maximum discharges on river basins of observed floods, [5] adopted the hypothesis 

of mutual independence of floods events in the computation of the annual probability of maximum seasonal discharges to take 

into account all suitable define floods. Flood frequency analysis is used to predict design floods for sites along a river. The 

technique involved using observed annual peak flow discharge data to calculate statistical information such as mean values, 

standard deviations, skewness and recurrence intervals. The statistical data are then used to construct frequency distributions 

which are graphs and tables that tell the likelihood of various discharges as a function of recurrence interval or exceedence 

probability. If a flood of a particular size occurs on average ones every Tr years, then Tr is called the return period and the 

probability P of such an event in any year is given by equation (1). 

 

                                               P =  
1

𝑇𝑟
                               (1) 

Then the probability that there will be no such flood on a particular year is (1−P)  and the probability that there will be no such 

flood over the next n years is  given by equation (2). 

 

                                      P = (1 –P)
 n
                                     (2) 

 

By adopting the hypothesis of mutual interdependence of floods events, it becomes possible in computation of annual probability 

of maximum seasonal discharge to take into account all suitable defined flows given by equation (3). 

 

                                 P =   P2  1 − (1 − 𝑃1)𝜆1                 (3) 

 

Fitting Probability Distribution Functions To Discharge Variability Of 

Kaduna River 
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Where P  is the probability referred to the year, 𝑃1 is the probability referred to all floods while P2  and 𝜆1 are the transformation 

parameters. 

 

Flood frequency analysis according to [6] is a statistical analysis of floods, their magnitude and frequency. According to 

[6], to derive the risk of occurrence of any flood event, the frequency distribution which can best describe the past characteristics 

of the magnitude and possibility of such flood must be known and this requires determination of the most appropriate flood 

frequency model which can be fitted to the available historical data or record. Flood frequency distribution can take on many 

forms according to the equations used to carry out the statistical analysis. [7] observed that in many areas of civil engineering the 

questions often arises which probability should be used to model the load and resistance, instead of choosing one probability 

distribution.[7] further observed that it is possible to consider various probability distributions and to attached weight to these 

distributions according to how good the fits are. A probability distribution for the which the standard deviation of its prediction is 

large should be given less weight relative to those distributions that exhibit less scatter. A probability distribution is a continues 

mathematical expression that determines the probability of a particular event. Four of the common forms of probability 

distribution selected for this study are Normal, Log Normal, Log Pearson type 111 and Gumbel max distributions. In this study, 

observed maximum discharges of Kaduna River were used as the basis for fitting probability distribution to the design 

discharges. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 The Study Area 

Kaduna River (fig 1) is the main tributary of Niger River in central Nigeria. It rises on the Jos plateau south west of Jos town in a 

North West direction to the north east of Kaduna town. It then adopts a south westerly and southerly course before completing its 

flow to the Niger River at Mureji. Most of its course passes through open savanna woodlands but its lower section cut several 

gorges including the granite ravine at Shiroro above its entrance into the extensive Niger flood plains. 

 

               
Fig 1 drainage map of Kaduna River 

 

2.2. Data Used 

In the study, the peak annual mean discharge data of Kaduna River for 11 years (2000-2010) were obtained from 

Kaduna State Water Board. To check the consistency of the data, a mass curve analysis was carried, to estimate missing record 

arising from human error, instrumental defect and improper citing.  

 

2.3 The Flood Frequency Model 

Hydrognomon is an open sources software tool used for the processing of hydrological data. Data are usually imported 

through standard text files, spread sheets or by typing. The available processing techniques for the tool includes time step 

aggregation and regularization, interpolation, regression analysis and infilling of missing values, consistency test, data filtering, 

graphical and tabular visualization of time series. Hydrognomon support several time step from the finest minutes scales up to 

decades. The programme also include common hydrological application such as evapotranspiration modeling, stage discharge 

analysis, homogeneity test, areal integration of point data series, processing of hydrometric data as well as lumped hydrological 

modeling with automatic calibration facilities (fig 2) 
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Figure 2 structure of the simulation module 

 

2.4 The Procedure 

Prior to the model application, the hydrognomon model was calibrated by [8]  with historical data to obtained 

parameters to be used in studying the behaviors of Kaduna River. In order to assess the annual mean discharges with different 

return periods, or the occurrence frequencies of the return periods of extreme river floods reference was made flood frequency to 

predict the design floods at Kaduna South Water Works along Kaduna River as shown in fig 3. The hydrognomon probability 

distribution module was used to predict the likely values of discharges to expect along Kaduna River at various recurrence 

interval. For determining the most suitable statistical distribution that has the best fitting with the predicted values, the phytia 

statistical module was applied to the four theoretical distribution functions. The method of selecting the distribution and fitting 

values is the Kolmongonov- Smirnov (K-S ) test.  

 

2.5 Extrapolation of Point Measures to Watershed 

The point measure of rainfall depth and intensity from a gauge is of value for estimating volume and runoff for large 

areas. For this, (a) the depth and intensity measured at a point must be considered as constant over an area, or (b) two or more 

point measures must be averaged .Intensity and Watershed Discharge. The calculated runoff considering the volume of water 

shed was obtained using the formula in equation (4). 

Q = ICA.                             (4) 

Where;Q is the Calculated  runoff. I is the gauged   water levels .C is a factor; the ratio maximum guage level at a point to the 

mean guage levels of Kaduna river. A is the drainage area of Kaduna river(18277.28km²). 

 

 
Figure 3 Kaduna South gauging station 

 

III. GOODNESS- OF- FIT- TEST 
In[9],it was  recognized that many annual floods series ate too short to allow for reliable estimation of extreme events. 

However, [9] identified that the difficulty are related to both the identification of appropriate statistical distribution for describing 

the data and to the estimation of parameters of a selected distribution. [9] Therefore hypothesized that regionalization provides a 

means to cope with this problem. A flood frequency relationship according to [10] for a site with little or no stream flow record 

can be constructed by using a regionalized flood frequency model. In the method according to [9], the use of a generalized 
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extreme value (GEV) distribution as a regional flood frequency model with an index flood approach has received considerable 

attention. In order to test whether the available flood data for a site are consistent with  a proposed regional GEV distribution for 

that site, the Goodness – of- Fit Test as observed by [10]  can be used to test whether the data at a particular site are  consistent 

with a hypothesized regional distribution. [10] investigated the application of the Kolmongonov- Smirnov test, the probability 

plote correlation test and sample L-moment tests in testing whether a regional GEV Distribution is consistent with the available 

data for a site. 

 

3.1 The Kolmongonov-Smirnov Test 

The Kolmongonov- Smirnov  goodness-of – fit – test can be used to check whether the observed flood sample at a site 

is consistent with a regional GEV flood distribution for the site. The advantage of the K-S test is that it gives simulation 

confidence interval for all the observations and therefore provides a visual goodness-of – fit- test. The K-S test procedure 

involves the comparison between the experimental cumulative frequency and the assumed theoretical distribution function. If the 

discrepancy is large compared to what is normally expected from a given sample size, the theoretical model is rejected. The test 

statistics for the K-S test involved determining the largest difference (Dmax ) between the corresponding cumulative frequencies 

of the two samples. The maximum difference between the observed and theoretical predicted values (Dmax) is the measure of 

discrepancy between the theoretical model and observed data. Level of significance of α = 1%, α =5% and α =10% were selected 

and the critical value 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥
∝  were computed based on the selected value of α . The K-S test determines whether for a specified 

level of significance α , the proposed distribution is an acceptable representation of the field data. If Dmax<𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥
∝ the theoretical 

distribution is acceptable on the other hand, if Dmax>𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥
∝ the theoretical distribution is rejected. 

 

Results and Discussions 

Table 1 Simulated mean discharge of Kaduna River 

Recurrence 

Interval 

(years) 

Exceedence 

Probability 

      (%) 

 

95% Confidence Interval 

Normal                  Log Normal                     Log Pearson Type 111                            Gumbel 

Q (m
3
/s)                 Q (m

3
/s)                           Q (m

3
/s)                                                Q(m

3
/s)    

2 

5 

10 

20 

50 

100 

50 

20 

10 

5 

2 

1 

45,000                        40,000                           45,000                                                         40,000 

75,000                        65,000                           70,000                                                         70,000 

90,000                        85,000                           90,000                                                           90,000 

100,00                       105,000                         115,000                                                        105,000 

115,000                     135,000                         145,000                                                       130 .000 

120,000                     140,000                        150,000                                                         145,000 

 

TABLE 1 show the annual mean discharge values in different return periods simulated with the four probability 

distributions functions. Evaluation of the statistical distribution of mean discharges showed that the Normal and Log Normal 

indicates the lowest fitting between observations and predicted values while the Log Pearson typeIII and the Gumbel showed the 

highest fitting. 

 

Table 2 Kolmogonov-Smirnov (K-S) test result 
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TABLE 2 showed result of Kolmongonov- Smirnov test procedure which involves the comparison between observed cumulative 

frequency and the four theoretical distributions functions. The K-S goodness-of-fit test was used to check whether the annual 

flood discharge variability at Kaduna South Water Works is consistent with the regional GEV flood distribution for the site. 

From the measure of discrepancy, it was observed that the difference between observed cumulative frequency values and the 

theoretical predicted cumulative values at level of significance of α= 1%,α =5% and α=10% with all the theoretical distribution 

been acceptable. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
A frequency analysis was performed by fitting probability distribution functions to the discharge variability of Kaduna 

River at Kaduna South Water Works aimed at determining  the occurance frequency or return periods of extreme river floods. 

Estimate of the return periods of river floods are necessary in a reliability based design of flood protection structures. However, 

although uncertainties are important in flood analysis reliability based design.Uncertaities could be statistical due to limited 

amount of flood data or model uncertainty due to limited descriptive capabilities of the physical flooding process. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the design and implementation of wireless sensor network that can monitor the air 

temperature, Humidity, light intensity in a crop field and from remote places also. The system consists of nodes, which are 

equipped with small size application specific sensors and radio frequency modules. The sensor data is transmitted via radio 

frequency link to the centrally localized computer terminal for data logging and analysis. This data can be monitor from the 

remote places by uploading the data into the internet, also the sensor nodes can additionally be programmed from the 

computer terminal itself according to the changing needs of farmers thus preventing the need for redeployment of the 

wireless sensor network every time some changes are to be made. Since the energy is the main operating constraint sleep 

mode of the core component is utilized. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Wireless sensors will be spatially distributed with each node communicating with one another and the central unit 

would record the data received. The autonomous devices which use sensors to co-operatively monitor physical or 

environmental parameters such as temperature, light intensity, humidity, and moisture levels. Data collected from the sensors 

play a key role in crop field management [1]-[6] and this data can be monitor from any place by uploading this data to the 

remote pc’s through rabbit processor. Another application of WSN in detection of forest fires and plant fires [7]-[9] forest 

fires can cause huge damage to the human and natural resources. Sensor nodes in WSN can determine and transmit the 

location of source of the fire to the fire preventing department before the fire expands to other regions. The crop growth 

depends upon the air temperature, humidity, light intensity and  active radiation of light which plays an important role in the 

photosynthetic activity. Remote monitoring of crop field using WSN thus represents the class of network applications with 

more benefits to the end users.  

 

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The WSN for remote monitoring of crop field consists of set of wireless sensor nodes distributed in an area called end 

devices or sensor nodes.  They have a stronger battery, a larger memory and more computation power, the sensor nodes 

collects the data from the field by using sensors and this data is send to the coordinator through routers ,the path between  

end devices, routers and coordinators is provided by ZIGBEE. The collected data is send to the internet and pc through 

Ethernet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.The structure of the WSN for remote monitoring of the crop field 

 

 

 

Remote Monitoring of Crop Field Using Wireless Sensor Network 
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III. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK 
In the remote monitoring of parameters using WSN system consists of ZIGBEE based sensor nodes. The end 

devices and router are sensor part of the system, the coordinator is the controller of the system, and the topology of the WSN 

is shown in the figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. ZIGBEE  network topology 

 

The design of WSN system is as follows: 

A. End devices 

The end device is the sensor board ,this board is embedded temperature sensor, humidity sensor ,and light sensor  

when the ADC has transformed physiological signals into the digital signals which are sent to the 8 MHz 8 bit reduced 

instruction set computing cpu and then sent to 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 transceiver. The transceiver will send signals to the 

router. We can observer the field condition easily. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.basic model of sensor node 

 

(i) Sensors 

Low power consumption, fast response time, tiny size, long term stability .the  module HSM-20G  is used as 

humidity sensor with measurmet accuracy /-5%RH .LM 35 is used as precision centigrade temperature sensor with directly 

calibrated in centigrade. Both the sensors do not require any external components for signal conditioning thereby saving 

valuable PCB area. Another key aspect for choosing these sensors is that the output from both the sensors is immune to noise 

and external disturbances due to its digital nature. The start up time in both the sensors is very low. Therefore current is not 

needed for a long time during initialization thereby reducing the power consumed. The power saved can be used to perform 

other computing tasks. Another advantage is that the sensors can be deployed quickly in the field since no calibration is 

needed prior to deployment. 

 

(ii) Router 

The router is used to transmit data between end device and the coordinator, when the route is received signals from 

the end device another router and the coordinator it will transmit signals to goals. 

 

(iii) Coordinator 

The coordinator is the controller board used to control the sensor network, the measured data of any end device 

appear on PC and internet via Ethernet .basic model of the coordinator is shown in Figure 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.Basic model of coordinator 
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IV. RF COMUNNICATION 
The ZIG BEE-PRO RF Modules [10] manufactured by Digi are used to provide the required wireless RF 

communication link amongst sensor nodes . The modules are engineered to meet IEEE 802.15.4 standards and provide 

reliable delivery of data between compatible devices. They operate within the ISM 2.4 GHz frequency band and provide a 

wireless communication range of 1500 m in open space. They require minimal power and support the unique needs of low-

cost, low-power wireless sensor networks. The modules are programmed using dedicated programming kit to make them 

compatible for wireless communication. 

 

V. RESULTS 
The proposed WSN system consists of two sensor nodes which measures temperature and humidity. in order to save 

power and increase the life time of the nodes sleep and wake up modes are used. The collected data is displayed on web page 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Web page contain results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Basic sensor node 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Crop field monitoring is useful class of sensor network applications with enormous potential benefits for the 

farmers and society as a whole. This paper presents the design and the implementation of a Wireless Sensor Network that 

monitors the air temperature, humidity and ambient light intensity in a crop field and from remote places. The sensor data is 

wirelessly transmitted to a centrally located computer terminal that logs the field data within seconds. The data collected can 

aid the farmers in achieving maximal crop productiveness. In case the computer terminal is switched OFF, data loss is 

prevented by the storage of the sensor data along with the time information in non-volatile memory. We have achieved a 

wireless communication range of more than 1 km, which can effectively monitor a normal crop field area. To make our 

sensor network energy efficient, sleep mode has been used for the sensors as well as the RF modules. Long network lifetime 

has been achieved by including a DC boost converter in the power supply design, which provides sensor nodes a stable 

power supply from degrading alkaline batteries. The converter can also detect low battery level indicating the need to charge 

the rechargeable batteries. Other special features of the design include detection of sensor node failure 

In future, we plan to expand our network by adding more sensor nodes so that the coverage of an individual node 

decreases. 
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ABSTRACT: In this project, the robot is controlled by a mobile phone that makes a call to the mobile phone attached to 

the robot. In the course of a call, if any button is pressed, a tone corresponding to the button pressed is heard at the other 

end of the call. This tone is called ‘dual-tone multiple-frequency’ (DTMF) tone. The robot perceives this DTMF tone with 

the help of the phone stacked in the robot. 

 

Key words: DTMF 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In this project, the robot is controlled by a mobile phone that makes a call to the mobile phone attached to the robot. 

In the course of a call, if any button is pressed, a tone corresponding to the button pressed is heard at the other end of the 

call. This tone is called „dual-tone multiple-frequency‟ (DTMF) tone. The robot perceives this DTMF tone with the help of 

the phone stacked in the robot 

 

 
Fig 1: Block Diagram of Cell phone –Operated Land Rover 

           

The received tone is processed by the ATmega32 microcontroller with the help of DTMF decoder MT8870 .The 

decoder decodes the DTMF tone into its equivalent binary digit and this binary number is sent to the microcontroller. The 

microcontroller is pre programmed to take a decision for any given input and outputs its decision to motor drivers in order to 

drive the motors for forward or backward motion or a turn.  

The mobile that makes a call to the mobile phone stacked in the robot acts as a remote. So this simple robotic 

project does not require the construction of receiver and transmitter units. 

DTMF signaling is used for telephone signaling over the line in the voice- frequency band to the call switching 

centre. The version of DTMF used for telephone tone dialing is known as „Touch-Tone‟. DTMF assigns a specific frequency  

(consisting of two separate tones) to each key so that it can easily be identified by the electronic circuit. The signal generated 

by the DTMF encoder is a direct algebraic summation, in real time, of the amplitudes of two sine (cosine) waves of different 

frequencies, i.e., pressing „5‟ will send a tone made by adding 1336 Hz and 770 Hz to the other end of the line. The tones 

and assignments in a DTMF system are shown in Table I. 

 
Table 1: Tones and Assignment in DTMF system 

 

The important components of this mobile operated land rover are  

1. DTMF Decoder 

2. ATMEGA32 Microcontroller 

3. Motor Driver 

4. Voltage regulator 

5. Regulated power supply 

Let us briefly explain about the components 

 

Mobile Operated Landrover Using Dtmf Decoder 
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II. DTMF DECODER 
DTMF is a generic communication term for touch tone (a Registered Trademark of AT&T). The tones produced 

when dialing on the keypad on the phone could be used to represent the digits, and a separate tone is used for each digit. 

However, there is always a chance that a random sound will be on the same frequency which will trip up the system. It was 

suggested that if two tones were used to represent a digit, the likelihood of a false signal occurring is ruled out. 

 This is the basis of using dual tone in DTMF communication. sDTMF dialing uses a keypad with 12/16 buttons. 

Each key pressed on the phone generates two tones of specific frequencies, so a voice or a random signal cannot imitate the 

tones. One tone is generated from a high frequency group of tones and the other from low frequency group. The frequencies 

generated on pressing different phone. 

 

i. FEATURES: 

• Complete DTMF Receiver 

• Low power consumption 

• Internal gain setting amplifier 

• Adjustable guard time 

• Central office quality 

 

ii. APPLICATIONS: 

• Receiver system for British Telecom (BT) or CEPT Spec (MT8870D-1) 

• Paging systems 

• Repeater systems/mobile radio 

• Credit card systems 

• Remote control 

• Personal computers 

• Telephone answering machine 

 

iii. DESCRIPTION: 

 An MT8870 series DTMF decoder is used here. The MT8870D/MT8870D-1 is a complete DTMF receiver 

integrating both the band split filter and digital decoder functions. The filter section uses switched capacitor techniques for 

high and low group filters, the decoder uses digital counting techniques to detect and decode all 16 DTMF tone-pairs into a 

4-bit code. All types of the MT8870 series use digital counting techniques to detect and decode all the 16 DTMF tone pairs 

into a 4-bit code output.  

 
III. ATMEGA32 MICROCONTROLLER 

The Atmel AVR ATmega32 is a low-power CMOS 8-bit microcontroller based on the AVR enhanced RISC 

architecture. By executing powerful instructions in a single clock cycle, the ATmega32 achieves throughputs approaching 1 

MIPS per MHz allowing the system designer to optimize power consumption versus processing speed. 

i. FEATURES: 

• High-performance, Low-power Atmel AVR 8-bit Microcontroller 

• Advanced RISC Architecture 

• High Endurance Non-volatile Memory segments 

• JTAG (IEEE std. 1149.1 Compliant) Interface 

• Peripheral Features 

• Special Microcontroller Features 

• I/O and Packages 

• Operating Voltages 

• Speed Grades 

 • Power Consumption at 1MHz, 3V, 25°C 

The Atmel AVR core combines a rich instruction set with 32 general purpose working registers. All the 32 registers 

are directly connected to the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU), allowing two independent registers to be accessed in one single 
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instruction executed in one clock cycle. The resulting architecture is more code efficient while achieving throughputs up to 

ten times faster than conventional CISC microcontrollers. 

The ATmega32 provides the following features: 32Kbytes of In-System Programmable Flash Program memory 

with Read-While-Write capabilities, 1024bytes EEPROM, 2Kbyte SRAM, 32 general purpose I/O lines, 32 general purpose 

working registers, a JTAG interface for Boundary scan, On-chip Debugging support and programming, three flexible 

Timer/Counters with compare modes, Internal and External Interrupts, a serial programmable USART, a byte oriented Two-

wire Serial Interface, an 8-channel, 10-bit ADC with optional differential input 

 

L293 MOTOR DRIVER 

The L293 is an integrated circuit motor driver that can be used for simultaneous, bi-directional control of two small 

motors. The L293 is limited to 600 mA, but in reality can only handle much small currents unless you have done some 

serious heat sinking to keep the case temperature down. Unsure about whether the L293 will work with your motor? Hook 

up the circuit and run your motor while keeping your finger on the chip. If it gets too hot to touch, you can't use it with your 

motor.  

The L293 comes in a standard 16-pin, dual-in line integrated circuit package. There is an L293 and an L293D part 

number. Pick the "D" version because it has built in fly back diodes to minimize inductive voltage spikes. The L293D can be 

purchased for somewhere between $2 and $3 (quantity one) from http://www.mouser.com/ (PN 511-L293D) or 

http://www.digikey.com/ (PN 296-9518-5-ND). For complete information, consult the Unit rode L293 data sheet (PDF file, 

626Kb). 

 

IV. LM7805 (VOLTAGE REGULATOR) 
I. FEATURE: 

 3-Terminal Regulators 

 Output Current up to 1.5 A 

 Internal Thermal-Overload Protection 

 High Power-Dissipation Capability 

 Internal Short-Circuit Current Limiting 

 Output Transistor Safe-Area Compensation 

 

V. SERIAL COMMUNICATION 
Connection between the microcontroller and peripheral devices established through I/O ports is an ideal solution for 

shorter distances- up to several meters. But, when it is needed to enable communication between two devices on longer 

distances or when for any other reason it is not possible to use "parallel" connection (for example remote control of the 

aircraft) it is obvious that something so simple cannot be taken into account. In such and similar situations, communication 

through pulses, called serial communication is the most appropriate to use. 

  The circuit diagram of mobile operated land rover is as follows 

 
Fig2:circuit diagram of mobile operated land rover 

 

VI. POWER SUPPLY 
                A variable regulated power supply, also called a variable bench power supply, is one where you can 

continuously adjust the output voltage to your requirements. Varying the output of the power supply is the 

recommended way to test a project after having double checked parts placement against circuit drawings and the 

parts placement guide. 

 

VII. CONSTRUCTION 
When constructing any robot, one major mechanical constraint is the number of motors being used. Either a two-

wheel drive or a four-wheel drive can be used. Though four-wheel drive is more complex than two-wheel drive, it provides 

more torque and good control. Two-wheel drive, on the other hand, is very easy to construct. The chassis used in this model 

is a 10×18cm2 sheet made up of par ax. Motors are fixed to the bottom of this sheet and the circuit is affixed firmly on top of 

the sheet. A cell phone is also mounted on the sheet as shown in the picture. In the four-wheel drive system, the two motors 

on a side are controlled in parallel. So a single L293D driver IC can drive the rover. For this robot, beads affixed with glue 

act as support wheels. 

 

http://www.mouser.com/
http://www.digikey.com/
http://www.me.umn.edu/courses/me2011/robot/technotes/L293/l293.pdf
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VIII. WORKING: 
In order to control the robot, make a call to the cell phone attached to the robot (through head phone) from any 

phone, which sends DTMF tunes on pressing the numeric buttons. The cell phone in the robot is kept in „auto answer‟ mode. 

(If the mobile does not have  the auto answering facility, receive the call by „OK‟ key on the rover-connected mobile and 

then made it in hands-free mode.) So after a ring, the cell phone accepts the call. press any button on your mobile to perform 

actions as listed in Table III. The DTMF tones thus produced are received by the cell phone in the robot. These tones are fed 

to the circuit by the headset of the cell phone. The MT8870 decodes the received tone and sends the equivalent binary 

number to the microcontroller. According to the program in the microcontroller, the robot starts moving.  

When you press key „2‟ (binary equivalent 00000010) on your mobile phone, the microcontroller outputs „10001001‟ binary 

equivalent. Port pins PD0, PD3 and PD7 are high. The high output at PD7 of the microcontroller drives the motor driver 

(L293D). Port pins PD0 and PD3 drive motors M1 and M2 in forward direction (as per Table III). Similarly, motors M1 and 

M2 move for left turn, right turn, backward motion and stop condition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IX. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 
The software is written in „C‟ language and compiled using Code Vision AVR „C‟ compiler. The source program is 

converted into hex code by the compiler. Burn this hex code into Atmega32 AVR microcontroller. 

 

i. AVR STUDIO: 

 AVR Studio, with its Integrated Development Environment (IDE), is the ideal software for all AVR development. It 

has an editor, an assembler and a debugger and is front-end for all AVR emulators. And needs the GCC compiler i.e. WIN-

AVR tool. 

Two Software‟s are needs to install  

1. AVR Studio 

2. AVR GCC Compiler 

 

ii. AVR COMPILER (WINAVR): 

WinAVR is a suite of executable, open source software development tools for the Atmel AVR series of RISC 

microprocessors and AVR32 series of microprocessors hosted on the Windows platform. It includes the GNU GCC compiler 

for C and C++. 

WinAVR is a collection of executable software development tools for the Atmel AVR processor hosted on Windows. 

These software development tools include: 

 Compilers  

 Assembler  

 Linker  

 Librarian  

 File converter  

 C Library  

 Programmer software  

 Debugger  

 In-Circuit Emulator software  

 Editor / IDE  

 

X. APPLICATIONS 
 Cell phone controlled robot can be used in the borders for displaying hidden  Land mines 

 The robot can used for reconnaissance or surveillance 

 The robot can be used anywhere there is the service provider tower of the connection provided that is mounted on 

robot. 

 Robot is small in size so can be used for spying 

TABLE III 

DTMF DATA OUTPUT 

Number 

pressed 

by user 

Output 

of 

DTMF 

decoder 

Input to 

the micro 

controller 

Output 

from 

micro 

controller 

Actions 

performed 

2 0X20 0X20 0XAA Forward 

motion 

4 0X40 0X40 0X22 Left turn 

 6 0X60 0X60 OX88 Right 

motor 8 0X80 0X80 OX55 Backward 

motion 
5 0X50 0X50 0X00 stop 
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XI. CONCLUSION 
The primary purpose of the mobile phone operated land rover with DTMF decoder is to know the information in the 

places where we cannot move. The robot perceives the DTMF tone with the help of the phone stacked in the robot. It 

provides the advantage of robust control, working range as large as coverage area of service provider. 
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ABSTRACT: A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a self-configuring infrastructure less network of mobile devices 

connected by wireless. Most of presented works on mutual communications are focused on link-level physical layer issues. 

The impacts of supportive communications on network-level upper layer issues, such as routing, topology control and 

network capacity etc. In this, we propose a Capacity-Optimized Cooperative (COCO) topology control scheme to develop 

the network capacity in MANETs by mutually taking into account both upper layer network capacity and physical layer 

mutual communications. Though the physical layer cooperative communications have more important impacts on the 

network capacity, and the future topology control scheme can significantly improve the network capacity in MANETs with 

cooperative communications and proposed optimum relay nodes selection for cooperative communication network to reduce 

overall power consumption of network. 

Index Terms:  Cooperative communications (CC), topology control, Optimum relay, MANET  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Now a day’s rapidly increasing demand for high speed wireless networks has forced the expansion of wireless ad-

hoc networks. Recently, cooperative wireless communication has received tremendous interests as an untapped means for 

improving the performance of information transmission operating over the ever-challenging wireless medium. Cooperative 

communication has come forwarded as a new aspect of diversity to follow the policies designed for multiple receiver 

systems, since a wireless mobile device may not be capable to support multiple transmit antennas due to cost, size, or 

hardware limitations. By making use of the broadcast character of the wireless channel, cooperative communication permits 

single antenna radios to share their antennas to form a virtual antenna array, and suggests significant performance 

enhancements. This capable technique has been considered in the IEEE 802.16j standard, and is predictable to be integrated 

into Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long Term Evolution (LTE) multihop cellular networks. Network 

architecture and the process of abstraction go hand in hand. For most wired networks, the notion of a link has been a useful 

abstraction directly tied to the physical propagation medium. For wireless networks, especially the increasingly important 

class of MANETs, the classical notion of a link is more nebulous than in the wired case. Even so, two constraints are often 

imposed on network architectures to maintain it. At various levels, many current MANET protocols attempt to adapt, create, 

and manage a network based on a maze of point-to-point links and multihop transmission combines several intermediate 

links among pairs of nodes using buffer space, power, and bandwidth to route their own data as well as data from other 

sources. Even though an architecture based upon the classical link abstraction leads to many advantages that should not be 

underestimated, a number of issues occur in a wireless medium that hinder the classical link abstraction upon which these 

architectures are based. 

Most presented works are paying attention on link-level physical layer issues, such as outage capacity and outage 

probability. Therefore, the impacts of CC on network level higher layer issues, such as routing, topology control and network 

capacity, are largely ignored. Certainly, most of present works on wireless networks attempt to adapt create and manage a 

network on a maze of point to point non cooperative wireless links. On the other hand recent advances in cooperative 

communications will present a number of advantages in flexibility over traditional techniques. Cooperation improves certain 

networking problems, such as routing and collision resolution and allows for simpler networks of more complex links, 

slightly than complicated networks of simple links. 

 
Fig.1: Mobile adhoc Networks 

Reduction of Topology Control Using Cooperative 

Communications in Manets 
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Due to the lack of centralized control, MANETs nodes collaborate with one another to achieve a common goal. The 

major activities involved in self-organization are neighbor discovery, topology reorganization and topology organization. 

Network topology describes the connectivity information of the entire network, including the nodes in the network and the 

connections between them. Topology control is very important for the overall performance of a MANET. In this presentation 

considering both upper layer networks capacity and physical layer cooperative communications and we study the topology 

control concerns in MANETs with cooperative communications. We suggest a Capacity-Optimized Cooperative (COCO) 

topology control scheme to develop the network capacity in MANETs by in cooperation optimizing communicate node 

selection, transmission mode selection and interference control in MANETs with cooperative communications. By using 

simulations that the physical layer cooperative communications have momentous impacts on the network capacity, and the 

future topology control scheme can significantly get better the network capacity in MANETs with cooperative 

communications. 

 

II. MOBILE AD HOC NETWORKS WITH COOPERATIVE COMMUNICATIONS 
1.1. Cooperative Communications 

In Cooperative Communications in Existing Network Architectures, the primary network model is a MANET with 

an existing clustered communications, in which cooperative transmission is centrally activated and controlled by the cluster 

access points. All terminals communicate through a cluster access a point, which handles routing to other clusters. In the 

classical multihop architecture, each cluster is responsible for transmitting the message to a “gateway” node in the next 

cluster. In our cooperative network architecture, between clusters the access points uses multiple gateway nodes, which 

propagate the message providing cooperative gains compared to the single gateway solution. Better links translate into better 

network connectivity compared to multihop solutions. Relying on existing techniques to determine the clustering structure, 

our objective is to describe how the access points can select the cooperative nodes by means of matching algorithms and how 

this benefits the network connectivity. 

Typically the cooperative communication refers to a system where users share and coordinate their resources to 

enhance the information transmission quality. The generalization of relay communication in which multiple sources also 

serve as relays for each other. At the beginning study of relaying problems appears in the information theory community to 

enhance communication between the source and destination. Now a day’s tremendous interests in cooperative 

communications are due to the increased understanding of the benefits of multiple antenna system. The Multiple Input 

Multiple Output (MIMO) systems have been widely acknowledged it is difficult for some wireless mobile devices to support 

multiple antennas due to the size and cost constraints. Recent studies show that the cooperative communications allows 

single antenna devices to work together to exploit the spatial diversity and reap the benefits of MIMO systems such as 

resistance to vanishing low transmitted power, high throughput and resilient networks. The basic idea of cooperative relaying 

is that some nodes which overheard the information transmitted from the source node and relay nodes the cooperative 

multiplicity is achieved. Communication could be implemented using two common strategies. They are Amplify and 

forward and Decoding and forward. In amplifying and forwarding the relay nodes simply boost the strength of the signal 

received from the sender and retransmit it to the receiver. In decode and forward the communicate nodes will perform 

physical layer decoding and then forward the decoding result to the destinations. The cooperation between multiple nodes 

and their antennas are employing a space time code in transmitting the relay signals. The cooperation at the physical layer 

can achieve full levels of diversity similar to a MIMO system and hence to reduce the interference and then increase the 

strength of connectivity in wireless network. 

 

 
a) direct transmissions via a point-topoint conventional link; 

 
b) multi-hop transmissions via a two-hop manner occupying two time slots 

 
c) cooperative transmissions via a cooperative diversity occupying two consecutive slots. The destination combines the two 

signals from the source and the relay to decode the information. 

Fig.2: Three transmission protocols 
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1.2. Topology Control 

The network topology in a MANET is changing dynamically due to user mobility, traffic, node batteries, and so on. 

A MANET is controllable by adjusting some parameters such as the transmission power, channel assignment. Topology 

control is a method used in distributed computing to alter the understanding network in order to reduce the cost of distributed 

algorithms if ran over the new resulting graphs. Topology control is consumed mostly by the wireless Ad Hoc and sensor 

network research community. The main aspire of topology control is to save energy, reduce interference between nodes and 

extended lifetime of the network. Generally topology control is such a scheme to determine where to deploy the links and 

how the links work in wireless networks to form a good network topology which will optimize the energy consumption, the 

capacity of the network or end to end routing performance. A Mobile Ad hoc Network is self configuring infrastructure 

network of mobile devices connected by wireless. Every device in a MANET is free to shift independently in any direction 

and will therefore change its links to other devices regularly. Each must onward traffic not related to its own use, and as a 

result be a router. The primary challenge in building a MANET is equipping each device to continuously maintain the 

information required to properly route traffic. Such networks may work by self or may be connected to the large internet. 

MANETs are a kind of wireless as hoc network that usually has a routable networking environment on top of a link layer ad 

hoc network. The growth of laptop and 802.11/Wi-Fi wireless networking has made MANETs a popular research topic. 

Power control and channel control issues are coupled with topology control in MANETs while they are treated separately 

traditionally. Even though a mobile node can sense the available channel, it lacks of the scope to make network-wide 

decisions. Therefore it makes more sense to conduct power control and channel control via the topological viewpoint. Aim 

of topology control is then to set up interference- free connections to minimize the maximum transmission power and the 

number of required channels. The topology control focus on network connectivity with the link information provided by 

MAC and physical layers. In general a MANET can be mapped into a graph G(V,E), where V is the set of nodes in the 

network and E is the edge set representing the wireless links. As topology control is to determine the existence of wireless 

links subject to network connectivity, the general topology manage problem can be expressed as G*=arg max f(G), (1) 

According to the objective function a better topology G*(V, E*) will be constructed as the output of the algorithm. G* 

should contain all mobile nodes in G, and the link connections E* should preserve network connectivity without partitioning 

the network.  

 

III. TOPOLOGY CONTROL FOR NETWORK CAPACITY IMPROVEMENT IN MANETS WITH 

COOPERATIVE COMMUNICATIONS 
3.1 The capacity of MANETs   

There are dissimilar definitions for network capacity. There areTwo types of network capacity are introduced. The 

first one is transport capacity, which is parallel to the total one-hop capacity in the network. It acquires distance into 

deliberation and is based on the sum of bit-meter products. One bit-meter shows that one bit has been transported to a 

distance of one indicator toward its destination. One more type of capacity is throughput capacity, which is based on the 

information capacity of a channel. Clearly, it is the amount of all the data effectively transmitted during a unit time. It has 

been exposed that the capacity in wireless ad hoc networks is restricted. The routing not only discover paths to meet quality 

of service (QoS) necessities but also balances traffic load in nodes to keep away from hot spots in the network. When 

balancing traffic, the network may disclose more traffic flows and maximize the capacity. Since we center of attention on 

topology control and cooperative communications, assume an ideal load balance in the network, wherever the traffic loads in 

the network are uniformly distributed to the nodes in the network. 

 

3.2. Improving Network Capacity Using Topology Control in MANETS with Cooperative Communications 

We can improve MANETs network capacity with cooperative communications using topology control, we can set 

the network capacity as the objective function in the topology control problem in Eq.1. When cooperative network is used, a 

best communicate needs to be selected proactively before transmission. In this study, we agree to decode and forward 

relaying scheme. The source broadcasts its message to the relay and destination in the first slot. They communicate node and 

destination in the first slot. The relay node decodes and re-encodes the signal from the source and then forwards it to the 

destination in the second slot. The maximum instantaneous end to end communal information, outage probability, and 

outage capability can be derived. The interference model in the broadcast period of both the covered neighbors of the source 

and the covered neighbors of the relay and the destination have to be silent to ensure successful reception 
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Fig.3: The original topology: A MANET with 30 nodes randomly deployed in 800 x 800 m2area 

 

 
Fig.4: The final topology generated by COCO. The solid lines denote traditional direct Transmissions and multihop 

transmissions. The dashed lines denote the links involved in Cooperative communications 

 

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
In a performance analysis assume a MANET with 30 nodes randomly deployed in a 800 x 800 m2 area. The 

number of nodes is changed simultaneously. We evaluate the performance of the projected scheme with that of an existing 

well known topology control scheme called LLISE, which simply considers conventional multi-hop transmissions without 

cooperative communications and preserves the minimum interference path for each neighbor link locally. we furthermore 

show the worst network capacity between all the topology configurations for evaluation. The novel topology is shown in Fig. 

3, where links exist at any time the associated two end nodes are within transmission range of each other. It is obvious that 

this topology lacks any physical layer cooperative communications. Fig.4. shows the resulting topology by means of the 

projected COCO topology control scheme. In Fig.4 the solid lines indicate links involved in cooperative communication. We 

can observe from Fig.4. to get the most out of the network capacity of the MANET, various links in the network are involved 

in cooperative communication. The example of two-phase cooperative communications is shown in the peak left corner of 

the outline. The Fig.4 shows the network capacity per node in different topology control schemes with different numbers of 

nodes in the MANET. The proposed COCO scheme has the highest network capacity regardless of the number of nodes in 

the network. Similar to COCO, LLISE is executed in each node distributed. Nevertheless COCO can achieve a much higher 

network capacity than LLISE, since LLISE only considers multi hop transmission. The gain performances of this proposed 

scheme comes from the joint design of relay node selection, transmission mode selection, and interference minimization in 

MANETs with cooperative communication. 
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Fig.5: Network capacity versus different numbers of nodes in the MANET. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this we have initiated physical layer cooperative communications, network capacity, and topology control 

network capacity in MANETs. To improve the network capability of MANETs with cooperative communications, we have 

projected a Capacity- Optimized Cooperative (COCO) topology control scheme that considers both upper layer network 

capacity and physical layer relay selection in cooperative communications. Simulation results have shown that physical layer 

cooperative communications techniques have significant impacts on the network capacity, and the projected topology control 

scheme can significantly get better the network capability in MANETs with cooperative communications. Prospect work is 

in development to consider dynamic traffic patterns in the proposed scheme to further improve the performance of MANETs 

with cooperative communications. 
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ABSTRACT: Multi-hop routing in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) offer small protection against trickery throughout 

replaying routing information. A challenger can develop this defect to launch various harmful or even devastating attacks 

against the routing protocols, including wormhole attacks, sinkhole attacks and Sybil attacks. Even though important 

research effort has been spend on the design of trust models to detect malicious nodes based on direct and indirect 

confirmation, this comes at the cost of extra energy consumption. Conventional cryptographic techniques or efforts at 

mounting trust-aware routing protocols do not effectively address these problems. To secure the wireless sensor networks 

against adversaries misdirecting the multi-hop routing, we have preposed TARF, a robust trust-aware routing framework for 

dynamic WSNs. Without prolonged time synchronization or known geographic information, TARF offers dependable and 

energy-efficient route. TARF demonstrates effective adjacent to those harmful attacks developed out of identity trickery; the 

flexibility of TARF is verified through extensive assessment with both simulation and observed experiments on large-scale 

WSNs under various scenarios including mobile and RF-shielding network conditions. We have put into action a low-

overhead TARF module in TinyOS; this implementation can be included into existing routing protocols with the least effort. 

Based on TARF, we also verified a proof-of-concept mobile target detection application that functions well next to an anti-

detection mechanism. 

 

Index Terms:  Wireless Sensor Networks, Wireless Sensor Network, Trusted Aware Routing Framework (TARF),  

Congestio,. TinyOS 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are models for applications to report detected events of interest, such as forest 

fire monitoring and military surveillance. A Wireless sensor networks includes battery powered senor nodes with 

exceptionally limited processing abilities. With a narrow radio communication range, a sensor node wirelessly passes 

messages to a base station via a multi-hop path. Though, the multi-hop routing of WSNs often becomes the target of wicked 

attacks. An attacker may interfere nodes actually, create traffic collision with apparently valid transmission, fall or misdirect 

communication in routes or jam the communication channel by creating radio interference. As a risky and easy-to-implement 

type of attack, a malicious node basically replays all the outgoing routing packets from a applicable node to copy the latter 

node’s uniqueness; the malicious node then uses this fake identity to contribute in the network routing, thus trouble making 

the network traffic. Even if malicious node cannot straightly listen in the valid node’s wireless transmission, it can scheme 

with other malicious nodes to receive those routing packets, which is identified as a wormhole attack. A node in a Wireless 

sensor networks relies exclusively on the packets received to know about the sender’s identity, replaying routing packets 

permits the wicked node to forge the individuality of this valid node. After “stealing” that valid characteristics, this malicious 

node is able to misdirect the network traffic. It may fall packets received, forward packets to another node not supposed 

toward be in the routing path, or form a transmission loop from side to side which packets are passed among a few malicious 

nodes infinitely. 

Sinkhole attacks can be start on after thefting a applicable identity, in which a malicious node may maintain itself to be a 

base station through replaying all the packets from a genuine base station. Such a fake base station could attract more than 

half the traffic, creating a “black hole.”. This technique can be engaged to conduct another strong form of attack Sybil attack: 

all the way through replaying the routing information of multiple legal nodes, an attacker may nearby multiple identities to 

the network. A valid node, if cooperated, can also launch all these attacks.  

 

 
Fig.1: Attacks in multi hop routinng 

Performance Analysis of Trust-Aware Routing Framework 

for Wireless Mesh Networks 
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Time synchronization service in wireless sensor networks has to meet challenges which are substantially different 

from those in infrastructure based networks. For example each sensor has a finite battery source and communication is 

expensive in terms of energy, an important issue of wireless sensor networks is energy efficiency. In addition, wireless 

sensor networks show a higher failure probability over the time than in traditional networks due to battery depletion or 

destruction of the sensors, and changes in the environment can severely affect radio propagation causing frequent network 

topology changes and network partitions. Moreover, at high densities wireless sensor networks become much more likely to 

suffer communication failures due to contention for their shared communication medium. These elements lead to robustness, 

strong energy efficiency and self configuration requirements. In the last several years,  clock synchronization protocols for 

wireless sensor networks have been proposed based on different approaches ie., Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) 

or hierarchical approaches, or interval based, or probabilistic approaches for energy efficiency. However, in spite of their 

diversity, these applications share a common viewpoint: they provide an accurate time estimate by means of periodic 

synchronization performed by each sensor node and based on messages exchanged with its neighbor nodes. Each clock 

adjustment is energy consuming since it involves transmitting messages and pay attention, besides the computational cost. 

 

II. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
2.1. Assumptions 

In this objective is secure routing for data collection tasks, which are one of the mainly fundamental functions of 

wireless sensor networks. In a data compilation task, a sensor node sends its example data to a remote base station with the 

help of other intermediate nodes, then  there could be more than one base station, the direction-finding approach is not 

affected by the number of base stations that there is only one base station. An opponent may fake the identity of any legal 

node through replaying that node’s outgoing routing packets and spoofing the acknowledgement packets, even remotely 

through a wormhole. In addition, to merely simplify the introduction of TARF to assume no data aggregation is involved. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Multi-hop routing for data collection of a WSN. 

 

It is to be applied to cluster based wireless sensor networkss with static clusters, where data are cumulatively by 

clusters before being relayed. Cluster-based wireless sensor networkss allows for the great savings of energy and bandwidth 

through aggregating data from children nodes and performing routing and transmission for children nodes. In a cluster-based 

wireless sensor networks, the cluster headers themselves form a sub-network; after certain data arrive at a cluster header, the 

aggregated information will be routed to a base station only through such a sub network consisting of the cluster headers. 

The framework can be functional to this sub-network to achieve secure routing for cluster based wireless sensor networkss. 

TARF may run on cluster headers only and the cluster headers communicate with their children nodes directly since a static 

cluster has known relationship between a cluster header and its child  nodes, even if any link-level security features may be 

further employed. 

 

2.2. Authentication Requirements 

Though a specific application may determine whether data encryption is needed, TARF requires that the packets are 

correctly authenticated, particularly the broadcast packets from the base station. The transmition from the base station is 

unevenly authenticated so as to guarantee that an adversary is not able to manipulate or forge a broadcast message from the 

base station at will. With authenticated broadcast, even with the existence of attackers, TARF may use TrustManager and the 

received broadcast packets about delivery information to choose trustworthy path by circumventing compromised nodes. 

Without being able to capturing the base station, it is generally very difficult for the opposition to manipulate the base 

broadcast packets from the base station is critical to any successful secure routing protocol. It can be achieved through 

existing irregularly authenticated broadcast schemes that may require loose time synchronization. As an example, μTESLA 

achieves asymmetric authenticated broadcast through a symmetric cryptographic algorithm and a loose  delay schedule to 

disclose the keys from a key chain.  
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III. DESIGN OF TARF 
TARF secures the multi-hop routing in wireless sensor networkss against intruders developing the repetation of 

routing information by evaluating the trustworthiness of neighboring nodes. It recognizes such intruders that misdirect 

obvious network traffic by their low trust advantage and routes data through paths circumventing those intruder to achieve 

reasonable throughput. TARF is also energy-efficient, highly scalable, and well flexible. Before introducing the detailed 

design, we initially introduce several essential notions here. 

 

Neighbor: For a nodeN, a neighbor (neighboring node) of N is a node that is reachable from N with one-hop wireless 

transmission. 

Trust level: For a node N, the trust level of a neighbor is a decimal number in [0, 1], representing N’s opinion of that 

neighbor’s level of trustworthiness. Particularly, the trust level of the neighbor is N’s estimation of the probability that this 

neighbor correctly delivers data received to the base station. That trust level is indicates as T. 

Energy cost: For a node N, the energy cost of a neighbor is the average energy cost to successfully deliver a unit-sized data 

packet with this neighbor as its next-hop node, from N to the base station. This energy cost is indicated as E. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Each node selects a next-hop node based on its neighborhood table, and broadcast its energy cost within its 

neighborhood. To maintain this neighborhood table, Energy- Watcher and TrustManager on the node keep track of 

related events (on the left) to record the energy cost and the trust level values of its neighbors. 

 

3.2. Routing Procedure 

TARF with as many other routing protocols, runs as a interrupted service. The length of that phase determines how 

regularly routing information is exchanged and reorganized. At the beginning of each period, the base station broadcasts a 

message regarding data release during last period to the whole network consisting of a few contiguous packets. Each such 

packet has a field to indicate how many packets are remaining to complete the broadcast of the current message. The 

achievement of the base station broadcast triggers the exchange of energy report in this new period.  henever a node receives 

such a broadcast message from the base station, it recognizes that the most recent period has ended and a new period has just 

started. No fixed time synchronization is required for a node to keep track of the beginning or ending of a period. During 

each period, the Energy Watcher on a node monitors energy consumption of one-hop transmission to its neighbors and 

processes energy cost reports from those neighbors to maintain energy cost entries in its neighborhood table; its 

TrustManager also keeps track of network loops and processes broadcast messages from the base station about data delivery 

to maintain trust level entries in its locality table. 

 

3.3. Energy Watcher & Trust Manager 

In this module Cluster-based wireless sensor networks allows for the great savings of energy and bandwidth 

through aggregating data from children nodes and performing routing and transmission for children nodes. In a cluster-based 

wireless sensor network, the cluster headers themselves form a sub network, after certain information appear at a cluster 

header, the collective data will be routed to a base station only through such a sub network consisting of the cluster headers. 

Framework can then be applied to this sub-network to achieve secure routing for cluster based wireless sensor networks. A 

node N’s Trust Manager decides the trust level of each neighbor based on the following events: broadcast from the base 

station about data delivery and discovery of network loops.  For each neighbor b of N, TNb denotes the trust level of b in N’s 

neighborhood table. At the opening, each neighbor is given a neutral trust level 0.5. After any of those actions takes place, 

the relevant neighbors’ trust levels are updated. Though sophisticated loop-discovery methods exist in the presently 

developed protocols, they often rely on the evaluation of detailed routing cost to reject routes likely most important to loops. 

To minimize the attempt to put together TARF and the existing protocol and to reduce the transparency, when an existing 

routing protocol does not offer any anti loop mechanism, it adopts the Probabilistic Clock Reading Method to detect routing 

loops. 
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EMPIRICAL EVALUATION 
In order to estimate TARF in a real-world setting, we execute the TrustManager component on TinyOS 2.x, which 

can be included into the existing routing protocols for wireless sensor networks with the least attempt. We implemented 

TARF as a self-contained routing protocol on TinyOS 1.x before this second implementation. 

 

 
Fig.4: Routing decision incorporating trust management. 

 

1.1. TrustManager Implementation Details 

The TrustManager component in TARF is enfolded into an self-determining TinyOS configuration named 

TrustManagerC. TrustManagerC uses a enthusiastic logic channel for communication and runs as a periodic check with a 

configurable period, thus not interfere with the application code. Although it is possible to implement TARF with a period 

always synchronized with the routing protocol’s period that would cause much intrusion into the source code of the routing 

protocol. The current TrustManagerC utilizes a period of 30 seconds; for exact applications, by adjusting a convinced header 

file, the period extent may be re-configured to reflect the sensing occurrence, the energy effectiveness and trustworthiness 

requirement. 

 

This new implementation integrating TARF requires moderate program storage and memory utilization. Here 

implemented a typical TinyOS data collection application, Multihop Oscilloscope, based on this new protocol. The Multihop 

Oscilloscope application, with certain modified sensing parameters for our later evaluation purpose, sometimes makes 

sensing samples and sends out the sensed data to a root via multiple routing hops. Originally, Multihop Oscilloscope uses 

CTP as its routing protocol. Now list the ROM size and RAM size necessity of both implementation of Multihop 

Oscilloscope on non-root Telosb motes in Table 1. The enabling of TARF in Multihop Oscilloscope increases the size of 

ROM by  around 1.3KB and the amount of memory by around 1.2KB. 
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                 (a) Detection report.                               (b) Number of reported detections. 

Fig. 5. Comparison of CTP and the TARF-enabled CTP in detecting the moving target. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
We have designed and implemented a working model which is an enhanced version of TARF, a robust trust-aware 

routing framework for wireless sensor networks, to secure multi-hop routing in dynamic wireless sensor networks against 

harmful attackers exploiting the replay of routing information. TARF spotlighted on conviction worthiness and energy 

efficiency. With the idea of trust management, this model facilitates a node to keep track of the trustworthiness of its 

neighbors and thus to select a consistent route. With the idea of the energy watcher, our model calculates the total energy 

cost which is consumed by the packet to reach its destination. Trust manager has initiated the model of using two routing 

tables i.e default routing table and running routing table, with this concept its has become easy to find the attacker in the 

path. For provided that security in this paper we have used the new encryption technique i.e. Elliptic Curve Cryptography 

algorithm. 
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ABSTRACT- As a result of enhanced civilization and modernization, the human nature demands more comfort to his life. 

Automated doors have acquired and have become part of one’s life from his office to shopping complex. Automated doors 

are quite common and a vast field of research now days. Many attempts are made to decrease the manufacturing cost and 

achieve an efficient and inexpensive output. This paper will focus upon giving a brief idea about construction of an 

automated door using IR sensors. A small experiment was performed which gave the desired output. 

 

Keywords – IR sensor, Comparator, DC Motor, Motor driver circuit, sliding door.   

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Automatic door is an automated movable barrier installed in the entry of a room or building to restrict access, 

provide ease of opening a door or provide visual privacy. This is being achieved by various detection circuits available in the 

market. These detection circuits vary from basic sensors like IR sensor, force sensors to complex and expensive vision 

circuitry. To this end, we model and design an automatic sliding door with a room light control system to provide the 

mentioned needs. This was achieved by considering some factors such as economy, availability of components and research 

materials, efficiency, compatibility and portability and also durability in the design process. This system works on the 

principle of breaking an infrared beam of light, sensed by a photodiode. It consists of transmitting infrared diodes and 

receiving photo-diodes. The system is to detect whether someone is coming in or not. The photodiodes are connected to 

comparators, which give a lower output when the beam is broken and high output when transmitting normally. The general 

operation of the work and performance is dependent on the presence of an intruder entering through the door and how close 

he/she is in closer to the door. The overall work was implemented with a constructed work, tested working and perfectly 

functional. 

 

II. COMPONENTS 
IR SENSOR- The sensor senses whether receiver of it is receiving light from transmitter or not and feeds the result to the 

comparator. If any obstacle comes in between receiver or transmitter then the path of infrared between receiver and 

transmitter breaks off. This result of receiver receiving the light or not is sent to the comparator. 

 

COMPARATOR- Comparator compares the analogue inputs from the sensors with a fixed reference voltage. If this voltage 

is higher than the reference voltage than comparator outputs a low voltage and if the voltage is lower than the reference 

voltage than it outputs a high voltage to the decision making element that is the microcontroller. The IC used of the 

comparator is LM358N. 

 

MICROCONTROLLER- Microcontroller is pre-programmed to turn on the motors or supply required current and voltage 

to motors only if the condition is fulfilled. Microcontroller check when the output of comparator is low it turns the motor on 

as the path between receiver and transmitter is broken due to some obstacle between them. The microcontroller feeds the 

output to the motor driver. After providing the output to run motor it must also give some delay that can be the time for the 

person to pass through the gate and after the body goes away it should also run motor anticlockwise to close the door. 

 

MOTOR DRIVER- The current supplied by the microcontroller to is not sufficient to drive the motor. Thus motor driver 

provides sufficient current to run motor. It can take a maximum current of 600mA per channel which is more than enough to 

drive two motors. The IC used for it is L293D. 

 

Voltage Regulator: 7805IC gives the output of 5V from 9V to microcontroller and motor driver.  

Thus this way you can have a black line following robot ready to perform tasks. 

 

 

 

 

Developing Infrared Controlled Automated Door System 
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III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 
 

 

IV. SYSTEM PROGRAMMING 
The program is being written in C language and the target we are trying to achieve through this program is already 

being defined in the above section.  

 

#include <AT89X51.H> 

#define L293D_A P2_0         //Positive of motor 

void rotate_f(void);         //Forward run function 

void rotate_b(void);         //Backward run function 

void breaks(void);           //Motor stop function 

void delay(void);            //Some delay 

 

void main(){                 //Our main function 

    while(1){                //Infinite loop 

                rotate_f();          //Run forward 

                delay();             //Some delay 

                breaks();            //Stop 

                delay();             //Some delay 

                rotate_b();          //Run Backwards 

                delay();             //Some delay 

                breaks();            //Stop 

                delay();             //Some delay 

        }                        //Do this infinitely 

} 

 

void rotate_f(){ 

        L293D_A = 1;             //Make positive of motor 1 

 

} 

 

void rotate_b(){ 

        L293D_A = 0;             //Make negative of motor 0 

       } 

 

void breaks(){ 

        L293D_A = 0;             //Make positive of motor 0 

        

} 

 

void delay(){                //Some delay... 

    unsigned char i,j,k; 

    for(i=0;i<0x20;i++) 

        for(j=0;j<255;j++) 

         for(k=0;k<255;k++); 

} 
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V. CONCLUSION 
This project gave an insight into designing of an automated door just by using IR sensors. This helped in reducing 

the cost spent in construction of automated doors. This project has lot of future scope like the same way we can construct a 

sliding door with a security system by attaching a keypad to enter password and then providing the access to the person into 

that secured area. 
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ABSTRACT : In the present work it has been shown that FEA software like ANSYS may play an important role in 

predicting cast defect before the actual casting. Transient thermal analysis and Couple-Field analysis in ANSYS can predict 

temperature distribution and thermal stress distribution in the casting after solidification very accurately. This fact has been 

proved by validating a transient thermal analysis which has been published in a reputed journal.  After validating the 

thermal analysis, work has been extended to Couple-Field Analysis for thermal stress and shrinkage. 

After doing Couple-field analysis on sand mold, few modifications have been simulated and tested whether they are 

better than the configuration considered in the base paper. As first modification sand has been replaced by mullite and it has 

been seen that the mold shrinkage is less but the cast shrinkage is more. Thermal stress in the mullite mold is less than the 

sand mold. For the sand-mullite composite mold shrinkage is least as well as shrinkage for the cast is also least. But the 

thermal stress is more than the mullite mold. 

 

Keywords: Cast Solidification, Sand mold, Mullite Mold, Composite Mold, Transient thermal analysis, Couple-field 

analysis, ANSYS. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Technological difficulties involved in casting processes vary considerably according to the metal‘s melting 

temperature characteristics, which in turn are related to the physicochemical properties and structures of metals and alloys. 

These difficulties also involve a series of properties, which include differences in chemical activities between the elements 

that constitute the alloy, solubility of the gases, method of solidification among the chemical elements, type of molding, and 

coefficients of solidification shrinkage. On the other hand, the cooling process also affects the flow of cast metal, influencing 

the mold filling and stability, allowing the occurrence of cooling stresses and properties changes in the final product, and 

producing variations in the geometrical dimensions, the shape of the surface finish and the quality of the cast part. 

An investigation was done by YIN-HENC CHEN and YONG-TAEK IM on the prediction of shrinkage a permanent mold 

casting in sand mold in the year of 1990 and their work published in Int. J. Mach. Tools Manufacture (Vol. 30, No. 2, pp. 

175-189). 

In the year of 1994 JYRKI MIETI'INEN and SEPPO LOUHENKILPI did a remarkable work on Calculation of 

Thermophysical Properties of Carbon and Low Alloyed Steels for Modeling of Solidification Processes and they published 

their work in METALLURGICAL AND MATERIALS TRANSACTIONS B (VOLUME 25B) 

A work on Thermal stress and crack prediction was done by L.C. Würker, M. Fackeldey, P.R. Sahm and B.G. Thomas in the 

year of 1998. 

B. J. MONAGHAN and P. N. QUESTED did a work on Thermal Diffusivity of Iron at High Temperature in Both 

the Liquid and Solid States in the year of 2001 and their work published in the journal named ISIJ International (Vol. 41, No. 

12, pp. 1524–1528). 

A very good work on Numerical Simulation of Filling Process in Die Casting was done by Y. B. Li and W. Zhou 

and their work got published in the journal Materials Technology in the year of 2003 (Vol. 18, No. 1, pp. 36-41). 

In the year of 2005 a very excellent work was done by M. M. Pariona and A. C. Mossi on Numerical Simulation of Heat 

Transfer during the Solidification of Pure Iron in Sand and Mullite Molds. This work was published in a very reputed journal 

named ―J. of the Braz. Soc. of Mech. Sci. & Eng.‖ and this work has been referred as a base paper in the present work. The 

work has been extended in the present thesis over the work of this base paper on the investigation of thermal stain and 

shrinkage of a pure iron casting in mullite mold and a composite mold made of mullite and sand. Though many works have 

already been done on thermal and thermo-mechanical simulation of casting process but a thermo-mechanical simulation on a 

composite mold made of sand and mullite is a new one. 

 

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM 
In casting of an object many problems are raised during solidification. One of these problems is internal cracks of 

the cast object due to compressive stress generated during solidification. This compressive stress is governed by many 

factors of mold topology. Compressive stress generated during solidification of casting can be controlled by mold thickness, 

mold materials, combination of different mold materials and layer thickness, draft angle etc. So, before taking decision on 

above parameters it is needed to know the stress distribution of cast object after solidification. Here in this work a detailed 

transient (i.e. time dependent) couple-field analysis has been done on a cast object to predict thermal stress in the cast body 

during solidification. Moreover an investigation has been done in this work on shrinkage and thermal strain with a mold 

material named mullite and combination of sand and mullite. 

 

 

Design &Analysis of Pure Iron Casting with Different 

Moulds 
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III. MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF CAST SOLIDIFICATION 
In order to formulate a mathematical model for heat transfer problem during casting, consider superheated liquid metal 

poured in an investment casting shell. There are two steps in which metal losses their heats, 

a. First step in which metal losses its sensible heat (superheat). 

b. Second step during which metal losses its heat of fusion (Hf). 

Time of solidification is determined separately during each interval using different heat transfer coefficients (HTCs) and then 

individual times are summed up together to get total time taken for solidification. 

1 Sensible Heat Transfer 

When metal is poured in investment casting shell, whole of the shell is quickly heated to high temperature (temperature of 

molten metal), heat transfer also starts subsequently and temperature of metal starts decreasing. As a result of this, 

temperature of mold starts increasing. During this step total heat transfer from top and walls is 

 
Where Qt is the total quantity of heat lost from top and wall, QT is total rate of heat transfer by convection and radiation 

from top and conduction through walls and t1 is the total time taken for heat transfer (time of solidification in first step). 

Heat transfer occurs by three modes namely convection, conduction and radiation; total rate of heat transfer (QT) is 

summation of rate of heat transfers by each mode. 

 
where QT1, QT2, QT3 are the rate of heat transfers by convection and radiation from top surface, conduction through walls 

and convection and radiation from heated mold surface, respectively. 

Rate of heat transfer by convection and radiation from top may be written as: 

 
where , temperature at which HTCs are determined, h and hr are the heat transfer coefficients for free 

convection and radiation, respectively, AT is area of top surface of mold and Tα is mold temperature. Major portion of heat 

in this process of heat transfer is lost through top surface thus QT1 is the major rate of heat transfer during solidification. 

This is the reason; risers of castings are usually covered by some insulating compound or bad heat-conducting medium to 

keep metal liquid for a longer period of time so that proper feeding of metal could be achieved. 

Rate of heat transfer by conduction may be written as: 

 
Where Tp and Tα are the inside and outside temperatures of mold and Rt is the thermal resistance of mold wall.  

Thermal resistance of the mold here though very high, is not constant, but keeps on changing with change of temperature and 

contributes towards overall effect of heat transfer. 

Similarly, rate of heat transfer again by convection and radiation from outer heated wall of mold may be written as: 

 
Where Ts is the surface temperature of the mold, Tα is the outside (surrounding) temperature of the mold [(Tα=Tr), Tr = 

room temperature], h and hr are heat transfer coefficients (HTCs) for free convection and radiation, respectively, and A is 

area of heated mold surface towards ambient. This mode of heat transfer has very little contribution towards overall rate of 

heat transfer during first step, as initially surface of mold is at ambient and gets heated slowly in small increments thus starts 

transferring heat. This mode of heat transfer also has little contribution due to high thermal resistance of mold material(s), 

which stops most of heat from coming out of the mold. 

Putting the values in Eq. (2) 

 
 

Total quantity of heat transferred (Qt) is actually the heat lost by metal as its sensible heat, which may be written as 

 
Where, Cp is specific heat of metal, Tp and Tm are pouring and melting temperatures of the metal, respectively, and m is the 

mass of metal being poured. 

Combining Eqs. (6) and (7) and putting values in Eq. (1) 

 
This is the expression for the calculations of time for solidification of metal during pouring and subsequent freezing in 

investment casting molds during step in which it losses all its sensible heat.  

Various factors affect this time of solidification during first step such as thermal conductivity of mold material, casting 

conditions, pouring temperature, specific heat of metal, etc. All these should be taken into account while designing a casting 

process. Soon after the release of all superheat of metal, second step of solidification begins. 

(3.6) 

(7) 

(6) 

(8) 
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2 Transfer of Heat of Fusion 

When metal loses all its sensible heat (superheat) and reaches its melting temperature, a phase transformation occurs and 

metal starts loosing heat as heat of fusion. This heat transfer continues till whole of the metal solidifies in the mold. This is 

second step of heat transfer 

Like first step of heat transfer, heat again transfers in three modes namely convection, conduction, and radiation. This occurs 

in a fashion very similar to first step of heat transfer (i.e. from top, walls and heated surface of mold). Thus, total heat 

transfer from top and walls may be written as: 

 
Where Qt is the total quantity of heat lost from top and walls, QT is total rate of heat transfer by convection and radiation 

from top and conduction through walls and t2 is the total time taken for heat transfer (time of solidification in second step). 

Again total rate of heat transfer is the summation of rates of heat transfer by individual modes 

 
where QT1, QT2, QT3 are the rate of heat transfers by convection and radiation from top surface, conduction through walls 

and convection and radiation from heated mold surface, respectively.  

Quantities QT1, QT2 and QT3 may be determined by use of Eqs. (3) – (5) with the replacement of T with Tm in Eq. (3) as 

this is the temperature at which HTCs are determined during second step and Tp with Tm in Eq. (4) as this is the reference 

temperature from which heat is transferred during conduction in second step. 

When values are inserted into Eq. (10) following is obtained, 

 
 

In second step, total quantity of heat transferred (Qt) is actually the heat lost by metal as its heat of fusion, which may be 

written as 

 
Where Hf is heat of fusion of metal and m is the mass of the metal. 

Putting values from Eqs. (11) and (12) to Eq. (9) 

 
 

This is the expression for the calculations of time of solidification of metal during the interval when it transforms 

from liquid to solid state, i.e. the time when metal losses all its heat of fusion. Factors affecting time of solidification during 

this step are heat of fusion of metal, thermal conductivity of mold, cooling conditions outside mold, surface area of mold 

exposed to ambient and extent to which mold is heated during first step. 

Finally adding Eqs. (8) and (13) yields the final expression for calculating the time of solidification during whole period 

from liquid to solid, 

 
 

Prime objective in most engineering cases is to achieve a rapid rate of heat transfer as it facilitates fine grain 

structure in metal which imparts strength and hardness to metal/alloy. This rapid rate of heat transfer may be achieved by use 

of mold materials with high thermal conductivity, forced convection conditions (blowing of air on the outer surface of the 

mold) or rapid cooling of mold surfaces (sprinkling of water on mold surface). This rapid rate of heat transfer however, can 

induce brittleness in alloy along with poor impact properties. Slow rate of heat transfer on the other hand, can induce 

problems of segregation especially predominant in multicomponent alloys, long columnar grains and softness that are 

detrimental to its further applications [9]. So, in most practical conditions an optimum rate of heat transfer is desirable which 

should facilitate a high strength, fine-grained material with good mechanical properties. Mostly this is achieved in 

conjunction with post casting heat treatment. 

 

IV. THERMAL ANALYSIS OF CAST AND SAND MOLD 
In first phase of this work a transient thermal analysis has been done on an assembly of pure iron casting and sand 

mold. The cast object and mold design has been referred from the work of M. M. Pariona and A. C. Mossi [8]. In their work 

M. M. Pariona and A. C. Mossi considered a channel shaped cast object which was cast using pure iron. The drawing and 

solid model of the cast has been shown below. 

(12) 

(11) 

(12) 
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Fig 1: Drawing of cast object with mold. 

 

As per the above drawing a solid model has been generated in Pro/Engineer software to give a clear 3-Dimensional 

view of the cast-mold assembly. Here only half section of the whole cast-mold assembly has been modeled to represent the 

assembly vividly. Blue portion is the cast object and the yellow portion is the mold object. The sprue portion though has 

been modeled but has not been considered in the simulation. 

 

 
Fig 2: 3-Dimensional model of the cast-mold assembly. 

 

Now to predict the temperature distribution of the cast-mold assembly after 1.5 hours or 5400 seconds of pouring 

hot and malted pure iron at 1923 K, a transient thermal simulation has been done in ANSYS software. Temperature 

distribution evaluated from this simulation has been verified with the result found out by M. M. Pariona and A. C. Mossi in 

their work (Reference [8]).  

Steps followed for the transient thermal simulation in FEA software ANSYS have been explained below with relevant 

figures. 

Simulation in any FEA software is done in three steps, namely Pre-processor, Solution and Post-Processor. 

In Pre-Processor stage following jobs are done: 

a. Modeling of the simulation topology. 

b. Selection of Elements type. 

c. Declaration of relevant material properties. 

d. Discretization and Mashing of the topology. 

e. Setting of boundary condition and Load data. 

 

Modeling of the simulation topology 

Due to the symmetrical shape of the cast body half portion of the whole object has been considered for the transient 

thermal analysis in the FEA software ANSYS. Following figure shows the topology of the object in ANSYS for simulation. 

 
Fig 3: Topology or Geometry of the object for simulation in ANSYS. 
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In the above figure area with cyan color represents cast object whereas area with purple color represents sand mold 

portion. These two area has been assembled in ANSYS using ‗Glue‘ command which connect both the areas for simulation 

but does not convert two areas in a single type because both are of different types, one of pure iron and another of silica. One 

thing is to be mentioned over here that in ANSYS the dimension of the symmetric geometry has been considered in ‗m‘ 

whereas dimensions in the drawing in figure 3 has been mentioned in ‗mm‘. 

After generating the topology now the topology has been discretized and meshed. Below is the meshed view of the 

topology. 

 
Fig 4: Meshed Topology or Geometry of the object for simulation in ANSYS. 

 

Here meshing of the topology has been done with two different discretizing scheme. The cast object part has been 

meshed with 0.002 m of element length and the sand mold part has been meshed with 0.0045 m of element length. Here to 

mesh the topology in ANSYS ‗PLANE 55‘ element has been used which is a thermal solid element. 

After meshing the object geometry material properties have been declared. Here two types of material have been 

used, pure iron for the cast part and silica for sand mold. As during solidification temperature of the cast part is reduced to 

great extent so material properties of pure iron become function of temperature. Material properties of pure iron and silica 

have been mentioned below and these data has been referred from the work of M. M. Pariona and A. C. Mossi (Reference 

[8]), from reference [13] and from internet. 

Table1: Material properties of mold materials 

 
After mentioning the material property data for pure iron as well as silica, temperature boundary condition has been 

mentioned. Here convection boundary condition has been set on the outer surface of the mold where mold is in contact with 

atmosphere. In this boundary condition convective heat transfer coefficient has been mentioned as 11.45 W/m2.K and bulk 

temperature has been considered as 300K. These data has been collected from the work of M. M. Pariona and A. C. Mossi 

(Reference [8]). For transient thermal simulation initial temperature has been set as 1923 K because liquid iron has been 

poured at 1923K temperature which is 111K super heat as melting temperature of pure iron is 1812K. 
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After setting the temperature boundary conditions transient simulation parameter has been set as follows. 

 

Table2: Transient simulation setup 

Total time of simulation 
1.5 hours or 5400 

seconds 

Time step 5 seconds 

Maximum Time Step 10 seconds 

Minimum Time Step 1 sec 

 

After simulation of the cast-mold assembly for 1.5 hours of solidification, temperature distribution has been 

evaluated for whole the region of cast-mold geometry and also separately for the cast part. Following are the figures of 

temperature distribution of whole the assembly and separately of the cast part. 
 

 
Fig 5: Temperature Distribution of the cast-mold assembly 

 

Above figure shows the contour plotting of temperature distribution of the whole cast-mold assembly and it is 

clearly depicted from the figure that maximum temperature comes down to 1319 K from 1923K after 1.5 hours of 

solidification and mold temperature has been raised to 520 K from initial 300 K. 

Now the figure below shows temperature at different point in the cast-mold assembly after 1.5 hours of solidification. 
 

 
Fig 6: Temperature at different points of the cast-mold assembly. 

 

Above result is very much in accordance with the result found out by M. M. Pariona and A. C. Mossi in their work 

(Reference [8]). Following figure represents the result published in reference [8]. 

Now with the same parameters a couple-field analysis has been done in next phase of the work to predict the 

thermal stress in the cast-mold assembly to take decision about mold geometry. 

To know maximum temperature of the mold at different point of time in the due course of solidification a graph has 

been shown below which has been derived from ANSYS. 
 

 
Fig 7: Graph showing max temp at different point of time in solidification process 
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V. COUPLE-FIELD ANALYSIS OF CAST-MOLD ASSEMBLY WITH SAND MOLD 
To predict the defects in cast object and to optimize the mold thickness it is required to predict the thermal stress in 

the cast-mold assembly. To predict the thermal stress in the cast-mold assembly it is needed to do the couple field analysis in 

the whole assembly. 

In this process, steps for FEA modeling and meshing in ANSYS will be same as described in previous section. 

After meshing, thermal properties of both the material i.e pure iron and silica have been incorporated in ANSYS as per the 

method discussed in previous chapter. The thermal environment has been saved with name ‗THERM‘ and then the 

environment has been switched over to structural and following structural properties of material have been mentioned in 

ANSYS. 

 

Table3: Physical properties of cast iron 

Young Modulus of pure iron 196×10
9
 N/m

2
 

Poisson‘s Ratio of pure iron  0.29 

Coefficient of linear 

expansion of pure iron 
12 × 10

-6
 K

-1
 

Density of pure iron 7870 kg/m
3
 

Young Modulus of silica 169×10
9
 N/m

2
 

Poisson‘s Ratio of silica  0.17 

Coefficient of linear 

expansion of silica 
3 × 10

-6
 K

-1
 

Density of silica 1494.71 kg/m
3
 

 

After incorporating all the requisite data, a simulation has been done which gives us the result for deflection and thermal 

stress. 

 
Fig 8: Deflection due to thermal load. 

Figure above depicts the deflection in whole the cast object and sand mold assembly due to the thermal load created for 

solidification. From the above figure it is quite clear that the cast object and sand mold combination will go under a 

compression due to solidification. 

Now due to this solidification the whole assembly will experience a compressive stress which has been presented in the 

figure below. 

 
Fig 9: Thermal stress created in the cast-mold assembly. 

Figure below shows the compressive stress value at different points in the cast object and sand mold assembly.  
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Fig 10: Value of thermal stress created at different points in the cast-mold assembly 

 

VI. COUPLE-FIELD ANALYSIS OF CAST-MOLD ASSEMBLY WITH DIFFERENT MOLD 

MATERIAL 
In previous section it has been shown that FEA software like ANSYS can be used successfully to predict the cast 

and mold deflections and stresses prior the actual casting process by a numerical simulation. This simulation results actually 

help a manufacturer to predict correctly about the mold defects out of a present mold design and he or she can correct it 

before actual manufacturing.  

In this section few modifications has been tested by numerical simulation in ANSYS and those results from different 

modifications have been compared. 

 

Modification-1 

In this modification, dimensions of the mold have been kept similar to the dimension discussed in previous chapter 

but the material has been changed from sand to mullite. Following are the thermal as well as mechanical properties of 

mullite. 

 

 Specific Heat : 1172.3 J/(Kg.K) 

 Thermal Conductivity : 5.86 W/(m.K) 

 Density : 3100 kg/m3 

 Modulus of Elasticity : 151 GPa 

 Poisson‘s Ratio : 0.20 

 Coefficient of linear expansion :  5.4×10-6 / ºC 

 

After simulation following results have been derived and those have been presented below. 

 

 
Fig 11: Deflection of the whole mullite mold. 

 

 
Fig 12: Von-Misses stress on whole mullite mold 
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Fig 13: Deflection vector sum of cast part. 

 

 
Fig 14: Von Misses stress of cast part. 

Modification-2 

In this modification, two layers of sand and mullite has been used to create a composite mold. Thickness of each 

material has been kept half of the total thickness of previously mentioned sand and mullite mold.  

Now this composite mold has been modeled in ANSYS in 2D form and meshed with PLANE55 element by a process which 

has already been discussed in previous section. 

Now after the meshing of the FEA model of the composite mold in ANSYS a couple filed analysis has been done and after 

simulation following results have been derived and those results have been presented below. 

 

 
 

Fig 15: Deflection of whole the composite mold. 

 
 

Fig 16: Equivalent stress of the composite mold. 
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Fig 17: Deflection of the cast part of the composite mold. 

 
Fig 18: Equivalent stress of the cast part of the composite mold. 

 

Now graphs have been drawn for the following parameters on the symmetry diagonal of sand mold, mullite mold and 

composite mold respectively. 

 

Maximum shrinkage for whole mold body. 

Maximum shrinkage for cast part. 

Maximum thermal stress for whole mold body. 

Maximum thermal stress for the cast part. 

 

 
Fig 19: Shrinkage along symmetry diagonal of sand mold 

 

 
Fig 20: Thermal stress along the symmetry diagonal of the sand mold 
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Fig 21: Shrinkage along symmetry diagonal of the cast part of a sand mold 

 

 
Fig 22: Thermal stress along the symmetry diagonal of cast part of the sand mold 

 

 
Fig 23: Shrinkage along symmetry diagonal of Mullite mold 

 

 
Fig 24: Thermal stress along the symmetry diagonal of Mullite mold 

 
Fig 25: Shrinkage along symmetry diagonal of cast part of Mullite mold 
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Fig 26: Thermal stress along the symmetry diagonal of cast part of the Mullite 

 

 
Fig 27: Shrinkage along symmetry diagonal of composite cast-mold combination 

 

 
 

Fig 28: Thermal stress along the symmetry diagonal of the composite cast-mold combination 

 
Fig 29: Shrinkage along symmetry diagonal of cast part of composite cast-mold combination 

 

 
Fig 30: Thermal stress along the symmetry diagonal of cast part of the composite cast-mold 
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Now from the above graph we can tabulate the following result data with reference of the symmetry diagonal. 

Table 6.1: Results of couple field analysis 

Mold type 

Whole mold cast assembly Only Cast Part 

Maximum Shrinkage 
Maximum Thermal 

Stress 
Maximum Shrinkage 

Maximum Thermal 

Stress 

Sand Mold 0.1091 mm 1169 MPa 0.1091 mm 43.74 MPa 

Mullite Mold 0.1415 mm 605.6 MPa 0.1151 mm 89.97 MPa 

Sand-Mullite 

Composite mold 
0.07699 mm 711 MPa 0.07454 mm 49.28 MPa 

 

From the above data it is quite evident that in sand mold cast object experience less thermal stress but than mullite 

and composite mold but the shrinkage on the casing is least in composite mold. So it may be concluded here the composite 

mold is most suitable for casting an object with pure iron. 

 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 
From the present work it can be concluded that, if it is possible to predict different output result from a casting 

process prior to the actual casting process then it becomes very useful to take decision on the different casting parameters for 

better cast product. As it has been mentioned earlier that if by any means it is possible to predict temperature distribution and 

thermal stress after solidification of cast object in a mold then casting defects may kept as minimum as possible.  

In the present work it has been shown that FEA software like ANSYS may play an important role in this regard. Transient 

thermal analysis and Couple-Field analysis in ANSYS can predict temperature distribution and thermal stress distribution in 

the casting after solidification very accurately. This fact has been proved by validating a transient thermal analysis which has 

been published in a reputed journal.  After validating the thermal analysis, work has been extended to Couple-Field Analysis 

for thermal stress. 

On the basis of thermal analysis result and couple-field analysis result, work may be extended for determination of 

optimum mold layer thickness and best material for mold making or best combination of mold material with optimum 

thickness combination. 

In chapter six few modifications have been simulated and tested whether they are better than the configuration 

considered in the base paper. As first modification sand has been replaced by mullite and it has been seen that the mold 

shrinkage is less but the cast shrinkage is more. Thermal stress in the mullite mold is less than the sand mold. For the sand-

mullite composite mold shrinkage is least as well as shrinkage for the cast is also least. But the thermal stress is more than 

the mullite mold. So optimization can be done as a future work for best combination of mold materials in a composite mold 

with optimum thicknesses.  
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ABSTRACT: Steam Turbines are devices used to convert thermal energy of steam into mechanical energy, which may be 

used to produce Electrical Energy. Steam turbine generator units are being used extensively all over the world for 

generation of electric power and for co-generation of steam and power. Contact pressure and pretension in bolts-analysis 

has been made easier in recent years due to the availability of high computational capabilities and flexibility in the 

computational methods using finite element analysis. 

 In the present work, one such analysis is carried out to evaluate the contact pressure in a high pressure steam 

turbine casing. The shape and design of a steam turbine casing depends on key sensitivity parameters like bolt pre-tensions, 

contact pressure and thickness of casing which determine the structural integrity of the casing. The preset work reviews a 

recent structural integrity assessment carried out on a high-pressure turbine inner casing that had suffered from temper 

embrittlement Conventional design of a steam turbine casing is considered. Experimental work is carried out at Maxwatt to 

verify the contact pressure.  The assessment will be carried out to demonstrate that the casing can be safely returned to 

service based on custom made revised operating conditions. The experimental results will be verified through finite element 

Analysis results. 

The project which is presented in this paper has paid special attention to employ a standard methodology to 

perform static analysis and experimental condition. For this purpose a new methodology called “Contact pressure” has 

been developed. This enables accurate and complete leak proof condition. More over due to evolution of computer software 

and hardware large size boundary element models can now be solved with reasonable computing time. 

The goal of this paper is to estimate the contact pressure so that there should not be any leak. Pretension in bolts is 

considered to achieve a firm contact between the casings. The three dimensional model of steam turbine casing were created 

using Hypermesh Software. The cad model created was meshed using Hypermesh Software by utilizing standard quality 

parameters. Boundary Condition were given on the Finite element model using Hypermesh. Contact pressure analyses were 

performed using Radioss solver. 

Contact pressure analysis of turbine casing is very important in steam turbine which needs to be addressed for 

structural integrity. During operating condition steam turbine casings are subjected to very high pressure and temperature 

which results in stress and strain distribution. If the contact pressure is not achieved as per the standards then it leads to 

leakage of steam which causes explosion of casing. These effects are difficult to validate experimentally, since the setup is 

very costly.  

  

I. INTRODUCTION 
All turbines manufactured by Maxwatt use multiple piece casings consisting of two or more pieces that are split at 

the horizontal centerline to facilitate inspection or removal of the turbine rotor. The casings are either cast, fabricated, or a 

combination of both depending on operating conditions. The casing can be of iron, carbon steel, carbon moly steel, or 

chrome moly steel [1]. 

LP casing and for redesigning it to suit the new efficient modern design of rotor. This paper presents the numerical 

stress analysis of the turbine casing of an aero-engine. High thermal stress gradients were found at the region of casing 

where fatigue cracks were detected during engine operation [2].  

Has analyzing the failure of a weld repaired turbine casing after 30 years of total service including 5 years after 

weld repair. The casing was weld repaired by a high Cr–Ni weld metal (24Cr–32Ni–4Mn–Fe). The base metal low alloy 

ferritic steel (1Cr–0.5 Mo steel) with ferrite–pearlite structure did not show any abnormality to indicate significant 

degradation [3].       

Has studied about designing of complex steam turbine low pressure casing the ever growing competition in capital 

intensive power sector is pressing turbine manufacturer’s world over to develop new efficient steam turbine designs and to 

update/retrofit the old steam turbine which are in service. BHEL is also putting up major design development efforts to meet 

the present market challenges [4].  

Holmberg and Axelson [5] presented an analysis of stresses in circular plates and rings, with applications to rigidly 

attached flat plates and flanges, considering the loading at bolt force point as well as gasket compression. 

The ASME Code contains extensive rules for the design of pressure vessel components, including rules for non-

circular pressure vessels of unreinforced and reinforced construction. These rules cover the sides, reinforcing ribs, and end 

plates of such vessels [6]. 

Russian scientists P.Shlyakhin [7], A.Kostyuk and V.Frolov [8] had proposed methods to design flanges and bolts 

of a steam turbine casing. The method proposed by Shlyakhin stands out since it incorporates the bolt design along with 

flange design. 

The theory of elasticity [8] has been extensively employed in analysis and design of bolted flanged connections. 

Waters and Taylor [9] developed an analytical method, based on the theory of elasticity, for ring and hub flanges with 

straight hubs. The deflection results calculated were compared with test results to demonstrate good agreement. 

Contact Pressure Validation of Steam Turbine Casing for 

Static Loading Condition 
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Based on the theory of beam on elastic foundation, Timoshenko [10] proposed a simplified   method   for   the   

analysis   of   bending   of   circular   rings.   The   maximum circumferential stresses for ring flanges and longitudinal 

stresses for hub flanges can be calculated by using this method. 

Development of Life Prediction System for Thermal Power Plant Based on Viscoplastic Analysis, Final report, 

KERPI [11].   

 

Fig. 1 Typical configuration for steam turbine casing 

 
 

 

 

 

II. BOLT PRELOADING 
Due to high loads, bolted connections can separate. To minimize this effect, a pretension is applied to the bolt.  

Pretension insures that the connection will not separate, provided the applied load remains less than the pretension. 

Torque tightening of bolted joint places the bolt in tension and the clamped members in compression. [6]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. CALCULATIONOF PRETENSION LOAD BOLT DIAMETER. 
Standard bolt diameters are considered for the calculation of pretensionload.     Stress=PretensionLoad/Areaofbolt 

Area of bolt =πd
2
/4, stress = 232Mpa 

For 27mm diameter bolt A=572mm
2 

Therefore, Pretension Load for bolt diameter 27mm = 120236.6 N. Pretension Load for bolt diameter 30mm = 163792N. 

Calculated pretension value is applied 

For the bolts during preprocessing. 

Pretension load applied ensures that bolt is subjected to tension and the casing is subjected to compression. 

 

IV. GEOMETRIC CAD MODELLING 
Inner Diameter of Casing = 500mm 

Casing Diameter thickness = 35mm 

Flange thickness = 50mm 

Casing  

Fig.2 Forces acting upon a bolted preloaded connection 

 

Bolt arrangement  
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Length of Turbine = 600mm 

Bolt Diameter = 27mm diameter 

Bolt Length = 90mm 

Capnut height = 55mm 

Dimensions of the above are measured at Maxwatt to perform the FEA analysis. 

It is very difficult to exactly model the steamturbine casing, in which there are still researches going on to find out the 

behavior of casing during operating condition at high temperature. There is always a need of some assumptions to model any 

complex geometry. These assumptions are made keeping in mind the difficulties involved in theoretical calculation and the 

importance of the parameters that are taken and those which are ignored. In modeling we always ignore the things that are of 

less importance and have little impact on the analysis. The assumptions are always made depending upon the details and 

accuracy required in the modeling. The assumptions made which are made while modeling the process are 1. Casing material 

is considered as homogeneous and isotropic. 2. Inertia and body force effects are negligible during the analysis.3. Structural 

analysis is carried out to find out the contact pressure 4. Thus stress level below yield stress is considered. 5. The analysis 

does not determine the life of the casing. 

In an ideal scenario, CAD and FEA activities are coordinated to minimize the duplication of effort as analysis is 

made an integral part of the design process. The geometry built by the design team will ideally be usable FEA and all 

downstream applications. It is the responsibility of both the analyst and the designer, or geometry provider, to plan projects 

such that the optimal level of coordination between CAD and FEA is achieved. Before attempting to consider the merits of 

using the design model as the analysis model, the conditions listed below must be met. Design models are built in 3D solids 

or surfaces that fully enclosed volumes. The part can and should be meshed with tetrahedrons, or is simple enough to provide 

the foundation for solid mapped brick meshing or mid-plane surface extraction for building shell models. 

 

Hydro Test Procedure as per ASTM 

Component should be cleaned properly to remove machined burrs, sand, extra projections and any other foreign particles. 

Retapp all the tapped holes. 

Close all openings by using proper flanges with gaskets/O rings. 

Make provision for air release in appropriate place by fixing a valve.Hydrotest pressure will be 1.5 times the 

working pressure. Hold the pressure for half an hour.Take one 500gm weighing hammer and gently hammer the outer 

surface of the component. Ensure that there is no leakage found ( by observation ).offer the hydro tested component to 

Quality department for there approval.   

 

 
Fig.3 Cad Model of Casing and Bolts 

 

 
Fig.4 Section view of actual casing and bolts during Hydro test 

 

V. FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING AND ANALYSIS 
In this part, the modeled casing is taken up for contact pressure and structural analysis. By carrying out the contact 

pressure analysis it will be taken care that required contact pressure is maintained at the parting plane and thus no steam 

leaks out of the casing [11]. 

By carrying out the structural analysis the stresses and deflections in the casing can be determined. Finite element 

analysis is a numerical technique by which the solution of a set of differential equations may be performed. The finite 

element method is probably the most widely used form of computer-based engineering analysis. The method can be used for 

analysis of a broad range of engineering problems.  

Finite element methods are predominantly used to perform analysis of structural, thermal, and fluid flow situations. 

They are used mainly when hand calculations cannot provide accurate results. Finite element modeling involves the 

processes of feature suppression, model idealization and meshing of the solid model. The bottleneck of the whole process is 

model idealization, which is the process of generating a geometric model into an analysis model of suitable quality and 

reduced size so that it may be analyzed efficiently using FEA. The purpose of a finite element analysis is to re-create 

mathematically the behavior of an actual engineering system. In other words, the analysis must be an accurate mathematical 
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model of a physical prototype. In the broadest sense, this model comprises all the nodes, elements, material properties, real 

constants, boundary conditions, and other features that are used to represent the physical system. 

In FEA General Purpose programming terminology, the term model generation/finite element modeling usually takes on the 

narrower meaning of generating the nodes and elements that represent the spatial volume and connectivity of the actual 

physical prototype. ALTAIR HYPERWORKS used for the present work offers the following approaches for model 

generation/finite element modeling. 

Default mesh control in ALTAIR HYPERMESH produces an adequate mesh for any analysis, however several 

mesh controls have been provided in order to achieve mesh of desired quality depending upon the requirement.  

 
Fig.4. Meshed Model of Casing and Bolts 

 

The meshed model of steam turbine casing is shown in Figure 4. Initially UG part file is imported to ALTAIR 

HYPERMESH, then meshing is carried out. In the present work we have used higher order tetra mesh for the accuracy of the 

results. The total mesh consists of 83999 nodes and 346571 elements. Chromium steel material is used since this material is 

anti corrosive and has good resistance to high temperature and pressure. Given Below are the material properties defined for 

the analysis. 

 

Description Casing Bolt 

Name Chromium 

steel 

Chromium 

steel 

Density  

(Tonnes/mm
3
 ) 

7.8E-9 7.8E-9 

Young's 

Modulous 

(MPa) 

 

2.1E5 2.1E5 

Poisson's ratio 

 

0.3 0.3 

Table 1: Material Properties 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.5. Boundary Conditions 

 

VI. THEORITICAL CALCULATION 
The Theoritical calculation done in this work is compared with analysis results and experimental results. i.e for the 

design and the casing to  work on safe condition the contact pressure achieved in analysis should be greater than the 

calculated value. If the contact pressure achieved in the analysis is lesser than the theoretical value calculated then the design 

is unsafe. 

For safe condition 

Contact Pressure = 3 * Inner Pressure 

Inner pressure applied = 2 Mpa. 

Therefore Contact Pressure = 6 Mpa. 

From the above calculation it is clear that contact pressure achieved in analysis should be greater than 6 Mpa or else the 

design is unsafe. 

Constraints applied in all 

D.O.F 

2 N/mm2 Pressure applied on 

inner casing 
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VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

 
Fig.6. Contact pressure at parting plane 

 

Figure 6 clearly shows that contact pressure achieved is 51Mpa ( Red Band ) which is greater than 3 times the inner pressure 

applied. 

Since contact pressure achieved 51Mpa is greater than 6 Mpa i.e 3 times operating pressure, this ensures that there will be no 

leak and the casing is safe. 

The same model was experimentally tested by doing Hydrotest at Maxwatt. 

The test clearly showed there was no leak in the experiment and the casing is safe. 

 
Fig.7. Contact pressure without Leak 

 

Stress and displacement contour are also shown below. 

 
Fig.8. Displacement Contour 

Displacement Contour Shown in Figure 8 shows that maximum displacement in the entire model is 0.027mm. 

 
Fig.9. Von-mises Stress Contour 

Von-mises Stress Contour shown in Figure9 shows that maximum Von-mises stress in the entire model is 20.16Mpa, which 

is less than yield stress 410 Mpa for Chromium steel. Hence the component is safe. Chromium steel is a good anti corrosive 

material for high temperature and pressure. 

 
Fig.10. Von-mises Stress Contour on Bolts 

Von-mises Stress Contour shown in Figure 10 shows that maximum Von-mises stress in the Bolt is 10.81Mpa, which is less 

than yield stress 410 Mpa for Chromium steel. Hence it shows that all the bolts are safe 

 

VIII. COMPARISON OF RESULTS 
Description Theoritical  Analysis 

(Altair ) 

Contact 

Pressure 

6 Mpa 51 Mpa 

Table 1: Validation Table 

From Table 1 result it is clear that contact pressure achieved in analysis is greater than calculated value and hence the design 

is safe. 
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IX. CONCLUSION 
Validation of steam turbine casing is successfully proved theoretically, Analytically and experimental method. 

 Theoretical, Analytical and experimental procedure show that this design procedure has been successful in generating an 

optimum design solution and thus can be easily implemented. 

 The required contact pressure (wiz 3 times the pressure at respective stage) is achieved in the high pressure as well as in 

the intermediate pressure stages. 

 It is clear from the results that the stress in the casing is well within the allowable stress of 210 MPa.  

 The finite element analysis gives a complete picture of mechanical behavior of the flange structures, and design 

guidelines without costly experiments. The analysis results show that this design procedure has been successful in 

generating an optimum design solution and thus can be easily implemented. 
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ABSTRACT—Fault injection is mainly used to test and evaluate the fault-tolerance based designs. In current VLSI 

technology fault injection has become a popular technique for experimentally verifying the fault tolerant based designs. 

There are fundamentally two types of fault injection methods; they are hardware-based fault injection and software-

based fault injection. Both have their own limitations and advantages. The FPGA synthesizable fault injection model can 

give reasonable solution with high speed testing platform and also allows good controllability and observability. Even 

though a considerable progress has been made in research part of the fault injection algorithms, there is a little progress 

done in developing a tool for FPGA based fault emulation. 

In this paper an FPGA-based fault injection tool (FITO) that supports several synthesizable fault models of 

digital systems are implemented using VHDL. Aim is to build real time fault injection mechanism with good 

controllability and observability. Fault injection will be done by applying some extra gates and wires to the original 

design description and modifying the target VHDL model of the target system. The design will be validated with state 

machine based example and applying different types of faults. Analysis will be carried out studying the controllability and 

observability of the proposed scheme. Comparison will be carried out to estimate the speed wise improvement with 

respect to software simulation based fault injection method. 

Modelsim Xilinx Edition (MXE) will be used for functional simulation and Xilinx ISE tools will be used for 

synthesis and performance analysis. Spartan-3E FPGA board will be used for on chip verification of the results with 

Chip scope software running on PC. 

 

Index Terms—VLSI, FITO, VHDL, fault modelling, Modelsim, Xilinx, GUI, Spartan 3E FPGA kit. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Fault injection is mainly used to evaluate fault tolerant mechanisms. In the last decade, fault injection has 

become a popular technique for experimentally determining dependability parameters of a system, such as fault latency, 

fault propagation and fault coverage [1]. 

Within the numerous fault injection approaches that have been proposed, there are two classifications of fault 

injection methods [2]: 1) hardware-based fault injection and 2) software-based fault injection. Software-based fault 

injection methods are divided into software-implemented fault injections (SWIFI) and simulation-based fault injections. 

In the simulation-based fault injection, faults are injected into the simulation model of the circuits using VHDL or 

Verilog languages. The main advantage of simulation-based fault injection as compared with other fault injection 

methods is the high observability and controllability [2]. However, simulation-based fault injection methods are too time-

consuming. One way to provide good controllability and observability as well as high speed in the fault injection 

experiments is to use FPGA-based fault injection [3]. An effective FPGA-based fault injection technique should support 

several properties as below: 

 

1) high controllability and observability,  

2) high speed fault injection experiments with the target system running at full speed,  

3) capability of injecting permanent and transient faults,  

4) minimum area and time overhead into a target system. The techniques which developed for fault grading using  

emulators proposed in[3]. These techniques are limited to the single stuck at fault model.So they don’t have the capability of 

injecting transient faults and don’t support the e third property. In an extension to transient faults is proposed, but the 

approach is based on reprogramming the FPGA once for each fault. The reconfiguration, even if partial, results in a time 

overhead.Therefore this technique doesn’t support the fourth property.[4]Perform fault injections by using the additional 

combinational and sequential circuits. Because of using the additional flip-flop for each fault injection location, these 

techniques introduce too much area overhead and don’t support the fourth property. So, these techniques are not sufficient 

for using on the same chip with the target microprocessor after the fabrication. 

 

The main idea of using fault injector on the same chip with the target microprocessor was proposed in [5]. Because 

of implementing the most part of the fault injection tool on the target microprocessor, they suffer from the main drawback of 

high area overhead. This paper describes the FPGA-based fault injection tool, called, FITO1 which support all of the fourth 

properties as mentioned above and is based on VHDL description of the systems. FITO supports several fault models into 

RTL- and Gate-level abstraction levels of the target system which has been described by the VHDL. For supporting high 

speed fault injection experiments, the fault injector part of FITO with low area overhead is implemented with synthesized 

microprocessor core inside the FPGA 

 

 

High Speed Fault Injection Tool (FITO) Implemented With 

VHDL on FPGA For Testing Fault Tolerant Designs 
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II. DESIGN OF FITO 
In this chapter the FITO design flow is explained in detail. Fault models that are implemented in our project are 

clearly explained 

 

A.    FITO 

FITO environment consists of three parts 

1) Source code modifier and fault list generator.  

2) Fault injection manager  

3) Results capturing with FPGA emulation  

 

1)     Source code modifier and fault list generator 

Source code modifier and fault list generator are the software parts of the FITO. This is implemented with two 

tools. 

 Eclipse editor  

 C programs to insert faults on   a specific port.  

 

These are located on host (PC) computer. Separate C scripts are developed for inserting each fault. A GUI facilitates 

invoking the scripts by mouse right click. 

 

2)     Fault injection manager 

Fault injection manger is responsible for performing the real time fault injection. The fault injection manager is 

implemented in VHDL. The fault injection manager 

 

VHDL   package (dynamically  updated by C programs) 

 Fault scheduler  

 Fault insertion components  

 

The VHDL package is implemented to capture all the constants, type definitions, component declarations and fault 

injection time for each fault. The package also consists of number of total faults. This VHDL file is automatically updated by 

C programs every time when a fault is injected in code.The fault scheduler runs multiple counters to schedule each fault with 

required fault activation time and fault propagation time as per the package. The fault scheduler produces output fault 

number which is currently being active. This module generates the parallel fault injection signals for every fault. These 

signals are routed to all fault sites. Fault insertion components are gates with FIS (fault injection signal) control to inject the 

faults when the FIS is active high. These components instances are automatically made when ever faults are injected. 

 

3)    Results capturing with FPGA emulation 

This hardware part is implemented on the FPGA board. Result analysis will be carried out with FPGA emulation 

results and fault list generated by C program. The analysis shall summarize the fault responses for each injected fault. The 

following Fig shows the fault injection process with FITO. 

The golden trace data is ideal trace data (results obtained) without any faults. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. FITO injection process. 

 

B.    Faults Modelled In Our Project 

FITO supports the following synthesizable fault models for injecting into any HDL level designs. 

 Permanent faults  

 Transition faults  

 Single event upset faults  (or) Bit-flip  
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Fault injection process can be done by applying some extra gates and wires to the original design description and 

modifying the target VHDL model of the system. One of these extra wires is the Fault injection system (FIS) which playing 

the key role in the fault injection experiments. If a FIS takes the value 1, fault would be activated and if it takes the value 0, 

the fault would become inactive. 

For example in the case of Stuck-at-0 fault when the FIS is made 1 then the signal is forced to zero, implementing 

the fault condition. The below section gives the detailed discussion about injecting the permanent faults. 

 

1)    Permanent faults 

For supporting the permanent faults in VHDL design, FITO nominates wires for fault injection and apply the FIS 

signal with one extra gate,. So by selecting the FIS signal high at fault injection time, the permanent fault into the specified 

wire will be injected. 

For example if the signal name in the original code is X then the modified signal TX will be generated as below. In 

all the places in the code instead of X, the TX will be replaced. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Synthesizable fault model for stuck-at-0. 

 

Similarly the following code shows the required extra gate and control signal FIS for implementing the stuck-at-1 fault. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Synthesizable fault model for stuck-at-1. 

 

For each FIS there would be a path through all levels of hierarchy to its modified circuit. After modification, the final 

synthesizable VHDL description will be produced which is suitable to use in emulators. 

 

2)     Transient faults 

The modified circuit that is suitable for transient fault injection is shown in below Fig. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Synthesizable transient fault model. 

 

For injecting a transient fault, after reaching the fault injection time, the FIS signal will be made high and the timer, 

which have been loaded with the duration of the transient fault injection start to count. Therefore, the FIS will be high (at 

logic 1) for the specified duration of time. As similar to the permanent fault, the additional wire (TX) will be used and each 

wire, namely X will be replacedwithTX. The fault injection manager is responsible for managing the fault injection 

experiments, such as loading the timers, setting the FIS for the predetermined time, introducing additional wires and 

performing the fault injection. 

 

3)    Bit flip (or) single event upset (SEU) 

The fault model that is used by FITO at this level is bit-flip (or single event upset). SEUs are the random events and 

may flip the content of the memory element at unpredictable times. FITO generate modified circuit for each memory element 

that is specified for fault injection. The modified circuit for supporting bit flip fault model is shown in below Fig. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Synthesizable bit-flip model. 

 

For supporting the bit-flip model, FITO produces the additional signals such as Bit and FIS with one multiplexer. 

The VHDL synthesizable code for supporting this fault model is shown in above Fig. The inverted input will go to the flip-

flop for the next clock when the FIS and bit are “1”. 

The fault injection manager part of FITO is responsible for setting and resetting the FIS and bit signals. 

 

C. Example Fault Tolerant Design – Redundant ALU Based Fault Tolerant Processor 

In this the example fault tolerant design considered for fault injection is explained.The design uses double ALUS 
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and to achieve fault tolerance in case of soft errors. 

A soft error is also a signal or datum which is wrong, but is not assumed to imply such a mistake or breakage. After 

observing a soft error, there is no implication that the system is any less reliable than before. If detected, a soft error may be 

corrected by rewriting correct data in place of erroneous data. Highly reliable systems use error correction to correct soft 

errors on the fly. However, in many systems, it may be impossible to determine the correct data, or even to discover that an 

error is present at all. In addition, before the correction can occur, the system may have crashed, in which case the recovery 

procedure must include a reboot. 

 

1)   Proposed fault tolerant processor architecture: 

The proposed architecture is double ALU based fault tolerant for handling soft errors. The Fig. 6. describes the 

detailed architecture of fault tolerant processor [6]. 

Definition - Fault-tolerant describes a computer system or component designed so that, in the event that a 

component fails, a backup component or procedure can Immediately take its place with no loss of service. Fault tolerance 

can be provided with software, or embedded in hardware, or provided by some combination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Architecture of fault tolerant processor. 

 

At a hardware level, fault tolerance is achieved by duplexing each hardware component. Disks are mirrored. 

Multiple processors are "lock-stepped" together and their outputs are compared for correctness. When an anomaly occurs, 

the faulty component is determined and taken out of service, but the machine continues to function as usual. 

The same technique is used in our architecture by duplexing the ALU unit and comparing the results. An enable 

signal is provided by the comparator which is used to iterate the function and produce fault free results. The address 

generator part of the block diagram access the data and is stored in two different input registers and are processed separately 

by different arithmetic and logic units to achieve redundancy. The enable signal also indicates the occurrence of faulty 

signal. When it is assured that the fault has not occurred, the output is taken from the output register. 

 

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF FITO MODULES 
In this chapter the VHDL modules implemented for FITO are explained in detail. As explained in chapter 2 the 

Fault injection manger is responsible for performing the real time fault injection. The fault injection manager is implemented 

in VHDL. The fault injection manager 

 VHDL package (dynamically updated by C programs)  

 Fault scheduler  

 Fault injection components  

 

A.    FITO - Package 

The VHDL package is implemented to capture all the constants, type definitions, component declarations and fault 

injection time for each fault. The package also consists of number of total faults. This VHDL file is automatically updated by 

C programs every time when a fault is injected in code. 

The maximum number of faults are taken to be 63 and based on that the other constants are defined. However there 

is no limitation of the maximum number of faults that can be inserted. Depending on the requirement one has to the 

constant’s values in this package .Another constant is defined sto give the number of injected faults. This constant value is 

updated by C program every time when a new fault is inserted. FIS_vec_type defines a bus of size equal to number of faults. 

This bus goes through all modules such that any module can use the control lines for fault injection. It may appear that by 

routing 64 length wider bus to all small and big modules of design under test we are consuming high number of FPGA 

routing resources. But the synthesis tool can optimize the resources by only routing the lines which are used in this module. 

Constant by name Fault injection signal (FIS) high duration indicates the number of clock cycles for which fault will be 

injected in the design. FIS duration constant tells the time allotted for each fault. That is even after removing the fault we can 

wait for output to capture before enabling the next fault. This will be useful in cases where the fault propagation time is high. 

For every fault these two constants are settable in the GUI. 

 

The constant fault_type defines the type of fault as per the below table. For each fault that is injected used will choose this 

option on GUI. 
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TABLE I: TYPES OF FAULTS. 

Constant value Fault type 

  

0 Stuck at 0 

  

1 Stuck at 1 

  

2 Transient 

  

3 Bit flip 

  

 

Package also holds several component declarations. So that in all module if this package is declared then fault injection only 

requires to give component instantiation (no need to declare the components) 

 

1)    Fault scheduler 

The fault scheduler runs multiple counters to schedule each fault with required fault activation time and fault 

propagation time as per the constants in FITO_package. The fault scheduler produces output fault number which is currently 

being active. This module generates the parallel fault injection signals for every fault. These signals are routed to all fault 

sites. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.  Fault Scheduler 

2)    Fault injection components 

Fault injection components are gates with FIS (fault injection signal) control to inject the faults when the FIS is 

active high. These components instances are automatically made in the selected module when ever faults are injected. Since 

all these components are declared in package fault injection need not add component declaration. Hence the fault insertion 

becomes easy to implement only the following steps. 

 Generate code to declare a signal of the same size of the port on which fault need to be injected.  

 Add the corresponding fault injection component instance connecting the port signal, FIS control line and output 

signal.  

 Replace all the port signal instances with the declared new signal.  

 

3) Random bit generator for bit flip fault  

A random bit generator for bit flip fault is implemented with a Gaussian random variable generated through a Look 

up table. A Look up table with 127 values is taken and is used to randomly flip the bits in memory when the bit flip fault is 

activated. 

 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

Simulations results of Fault tolerant processor without injection of faults and with injection of faults are shown in 

this section. 

The top level test bench module implements Fault tolerant processor with out injecting faults and after injection of 

faults with necessary test inputs. The following Fig shows the simulation results obtained by simulating the test bench. 

 

A.    Fault_Tolerant_Processor (Without Injecting Faults) 

Fault tolerant processor with out injecting faults is implemented with VHDL and simulation results for this are 

shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. The fault tolerant processor without injecting any faults. 

From ins_address 00000 to 01000 the alu operations are shown in above. 
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Fig. 9. The fault tolerant processor without injecting any faults (continued). 

 

From inst_address 01001 to 10001 the alu operations which are performed are shown in above. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. The fault tolerant processor without injecting any faults (continued). 

 

From ins_address 10010 to 11010 the alu operations which are performed are shown in above. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. The fault tolerant processor without injecting any faults (contined) 

The ins_address from 01011 to 11111 the alu operations which are performed are shown in above. 

 

B. Simulation Results of Fault tolerant Processor after Faults Have Been Injected in to the Processor are Shown 

Below 

1)    Fault tolerant processor after injection of faults 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. Simulation results after injection of faults. 

 

In this we injected 11faults from 0th to 10
th

 hence the fault id that is shown above is from 0 to 11.Fault id is represented 

presently which fault is scheduled. Current_FIS represents on each fault id how much time the current fault should be 

injected i.e., activated. 

The 1
st
 2

nd
 3

rd
 4

th
 faults are injected and results are shown in above. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 13. Simulation results after injection the faults (contd.). 
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The results of 5
th

    and 6
th

  faults are shown in above. 

The results of 7
th

 8
th

 9
th

 and 10th fault responses and output are shown below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 14. Simulation Results after injection the faults(cont) 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The project implements the FPGA based fault called FITO for evaluating the digital systems modelled by 

VHDL.Fault injection with FITO is done by applying some extra gates and wires to the original design description and 

modifying the target VHDL model of the target system. FITO support some properties such as high speed good 

controllability and observability and low area overhead.We have taken a example of fault tolerant design and evaluated on 

FPGA and faults have been injected in to this processor and proved that really this fault tolerance feature is implemented and 

also proved that FITO is more faster than simulation based fault injection. 

This paper is for real time application for testing the fault tolerant designs and several other fields of VLSI testing. 
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ABSTRACT: A photovoltaic generator exhibits nonlinear voltage-current characteristics and its maximum power point 

varies with solar radiation.  A boost converter is used to match the photovoltaic system to the load of dc shunt motor and to 

operate the pv cell array at maximum power point. This paper presents an application of a neural network for the 

identification of the optimal operating point of pv module   maximum power tracking control. The output power from the 

modules depends on the environmental factors such as solar insolation, cell temperature, and so on. Therefore, accurate 

identification of optimal operating point and continuous control of boost converter are required to achieve the maximum 

output efficiency. The proposed neural network has a quite simple structure and provides a highly accurate identification of 

the optimal operating point and also a highly accurate estimation of the maximum power from the PV modules. This model 

is simulated in matlab/simulink and results are obtained. 

  

Keywords: photovoltaic (PV)  module, solar radiation, neural network, solar insolation maximum power point tracking   

(mppt) , boost converter, maximum output efficiency 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, as the fossil fuel exhaustion and environmental pollution are aggravated, the concern of the development 

of alternative energy systems, which are renewable and pollution free, has been increased continuously. Among them the 

photovoltaic (PV) power generation systems standout as an important solution because they produce electric power without 

inducing environmental pollution, by directly transforming solar irradiation into electricity. The main drawbacks of PV 

systems are high fabrication cost and low energy-conversion efficiency, which are partly caused by their nonlinear and 

temperature dependent V–I and P–I characteristics. To overcome these drawbacks, three essential approaches can be 

followed: 

1. Improving manufacturing processes of solar arrays: many research efforts have been performed with respect to 

materials and manufacturing of PV arrays. 

2. Controlling the insolation input to PV arrays: the input solar energy is maximized using sun-tracking solar collectors. 

3. Utilization of output electric power of solar arrays: the main reasons for the low electrical efficiency are the nonlinear 

variations of output voltage and current with solar radiation levels, operating temperature, and load current. To 

overcome these problems, the maximum power operating point of the PV system (at a given condition) is tracked using 

online or offline algorithms and the system operating point is forced toward this optimal condition. 

 

Many MPPT techniques have been proposed, analyzed, and implemented. They can be categorized as: 

A) Look-up table method -- The nonlinear and time-varying nature of pv cells and their great dependency on radiation and 

temperature levels as well as degradation (aging, dirt) effects, make it difficult to record and store all possible system 

conditions. 

B) Perturbation and observation (P&O) method-- Measured cell characteristics (current, power) are employed along with 

an online search algorithm to compute the corresponding maximum power point independent of insolation, 

temperature, or degradation levels.  

C)  Computational method --   The nonlinear       V–I characteristics of PV panel is modeled using mathematical equations 

or numerical approximations. Based on the modeled V–I characteristics, the corresponding maximum power points are 

computed for different load conditions as a function of cell open-circuit voltages or cell short-circuit currents. 

This paper presents an alternative method to identify the optimal operating point to achieve the maximum output 

efficiency of the PV modules using a neural network. The input signals are solar irradiance and the cell temperature. The 

Block diagram of the photovoltaic system with a neural network based maximum power point tracking is shown in Fig.1. 

 
Figure 1. Block diagram of PV system 

Improving efficiency of Photovoltaic System with Neural Network 

Based MPPT Connected To DC Shunt Motor 
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II. MODELING OF PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL 
Fig.2 shows the typical equivalent circuit of PV-cell. The typical Ipv-Vpv output characteristics of PV-cell are represented as 

following Eq. 1. 

 
Figure.2 Equivalent model of photovoltaic cell 

 

 

 IPV = IL − IO  exp  
VPV + IPV RS

∝
 − 1 …  1  

Where, 

                   IL =
G

Gref

 ILref + μ
Isc

 TC − TCref   …  2  

 

𝐼𝑜 = 𝐼𝑂𝑟𝑒𝑓  
𝑇𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 273

𝑇𝐶 + 273
 

3

𝑒𝑥𝑝  
𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑝 𝑞

𝑁𝑠 ∝𝑟𝑒𝑓

 1 −
𝑇𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 273

𝑇𝐶 + 273
  . (3) 

 

IPV and VPV =Cell output current and voltage;          IL= Light-generated current; Io= Cell saturation current at Tr; Tc = Cell 

Temperature; Tref = 273K  reference temperature; q = Charge of an electron;     Rs = Series Resistance; egap = Band gap of 

the material; α =  Thermal voltage timing   completion factor;   µIsc  = Temperature coefficient of the short-circuit current. 

Fig.3 shows the typical Ipv-Vpv and P-Vpv output characteristic curve of PV-module for a particular irradiation and 

cell temperature. In case the irradiation and temperature are varied, respectively from Fig. 3, we observe that the output 

characteristics of PV-module are nonlinear and each curve only has one MPP. Additionally, the output current of PV module 

is mainly affected by Solar irradiation variation, whereas the output voltage of PV-module is mainly affected by temperature 

variation. Therefore, to efficiently use PV module, in case the atmospheric conditions are varied, the MPP tracking of PV-

module should be implemented. 

 
Figure 3  Ipv-Vpv & P-Vpv characteristics of a PV cell 

 

III. THE NEURAL NETWORK BASED MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING FOR  PV-

SYSTEM 
The block diagram for identifying the optimal operating  point is shown in Fig.4.  

 
Figure.4 Block Diagram for the identification of optimal operating point 

The configuration of 3-layer feed-forward neural network is shown in Fig.5. The network has 3 layers with 3 neurons in 

input, 4 neurons in hidden, and 1neuron in output layers [8]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.5 Configuration of a Neural Network 
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The node in the input layer gets the input insolation, G and Cell temperature, Tc. These signals are directly passed to the 

nodes in the hidden layer.  The node in the output layer provides the identified maximum Imp. The nodes in the hidden layer 

get signals from the input layer and send their output to the node in the output layer. For each node in the hidden and the 

output layer, the output Oi(k) is given as follows: 

 𝑂𝑖 𝑘 =
1

1 + 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −𝐼𝑖 𝑘  
…  4  

 

Where the sigmoid function is utilized for the I/P-O/P characteristics of the nodes. The term Ii(k) is the input signal given to 

the node I at the K
th

 sampling. The input Ii(k) is given by the weighted sum from the previous nodes as follows:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝐼𝑖 𝑘 =  𝑊𝑖𝑗  𝑘 𝑂𝑗  𝑘 

𝑗

…  5  

Figure.6: Error back propagation training algorithm flowchart 

 

.In the training process, we need a set of I/P-O/P patterns for the neural network as shown later. All the 

computations are performed off-line during the training process. With the training patterns, the connection weights Wij 

recursively until the best fit is achieved for the I/P-O/P patterns in the training data. A commonly used approach is the 

generalized delta rule, where the sum of the squared error described below is minimized during the training process. 

𝐸 =   𝑇 𝑘 − 𝑂 𝑘  
2

𝑁

𝑘=1

… 6  

Where N is the total number of training patterns. T(k) is the target output from the output node and O(k) is the computed 

one. Fig.6 illustrates the flowchart of the error back-propagation training algorithm for a basic two-layer network as shown 

in Fig.5. 

 

IV. STATE SPACE MODEL OF BOOST CONVERTER 
PV cells have relatively low conversion efficiency and the improvement of overall system efficiency is an important factor in 

the area of PV systems. This can be partly achieved by using high efficiency intermediate converters. In this paper, a boost 

converter coupled with PV array is presented. 

 
Figure.7 Circuit Diagram for Boost Converter 
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A state space averaging technique is used to develop linear state space models for dc-dc boost converter. The average state 

space model for the boost dc/dc converter can then be obtained as follows: 

 

 

𝑑𝑖𝐿
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑣𝑐
𝑑𝑡

 =  
0 −

 1 − 𝐷 

𝐿
1 − 𝐷

𝐶
−

1

𝑅𝐶

  
𝑖𝐿
𝑉𝑐
 +  

1

𝐿
0

  𝑣𝑐 …  7  

𝑉𝑜 =  0 1  
𝑖𝐿
𝑉𝑐
 …  8  

Where D = Duty ratio of the switch 

 

V. MOTOR MODEL 

The schematic diagram of a dc shunt motor is illustrated in fig.8. The fundamental equations    governing the operation of the 

shunt dc motor are  

    as follows: 

 
Figure.8 schematic diagram of dc shunt motor 

 

𝑉1 = 𝑉𝑓 = 𝑉𝑎 = 𝐸𝑐 + 𝐼𝑎𝑅𝑎 … . (9) 

𝐼1 = 𝐼𝑎 + 𝐼𝑓 …… (10) 

𝐸𝑐 = 𝑘∅𝑛… (11) 
Where, VDC= Terminal voltage; Vf =  field voltage; Va= armature voltage;  Ec= counter emf; k=design constant; Φ= mutual 

air-gap flux per pole; n=rotational speed, r /min; Ra=  armature resistance; I1= line current; If= field current; Ia=  armature 

current 

 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Based on the mathematical equations discussed before, a dynamic model for a PV module consisting of 153 cells in 

series has been developed using matlab/Simulink. The input quantities                         (solar irradiance G and the ambient 

temperature Ta) are used to determine the characteristics of a PV module. 

 

A.PV Model Performance 

The model Ipv-Vpv characteristic curves under different irradiances are given in Fig.9  at 25 °C. It is noted from the 

figure that the higher is the irradiance, the larger are the short-circuit current (Isc) and the open-circuit voltage (Voc). 

Obviously, the larger will be the maximum power (P), shown in Fig.10.  

 

 
Figure.9 Vpv-Ipv characteristics for constant Tc and Varying G 

 

 
 

Figure 10.P-Vpv characteristics for constant Tc and Varying G 
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B. Training of a Neural Network 

The training of a neural network consists of solar irradiance and cell temperature as the input patterns. The target 

pattern is given by measured Imp  for training the neural network. This calculated Imp values is given as a training data to the 

neural network. Fig.12 shows the convergence of error during training process. During the training process, the convergence 

error is taken as 0.01.  

 

 
Figure.12  Training of a Neural Network 

 

The training function used is TRAINGDX (Gradient descent w/momentum & adaptive linear backpropagation). The graphs 

for the Imp of the neural network and the calculated values of the PV model are are combined to show the error between the 

two: 

 

 
Figure 13:  Combined graph of Imp for both neural network and calculated 

 

C. Optimal power point tracking for Boost converter And DC shunt motor 

A Boost converter supplied by PV system has been shown in fig(1). Comprehensive simulation studies  were made 

to investigate the influence of a  boost converter as an intermediate maximum power point tracker for the PV supplied 

system. The PV array is simulated using a neural network as shown in figs. 4&7. As the studies mainly concentrate on 

maximum power operation of the PV module, a simulated modeling was developed in the matlab environment, for the PV 

supplied converter system employing the mathematical models developed in the preceding sections. The simulated dynamic 

maximum power point tracking characteristics are shown in fig.14&15 . The converter parameters considered in this paper 

are : L=0.06mH, C=0.4mF and R(equivalent load) =50Ω. 

 

 
Figure.14  Simulated Dynamic characteristics of capacitor voltage  to reach maximum power point 
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Figure.15 Simulated Dynamic characteristics of inductor current to reach maximum power point 

 

Using the control technique discussed in previous sections the simulated waveforms of the integrated dc shunt motor  for 

Torque and speed under  no-load and load conditions are shown in fig.16 & fig.17.  

 

 
Figure 16 Torque waveform with load of 50 N-m applied at  t=5 sec 

 
Figure 17 speed waveform with load applied at t=5 sec 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
A Neural network based MPPT algorithm has been developed in this paper for the boost converter supplied PV 

system. The efficiency of the proposed neural network has been presented for identifying the optimal operating point for the 

maximum power tracking control of the PV modules. Despite the small set of patterns utilized for the training of the neural 

network, the network gives accurate predictions over a wide variety of operating modes. The accuracy is not degraded 

following the seasonal variations of insolation and temperature.  
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ABSTRACT: Mobile sinks play a great role in many Wireless Sensor Network applications for efficient data accumulation, 

localized sensor reprogramming and for collecting data from various sensor nodes across the globe. However, in sensor 

networks that make use of the existing three tier security framework, elevates a new security challenge i.e an attacker can 

easily create a replicated node and can gain control of the data in the network. Although the three-tier security framework is 

more resilient to mobile sink replication attacks, it is weak against access point replication attacks. To reduce the damage 

caused by access node replication attack, strengthening the authentication mechanism between the sensors and access nodes 

is vital. For this purpose, the single polynomial pool is converted to a double polynomial pool for  providing security over 

the existing system. Also, security is increased by separating the access points into two layers namely, access nodes-D and 

access nodes-I along with a more secure authentication mechanism called WHIRLPOOL that produces a 512 bit encrypted 

text using Miyaguchi-Preneel scheme of cipher text generation.Our proposed algorithm ensures the necessary security 

mechanism for Wireless Sensor Networks and also does not degrade the performance of quality of service. 

 

Keywords: Security, Replication Attack, Wireless Sensor Networks, Whirlpool, Key Management 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A Wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of spatially distributed autonomous sensors. These sensors are used to 

monitor physical or environmental conditions, such as temperature, sound, pressure, etc. To cooperatively pass their data  

through the network to a main location, the more modern networks are bi-directional which enables control of sensor 

activity. The industrial and consumer applications, such as industrial process monitoring and control, machine health 

monitoring, and so on. Compromising security in networks is very easy unless we supply strong authentication schemes. The 

idea of using single polynomial pool is certainly outdated as it opens windows to many node replication attacks. Since single 

polynomial authentication is compromised, we move on to create two polynomial pools namely static polynomial pool and 

mobile polynomial pool. Static polynomial pool will supply keys to sensor nodes and access points whereas Mobile 

polynomial pool will supply keys to access points and mobile sinks [7].  

Using two separate key pools and having few sensor nodes that carry keys from mobile key pool will make it more 

difficult for the attacker to launch a mobile sink replication attack on the sensor network by capturing only few arbitrary 

sensor networks. Although the above security approach makes the network more resistant to mobile sink replication attack 

compared to single pool based key pre-distribution scheme, it is still vulnerable to stationary node replication attack. In order 

to resist this attack, one-way hash algorithm is paired with static polynomial pool based scheme to enhance the security.  

In order to enhance the security scheme, stationary nodes (access points) are divided into two layers Access Nodes-

D and Access Nodes-I consisting of nodes with direct contact and nodes with indirect contact respectively.  

 

1.2 KEY PRE-DISTRIBUTION 

The term Key Pre-distribution could be defined as loading keys into sensor nodes prior to deployment. Two nodes 

find a common key between them after deployment. The various challenges in key pre-distribution are memory/energy 

efficiency, security and scalability.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 
2.1 SECURITY IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS 

Many works in past has been carried out by various researchers. Some of the important citations has been presented 

here. Among them, Hasan Tahir presented his work on Wireless Sensor Networks. In his work, the current applications of 

wireless sensor networks are in the fields of medical care, battlefield monitoring, environment monitoring, surveillance and 

disaster prevention. Many of these applications require that the sensor network be deployed in an area that is hostile, 

inaccessible and mission critical. Keeping this in mind a network administrator has to see the security risks involved and 

how to tackle it if a security threat arises. 

Security Methods for Wireless Sensor Networks is proposed by Xiuli Ren in which wireless sensor networks can be 

used for a wide range of potential applications such as military target tracking, environment monitoring, patient monitoring 

and scientific exploration in dangerous environments. When sensor networks are deployed in a hostile terrain, security 

becomes extremely important, as they are prone to different types of malicious attacks. Due to the resource limitations of 

sensor nodes, existing network security methods, including those developed for Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks, are not well 

suitable for wireless sensor networks.  

A Security Framework for Replication Attacks in Wireless 

Sensor Networks 
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Routing in Wireless Sensor Networks was proposed  and implemented by Rachid Ennaji. Their system in which routing 

takes place using protocols such as AODV and DSDV. It brings out all methods to transfer data and also the best optimum 

protocol for each type of data transfer.  

Stephen Olariu, et al presented his work Information Assurance in Wireless Sensor Networks, that assures security. 

However, a Wireless Sensor Network is only as good as the information it produces. But, the most important concern is 

information assurance. Information sent through wireless sensor nodes may be subjected to certain risks and danger. When 

considering very confidential data any flaw in security can be catastrophic.  

Methods for Sensors Localization in Wireless Sensor Networks was discussed by Zenon Chaczko, et al. In their 

work, self-organization and routing algorithms dedicated to wireless sensor networks usually assume that sensors absolute 

positions are unknown and all decisions are based on sensors own local information. But sooner or later we need to find the 

positions of the sensor nodes for various purposes such as maintenance etc., so we need effective localization algorithms to 

find out the relative position of the sensor nodes. 

Fatemeh Nourani, et al presented his work Improved Circles Intersection Algorithm for Localization in Wireless 

Sensor Networks in which they determined the relative position between nodes is very difficult. In fact it is an NP problem. 

Each node has its own range i.e., a circular range. Their paper brings out effective algorithms to find relative positions of 

nodes based on intersection of ranges. This idea is used by us in differentiating the direct and indirect contact nodes in the 

middle layer of the architecture.  

An Efficient Approach for Sensor Deployments in Wireless Sensor Network was presented Sujata Dhanorkar that 

describes the connectivity can be defined as the ability of the sensor nodes to reach the data sink. If there is no available 

route from a sensor node to the data sink then the data collected by that node cannot be processed. Most of the works discuss 

in this paper deal with area coverage where the objective is to maximize the coverage percentage; ratio of area covered by at 

least one sensor to the total area of the region of interest (ROI). In addition, the relation between the number of sensors and 

efficient coverage area ratio is discussed. 

 

2.2 KEY MANAGEMENT IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS 

Similarly, many works have been proposed in the past and some of them are cited here. Eric Ke Wang, et al 

proposed an Efficient and Secure Key Establishment Scheme for Wireless Sensor Network. The data authentication becomes 

very important when transferring data. Key management and generation becomes a must to do task. But public key 

management is not secure enough. Their paper proposes an effective way to generate keys and enhance security using diffie-

helmann key exchange algorithm. 

A Key Management Method ofWireless Sensor Network was proposed by Xuemei You. In his work, the actual 

situation of current wireless sensor network pair-wise key management research, analysis and comparison between the 

existing two type of pair-wise key management solution is made according to the evaluation metrics proposed in this article. 

This cited paper brings out the fact that proper pair wise key management can be chosen according to the environment 

chosen. Also, this paper also brings out the basic limitations when we are using WSN. 

Kirti Sharma, et al proposed Flexible and Efficient Scheme for Static Wireless Sensor Networks. Key distribution 

and management is the core issue of any security approaches. Due to extremely resource-constrained SNs and lack of any 

infrastructure support, traditional public key based key distribution and management mechanisms are commonly considered 

as too expensive to be employed in WSNs. Also, they have proposed an efficient individual, pair-wise and cluster key 

establishment mechanisms EIPCKM for static WSNs, which enable establishing secure links between any two SNs located 

within their communication range. It removes the Node Addition Attack, Node Cloning Attack and also increases the 

security within the cluster by introducing the cluster key.  

The Study on Key Distribution and Management Mechanisms in Wireless Sensor Networks presented by Liu Feng 

states that the polynomial pools provide a wide range of good keys. In fact polynomial based key generation is widely used 

in most of the authentication mechanisms in WSNs.  

Walid Bechkit, et al presented an Efficient and Highly Resilient Key Management Scheme for Wireless Sensor 

Networks. They used the concept of probabilistic key distribution. Deterministic schemes ensure that each node is able to 

establish a pair-wise key with its neighbors. To guarantee determinism, protocols such as LEAP make use of a common 

transitory key that is preloaded into all nodes prior to deployment.  

Secure and Efficient Key Management Scheme for Wireless Sensor Networks proposed by Shobhit Tiwari that 

provides a key management technique to ensure maximum security of the wireless sensor network and also of every 

individual node subject to various hostile environments and situations. This scheme ensures that compromised sensor nodes 

are resilient towards attack before and after mutual pairwise path establishment. It is a self-enforcing scheme and analysis 

shows that it is more resilient to sensor capture attacks than the previous schemes.  

Walid Bechkit, et al presented a New Key Management Schemes for Resource Constrained Wireless Sensor 

Networks.In their paper, without effective key management and generation the authenticity of the data sent moves to a 

questionable state. This paper brings out a concept called Hash chaining by which key pre-distribution schemes are 

established.  

 Research on Key Pre-distribution Scheme of Wireless Sensor Networks was presented by Zhao Jinchao, et al. A 

novel pairwise key management scheme to enhancing the security is proposed and part of keys in the key pool are computed 

by using hash function and the hash value are as new keys and put back into the key pool.  
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Vijay Anand presented the Dynamic Key Management Method for Wireless Sensor Networks that has a static key pool 

which gives us a greater risk of attack. They also proposed an idea of using dynamic generation of keys to reduce an attack. 

But this type of generation requires more computational time and a good processor with large processor speed. 

Node Replication Attacks inWireless Sensor Networks was proposed byWen Tao Zhu in which replication attack 

makes it possible for an adversary to prepare her own low-cost sensor nodes and induce the network to accept them as 

legitimate ones. The adversary only needs to physically capture one node, reveal its secret credentials, replicate the node in 

large quantity, and deploy these malicious nodes back into the network so as to attack the network with little effort. Their 

paper brings to our attention the various attacks possible with WSNs and how to develop a contingency plan if an attack 

takes place. 

 

2.3 CRYPTOGRAPHIC ALGORITHMS 

There are many works pertaining to cryptographic algorithms. Some of the important works have been cited in the 

project work. Archana Tiwari, et al presented Performance Evaluation of Cryptographic Algorithms. They presented two 

most widely used symmetric encryption techniques Data Encryption Standard (DES) and Advanced Encryption Standard 

(AES). From their paper it is very much clear that DES and AES are very much fragile because of the avalanche effect.  

Modied-DES Encryption Algorithm was proposed by Walid Zibideh, et al. In their work, due to the fact that 

wireless channels are an open medium to intruders and their attacks, encryption is a vital process to assure security over 

these channels. However, using well-known encryption algorithms to encrypt data in wireless communication will result in a 

catastrophic error due to the avalanche effect, which is implemented in these algorithms to assure security. In their paper, we 

propose a modication to the Data Encryption Standard (DES) to make it secure and prone to the bit errors caused by the 

wireless channel. We observe that using the modied algorithm in wireless channels, improves the Bit Error Rate (BER) 

performance as well as security compared to DES. But we have used the simple version of DES so that it can be used to 

efficiently simulate an attack. Based on the above literature survey, it is found that, still there is a need for further 

improvements over the existing work. Hence, we propose a new security framework for replication attacks in Wireless 

Sensor Networks that possibly tries to prevent such attacks in this project work. 

 

III. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS 
A Wireless Sensor Networks is built of ”nodes” from a few to several hundreds or even thousands, where each node 

is connected to one (or sometimes several) sensors. Each such sensor network node has typically several parts: a radio 

transceiver with an internal antenna or connection to an external antenna, a micro controller, an electronic circuit for 

interfacing with the sensors and an energy source, usually a battery or an embedded form of energy harvesting. A sensor 

node might vary in size from that of a shoe box down to the size of a grain of dust, although functioning ”motes” of genuine 

microscopic dimensions have yet to be created. The cost of sensor nodes is similarly variable, ranging from a few to 

hundreds of dollars, depending on the complexity of the individual sensor nodes. Size and cost constraints on sensor nodes 

result in corresponding constraints on resources such as energy, memory, computational speed and communications 

bandwidth. 

Security is important for many sensor network applications. Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are often deployed in 

hostile environments, where an adversary can physically capture some of the nodes. Once a node is captured, adversary 

collects all the credentials like keys and identity etc. The attacker can re program it and replicate the node in order to eaves 

drop the transmitted messages or compromise the functionality of the network. Identity theft leads to two types attack: clone 

and Sybil. In particularly a harmful attack against sensor networks where one or more node(s) illegitimately claims an 

identity as replicas is known as the Node Replication attack. The replication attack can be exceedingly injurious to many 

important functions of the sensor network such as routing, resource allocation, miss-behaviour detection, etc. This paper 

analyses the threat posed by the replication attack, several novel techniques to detect and defend against the replication 

attack, and analyses their effectiveness.  

Wireless sensor networks are used in many applications, in sensing the environmental conditions and transmitting it 

over longer distances to the base stations. When the base station is far away from the sensing field (where sensors are fixed), 

the data is sent by a multi-hop. As the data is passing through multiple hops, an intruder can easily cause the attack at any 

stage in the network. 

 

3.1 TOOL COMMAND LANGUAGE 

Tcl is a Tool Command Language in which  everything is represented as a string, although the internal 

interpretation may be of any kind. The command set is used for assingnment in tcl. In puts statement the argument must be 

preceeded with the $ sign , for procedures args can be passed as both values and names. E.g. Set a 10 

 

3.2 NETWORK ANIMATOR 

Network Animator(NAM) is a tool used for network simulation traces, supports topology layout and packet level 

animation. Provides integrated network monitoring within the switch. Collects the network traffic statistics for real time 

traffic analysis, performance monitoring and trouble shooting. NS with NAM is an efficient tool for dealing the networking 

concepts. All the routing protocols are in NS and these protocols can be very easily visualized with the NAM. NAM 

Graphical editor is a latest addition to the NAM, with this there is no need to create a tcl script separately to show the 

animation. We can make our own network topology, simulate the traffic sources. 
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3.3 NETWORK SIMULATOR 

Network Simulator(NS) is a simulator used for research in networks. It supports for simulating Transmission 

Control Protocol(TCP), routing and multicast protocols over wired and wireless networks. Software used to predict the 

characteristics of large scale complex network systems. Discrete event simulator uses C++ with oTcl interpreter shell (user 

interface) which allows the i/p model files to get executed. Almost all network elements are developed as classes. It supports 

a class hierarchy in C++, very similar class hierarchy in oTcl. The root of this class hierarchy is Tcl Object. User tend to 

create a new simulation objects through the oTcl interpreter and these objects get mirrored by corresponding objects in the 

class hierarchy in C++. 

 

3.4 SPECIFICATIONS OF WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS 

3.4.1 Access Points 

These are the intermediaries in data transfer. Some of the mobile sinks acts as intermediates. They share keys from 

both the key pools (static and mobile key pool). Keys from the static key pool facilitates the data transfer between the sensor 

nodes and them, while the keys from mobile key pool provides authentication for the data transfer between them and the 

mobile sinks. 

 

3.4.2 Mobile Sinks 

Mobile sinks informs the sensor nodes about their location updates, frequent changes in the locations of the mobile 

sinks causes the sensor nodes to collide in the network. Instead of transferring the information to the entire network at each 

time, the sinks broadcast the update to the local LAN 

. 

3.4.3 Key and Key Pools 

In order to maintain security, it is very important to encrypt the messages sent among the nodes, so keys must be 

mutually agreed by the communicating nodes. Establishing the keys for the wireless nodes is a challenging task. Key 

agreement schemes such as Diffie-Hellman and public key schemes are not suitable for wireless sensor networks. Key pre 

distribution depends upon the size of the key pool, and the maximum size of the key pool that can be used by the scheme 

would be s2p, where s is the size of the key pool and p is the probability that two nodes share a common key. Key pre 

distribution is also not possible since it consumes large amount of memory when the network size is large. So instead of 

assigning key prior to the data transmission, a scheme is proposed to assign keys randomly [2]. 

 

IV. ENHANCED THREE TIER SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
Basically a sensor node in a wireless sensor networks performs some operations, gathers information and 

communicates with the other nodes. The main components of the sensor nodes are micro-controller, transceiver, external 

memory and power source. The enhanced three tier architecture scheme discussed here consists of four layers namely sensor 

nodes, access nodes with direct contact, and access nodes in indirect contact and mobile sinks. At the initial stage keys from 

the single polynomial pool has been shared between the sensor nodes and the mobile sinks for communication. Since the 

single polynomial has been used, the attacker can easily replicate the node, capture the key and misbehave in the network. 

Therefore in order to enhance the security, two polynomial pools namely static polynomial pool and mobile polynomial pool 

are created which is called the three tier security mechanism. Even though there is a security mechanism by sharing key from 

two polynomial key pool for layered communication between layers, the replication attacks still persists. 

The attacks that are possible in the three tier security scheme are mobile sink replication attack and access point 

replication attack, out of which mobile sink replication attack is reduced to small percentage by the implementation of this 

scheme. In order to avoid the access point replication attack, it is divided into access points which are in direct contact with 

the sensor nodes mobile sinks and access points which are not in direct contact with the sensor nodes-mobile sinks. In  this 

enhanced scheme, keys from static polynomial pool is shared by the following layers namely sensor nodes, D access nodes, I 

access nodes. And keys from the mobile polynomial pool are shared by the following layers namely I access nodes and 

mobile sinks. The access nodes which are in indirect contact share the keys from the mobile polynomial pool and some 

percentile of keys from the static polynomial pool. Therefore an attacker who captures an access node will get either a static 

key alone or both static and mobile key(hybrid key). 

By capturing a node with the direct contact, which has only static key, an attacker cannot be able to send the data to 

intended destination because the data will be re routed. Once again an attacker capturing the access node which is indirect 

will get both the keys, but then also it is least possible for an attacker to reach the destination as intended. The following 

architecture describes the enhancement of the three tier security scheme, which is more resilient towards replication attacks 

[3]. 

 

 
Figure 4.1 Enhanced three tier Architecture 
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4.1 LAYER CONSTRUCTION 

In wireless sensor networks, to implement the enhanced scheme stated above three layers are to be created namely 

sensor nodes, access nodes and mobile sinks. Transmission control Protocol is used in communication to transfer the data 

between the layers. A single polynomial pool is created. Keys from this pool are used for communication between sensor 

nodes- access points and access points-mobile sinks. The figure 4.2 depicts the same. 

 

4.2 KEY POOL SEGREGATION 

To enhance the security scheme, two polynomial key pools are created. Keys from static polynomial pool are used 

for data transfer between sensor nodes and 

 

 
Figure 4.2 Layer Construction 

 

access points and a key from the mobile polynomial pool is used for data transfer between access points and mobile sinks., 

which is described through the below block diagram in figure 4.3. 

 

 
Figure 4.3 Key Pool Segregation 

 

4.3 SECURITY ENHANCEMENT 

The access point layer is separated into nodes with direct and indirect contact with respect to interference range. An 

enhancement of Advanced Encryption standard called the Whirlpool algorithm is used for authentication between access 

points and the mobile sinks. Once the layer is segregated and key distribution is done coupled with strengthening by means 

of Whirlpool algorithm, the probability of the attack decreases, i.e. an attacker cannot easily create a replicated node, and 

transfer the data. The following block diagram describes the steps to be carried out after implementing the three tier security 

approach. 

 

 
Figure 4.4 Security Enhancement 

 

V. SECURITY MECHANISMS 
5.1 DATA ENCRYPTION STANDARD 

DES is a 64-bit block cipher. Both the plain text and cipher text are 64 bits wide. The key is 64-bits wide, but every 

eighth bit is a parity bit yielding a 54-bit key. The DES algorithm involves a step by step procedure or rounds to make up the 

cipher text needed. The initialization round is where the plain text is subjected to initial permutation and is split into left and 

right sub parts [6] [4]. 

Before the start of the first round the key that should be used is subjected to various processes. The 64 bit key is 

converted into a 48 bit key. After the key is prepared the execution of rounds start.The left and the right part of the plain text 

is permuted,XORED and then the output this round is given as input to the next round. The number of rounds depend on the 

length of the plain text. This algorithm is no longer in use because it can be easily attacked. So simulating an attack becomes 

easier if we use the above algorithm. 
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Figure 5.1 Overview of Data Encryption Standard 

 

5.2 WHIRLPOOL 

WHIRLPOOL is a hash function designed by Vincent Rijmen and Paulo S. L. M. Barreto that operates on messages 

less than 2256 bits in length, and produces a message digest of 512 bits. Historically, WHIRLPOOL had three versions. The 

first version, WHIRLPOOL-0, was submitted to the NESSIE project. Its ”tweaked” successor, WHIRLPOOL-T, was 

selected for the NESSIE portfolio of cryptographic primitives. A flaw in its diffusion layer reported by Shirai and Shibutani 

(”On the diffusion matrix employed in the Whirlpool hashing function,” NESSIE public report, 2003) was fixed afterwards, 

and the final version (called simply WHIRLPOOL for short) was adopted by the International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) in the ISO/IEC 10118-3:2004 standard. WHIRLPOOL uses Merkle-Damgrd strengthening and the 

Miyaguchi-Preneel hashing scheme with a dedicated 512-bit block cipher called W. This consists of the following. The bit 

string to be hashed is padded with a lquo;’1’-bit, then with a sequence of ’0’-bits, and finally with the original length (in the 

form of a 256-bit integer value), so that the length after padding is a multiple of 512 bits. The resulting message string is 

divided into a sequence of 512-bit blocks m1, m2,... mt which is then used to generate a sequence of intermediate hash 

values H0, H1, H2, ... Ht. By definition, H0 is a string of 512 ’0’-bits. To compute Hi, W encrypts mi using Hi-1 as key, and 

XORs the resulting ciphertext with both Hi-1 and mi. Finally, the WHIRLPOOL message digest is Ht. 

 

 
Figure 5.2 Miyaguchi-Preneel Scheme 

 

The W block cipher used by WHIRLPOOL is very similar to the AES algorithm, RIJNDAEL, the main differences 

being sketched in the following table: The coding for this algorithm is very much similar to that of AES.The W S-box, which 

in the original submission is generated entirely at random (i.e. lacks any internal structure), by a recursive structure: the new 

88 substitution box is composed of smaller 44 ”mini-boxes” (the exponential E-box, its inverse, and the pseudo-randomly 

generated R box). The coding for the algorithm involves the following steps. 

 

5.2.1 Initialisation Function 

The initialisation function given below creates a basic hashing state for each new input given. The hashing state 

defines a basic skeleton for the hashing function. 

 

5.2.2 Addition Function 

The snippet shown below declares the position of the pointers in the plain text. A buffer is also created. Also the 

data is processed 8 bit at a time. Before this process the data is split into blocks in such a way that each block has 512 bits. 

The last block is padded at the end with zeroes. 
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Figure 5.4 Tweaked S-Box Preparation 

 

5.2.3 Finalising Function 

The function given below generates the 512 bit cipher text by processing block by block. The above function also 

makes use of the miyaguchi-preneel scheme of cipher text generation. 

 

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
Let K1, K2 denotes the keys in the key pool.  

Let Ks, Km denotes the number of keys in the static and mobile key pool.  

DK1,K2 denotes the data transfer using the keys K1 and K2.  

Access point involved in data transmission picks a key K1 from the Ks number of keys in the static pool and a key K2 from 

the Km number of keys in the mobile pool. 

Selecting a key from the static key pool: Ks C1 

Probability of choosing a key from the static key pool, PK1 = 1/Ks C1 

Selecting a key from the mobile key pool: Km C1 

Probability of choosing a key from the static key pool, PK2 = 1/Km C1 

Let PCC denotes the probability of arriving at the correct combination of keys. 

Let S denotes the strength of the algorithm which depends on the length of the key, length of the encrypted text and the 

encrypted mechanism. 

Let Pbef denote the probability of access point replication attack before separation of layers. 

Pbef = (1/Ks C1) + (1/Km C1) + PCC + S  …(1) 

Let Paft denote the probability of access point replication attack after node separation. 

Direct contact nodes will share the key only from the static key pool. Let x be the small percentage of the keys gets added to 

the mobile key pool(Hybrid key pool) 

Selecting key from the static and mobile key pool, 

Y = (Km C1) * (x C1) 

Paft = (1/Ks C1) + (1/Y) + PCC + S …(2) 

Comparing (1) and (2), its clear that 

Paft << Pbef 

 

The factor 1/Y slightly less than 1/Km C1 which makes Paft to decrease, therefore the probability of attack after the 

node separation is reduced. Even though, an attacker creates the node, the chance of getting the correct combination of these 

is difficult i.e the attacker has to search for the correct combination of keys over large coverage of nodes. Since the keys are 

altered, it becomes a difficult task for the attacker to retrieve the data transferred in the network. A graph is plotted with Pbef 

on the Y axis and the trial number on the X axis. 

 

From equation number 2 we then calculate Paft. A graph is also drawn with Paft on the Y axis and Trial Number on the X 

axis. 

 
Figure 6.1 Graph of Proposed Probability Pbef 
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Figure 6.2 Graph of Enhanced Probability Paft 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
The enhanced three-tier security framework has increased the security between sensor nodes and mobile sinks. By 

splitting the access point layer, we have achieved more resilience and protection against access point and mobile sink 

replication attacks. Analysis indicates that after separation of layers and key distribution, the probability of access point 

replication attack is reduced. The proposed scheme on polynomial pool based key pre distribution substantially improved the 

network resilience to mobile sink replication attacks compared to single polynomial pool based scheme. We have further 

improved the security performance of the proposed scheme against access point replication attack by strengthening the 

authentication between access nodes and mobile sinks. 

 

7.1 FUTURE WORK 

Although the enhanced three tier security scheme is more resilient towards access point replication attack, it is weak 

against wormhole attack. As time progresses, more type of threats will haunt WSNs. So, more complex security frameworks 

and stronger authentication schemes should be developed. 
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ABSTRACT: Firewalls are devices or programs that control the flow of network traffic between hosts or networks that 

employ differing security postures. While firewalls are often discussed in the context of Internet connectivity, they may also 

have applicability in various other network environments. At one time, most firewalls were deployed at the network 

perimeters. This provided some measure of protection for internal hosts, but it could not recognize all instances and forms of 

attacks, and attacks sent from one internal host to another often do not pass through network firewalls. Because of these and 

other factors network designers now often include firewall functionality at places other than the network perimeter to 

provide an additional layer of network security. Due to the increasing threat of network attacks, firewalls have become 

important integrated elements not only in the enterprise networks but also in small-size and home networks. Firewalls have 

been the frontier defense for secure networks against attacks and unauthorized traffic by filtering out unnecessary network 

traffic coming into or going from the secured network. In this paper, we represent an effective policy anomaly management 

framework for firewalls, adopting a rule-based segmentation technique to identify policy anomalies and derive effective 

anomaly resolutions. 

 

Keywords: Anomalies, FAME, Firewall, Policies. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the global Internet connection, network security has gained significant attention in both the research and 

industrial communities. Due to the increasing threat of network attacks, firewalls have become important integrated elements 

not only in the enterprise networks but also in small-size and home networks. A firewall is a security guard placed at the 

point of entry between a private network and the outside Internet so that all incoming and outgoing traffic have to pass 

through it. A packet can be viewed as a tuple with a finite number of fields; examples of these fields are source/destination 

IP address, source/destination port number, and protocol type. By examining the values of these fields for each incoming and 

outgoing packet, a firewall accepts legal packets and discards illegitimate ones according to its configuration. 

A firewall configuration defines which packets are legal and which are illegal. An error in a firewall configuration 

means a wrong definition of being legitimate or illegitimate for some packets, which will either allow unauthorized access 

from the outside Internet to the private network, or disable some legitimate communication between the private network and 

the outside network. How to design a correct firewall configuration is therefore a very important security issue. Firewalls 

have been the frontier defense for secure networks against many attacks and unauthorized traffic by filtering out unwanted 

network traffic coming into or going from the secured network. The filtering decision is taken according to a set of ordered 

filtering rules written based on the predefined security policy requirements. Although deployment of firewall technology is 

an important step toward securing the networks, the complexity of managing firewall policy might limit the effectiveness of 

firewall security. A firewall policy may include anomalies, where a network packet may match with two or more different 

filtering rules. 

When the filtering rules are defined, serious attention has to be given to rule relations and interactions in order to 

determine the proper rule ordering and to guarantee correct security policy semantics. As the number of filtering rules 

increases, then the difficulty of writing a new rule or modifying an existing one also increases. It is very likely, in this case, 

to introduce the conflicting rules such as one general rule shadowing another specific rule, or correlated rules whose relative 

ordering determines different actions for the same packet. In addition, a typical large-scale enterprise network might involve 

hundreds of rules that might be written by various administrators in various times. This significantly increases the potential 

of the anomaly occurrence in the firewall policy, jeopardizing the security of the protected network [1]. Therefore, the 

effectiveness of the firewall security is dependent on providing policy management techniques and tools that enable network 

administrators to analyze and verify the correctness of written firewall legacy rules. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
Effective mechanisms and tools for policy management are crucial to the success of the firewalls. Recently, policy 

anomaly detection has received a great deal of attention [2], [3], [4], [5]. Corresponding policy analysis tools, such as 

Firewall Policy Advisor [2] and FIREMAN [3], with the goal of detecting the policy anomalies have been introduced. 

Firewall Policy Advisor only has the capability of detecting pairwise anomalies in firewall rules. FIREMAN can detect 

anomalies among multiple rules by analyzing the relationships between one rule and the collections of packet spaces derived 

from all the preceding rules. However, FIREMAN also has several limitations in detecting anomalies [4]. For each firewall 

rule, FIREMAN only examines all the preceding rules but ignores all subsequent rules when performing anomaly analysis. 

In addition, each analysis result from FIREMAN can only show that there is a misconfiguration between oner ule and its 

preceding rules, but cannot accurately indicate all the rules involved in an anomaly. 

An Effective Policy Anomaly Management Framework 

for Firewalls 
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A first approach to addressing our problem domain is the use of the refinement mechanisms. In this way, we can perform a 

top-down deployment of the rules by unfolding a global set of security policies into the configurationsof several components 

and guaranteeing that those deployed configurations are free of anomalies. In [6], for example, the authors present a 

refinement method that uses a formal model for the generation of filtering rules by transforming general rules into specific 

configuration rules. Indeed, the authors propose the use of roles to better define of network capabilities, and the use of an 

inheritance mechanism through a hierarchy of entities to automatically generate permissions and prohibitions. A second 

refinement approach based on the concept of roles is also presented in [7]. However, and although the authors claim that 

their work is based on the Role Base Access Control (RBAC) model, their specification of the network entities, roles, and 

permission assignments are not rigorous and does not fit any reality. Most of these limitations are solved in the approach as 

presented in [8], where a global set of rules based on theOrganization Based Access Control (OrBAC) model [2] are further 

deployed into specific firewall configuration files through a transformation process. Generally, the administrators are 

reluctant to set up from scratch a whole network security policy, and prefer recycling existing configurations. 

 

III. FIREWALL POLICIES AND ANOMALIES 
A firewall policy rule is defined as a set of criteria and an action to perform when a network packet matches the 

criteria. The criteria of a rule consist of the elements direction, protocol, source port, source IP, destination IP and destination 

port. Therefore a complete rule may be defined by the ordered tuple <direction, protocol, source IP, source port, destination 

IP, destination port, action>. Each attribute can be defined as a range of values, which can be represented and analyzed as 

the  sets. The relation between two rules essentially mean that the relation between the set of packets they match. Thus the 

action field does not come into play when considering the relation between the two rules. Firewall policy anomaly is defined 

as the existence of two or more firewall filtering rules that may match the same packet . The existence of a rule that can 

never match any network packet on the network paths that cross the firewall also cause anomaly. Till date, five types of 

anomalies are discovered – they are: Shadowing Anomalies, Correlation Anomalies, Generalization Anomalies, Redundancy 

Anomalies, and Irrelevance Anomalies. 

 

Shadowing anomaly: Two rules are said to have shadowing  anomaly ,whenever the rule which comes first in the rule set 

matches all the packets and the second rule which is positioned after the first rule in rule set does not get chance to match 

any packet because the previous rule has matched all the packets. 

     

Correlation anomaly: Two rules are said to have correlation anomaly if both of the rules matches some common packets 

that is the rule one matches some packets, which are also matched by the rule second. 

 

Generalization anomaly: Two rules which are in order one of them is said to be in the generalization of another if the first 

rules matches all the packets which can be also matched by the second rule but the action performed is different in both the 

rules. 

 

Redundancy anomaly: Two rules are said to be redundant if both of the rules matches some packets and the action 

performed is also the same. So there is no effect on the firewall policy if one of the redundant rules will be removed from the 

rule set. 

 

Irrelevance anomaly:  Any rule is said to be irrelevant if for a given time interval it does not matches any of the network 

packets either incoming or outgoing. Thus if any type of the packets do not match the rule then it is irrelevant i.e. there is no 

need to put that rule in the rule set. 

 

IV. ANOMALY MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK 
In our proposed policy anomaly management framework is composed of two core functionalities: conflict detection 

and resolution, and redundancy discovery and removal, as depicted in Figure 1. Both of the functionalities are based on the 

rule-based segmentation technique. For conflict detection and resolution, conflicting segments are identified only in the first 

step. Each conflicting segment associates with the policy conflict and a set of conflicting rules. Also, the correlation 

relationships among the conflicting segments are identified and conflict correlation groups (CG) are derived. Policy conflicts 

belonging to different conflict correlation groups can be resolved separately; thus, the searching space for resolving the 

conflicts is reduced by the correlation process. The second step generates an action constraint for each of the conflicting 

segment by examining the characteristics of each conflicting segment. A strategy-based method is introduced for generating 

the action constraints. The third step utilizes a reordering algorithm, which is a combination of the  permutation algorithm 

and a greedy algorithm, to discover a near-optimal conflict resolution solution for policy conflicts. Regarding redundancy 

discovery and removal, the segment correlation groups are first identified. Then, the process of the property assignment is 

performed to each rule’s subspaces. 
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Figure 1: Policy anomaly management framework 

 

A. Conflict Resolution 

Our conflict resolution mechanism introduces that an action constraint is assigned to each of the conflicting 

segment. An action constraint for the conflicting segment defines a desired action (either Allow or Deny) that the firewall 

policy should take when any packet within the conflicting segment comes to the firewall. Then, to resolve the conflict, we 

only assure that the action taken for each packet within the conflicting segment can satisfy the corresponding action 

constraint. To generate action constraints for conflicting segments, we propose a strategy-based conflict resolution method, 

which generates the action constraints with the help of effective resolution strategies based on the minimal interaction with 

system administrators. Figure 2 shows the main processes of this method, which incorporates both automated and manual 

strategy selections. Once conflicts in the firewall policy are discovered and conflict correlation groups are identified, the risk 

assessment for conflicts is performed. 

 

 
Figure 2: Strategy-based conflict resolution 

 

B. Implementation of FAME 

FAME was implemented in Java language. Based on our policy anomaly management framework, it consists of 6 

components: segmentation module, correlation module, risk assessment module, action constraint generation module, rule 

reordering module, and property assignment module. The segmentation module takes the firewall policies as an input and 

identifies the packet space segments by partitioning the packet space into disjoint subspaces. Our framework is realized as a 

proof-of-concept prototype called as Firewall Anomaly Management Environment. Figure 3 shows a high-level architecture 

of FAME with two levels. The upper level is the visualization layer, which visualizes the results of the policy anomaly 

analysis to system administrators. Two visualization interfaces, policy conflict viewer and the policy redundancy viewer, are 

designed to manage policy conflicts and redundancies, respectively. The lower level of the architecture provides underlying 
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functionalities addressed in our proposed policy anomaly management framework and relevant resources including rule 

information, strategy repository, network asset information, and vulnerability information. 

 

 
Figure 3: Architecture of FAME 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
A firewall is a system acting as an interface of a network to one or more external networks, for example, Internet. It 

implements the security policies of the network by deciding which packets to let through based on rules defined by the 

network administrator. Any error in defining the rules may compromise the system security by letting unwanted network 

traffic pass or blocking desired traffic. Manual definition of the rules often results in a set that contains conflicting, 

redundant or overshadowed rules, resulting in anomalies in the policy. Manually detecting and resolving these anomalies is a 

critical task but tedious and error prone task. Existing research on this problem have been focused on the analysis and 

detection of the anomalies in the firewall policy. A rule-based segmentation mechanism and a grid-based representation 

technique were introduced to achieve the goal of effective and efficient firewall anomaly analysis. In addition, it is 

demonstrated that our proposed work is practical and helpful for system administrators to enable an assurable network 

management. 
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 ABSTRACT:  Social networks are very popular now days, as it facilitates search and retrieval of multimedia features. 

Anyway, noisy and spam annotations often make it difficult to perform an efficient search. Users may make mistakes in 

tagging and irrelevant tags and content may be maliciously added for advertisement or self-promotion. This article examine 

recent advances in techniques for combating such noise and spam in social tagging. The trust relationship among users has a 

direct impact on the sharing and transmission mode of digital contents. To effectively assess direct or recommended trust 

between users, this paper proposed a multimedia social networks trust model based on small world theory. Online and 

Internet databases and early websites deployed them as a way for publishers to help users find content.  

 

Keywords:  Spam, Multimedia Social Networks, Websites. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
When information is exchanged on the Internet, malicious individuals are everywhere, trying to take advantage of 

the information exchange structure for their own benefit, while bothering and spamming others. Before social tagging 

became popular, spam content was observed in various domains: first in e-mail, and then in Web search networks have been 

also influenced by malicious peers, and thus various solutions based on trust and reputation have been proposed, which dealt 

with collecting information on peer behavior, scoring and ranking peers, and responding based on the scores . Today, even 

blogs are spammed. Ratings in online reputation systems, such as eBay, Amazon, and Epinions, are very similar to tagging 

systems and they may face the problem of unfair ratings by artificially inflating or deflating reputations. Several filtering 

techniques for excluding unfair ratings are proposed in the literature. Unfortunately, the countermeasures developed for e-

mail and Web spam do not directly apply to social networks. 

 

II. BACKGROUND 
Social networks and multimedia content sharing Web sites have become increasingly popular in recent years. Their 

service typically focuses on building online communities of people who share interests and activities, or are interested in 

exploring the interests and activities of others. At the same time, they have become a popular way to share and disseminate 

information. For  

 
Example, users upload their personal photos and share them through online communities, letting other people comment or 

rate them. 

One important challenge in tagging is to identify the most appropriate tags for given content, and at the same time, 

to eliminate noisy or spam tags. The shared content is sometimes assigned with inappropriate tags for several reasons. First 

of all, users are human beings and may commit mistakes. Moreover, it is possible to provide wrong tags on purpose for 

advertisement, self-promotion, or to increase the rank of a particular tag in automatic search engines. Consequently, 

assigning free-form keywords (tags) to multimedia content has a risk that wrong or irrelevant tags eventually prevent users 

from the benefits of annotated content. 

 

Social Tagging Of Multimedia Content A Model 
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III. TRUST MODELING 
The social network approach to design large-scale systems has significant benefits including scalability, low cost of 

ownership, robustness, and ability to provide site autonomy. However, this approach has several drawbacks as well including 

trust issues and lack of coordination and control among the peers. We present a trust model for a social network structured 

large-scale network computing system and completely define the trust model and describe the schemes used in it. Central to 

the model is the idea of maintaining a recommender network that can be used to obtain references about a target domain. 

Simulation results indicate that the trust model is capable of building and maintaining trust and also identifying the bad 

domains. In a social tagging system, spam or noise can be injected at three different levels: spam content, spam tag-content 

association, and spammer. Trust modeling can be performed at each level separately or different levels can be considered 

jointly to produce trust models, for example, to assess a user’s reliability, one can consider not only the user profile, but  also 

the content that the user uploaded to a social system. In this article, we categorize trust modeling approaches into two classes 

according to the target of trust, i.e., user and content trust modeling. Presented approaches are sorted based on their 

complexity from simple to advanced, separately for both content and user trust models. 

 
 

IV. CONTENT TRUST MODELING 
Approaches for content trust modeling utilize features extracted from content information, users profiles and/or 

associated tags to detect specific spam content. Trust Rank relies on an important empirical observation called approximate 

isolation of the good set: good pages seldom point to bad ones. It starts from a set of seeds selected as highly qualified, 

credible and popular Web pages in the Web graph, and then iteratively propagates trust scores to all nodes in the graph by 

splitting the trust score of a node among its neighbors according to a weighting scheme. Trust Rank effectively removes 

most of the spam from the top-scored Web pages however it is unable to effectively separate low-scored good sites from bad 

ones, due to the lack of distinguishing features. 

Content trust modeling is used to classify content (e.g., Web pages, images, and videos) as spam or legitimate. In 

this case, the target of trust is content (resource), and thus a trust score is given to each content based on its content and/or 

associated tags. Content trust models reduce the prominence of content likely to be spam, usually in query-based retrieval 

results. They try to provide better ordering of the results to reduce the exposure of the spam to users. The administrator can 

go a step further and remove all content contributed by the user who posted the incorrect content. 

 

V. USER TRUST MODELING 
The aforementioned studies consider users’ reliability as static at a specific moment. However, a user’s trust in a 

social tagging system is dynamic, i.e., it changes over time. The tagging history of a user is better to consider, because a 

consistent good behavior of a user in the past can suddenly change by a few mistakes, which consequently ruins his/her trust 

in tagging. 

In user trust modeling, trust is given to each user based on the information extracted from a user’s account, his/her 

interaction with other participants within the social network, and/or the relationship between the content and tags that the 

user contributed to the social tagging system. Given a user trust score, the user might be flagged as a legitimate user or 

spammer 

 

5.1 EVALUATION 

Data sets used for development and evaluation of trust modeling techniques have a wide range of diversity in terms 

of content, numbers of resources, tags and users, and type of spam. Some researchers dealing with bookmarks used a public 

data set released by BibSonomy as a part of the ECML PKDD Discovery Challenge 2008 on Spam Detection in Social 

Bookmarking Systems. 

To model trust in other types of tagging systems, where spam is introduced through videos, tweets, or user profiles, 

data are usually crawled from the corresponding social network, like YouTube, Twitter, or MySpace, respectively. For 

example, Lee et al. [28] collected around 215,000 users and 4 million tweets from Twitter. Since this raw data are missing 

ground truth for evaluation, they manually labeled a small portion of users distinguishing between legitimate users, 

To model trust in other types of tagging systems, where spam is introduced through videos, tweets, or user profiles, data are 

usually crawled from the corresponding social network, like YouTube, Twitter, or MySpace, respectively Since this raw data 

are missing ground truth for evaluation, they manually labeled a small portion of users distinguishing between legitimate 

users, 

 

5.2 ALGORITHM 

Trust modeling can be formulated as either a classification problem or a ranking problem, depending on the way of 

treatment. In the classification problem, the results of an algorithm can be summarized by a confusion matrix from ground-
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truth data and predicted labels, which contains the number of true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false 

negatives. From these values, classical  

measures such as a receiver operating characteristic (ROC), the area under the ROC curve (AUC), precision-recall (PR) 

curves, and F-measure can be derived. 

 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

 
 

 
 

User profile 

 
 

Image upload page 

 
 

Image search page 
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VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
In this article, we dealt with one of the key issues in social tagging systems: combating noise and spam. We 

classified existing studies in the literature into two categories, i.e., content and user trust modeling. Representative 

techniques in each category were analyzed and compared. In addition, existing databases and evaluation protocols were re 

viewed. An example system was presented to demonstrate how trust modeling can be particularly employed in a popular 

application of image sharing and geotagging. Finally, open issues and future research trends were prospected. As online 

social networks and content sharing services evolve rapidly, we believe that the research on enhancing reliability and 

trustworthiness of such services will become increasingly important 
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ABSTRACT: Inverted Pendulum is a classic example of an inherently unstable system. This paper studies the Control of 

Inverted Pendulum. It focuses on the Mobile Inverted Pendulum. A few papers have been referred to get a brief overview of 

the work going on in this field. A short survey of these papers has been done for the purpose. Along with it, the basic idea of 

the mobile inverted pendulum and 2 control strategies have been discussed. 

 

Keywords:  Ball-bot, Degree of Freedom, Fuzzy control, Inverted pendulum, PID control. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Inverted pendulum is a system that is stable under specific conditions. It is inherently unstable but a few conditions 

can be matched to obtain stability. Much work has been done on inverted pendulum since last 50 years. In simple words, an 

inverted pendulum can be explained with the analogy of balancing a long stick on one finger, something that all of us have 

tried in childhood. 

Inverted pendulum is a standard problem in Control system and is implemented in areas of precision control and 

robotics. The concept is applied for high precision robotic arms, launching of a rocket, control of a Vertical Take-Off and 

Land (VTOL) aircraft, etc. Due to the advent of humanoid robots, where this concept is applied for its balancing, recently a 

lot of work is being done to try and find new control methods. 

Another very important place where this concept is used is the field of education. Here new students can get a very good idea 

of this classic problem. 

The inverted pendulum has been implemented at various different levels or Degree of Freedom (DOF). The ones 

implementing 1st DOF are mounted on a fixed base either sliding along a straight direction (Linear Inverted Pendulum) or 

rotating around vertical axis (Rotary Inverted Pendulum). Other models with higher DOF (double or triple DOF) are 

mounted on a mobile platform or a Cart structure. Examples of which being JOE [1], Segway [2]. Segway is the commercial 

version of Two wheeled inverted pendulum used for personal transportation. Most papers consider a rigid pendulum, but for 

better precision now even the flexibility of the pendulum is being considered [3]. 

In recent years, people have tried to give more Degree of Freedom to this setup by making a Ball-bot [4]. Here the 

control and driving mechanism are placed on top of a ball, which behaves like an Omni-directional wheel for the setup. The 

driving mechanism consists of 3 or 4 Omni wheels that rotate the ball accordingly to keep the balance. 

Most researches have mainly focused on the balance, while few have tried the driving control [5] and trajectory planning [6]. 

This means the controller has an additional burden of desired movement along with maintaining balance. 

This paper attempts to overview the basic concepts involved in control of an inverted pendulum, along with the 

current work in the field. We shall focus on mobile inverted pendulum and not the fixed base ones. 

 

II. STRUCTURE OF MOBILE INVERTED PENDULUM 

 
Fig. 1 Mobile Inverted Pendulum Setup 

Fig. 1 shows a Four wheeled cart which has an inverted pendulum mounted on top of it. The cart is equipped with motors 

that provide horizontal motion. The cart position p, the tilt angle θ, the rate of tilting are measured and fed to the controller. 

The controller then generates and sends Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) signals to the motor drivers. 

By applying the laws of dynamics on inverted pendulum system, the equations of motion obtained are [7]: 

 

p ̈ (M - mpl cos
2
(θ)) = Km Kg V - Km

2
 Kg

2
 p ̇  -  mplg cos(θ)sinθ + mp l sin(θ) (ȯ )

2
                             (1) 

                   L               Rr               Rr
2
              L 

 

Ö (L – mp l cos
2
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2
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2
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Inverted Pendulum Control: A Brief Overview 
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Where:- 

mc is the cart mass 

mp is the pendulum mass 

I is the rotational inertia 

l is the half-length of the pendulum 

R is the motor armature resistance 

r is the motor pinion radius 

Km is the motor torque constant 

Kg is the gearbox ratio 

 

For simplicity : 

   M = mc + mp                                                                                                        (3) 

 

   L = I + mp l
2
                                                                                (4) 

             mp l 

 

Note that the relationship between force, F and voltage V for motor is: 

 

  F = Km Kg V – Km
2
 Kg

2
 p ̇                                                          (5) 

             Rr                Rr
2
 

 

A modification to this structure is a two wheeled inverted pendulum system, where the controller and rider (if any), 

form the pendulum bob. Examples of same given before: Joe [1], Segway [2]. 

 

III. CONTROL MECHANISM 
Controller design is a key content of the Inverted Pendulum system. Controllers are used to stabilize the unstable 

system and make it robust to disturbances. Several techniques have been used for achieving the same, e.g. Sliding Mode 

Technique [8], Fuzzy Logic Controller [9], Partial Feedback Linearization [10], Fuzzy Servo Control Method [11], Real-

Time Control [12]. We take a brief view of conventional PID type controller and rule based Fuzzy Logic controller for 

inverted pendulum-cart system [9]. The framework of this Inverted Pendulum-cart system Controller is presented in Fig.2. 

 
Fig. 2 Block diagram of Inverted Pendulum-cart controller system 

 

3.1 Conventional PID Controller 

An inverted pendulum-cart system, as mentioned before, is an unstable model. It can be stabilized by using the 

controllers. We see two PID controllers been designed, first one for Pendulum angle control and other or the Cart position 

control. These controllers try to correct the error between measured values and the desired values. This is done by 

calculating and then outputting a corrective action that can adjust the motion of the cart accordingly. For both PID 

controllers, the structure is taken as: 

          u = KP e + KI ∫ e dt + KD de                                            (6) 

                                                   dt 

Where:- 

u is PID output control action,  

e is the error i.e. difference between set point input and actual output  

e = yref - yactual,  

KP, KI, KD are the proportional, integral and derivative gains respectively. 

We can see that the output of pendulum angle controller and the cart position controller are of opposite signs. 

The selection of PID controller parameters (KP, KI, KD) is important as incorrect selection of these parameters can make 

controlled process input unstable. The control parameters are adjusted to optimum values for the desired response. This is 

called Tuning of the control loop. 
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3.2 Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) 

FLC is one of the most successful applications of fuzzy set theory. It uses linguistic variables instead of numerical 

variables. Linguistic variables, defined as variables whose values are sentences in natural language (such as small and large) 

are represented by fuzzy sets. This makes the instruction set more Human. 

A crisp set is one where an element can only belong to a set (full membership) or not belong to at all (no membership). A 

Fuzzy set is an extension of crisp set as it allows partial membership, which means that an element may partially belong to 

more than one set. 

A fuzzy set A is characterized by a membership function µA that assigns membership to each object and it can range from 0 

(no membership) to 1 (full membership), we therefore write: 

µA : X      [ 0, 1] 

Which means that the fuzzy set A belongs to a universal set X (usually called universe of discourse) defined in a specific 

problem. A fuzzy set A is called a fuzzy singleton when there is only one element xo with µA(xo) = 1 , while all other 

elements have a membership grade which equal to zero. 

This approach allows characterization of the system behaviour through simple relations (fuzzy rules) between linguistic 

variables. These fuzzy rules are expressed in the form of fuzzy conditional statements Ri of the type, 

Ri : if x is small THEN y is large. 

Where x and y are fuzzy variables, and small and large are labels of fuzzy set.  

If there are i =1 to n rules, the rule set is represented by union of these rules, 

R = R1 else R2 else…….Rn 

A fuzzy logic controller is based on a collection of R control rules. The execution of these rules is governed by the 

compositional rule of inference [9]. 

 
Fig. 3 Basic configuration of FLC 

 

The general structure of an FLC is represented in Fig.3 and comprises four principle components:  

1) A fuzzyfication inference converts input data into suitable linguistic values;  

2) A knowledge base consists of a data base with the necessary linguistic definitions and control rule set; 

3) A decision making logic infers the fuzzy control action from the knowledge of the control rules and the linguistic variable 

definitions;  

4) A defuzzyfication inference yields a non-fuzzy control action from an inferred fuzzy controlled action. 

 

3.3 Performance 

Following figures shown are the graphical results of PID and Fuzzy Logic controller respectively. These figures have been 

taken from [9] for the sole purpose of comparing the two controllers. The results are from MATLAB Simulink simulations. 

 

 
Fig. 4.a PID Response for disturbance 0.000001 unit 

 
Fig. 4.b Fuzzy Response for disturbance 0.000001 unit 
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Fig. 5.a PID Response for disturbance 1 unit 

 
Fig. 5.b Fuzzy Response for disturbance 1 unit 

 

The two controllers were tested for different magnitudes of disturbances for comparing their performances, two of 

which have been shown above. The performance comparison clearly shows that Fuzzy Controller offers a much better 

control as compared to the PID controller owing to its more human like approach. The PID controller does its job of 

maintaining the pendulum angle, but its response is sluggish as compared to the Fuzzy Controller. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
A brief overview of The Inverted Pendulum is taken in this paper. Two control strategies have been discussed and 

compared. It has been observed that the PID controller is a basic control technic with a sluggish response whereas the Fuzzy 

controller response is more crisp. 

The paper reinstates that inverted pendulum system is a fundamental benchmark in education and research in 

control theory.  Application of Mobile Inverted Pendulum in robotics and personal transportation has boosted the amount of 

work done in this field in recent times. This area of research has a lot of scope and a bright future.  
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Abstract: Adders are of fundamental importance in a wide variety of digital systems. Many fast adders exist, but adding fast 

using low area and power is still challenging.  This paper presents a new bit block structure that computes propagate 

signals called “carry strength” in a ripple fashion. Several new adders based on the new carry select Adder structure are 

proposed. Comparison with well-known conventional adders demonstrates that the usage of carry-strength signals allows 

high-speed adders to be realised at significantly lower cost and consuming lower power than previously possible. As well as 

in this paper we are concentrating on the heat dissipation &we are reducing the current using adiabatic logic. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The importance of a fast, low-cost binary adder in a digital system is difficult to overestimate.  Not only are adders 

used in every arithmetic operation, they are also needed for computing the physical address in virtually every memory fetch 

operation in most modern CPUs.  Adders are also used in many other digital systems including telecommunications systems 

in places where a full-fledged CPU would be superfluous. Many styles of adders exist. Ripple adders are the smallest but 

also the slowest. More recently, carry-skip adders [1, 2, 3] are gaining popularity due to their high speed and relatively small 

size. Normally, in an N-bit carry-skip adder divided into a proper number of M-bit blocks [1, 4], a long-range carry signal 

starts at a generic block Bi, rippling through some bits in that block, then skips some blocks, and ends in a block B j. If the 

carry does not end at the LSB of Bj then rippling occurs in that block and an additional delay is needed to compute the valid 

sum bits. Carry-look-ahead and carry-select adders [1] are very fast but far larger and consume much more power than ripple 

or carry-skip adders. Two of the fastest known addition circuits are the Lynch-Swartzlander’s [5] and Kantabutra’s [6]. 

hybrid carry-look-ahead adders. They are based on the usage of a carry tree that produces carries intoappropriate bit 

positions without back propagation. In order to obtain the valid sum bits as soon as possible, in both Lynch-Swartzlander’s 

and Kantabutra’s adders the sum bits are computed by means of carry-select blocks, which are able to perform their 

operations in parallel with the carry-tree. 

This paper presents two new families of adders, both based on a new bit carry Select & adiabatic structure that computes 

propagate signals called “carry-strength” in a ripple fashion.  The first family of adders is a family of new carry-select adders 

that are significantly faster than traditional carry-select adders while not much larger.  The second family of adders is a 

family of hybrid lookahead adders similar to those presented in [5, 6] but significantly smaller and still comparable in speed.  

 In our new type of carry-select adder, the new block structure eliminates the delay due to the rippling at the end of 

the life of a long-range carry signal. The main idea is, that for each bit position k in a block Bj we compute whether the carry-

in to position k comes from the carry-in to block Bj, or whether this carry is internally generated in block Bj. To this purpose 

we will use a new type of bit block, in which we will compute propagate signals that start at the LSB of the block and end at 

every bit position. We find it helpful to call the complements of these “carry-strength” signals, because they indicate for each 

bit position whether the carry-in to that position originates within the same bit block. 

In basic arithmetic computation, adder is still plays an important role though many people focus on more complex 

computation such as multiplier,divider,cordiccircuits. Although several algorithms and architectures are implemented in 

literature, there is not an general architecture for measuring performance equally. Much architectureis tested under different 

conditions which possibly result in variant performance even implemented with the same algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig1: Conventional Carry Select Adder using RCA 

CLA is proved to have good performance using in high speed adder, so in many papers this architecture are used commonly. 

STCLA – Spanning Tree Using CLA uses a tree of 4-bit Manchester Carry-Lookaheadchains (MCC) to generate carry for 

different bit position. RCLCSA – Recursive CLA/CSA Adder uses the same conception as STCLA except the lengths of its 

Adiabatic Logic Based Low Power Carry Select Adder 

for future Technologies 
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carry chains are variant, not fixed. HSAC – High Speed Adder Using CLA uses Ling’s adder which solves the transition of 

carry propagation delay. 

Adder using different implementation is the most critical issue. For example, STCLA and RCLCSA use dynamic 

CMOS while HSAC uses static CMOS. Here, we want to implement a general architecture for measuring this three different 

algorithm which means we can use both dynamic CMOS and static CMOS to implement these algorithms for equal 

comparison. At last, I will offer my new architecture improved from the original paper. 

Let me talk about the original implementation. It’s based on the Adiabatic adder. But it takes advantage of the characteristics 

of CMOS circuit. Generally, we don’t use “bar”(inverted) as we conduct every equation . But in reality, “bar” is automated 

added at the output of logic circuits. So, they use this special characteristic to reduce the carry propagation time 

 

II. POSITIVE FEEDBACK ADIABATIC LOGIC 
The structure of PFAL logic is shown. Two n-trees realize the logic functions. This logic family also generates both 

positive and negative outputs. The two major differences with respect to ECRL are that the latch is made by two pMOSFETs 

and two nMOSFETs, rather than by only two pMOSFETs as in ECRL, and that the functional blocks are in parallel with the 

transmission pMOSFETs. Thus the equivalent resistance is smaller when the capacitance needs to be charged. The ratio 

between the energy needed in a cycle and the dissipated one can be seen in figure 4. During the recovery phase, the loaded 

capacitance gives back energy to the power supply and the supplied energy decreases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig1: Modified Carry select adder using BEC General schematic for PFAL family 

 
III. POWER DISSIPATION IN ADIABATIC LOGIC GATES 

A limiting factor for the exponentially increasing integration of microelectronics is represented by the power 

dissipation. Though CMOS technology provides circuits with very low static power dissipation, during the switching 

operation currents are generated, due to the discharge of load capacitances, that cause a power dissipation increasing with the 

clock frequency. The adiabatic technique prevents such losses: the charge does not ow from the supply voltage to the load 

capacitance and then to ground, but it ows back to a trapezoidal or sinusoidal supply voltage and can be reused. Just losses 

due to the resistance of the switches needed for the logic operation still occur. In order to keep these losses small, the clock 

frequency has to be much lower than the technological limit.In the literature, a multitude of adiabatic logic families are 

proposed.  Each different implementation shows some particular advantages, but there are also some basic drawbacks for 

these circuits.The goal of this paper is to compare di_erent adiabatic logic families and to investigate their robustness against 

technological parameter variations. For this purpose three adiabatic logic families are evaluated and the impact of parameter 

variations on the power dissipation is determined. Both intertie (and global) and intra-die (or local) parameter variations of 

different components in the same sub-circuit are considered. The most important factor is the threshold voltage variation, 

especially for sub-micrometer processes with reduced supply voltage. This was also found for low voltage CMOS circuits, 

cf., where the fundamental yield factor was the gate delay variation (in CMOS the power dissipation is not significantly 

dependent on the threshold voltage). For adiabatic circuits the timing conditions are not critical, because the clock frequency 

is particularly low, and therefore the outputs can always follow the clocked supply voltage. Here the yield critical 

requirement is the power dissipation that has a very low nominal value. Hence it exhibits large relative deviations due to 

parameter variations that can lead to the violation of the specifications. 
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The general PFAL gate consists of a two cross coupled inver-ters and two functional blocks F and /F (complement 

of F) dri-ven by normal and complemented inputs which realizes both normal and complemented outputs. Both the 

functional blocks implemented with n channel MOS transistors. The equations used to implement PFAL adder and the 

corres-ponding sum and carry implementations. 

The logical organization of conventional and adiabatic adders is constructed by the replication of 2 and 4, 4bit 

blocks for %bit and 16-bit adder, respectively. Each 4bit block may be viewed as consisting of a carry unit, a sum generation 

unit, and a sum selection unit. (In practice, the three parts are of course not necessarily so distinctly separated.) The carries 

and both types of sum bits are produced using lookahead functions as much as possible. The detailed logic design of this 

adder can be found in [IO]. The adiabatic adder results after the substitution of the conventional CMOS adder’s blocks with 

the corresponding adiabatic. Regarding the delay for an n-bit adiabatic carry select adder, which is constructed by mbit 

blocks (m<n), we obtain: 

where2t, is the delay from the computation of the partial sum P, and Giand, N(t+2tinv7 with N=n/m, the delay of carry 

propagation through the m-bit blocks. The design of this adder involved re-thinking of the circuit according to the principle 

of the adiabatic switching and no changes were held in the above equations. Also, to best of our knowledge a similar 

adiabatic conditional sum adder hasn’t been introduced until now. Finally, following similar substitutions, for the conditional 

sum adder whose structure resembles that of carry select adder, we can result in another low power adiabatic adder. 

The schematic and simulated waveform of the carry select adder. The energy stored at output can be retrieved by 

the reversing the current source direction during discharging process. Hence adiabatic switching technique offers the less 

energy dissipation in PMOS network and reuses the stored energy in the output load capacitance by reversing the current 

source direction. 

 
Fig 3: PFAL Sum Block 

 

 
Fig4: PFAL Carry Block 

 

 
Fig5: Proposed Adiabatic CSA 
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Fig6: Proposed PFAL CSA Layout with area 

 

 
Fig7: Proposed Circuit Power Results 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The new implementation is based on the original architecture, so it can be used in both static CMOS and dynamic 

CMOS circuits. And through my architecture, I can reduce power and area consumption but sacrifice some timing (which 

can be neglected). By this implementation, I prove that the new architecture is really better than the traditional HSAC. After 

reading some papers, I realize that improving adder is very difficult now because of the transistor level. If we want to get 

higher performance we must reduce the complexity in transistor level. 
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ABSTRACT: The need for a cleaner environment and the continuous increase in power demands makes decentralized 

renewable energy production, like solar and wind more and more interesting. Decentralized energy production using solar 

energy could be a solution for balancing the continuously-increasing power demands. This continuously increasing 

consumption overloads the distribution grids as well as the power stations. Therefore having negative impact on power 

availability, security and quality. The efficiency and reliability of single-phase PV inverter systems suffers from new 

problems related to leakage current and safety. This problem can be reduced by using transformerless inverter topologies. 

The work presented in this paper deals with analyzing and modeling of transformerless PV inverter systems regarding the 

leakage current phenomenon that can damage solar panels and pose safety problems.  

 

Index Terms: DC–AC power conversion, photovoltaic(PV) systems, transformer less inverter. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Grid-connected photovoltaic (PV) systems, particularly low-power single-phase systems, are becoming more 

important worldwide. They are usually private systems where the owner tries to get the maximum system profitability. Issues 

such as reliability, high efficiency, small size and weight, and  

low price are of great importance to the conversion stage of the PV system . Quite often, these grid-connected PV systems 

include a line transformer in the power-conversion stage, which guarantees galvanic isolation between the grid and the PV 

system, thus providing personal protection. Furthermore, it strongly reduces the leakage currents between the PV system and 

the ground, ensures that no continuous current is injected into the grid, and can be used to increase the inverter output 

voltage level. The line transformer makes possible the use of a full-bridge inverter with unipolar pulse width modulation 

(PWM). The inverter is simple. It requires only four insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) and has a good trade-off 

between efficiency, complexity and price. Due to its low frequency, the line transformer is large, heavy and expensive.  

This paper proposes a new topology that generates no varying common-mode voltage, requires the same low-input 

voltage as the bipolar PWM full-bridge topology, and achieves a higher efficiency and a lower current ripple in the inductor. 

The topology consists of six switches and can be an advantageous power conversion stage for transformer less grid-

connected PV systems. 

 

II. COMMON-MODE CURRENTS INTRANSFORMERLESS PV SYSTEMS 
When no transformer is used, a galvanic connection between the ground of the grid and the PV array exists. As a 

consequence a common-mode resonant circuit appears, consisting of the stray capacity between the PV modules and the 

ground, the dc and ac filter elements, and the grid impedance (Fig. 1). A varying common-mode voltage can excite this 

resonant circuit and generate a common-mode current. Due to the large surface of the PV generator, its stray capacity with 

respect to the ground reaches values that can be even higher than 200 nF/kWp in damp environments or on rainy days. These 

high values can generate ground currents with amplitudes well above the permissible levels, such as those concerning the 

standards. The currents can cause severe (conducted and radiated) electromagnetic interferences, distortion in the grid 

current and additional losses in the system. These leakage currents can be avoided, or at least limited, by including damping 

passive components in the resonant circuit. Obviously, additional losses will appear in the damping elements, thus 

decreasing the conversion stage efficiency. 

The use of conversion topologies with a constant common mode voltage is another option. The instantaneous 

common mode voltage 𝑉𝑐𝑚 in the full-bridge inverter of Fig. 1can be calculated from the voltage of the two mid-points of 

both legs, 

          𝑉𝐴𝑂and 𝑉𝐵𝑂  as 

          𝑉𝑐𝑚  =  
𝑉𝐴𝑂 +𝑉𝐵𝑂

2
                                 (1) 

 

To avoid leakage currents, the common-mode voltage must be kept constant during all commutation states, that is 

 

      𝑉𝑐𝑚   =𝑉𝐴𝑂 + 𝑉𝐵𝑂  
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Fig.1 Common-mode currents in a transformer less conversion stage 

 

III. MODELLING OF PV MODULE 

The most commonly used model for PV-cell is one – diode equivalent circuit as shown in figure (2). Since the shunt 

resistance Rsh is large, it is normally neglected. This simplified circuit is used in this paper for modeling of a PV-cell. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)                                    (b) 

 

 

Fig.2. One-diode equivalent circuit model for a PV cell. 

(a) Five parameters model; 

(b) Simplified four parameters model 

 

The non-linear of Vpv-Ipv and P-V curves are correspondingly drawn as shown below: 

From figure (2.b) the relation between the output Vpv and the output current Ipv can be expressed as: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3. Vpv-Ipv& P-Vpv characteristics of a PV cell 

 

From figure (2.b) the relation between the output Vpv and the output current Ipv can be expressed as: 

IPV = IL − ID  
 

        IPV = IL − IO  exp  
VPV + IPV RS

∝
 − 1            2  

 

Where IL= Light current; Io= Saturation current; Rs= Series Resistance; α = Thermal voltage timing   completion factor. 

The above four parameters are need to be determined to obtain the I-V characteristics of PV-module. Thus, this 

model can be termed as Four-parameter model. The equations for determining the four parameters are given below: 

 

A. Light Current (IL) 

           IL =
G

Gref

 ILref + μ
Isc
 TC − TCref                   3  

 

Where G= irradiance (W/m2);  

Gref = Reference iradiance (1000W/m
2 
issued in this study);  

ILref = light current at the reference condition (1000W/m
2 
and 25˚C); Tc = PV cell temperature (˚C);  

Tcref = Reference temperature (25˚C issued in this study);  

µIsc = temperature coefficient of the short-circuit current (A/˚C).             

From the above equation for light current it can be observed that IL is a function of both temperature and 

irradiance. Both ILref  and µIsc can be obtained from manufacturer data sheet. 
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B. Saturation Current (IO) 

IO = IOref  
TC +273

TCref +273
 

3

exp  
egap q

NS∝ref
 1 −

TCref +273

TC +273
         (4) 

Where Ioref = saturation current at the reference condition (A);  

egap = band gap of the material1. 17eV for Simaterials); 

Ns = number of cell sin series of a PV module;  

q = charge of an electron (1.60217733×10
-19

 C); 

αref = the value of α at reference condition. 

Ioref  can be calculated as: 

                    IOref = ILref exp  −
VOCref

∝ref

                     5  

Where Vocref = the open circuit voltage of the PV module at reference condition (V). 

 

C.  Calculation of α 

                                     ∝=
𝑇𝐶 + 273

𝑇𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 273
∝𝑟𝑒𝑓              6  

The value of αref can be calculated as: 

 

∝𝑟𝑒𝑓

2𝑉𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝑉𝑜𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑓 −𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓
+ 𝑙𝑛  1 −

𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑓
 

                          7  

Where  

Vmpref= maximum power point voltage at the reference condition (V);    

Impref = maximum power point current at the reference condition (A); 

Iscref = short circuit current at the reference condition (A). 

 

D. Series Resistance (RS) 

Some manufacturers provide the value of Rs.If not provided, the following equation can be used to estimate its value: 

𝑅𝑆 =
∝𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝑙𝑛  1 −

𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑓
 + 𝑉𝑜𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝑉𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓
        8  

RS is taken as a constant in the model of this study. 

 

E. Thermal Model of PV 

From equations (1) to (7), it can be noted that the temperature plays an important role in the PV performance. 

Therefore, it is necessary to have a thermal model for a PV cell / module. In this study, a lumped thermal model is 

developed for the PV module. The temperature of the PV module varies with surrounding temperature, irradiance, and its 

output current and voltage, and can be written as: 

 

𝐶𝑝𝑣
𝑑𝑇𝐶
𝑑𝑡

= 𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑣 𝐺 −
𝑉𝑝𝑣 𝐼𝑝𝑣

𝐴
− 𝐾𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠  𝑇𝐶 − 𝑇𝑎          9  

CPV 
= the overall heat capacity per unit area of the PV cell / module [J/ (˚C-m

2
)];  

Kinpv = Transmittance – absorption product of PV cells;  

Kloss = overall heat loss coefficient [W/ (˚C-m
2
)]; 

Ta = ambient temperature (˚C);  

A = effective area of the PV cell / module (m
2
). 

 

IV. REVIEW OFTRANSFORMERLESS INVERTER TOPOLOGIES 

Ideal transformerless inverter generates constant common mode voltage. However, if the voltage varies with time, 

then a leakage current is produced. For the sake of minimizing this leakage current, different topologies were studied. 

Among these are the full bridge with bipolar PWM, the half bridge, HERIC, H5, H6 and NPC all of which experience certain 

drawbacks which are discussed next.  

 

2.1. Full Bridge Inverter  

The full-bridge inverter with bipolar PWM causes high switching losses and large current ripples and does not 

eliminate the DC current injected into the grid that has the tendency of saturating the transformer cores. Even though, this 

topology is being used in some commercial transformerless inverters, it still presents quite low efficiency according to the 

European standards due to the losses caused by the double switching frequency.  
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2.2. Half Bridge Inverter  

The half bridge inverter, on the other hand, requires a high input voltage and a boost converter in the DC side that 

would increase the inverter size and cost and reduce its efficiency down to 92% [6,8]. For this reason the half bridge is not 

recommended.  

 

2.3. HERIC Inverter  

Meanwhile the HERIC topology, shown in Fig. 1, combines the advantages of the unipolar and bipolar 

modulations. It has a three level output voltage, a high efficiency and a low leakage current. However, the HERIC topology 

presents low frequency harmonics and does not allow for reactive power flow. This is due to the control strategy.  

 

2.4. H5 Inverter  

This topology is based on the full bridge with an extra switch on the DC side. In this topology, the upper switches 

operate at grid frequency while the lower switches operate at high frequency. The extra switch operates at high frequency 

and guarantees the disconnection of the DC source from the grid. This topology has two main disadvantages. The first one is 

the high conduction losses due to the fact that three switches operate simultaneously. The second one is that the reactive 

power flow is not possible due to the control strategy.  

 

2.5. NPC Inverter  

The NPC inverter topology is being considered as an attractive solution in case of transformerless systems. This 

inverter has the advantages of no internal reactive power flow, a three level inverter output voltage and a low leakage 

current. However, it requires an input voltage as high as twice the input voltage required by other topologies and a boost 

stage which increases inverter losses and size. 

 

V. FULL-BRIDGE INVERTER 
The full-bridge inverter (Fig. 3) is a single stage dc–ac conversion topology that is used quite often in PV inverters. 

Different PWM techniques can be applied to this topology. Depending on the shape of the output voltage waveform, they 

can be classified in two groups, namely unipolar and bipolar PWM. When the full bridge is part of a conversion stage with a 

line transformer, unipolar PWM techniques can be applied. This is in proposed topology. Here, 𝑆4is on duringthe positive 

half cycle, while switches  𝑆1and𝑆2commutateat the switching frequency. During the negative cycle, 𝑆 2is on and𝑆3, 

𝑆4 commutate at the switching frequency. In this converter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4. Full-bridge inverter 

 

Only two switches are on at the same time, and only one IGBT and one diode commutate at the switching frequency 

with the whole input voltage. The main drawback, that it generates a varying common-mode voltage of amplitude 𝑉𝑝𝑣  /2 at 

the switching frequency. 

 

In the bipolar PWM, the diagonal pairs of switches  𝑆1- 𝑆4 and 𝑆2 −  𝑆3are switched alternatively at the switching 

frequency. As a consequence 

 

𝑉𝐵𝑂  =  𝑉𝑃𝑉 − 𝑉𝐴𝑜𝑉𝑐𝑚 = 𝑉𝑃𝑉/2   = cte 

 

If the switching actions are carried out at the same time, no changes appear in the common-mode voltage and no 

leakage currents are generated. However, the bipolar PWM also has draw backs. Two IGBTs and two diodes are switching at 

the switching frequency with the whole input voltage, therefore doubling the switching losses. Additionally, the output 

voltage changes between 𝑉𝑃𝑉and - 𝑉𝑃𝑉 , creating a current rippletwice that obtained in the unipolar modulation. 

 

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Based on the mathematical equations discussed before, a dynamic model for a PV module consisting of 153 cells in 

series has been developed using MATLAB/Simulink. The input quantities (solar irradiance G and the ambient temperature 

Ta) together with manufacturer data are used to calculate the four parameters. Then, based on equation (1), the output 

voltage is obtained numerically. The thermal model is used to estimate the PV cell temperature. The two output quantities 
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(PV output voltage Vpv and the PV cell temperature Tc), and the load current Ipv, are fed back to participate in the 

calculations. The model parameters used in the simulation are given in Table I 

 

Table 1. THE PV MODEL PARAMETERS 

  

ISCref(ILref) 2.664A 

αref 5.472 

RS 1.324Ω 

VOCref 87.72V 

VMPref 70.731V 

IMPref 2.448A 

Gref 1000w/m
2 

Tcref 25°c 

Cpv 5*10
4
J/(

0
c-m

2
) 

A 1.5m
2
 

Kinpv 0.9 

Kloss 30W/(
0
c-m

2
) 

 

A. Model Performance 

The model Ipv-Vpv characteristic curves under different irradiances are given in Figure (6) at 25˚C. It is noted from 

the figure that the higher is the irradiance, the larger are the short-circuit current (Isc) and the open- circuit voltage (V
oc

). 

And, obviously, the larger will be the maximum power (P), shown in Figure (7). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig6. Vpv-Ipv characteristics for constant Tc and Varying G 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7. P-Vpv characteristics for constant Tc and Varying G 
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The simulation results of full bridge inverter with unipolar PWM and bipolar PWM te are shown in fig 8 and fig 9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8. Output voltage in a full bridge inverter topology with bipolar PWM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 9.  Output voltage in a full bridge inverter topology with unipolar PWM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 10. FFT analysis of bipolar PWM switching 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 11. FFT analysis of unipolar PWM switching 

 

 
Fig 12. Output Of Pv Cell 
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Table 3. Lekage Currents Of Unipolar And Bipolar Switching 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
This paper proposes a new transformerless, single-phase PV inverter with six switches and two diodes. The 

proposed topology generates no common-mode voltage, exhibits a high efficiency, and can operate with any power factor. It 

has been compared to other topologies and validated satisfactory results. The maximum efficiency achieved by the topology 

is 97.4%, As a conclusion, the proposed topology can be an advantageous power-conversion stage for transformer less, grid-

connected PV systems. 
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ABSTRACT : The objective of this study is to determine the influence of skidded distance on the initial velocity of the first 

vehicle in a chain accident at intersections involving three vehicles. Regression analysis on the results of these variables was 

conducted. Excellent correlation coefficient was found for the relationship at α = 0.05 significance level.  The influence of 

Skidded Distance on the Initial Velocity is shown by a quadratic equation (Initial velocity = -0.0003 Skidded distance 
2 

+0.185 Skidded Distance + 51.83) with R = 1. 

 

Keywords: Accident Reconstruction, Chain Accident, Initial Velocity, Skidded Distance, Regression Analysis. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Accident reconstructing engineering is the planning, surveying, measuring, investigating, analyzing, and report 

making process on the intricate engineering details of how accidents occurred. The analysis and conclusions are based on the 

extensive application of fundamental principles of physics and engineering including Newton’s Laws of Motion [1] and First 

Law of Thermodynamics [2]. The first law of thermodynamics when applied to accidents states that the total energy before 

and after the accident will be the same. The input variables include roadway, vehicle, driver and environmental conditions. 

Accident reconstruction engineering studies can be utilized by the industry, city and state governments for modifying the 

structural facilities such as roads. The modifications may include obtaining improved friction factors, increased number of 

lanes and lane widths and better site distances. Vehicle manufacturers use the results of the studies for developing better 

designs of vehicles. Some of the recent vehicles may use event data recorder containing information on the speed of the 

vehicle before and at the time of the accident. Some manufacturers, such as GM and Ford, allow downloading the 

information from these boxes after an accident [3]. The results of the accident reconstruction studies are also used for 

producing better navigations aids to assist the drivers. 

In this study the guidelines of Accreditation Commission for Traffic Accident Reconstruction (ACTAR) [4] are 

used. There are many research studies on the application of accident reconstruction engineering principles. One of the most 

important one is that of Hurt’s [5]. Hurt found that motorcyclists needed to develop their capabilities on controlling skids and 

proper use of helmets significantly reduced head injuries. Hurt further found that out of all the turning movements, the left 

turners were the most involved ones in the accidents while turning in front of the oncoming motorcycles. 

 

II. SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
The study is limited to the accidents caused by negligent drivers of cars hitting the parked cars [6,7,8]. All the 

accidents caused elastic deformations only [9]. There are no significant plastic deformations [10]. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 
C3 was a parked car by the side of the road. The speed limit of the road is 15 mph. C2 was parked behind C3. C1 

was driven by a negligent driver. The friction coefficients of the shoulder and pavement were measured. C1 saw C2 too late 

and hit the brakes. C1 skidded and hit C2. C2 skidded and hit C3. C3 skidded on to the shoulder and stopped. In most of the 

cases C3 was damaged and its driver was injured. As the plaintiff, C3’s driver sued the negligent driver of C1. In most of the 

cases C1 driver underestimated his or her speed at the time of the accident.  

 

3.1. Parked vehicle Car 3 

The following steps were followed. 

 

1. Deceleration = Friction factor * acceleration due to gravity 

2. Final velocity of C3 = 0 

3. Initial velocity of C3 is shown in the following equation. 

          (1) 

 

Where, u= initial velocity of the vehicle, ft/sec 

a= deceleration of the vehicle, ft/sec
2
 

s= skidded distance, feet 

4. The total product of mass and velocity of Car2 is equal to that of Car 3 as shown in the following equation. 

M2u2 = m3 u3           (2) 

Where, m2= mass of vehicle C2 and u2 is the velocity of C2. M3= mass of C3 and u3 = velocity of C3.  

Influence of Skidded Distance on the Initial Velocity of 

Vehicle in Chain Accidents at Intersections 
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3.2. Car 2  

Deceleration was calculated by using Equation1. 

Final velocity was calculated by the following equation. 

 

           (3) 

 

Where, u= initial velocity of the vehicle, ft/sec 

v=final velocity, ft/sec 

a= deceleration of the vehicle, ft/sec
2
 

s= skidded distance, feet 

3.3 Car 1 

Deceleration was calculated by using Equation1. 

Final velocity was calculated by Equation 3. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The following assumptions were made in this study 

1. The energy lost in sound produced by the accident is negligible. 

2. The energy lost in causing the slight angular movement of the vehicle is negligible. 

Professional engineering principles allow the application of the above two assumptions in the appropriate engineering 

calculations.  

 

Table I shows the Engineering Calculations for Mixed Variables for Case 1 through Case 5 for Determininig the Initial 

Velocity while Table II gives the Engineering Calculations for Mixed Variables for Case 6 thorugh 7 for Determininig the 

Initial Velocity.  

Engineering Calculations for Case 1 through Case 5; Case 6 through Case 10; and Case 11 through Case 15 for Determininig 

the influence of Skidded Distance on the Initial Velocity are given in Tables III, IV, and V respectively.  

The following regression relationship was found with statistically significant correlation coefficient for predicting the 

performance of the engineering variables. The relationship was significant at α = 0.05 significance level [11,12,13,14]. 

 

Fig. 1 shows the influence of Skidded Distance on the Initial Velocity. This relationship is described by a quadratic 

equation (Initial velocity = -0.0003 Skidded distance 
2 
+0.185 Skidded Distance + 51.83) with R = 1. 

 

Table I. Engineering Calculations for Mixed Variables for Case 1 through Case 5 for Determininig the Initial Velocity. 

 Case 1  Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 

Car3      

Final Velocity, ft/sec 0 0 0 0 0 

Subgrade Friction 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 

Skidded Distance, ft 48 29 33 39 46 

Deceleration, ft/sec
2
 12.24 12.24 12.24 12.24 12.24 

Initial Velocity, ft/sec 34.27 26.64 28.42 30.89 33.55 

Weight, pounds 1800 2100 2400 2600 2500 

Car2      

Weight, Pounds 3300 3100 3600 3900 4200 

Weight Ratio, C2/C1  0.55 0.68 0.67 0.67 0.60 

Final Velocity, ft/sec 18.69 18.05 18.95 20.60 19.97 

Skidded Distance, ft 8.00 12.00 14.00 13.00 11.00 

Pavement Friction 0.12 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 

Deceleration, ft/sec
2
 3.86 3.22 4.83 6.44 8.05 

Initial Velocity, ft/sec 20.28 20.07 22.23 24.32 24.00 

Car1      

Weight, pounds 3400 3700 4000 4150 4450 

Weight Ratio, C2/C1  0.97 0.84 0.90 0.94 0.94 

Final Velocity, ft/sec 19.68 16.82 20.01 22.86 22.65 

Skidded Distance, ft 5.00 7.00 9.00 11.00 10.00 

Pavement Friction 0.3 0.15 0.12 0.21 0.18 

Deceleration, ft/sec
2
 9.66 4.83 3.86 6.76 5.80 

Initial Velocity, ft/sec 22.00 18.72 21.68 25.91 25.08 
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Table II. Engineering Calculations for Mixed Variables for Case 6 through Case 7 for Determininig the Initial Velocity. 

 

 Case 6  Case 7 

Car3   

Final Velocity, ft/sec 0 0 

Subgrade Friction 0.38 0.38 

Skidded Distance, ft 44 48 

Deceleration, ft/sec
2
 12.24 12.24 

Initial Velocity, ft/sec 32.81 34.27 

Weight, pounds 2700 4500 

Car2   

Weight, Pounds 4350 3750 

Weight Ratio, C2/C1  0.62 1.20 

Final Velocity, ft/sec 20.37 41.13 

Skidded Distance, ft 15.00 20.00 

Pavement Friction 0.30 0.35 

Deceleration, ft/sec
2
 9.66 11.27 

Initial Velocity, ft/sec 26.54 46.29 

Car1   

Weight, pounds 2450 2750 

Weight Ratio, C2/C1  1.78 1.36 

Final Velocity, ft/sec 47.13 63.12 

Skidded Distance, ft 13.00 19.00 

Pavement Friction 0.1 0.23 

Deceleration, ft/sec
2
 3.22 7.41 

Initial Velocity, ft/sec 48.01 65.31 

Table III. Engineering Calculations for Case 1 through Case 5 for Determininig the Relationship between Skided Distance 

and Initial Velocity. 

 Case 1  Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 

Car3      

Final Velocity, ft/sec 0 0 0 0 0 

Subgrade Friction 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 

Skidded Distance, ft 55 55 55 55 55 

Deceleration, ft/sec
2
 12.24 12.24 12.24 12.24 12.24 

Initial Velocity, ft/sec 36.69 36.69 36.69 36.69 36.69 

Weight, pounds 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 

Car2      

Weight, Pounds 3300 3300 3300 3300 3300 

Weight Ratio, C2/C1  0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 

Final Velocity, ft/sec 20.01 20.01 20.01 20.01 20.01 

Skidded Distance, ft 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 

Pavement Friction 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 

Deceleration, ft/sec
2
 9.66 9.66 9.66 9.66 9.66 

Initial Velocity, ft/sec 23.56 23.56 23.56 23.56 23.56 

Car1      

Weight, pounds 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 

Weight Ratio, C2/C1  2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 

Final Velocity, ft/sec 51.83 51.83 51.83 51.83 51.83 

Skidded Distance, ft 2.00 4.00 6.00 10.00 13.00 

Pavement Friction 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 

Deceleration, ft/sec
2
 9.66 9.66 9.66 9.66 9.66 

Initial Velocity, ft/sec 52.20 52.57 52.94 53.66 54.20 
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Table IV. Engineering Calculations for Case 6 through Case 10 for Determininig the Relationship between Skidded Distance 

and Initial Velocity. 

 Case 6  Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 Case 10 

Car3      

Final Velocity, ft/sec 0 0 0 0 0 

Subgrade Friction 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 

Skidded Distance, ft 55 55 55 55 55 

Deceleration, ft/sec
2
 12.24 12.24 12.24 12.24 12.24 

Initial Velocity, ft/sec 36.69 36.69 36.69 36.69 36.69 

Weight, pounds 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 

Car2      

Weight, Pounds 3300 3300 3300 3300 3300 

Weight Ratio, C2/C1  0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 

Final Velocity, ft/sec 20.01 20.01 20.01 20.01 20.01 

Skidded Distance, ft 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 

Pavement Friction 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 

Deceleration, ft/sec
2
 9.66 9.66 9.66 9.66 9.66 

Initial Velocity, ft/sec 23.56 23.56 23.56 23.56 23.56 

Car1      

Weight, pounds 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 

Weight Ratio, C2/C1  2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 

Final Velocity, ft/sec 51.83 51.83 51.83 51.83 51.83 

Skidded Distance, ft 16.00 18.00 20.00 22.00 24.00 

Pavement Friction 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 

Deceleration, ft/sec
2
 9.66 9.66 9.66 9.66 9.66 

Initial Velocity, ft/sec 54.73 55.08 55.43 55.78 56.12 

 

Table V. Engineering Calculations for Case 11 through Case 15 for Determininig the Relationship between Skidded 

Distance and Initial Velocity. 

 Case 11  Case 12 Case 13 Case 14 Case 15 

Car3      

Final Velocity, ft/sec 0 0 0 0 0 

Subgrade Friction 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 

Skidded Distance, ft 55 55 55 55 55 

Deceleration, ft/sec
2
 12.24 12.24 12.24 12.24 12.24 

Initial Velocity, ft/sec 36.69 36.69 36.69 36.69 36.69 

Weight, pounds 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 

Car2      

Weight, Pounds 3300 3300 3300 3300 3300 

Weight Ratio, C2/C1  0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 

Final Velocity, ft/sec 20.01 20.01 20.01 20.01 20.01 

Skidded Distance, ft 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 

Pavement Friction 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 

Deceleration, ft/sec
2
 9.66 9.66 9.66 9.66 9.66 

Initial Velocity, ft/sec 23.56 23.56 23.56 23.56 23.56 

Car1      

Weight, pounds 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 

Weight Ratio, C2/C1  2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 

Final Velocity, ft/sec 51.83 51.83 51.83 51.83 51.83 

Skidded Distance, ft 26.00 28.00 30.00 32.00 34.00 

Pavement Friction 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 

Deceleration, ft/sec
2
 9.66 9.66 9.66 9.66 9.66 

Initial Velocity, ft/sec 56.47 56.81 57.15 57.48 57.82 
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Figure 1 Influence of Skidded Distance on the Initial Velocity 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
The following regression relationship was found with statistically significant correlation coefficient for predicting 

the performance of the engineering variables. 

The influence of Skidded Distance on the Initial Velocity is shown by a quadratic equation (Initial velocity = -

0.0003 Skidded distance 
2 
+0.185 Skidded Distance + 51.83) with R = 1.  
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a new topology for multilevel Current source converter. The new converter uses 

parallel connections of full-bridge cells. Also by Adding or removing the full-bridge cells, modularized circuit layout and 

packaging is possible, where the number of output current levels can also be easily adjusted. Using adequate levels, the 

multilevel current converter generates approximately sinusoidal output current with very low harmonic distortion. Based on 

this converter a shunt active filter has been modeled. The simulation results of the lacking shunt active filter and through 

shunt active filter in controlled rectifier shows that the THD alleviation by means of shunt active filter. 

 

Key words: Multilevel Converter, Shunt Active Power Filter, Power Quality.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently multilevel power conversion technology has been a very rapidly growing area of power electronics with 

good potential for further developments. The most attractive applications of this technology are in the medium to high-

voltage range[1] Multilevel converters work more like amplitude modulation rather than pulse modulation, and as a result: 

• Each device in a multilevel converter has a much lower dv/dt The outputs of the converter have almost perfect  

currents with very good voltage waveforms because the undesirable harmonics can be removed easily, 

• The bridges of each converter work at a very low switching frequency and low speed semiconductors can be used and 

• Switching losses are very low [2].  

The general function of the multilevel converter is to synthesize a desired output voltage from sev- eral levels of DC 

voltages as inputs.  The DC volt- age sources are available from batteries, capacitors, or fuel cells. There are three types of 

multilevel con-verters: 

 

• Diode-Clamped Multilevel Converter 

• Flying-Capacitor Multilevel Converter 

• Cascaded-Converters with Separated DC Sources 

The first practical multilevel topology is the diode-clamped multilevel converter topology and first in-troduced by 

Nabae in 1980 [3].  The converter uses capacitors in series to divide the DC bus voltage into a set of voltage levels. To 

produce N levels of the phase voltage, an   N −level diode-clamp converter    needs N-1 capacitors on the DC bus.  The flying 

capacitor multilevel converter proposed by Meynard and Foch in 1992 [4], [5]. The converter uses a ladder structure of the DC 

side capacitors where the volt-age on each capacitor differs from that of the next capacitor. To generate N −level staircase 

output volt-age, N − 1 capacitors in the DC bus are needed.Each phase-leg has an identical structure. The size of the voltage 

increment between two capacitors de-termines the size of the voltage levels in the out-put waveform The last structure 

introduced in the paper is a multilevel converter, which uses cascade converters with separate DC sources and first used for 

plasma stabilization [6], it was then extended for three-phase applications [7]. The multilevel converter  using cascaded-

converter with separate DC sources synthesizes a desired voltage from several independent sources of DC voltage.  A primary 

advantage of this topology is that it provides the flexibility to increase the number of levels without introducing 

complexity into the power stage.  Also, this topology requires the same number of primary switches as the diode-clamped 

topology, but does not require the clamping diode. However, this configuration uses multiple dedicated DC-busses and often a 

complicated and expensive line transformer, which makes this a rather expensive solution.   In addition, bidirectional 

operation is somewhat difficult (although not impossible) to achieve [8].  Modularized circuit layout and packaging is 

possible because each level has the same structure, and there are no extra clamping diodes or voltage balancing capacitor. The 

number of output voltage levels can be adjusted by adding or removing the full-bridge cells  The converters that were focused 

upon were volt-age source converters, with multilevel voltage wave-forms. These converters divide the total input voltage among 

a number switches, and allow a reduction of the voltage harmonics.  As mentioned, these are the most commonly used and best-

understood multilevel converters. The most multilevel converters discussed in the literature are multilevel voltage source con 

verters [9].  However, in many current applications, such as shunt active filters, active power line conditioners, VAR 

compensations etc., we need to use multilevel current converters.  This paper presents a new   multilevel current converter. Then 

the proposed multilevel current source converter is the core of a shunt active filter, which is obtained based on this converter. The 

proposed new multilevel current converter consists of a set of par-allel single-phase full-bridge converter units. The AC current 

output of each levels full-bridge converter is connected in parallel such that the synthesized current waveform is the sum of 

the converter outputs. In other words, for high current applications many switches can be placed in parallel, with their current 

summed by inductors. 

 

 

Total Harmonic Distortion Alleviation by using Shunt Active Filter 
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II. THE PROPOSED MULTILEVEL CURRENT CONVERTER 
II.1.The Proposed Topology 

The full-bridge topology is used to synthesize a three-level square-wave output current waveform. The full-bridge 

configuration of the single-phase current source converter is shown in Fig1. 

In as single-phase full-bridge configuration, four switches are needed. In full-bridge configuration, by 

 
Fig.1. A multi level current converter 

 Turning the switches S1 and S4 on and S2 and S3 off a current of Idc1 is available at output io1, while reversing the ing the 

operation we get current of idc1. To generate zero level of a full-bridge converter, the switches S1and S3 are turned on while S2 

and S4 are turned off or vice versa.  The typical output waveform of full bridge of single-phase multilevel shown in Fig.1 is 

shown in Fig. 2  

 
Fig.2.Typical output wave form of three level configuration 

  The three possible levels with respect to above discussion are shown in Table 1.  Note that S1 and S2 should not be open at the 

same time, nor should S3 and S4. Otherwise, an open circuit would exist across the DC current source. 

Table 1: output current with corresponding conditions 

MODES CONDUCTING 

SWITCHES 

OUTPUT 

CURRNT 

1 S1,S4 +Idc1 

2 S2,S3 -Idc1 

3 S1,S3 or S2,S4 0 

Fig.3 shows equivalent circuits of the proposed topology at different modes. 

 
Fig.3.The Equivalent Circuits of the Proposed Topology at Different Modes 

From Fig. 3, the instantaneous switches voltages of each module are given in Table2 

Table 2: Instantaneous switches voltages 

Mode Vs1 Vs2 Vs3 Vs4 

1 0 Vo(t) Vo(t) 0 

2 -Vo(t) 0 0 -Vo(t) 

3 0 Vo(t) 0 -Vo(t) 

 Using parallel connections of many converters like the one shown in Fig. 1, we can synthesize multi-level current 

converter. The general function of this multilevel current source converter is to synthesize a desired current from several 

independent sources of DC currents.  Fig. 3 shows a single-phase struc-ture of a parallel converter with a separate DC cur-rent 

source.  By different combinations of the four switches, S1−S4, each full-bridge converter can gener-ate three different current 

outputs, +Idc1, −Idc1 and zero current. The AC outputs of each of the different level of full-bridge converters are connected in 

par-allel such that the synthesized current waveform is the sum of the converter outputs.  An output phase current waveform 

is obtained by summing the output currents of the converter bridges: 

𝐼𝑂𝑁 𝑡 = 𝑖𝑜1 𝑡 + 𝑖𝑜2 𝑡 + ⋯ + 𝑖𝑜𝑛  𝑡                (1) 

Where N is the number of parallel bridges [10].  

In the following we propose a new method for determining the levels of different DC current sources, which are used in the 

proposed multilevel converter. 
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Fig.3. Single phase parllel multilevel current source converter 

 

II.2. DETERMINING THE LEVELS     

If all DC current sources in Fig. 3 are equal to Idc the converter is then known as symmetric multilevel current source 

converter.  With having a number of full-bridge converter units, this technique results in an output current of the converter 

that is almost sinusoidal.  

The maximum output current of the N paralleled multilevel current source converter is  

       𝐼𝑀𝐴𝑋 = 𝑁 ∗ 𝐼𝑑𝑐                                                  (2) 

In this topology; the number of overall output current(S) is given by: 

    𝑆 = 1 + 2𝑁                                                       (3) 

   For example, a 13-level multilevel current source converter using the technique can be implemented as shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 

4, io1 to io6 are DC current supplies, which are from either regulated inductors or separated DC sources. 

 
Fig.4 The 13 level converter output 

 

III. THE SHUNT ACTIVE FILTER BASED ON MULTILEVEL CURRENT SOURCE 

CONVER-TER 
III. 1.SHUNT ACTIVE FILTER PRINCIPLE   

In recent years, the usage of modern electronic equipment has been increasing rapidly.  These elect-ronic equipments 

impose nonlinear loads to the AC main that draw reactive and harmonic current in ad-dition to active current.  In order to 

overcome these problems, different kinds of active power fil-ters, based on force-commutated devices, have been developed.  

Particularly, shunt active power filters, using different control strategies, have been widely investigated. These filters operate 

as current sources, connected in parallel with the nonlinear load generat-ing the current and the current harmonic components 

required by the load.  However, shunt active filters present the disadvantages that are difficult to imple-ment in large scale 

where the control is also compli-cated.  To reduce the drawbacks, the proposed solu-tion in this paper is to use a multilevel 

current source converter. A shunt active filter consists of a controllable voltage or current source. This topology is shown in 

fig.5 it consisting of DC link capacitor C, power electronic switch and inductor Lf. 

 

 
Fig.5 configuration of voltage source converter based on shunt active filter 

 

III.2. SUGGESTED SHUNT ACTIVE FILTER     
Fig.6 shows the schematic of the suggested shunt active power filter consisting of the new multilevel current source 

inverter with a control unit, to solve the power quality problems. The operation of the shunt current source multilevel 

inverters is based on the injection of current harmonic, iSH , which is in phase with the load current, iLoad,   thus eliminating the 

harmonic current of the line(supply) current iLine. Now, suppose that the load current can be written as the sum of the 

fundamental and harmonic current as in equation (4)  

 𝑖𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 =  𝑖𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 ,𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑 + 𝑖𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 ,𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑠            (4) 

Then the injected current by shunt inverter should be: 

 𝑖𝑆𝐻 = 𝑖𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 ,𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑠                                        (5) 
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With resulting the line current  

𝑖𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒 =  𝑖𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 − 𝑖𝑆𝐻                                             (6) 

𝑖𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒 =  𝑖𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 ,𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑                                             (7) 

As it is seen, the equation (7) only contains the fundamental component of the load current and thus free from the harmonics. 

 

 
Fig.6. Suggested Shunt Active filter configuration 

 

IV. WITHOUT SHUNT ACTIVE FILTER 
      The industrial loads usually have complex nonlinear dynamics. In connecting nonlinearities to a power network, they induce 

some undesirable distortions to the sinusoidal signal of the network. For showing this effect, a three phase controlled rectifier is 

used as a nonlinear load connected to grid Fig.7 shows the circuit of a three-phase controlled rectifier. The input phase voltages can 

be written as:  

         𝑣𝑎 =  𝑣𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑡                                          (8) 

        𝑣𝑏 = 𝑣𝑚 sin  𝑤𝑖𝑡 − 2𝜋
3                          (9) 

        𝑣𝑐 = 𝑣𝑚 sin  𝑤𝑖𝑡 + 2𝜋
3                          (10)                  

 
Fig.7. Three Phase Controlled Rectifier as a Nonlinear Load 

If the load is assumed a pure resistance, the output current Peak is:   

 

 𝐼𝑀𝐴𝑋
= √3𝑉𝑚

𝑅𝐿
                                                  (11)     

In this study, the parameters of the system are as 𝑉𝑚 = 110√2 𝑉, 𝑤𝑖 = 100𝜋 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑅𝐿 = 40ohms Fig.8 shows waveforms of 

input line voltages, load current and line currents. As the Fig.8 shows, nonlinear loads may pollute power lines seriously 

with their high levels harmonic current and reduction in power factor.  Fig.9 depicts the Fast Fourier Transform of ac utility 

line current Harmonics up to the 20th have been considered. The THD of the input current of the rectifier also the ac utility 

line current is 103.87%.  

 

 
Fig.8.   The Outputs of Controlled Rectifier 

 
Fig.9. FFT analysis of the line current of Controlled Rectifier 
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V. WITH SHUNT ACTIVE FILTER 
The ability of shunt active filters to suppress these problems has attracted a great deal of attention to these systems.  

This paper proposed a new struc-ture for shunt active filter based on multilevel cur-rent source converter.  For showing the 

capability of the proposed shunt active filter, a 13 level multilevel current source converter as shown in Fig.10. Fig.11. 

Shows a single phase structure of the  

 
Fig.10. 13 level current converter 

Multilevel converter. The converter consists of seven full-bridges with all current sources are equal to Idc. Fig. 12 

shows the load, line and shunt active power filter output currents. The shunt active power filter with multilevel current 

converter is able to successfully compensates reactive power and mitigate current harmonics distortions with excellent 

transient performance. 

 
Fig.11. Single-Phase 13-Level Multilevel Current Converter Used in the Shunt Active Filter System 

 

 Fig.13. depicts the Fast Fourier Transform of ac utility line current Harmonics with shunt active filter up to the 20th 

have been considered. The THD of the input current of the rectifier also the ac utility line current is 12.66%.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a new topology for multilevel current source converters has been presented. The most important feature of the 

system is being convenient for expanding and increasing the Number of output levels. The proposed strategies generate a 

current with minimum error with respect to the sinusoidal reference. Therefore, it generates very low harmonic distortion.         

Load currents 

 
Shunt active filter currents 

 
Line currents 

 
Fig.12. Load, Shunt Active Filter and Line Output Currents 
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Fig.12. FFT analysis of the line current iA, at ac utility connected through shunt active filter 
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ABSTRACT: User profile can be defined as the description of the user interests, behaviors, characteristics, and 

preferences. User profiling is the practice of gathering, organizing, and interpreting the users profile information. In this 

paper, we propose an adaptive approach for creating user behavior profiles and recognizing computer users. We call this 

approach Evolving Agent behavior Classification based on Distributions of relevant events (EVABCD) and it is based on 

representing the observed behavior of a computer agent as an adaptive distribution of his/her relevant atomic behaviors 

(events). Once the model has been created, EVABCD presents an evolving method for updating and evolving the user 

profiles and classifying an observed user. The approach we present is generalizable to all kinds of computer user behaviors 

represented by a sequence of events. 

 

Keywords: Classifier, EVABCD, Profiles, Trie. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A web search engine is used to search and retrieve required information from WWW and FTP servers. The needed 

search results that are retrieved are presented in a list of results. This information may consist of web pages, audio, video, 

images and other types of files [1]. Some search engines also mine the data available in various databases. Unlike web 

directories that maintained by human, search engines operate algorithmically or are a mixture of several algorithms and 

human input. Most search engines return the same results for the same query, regardless of the user‟s interest in that area. 

Since queries submitted to search engines are very short and they will not express the user‟s precise needs. A good user 

profiling strategy is a fundamental component in the search engine personalization. Search engine personalization is the act 

of gathering and interpreting the users profile information. Most personalization methods is based on the creation of one 

single profile for a user and then user have to specify his search interest in that and based on that interest ,the results will be 

retrieved. If his/her search interest changes, he have to update that manually.  

Different queries from the user should be handled differently because a user‟s preferences may vary across different 

queries [2]. For example, a user who prefers information about a fruit on the query “apple” may not prefer the information 

about Apple Computer for the query “apple.” Personalization strategies should be done such that it is based on user‟s 

interest, the result should be obtained. Based on the changing behavior of the user, their profiles should be updated 

automatically. An adaptive approach for creating behavior profiles and recognizing different computer users called Evolving 

Agent behavior Classification based on Distributions of relevant events (EVABCD) is used and it is based on representing 

the observed behavior of a computer agent as an adaptive distribution of her/his relevant atomic behaviors [3].  

This paper is organized as follows: Section II provides as overview of background work. The main improvement 

and the development of the personalized automatic updation of the user profile are provided in Section III. Section IV 

describes the conclusion. 

 

II. BACKGROUND WORK 
Various approaches have been proposed as literature point of view that the user profile usually changes to recognize 

behavior of others in real-time. To predict, to coordinate, and to recognize human brain capacity for future actions. Different 

methods have been used to find out the relevant information in computer user behavior in different computer areas: 

 

A. Discovery of navigation patterns 

In [4], the authors present the Web Utilization Miner (WUM), a mining system for discovering interesting 

navigation patterns in website. WUM prepares the web log data for mining process  and the language MINT mining the 

aggregated data according to the directives of the human expert [5]. 

B. Web recommender systems 

In [6], the authors propose a system (WebMemex) that provides recommended information based on the captured 

history of navigation from a list of known users. WebMemex captures information such as IP addresses, user Ids and the 

URL accessed for future analysis. 

C. Web page filtering 

In [7], the authors present a technique to generate readable user profiles that accurately capture interests by 

observing their behavior on the Web. The proposed method is built on the Web Document Conceptual Clustering algorithm, 

with which profiles without an a priori knowledge of user interest categories can be acquired. 

D. Computer security 

In [8], the authors describe a method using queuing theory and logistic regression modeling methods for profiling 

computer users based on simple temporal aspects of their behavior. 

 

A Novel Method for Creating and Recognizing User Behavior 

Profiles 
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III. PROPOSED WORK 
In this paper, we propose a novel method for creating behavior profiles and recognizing computer users. We call 

this method Evolving Agent behavior Classification based on Distributions of relevant events (EVABCD) and it is based on 

representing the observed behavior of a computer agent as an adaptive distribution of his/her relevant atomic events. The 

goal of our work in the UNIX environment can be divided into two phases:  

 Creating and updating user behavior profiles from the commands the users typed in a UNIX shell. 

 Classifying a new sequence of UNIX commands into the predefined profiles. 

The proposed work includes at each step the following two main actions: 

 Creating the user behavior profiles and evolving the classifier 

 User classification 

 

Construction of the user behavior profile 

In order to construct a user behavior profile in online mode from the data stream, extract an ordered sequence of 

acknowledged events. Commands are inherently in order, it is considered in the modelling process. According to this aspect, 

in order to get the most representative set of subsequence‟ s from a sequence, we propose the use of a tree data structure 

called trie. Building of a user profile from a single sequence of commands is done by a 3 step process:  

 Segmentation of the sequence of commands.  

 Storage of the subsequence‟s in a tree.  

 Creation of the user profile.  

 

B. Segmentation of commands and Trie creation 

First, the sequence is divided into subsequences of equal length from the first to the last element. Thus, the 

sequence A =A1A2 . . .An (where n is the number of unix commands of the sequence) will be segmented in the 

subsequences described by Ai . . .Ai+length  i, i=[1,n-length+1], where length is the size of the subsequences created. The 

subsequences of unix commands are stored in a trie data structure. When a new model needs to be constructed, we create an 

empty trie, and insert each subsequence of behaviors into it, such that all possible subsequences are accessible and explicitly 

represented. Every trie node represents an event appearing at the end of a subsequence, and the trie nodes children represent 

the events that have appeared following this event. Also, each trie node keeps track of the number of times a command has 

been recorded into it. When a new subsequence is inserted into the trie, the existing nodes are modified and/or new nodes are 

created. Considering the example, the first subsequence ({ls -> date -> ls}) is added as the first branch of the empty trie 

(Figure 1a). Each node is labeled with the number 1 which indicates that the command has been inserted in the node once (in 

Figure 1, this number is enclosed in square brackets). Then, the suffixes of the subsequence ({date -> ls} and {ls}) are also 

inserted (Figure 1b). Finally, after inserting the three subsequences and its corresponding suffixes, the completed trie is 

obtained (Figure 1c). 

 
 

 
Figure1: Steps of creating an example trie 

C. Creation of the User Profile 

Once the trie structure is created, the subsequences that characterize the user profile and its relevance are calculated 

by traversing the trie. For this purpose, frequency-based methods are often used. In particular, in EVABCD, to evaluate the 

relevance of the subsequence, its relative frequency or support is calculated. In this step, the trie structure can be transformed 

into a set of subsequences labeled by its support value. In EVABCD, this set of subsequences is represented as the 

distribution of relevant subsequences. Thus, we assume that user behavior profiles are n-dimensional matrices, where each 

dimension of the matrix will represent a particular subsequence of commands. Once a user behavior profile has been created, 

it is then classified and used to update the Evolving-Profile-Library. 
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D. Evolving UNIX User classifier 

A classifier is defined as a mapping from the feature space to the class label space. In the proposed classifier, the 

feature space is defined by the distributions of subsequences of events. Thus, a distribution in the class label space represents 

a specific behavior which is one of the prototypes of the EPLib. EVABCD receives observations in real time from the 

environment to analyze. In our case, these observations are UNIX commands and they are converted into the corresponding 

distribution of the subsequences online. In order to classify a UNIX user behavior, these distributions must be represented in 

a data space. Figure 2 explains graphically this novel idea. In this example, the distribution of the first user consists of five 

subsequences of commands (ls, ls-date, date, cat, and date-cat); therefore, we need a 5-dimensional data space to represent 

this distribution because each different subsequence is represented by one dimension. If we consider the second user, we can 

see that 3 of the five previous subsequences have not been typed by this user (ls-date, date, and date-cat), so these values are 

not available. To sum up, the dimensions of the data space represent the different subsequences typed by the computer users 

and they will increase according to the different new subsequences obtained. 

 

 
Figure 2: Distributions of subsequences of events in an evolving system approach 

 

E. Structure of the EVABCD 

Once the corresponding distribution has been created from the online stream, it is processed by the classifier. The 

structure of this classifier includes the following: 

1. Classify the new sample in a class represented by a prototype.  

2. Calculate the potential of the new data sample to be a prototype.  

3. Update all the prototypes considering the new data sample. It is done because the density of the data space surrounding 

certain data sample changes with the insertion of each new data sample. Insert the new data sample as a new prototype if 

needed. 

4. Remove any prototype if needed. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
An important result from the experiments is that user profiles with negative preferences can increase the separation 

between similar and dissimilar queries. And also search results retrieved based on history based search to help user to 

navigate the web pages easily. Our proposed method, EVABCD, to model and classify user behaviors from a sequence of 

events. EVABCD is recursive, and it can be used in an interactive mode; thus, it is computationally efficient and fast in 

updating the profile of the user. In addition, its structure is simple as well as interpretable. This personalization technique can 

also be used to monitor and also to detect abnormalities based on a time-varying behaviour of same users and to detect 

masquerades. 
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ABSTRACT: Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) is a promising technology to meet the challenges of the present generation 

for providing flexible adaptive and reconfigurable architecture. WMN provides cost-effective business solutions. A WMN is 

dynamically a self-organized and self-configured system with the nodes in the network automatically establishing and 

maintaining mesh connectivity among themselves. However, WMN is attractive to both the service providers and users and 

widespread due to its low investment feature and the wireless broadband services it supports, security issues inherent in 

mesh network or any wireless networks need be considered before deployment and proliferation of these networks, since it is 

unappealing to subscribers to obtain services without a security and privacy guarantee. Anonymity can incur insider attacks 

since misbehaving users are no longer traceable. It provides anonymity for the honest user’s and trace the users who are 

misbehaving using other client’s identification. Moreover, the approach to ensure the network access anonymity and 

location privacy, our pseudonym generation does not rely on a central authority, e.g., the broker, the domain authority.  

 

Keywords: Anonymity, Tickets, Traceability, WMN. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN) are gaining growing interest as a promising technology for ubiquitous high speed 

network access. The routing in wireless mesh networks is different from wired networks because of topology changes related 

to environmental fluctuations, limited bandwidth and battery life, partly unidirectional links, many redundant links, link 

quality. A WMN is dynamically a self-organized and self-configured system with the nodes in the network automatically 

establishing and maintaining mesh connectivity among themselves. However, WMN is attractive to both the service 

providers and users and widespread due to its low investment feature and the wireless broadband services it supports, 

security issues inherent in the mesh networks or any wireless networks need be considered before deployment and 

proliferation of these networks, since it is unappealing to subscribers to obtain services without a security and privacy 

guarantee. Wireless security has been considered as most important in many networking technologies such as the Mobile 

Ad-hoc Networks(MANET)[1],Vehicular AdhocNetworks(VANET)[2], wireless sensor networks. Recently, new proposals 

on WMN security[3] is also evolved. 

Anonymity and Traceability are considered as important concept in many payment based systems. Anonymity 

unlinks the user identities from his/her activities and also to prevent movement tracing by hiding location information in 

payment based systems[4]. In unconditional anonymity, it is easier for any of the mesh network clients to misbehave and 

thus has not been traced. Even though there is pseudonym technique, to ensure that the network access anonymity and 

location privacy, it does not rely on central authority, who can derive the user’s identity from his pseudonyms and illegally 

trace an honest user. Thus the concept of traceability is highly desirable in such systems[4]. This paper proposes a security 

architecture, that involves ticketing and blinding, resolve the conflicts between anonymity and traceability. Ticketing 

technique [5] includes Ticket Issuance and Ticket Deposit, in which the tickets are issued, based on his/her misbehavior 

levels of the users, using Ticket Issuance Protocol, to do any processes and using Ticket Deposit Protocol, it is deposited. 

The borrowed Restrictive Partially Blind Signature technique [4][6], that acts as a backbone for our architecture. In this, with 

the help of Restrictiveness property, the user can get the signature by blinding his personal details and thus achieves 

anonymity. And with the help of Partial property, Trusted Authority (TA) can view some of the user detail in case of 

authentication. And, the dishonest users can be easily traced with the help of the Fraud Detection protocol. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
Sensor networks are typically characterized by limited power supplies, small memory sizes, low bandwidth and 

limited energy. This leads to a very demanding environment to provide security issues. Majority of security issues have not 

been addressed and surveyed in [7].Universal pass model [8] proposed for mesh networks, addressing countermeasures to 

wide range of attacks in WMNs. In [9], the TA provides free Internet access but requires the clients (CLs) to be authorized 

and affiliated usres generally for a long term so that Ticket –based security architecture was developed which includes: 

Ticket issuance, Ticket deposit. Designing a ticket-based anonymity system with traceability property; bind of the ticket and 

pseudonym which guarantees anonymous access control (i.e., anonymously authenticating a user at the access point and 

simplified revocation process ,revocation of Tickets, adoption of the hierarchical identity-based cryptography (HIBC) for 

inter domain authentication avoiding domain parameter  certification are illustrated in [1]. Figure 1 explains the Ticket 

issuance and Deposit phases [9]. 

 

Secure Ticket- Based Anonymity and Traceability in Wireless 

Mesh Networks 
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Figure 1: Ticket issuance and deposit 

 

Here Ticket issuance occurs when the user initially attempts to access the network or when all previously issued 

tickets are depleted. The user or client needs to reveal his real ID to the TA(Trusted Authority) in order to obtain a ticket 

since the TA has to ensure the authenticity of this client. After some process TA issues the batch of Tickets to MN (mobile 

Node). Ticket value is the total amount of traffic that the client is allowed to generate and receive before the expiry date of 

the ticket Misbehavior-Ticket reuse and multiple deposits. Ticket expiry date (validity period) after obtaining a valid ticket, 

the user may deposit it anytime the network service is desired before the ticket expires, using the ticket deposit protocol. 

Misbehavior is totally different from the noncompliant behavior. 

 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 
In wireless communication systems, it is easier for a global observer to mount traffic analysis attacks by following 

the packet forwarding path than in the wired networks. Thus, routing anonymity is indispensable, which conceals the secret 

communication relationship of two parties by building an anonymous path between them. Nevertheless, unconditional 

anonymity may incur insider attacks since dishonest users are no longer traceable. Therefore, traceability is highly desirable 

such as in e-cash systems where it is used for detection and tracing double-spenders. 

 

Disadvantages of Existing System: 

In the existing systems, there exists Conflicts between both the anonymity and traceability. The fundamental 

security requirements including authentication, data integrity, confidentiality and non-repudiation are not achieved in the 

existing systems. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
In this paper, we propose a security architecture to ensure Unconditional anonymity for honest users and traceability 

of misbehaving users for Network authorities in wireless mesh networks (WMN). We are motivated by resolving the above 

security conflicts, namely anonymity and traceability concepts, in the emerging WMN communication systems. We have 

proposed the initial design of our security architecture, where the feasibility and the applicability of the architecture were not 

fully understood. As a result, we provide detailed efficiency analysis in terms of storage, communication, and computation in 

this paper to show that our proposed method is a practically viable solution to the application scenario of interest. We 

attacked Sun et al. scheme’s traceability. Our analysis showed that trusted Authority (TA) cannot trace our system borrows 

the blind signature technique from the payment systems, and hence, can achieve the anonymity of unlinking user identities 

from activities, as well as the traceability of misbehaving users. Furthermore, the proposed pseudonym method renders user 

location information unexposed. 

Our proposed work differs from previous work in that WMNs have unique hierarchical topologies and rely heavily 

on wireless links, which have to be considered in the anonymity design. As a result, the original anonymity method for 

payment systems among bank, customer, and store cannot be directly applied. In addition to the anonymity method, other 

security issues such as authentication, key establishment, and revocation are critical in WMNs to ensure the correct 

application of the anonymity scheme. Moreover, although we employ the widely used pseudonym scheme to ensure network 

access anonymity and location privacy, our pseudonym generation does not rely on a central authority, e.g., the broker , the 

domain authority , the transportation authority or the manufacturer, and the trusted authority , who can derive the user’s 

identity from his pseudonyms and illegally trace an honest user.  

 

A. Wireless mesh networks 

The wireless mesh backbone consists of mesh routers (MRs) and gateways (GWs) interconnected by using ordinary 

wireless links (shown as dotted curves). Mesh routers and the gateways serve as the access points of the WMN and the last 
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resorts to the Internet, respectively. Each network domain, or trust domain (to be used interchangeably) is managed by a 

domain administrator that serves as a trusted authority the central server of a campus WMN. 

 

B. Blind Signature 

In general, a blind signature technique allows a receiver to obtain a signature on a message such that both the 

message and the resulting signature remain unknown to the signer. The formal definition of a blind signature scheme should 

bear the properties of verifiability, unlinkability, and unforgeability. Blind signature scheme, where the restrictiveness 

property is incorporated into the blind signature scheme such that the message being signed must contain the encoded 

information. As the name suggests, this property restricts the client in the blind signature scheme to embed some account-

related secret information into what is being signed by the bank (otherwise, the signing will be unsuccessful) such that this 

secret can be recovered by the bank to identify a user if and only if he double-spends. The restrictiveness property is 

essentially the guarantee for traceability property in the restrictive blind signature systems. 

 

C. Ticket Issuance 

In order to maintain security of the network against attacks and the fairness among users, the home server manager 

may control the access of each client by issuing tickets based on the misbehavior history of the user, which reflects the server 

manager’s confidence about the client to act properly. Ticket issuance occurs when the user initially attempts to access the 

network or when all previously issued tickets are depleted. The client needs to reveal his/her real ID to the server manager in 

order to obtain a ticket since the server manager has to ensure the authenticity of this client. 

 

D. Fraud Detection 

Fraud is used interchangeably with misbehavior in this paper, which is essentially called an insider attack. Ticket 

reuse generally results from the client’s inability to obtain the tickets from the TA when network access is desired, primarily 

due to the client’s past misbehavior, which causes the server manager to constrain his ticket requests. 

 

E. Fundamental security objectives 

It is trivial to show that our security architecture satisfies the security requirements for data integrity, authentication 

and confidentiality, which follows directly from the employment of the standard cryptographic primitives, message 

authentication code, and encryption, in our system. We are only left with the proof of non-repudiation in this category. A 

fraud can be repudiated only if the client can provide a different representation, he/she knows of message from what is 

derived by the server manager. If the client has misbehaved, the representation he/she knows will be the same as the one 

derived by the server Manager which ensures non-repudiation. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we propose a security architecture mainly consisting of the User ticket-based protocols, in which 

Ticket was generated based on user profile (anonymity requirement) which resolves the conflicting security requirements of 

unconditional anonymity for honest users and traceability property of misbehaving users and the single Ticket is issued to 

every client so that storage overhead was reduced and it enhanced with Ticket renewal process. By utilizing the tickets based 

on the user profile, the proposed architecture is demonstrated to achieve desired security objectives and efficiency. 
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ABSTRACT: The Vast use of classic and modern technologies of internet causes increase the interest on systems that will 

protect in visual images against the  wrongful manipulation that may be processed during the execution / transmission .One 

reason behind this problem is the verification of image received during communication. This work will be performed by 

strong image, and for this the image must be first registered by taking advantage of information provided by specific part of 

connected image. We describe strong image setting method in which there is a use of hash element (signatures) . The 

required signature is also attached with image before the transmission of image as well as before the image will send at 

destination place to get the graphical transformation of the received image. The accessor is based on the selecting the image 

which is having highest preference in the parameter space to recovered the graphical transformation which is used to 

manipulate image. The required image encodes the spaces occurred to deal with textures and contrasted strong image types. 

A block-wise strong image will be detected which occurs a graphical representation showing the visual impression 

of distributed of data with directed slope can be also proposed. This can be also used to build the signature for each strong 

image block.  This new technique shows that it gives nice result as compared with state-of-art method. 

 

Keywords: Bag of features (BOF), forensic hash, geometric transformations, image forensics, image registration, 

tampering.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 The growing demand of techniques useful to protect digital visual data against malicious manipulations is induced 

by different episodes that make questionable the use of visual content as evidence material [1], [2]. All those, methods used 

for validity and authenticity of received image are required in internet communication. This strong image recognition can be 

make by using watermarking approach. This watermark will be inserted into the image during strong image recognition, and 

problems will be extracted to verify if there were any bad executions on received image. Any damage into the watermark 

proves that strong image is under construction 

To avoid the twisting of content of image in watermarking method there is another method introduced that is 

signature based method. In Signature –based approach the signature must be small and strong and cannot be overlap into 

Image and also it must be header information of that image. Different signature-based approaches have been recently 

proposed in literature [3]–[10]. Most of them share the  same basic scheme: 1) a hash code based on the visual content is 

attached to the image to be sent; 2) the hash is analyzed at destination to verify the reliability of the received image. 

This method image hash is used with the help of which all the information and image content will be available in 

condensed way. The Hashed image  must be strong against the operation allowed to it as well as its appearance also different 

from other image. This image hashing techniques is very useful technique for validating or checking the image 

authentication by using proper communication channel. Image hashing techniques are considered extremely useful to 

validate the authenticity of an image received through a communication channel. The binary decision task used for image 

authentication is not sufficient in this process. In the application, Forensic Science is fundamental to provide scientific 

evidence through the history of the possible manipulations ,which is applied to the original image to obtain the one, in which 

analysis manipulations provides required  information to the end user , to decide whether the image can be trusted or not. All 

image manipulation information should be recovered from the short image hash signature which is one of the most 

challenging task. The list of manipulations provides to the end user the information needed to decide whether the image can 

be trusted or not. In order to perform tampering localization, the receiver should be able to filter out all the geometric 

transformations (e.g., rotation, scaling, translation, etc.) added to the tampered image by aligning the received image to the 

one at the sender[3]–[8]. 

The image alignment can be done randomly where only received image can be available at destination level and 

there is no any reference image available . At this level the geometric transformation of received image which is taken from 

signature  must be recover which is most challenging task. At this level for better performance of image alignment and 

tampering localization it requires to design robust forensic hash method. Despite the fact that different robust alignment 

techniques have been proposed by computer vision researchers [11]–[13], these different techniques are not suitable in  

forensic hashing, the basic  requirement is that the image signature should be as ―compact‖ as possible to reduce the  

overhead of the network communications. To fit the basic condition/requirement , authors of [6] have proposed to exploit 

information extracted through Radon transform and scale space  theory in order to estimate the parameters of the geometric 

transformations (i.e., rotation and scale). 

To make more strong the alignment phase with respect to manipulations such as cropping and tampering, an image 

hash based on robust invariant features has been proposed in [7]. The latter technique extended the idea previously proposed 

in [8] by employing the bag of features (BOF) model to represent the features to be used as image hash. This representation 

of bag of features ( BOF)  is useful to reduce the space needed for the image signature, by maintaining the performances of 

the alignment component. In [4] a more robust approach based on a cascade of estimators has been introduced; it is able to 

better handle the replicated matchings in order to make a more robust estimation of the orientation parameter. The use of the 

 Strong Image Alignment for Meddling Recognision Purpose  
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cascade of estimators, which allows a higher precision in estimating the scale factor, this is the more  effective way to deal 

with the problem of wrong matchings has been proposed in [3], where a filtering strategy based on the scale-invariant feature 

transform (SIFT) dominant directions combined in cascade with a robust estimator based on a voting strategy on the 

parameter space is presented. Taking into account the technique in [3], we propose to extend the underlying approach by 

encoding the spatial distribution of the image features to deal with highly textured and contrasted tampering patterns. 

The proposed estimator is based on a voting procedure in the parameter space of the model which is used to recover 

the geometric transformation occurred into the manipulated image. The proposed  method of tampering detection  obtains 

satisfactory results with a significant margin in terms of estimation accuracy with respect to [4] and [7]. Further, by encoding 

spatial distribution  the proposed method performs the original method proposed in [3] when strongly contrasted and/or 

texture regions are contained into the image. I also propose a block-wise tampering detection based on histograms of 

oriented gradients representation ,which makes the use of a non-uniform quantization to build the signature of each image 

block for tampering purposes. Experimental results confirm the effectiveness of the non-uniform quantization in terms of 

both compactness of the final hash signature and tampering detection accuracy. The main contributions of the paper can be 

summarized as follows. 

1) Lu et al. [7] simply consider only the single matching in the first estimation and refine the results later considering the 

remaining ones. Although the refinement can be useful, the correctness of the final estimation heavily depends on the first 

estimation (only a refinement is performed later). Our approach does not discard replicated matchings retaining their useful 

information. The ambiguity of the matching is solved considering all the possible pairs with the same. As discussed also in 

[4], this solution introduces additional noise (i.e., incorrect pairs) that has to be properly taken into account employing the 

voting procedure. 

2) The strong image estimator is based on a signature voting strategy. This voting strategy under parameter space allows to 

map the matchings from the image coordinate space to the parameters space novel. Specifically, the equations related to the 

similarity model have been combined and reduced with respect to the simple application of the voting procedure in the four-

dimensional parameters space. 

3) Feature selection based on their spatial distribution. In previous works (Lu et al. [7], Roy et al. [8], Battiato et al.[4]) the 

features were selected considering only their contrast properties. The proposed approach introduces a novel selection 

strategy that considers both contrast properties and spatial distribution of the features. 

4) Complex dataset of tampered images. 

 

II. REGISTRATION 
The Alignment of received image is one of the conmen steps of image tampering detection. Registration of image is 

little but difficult job since all the other tasks (e.g., tampering localization) usually assume that the received image is aligned 

with the original one, and hence could fail if the registration is not properly done. Because of limited information can be 

used like no any original image is available at destination and image hash should be as short as possible ,Classical 

registration approaches [11]–[13]cannot be directly employed in the considered context. 

The schema of the proposed registration component is shown in Fig. 1. As in [3], [4], and [7], we adopt a BOF-

based representation [15] to reduce the dimensionality of the descriptors we employ a transformation model and a voting 

strategy to retrieve the geometric manipulation [16].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

In the proposed system, a codebook is generated by clustering the set of SIFT [17] extracted on training images. The 

clustering procedure points out a centroid for each cluster. The set of centroids represents the codebook to be used during the 

image hash generation. The computed codebook is shared between sender and receiver (Fig. 1). 

This codebook is built only once, and then used for all the communications between sender and receiver (i.e., no extra 

overhead for each communication).The sender can extracts all  SIFT features and sorts them in descending order with 

respect to their contrast values. After extracting of all features , the top SIFT are selected and associated to the label 

corresponding to the closest centroid belonging to the shared codebook. At last, the final signature for the alignment 

component is created by considering the label, the dominant direction, and the key point coordinates for each selected SIFT 

(Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1. Overall schema of proposed registration component 
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The source image and the corresponding hash component for the alignment are sent to the destination. As in [5] the system 

assumes that the image is sent over a network consisting of possibly untrusted nodes, whereas the signature is sent upon 

request through a trusted authentication server which encrypts the hash in order to guarantee its integrity.  

After reaching the image at its destination, the receiver generates the related hash signature for registration by using 

the same procedure employed by the sender. Then, the entries of the hashes and are matched by considering the values (see  

Fig. 1,The alignment is performed by employing a similarity transformation of key point pairs corresponding to matched 

hashes entries (1) &(2). The earlier transformation is used to model the geometrical manipulations which have been done on 

the source image during the untrusted communication. Source image points are transforms with destination image point by 

combining rotate on, scaling and translation process. 

 

III. INDENTATIONS AND EQUATIONS 
The image signature to be used for  alignment component must be strong enough  against malicious manipulations. 

As well as, the image hash should be that much strong to handle different visual content to be encoded like (textures, 

contrast variations, etc.).  

For the communication purpose a small subset of the strong image features is retained to compose the image hash 

for the alignment component. Fig. 4 shows an example of malicious tampering which deludes the typical SIFT-based 

systems presented in [3], [4], [7],  and [8]. In Fig. 4(a) the image at the source is shown, whereas the malicious pattern added 

during the transmission is reported in Fig. 4(b). Sixty SIFT selected by the approach discussed in Section II, at both source 

and destination, are shown in Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d). 

As demonstrated by the figures, all the SIFT extracted by the sender which are used to build the alignment signature 

are concealed at destination, since all the 60 SIFT . The alignment procedure is hence invalidated, and all further processing 

to verify the authenticity of the image, to localize the tampered regions, and in general to tell the history of the manipulations 

of the image, will be unreliable. In order to improve the strongness of the registration phase we suggest modifying the initial 

step.   

 

 
Fig. 4. Concealing true local features: (a) Original image, (b) tampering pattern, 

(c) 60 SIFT selected by ordering contrast values on the original image.(d)  

The 60 SIFT selected by ordering contrast values on tampered image. 

 

As reported in [19]–[21] the spatial distribution of the features on the entire image is a property that registration 

algorithms have to take into account. The proposed spatial-based selection process works as follows: first the SIFT are 

extracted and then grouped taking into account the spatial coordinates of the obtained feature key points. The grouping can 

be done employing a classic clustering algorithm (k-means, hierarchical clustering, etc.). For each cluster, the best SIFT in 

terms of contrast value is selected. In this way, the proposed feature selection procedure allows us to extract high contrasted 

features (corresponding to the clusters) well distributed in the image in terms of spatial position. 

 

IV. FIGURES AND TABLES 
The composition of the considered dataset allows for coping with the high scene variability needed to properly test 

methods in the context of application of this paper. The training set used in the experiments is built through a random 

selection of 150 images from the aforementioned dataset. Specifically, ten images have been randomly sampled from each 

scene category. Training and test sets are available for experimental purposes.1 The following image transformations have 

been considered (Table I): cropping, rotation, scaling, translation, seam carving, tampering, linear photometric 

transformation and JPEG compression. The considered transformations are typically available on image manipulation 

software. Tampering on the [22] subset has been performed through the swapping of blocks (50 50) between two images 

randomly selected from the training 

The registration results can be obtained by employing the proposed alignment approach (with and without spatial 

clustering) with hash component of different size (i.e., different number of SIFT) are reported in Table II 
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TABLE I 

IMAGE TRANSFORMATIONS 

 
 

                                        

                                           TABLE II 

      REGISTRATION RESULTS OF PROPOSED 

APPROACH 

 

                                                   

                                              TABLE IV 

                                 AVERAGE ROTATIONAL ERROR 

 

 
                                                  TABLE V 

                                    AVERAGE SCALING ERROR 

                                                  

                                                 TABLE III 

         COMPARISON WITH RESPECT TO 

UNMATCHED IMAGES 

 
 

 

As reported in Table III, by increasing the number of SIFT points the number of unmatched images decreases (i.e., 

image pairs that the algorithm is not able to process because there are no matchings between and ) for all the approaches. In 

all cases the percentage of images on which our algorithm (with and without spatial clustering) is able to work is higher than 

the one obtained by the approach proposed in [7].  

Tables IV and V show the results obtained in terms of rotational and scale estimation through mean absolute error. 

In order to properly compare the methods, the results have been computed taking into account the images on which all 

approaches were able to work (the number of unmatched images is reported into the tables). The proposed approach (with 

and without spatial clustering) out performs [4] and [7] obtaining a considerable 

gain both in terms of rotational and scaling accuracy. Moreover, the performance of our approach significantly improves 

with the increasing of the extracted feature points (SIFT).  

A good gain in terms of performance is also obtained with respect to the scale factor (Table V). 

 

TABLE VI 

PERCENTAGE OF UNMATCHED IMAGES OBTAINED THROUGH MALICIOUS 

MANIPULATION 

 
 

TableVI shows the percentage of malicious manipulated images that cannot be considered by the different 

approaches (i.e., there are no matchings between and ), whereas Tables VII and VIII report the results obtained y the 

different approaches on the malicious manipulated images  have been found.     
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TABLE VII 

AVERAGE ROTATIONAL ERROR ON IMAGES OBTAINED   THROUGH  MALICIOUS MANIPULATION 

 
 

In Table IX the different approaches are compared taking into account only the images on which all the approaches 

are able to find matchings The results demonstrate that robustness can be obtained embedding spatial information during the 

selection of the features to be used as a signature for the alignment component. The embedded spatial information helps to 

deal with tampered images obtained by adding patches containing a highly texturized and contrasted pattern. 

A novel test dataset has been hence built by using (16) and (17) for shear and (18) and (19) for the anisotropic scale 

(see Table XI). As reported in Tables XII and XIII the accuracy of the proposed affine solution, although dependent on the 

degree of the affine warping, can be considered satisfactory. Finally, the results obtained with the affine model by 

considering the dataset containing all the transformation in Tables I and XI are reported in Table XIV. The obtained results 

confirm the effectiveness of the proposed approach. 

 

TABLE XI 

IMAGE TRANSFORMATIONS 

 
 

TABLE XIV 

AVERAGE ERRORS OBTAINED BY PROPOSED SOLUTION BASED ON 

AFFINE MODEL. SIXTY SIFT HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED IN IMA 

HASH GENERATION PROCESS 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
The main contribution of this paper is related to the alignment of images in the context of distributed forensic 

systems. A strong image registration component which exploits an image signature based on the BOF paradigm has been 

introduced. The proposed hash encodes the spatial distribution of features to better deal with highly texturized and contrasted 

tampering patches. Moreover, a non-uniform quantization of histograms of oriented gradients is exploited to perform 

tampering localization. The proposed framework has been experimentally tested on a representative dataset of scenes. 

Comparative tests show that the proposed approach out performs recently appeared techniques by obtaining a significant 

margin in terms of registration accuracy, discriminative performances and tampering detection. Future works should concern 

a more in-depth analysis to establish the minimal number of SIFT needed to guarantee an accurate estimation of the 

geometric transformations and a study in terms of bits needed to represent the overall image signature. 

 
Fig. 9. Example of proposed tampering detection workflow. In (d) orange indicates recognized tampered blocks, whereas 

green indicates blocks detected as not tampered. Blue indicates image blocks falling on border of images after registration. 

The 32  grid in (c) and (d) has been over imposed just for visual assessment. This result has been obtained employing 

alignment with spatial clustering and non-uniform quantization for tampering detection. (a) Original image. (b) Tampered 

image. (c) Image registration. (d) Tampering localization. 
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ABSTRACT This project is designed to improve Electrical versus Thermal efficiency. Nowadays electrical heating system 

converts 65% of the electrical power into thermal power. We have introduced infrared penetration heating system to 

improve efficiency up to 95% thermal efficiency and 100% electrical efficiency. 

We are going to construct a furnace model to improve our system. A real fabrication model is to analyze IR heating 

system. The capacity of infrared lamps used inside the furnace will be about 500watts. IR lamps will be used to provide heat. 

From the furnace, the temperature is sensed by the thermocouple, which is based on the principle of Seeback effect. 

The function of a thermocouple is to convert heat energy to mill voltage and it is fed to a signal conditioner to improve the 

sensitivity and also to improve the non-linear Property of thermocouple. Temperature acquired from the thermocouple is 

indicated on the screen of the computer. The computer will also compare the temperature acquired with the set temperature 

and control action if any will be done by the solid-state relay that avoids instantaneous heating.  The infrared (IR) heating 

has the potential to be used for solutionizing of metal forgings with benefits of reduced energy consumption, increased 

productivity, and improved microstructure and mechanical properties. 

In our project, we have integrated heat treatment, annealing, oven and furnace operations are done in a single 

device. So that the cost of equipment for each process and time taken are reduced. 

 

Key words: Infrared lamp; Radiation; Furnace; Heat transfer. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. GENERAL           

A furnace is a device used for heating. The term furnace is used exclusively to mean industrial furnaces which are 

used for many things, such as the extraction of metal from ore (smelting) or in oil refineries and other chemical plants, for 

example as the heat source for fractional distillation columns. 

The term furnace can also refer to a direct fired heater, used in boiler applications in chemical industries or for 

providing heat to chemical reactions for processes like cracking. The benefits of infrared (IR) heating, including short heat-

up times, good temperature control, and energy efficiency. Significantly higher heating rates and better temperature control 

is possible than in conventional convection furnaces. Since heating is on a demand basis, reduced energy consumption is a 

major advantage, in addition to the shorter production times. For solution treating of forged alloy parts, the improved control 

at higher heating rates provides the flexibility to solutionize at temperatures closer to the solidus, and for shorter soak times. 

The projected savings from IR heating for this application due to reductions in energy consumptions and lead times 

are about 50%. In addition, it has been shown that enhanced mechanical properties can be obtained by using infrared heating 

for processing of forgings.  

The absence of standard solutionizing procedures using IR furnaces prevents industry from implementing and taking full 

advantage of this process. 

Short soak solution treatment, and fluidized bed solution treatment of aluminum alloy castings are some of the 

current related work exploring improvements in thermal processing. Improvements in microstructure and mechanical 

properties using rapid heating have also been explored for other alloy system. 

 

II. FURNACE 
2.1 HISTORY 

A furnace is a device used for heating. The term furnace is used exclusively to mean industrial furnaces which are 

used for many things, such as the extraction of metal from ore (smelting) or in oil refineries and other chemical plants, for 

example as the heat source for fractional distillation columns. The term furnace can also refer to a direct fired heater, used in 

boiler applications in chemical industries or for providing heat to chemical reactions for processes like cracking and are part 

of the Standard English names for many metallurgical furnaces worldwide, upto 1709, furnaces could only use charcoal to 

produce iron. However, wood (which is what charcoal is made from) was becoming more expensive, as forests were being 

cleared for farmland and timber.  

Coal was a possible alternative to wood, but although it was cheap and plentiful, it wasn't a feasible fuel for making 

iron, because it contained sulphur, and this made the iron too brittle to be of any use. 

High Speed Infra Red Furnace 
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Fig.1 

However, in 1709, a man called Abraham Darby finally succeeded in smelting iron using coke (see list of terms 

below) as fuel, and he bought all his workers beer, in celebration of his discovery. This technological achievement allowed a 

major expansion of the iron trade, and ultimately it helped lead to the Industrial Revolution.  After 1709, Coalbrookdale saw 

other achievements, such as the first cast-iron bridge - built over the River Severn - and the first cast-iron framed building - 

built in Shrewsbury. 

 

2.2 TYPES 

2.2.1BELLEFONTE FURNACE 

Bellefonte Furnace was a hot blast iron furnace located in Bellefonte, Pennsylvania. Founded in 1888, it was the 

first hot blast, coke-fuelled iron furnace to be built in Centre County, Pennsylvania. While its founders hoped to transform 

Centre County's iron industry with modern technology, the furnace struggled to operate at a profit and was out of operation 

from 1893 until 1899. Thereafter, it operated more or less continuously until 1910, and was demolished four years later. It 

should not be confused with the charcoal-fuelled Bellefonte Furnace and Forge on Logan Branch, which was replaced by 

Valentine Furnace. 

 

2.2.2INDUCTION FURNACE 

An induction furnace is an electrical furnace in which the heat is applied by induction heating of metal. The 

advantage of the induction furnace is a clean, energy-efficient and well-controllable melting process compared to most other 

means of metal melting. Most modern foundries use this type of furnace and now also more iron foundries are replacing 

cupolas with induction furnaces to melt cast iron, as the former emit lots of dust and other pollutants. Induction furnace 

capacities range from less than one kilogram to one hundred tonnes capacity and are used to melt iron and steel, copper, 

aluminium and precious metals.  

Since no arc or combustion is used, the temperature of the material is no higher than required to melt it; this can 

prevent loss of valuable alloying elements.  

 The one major drawback to induction furnace usage in a foundry is the lack of refining capacity; charge materials 

must be clean of oxidation products and of a known composition and some alloying elements may be lost due to oxidation 

(and must be re-added to the melt). 

Operating frequencies range from utility frequency (50 or 60 Hz) to 400 kHz or higher, usually depending on the 

material being melted, the capacity (volume) of the furnace and the melting speed required. Generally, the smaller the 

volume of the melts, the higher the frequency of the furnace used; this is due to the skin depth which is a measure of the 

distance an alternating current can penetrate beneath the surface of a conductor. For the same conductivity, the higher 

frequencies have a shallow skin depth - that is less penetration into the melt. Lower frequencies can generate stirring or 

turbulence in the metal. 

 

2.2.3ELECTRIC ARC FURNACE (EAF) 

An electric arc furnace (EAF) is a furnace that heats charged material by means of an electric arc. Arc furnaces 

range in size from small units of approximately one ton capacity  up to about 400 ton units used for secondary steelmaking. 

Arc furnaces used in research laboratories and by dentists may have a capacity of only a few dozen grams. Industrial electric 

arc furnace temperatures can be up to 1,800 ° C, (3272 °F) while laboratory units can exceed 3,000 °C. (5432 °F) Arc 

furnaces differ from induction furnaces in that the charge material is directly exposed to an electric arc, and the current in the 

furnace terminals passes through the charged material. 

 

2.2.4BLAST FURNACE 

A blast furnace is a type of metallurgical furnace used for smelting to produce industrial metals, generally iron. In a 

blast furnace, fuel, ore, and flux (limestone) are continuously supplied through the top of the furnace, while air (sometimes 

with oxygen enrichment) is blown into the bottom of the chamber, so that the chemical reactions take place throughout the 

furnace as the material moves downward.  

The end products are usually molten metal and slag phases tapped from the bottom, and flue gases exiting from the 

top of the furnace. The downward flow of the ore and flux in contact with an up flow of hot, carbon monoxide rich 

combustion gases is a counter current exchange process. However, the term has usually been limited to those used for 

smelting iron ore to produce pig iron, an intermediate material used in the production of commercial iron and steel. 
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2.3 IR FURNACE HISTORY 

In 1800 William Herschel, a German astronomer and composer, while testing filters to observe sun spots passed 

sunlight through a prism, observed a heating effect in the visible red portion of the spectrum.  Testing further, he detected the 

presence of the greatest amount of heat in the area just beyond the red end of the visible spectrum now called Near-Infrared 

(NIR).   He wrote two papers detailing his findings and later that year, presented his discovery of invisible "Calorific rays" to 

the Royal Society of London.  Thirty-five years later Andre-Marie Ampere employed the newly invented thermocouple to 

demonstrate that near-IR (NIR) radiation was in fact invisible light. It wasn't until 1900 that the term infrared was applied to 

the part of invisible spectrum contiguous to the red end of the visible spectrum that comprises wavelengths from 0.74 

microns to 300 microns. 

 Near IR  

 IR was first used in an industrial process in the 1930's in automotive paint curing applications.  It was discovered 

that NIR (Near Infrared) wavelengths, which are the shortest form of infrared radiation generate the greatest amount of heat. 

NIR can penetrate most  

 Near IR Furnaces 

 Over 30 years ago, Radiant Technology Corporation pioneered the development of short wavelength infrared 

continuous belt ovens and furnaces.  In the '70's RTC introduced the first high-temperature infrared furnace capable of 

operating at 1000°C with extremely tight temperature control from 1972 to 2006 RTC became the undisputed leader in 

infrared heating technology and developed precise, efficient, and reliable thermal processing equipment for the photovoltaic, 

semiconductor processing. 

 

2.4 OVEN 
An oven is a thermally insulated chamber used for the heating, baking or drying of a substance. It is most 

commonly used for cooking. Kilns and furnaces are special-purpose ovens. The first being used mainly for the fabrication of 

pottery and the second being used for forging. 

 A furnace can be used either to provide heat to a building or used to melt substances such as glass or metal for 

further processing. A blast furnace is a particular type of furnace generally associated with metal smelting (particularly steel 

manufacture) using refined coke or similar hot-burning substance as a fuel, with air pumped in under pressure to increase the 

temperature of the fire. 

A kiln is a high-temperature oven used in wood drying, ceramics and cement manufacturing to convert mineral 

feedstock (in the form of clay or calcium or aluminum rocks) into a glassier, more solid form. In the case of ceramic kilns, a 

shaped clay object is the final result, while cement kilns produce a substance called clinker that is crushed to make the final 

cement product. (Certain types of drying ovens used in food manufacture, especially those used in malting, are also referred 

to as kilns.) 

An autoclave is an oven-like device with features similar to a pressure cooker that allows the heating of aqueous 

solutions to higher temperatures than water's boiling point in order to sterilize the contents of the autoclave. 

Industrial ovens are similar to their culinary equivalents and are used for a number of different applications that do 

not require the high temperatures of a kiln or furnace. A wood-fired pizza oven, a type of masonry oven. 

 

III. DESIGN OF WORKING MODEL 
3.1 OBJECTIVE 

In our project we intend using Infra Red Heating. Heating process is attained through infra red lamps. At a 

wavelength of 680nm of the infra red lamp, the heating effect starts. We are applying a wavelength of 980 nm. This method 

offers following advantages over the conventional heating: 

 90% of energy is transmitted as infrared 

 Lamp lifetime 5000 hours 

 Instant, accurately controllable radiant heat 

 Easy installation 

 Simple, safe and clean heat source 

 High-efficiency, low energy costs 

Apart from the heating accuracy and speed provided by the Infra Red lamps the solid state relay also has major 

advantages in controlling the temperature. Temperature in the furnace is usually controlled by a conventional relay. But a 

conventional relay is said to work for only one million operations and hence the lifetime is very less. In order to avoid this 

difficulty and control the temperature for N number of operations and N number of years, we are using a solid-state relay, 

which is a combination of OPTO TRIAC and SCR connected back to back. 

The furnace consists of the infra red lamp which is the heat source. The temperature of the component which is 

heated is measured using a thermocouple. The output of the thermocouple is conditioned and amplified using signal 

conditioning equipment. The amplified output is sent to the controller. 

The controller receives the signal and displays the temperature for the user to see. It also compares the temperature 

to the required set point temperature and controls the solid state relay accordingly. 

The solid state relay controls the input to the lamp in the furnace according to the command of the controller. If the 

actual temperature is lesser than the set temperature, the lam is switched ON. If the actual temperature exceeds the required 

temperature then power to the infra red lamp is cut OFF. 
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3.2 SPECIFICATIONS 

3.2.1 FURNACE SPECIFICATION 
 Max. Temperature                     : 325°C. 

 Furnace cube material          :Mildsteel sheet(18gauges) 

 Insulation material                    : Mineral wool. 

 Inner coating                             : Berger Alloy coating. 

 Area occupied                           : 1 ½ Feet square. 

 Utilization area                         : 1 feet square   

 

3.2.2 INFRA RED LAMP SPECIFICATION 
 Number of lamps                    : 2. 

 Heating type                           : Radiation heating. 

 Input power                            : 500 watts. 

 Wavelength                            : 980 nm. 

 Max. Temperature                  : Up to 1000°C. 

 

3.2.3 THERMOCOUPLE SPECIFICATION 

 Type                     : K type thermocouple. 

 Composition           : Ni Chromel- Ni Alumel. 

 Range                    : 0 - 1350°C. 

 Speed                    : 1 microsecond 

 

3.2.4 CIRCUIT SPECIFICATION 
 Control action       : ± 1°C. 

 Interface                : LCD/PC display. 

 Switching              : Solid state relay. 

 A to D converter    : 12- BIT Channel. 

 Interface               : embedded controller with serial port.  

 

3.3 COMPONENTS USED 

 Furnace cubes 

 Insulator material 

 Furnace door 

 Infra red lamps 

 Lamp holders 

 Berger alloy coating 

 External paint 

 Thermocouple  

 

3.3.1 FURNACE CUBES 

The furnace cubes are made from mild steel sheets of thickness 18 gauge. The oven is of double walled 

construction, the gap between the two walls being 50 mm. The sheets are folded and welded to form two identical cubes. 

One of the cubes is made larger than the other. The inner cube is made closed on all sides except the front. It is made to the 

dimensions of 1 feet cube. That is 1 feet on all sides. The outer cube is made 1 ½ feet on all sides. The edges are welded and 

the closing side of the outer cube is bolted closed. Mild steel sheets can handle high temperatures and also form a hard 

structure to the furnace.  

 

3.3.2 INSULATOR MATERIAL 

The insulator used in the furnace is mineral wool. This is a very effective insulator. It is similar to glass wool but 

more effective. Insulator material is packed in between the outer and inner mild steel cabins. The insulator is loosely packed. 

It has very low thermal conductivity of k = 0.06 W/mk. Since the mineral wool is loosely packed, the air packets will further 

increase the thermal resistance, thereby reducing the conduction losses. It may be pointed that air is an excellent insulator 

having k = 0.02 W/mk.  Mineral wool is also called marganite wool. This insulator is so effective that when the inner cabin 

is at a temperature of around 325°C, the outer surface of the cabin remains only slightly higher than the room temperature. 

This makes this type of furnace safer and environment friendly. 

 

3.3.3 FURNACE DOOR 

The furnace door is made similar to the furnace cube itself. The door is made like a hollow mild steel block by 

welding the mild steel plates in that form. A gap of half an inch is maintained between the steel plates on both sides. One 

side of the door is left open initially to insert the insulator material. After the insulator is filled the side is closed using bolts. 

The door is screwed to the furnace on one side using normal hinges and a small handle is also provided. The door remains 

closed with the help of a ball-socket type of joint. This allows the door to opened and closed easily  
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3.3.4 POWER RATING: 

The oven has a rating of 500W and can be operated on 230V, single phase, AC supply. The maximum temperature 

inside the oven is restricted to 325 degree Celsius. 

 

3.3.5 INFRA RED LAMP: 

Industrial manufacturing processes are becoming more and more rationalized. Automation increases and production 

rates rise. To gain the competitive edge, industry today demands innovative, effective heating solutions that will optimize 

cost of ownership. Infrared heat is transferred from the heat source to the object to be heated without any intermediary. 

 In our project we have used two Infra Red Lamps each having a capacity of 250 Watts. They transfer heat on to 

component by means of radiation heat transfer as described in the operation section of our project.  

 

Features: 

 90% of energy is transmitted as infrared 

 Lamp lifetime 5000 hours 

 Instant, accurately controllable radiant heat 

 Easy installation 

 

3.3.6 THERMOCOUPLE 

 Two strips of dissimilar metals joined to form junction called thermocouple.  If the junction is heated and a milli-

voltmeter is connected across the free ends away from the junction, there will be found a voltage present.  This voltage 

is caused by the different work -function of the metals forming the junction and is dependent upon both the temperature 

and the types of metals used. 

 Since the voltage across the thermocouple junction is proportional to temperature we may use it in thermometry.  The 

standard metals and pairs have been adopted for thermocouple construction. 

These are: 

 Chrome - Alumel  

 Iron       -  Constantan 

 Copper   - Constantan 

 Platinum - Platinum-Rhodium 

 

Additional properties: 

It is extremely important that polarity be observed when making connections.  There is only one method of 

determining polarity and that is by knowing which wire is which the wires can be identified by testing them with a 

permanent magnet. Alumel is slightly magnetic; iron is strongly magnetic, constantan not at all.  Copper can be identified by 

its color.  

 

K TYPE THERMOCOUPLE: 

Type K (chromel–alumel) is the most commonly used general purpose thermocouple. It is inexpensive and owing to 

its popularity They are available in the −200 °C to +1200 °C range. The type K was specified at a time when metallurgy was 

less advanced than it is today. Another potential problem arises in some situations since one of the constituent metals is 

magnetic. The characteristic of the thermocouple undergoes a step change when a magnetic material reaches its Curie point. 

This occurs for this thermocouple at 354°C. 

 

IV. FABRICATION OF WORKING MODEL 
4.1 MANUFACTURING PROCESSES 

 Furnace fabrication involves bulk deformation processes like sheet metal bending, deep drawing, etc. to obtain the 

outer casing of the furnace. The first process is the bending of sheet using highly precise anvil. The material used is 18 

SWG Mild Steel sheet. This material is strong to enough to withstand very high temperatures and also well suited for 

the manufacture furnace casing. Since the material is to be deformed to bring it to the required shape, plastic 

deformation and yield criteria need to be developed upon.  

 Plastic deformation of a material depends upon two principal laws of solid mechanics namely, Von – Misces Theory 

and Guest – Tresca Theory. Both these theories give us the yielding criteria for a specimen based on maximum shear 

stress and maximum normal stress respectively.  

 The process involves bending and deforming the sheet to the required specifications and dimensions as given by the 

customer. Sheets of sizes 400mm and 300mm are made from huge cold rolled sheet to make the furnace casing. The 

reason behind using cold rolled sheets is that material undergoes heat treatment processes in cold rolling process and 

hence is devoid of any porosity. The sheets are bent to the required dimensions. Once the shaped is obtained the inner 

and outer casing are welded together using clamps within the gap between the walls. The joining process used here 

welding is highly precis.  
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4.2 OPERATION 

 Mass production of painted components can be achieved either by dip coating on a conveyor or spray painting using 

spray painting booths. After spray painting the component has to be baked at a required temperature as recommended by the 

paint manufacturer. 

 This being a project, the operation is intended to be carried out on small components using a prototype oven. The 

initial warm-up time may be about 30 minutes to 45 minutes. After this the component is placed inside the oven. There will 

be a temperature drop and it may take about 10 minutes for the oven to attain the set temperature. The subsequent holding 

time in conventional heating is about 20 minutes to make sure that the baking has been uniform. In Infra Red heating, 

because of the advantages outlined in section it is seen that the time for baking is only 7 minutes.  

 

4.3 MECHANISM OF HEAT TRANSFER 

RADIATION: 
The method of heat transfer is primarily through radiation which is governed by Stefan- Boltzmann law, Wien’s law 

and Planck distribution law. Radiation heat transfer is caused as a result of vibrational and rotational movements of 

molecules, atoms and electrons. The energy is transported by electromagnetic waves (photons). Radiation requires no 

medium for propagation, therefore can take place also in vacuum. All matters emit radiation as long they have a finite 

temperature.  

   The rate at which radiation energy is emitted is usually quantified by Stefan – Boltzmann law  

q = εσAT4 

Where the emissivity ε, is a property of the surface characterizing how effectively the surface radiates compared to 

a black body. 

 σ – Stefan - Boltzmann constant (W/m2 K4). 

 T - absolute temperature of the surface in Kelvin. 

A portion of the electromagnetic radiation spectrum is shown below. Thermal radiation lies in the range of 0.1 to 100 micro 

metres. It includes ultra – violet radiation, visible light and Infra Red radiation. As said above the propagation of thermal 

radiation takes place in the form of discrete quanta, each having energy of  

E = hν  

Where h is the Planck’s constant given by h = 6.625*10^-34 joule second. 

 
 

4.4 CIRCUIT OPERATION 

 The temperature of the component is measured by a thermocouple which works on the principle of seebeck effect. 

 According to seebeck “ When two dissimilar metals in a circuit are maintained at different temperatures an emf is 

produced in the circuit” 

 The emf obtained can be calibrated to give the temperature of the component. 

 The e.m.f induced is of small amplitude and there is no linearity. This problem is solved by using a signal conditioner. 

 The signal conditioning equipment may be required to perform linear processes such as amplification, attenuation, 

integration, differentiation, addition or subtraction. They are also required to do non linear processes such as 

modulation, demodulation, sampling, filtering, clipping, clamping and etc. 

 After suitable conditioning, the signal is sent to the microcontroller. The micro controller in a small size controller 

which is embedded into the system to control the input to the furnace. 

 The micro controller is linked to a LCD display through an analog to digital converter to provide interface for easier 

operation. 

 The TRIAC is a kind of transistor and SCR stands for Silicon Controlled Rectifiers. The solid state relay is used 

control the power supply to the furnace. They receive input from the micro controller. 

 Conventional heaters work indirectly by warming the air in a room which in turn warms the people and the objects in 

it. This type of convection heat not only wastes energy by having to warm the air first before the heat is felt, but you 

also don’t feel the benefits of the heater as soon as it is turned on. It might take quite a few minutes for a room to heat 

up before you feel warmth. 

 Infrared heat on the other hand is a radiant heat which heats you and the objects in the room directly at the speed of 

light and is not dependent on heating the air first in order for you to feel warmth. You feel the warmth almost instantly 

once the heater is turned on. This principle makes infrared heaters far more efficient than conventional heaters. 

 Another unique property of infrared heat that makes it so efficient and effective is that the heat is distributed evenly 

throughout the space and from floor to ceiling. The infrared waves heat the water molecules in the air directly and 

quickly and because water molecules are denser than air, the heat stays more evenly distributed throughout the room. 
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Also, water and objects retain heat longer than air, so the heat is not lost as quickly through poor insulation, windows, 

doors and cracks. The heated air is quickly dissipated through windows, doors, cracks and gaps, so a conventional 

heater has to work much harder to keep the room at a constant temperature than an infrared heater, making 

conventional heating methods less efficient and less effective. 

 

V. PROCESS 
5.1 HEAT TREATMENT 

Heat treating is a group of industrial and metalworking processes used to alter the physical, and sometimes 

chemical, properties of a material. The most common application is metallurgical. Heat treatments are also used in the 

manufacture of many other materials, such as glass. Heat treatment involves the use of heating or chilling, normally to 

extreme temperatures, to achieve a desired result such as hardening or softening of a material. Heat treatment techniques 

include annealing, case hardening, precipitation strengthening, tempering and quenching. It is noteworthy that while the term 

heat treatment applies only to processes where the heating and cooling are done for the specific purpose of altering 

properties intentionally, heating and cooling often occur incidentally during other manufacturing processes such as hot 

forming or welding. 

 

5.2 Annealing 

Annealing is a rather generalized term. Annealing consists of heating a metal to a specific temperature and then 

cooling at a rate that will produce a refined microstructure. Annealing is most often used to soften a metal for cold working, 

to improve machinability, or to enhance properties like electrical conductivity. 

In ferrous alloys annealing is usually accomplished by heating the metal beyond the upper critical temperature and 

then cooling very slowly, resulting in the formation of pearlite. In both pure metals and many alloys that can not be heat 

treated, annealing is used to remove the hardness caused by cold working. The metal is heated to a temperature where 

recrystallization can occur, thereby repairing the defects caused by plastic deformation. In these metals, the rate of cooling 

will usually have little effect. Most non-ferrous alloys that are heat-treatable are also annealed to relieve the hardness of cold 

working. These may be slowly cooled to allow full precipitation of the constituents and produce a refined microstructure. 

Ferrous alloys are usually either "full annealed" or "process annealed." Full annealing requires very slow cooling 

rates, in order to form coarse pearlite. In process annealing, the cooling rate may be faster; up to, and including normalizing. 

The main goal of process annealing is to produce a uniform microstructure. Non-ferrous alloys are often subjected to a 

variety of annealing techniques, including "recrystallization annealing," "partial annealing," "full annealing," and "final 

annealing." Not all annealing techniques involve recrystallization, such as stress relieving.[17] 

 

5.3 Normalizing 

Normalizing is a technique used to provide uniformity in grain size and composition throughout an alloy. The term 

is often used for ferrous alloys that have been heated above the upper critical temperature and then cooled in open air.[17] 

Normalizing gives harder and stronger steel, but with less ductility for same composition, than full annealing. 

 

5.4 Quenching 

Quenching is a process of cooling a metal very quickly. This is most often done to produce a martensite 

transformation. In ferrous alloys, this will often produce a harder metal, while non-ferrous alloys will usually become softer 

than normal. 

To harden by quenching, a metal (usually steel or cast iron) must be heated above the upper critical temperature and 

then quickly cooled. Depending on the alloy and other considerations (such as concern for maximum hardness vs. cracking 

and distortion), cooling may be done with forced air or other gases, (such as nitrogen). Liquids may be used, due to their 

better thermal conductivity, such as water, oil, a polymer dissolved in water, or a brine. Upon being rapidly cooled, a portion 

of austenite (dependent on alloy composition) will transform to martensite, a hard, brittle crystalline structure. The quenched 

hardness of a metal depends on its chemical composition and quenching method. Cooling speeds, from fastest to slowest, go 

from polymer (i.e.silicon), brine, fresh water, oil, and forced air.   

 

VI. PURPOSE OF THE PERFORMANCE TEST 
• To find out the efficiency of the furnace 

• To find out the Specific energy consumption 

The purpose of the performance test is to determine efficiency of the furnace and specific energy consumption for 

comparing with design values or best practice norms. There are many factors affecting furnace performance such as capacity 

utilization of furnaces, excess air ratio, final heating temperature etc. It is the key for assessing current level of performances 

and finding the scope for improvements and productivity.  

 

Heat Balance of a Furnace  

Heat balance helps us to numerically understand the present heat loss and efficiency and improve the furnace 

operation using these data. Thus, preparation of heat balance is a pre-requirement for assessing energy conservation 

potential.  
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Performance Terms and Definitions  

 
Reference Standards  

In addition to conventional methods, Japanese Industrial Standard (JIS) GO702 “Method of heat balance for 

continuous furnaces for steel” is used for the purpose of establishing the heat losses and efficiency of reheating furnaces.  

 

Furnace Efficiency Testing Method  
The energy required to increase the temperature of a material is the product of the mass, the change in temperature 

and the specific heat. i.e. Energy = Mass x Specific Heat x rise in temperature. The specific heat of the material can be 

obtained from a reference manual and describes the amount of energy required by different materials to raise a unit of weight 

through one degree of temperature.  

If the process requires a change in state from solid to liquid, or liquid to gas, then an additional quantity of energy is 

required called the latent heat of fusion or latent heat of evaporation and this quantity of energy needs to be added to the total 

energy requirement. However in this section melting furnaces are not considered.  

The total heat input is provided in the form of fuel or power. The desired output is the heat supplied for heating the 

material or process. Other heat outputs in the furnaces are undesirable heat losses.  

The various losses that occur in the furnace are listed below.  

1. Heat lost through exhaust gases either as sensible heat or as incomplete combustion  

2. Heat loss through furnace walls and hearth  

3. Heat loss to the surroundings by radiation and convection from the outer surface of the walls  

4. Heat loss through gases leaking through cracks, openings and doors.  

The efficiency of a furnace is the ratio of useful output to heat input. The furnace efficiency can be determined by 

both direct and indirect method.  

 

Direct Method Testing  
The efficiency of the furnace can be computed by measuring the amount of fuel consumed per unit weight of material 

produced from the furnace.  

 
Where  

Q = Quantity of heat in kCal 

m = Weight of the material in kg 

Cp = Mean specific heat, kCal/kg
o
C 

t2 = Final temperature desired, 
o
C 

t1 = Initial temperature of the charge before it enters           the furnace 
o
C 

 

Indirect Method Testing  

Similar to the method of evaluating boiler efficiency by indirect method, furnace efficiency can also be calculated 

by indirect method. Furnace efficiency is calculated after subtracting sensible heat loss in flue gas, loss due to moisture in 

flue gas, heat loss due to openings in furnace, heat loss through furnace skin and other unaccounted losses from the input to 

the furnace.  

In order to find out furnace efficiency using indirect method, various parameters that are required are hourly furnace 

oil consumption, material output, excess air quantity, temperature of flue gas, temperature of furnace at various zones, skin 

temperature and hot combustion air temperature. Efficiency is determined by subtracting all the heat losses from 100.  

 

Measurement Parameters  

The following measurements are to be made for doing the energy balance in oil fired reheating furnaces (e.g. Heating 

Furnace)  

 Weight of stock / Number of billets heated  

 Temperature of furnace walls, roof etc  

 Flue gas temperature  

 Flue gas analysis  

 Electricity consumption Instruments like infrared thermometer, fuel consumption monitor, surface thermocouple and 

other measuring devices are required to measure the above parameters.  

Reference manual should be referred for data like specific heat, humidity etc.  
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VII. ADVANTAGES 
 Rigidness 

 No chance of short circuit failure 

 Globally compatible transducer 

  

VIII. DISADVANTAGES 
 Nonlinear 

 Requires cold junction compensation 

 Poor sensitivity 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 
We have designed and fabricated a prototype of an infra red furnace in which heat radiated from infra red lamp is 

used to achieve quicker and effective heating. Thus we have developed a method to improve the heat treatment process and 

at the same time decrease the cost of production. Moreover the life of the furnace and components is also increased. The 

electrical circuit is also accurate and durable hence reducing the cost of maintenance and repair which is a problem with the 

existing furnaces. 
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ABSTRACT: Automatic Ration Dispensing System presented here is an advanced system useful for the automatic & more 

efficient way of ration distribution. This project is designed to minimize the manual intervention in the process of ration 

distribution, so that more transparency & efficiency can be maintained 

Our project focuses on design and implementation of Automation of Ration Shop. In recent scenario, all the public and 

private sectors go for automation in their process. Civil Supplies Corporation is the major public sector which manages and 

distributes the essential commodities to all the citizens. In that system various products like Rice, sugar and kerosene are 

distributed using conventional ration shop system. Some of the limitations of conventional ration shop system are Due to the 

manual measurements in the conventional system, the user can not able to get the accurate quantity of material. 

  And also there is a chance for the illegal usage of our products in the conventional system. i.e. the materials are 

robbed by making wrong entries in the register without the knowledge of the ration card holder. Due to that large amount of 

money given by government gets wasted. The Ration shops cannot able to meet the requirements of the user due to the over 

population of our country. So the processing speed is low As a result, there is always crowd of people in the ration shop. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Automatic Ration Dispensing System presented here is an advanced system useful for the automatic & more 

efficient way of ration distribution. This project is designed to minimize the manual intervention in the process of ration 

distribution, so that more transparency & efficiency can be maintained. 

Our project focuses on design and implementation of Automation of Ration Shop. In recent scenario, all the public 

and private sectors go for automation in their process. Civil Supplies Corporation is the major public sector which manages 

and distributes the essential commodities to all the citizens. In that system various products like Rice, sugar and kerosene are 

distributed using conventional ration shop system. Some of the limitations of conventional ration shop system are Due to the 

manual measurements in the conventional system, the user can not able to get the accurate quantity of material. 

And also there is a chance for the illegal usage of our products in the conventional system. i.e. the materials are robbed by 

making wrong entries in the register without the knowledge of the ration card holder. Due to that large amount of money 

given by government gets wasted. The Ration shops cannot able to meet the requirements of the user due to the over 

population of our country. So the processing speed is low As a result, there is always crowd of people in the ration shop. Due 

to the human operations the working hours of the ration shops are restricted, so that the user cannot able to get the material at 

any time i.e. 24 * 7 basis. To overcome these problems we go for the automation of the ration shops using embedded PLC. In 

our project, we have desired to control the parameters Level and Load by GEFANUC PLC. Some of the commodities 

distributed under Public Distribution system are Rice, Kerosene and Sugar 

To overcome those problems, we are going for the Automation of ration shop. In our project we designed the hardware 

for two commodities namely Sugar and Kerosene. These two commodities are stored in reservoir tanks and they are 

measured and supplied to the user as and when required. The user has to enter the required product and quantity using a 

keypad andLCD display. For the measuring purposes, we use load cell for sugar and Resistance type Ball float Level Sensor 

for Kerosene. And these parameters are controlled by the Embedded PLC GEFANUC. Motorized gate valves are used for 

the measurement and delivery operations. Four tanks are designed, two of them are reservoir tanks and another two of them 

are delivery tanks. 

 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig.1: Block Diagram of automatic ration shop system 

Automation of Ration Shop Using Plc 
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In automatic ration shop we use PLC for controlling purpose. Three different commodities like sugar/rice, oils and 

packets/soaps can be counted using three measuring set ups. For programing purpose we use personal computer. Inputs are 

given directly from mechanical switches and sensors. The controller outputs are used to drive motors and solenoid valves. 

Different sensor assemblies used are, 

 

III. LEVEL SENSOR 
The level station consist of three containers ; 

 Reservoir/storage tank 

 Measuring chamber 

 Collecting flask 

 

 
Fig 2: level station 

 

Before the starting of measuring process, the measuring tank level should be a the specified reference level it can be 

achieved by the operation of on/off valve connected between the reservoir and collecting chamber .Before the starting 

measuring process the PLC check whether the measuring chamber level is at the reference level. If thru, then measuring 

process starts by opening the valve V2 it remains open until the specified amount of liquid is discharged from the measuring 

chamber  or collected at the collecting flask.. If the condition is false, then the measuring chamber level is adjusted to the 

reference level by opening valve V1. 

 

IV. COUNTING STATION 

 
Fig 3: counting station 

 

In counting station we use a LDR sensor circuitry and a conveyer system, the chain conveyer is driven by a high 

torque 24v dc motor. The rotation of the motor is controlled by PLC output. In LDR sensor setup a LED and LDR are placed 

in opposite position. When  packed items moves through the conveyer, the intensity of light falling on the LDR changes, this 

change is sensed by the sensor circuitry and counted by PLC.  The counting speed of the setup is depends on the sensitivity 

of LDR so the motor speed should be adjusted with the sensitivity of LDR. 

 

V. LDR SENSING CIRCUIT 
This circuit uses a popular timer I.C 555. I.C 555 is connected as comparator with pin-6 connected with positive 

rail, the output goes high(1) when the trigger pin 2 is at lower then 1/3rd level of the supply voltage. Conversely the output 

goes low (0) when it is above 1/3rd level. So small change in the voltage of pin-2 is enough to change the level of output 

(pin-3) from 1 to 0 and 0 to 1. The output has only two states high and low and cannot remain in any intermediate stage. Pin 

Reservoir 

Measuring  
chamber 

Float 

Potentiometer 

Collecting 
flask 
 

Valve 1 

Valve  2 

3 

M 

LDR     

LED 

M 
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4, 6 and 8 is connected to the positive supply and pin 1 is grounded. To detect the present of an object we have used LDR 

and a source of light. LDR is a special type of resistance whose value depends on the brightness of the light which is falling 

on it. It has resistance of about 5k ohm when in total darkness, but a resistance of only about 1k ohms when brightness 

illuminated. It responds to a large part of light spectrum. We have made a potential divider circuit with LDR and 4.7K 

variable resistance connected in series. We know that voltage is directly proportional to conductance so more voltage we will 

get from this divider when LDR is getting light and low voltage in darkness. This divided voltage is given to pin 2 of IC 555. 

Variable resistance is so adjusted that it crosses potential of 1/3rd in brightness and fall below 1/3rd in darkness. 

Sensitiveness can be adjusted by this variable resistance. As soon as LDR gets dark the voltage of pin 2 drops1/3rd of the 

supply voltage and pin 3 gets high and LED or buzzer which is connected to the output gets activated. 

 

 
Fig 4: LDR sensing circuit. 

 

When light falls on the LDR then its resistance decreases which results in increase of the voltage at pin 2 of the IC 

555. IC 555 has got comparator inbuilt, which compares between the input voltage from pin2 and 1/3rd of the power supply 

voltage. When input falls below 1/3rd then output is set high otherwise it is set low. Since in brightness, input voltage rises 

so we obtain no positive voltage at output of pin 3 to drive relay or LED, besides in poor light condition we get output to 

energize 

 

VI. AMPLIFYING CIRCUIT 

 
 

 

VII. COMPONENT SPECIFICATION 
VII.1. LOAD CELL 

The Wheatstone bridge configured above is a simple diagram of a load cell. The resistors marked T1 and T2 

represents train gauges that are placed in tension when load is applied to the cell. The resistors marked C1 and C2 represent 

strain gauges which are placed in compression when load is applied. The +In and -In leads are referred to as the +Excitation 

(+Exc) and -Excitation (-Exc) leads. The power is applied to the load cell from the weight indicator through these leads. The 

most common excitation voltages are 10 VDC, and15 VDC depending on the indicator and load cells used. The +Out and -

Out leads are referred to as the +Signal (+Sig) and -Signal (-Sig) leads. The signal obtained from the load cell is sent to the 

signal inputs of the weight indicator tobe processed and represented as a weight value on the indicator’s digital display. 

 

 
Fig 6: Load cell circuit 
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As weight applied to the load cell, the gauges C1 and C2 compress. The gauge wire becomes shorter and its diameter 

increases. This decreases the resistances of C1 and C2. Simultaneously, gauges T1 and T2 are stretched. This lengthens and 

decreased the diameter of T1 and T2, increasing their resistances. 

 
Fig.7: Strain gauge load cell 

 

 
Table 1: load cell output 

 

These changes in resistances cause more current to flow through C1 and C2 and less current to flow through T1 and 

T2. Now a potential difference is felt between the outputs or signal leads of the load cell. Let’s trace the current flow through 

the load cell. Current is supplied by the indicate through the -In lead. Current flows from -In through C1 and through -Out to 

the indicator. From the indicator current flows through the +Out lead, through C2 and back to the indicator at +In.  

 

VII.2. LIGHT DEPENDING RESISTOR 

LDR (Light dependent resistor) Engineering is a technique of making several electronics circuits following the logic 

of a simple light and dark sensor using transistors, 555 IC and 741 IC. Out of several optical sensors, light dependent resistor 

can be used for making light/dark sensors. A dark sensor switches on transistor or LED whenever the incident light intensity 

is decreased, whereas a light sensor works in opposite way. 

In LDR Engineering, we first understand the working principle of any circuit using LDR, and then we replace the LDR with 

a fixed resistor or some other electronic component that makes the simple automatic light/dark sensor work as a completely 

different device.  

Making automatic light/dark sensor circuits using different methods can make you observe several electronics 

components. On the other hand, modifying those automatic light/dark sensor circuits to some functionally different circuits 

like touch switch,water level indicator, clap switch, etc. can make you understand about those circuits. In this article, we will 

see how we can use the concept of a dark sensor to make a touch and a clap switch 

 

VII.3. RELAY 

A relay is an electrically operated switch. Many relays use an electromagnet to operate a switching  

Mechanism mechanically, but other operating principles are also used. Relay are used where it is necessary to control a 

circuit by a low-power signal or where several circuit must be controlled by one signal. The first relays were used in long 

distance telegraph circuits, repeating the signals coming in from one circuit and retransmitting into another. Relays were 

used extensively in telephone exchanges and early computers to perform local operations. 

 
Fig.8: relay 

 A type of relay that can  handle the high power required to directly control an electric motor is called a conductor. 

Sol id state relays control power circuit with no moving parts instead using a semiconductor device to perform switching. 

Relays  withcalibrated operating characteristics and sometimes multiply operating coils are used to protect electrical circuits 
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from over load or faults; in modern electric power systems this functions are performed by digital instruments still called 

“protective relays”. 

 

VII.3.1 BASIC DESIGN AND OPERATION 

A simple electromagnetic relay consist of a coil of wire surrounding a soft iron core, an iron yoke which provides a 

low reluctance path for magnetic flux, a movable iron armature, and one or more sets of contacts. The armature is hinged to 

the yoke and mechanically linked to one or more sets of moving contacts. It is held in place by spring so that when the relay 

is de-energized there is an air gap in the magnetic circuit. In this condition, one of the two sets of contacts in the relay 

pictured are closed, and the other is open. 

 

Other relays may have more or fewer sets of contacts depending on their functions. The relay in the picture also has 

a wire connecting the armature to the yoke. This ensures continuity of the circuit between the moving contacts on the 

armature, and the circuit track on the printed circuit via the yoke, which is soldered to the PCB. 

 

When an electric current is passed through coil it generates a magnetic field that attracts the armature and the 

consequent movement of the movable contact either makes or breaks a then movement opens the contacts and breaks the 

conWhen the current to the coil is switched off, the armature is returned by the force approximately half as strong as the 

magnetic force, to its position relaxed position. Usually this force is provided by a spring, but gravity is also used commonly 

in industrial motor starters. Most relays are manufactured to operate quickly. In a low voltage application this reduces noise; 

ina high voltage or current application it reduces arcing. 

When the coil is energized with direct current a diode often placed across the coil to dissipate the energy from the 

collapsing magnetic field at deactivation, which would otherwise generate a voltage spike dangerous to semiconductor 

circuit components. Some automotive relays include a diode inside the relay case. Alternatively, a contact protection network 

consisting of a capacitor and resistor in series may absorb the surge. If the coil is designed to be energized with alternating 

current, a small copper “shading ring” can be climbedto the end of the solenoid 

section, andvice versa if the contacts were open ., creating a small out- of-phase current which increases the minimum pull 

on the armature during the AC cycle. A solid state relay uses a thyristor or other solid state switching device, activated by the 

control signal, to switch the control load instead of a solenoid 

 

VII.4. POTENTIOMETERS 

The humble potentiometer (or pot, as it is more commonly known) is a simple electro-mechanical transducer. It 

converts rotary or linear motion from the operator into a change of resistance, and this change is (or can be) used to control 

anything from the volume of a hi-fi system to the direction of a huge container ship. 

 
Fig.9: potentiometer 

 

The pot as we know it was originally known as a rheostat (or rheostat in some texts) - essentially a variable wire 

wound resistor. The array of different types is now quite astonishing, and it can be very difficult for the beginner (in 

particular) to work out which type is suitable for a given task. The fact that quite a few different pot types can all be used for 

the same task makes the job that much harder - freedom of choice is at best confusing when you don't know what the choices 

actually are, or why you should make them. This article is not about to cover every aspect of pots, but is an introduction to 

the subject. For anyone wanting to know more, visit manufacturers' web sites, and have a look at the specifications and 

available types. 

 

 
Fig.10: potentiometer movement with level 
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The very first variable resistors were either a block of carbon (or some other resistive material) with a sliding contact, or a 

box full of carbon granules, with a threaded screw to compress the granules. More compression leads to lower resistance, 

and vice versa. These are rare in modern equipment, so we shall limit ourselves to the more common types 

 

VII.5 SOLENOID VALVES 

The type of solenoid valve refers to whether that valve is a 2-way, 3-way or 4-way. A 2-way valve (Figure 1) has 

two port connections-a pressure or input port (port 1) and an outlet port (port 2). These valves are used to stop the flow of a 

fluid or start the flow of a fluid in a piping configuration. Usually, a 2-way valve is referred to as a 2/2 valve, which means 

the valve has two ports and two positions. The positions are: 1) on or energized and 2) off or de-energized. 

 

 
Fig.11: solenoid valve 

Three-way valves (Figure 2) are those that have three ports-a pressure or inlet port (port 1), a cylinder port (port 2) 

and an exhaust port (port 3). A 3-way valve’s most common application is for process valve automation. The solenoid valve 

sends air to a spring return actuator or cylinder, which creates rotational or linear movement to open or close a process 

valve.In this case, the media is usually compressed air or gas that is creating work, which is where the term “fluid power” is 

derived. The power of a compressed gas or pressurized liquid is controlled to create mechanical work. Three-way valves are 

usually referred to as 3/2 valves-they have three ports and two positions. 

Operation is a word used to describe if a valve is normally open (NO), normally closed (NC) or universal (U). NO and NC 

refers to the state of a 2-way solenoid valve when de-energized or off. NO, NC or U is used to describe the state of a 3-way 

valve when it is de-energized or off. Below is a table that describes operation modes of 2-way and 3-way valves. 

 

VII.6. HIGH TORQUE DC GEARED MOTOR 100RPM 

 High torque DC motor with Metal Gear box and off centered shaft. 

 100 12V DC geared motors for robotic application. 

 It gives a massive torque of 35 Kgcm.  

 The motor comes with metal gear box and off centered shaft. 

 6mm diameter shaft with M3 thread hole. 

 Gear box diameter 37mm. 

 Motor diameter 28.5mm. 

 Length 63mm without shaft. 

 Shaft length 15mm. 

 150gm Wight. 

 No load current 800mA, load current up to7.5A. 

 

VIII. FLOW CHART 
VIII.1 LEVEL STATION 
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VIII.2. WEIGHING SECTION 

 
VIII.3. COUNTING STATION 

 
 

IX. ADVANTAGES 
 Reliability 

 PLC/DCS along with upper computer raises the system reliability. 

 The upper computer is not with the real time control process of PLC/DCS, except gives the order of initial process 

parameters and control; therefore, the upper computer is off-line, PLC/DCS can successfully go through the 

production. 

 Mixed programming with high-level and assembly languages. 

 Not only ensure the system reliability, but also benefit for software upgrade; 

 Make operation easy and intuitive; 

 Visualization 

 Flexibility 

 Bring transparent. 

 

X. CONCLUSIONS 
Our project focuses  design and implementation of Automation of Ration Shop. In recent scenario, all the public 

and private sectors go for automation in their process.. In that system various products like Rice, sugar and kerosene are 

distributed using conventional ration shop system. Some of the limitations of conventional ration shop system are Due to the 

manual measurements in the conventional system, the user can not able to get the accurate quantity of material.Through our 

project we are overcome these problems. 
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ABSTRACT: In this project, experimental comparison and investigations were carried out to study the performance and to 

make a comparison between two and three blades Savonius wind turbine. 

For this purpose, two models of two and three blades were designed and fabricated from Aluminum sheet, each of them has 

an aspect ratio of ( As = H/D =1), the dimension is ( H = 200 mm height and diameter D = 200 mm) and the blades were 

made of semi – cylindrical half of diameter (d = 100 mm). The two models were assembled to have (overlap e = 0 and a 

separation gap e
'
 = 0). 

These two models were tested and investigated by using a subsonic wind tunnel that was fabricated for this purpose 

under a low wind speed due to many reason mostly that the savonius wind turbine has its maximum performance at (λ = TSR 

= 1) and a high starting torque at low wind speed. 

It was observed from the measured and calculated results that the two blades savonius wind turbine is more 

efficient, it has higher power coefficient under the same test condition than that of three blades savonius wind turbine. 

The reason is that increasing the number of blades will increase the drag surfaces against the wind air flow and causes to 

increase the reverse torque and leads to decrease the net torque working on the blades of savonius wind turbine.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION: 
The renewable energy is considered as a new technology and an alternating energy source to be used instead of 

fossil fuel, its continuous rising cost of it and due to growing concern to reduce the effects of climate change, such as global 

warming, generated by extensive and deliberate use of fossil fuels, mainly in the electric power generating plants and 

transport.  

Global warming will continue unless dependence on fossil is reduced, thus the Wind power has a key role in 

reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
[ref. 1]

. 

Today, the most commonly used wind turbine is the Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT), where the axis of 

rotation is parallel to the ground. However, there exist other types of wind turbines, one of which will be the primary focus 

of this paper, the Vertical Axis Wind Turbine (VAWT). These devices can operate in flows coming from any direction, and 

take up much less space than a traditional HAWT 
[ref. 2]

, and VAWT are definitely a credible source of energy for the future 
[ref. 1]

. 

 

VAWTs have a number of advantages over HAWTs, such as 
[ref. 3]

: 

1) Simple construction, they can be made from oil barrels cut in two halves. 

2) Extremely (low cost), simplicity reduces cost of construction, and aids installation. 

3) They can accept wind from any direction, thus eliminating the need for re-orienting towards the wind. 

VAWTs work well in places with relatively low wind strength, and constant winds, VAWTs include both a drag-

type configuration, such as the Savonius rotor, and a lift-type configuration, such as the Darrieus rotor 
[ref. 4]

. 

 

II. PRINCIPLES OF SAVONIUS ROTOR WIND TURBINE: 
Savonius turbines are one of the simplest turbines. Aerodynamically, they are drag-type devices, consisting of two 

or three blades (vertical – half cylinders). A two blades savonius wind turbine would look like an "S" letter shape in cross 

section (figure 1).  

The savonius wind turbine works due to the difference in forces exert on each blade. The lower blade (the concave 

half to the wind direction) caught the air wind and forces the blade to rotate around its central vertical shaft. Whereas, the 

upper blade (the convex half to wind direction) hits the blade and causes the air wind to be deflected sideway around it. 

 
Figure (1): Schematic drawing showing the drag forces exert on two blade Savonius. 

Experimental Comparison Study for Savonius Wind 

Turbine of Two & Three Blades At Low Wind Speed 
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Because of the blades curvature, the blades experience less drag force (Fconvex) when moving against the wind than the blades 

when moving with the wind (Fconcave). Hence, the half cylinder with concave side facing the wind will experience more drag 

force than the other cylinder, thus forcing the rotor to rotate. The differential drag causes the Savonius turbine to spin. For 

this reason, Savonius turbines extract much less of the wind's power than other similarly sized lift type turbines because 

much of the power that might be captured has used up pushing the convex half, so savonius wind turbine has a lower 

efficiency.  

Similarly, the three blade savonius wind turbine is constructed from three half cylinders, they are arranged at (120
o
) relative 

to each other as shown in figure (2). 

 
Figure (2): Schematic drawing showing the drag forces exert on three blade Savonius. 

 

III. THE RESEARCH GOAL: 
The goal of this research is to carry out a study and make a comparison in performance between two and three blades 

savonius wind turbine at low wind speed, the reasons to study them at low speed are: 

1. In many areas in the world apart from coastal region, the average wind speed is relatively low and varies 

appreciably with seasons. It is around 20 km/h.  

2. A Savonius rotor requires (30 times) more surface for the same power as a conventional rotor blade wind turbine. 

Therefore it is only useful and economical for small power requirements 
[ref. 5]

. 

3. It has a high starting torque; a Savonius rotor can theoretically produce energy at low wind velocities 
[ref. 6]

. 

4. It is difficult to protect them from extreme winds 
[ref. 7]

.  

5. The peak power coefficient for any Savonius rotor occurs at a tip speed ratio (less than 1) 
[ref. 7]

. 

6. Lower wind speeds found at lower heights, thus VAWT like savonius can be installed close to the ground without 

an extended post with the generator and the driven train mounting at the base near the ground level which makes 

these components easier to service and repair. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RIG DESIGN: 
The Wind Tunnel:  

A subsonic wind tunnel was designed and fabricated for the experimental part of this research as shown in the 

schematic drawing and the experimental rig construction [figure 3]. The wind tunnel was designed using plywood modeling 

and fabricated at laboratory workshop. The wind tunnel is (250 cm) long which consists of fan section (with circular mouth 

entry), rectangle section, converging section and square exit section with straightener section. 

 
Figure (3): Schematic drawing & the Experimental rig with Savonius blade model. 
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a) The Fan section – The axial flow fan is mounted and encased in a circular mouth casing. The capacity of the fan is 4500 

m
3
/hour at 1500 rpm. The fan is driven by a single phase 0.5 kW motor. 

b) The Rectangular section – it is made of plywood to make the entry of the air blowing from the fan into the diverging 

section and to decay turbulence. 

c) The Diverging section – it is a contraction zone made of plywood to produce a uniform velocity distribution with weak 

turbulence in Straightener section.  

d) The Straightener section – it is at the entrance of the test section to break the large scale disturbances and eddies. The 

Straightener comprises a number of plastic sheet meshed together to form a square cells shape to straighten the air flow and 

their axis parallel with the direction axis of the tunnel. 

e) Test Section - it has four sides made of plywood. One of the vertical sides has a window with glass plate for seeing the 

testing models. Part of the upper side can be opened to change the testing models. There is a hole in the upper plate for 

inserting a wind speed instrument. The four sides make square section of dimension (30 cm X 30 cm) with a length of (120 

cm).  

f) The Air Speed Regulator – it used to control the air speed flowing through the wind tunnel to represent a change in wind 

speed.  

 

The Savonius rotor blades: 

The savonius rotor blades (the model) was designed and fabricated. The model was tested in the wind tunnel for 

various air flow speed conditions. 

The material choice to fabricate such models for two and three savonius wind turbine depends mainly on many criterions. 

Aluminum is the best choice due to its light weight, corrosion resistance, rigidity, recyclable materials, easy to construct and 

low cost 
[ref. 8]

.  

The dimensions of these rotors were selected to have an aspect ratio (Aa = H / D = 1), thus the blades (scoops) were made of 

semi-cylindrical scoops of diameter (d = 100 mm), height of (H = 200 mm) and thickness of (0.079 mm).    

These blades were assembled and mounted on two Aluminium disc sheets (End plates) of diameter (Do = 210 mm) and 

thickness of (1.59 mm) to obtain a better performance (figure 4). Both the semi- cylindrical blades and the two end plates 

were assembled to a central shaft. 

 

 
Figure (4):  The fabricated models of two & three blades Savonius wind turbine. 

 

The measuring instruments: 

The experiment was carried out at different wind speeds [V = 2 m/s, to V = 6 m/s] and data was recorded at room 

temperature. 

Different digital instruments were used to measure and record the required data. The rotational speed (N) of the rotor blade 

speed was measured using a photo - contact tachometer (model: DT-2268). The rotational speed was measure by using a 

digital tachmeter to calculate the angular velocity (  ) and then the rotor tip velocity (Vrotor). The wind speed ( V ) was 

determined using the digital Thermo – Anemometer (model: AM-4210E). The anemometer vane was mounted and fixed in 

the wind tunnel - test section between the straightener and the testing savonius wind turbine.  

The static torque was measured by measuring the tangential force exerted on the savonius rotor shaft by digital electronic 

force meter (WeiHeng model). 

 

V. THE BASIC CONCEPTS: 
The performance of savonius wind turbine can be explained according to the following three basic rules that are still 

applicable 
[ref. 7]

: 

1. The speed of the blade tips is ideally proportional to the speed of wind. 

2. The maximum torque is proportional to the speed of wind squared. 

3. The maximum power is proportional to the speed of wind cubed. 

The performance of any kind of wind turbine can be expressed in the form of torque coefficient (Ct) and the coefficient of 

power (Cp) versus the tip speed ratio ( ). 

The swept area ( As ): 
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As the rotor turns, its blades generate an imaginary surface whose projection on a vertical plane to wind direction is called 

the swept area 
[ref. 9]

. 

The amount of energy produced by a wind turbine primarily depends on the rotor area, also referred to as cross-sectional 

area, swept area, or intercept area.  

The swept area for Savonius wind turbine can be calculated from the dimensions of the rotor (Figure 5). 

Savonius area  =  The swept area =  As =  H * D 

Where:           H  = the rotor height (m). 

                       D  = the rotor diameter (m). 

 

 
Figure (5): Schematic diagram of Savonius rotor wind turbine. 

The Tip speed ratio (  ): 

The tip speed ratio is the ratio of the product of blade radius and angular speed of the rotor to the wind velocity 
[ref. 10]

. The 

tip peripheral velocity of the rotor (Vrotor) is defined as (Figure 6): 

 

 
Figure (6): Scheme of a Savonius rotor showing the tip velocity of the rotor. 

𝑽𝒓𝒐𝒕𝒐𝒓  =   𝝎 ∗ 𝒅 

Where:        Vrotor  =  the tip speed (the peripheral velocity of Savonius rotor) (m/sec) 

                          ω = the angular velocity of Savonius rotor (rad/sec). 

                           d = the diameter of the semi-cylindrical Savonius rotor (m). 

Now the Tip Speed Ratio (TSR) of a turbine is expressed as: 

𝑻𝒉𝒆 𝒕𝒊𝒑 𝒔𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒅 𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐  𝑻𝑺𝑹 =  𝝀 =   
𝑽𝒓𝒐𝒕𝒐𝒓

𝑽
 =    

𝝎 ∗  𝒅

𝑽
 

Where:              V  = the wind speed (m/sec) 

The Torque Coefficient ( Ct ): 

It is defined as the ratio between the actual torque developed by the rotor (T) and the theoretical torque available in the wind 

(Tw) 
[ref. 11]

, thus the torque coefficient (Ct) is given by: 

𝑪𝒕 =  
𝒕𝒉𝒆 𝒓𝒐𝒕𝒐𝒓 𝑻𝒐𝒓𝒒𝒖𝒆 

𝒕𝒉𝒆 𝒘𝒊𝒏𝒅 𝑻𝒐𝒓𝒒𝒖𝒆 
=  

𝑻

𝑻𝒘

=  
𝑻

𝟏
𝟒

 𝝆 ∗  𝑨𝒔 ∗ 𝒅 ∗  𝑽𝟐
 

Where:    Ct = the torque coefficient 

      T = the rotor torque ( N . m ) 

    Tw = the wind available torque ( N . m ) 

    ρ   =  the air density (kg/m
3
) 

Another concept that can used to measure the wind turbine performance is the static torque (Ts), which measures the self-

starting capability of the turbine. Static torque is defined as a maximum value of the torque when rotor is blocked i.e. without 

ability to rotate 
[ref. 12]

. So, the static torque coefficient is given by: 

𝑪𝒕𝒔 = =  
𝑻𝒔

𝑻𝒘

=  
𝑻𝒔

𝟏
𝟒

 𝝆 ∗  𝑨𝒔 ∗ 𝒅 ∗  𝑽𝟐
 

Where:    Cts = the static torque coefficient 

     Ts  = the rotor static torque ( N . m ) 

The static torque of different angle of attack ( α  ) relative to the wind direction was measured at every (30
o
) to (360

o
). Figure 

(7) shows the angle of attack ( α  ) for both two and three blades savonius wind turbine.    
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Figure (7): Scheme of a Savonius rotor showing the angle of attack (  ). 

 

The torque is defined as the force acting tangentially over the rotor blade, operating at a distance of rotor radius (d) from the 

centre, it is given as: 

𝑻 = 𝑰 . 𝜶 

Where:    I = the rotor moment of inertia [ (kg . m
2
) or (N . m . s

2
) ]  

     = the rotor angular acceleration ( 1 / s
2
 )  

The moment of inertia tells us "how much energy is stored in a rotating shaft or about how much energy it will take to 

accelerate the shaft to a particular velocity. This is called the second moment or moment of inertia" and it is equal to 
[ref. 13]

: 

𝒅𝑰 =  𝒓𝟐 ∗ 𝒅𝒎 

Referring to (figure 8), the moment of inertia for a semi-circular blade shape can be calculated according to the following 

equation: 

𝑰𝒃 =   𝒓𝟐 .  𝒅𝒎 

Where:    r = the radius (the distance of the infinitesimal element of mass from the origin) (m) 

       = 𝑑 ∗  𝑐𝑜𝑠∅ 

           dm = the infinitesimal element of mass (kg) 

                 =  𝜌 . 𝐻 . 𝑡 . 𝑑 . 𝑐𝑜𝑠∅ 𝑑∅  

    t = the blade thickness (m)  

Therefore, the moment of inertia for one blade (I1b) becomes equal to: 

 
Figure (8): Schematic drawing for a semi-circular shape for moment of inertia calculation. 

𝑰𝟏𝒃 =   𝝆 . 𝑯 . 𝒕 . 𝒅𝟑. 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝟑∅ . 𝒅∅ = 𝝆 . 𝑯 . 𝒕 . 𝒅𝟑   𝒄𝒐𝒔𝟑∅ . 𝒅∅

𝝅/𝟐

𝟎

𝝅/𝟐

𝟎

 

𝑰𝟏𝒃 =  
𝟐 

𝝅
 𝒎 . 𝒅𝟐   𝒄𝒐𝒔𝟑∅ . 𝒅∅

𝝅
𝟐

𝟎

=  
𝟒

𝟑𝝅
 𝒎 . 𝒅𝟐 

Where:       𝑚 =  
𝜋

2
 𝜌. 𝐻. 𝑡. 𝑑  (kg) 

Thus, the moment of inertia for two and three blades of savonius becomes: 

𝑰𝟐𝒃 =  
𝟖

𝟑𝝅
 𝒎 . 𝒅𝟐         𝑎𝑛𝑑         𝑰𝟑𝒃 =  

𝟒

𝝅
 𝒎 . 𝒅𝟐 

Referring to figure (9), the total moment of inertia for the savonius wind turbine is equal to: 
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Figure (9): Schematic drawing for a semi-circular shape for moment of inertia calculation. 

 

𝑰 =  𝑰𝒃 +  𝟐 𝑰𝒑 +  𝑰𝒔 + 𝑰𝒅 

Where:   Ib = the two or three blades moment of inertia (kg. m
2
)  

   Ip = the end plates moment of inertia (kg. m
2
)  

   Is = the shaft moment of inertia (kg. m
2
) 

   Id = the torque measuring disc moment of inertia (kg. m
2
) 

The angular acceleration (  ), is given as: 

𝝎𝟐 =  𝝎𝟏 +  𝜶 . 𝝉 

𝜶 =  
𝝎𝟐 −  𝝎𝟏

𝝉
        →      𝜶 =  

𝝎𝟐

𝝉
      𝒘𝒉𝒆𝒏 𝝎𝟏 = 𝟎 

Where:            τ  = the time (sec.) 

                     ω1 = the initial angular velocity (1/ s) 

                  ω2 = the final angular velocity (1/ s) 

 

Power Coefficient ( Cp ) Analysis: 

Power coefficient, (Cp) of a wind turbine is the ratio of maximum power obtained from the wind to the total power 

available in the wind 
[ref. 14]

. 

This hypothesis shows the relationship between the power coefficient (Cp) and the wind speed (V), which expresses the basic 

theory of the Savonius wind turbine. Principally the power that the savonius rotor can extract from the wind (Pw) is less than 

the actual available from the wind power (Pa).  

The available power (Pa), which is also the kinetic energy (KE) of the wind, can be defined as: 

𝑲𝑬  =  𝑷𝒂  =   
𝟏

𝟐
  𝒎𝒂 . 𝑽𝟐       (Watt) 

𝑷𝒂 =   
𝟏

𝟐
  𝝆 .  𝑨𝒔 . 𝑽𝟑 

Where:   ma  =  wind mass flow rate striking the swept area of the wind turbine    (kg/sec). 

                     = ρ . As . V 

But, the swept area ( As  =  H * D ), therefore the actual power becomes: 

𝑷𝒂 =   
𝟏

𝟐
  𝝆 .  𝑯 . 𝑫 . 𝑽𝟑 

The power that the rotor extracts from the wind is: 

𝑷𝒘 =  𝑻 ∗ 𝝎             (Watt) 
Where:   Pw   =   the power that the rotor extracts from the wind (Watt). 

The power coefficient (Cp) is given by: 

𝑪𝒑  =  
𝒕𝒉𝒆 𝒆𝒙𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒆𝒅 𝒑𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 𝒇𝒓𝒐𝒎 𝒕𝒉𝒆 𝒘𝒊𝒏𝒅

𝒕𝒉𝒆 𝒂𝒗𝒂𝒊𝒍𝒂𝒃𝒍𝒆 𝒑𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒇 𝒕𝒉𝒆 𝒘𝒊𝒏𝒅
 =   

𝑷𝒘

𝑷𝒂

   

 

VI. RESULTS & DISCUSSION: 
The experiment's procedure was carried out and tested in the wind tunnel and the required measurement were 

obtained to study the performance of the two blades and three blades savonius wind turbine and makes the comparison 

between them to see which one is better in performance than the other.   

The performance [the dimensionless parameters torque coefficient (Ct) and power coefficient (Cp)] was evaluated as function 

of the dimensionless parameter the tip speed ratio ( λ ) at low wind speeds in terms of starting acceleration and maximum no-

load speed. 

Figure (10) shows the plot between the wind (air) speed and the rotor revolution (rpm) for both two and three blades 

savonius wind turbine, it appears that as the wind speed increases from [(0 m/s) upto (3 m/s)] where the savonius wind 

turbine is initiated and starts to move. At this wind velocity where the wind turbine starts to move, the wind velocity is called 

the cut in speed, the low cut-in speed for this type of wind turbine which is about (2.5 m/s) and two blades savonius is a little 

bit lesser than three blades. 
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Figure (10): The graph showing the rotor rpm versus wind speed for two & three blade. 

 

Figure (10) shows high rotational speed, the cause is that slim rotor with small diameter can get higher rotational 

speed but lower torque, and vice versa rotor with bigger rotational diameter produces a bigger torque but a lower rotational 

speed. 

It is observed from figure (11) that static torque for two blade savonius wind turbine varies with the angle of attack [angle of 

rotation ( α )] for a wind speed of (V = 5.3 m/s) , the static torque was measured at every (30
o
 to 360

o
), it appears the torque 

that can be produced during each revolution is an oscillatory torque. 

 

 
Figure (11): The static torque variation with angle of rotation for two blade savonius wind turbine. 

 

Figure (12) shows the static torque coefficient for two blade savonius wind turbine for different wind speed (5.3 & 4.6 m/s), 

the static torque coefficient varies with increasing the angle of rotation, it starts to increase from (0
o
 to 30

0
) to reach its 

maximum value of (0.83 & 0.65) respectively and then goes down to decrease from (30
o
 to 150

o
) to reach it lowest value of 

(0.11 & 0). It is noticeable that torque values are yielding the symmetry for flow angles higher than (180° to 360
o
). At angle 

of (150
o
 and 330

o
), the static torque coefficient has it lowest value and for lower wind speed it may has a negative torque. 

 

 
Figure (12): The static torque coefficient variation with angle of rotation for two blade savonius wind turbine at 

different wind speed. 

 

Figure (13) shows the static torque coefficient for three blade savonius wind turbine for (5 m/s) wind speed, the 

static torque coefficient varies with increasing the angle of rotation, it starts to increase from (0
o
 to 60

0
) and then goes down 

to decrease from (60
o
 to 120

o
), It is noticeable that torque values are yielding the symmetry for flow angles higher than 

(120°) from (120
o
 to 210

o
) and (240

o
 to 330

o
).  

The static torque for both two and three blade is found to be positive at any angle, high enough to obtain self-starting 

conditions. 
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Figure (14) 

shows the torque coefficient for two and three blades savonius wind turbine, it appears that the torque coefficient for two 

blades has a noticeable increasing values than the three blades.  

 
Figure (13): The static torque coefficient variation with angle of rotation for three blade savonius wind turbine. 

 

 

 
 

Figure (14): The torque coefficient variation with the tip speed ratio for two & three blades savonius wind turbine. 

 

The reason is that increasing the number of blades will increase the drag surfaces against the wind air flow and causes to 

increase the reverse torque that leads to decrease the net torque working on the blades of savonius wind turbine.  

Figure (15) shows the power coefficient for both two and three blades savonius wind turbine, it appears that the power 

coefficient for two blades has a noticeable increasing values than the three blades. It appears that the two blades savonius 

wind turbine has it highest value of (0.21) at the tip speed ratio of (0.8), the three blades has a value of (0.17) at the tip speed 

ratio of (0.8). 
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Figure (15): The power coefficient variation with the tip speed ratio for two & three blades savonius wind turbine. 
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ABSTRACT : Ni-Cr-Fe alloy specimens were fatigued in a hydrochloric acid solution cell at pH 5.6 ±0.1. Results show 

that the number of surface slip bands forming, extending, and widening increased with the number of cycles. Results also 

indicated that, initially, cracks initiated as transgranular features but took on intergranular forms as the number of cycles 

increased. 

 

Keywords: Corrosion, cycle to failure, fatigue, intergranular crack initiation, slip band broadening 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Fatigue crack initiation in aqueous solutions has been shown to be affected by a number of mechanisms. However, 

surface pitting [1, 2] is the primary method of attack on many metallic materials that have poor resistance to pitting corrosion 

of surface oxides, i.e. passive film breakdown [3,4]. 

The corrosion resistance of the alloy that is the topic of this paper, Ni-22Cr-2Fe, can be significantly affected by 

cold working, alloy composition, inclusions, heat treatment, precipitates, and, most importantly, the severity and 

concentration of the test solution and test conditions [5]. Many researchers who have studied corrosion and corrosion fatigue 

have reported that solution and concentration acidity enhance the pitting corrosion of alloys contains chromium such as 

stainless steel alloys and nickel based chromium alloy. There are studies reporting the detrimental influence of solutions 

concentration on the pitting corrosion resistance of alloys contain chromium content such as stainless steels and nickel based 

chromium alloys [6,7]. Each of these mechanisms and their interaction with fundamental fatigue processes has been recently 

reviewed with the conclusion that little is actually known about the fundamentals of corrosion and corrosion fatigue in strong 

solutions [8]. 

The current study examines the characteristics of corrosion fatigue in an aggressive solution of hydrochloric acid 

and the evidence of accelerating formation of surface slip bands, pitting, crack initiation, and crack propagation in Ni-22Cr-

2Fe alloy specimens.  

 

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
Corrosion test of Ni-22Cr-2Fe alloy in hydrochloric acid solution HCl with pH value 5.6 ±0.1 was performed prior 

to fatigue test study as indicated in Figure 1. Axial tension-tension fatigue test were conducted on as received quenched 

specimens in hydrochloric acid solution as shown in Figure 2.  Specimens were carefully polished prior to testing.  

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Figure 1 shows polarization test result for Ni-22Cr-2Fe alloy in hydrochloric acid solution HCl at pH 5.6. Test results 

indicated that corrosion potential (Ecorr) is -0.4 (V) and corrosion current (Icorr) is 5x10
3
 (NA/Cm

2
).  

 

 
 

Figure 1 Polarization curve of Ni-22Cr-2Fe alloy in diluted HCl solution at pH 5.6. 

 

Corrosion fatigue design is based on use of S-N curves, which were obtained from corrosion fatigue tests in 

laboratories. The design S-N curve is developed from data points, each point representing a specimen tested up to fracture. It 

should be pointed out that a few points were deleted because they were anomalous, being well off the trend of other the 

majority of points. Corrosion fatigue results were summarized in a S-N curve of stress versus number of cycles as shown in 

Figure 2.   

Investigations of Surface Dissolution on Fatigue Crack 

Nucleation in Ni-22Cr-2Fe Alloy 
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For simple fatigue test specimens the testing is performed until the specimens fracture. This means that most of the fatigue 

life is associated with growth of a small surface crack that grows faster due to hydrochloric acid solution in contact with the 

specimen surface as the crack size increases until fracture. 

 

 
Figure 2 Stress versus number of cycles of Ni-22Cr-2Fe alloy fatigued in HCl solution. 

 

 

An examination of fatigue specimens after testing in the hydrochloric acid solution revealed the generation of a 

large number of surfaces slip bands with very intense markings in the initial stages of cyclic deformation (Figure 3). This 

early damage resulted in the formation of slip band cracks oriented nearly normal to the direction of applied stress. Further 

cycling led to the amplification of many of the surface slip bands. Thus, some surface slip bands remained active in 

hydrochloric acid solution and these eventually culminated in crack nucleation as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. 

 

Intergranular cracking in Ni-Cr-Fe alloys has usually been associated with the application of large number of cycles 

and consequent increasing corrosion of grain boundaries. These corroded grain boundaries are sites for initiation of 

intergranular cracking which ultimately leads to fracture. On the other hand, researchers have shown that preferential sites 

for transgranular initiation, even in long lived fatigue tests [9-11], occur and are attributed to the dislocation substructure 

associated with the grain boundaries. The intergranular cracking may be associated with alloy ductility and to the large 

number of cycles. In addition, the intergranular cracking tends to be most dominant in corrosion cracking and corrosion 

fatigue cracking.  The preferential removal of metal atoms associated with dislocations can be expected, as in the case of 

transgranular attack, in the unlocking of otherwise static dislocation arrays and the subsequent multiplication of dislocation 

sources. Thus, the state of strain in a small volume of material adjacent to the boundary may be greater than that in the 

interior [12]. These features are observed to be primarily intergranular along the broadening slip bands as shown, notably in 

Figure 8. 

 
Figure 3 SEM micrograph showing slip band formation and premature crack nucleation in slips generated from corrosion 

fatigue of Ni-22Cr-2Fe alloy in HCl solution at 3.29x10
5
cycles. 
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Figure 4 SEM micrograph showing surface slip band broadening on specimen of Ni-22Cr-2Fe alloy in HCl solution at 

3.55x10
5
cycles. 

 

As the test progresses, slip bands broaden and further attack is observed (Figure 5) with broadening or development of 

surface slip bands. Increases in the number of cycles, for example, in Figure 5 and Figure 6, are associated with slip band 

amplification or an increasing density and broadening of slip bands. At some point, crack initiation and propagation occur.  

 
Figure 5 SEM micrograph showing slip bands and crack nucleation Ni-22Cr-2Fe in HCl solution showing slip 

intensification at 3.55x10
5
cycles. 

 
Figure 6 SEM micrograph showing surface slip band in specimen of Ni-22Cr-2Fe in HCl solution, at 3.62x10

5 
cycles. 
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Slip band development results in transgranular fatigue crack initiation and growth with a resulting reduction in fatigue life. 

Slip bands are attacked by the hydrochloric acid solution and primarily intergranular crack initiation and propagation occurs 

(Figure 7).  

It can be seen that broadening or development surface slip bands increases with the number of cycles to failure. For 

example, Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows slip band amplification or an increasing density and broadening of slip bands with 

number of cycles to failure respectively. 

At some point, crack initiation and propagation show transgranular and intergranular tracks. Slip band development 

results in intergranular fatigue crack initiation and growth with a resulting reduction in fatigue life. Slip bands are attacked 

by a diluted hydrochloric acid solution and primarily intergranular crack initiation and propagation occurs mainly along the 

surface slip bands (Figure 7).  

 

 
Figure 7 SEM micrograph showing surface slip band in specimen of Ni-22Cr-2Fe in HCl solution, at 3.69x10

5 
cycles. 

 

With increasing fatigue cycles the intergranular cracks and the crack population along slip bands increases. In HCl solution, 

surface slip bands develop on the specimen surface and are preferentially attacked. This mechanism is responsible for the 

slip band broadening observed in this study. It is likely that the preferential corrosion fatigue is associated with slip bands. It 

is also possible that the slip bands are associated with fatigue striations which can be seen especially in Figure 8. 

 

 
Figure 8 SEM micrograph showing surface slip band in specimen of Ni-22Cr-2Fe in HCl solution, at 3.83x10

5 
cycles. 

 

After fatigue specimen fracture, the fracture specimens were loaded to scanning electron microscopy for surface 

observations. The area of interest of the current study were mainly two sides of the specimen one represent surface slip 

bands observation and another side represent fracture surface observation as shown in Figure 9 (a) and (b) respectively.  

 

 
Figure 9 Fatigue fracture indicates, (a) slip bands and (b) fracture surface side. 
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Fracture surface of Ni-22Cr-2Fe alloy appeared as ductile fracture like formed by depressions, called dimples, in the 

microstructure. Intergranular dimple rupture occurs along grain boundaries due to nucleation and coalescence of voids at 

grain boundaries or at other interfaces such as in slip bands. Final fracture occurs in association with broad slip bands near 

crack initiation and crack propagation total dimples sites as shown in Figure 10 (a) and (b) respectively. 

 

 
Figure 10 Fatigue fracture surface of specimen of Ni-22Cr-2Fe in HCl solution, at 3.62x10

5 
cycles. (a)   Indicates slip bands 

and partially fracture surface, (b) ductile fracture surface. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Ni-22Cr-2Fe alloy specimens fatigued in diluted hydrochloric acid HCl solution at a pH value of 5.6 developed 

surface slip bands which broadened and widened with increasing number of cycles. In addition, crack initiation was 

observed to occur along the slip bands with increasing number of cycles.  
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ABSTRACT : The Modern day business is highly information driven. At one side the volume of data is growing by leaps 

and bounds and at the other side it is becoming more and more unstructured. Information is not limited to tabular format 

now. It is in the form of images, MP3 files, videos and social media snippets. To tame this giant we must adopt a more 

scalable, cheap, and robust way of processing where cloud computing is the answer.  Again, the business intelligence is a 

process which processes raw data to produce information that help in forecasting and decision making. Organizations are 

striving to become intelligent and achieve competition advantages through the use of Business Intelligence (BI) solutions. 

The present paper identifies the key factors responsible for evolution of Business Intelligence on the Cloud, the various 

models available to port BI solution on Cloud, the primary drivers for Cloud BI, the impact of implementing Cloud BI. 

 

Keywords: Business Intelligence, Cloud Computing, Cloud Infrastructure, Data warehouse, Return of Investment 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Business environment has totally changed today. In this changing world business houses are drifting towards more 

scalable, robust, flexible information technology architecture.  Each organization is thriving to become an intelligent 

organization and at gaining competition advantage on the market by the use of new and innovative Business Intelligence (BI) 

solutions. Today, business intelligence (BI) has been under mounting pressure to evolve as an all pervasive information and 

analytics agent. On the other hand, in the wake of the present economic crisis organizations are reducing IT budget which is 

practically compelling to have concretized its strategic relationship with business with the reintroduction of grid technology 

in the form of cloud computing.  Popular solutions based on Cloud Computing, called Cloud BI or BI services on demand 

are increasingly popular. 

 

II. WHAT IS CLOUD COMPUTING 
The time you started using Picasa you started using it. The moment you created your account in Facebook and 

entered the world of social networking you started using it. It, starting with a big „I‟ is no other than “Cloud Computing”.  

 

Cloud computing refers to the delivery of computing resources over the Internet. The term „cloud‟ is analogical to 

internet. Instead of keeping data on your own hard drive or updating applications for your needs, you use a service over the 

Internet, at another location, to store your information or use its applications. 

 

It can reduce the cost (isn‟t it the sufficient reason where every big business house is slashing IT Infrastructure 

budget?)  and complexity of owning and operating computers and networks. Since cloud users do not have to invest in 

information technology infrastructure, purchase hardware, or buy software licenses, the benefits are low up-front costs, rapid 

return on investment, rapid deployment, customization, flexible use, and solutions that can make use of new innovations. In 

addition, cloud providers that have specialized in a particular area (such as e-mail) can bring advanced services that a single 

company might not be able to afford or develop. Some other benefits to users include scalability and efficiency. Scalability 

means that cloud computing offers unlimited processing and storage capacity. Cloud computing is often considered efficient 

because it allows organizations to free up resources to focus on innovation and product development. 

 

2.1 Service Models : What we see is what we get 

The bottom-line of the technology is to share resources. Use the unused, release after using so that others can use, 

and do this seamlessly without heavy management intervention are the basics of cloud computing. Now what are the services 

available to reuse, which model one can adapt so that it fits the bill? May be I need a book for a lazy evening and my friend 

has a hamburger to offer? Here we chose from the three service models that are available. 

 

Software as a Service (SaaS) - We can use applications running on a cloud infrastructure from either a thin client interface, 

such as a web browser, or a program interface without managing or controlling the underlying infrastructure including 

network, servers, operating systems or storage. 

 

Platform as a Service (PaaS) - We can deploy applications (self created or acquired) onto the cloud infrastructure using 

programming languages, libraries, services, and tools supported by the provider, without managing network, servers, 

operating systems, or storage, but have control over the deployed applications and hosting environment. 

 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) - We can use processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources 

and deploy or run arbitrary software, which can include operating systems and applications. Consumer has control over 

operating systems, storage, and deployed applications but does not manage the underlying infrastructure. 

Cloud in the sky of Business Intelligence 
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2.2 What the infrastructure should guarantee 

So we see the backbone is „Cloud Infrastructure‟ which has to be managed by the providers and above there are different 

layers of services that we can use as consumer. It should have the following characteristics. 

 Computing capabilities, like network storage, server time should be available automatically when needed without any 

manual or human interaction with provider. This is what we say “on-demand self-service” 

 Infrastructure should be built on “broad network access”, meaning capabilities are over the network and can be 

accessed through standard mechanisms like laptops, mobile phones etc. 

 “Resource pooling” is an essence of cloud computing. Resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers using a multi-

tenant model, with different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and reassigned according to consumer 

demand. 

 The capabilities available must appear to be unlimited and can be appropriated in any quantity at any time. So the 

capability must support “Rapid elasticity”  - it must be elastically provisioned and released between consumers. 

 Should support “Measured service” for automatically controlling and optimizing resource usage by leveraging a 

metering facility. This is also required to enable consumer to use and pay for the infrastructure. 

  

 

III. CLOUD BI – AN OPPORTUNITY UNLEASHED 
3.1 Challenges of modern day BI  

BI is an umbrella term that includes the applications, infrastructure and tools, and best practices that enable access 

to and analysis of information to improve and optimize decisions and performance. Roots of business intelligence are found 

in relational databases, data warehouses and data marts that help organizing historical information in the hands of business 

analysts to generate reporting that informs executives and senior departmental managers of strategic and tactical trends and 

opportunities [1]. 

When we talk about information analysis, it's important to think about where the data actually resides. While the 

scope of traditional BI is limited to structured data that can be stuffed into columns and rows on a data warehouse, the fact is 

that over 90% of today„s data is unstructured in the form of images, MP3 files, videos and social media snippets. Also, much 

of the data that organizations need to look at is not necessarily "owned" by them - it exists within various social computing 

services like Twitter and Facebook, it's hidden within Web logs, sensor output, and call detail records. Finding exactly what 

you need within such an enormous stream can be like finding a needle in a haystack.  

In recent times, business intelligence (BI) has been under enormous pressure to evolve as an all pervasive 

information and analytics agent. From mass quantities of transactional data, Web data, and growing volumes of "machine-

generated" information, such as sensor and log data, volumes are expanding into the petabyte range. As the data center 

strains under the need for more storage and faster performance (all while keeping costs in check,) cloud computing, open 

source technologies and other emerging approaches are presenting compelling new ways to manage data and consume IT 

services [2]. 

 

3.2 Cloud BI – An architectural Overview 

Cloud BI is the new way to do Business Intelligence: instead of implementing expensive and complex software on-

site, the BI software runs in the Cloud. It is accessible via any web browser in a SaaS model. There is no need to install 

software, or to buy any hardware. And when you‟re computing needs grow, the system will automatically assign more 

resources. This elastic scale is what makes Cloud BI so powerful – user pay for what he use as opposed to always paying to 

provision for peak load. With business intelligence software running in the cloud, it is still possible to make comprehensive 

integration with back-end systems – both within User Company and in the cloud [3]. 
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Fig 1 : BI on the Cloud - The Basic Architecture 
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Hardware : refers to processing, storage, and networks 

Software : refers to the operating systems and drivers required to handle the hardware 

Data integration : refers to the tools needed to perform the ETL and data cleansing processes 

Database : refers to the relational or multidimensional database systems that administer the information 

Data warehousing : set of applications that allow the creation and maintenance of the data warehouse 

BI tools : are the set of front-end applications that enable the final users to access and analyze the data 

Web Client : finally, since all the architecture is going to be accessed through the Internet, there is no need for thick clients 

or preinstalled applications, because all the content and configuration can be reached through traditional internet browsers 

 

 

3.3 Why adopt Cloud BI 

The small and medium level companies or big houses can leverage the below benefits of cloud BI for reducing 

implementation and operating IT cost. 

 

Accelerating BI technology adoption: the cloud becoming the default platform for evaluating new software. 

Easier evaluation: the cloud enables software companies to make new technology available to evaluators on a self-services 

basis, avoiding the need to download and set up free software downloads [4]. 

Increased short-term ad-hoc analysis: avoiding data marts spawned as a result of new business conditions or events. Where 

short term needs [weeks or months] for BI is required, cloud services are ideal. A data mart can be created in a few hours or 

days, used for the necessary period, and then the cloud cluster cancelled, leaving behind no redundant hardware or software 

licenses. The cloud makes short term projects very economical [5]. 

Increased flexibility: due to the avoidance of long term financial commitments, individual business units will have the 

flexibility to fund more data mart projects. This is ideal for proof of concept, and ad-hoc analytic data projects on-demand. 

This agility enables isolated business units to respond to BI needs faster than their competitors and increase the quality of 

their strategy setting and execution. 

The strengths of the cloud model have led many BI vendors to introduce cloud services as a clear and distinctive 

extension to the on-premise and on-demand BI applications [6]. Companies like Amazon and Google offer unlimited 

processing power and storage thus allowing any business to cater to its increasing information stack while keeping the IT 

related costs under control. In addition, a number of innovative SaaS and "cloud-friendly" BI and analytic solutions are 

cropping up, which means that organizations can take advantage of the cloud to not only store their data, but also crunch it.  

Depending on the organization's specific requirements, there's more than one flavor of cloud like 

 

Private Cloud - The cloud infrastructure is operated solely for a specific organization, and is managed by the organization or 

a third party. It offers greater security and control.  

Public Cloud - Offered over the Internet and are owned and operated by a cloud provider. It is affordable and highly 

scalable. 

Community Cloud - The service is shared by several organizations and made available only to those groups. 

Hybrid Cloud - It is a combination of different methods. 

The best approach will ultimately depend on what's most important to the target organization. 

 

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE OPPORTUNITY OF USING A CLOUD BI SOLUTION 
By analyzing risks and associated costs and benefits a Cloud BI solution can be evaluated. There are different types 

of cost-benefit analyses where models are limited mainly to the measurement of costs and savings. The approach proposed in 

this article provides a perspective on the calculation of ROI (Return of Investment) indicator associated to a BI solution in 

the Cloud environment, stressing the difference between the traditional practice and Cloud.  

 

ROIBI     = (TB – TC)/ ITC       (1) 

      

where TB represents the total benefits following implementation of the BI solution, TC represents the total costs , and ITC – 

initial total costs of the solution. 

 

ROICloudBI  = (IPB + DCB - CloudTC)/ CloudTC    (2) 

      

where IPB represents the benefit obtained as a result of increased profit, DCB represents the benefit obtained as a result of 

decreasing costs by the use of a Cloud solution, CloudTC represents the total costs generated by the Cloud environment 

(after [7]). 

 

The benefit reached by decreasing costs through the use of a Cloud BI solution may be calculated according to the formula: 

 

DCB =       IHC  +        ISC  +        IIC      (3) 
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where IHC represents the initial hardware costs, ISC represents initial software costs, and IIC initial implementation costs for 

a traditional BI solution, detailed in [8]. Within these costs an important role is that of decreasing number of hardware 

equipments, of costs generated by the spaces used and of the license costs. 

 

The benefit obtained as a result of increasing profit following the use of intangible advantages of a Cloud BI solution may be 

calculated according to the formula: 

 

IPB = IAB  + ISB  + MB  + CB  + RB  + GITB  + UTB ,     (4) 

      

where IAB represents the benefit obtained by increased agility, ISB – same as a result of increased scalability, MB – same 

from reducing the time of response to the market demands , ISB – same as a result of increased clients‟ satisfaction, CB – 

same as a result of focusing business on the main competences, RB – same as a result of disaster recovery, GITB – same as a 

result of using Green IT, UTB – same as a result of better use of time, detailed in [7]. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
Cloud computing is an essential platform for the future Business Intelligence and offers several advantages in terms 

of cost, flexibility, availability and speed of implementation. It also can be an answer to the challenges of the cost cutting and 

economic crisis. Organizations – small, medium or large – may consider this consolidation at two levels: onto shared 

hardware infrastructure and onto shared and standardized platforms, the choice can be driven their by strategies. At the 

infrastructure level, organizations can consolidate by sharing hardware through virtualization, reaping benefits such as lower 

hardware, power, cooling and data-center costs. However, to reduce the cost and complexity of the heterogeneous 

application and data siloes running on top of virtualized servers will require standardization and consolidation at a platform 

level, creating a single database architecture capable of handling both data warehousing and OLTP workloads across the 

enterprise. This further boosts IT productivity, agility and responsiveness to business needs and shifting market conditions. 

Finally, consolidating workloads in the cloud delivers dramatic cost savings by minimizing the human costs of IT systems 

management. Like consolidating many databases into one reduces IT costs as the organization‟s need for database 

administrators, vendor support, and time allocated to upgrades and patches is greatly reduced if not eliminated all together. 
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ABSTRACT— Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANET) have been highly vulnerable to attacks due to the dynamic nature of its 

network infrastructure. Among these attacks, routing attacks have received considerable attention since it could cause the 

most devastating damage to MANET. Even though there exist several intrusion response techniques to mitigate such critical 

attacks, existing solutions typically attempt to isolate malicious nodes based on binary or naıve fuzzy response decisions. 

However, binary responses may result in the unexpected network partition, causing additional damages to the network 

infrastructure, and naıve fuzzy responses could lead to uncertainty in countering routing attacks in MANET. In this paper, 

we propose a risk-aware response mechanism to systematically cope with the identified routing attacks. Our riskaware 

approach is based on an extended Dempster-Shafer mathematical theory of evidence introducing a notion of importance 

factors. In addition, our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach with the consideration of several 

performance metrics. 

 

Keywords— Mobile Ad Hoc Networks, Intrusion Response, Risk Aware, D-S Theory 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
MOBILE Adhoc Networks (MANET) is utilized to set up wireless communication in improvised environments 

without a predefined infrastructure or centralized administration. Therefore, MANET has been normally deployed in adverse 

and hostile environments where central authority point is not necessary. Another unique characteristic of MANET is the 

dynamic nature of its network topology which would be frequently changed due to the unpredictable mobility of nodes. 

Furthermore, each mobile node in MANET plays a router role while transmitting data over the network. Hence, any 

compromised nodes under an adversary‟s control could cause significant damage to the functionality and security of its 

network since the impact would propagate in performing routing tasks. Several work [1], [2] addressed the intrusion 

response actions in MANET by isolating uncooperative nodes based on the node reputation derived from their behaviors. 

Such a simple response against malicious nodes often neglects possible negative side effects involved with the response 

actions. In MANET scenario, improper countermeasures may cause the unexpected network partition, bringing additional 

damages to the network infrastructure. To address the abovementioned critical issues, more flexible and adaptive response 

should be investigated. The notion of risk can be adopted to support more adaptive responses to routing attacks in MANET 

[3]. However, risk assessment is still a nontrivial, challenging problem due to its involvements of subjective knowledge, 

objective evidence, and logical reasoning. Subjective knowledge could be retrieved from previous experience and objective 

evidence could be obtained from observation while logical reasoning requires a formal foundation. Wang et al. [4] proposed 

a naive fuzzy cost-sensitive intrusion response solution for MANET. Their cost model took subjective knowledge and 

objective evidence into account but omitted a seamless combination of two properties with logical reasoning. In this paper, 

we seek a way to bridge this gap by using Dempster-Shafer mathematical theory of evidence (D-S theory), which offers an 

alternative to traditional probability theory for representing uncertainty [5]. D-S theory has been adopted as a valuable tool 

for evaluating reliability and security in information systems and by other engineering fields [6], [7], where precise 

measurement is impossible to obtain or expert elicitation is required. D-S theory has several characteristics. First, it enables 

us to represent both subjective and objective evidences with basic probability assignment and belief function. Second, it 

supports Dempster‟s rule of combination (DRC) to combine several evidences together with probable reasoning. However, 

as identified in [8], [9], [10], [11], Dempster‟s rule of combination has several limitations, such as treating evidences equally 

without differentiating each evidence and considering priorities among them. To address these limitations in MANET 

intrusion response scenario, we introduce a new Dempster‟s rule of combination with a notion of importance factors (IF) in 

D-S evidence model. In this paper, we propose a risk-aware response mechanism to systematically cope with routing attacks 

in MANET, proposing an adaptive time-wise isolation method. Our risk-aware approach is based on the extended D-S 

evidence model. In order to evaluate our mechanism, we perform a series of simulated experiments with a proactive 

MANET routing protocol, Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) [12]. In addition, we attempt to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of our solution. 

 

II. MOTIVATION 
Existing System 

Several work addressed the intrusion response actions in MANET by isolating uncooperative nodes based on the 

node reputation derived from their behaviors. Such a simple response against malicious nodes often neglects possible 

negative side effects involved with the response actions. In MANET scenario, improper countermeasures may cause the 

An Efficient Mechanism of Handling MANET Routing Attacks 

using Risk Aware Mitigation with Distributed Node Control 
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unexpected network partition, bringing additional damages to the network infrastructure. To address the above-mentioned 

critical issues, more flexible and adaptive response should be investigated. The notion of risk can be adopted to support more 

adaptive responses to routing attacks in MANET. Subjective knowledge could be retrieved from previous experience and 

objective evidence could be obtained from observation while logical reasoning requires a formal foundation. Wang et al. 

proposed a naïve fuzzy cost-sensitive intrusion response solution for MANET. Their cost model took subjective knowledge 

and objective evidence into account but omitted a seamless combination of two properties with logical reasoning. 

 

Disadvantage of Existing System 

However, risk assessment is still a nontrivial, challenging problem due to its involvements of subjective knowledge, 

objective evidence, and logical reasoning. 

 

Proposed System           

We formally propose an extended D-S evidence model with importance factors and articulate expected properties 

for Dempster‟s rule of combination with importance factors (DRCIF). Our Dempster‟s rule of combination with importance 

factors is nonassociative and weighted, which has not been addressed in the literature. We propose an adaptive risk-aware 

response mechanism with the extended D-S evidence model, considering damages caused by both attacks and 

countermeasures. The adaptiveness of our mechanism allows us to systematically cope with MANET routing attacks. We 

evaluate our response mechanism against representative attack scenarios and experiments. Our results clearly demonstrate 

the effectiveness and scalability of our risk-aware approach. 

 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 
In this section, we overview the OLSR and routing attacks on OLSR. 

 

OLSR Protocol 

The major task of the routing protocol is to discover the topology to ensure that each node can acquire a recent map 

of the network to construct routes to its destinations. Several efficient routing protocols have been proposed for MANET. 

These protocols generally fall into one of two major categories: reactive routing protocols and proactive routing protocols. In 

reactive routing protocols, such as Adhoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) protocol, nodes find routes only when they 

must send data to the destination node whose route is unknown. In contrast, in proactive routing protocols, such as OLSR, 

nodes obtain routes by periodic exchange of topology information with other nodes and maintain route information all the 

time. OLSR protocol is a variation of the pure Link-state Routing (LSR) protocol and is designed specifically for MANET. 

OLSR protocol achieves optimization over LSR through the use of multipoint relay (MPR) to provide an efficient flooding 

mechanism by reducing the number of transmissions required. Unlike LSR, where every node declares its links and forward 

messages for their neighbors, only nodes selected as MPR nodes are responsible for advertising, as well as forwarding an 

MPR selector list advertised by other MPRs. 

 
Fig: OLSR Protocol 

 

Routing Attack on OLSR 

Based on the behavior of attackers, attacks against MANET can be classified into passive or active attacks. Attacks 

can be further categorized as either outsider or insider attacks. With respect to the target, attacks could be also divided into 

data packet or routing packet attacks. In routing packet attacks, attackers could not only prevent existing paths from being 

used, but also spoof non existing paths to lure data packets. 

 

IV. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
Extended Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence 

The Dempster-Shafer mathematical theory of evidence is both a theory of evidence and a theory of probable 

reasoning. The degree of belief models the evidence, while Dempster‟s rule of combination is the procedure to aggregate and 

summarize a corpus of evidences. 
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Dempster’s Rule 

1. Associative. For DRC, the order of the information in the aggregated evidences does not impact the result. As shown in 

[10], a nonassociative combination rule is necessary for many cases. 

2. Nonweighted. DRC implies that we trust all evidences equally [11]. However, in reality, our trust on different evidences 

may differ. In other words, it means we should consider various factors for each evidence. 

 

Importance Factors and Belief Function 

In D-S theory, propositions are represented as subsets of a given set. When a proposition corresponds to a subset of 

a frame of discernment, it implies that a particular frame discerns the proposition. First, we introduce a notion of importance 

factors. 

Definition 1 

Importance factor (IF) is a positive real number associated with the importance of evidence. Ifs are derived from historical 

observations or expert experiences. 

Definition 2 

An evidence E is a 2-tuple hm; IFi, where m describes the basic probability assignment [5].Basic probability 

assignment function m is defined as follows: m(Φ)=0 and Σm(A)=1 (1) and Σm(A)=1 (2) According to [5], a function Bel:2θ 

->[0,1] ,a belief function over θ if it is given by (3) for some basic probability assignment m:2θ->[0,1] Bel(A)=Σm(B) for all 

A ϵ  2 θ , Bel(A),describes a measure of the total beliefs committed to the evidence A. Given several belief functions over 

the same frame of discernment and based on distinct bodies of evidence, Dempster‟s rule of combination, which is given by 

(4), enables us to compute the orthogonal sum, which describes the combined evidence. Suppose Bel1 and Bel2 are belief 

functions over the same frame θ, with basic probability assignments m1 and m2.Then, the function m : 2 θ->[0,1]; defined 

by m(θ)=0 and m(C)=(ΣAi ∩ Bj =Cmi (Ai) m2 (Bj))/(1- ΣAi∩Bj=Φm1(Ai)m2(Bj)) (4) for all nonempty C ⊆θ,, m(C) is a 

basic probability assignment which describes the combined evidence. Suppose IF1 and IF2 are importance factors of two 

independent evidences named E1 and E2, respectively. The combination of these two evidences implies that our total belief 

to these two evidences is 1, but in the same time, our belief to either of these evidences is less than 1. This is straightforward 

since if our belief to one evidence is 1, it would mean our belief to the other is 0, which models a meaningless evidence. And 

we define the importance factors of the combination result equals to (IF1+ IF2)=2. 

Definition 3 

Extended D-S evidence model with importance factors: Suppose E1=<m1, IF1> and E2 =< m2, IF2> are two 

independent evidences. Then, the combination of E1 and E2 is E = <m1 Θ m2,(IF2+IF2)/2>, where Θ is Dempster‟s rule of 

combination with importance factors. 

 

Expected Properties for Our Dempster’s Rule of Combination with Importance Factors 

The proposed rule of combination with importance factors should be a superset of Dempster‟s rule of combination. 

In this section, we describe four properties that a candidate Dempster‟s rule of combination with importance factors should 

follow. Properties 1 and 2 ensure that the combined result is a valid evidence. Property 3 guarantees that the original 

Dempster‟s Rule of Combination is a special case of Dempster‟s Rule of Combination with importance factors,where the 

combined evidences have the same priority. Property 4 ensures that importance factors of the evidences are also independent 

from each other. Property 1. No belief ought to be committed to in the result of our combination rule m‟(Φ)=0 (5) Property 

2. The total belief ought to be equal to 1 in the result of our combination rule Σm‟(A)=1 (6) Property 3. If the importance 

factors of each evidence are equal, our Dempster‟s rule of combination should be equal to Dempster‟s rule of combination 

without importance factors m‟(A,IF1,IF)= m(A); if IF1= IF2 (7) for all Aϵ θ, where m(A) is the original Dempster‟s 

Combination Rule. Property 4. Importance factors of each evidence must not beexchangeable m‟(A1, IF1, IF2) ≠ 

m‟(A,IF2,IF1) if (IF1 ≠ IF2) (8) 

 

Dempster’s Rule of Combination with Importance Factors 

In this section, we propose a Dempster‟s rule of combination with importance factors. We prove our combination 

rule follows the properties defined in the previous section. 

 

Theorem 1. Dempster’s Rule of Combination with Importance Factors: 

 
Fig: Risk-aware response mechanism. 

                         

Suppose Bel1 and Bel2 are belief functions over the same frame of discernment, with basic probability assignments 

m1 and m2. The importance factors of these evidences are IF1 and IF2. Then, the function m defined by our proposed 

DRCIF is non associative for multiple evidences. Therefore, for the case in which sequential information is not available for 

some instances, it is necessary to make the result of combination consistent with multiple evidences. Our combination 
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algorithm supports this requirement and the complexity of our algorithm is O (n), where n is the number of evidences. It 

indicates that our extended Dempster-Shafer theory demands no extra computational cost compared to a naive fuzzy-based 

method. The algorithm for combination of multiple evidences is constructed as follows: 

 

Algorithm 1. MUL-EDS-CMB 

INPUT: Evidence pool Ep 

 
 

Risk-Aware Response Mechanism 

In this section, we articulate an adaptive risk-aware response mechanism based on quantitative risk estimation and 

risk tolerance. Instead of applying simple binary isolation of malicious nodes, our approach adopts an isolation mechanism 

in a temporal manner based on the risk value. We perform risk assessment with the extended D-S evidence theory. 

 

Overview  

Because of the infrastructure-less architecture of MANET, our risk-aware response system is distributed, which 

means each node in this system makes its own response decisions based on the evidences and its own individual benefits. 

Therefore, some nodes in MANET may isolate the malicious node, but others may still keep in cooperation with due to high 

dependency relationships. Our risk aware response mechanism is divided into the following four steps shown in Fig. 3. 

Evidence collection. In this step, Intrusion Detection System (IDS) gives an attack alert with a confidence value, and then 

Routing Table Change Detector (RTCD) runs to figure out how many changes on routing table are caused by the attack. Risk 

assessment. Alert confidence from IDS and the routing table changing information would be further considered as 

independent evidences for risk calculation and combined with the extended D-S theory. Risk of countermeasures is 

calculated as well during a risk assessment phase. Based on the risk of attacks and the risk of countermeasures, the entire risk 

of an attack could be figured out. Decision making. The adaptive decision module provides a flexible response decision-

making mechanism, which takes risk estimation and risk tolerance into account. To adjust temporary isolation level, a user 

can set different thresholds to fulfill her goal. 

                
 

Intrusion response.With the output from risk assessment and decision-making module, the corresponding response 

actions, including routing table recovery and node isolation, are carried out to mitigate attack damages in a distributed 

manner. 
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Response to Routing Attacks 

In our approach, we use two different responses to deal with different attack methods: routing table recovery and 

node isolation. Routing table recovery includes local routing table recovery and global routing recovery. Local routing 

recovery is performed by victim nodes that detect the attack and automatically recover its own routing table. Global routing 

recovery involves with sending recovered routing messages by victim nodes and updating their routing table based on 

corrected routing information in real time by other nodes in MANET. Routing table recovery is an indispensable response 

and should serve as the first response method after successful detection of attacks. In proactive routing protocols like OLSR, 

routing table recovery does not bring any additional overhead since it periodically goes with routing control messages. Also, 

as long as the detection of attack is positive, this response causes no negative impacts on existing routing operations. Node 

isolation may be the most intuitive way to prevent further attacks from being launched by malicious nodes in MANET. To 

perform a node isolation response, the neighbours of the malicious node ignore the malicious node by neither forwarding 

packets through it nor accepting any packets from it. On the other hand, a binary node isolation response may result in 

negative impacts to the routing operations, even bringing more routing damages than the attack itself. For example, in Fig, 

Node 1 behaves like a malicious node. However, if every other node simply isolates Node 1, Node 6 will be disconnected 

from the network. Therefore, more flexible and fine-grained node isolation mechanism is required. In our risk-aware 

response mechanism, we adopt two types of time-wise isolation responses: temporary isolation and permanent isolation. 

 

Risk Assessment 

Since the attack response actions may cause more damages than attacks, the risks of both attack and response 

should be estimated. We classify the security states of MANET into two categories: {Secure, Insecure}. In other words, the 

frame of discernment would be {_, {Secure}, {Insecure}, {Secure, Insecure}}. Note that {Secure, Insecure} means the 

security state of MANET could be either secure or insecure, which describes the uncertainty of the security state. 

 

Selection of Evidence 

Evidence choice approach considers subjective proof from experts‟ information and objective proof from routing 

table modification. we have a tendency to propose a unified analysis approach for evaluating the risks of each attack (RiskA) 

and step (RiskC). Take the arrogance level of alerts from IDS because the subjective information conspicuous one. In terms 

of objective proof, analyze whole completely different routing table modification cases. There area unit staple items in 

OLSR routing table (destination, next hop, distance). Thus, routing attack can cause existing routing table entries to be 

unintelligible, or any item of a routing table entry to be changed. We illustrate the possible cases of routing table change and 

analyze the degrees of damage in Evidences 2 through 5. 

Evidence 1: Alert confidence. the boldness of attack detection by the IDS is provided to deal with the likelihood of the attack 

incidence. 

Evidence 2: Missing entry. This proof indicates the proportion of missing entries in routing table. Link withholding attack or 

node isolation step will cause potential deletion of entries from routing table of the node. 

Evidence 3: ever-changing entry I. This proof represents the proportion of fixing entries within the case of next hop being 

the malicious node. 

Evidence 4: ever-changing entry II. This proof shows the proportion of modified entries within the case of various next hops 

(not the malicious node) and therefore the same distance. 

Evidence 5: ever-changing entry III. This proof points out the proportion of fixing entries within the case completely 

different of various} next hop (not the malicious node) and therefore the different distance. Like proof four, each attacks and 

countermeasures might end in this proof. 

 

Combination of Evidence 

Call the combined evidence for an attack, EA and the combined evidence for a countermeasure, EC. Thus, 

BelA(Insecure) and BelC(Insecure) represent risks of attack (RiskA) and countermeasure (RiskC), respectively. The 

combined evidences, EA and EC are defined and the entire risk value derived from RiskA and RiskC 

EA = E1 ⊕E2 ⊕ E3 ⊕ E4 ⊕ E5, 

EC = E2 ⊕E4 ⊕ E5, 

where ⊕ is Dempster‟s rule of combination with important factors defined in Theorem 1 

Risk = RiskA - RiskC = BelA(Insecure) –BelC(Insecure). 

 

Adaptive Decision Making 

  The response level is as well divided into multiple bands. each band is said to academic degree isolation degree, that 

presents a special amount of your time of the isolation action. The response action and band boundaries unit all determined 

in accordance with risk tolerance and may be changed once risk tolerance threshold changes. the upper risk tolerance 

threshold (UT) would be associated with permanent isolation response. The lower risk tolerance threshold (LT) would keep 

each node intact. The band between the upper tolerance threshold and lower tolerance threshold is said to the temporary 

isolation response, inside that the isolation time (T) changes dynamically supported the assorted response level given by 

following equation where n is that the vary of bands which i is that the corresponding isolation band. 
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V. SYSTEM DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAMS 

 
Fig: Architecture diagram for mitigation of Routing attacks 

 

 
                                                      

Fig: Overall Architecture 

          

VI. EXPERIMENT & RESULT 
                   The performance ends up in these random network topologies of our risk-aware approach with DRCIF, 

riskaware approach with DRC and binary isolation approach. In Fig. 5, because the range of nodes will increase, the packet 

delivery magnitude relation conjointly will increase as a result of their square measure a lot of route decisions for the packet 

transmission. Among these 3 response mechanisms, we have a tendency to conjointly notice the packets delivery magnitude 

relation of our DRCIF riskaware response is on top of those of the opposite 2 approaches. 
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Fig: Packet delivery ratio 

In Fig we are able to observe that the routing price of our DRCIF risk-aware response is under those of the opposite 

2 approaches. Note that the fluctuations of routing price shown in Fig. three are caused by the random traffic generation and 

random placement of nodes in our realistic simulation. In our DRCIF risk-aware response, the amount of nodes that isolate 

the malicious node is a smaller amount than the opposite 2 response mechanisms. 

 
Fig: Routing cost 

 

In Fig that‟s the reason why we can also notice that as the number of nodes increases, the packet overhead and the using our 

DRCIF risk-aware response are slightly higher than those of the other two response mechanisms. 

 
Fig: Packet Overhead 

                

In Fig The mean latency victimization our DRCIF risk-aware response is over those of the opposite 2 response 

mechanisms, once the amount of nodes is smaller than twenty. However, once the amount of nodes is bigger than twenty, the 

mean latency victimization our approach is a smaller amount than those of the opposite 2 response mechanisms. 
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Fig: Mean Latency 

 
Screen shot 1: Node communication 

 
Screen shot 2: Attack detection 
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VII. CONCLUSION 
 Handling MANET Routing Attacks Using Risk Aware Mitigation Mechanism with Distributed Node Control. 

Especially, our approach considered the potential damages of attacks and countermeasures. so as to live the danger of each 

attacks and countermeasures, we tend to extended D-S theory of proof with a notion of importance factors. Supported many 

metrics, we tend to additionally investigated the performance and utility of our approach and also the experiment results 

clearly incontestable the effectiveness and quantifiable of our risk aware approach. Supported the promising obtained 

through these experiments. 
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ABSTRACT: Despite the ubiquity of password systems, knowledge-based authentication mechanism remains an important 

and active research area. Many current systems have low level security, and even then users often devise insecure coping 

strategies in order to compensate for memorability and usability problems. Alternatives such as tokens or biometrics raise 

other issues such as privacy and loss. Various graphical password mechanisms have received considerable attention in 

response. A systematic review of the literature on graphical passwords shows no consistency in the usability and security 

evaluation of various schemes. The situation is similar for text passwords, making fair comparison between methods nearly 

impossible. This paper presents a graphical password scheme using persuasive cued click points. This method is based on 

knowledge based authentication. 

 

Keywords: Authentication, Cued click points, Graphical password, Persuasive technology. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
To validate the end user for authentication, we usually prefer to adopt the knowledge-based authentication 

mechanism, which involves text based passwords. The text based passwords [1] are vulnerable to be hacked. The hackers 

can easily guess the text passwords with other details of the system. If we want to avoid this, the system can assign a strong 

password, which the hacker cannot guess. But the system assigned passwords are very difficult to memorize and also 

remembered by the user. The study on the graphical password mechanisms states that the click point passwords are hard to 

guess by the attacker and easy to remember for the users. So the password authentication system should encourage the strong 

password selection scheme while maintaining the memorability of the user.  This paper proposes the idea of persuasive 

technology [2] cued click point authentication with dynamic user blocks. 

This mechanism influence the user to set a random password which cannot be guessed and also being graphical, the 

user can easily remember. In practical situations the same user will require different level of security for different types of 

applications over the internet. But the existing system provides a concrete security level, which is same for all users and the 

applications. It sets the threshold value as a fixed one whose size cannot be changed. In the proposed system the size of the 

threshold value is set by the user, depending upon his/her current requirement, with the help of dynamic user blocks. To 

increase the memorability of the user, audio support can also be provided, i.e. each click point is randomly associated with 

an audio sound clip. So that legitimate user can be alarmed for wrong clicks.  

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
A. Token based Methods 

The traditional user name /password or personal identification number (PIN) based authentication scheme is an 

example of the Token Based. It is based on “something You possess”. For example, Smart Cards, a driver's license, credit 

card, a university ID card etc. It allows users to enter their user name/ password in order to obtain a token which allows them 

to fetch a specific resource- without using their user name and password. Once their token has been obtained, then the user 

can offer the token-which offers access to a specific resource for a time period- to the remote site[3]. 

 

B. Biometrics 

Biometrics is the study of automated methods for uniquely recognizing human beings based upon one or more 

intrinsic physical or behavioral traits. It is based on “something you are”. It uses physiological or behavioral characteristics 

like facial or fingerprint scans and iris or voice recognition to identify users[4]. 

 

C. Knowledge based Authentication 

Knowledge based authentication are the most extensively used authentication techniques and include both text 

based and picture based passwords KBA is based on “something You Know to identify you”. The major drawback of token- 

based and biometric- based authentication methods are expensive and requires special devices. Graphical- based password 

methods have been proposed as a potential alternative to text-based techniques, supported partially by the fact that humans 

can remember images better than text Psychologists have confirmed that in both recognition and recall scenarios, the images 

are more memorable than text. Therefore, graphical- based authentication mechanisms have higher usability than other 

authentication techniques In general, the graphical password methods can be classified into two categories: Recognition-

based[5] and Recall- based graphical techniques [ 6]. 

 

D. Click based Graphical Password 

Graphical password mechanisms are a type of knowledge-based authentication that attempts to leverage the human 

memory for visual information. A precursor to Persuasive cued click points(PCCP) was designed to reduce patterns and to 

A Graphical Password Scheme using Persuasive Cued 

Click Points 
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reduce the usefulness of hotspots for attackers. Rather than five click- points on one image, CCP uses one click-point on five 

different images shown in the sequence[7].The next image displayed is based on the location of the previously entered cued 

click-point (Figure. 1), creating a path through an image set. Users select their images only to the extent that their cued click- 

point determines the next image. Creating a new password with different cued click-points results in a different image 

sequence[8]. 

 
Figure 1: A user navigates through images to form a CCP password 

 

E. Persuasive Technology 

Persuasive Technology is a technology to motivate and influence people to behave in a desired manner. An 

authentication method which applies Persuasive Technology should guide and encourage users to select stronger passwords, 

but not impose system-generated passwords. To be effective, the users must not ignore the persuasive technology elements 

and the resulting passwords must be memorable. As detailed below, PCCP accomplishes this by making the task of selecting 

a low level(weak) password more tedious and time consuming [7]. The path of least resistance for users is to select a strong 

password (not comprised entirely of known hotspots or following a predictable pattern).The formation of hotspots across 

various users is minimized since click-points are more randomly distributed. 

 

III. PERSUASIVE CUED CLICK POINT MECHANISM 
Using a skewed password distribution the hackers can guess the password in the previous graphical password 

schemes. Without the system guidance most of the users clicks on the hotspot in each selected image. In this method the 

system influence the user to select more random clicks, and also maintains the memorability of the user. In this method when 

the image is displayed the randomly selected block called the view port only clearly seen out. All the other parts of the image 

are shaded, so that the user can click only inside the view port of the image. This is how the PCCP influence the user to 

select the position of the cued click point. The view ports of the image are selected by the system randomly for each image to 

create a graphical password. It will be very hard for the hackers to guess the click point in all the images. 

The users are allowed to click anywhere in the view port of the image. There is an option for changing the viewport 

(Figure 2) position also. This option is called as “Shuffle”. There is a limit on the number of times the shuffle option to be 

used by the user. While users may shuffle as often as desired, this significantly slows down the password creation. The 

viewport and shuffle button appear only during password creation process. During later password entry, the images are 

displayed normally, without shading or the view port, and the users may click anywhere on the images. Like Pass Points and 

CCP, login click-points must be within the defined tolerance squares of the original points in the image. The theoretical 

password space for a password system is the total number of unique passwords that could be generated according to the 

given system specifications. 

Ideally, a larger theoretical password space would lowers the likelihood that any particular guess is correct for a 

given password. Whereas text passwords have very skewed distributions resulting in an effective password space much 

smaller than the theoretical space, therefore PCCP is specifically designed to significantly reduce such skews. The recall 

studies of the PCCP approach proved that remembrance of the graphical password methods is much better than the text-

based passwords. 

 
Figure 2: PCCP Create Password interface. The viewport highlights part of the image 
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IV. USABILITY EVALUATION AND SECURITY ANALYSIS 
A. Usability of PCCP 

PCCP has similar success rates to the other authentication mechanisms evaluated (CCP, PassPoints, and text). 

PCCP password entry takes a similar time to the other mechanisms in the initial lab sessions, but the results indicate longer 

recall times for PCCP when recalling passwords beyond the initial session. Users who shuffled more had significantly higher 

success rates in the PCCP Lab study, but the difference in success rates between high and low shufflers was not statistically 

significant for the two week or the web studies. Furthermore, users reported favorable opinions of PCCP in the post-task 

questionnaires; a general trend indicates that larger images or more click- points negatively impacts the password entry time. 

No clear pattern emerges between the 6 conditions for success rates, providing no evidence that either manipulation affects 

success rates in a consistent manner. 

 

B. Security of PCCP 

Given that click-point clustering and hotspots are significantly less prominent for PCCP than for CCP and Pass- 

Points, guessing attacks based on these characteristics are less likely to succeed. Taking into account PCCP’s sequence of 

images rather than a single image offers further reduction in the efficiency of the guessing attacks. For capture attacks, PCCP 

is susceptible to shoulder surfing and malware capturing user input during the password entry. However, we expect social 

engineering and phishing to be more difficult than for other cued recall graphical password methods due to PCCP’s multiple 

images. 

V. CONCLUSION 
 Graphical password schemes essentially use images or representation of images as passwords. Human brain is good in 

remembering images (pictures) than textual character. There are various graphical password methods or graphical password 

software’s are available in the market. Therefore, this paper work merges persuasive cued click points and the password 

guessing resistant protocol. The major goal of this work is to reduce the guessing attacks as well as encouraging users to 

select more random, and difficult passwords to guess by attackers. Well known security threats like brute force attacks and 

the dictionary attacks can be successfully abolished using this method. 
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ABSTRACT - In many applications user authentication has to be carried out by portable devices. These kinds of devices 

must deal with constraints like computational performance, power consumption while also maintaining high performance 

rates in the authentication process. This paper provides solutions to designing such personal tokens where biometric 

authentication is required. In this paper, a 3D median filter design for iris biometrics has been chosen to be implemented 

due to the low error rates.  

Keywords – Biometric authentication, 3D median filter. 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 
Biometrics is the science of automated recognition of persons based on one or more physiological or behavioral 

characteristics. Possible biometrics methods include face, fingerprint, iris, hand shape, gait, signature, etc. Biometrics is 

widely used in many applications, such as access control to secure facilities, verification of financial transactions, welfare 

fraud protection, law enforcement, and immigration status checking when entering a country. Biometrics is the only method 

capable of recognizing human beings using the real features of the user instead of his or her knowledge (e.g., passwords) or 

belongings (e.g., a magnetic stripe card) [1]. Among currently existing biometric modalities, iris recognition is considered to 

be one of the most secure and reliable technologies [2], [4], [6], [5]; however, while matching algorithms in iris recognition 

are straightforward, the signal processing prior to matching requires a significant amount of processing power. 

 

IRIS ACQUISITION 

Iris recognition is an automated method of biometric identification that uses mathematical pattern-recognition 

techniques on video images of Irises of an individual's eyes, whose complex random patterns are unique and can be seen 

from some distance. 

 
Fig.1. Block diagram of a biometric system 

 

Iris biometrics systems do not use laser-scans to capture the image of the human eye. Instead, an infrared photo or 

video camera is used at a set distance to capture a high quality image of the iris. Working in the infrared range provides 

many advantages when compared to the visible range: iris ridges, nerves, and crypts are more evident, the border between 

the iris and the pupil is more pronounced; and users are not exposed to      annoying flashes. 

 

A 3D median filter takes input as 2D or 3D image this can be done using a Stereo camera. 

A stereo camera is that which captures the iris image in 3D. 

 

IRIS SEGMENTATION 

The main purpose of this process is to locate the iris on the image and isolate it from the rest of the eye image for 

further processing. Some other important tasks that are also performed in this iris segmentation block include image quality 

enhancement noise reduction, and emphasis of the ridges of the iris. 

 
(a)    (b) 

Fig.2 Input image (a), detected pupil edge 

 

FEATURE EXTRACTION 

Feature extraction involves simplifying the amount of resources required to describe a large set of data accurately. 

When performing analysis of complex data one of the major problems stems from the number of variables involved. 

3D Median Filter Design for Iris Recognition 
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Analysis with a large number of variables generally requires a large amount of memory and computation power or 

a classification algorithm which overfits the training sample and generalizes poorly to new samples. Feature extraction is a 

general term for methods of constructing combinations of the variables to get around these problems while still describing 

the data with sufficient accuracy. 

 

II. MEDIAN FILTER 
Median filter is windowed filter of nonlinear class that is used for image quality improvement. Median filter[8] is 

used “salt and pepper” noise reduction and in some cases to suppress speckle noise. The median filter is a nonlinear digital 

filtering technique, often used to remove noise. Such noise reduction is a typical pre-processing step to improve the results of 

later processing (for example, edge on an image). 

  

Median filtering is very widely used in digital image processing because, under certain conditions, it preserves 

edges while removing noise like salt and pepper noise 

 

WORKING: 

Like the mean filter, the median filter considers each pixel in the image in turn and looks at its nearby neighbors to 

decide whether or not it is representative of its surroundings. Instead of simply replacing the pixel value with the mean of 

neighboring pixel values, it replaces it with the median of those values. The median is calculated by first sorting all the pixel 

values from the surrounding neighborhood into numerical order and then replacing the pixel being considered with the 

middle pixel value. (If the neighborhood under consideration contains an even number of pixels, the average of the two 

middle pixel values is used.)  

 
Fig.4 calculating the median value of a pixel neighborhood. 

 

As can be seen, the central pixel value of 150 is rather unrepresentative of the surrounding pixels and is replaced with the 

median value: 124. A 3×3 square neighborhood is used here; larger neighborhoods will produce more severe smoothing. 

By calculating the median value of a neighborhood rather than the mean filter, the median filter has two main advantages 

over the mean filter: 

1) The median is a more robust average than the mean and so a single very un-representative pixel in a neighborhood will 

not affect the median value significantly. 

2) Since the median value must actually be the value of one of the pixels in the neighborhood, the median filter does not 

create new unrealistic pixel values when the filter straddles an edge. For this reason the median filter is much better at 

preserving sharp edges than the mean filter. 

 

SALT AND PEPPER NOISE 

Salt and pepper noise[3]  is a form of noise typically seen on images. It represents itself as randomly occurring 

white and black pixels. An effective noise reduction method for this type of noise involves the usage of a median 

filter, morphological filter or a contra harmonic mean filter. Salt and pepper noise creeps into images in situations where 

quick transients, such as faulty switching, take place. 

As a stereo camera is used in getting iris image it gives a 3D image of iris which contains salt and pepper noise 

 
Fig.3 Iris image with salt and pepper noise 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_noise
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pixel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noise_reduction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Median_filter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Median_filter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Median_filter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematical_morphology
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Contra_harmonic_mean_filter&action=edit&redlink=1
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3D MEDIAN FILTER 

3D median filter[9] uses 3D parallelepiped window to process volume image elements. 

 

` 

Fig. 4 Window or mask of size 3×3×3 in 3D 

 

In special cases we can analyze and process sequences of image frames corrupted with different levels of noise. 

These frames of images can be stored in the selected three-dimensional matrix X3(1: M; 1: N; 1: K). The operation of a 

moving three-dimensional array mask is illustrated 

in algorithm presented. 

 

for i=1:M-2 

     for j=1:N-2 

        for k=1:K-2 

B (1:3, 1:3, 1:3) =... 

    X3(i-1:i+1,j-1:j+1,k-1:k+1); 

Y ( i, j, k)= med(B(:)); 

             end 

         end 

 end 

 

 
Fig.5 The three-dimensional median filter masken 

Estimation of Statistical Parameters  

The parameters which are used in estimation of performance are Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), Root Mean Square Error 

(RMSE), and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) [7].  

 

A. Estimation of SNR  

SNR compares the level of desired signal to the level of background noise. The higher the SNR, the lesser the noise in the 

image and vice versa [7].  

 

   

Where, σ
g

2 

is the variance of the original image and  

σ
e

2 

is the variance of error between the original and image denoised with some filter.  

 

B. Estimation of RMSE  

Mean square error (MSE) is given by  

 

 
 

Where, f is the original image F is the image denoised with some filter and N is the size of image [7].  

RMSE = √MSE 
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C. Estimation of PSNR  

PSNR gives the ratio between possible power of a signal and the power of corrupting noise present in the image [7]. 

Higher the PSNR gives lower the noise in the image i.e. higher image quality. 

 

PSNR = 20 log10 (255/RMSE)  

 

APPLICATIONS:  

Median filter is having following applications in image processing applications.  

1. Median filtering extensively used for Salt & Pepper noise filtering purpose.  

2. Its edge preserving quality makes it to useful in cases where edge blurring is unacceptable.  

3. This filter also used to remove speckle noise from images 

 

ADVANTAGES 

1. Simple to understand. 

2. Preserves brightness difference resulting in minimal blurring of regional boundaries. 

3. Median computer algorithm can be customized. 

 

DISADVANTAGES 

1. Less effective in removing Gaussian or random intensity noise. 

2. High computational cost. 

3. Removes noise only if the noisy pixel occupies less than one half of neighbor- hood area. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 
As previously used 2D median filter doesn’t gives a much efficient filtering of noise in images it can be replaced by 

an 3D median filter for better noise removal. 

As the theoretical studies give that a 3D median filter is most efficient in removing salt and pepper noise in 3D 

ultrasound images. It can be applied to an iris biometric system for more efficient de-noising if images. 
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ABSTRACT: Personal mobile devices (PMDs) have become ubiquitous technology. There, steadily increasing 

computational and storage capabilities have enabled them to over an increasingly large set of services. Mobile devices offer 

their users lots of possibilities and a feeling of freedom. However, this freedom comes along with new security threats. 

Sensitive data might be stolen and abused, if an unauthorized person gets unrestricted access to such devices. Considering 

their significance, it's necessary to ensure that they aren't misused.  Therefore, user authentication mechanisms are required. 

Unfortunately, a less effective and inconvenient PIN based authentication system is used to protect them against their 

misuse. So far authentication mechanisms like PINs and passwords do not take into account the limited capabilities of user 

interfaces of mobile devices. So, it is necessary to create and develop specially adapted mechanisms, which are designed to 

be usable under these restrictions. In this paper, we have tried to identify what are possible approaches for authenticating 

users on mobile device and highlight their pros and cons in terms of security and usability. 

 

Keywords: User authentication, Graphical method, Image based method, Audio based method. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Mobile devices support us in our everyday life. The main advantage of these devices is that we can take them with 

us and use them almost everywhere and at any time. We can check our e-mails, read online news, communicate via social 

networks and do many other things on the go. To support their owners mobile devices create and store a lot of sensitive 

personal data. 

Today, mobile devices are ubiquitous, but are potentially accessible to unauthorized persons. To avoid misusage it 

is important to implement and use reliable authentication mechanisms. Widely used knowledge-based mechanisms like PINs 

and passwords are not well suited for mobile devices as the capabilities of user interfaces are very limited. 

It is necessary to understand the capabilities and limitations of mobile devices beforehand. It is important to develop new 

authentication mechanisms specially adapted to the limitations and options of mobile devices. 

 In this paper we have discussed possible user authentication mechanisms for mobile devices their deficiencies.  

 

II. A USER AUTHENTICATION SCHEMES 
User authentication is the primary line of defence for a handheld device [1] that comes into the hands of an 

unauthorized individual. Password or Personal Identification Number (PIN) based authentication is the leading mechanism 

for verifying the identity of actual device users but this method has been shown to have considerable drawbacks. For 

example, users tend to pick PIN or passwords that can be easily guessed. On the other hand, if a password is hard to guess, 

then it is often hard to remember. To address this problem in handheld devices, some researchers have developed 

comparatively more secure, affordable and memorable authentication schemes based on graphical assistance, images and 

audio. 

Security of user authentication associated issues comes into view over the use of mobile and handheld devices, 

handheld devices progressively build up sensitive information and over time gain access to wireless services and 

organizational intranets. Because of their small size, handheld devices may be misplaced, lost, or stolen, and thus out in the 

open to an unauthorized individual. If user authentication is not enabled, a general default, the devices contents and network 

services fall under the control of whoever holds it. Even if user authentication is enabled, the authentication mechanism may 

be weak (e.g., a four number PIN) or easily guessed. Typing passwords are difficult especially those that are long and 

complex and the users are limited to one handed typing. Shoulder surfing attack is also a bigger problem with these devices 

because someone can gain access with ease. User Authentication schemes for mobile and handheld devices can be divided 

into three broad classes. They are as follows: 

• Graphical-based Authentication 

• Image based Authentication 

• Audio-based Authentication. 

 

II.I Graphical-based Authentication 

Many of the deficiencies of password authentication systems arise from the limitations of human memory. If 

humans were not required to remember the password, a maximally secure password would be one with maximum entropy: it 

would consist of a string as long as the system allows, consisting of characters selected from all those allowed by the system. 

Some passwords are very easy to remember, but also very easy to guess with dictionary searches. In contrast, some 

passwords are very secure against guessing but difficult to remember. This scheme is divided into three categories. [1]. 

 

A Survey of User Authentication Schemes for Mobile 

Device 
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 Password with Graphical Assistance 

 Draw-A-Secret  

 3D Graphical Password. 

 

II.I.I Password with Graphical Assistance 

Password with Graphical Assistance scheme is stronger than textual passwords [1]. Figure 1(a) shows, step 0 is the 

initial row of blanks, and steps 1-6 indicate the temporal order in which the user fills in the blanks. The password can be 

placed in the normal, left-to-right positions as shown in Figure 1(a). Due to the graphical nature of the input interface, 

however, the user could enter the password in other positions, as well. For example, Figure 1(b) shows a modification in 

which the user enters the password in a left-to-right manner, but starting from a different initial position than the leftmost. 

Figure 1(c) shows entering the password in an outside-in strategy. And, of course, these variations can be combined in the 

obvious way, as shown in Figure 1(d). 

 

 
Figure 1: Password with Graphical Assistance [1] 

 

Advantage 

The power of graphical input abilities while yielding a scheme that is convincingly stronger than textual passwords. 

Disadvantage 

Long and random passwords are hard to remember also it has complex function.  

 

III.I.II Draw-A-Secret 

A technique, called “Draw - a - secret (DAS)”, which allows the user to draw their unique password [2]. A user is 

asked to draw a simple picture on a 2D grid. The coordinates of the grids occupied by the picture are stored in the order of 

the drawing. During authentication, the user is asked to re-draw the picture. If the drawing touches the same grids in the 

same sequence, then the user is authenticated. Jermyn, et al. suggested that given reasonable-length passwords in a 5 X 5 

grid, the full password space of DAS is larger than that of the full text password space.  

 

 
 

Figure 2:  Draw a secret [2] 

Advantage 

DAS password scheme is hard to crack in practice than the conventional textual scheme.DAS passwords of length 8 or larger 

on a 5 x 5 grid may be less susceptible to dictionary attack than textual passwords. This approach is alphabet independent. 

Users are freed from having to remember any kind of alphanumeric string. 

Disadvantage 

DAS passwords (for some reasonable number of primitives) constitute a larger space than that of textual-based password. 
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II.I.III 3D-Graphical Passwords 

A special feature in this scheme the user is permitted to rotate the drawing canvas (grid) [3]. The rotation is 

performed on the z-axis, which gives a noticeable clockwise or counter-clockwise motion using either mouse or stylus. The 

grid is displayed in the window and the user may draw directly on it. The slider may be dragged up or down to adjust the 

existing rotation angle of the grid. The user rotates the canvas at an angle of, say in the clockwise direction and then for an 

angle of 90 in the same direction. This is equivalent to (has the same encoding as) a single rotation of 135 in the clockwise 

direction. However, if the user switches direction, the consecutive rotations are modelled as two distinct events.  Hence, 

rotating the canvas, say in the clockwise direction for 45 and then rotating equivalent to not rotating at all. Such equip-

angular bi-directional rotations in-between strokes are encoded differently and generate a different password from drawing 

the same picture with no rotations at all. 

 
Figure 3: 3D Graphical Password [3] 

Advantage 

This scheme increases the password space to very large extent and hence promises to provide extended security. 

This scheme provides a higher level of security without compromising user convenience. The same mirror-symmetric 

drawings with different intermediate rotations are encoded as different passwords, making it difficult for the attacker to form 

the dictionary simply based on mirror symmetry. Also, rotation of the drawing grid introduces resistance to shoulder-surfing 

attacks. Consider where an attacker manages to get a glimpse of the final drawing on the canvas when the user is trying to 

log in. The attacker would try to guess the sequence in which the strokes were made (including the direction of the strokes) 

by the user while drawing the picture. (Knowing whether the user is right-handed or left-handed might help the attacker 

guess the direction of the strokes.) If the attacker guesses the sequence and direction of the strokes correctly, he would 

succeed in getting the user’s password. However, the added dimension of rotation makes it significantly difficult for the 

attacker to guess the password by just looking at the final drawing on the canvas. 

Disadvantage 

Password space increases around 20 times than draw a secret. 

 

II.II Image based Authentication 

Images are more readily recalled than words [1] alphanumeric passwords are harder to remember, especially if they 

are changed every few months. Instead of letters and numbers for passwords, images can be selected as password in Image-

based authentication schemes, these schemes suits to handheld devices those have special security needs.  

 

II.II.I Passface 

To log in, users select their Passfaces from a grid of faces displayed on the screen [4]. This study uses the standard 

implementation of the Passfaces demonstration toolkit, requiring participants to memorise 4 faces, and correctly select all 4: 

one in each of 4 grids of nine faces (see Figure 4 for an example grid). The grids are presented one at a time on the screen, 

and the order of presentation remains constant, as do the faces contained in each grid. However, no grid contains faces found 

in the other grids, and the order of faces within each grid is randomised. These features help secure a user’s Passface 

combination against detection through shoulder-surfing and packet-sniffing. 

 
Figure 4: Passfaces [4] 

Advantages 

Passfaces have been shown to be very memorable than traditional passwords. Passfaces offer better performance 

than passwords for users who log in infrequently (less than once every two weeks). These features help secure a user’s 

Passface combination against detection through shoulder-surfing and packet-sniffing. 

Disadvantages 
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The increasing power of computing infrastructure is inevitable. As the increase occurs, the resources that Passfaces require 

will become ubiquitous. Passfaces should therefore be tested with up to date hardware and software facilities. If these 

facilities are not available, speed of the authentication mechanisms’ responses to user input should be measured and included 

in analyses, and response times made similar by retarding the password mechanism. Pass face-based log– in process took 

longer than text passwords and therefore was used less frequently by users. However the effectiveness of this method is still 

the graphical passwords created using the Passface technique and found obvious patterns among these passwords. For 

example, most users tend to choose faces of people from the same race. This makes the Passface password somewhat 

predictable. 

 

1) II.II.II Passclick 

A graphical password scheme in which a password is created by having the user click on several locations on an 

image [5]. During authentication, the user must click on the approximate areas of those locations. The image can assist users 

to recall their passwords and therefore this method is considered more convenient than unassisted recall a user can click on 

any place on an image (as opposed to some pre-defined areas) to create a password. A tolerance around each chosen pixel is 

calculated. In order to be authenticating, the user must click within the tolerance of their chosen pixels and also in the correct 

sequence. 

 
Advantage 

There are no multiple rounds of images, just a single image.  In an implementation of this scheme the image had 

predefined click objects or regions that were outlined by thick boundaries. The users chose the password from these objects 

and logged in using them (although thick boundaries were not visible when logging in). A click anywhere within the 

boundary was considered correct. 

Disadvantage 

 
A problem with this scheme was that the number of predefined click regions was relatively small so the password 

had to be quite long to be secure (e.g., 12 clicks). Also, the use of pre-defined click objects or regions required simple, 

artificial images, for example cartoon-like images, instead of complex, real-world scenes. If we have some complicated or 

crowded image then it takes more time to scan the image to identify their password points. They probably also had to 

observe the area of their password points very carefully to identify the exact place to click. Consider figure 6 which is very 

complicated image. So here difficult to identify exact place user has click. 

 

II.III Audio-based Authentication 

Audio signal are one of the most useful and effective features for user authentication in mobile environments [1]. 

Human ability to recall and recognize the audio signal is much higher than remembering words, hence different user 

authentication schemes are being developed using audio and voice signal. The voice signal conveys many levels of 

information to the listener. At the primary level, speech conveys a message via words, but at other levels speech conveys 

information about the language being spoken and the emotion, gender, and, generally, the identity of the speaker. While 

speech recognition aims at recognizing the words spoken in speech, the goal of automatic speaker recognition systems is to 

extract, characterize, and recognize the information in the speech signal conveying speaker identity. 

 

II.III.I Voice Verification 

Voice Verification [1] presents a user with a series of randomized phrases to repeat so the system can verify not 

only the voice matches but also the required phrases match. Voice verification, also known as speaker recognition, 

determines the identity of the speaker. Enrolment requires an individual to say a set of specific words, typically a numeric 

value, in succession and usually repeated several times. A template is extracted from this input using an acoustic model, 

which defines the characteristic of the voice. Once enrolled, authenticating to the system is done by prompting the individual 

to speak into a microphone and vocalize a randomly drawn set of digits, as they appear in the display. 
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Advantage 

Audio signal are one of the most useful and effective features for user authentication in mobile environments. 

Human ability to recall and recognize the audio signal is much higher than remembering words. The voice signal conveys 

many levels of information to the listener. At the primary level, speech conveys a message via words, but at other levels 

speech conveys information about the language being spoken and the emotion, gender, and, generally, the identity of the 

speaker.  While speech recognition aims at recognizing the words spoken in speech, the goal of automatic speaker 

recognition systems is to extract, characterize, and recognize the information in the speech signal conveying speaker identity.  

Disadvantage 

While many handheld devices incorporate a built-in sound card and microphone, they typically lack the processing 

power (i.e., floating point hardware) to perform the needed calculations quickly enough. Other drawbacks to this type of 

solution include environmental sounds, individual speaker variability in pronunciation (e.g., for the number 12, saying one-

two versus twelve), the significant amount of time needed for enrollment compared to other isometric mechanisms, and the 

larger size templates that are needed. On the other hand, speech is a behavioral signal that may not be consistently 

reproduced by a speaker and can be affected by a speaker’s health (cold or laryngitis). The varied microphones and channels 

that people use can cause difficulties since most speaker verification systems rely on low-level spectrum features susceptible 

to transducer/channel effects. The mobility of system likes uncontrolled and harsh acoustic environments (cars, crowded 

airports), which can stress the accuracy. 

 

II.III.II Audio and Image Authentication 

In considering how both audio and visual information can be used to authenticate a user, it was assumed that an 

individual would make a visual association when a particular piece of music is heard [6]. AVAP protocol is used for this 

type of authentication. AVAP is based on the following hypothesis: mnemonic associations between audio and visual 

information can be exploited to authenticate a user. A prototype was developed to authenticate users entering a particular 

website. The prototype records a number of associations during enrolment, and requests those associations to authenticate 

users for subsequent website accesses. Five image-sound associations were required. Users were given a randomly-selected 

sound and required to relate it to one of a corresponding set of 10 images. These associations have to all be recalled at 

subsequent site entries.. Audio controls were displayed to facilitate repeated audio activation. Audio clips were chosen 

deliberately to provoke an association within a particular image set, and tended to mirror the general mood of a category 

(e.g.,. epic orchestral music corresponding to dramatic imagery of the cosmos). Nine audio clips were associated with groups 

of 10 images, six of which were semantically similar (i.e., same subject matter) and three random. We expected that 

grouping semantic images together would increase security by reducing the predictability of an association. For instance, it 

may be trivial to guess that an individual may choose an image of plant life for a given piece of music, but it may not be so 

easy to select what type of plant life an individual would select from a set of ten semantically-similar images. The three 

random categories were included to measure the relative performance of associations made using a random image set to 

those made using a semantically-similar set. 

 
Figure 7: AVAP [6] 

Advantage 

Exciting and relaxing to use to be more enjoyable and relaxing. The beauty of this scheme is that it is harder for the 

user to record their password, thus it increases the security of the scheme. 

Disadvantage 

Users did not always listen to the audio, but only chose pictures they liked. Users became irritated with the time taken for the 

images to download at each site access. Users struggled to distinguish between semantically similar images and thus made 

frequent errors.  Images were deemed to be too abstract. 

 

II.III.III Audio Visual Person Authentication Using Speech and Ear Images 

Figure 8 shows multimodal person authentication system using speech and ear images [7]. Audio and visual data 

are respectively converted into feature vectors. Each set of features is matched with both a claimed person model and a 

speaker independent (SI) model. Then, audio and visual scores are integrated with appropriate weighting and a decision is 
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made whether he/she is a true speaker or an impostor. If the score is larger than a threshold value, the speaker is accepted as 

a claimed speaker. 

 
Figure 8: Multimodal Authentication Scheme[7] 

Advantage 

Although most of them use “face” information in combination with speech, the face features also change due to 

make-up, beard, hair styles and so on, and derives degradation of the performance. Therefore, it is worth investigating other 

biometric features with high permanence. ear shape hardly changes over time. Ear shape of person does not change over time 

that increases robustness of person authentication. 

Disadvantage 

Ear images are more changeable than face images by a tilt of the camera, since the ear surface is more irregular than face 

surface. 

 

III. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF USER AUTHENTICATION SCHEMES FOR MOBILE AND HANDHELD 

DEVICES 
This table is used to give analysis of all user authentication schemes that we saw above. 

 User 

Authentic

ation 

Schemes 

Authenticatio

n process and 

usability 

Memorability 

/Usability 

Possible 

Attacks/ 

Security Issues 

Analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

Graphical 

 

 

Based 

 

 

Authentic

ation 

Alphanum

eric 

Password 

Type the 

password 

 

Complex 

function, Long 

and random 

passwords are 

hard to 

remember. 

Brute force 

search, Spy 

ware, shoulder 

surfing, etc 

Vulnerable to 

dictionary 

attacks(simple 

password) 

Draw a 

Secret 

Users draw 

something on 

a 2D grid. 

Drawing 

sequence is hard 

to remember 

Guess, Shoulder 

Surfing, 

different 

password attack  

methods are not 

successful 

Approach is 

alphabet 

independent, 

Users are 

freed from 

having to 

remember any 

kind of 

alphanumeric 

string 

3D 

graphical 

Password 

Users draw 

something on  

a 3D grid and 

allowed to 

rotate the 

drawing 

canvas on z 

axis in 

clockwise or  

Counter 

clockwise 

motion. 

The drawing 

sequence is hard 

to  

Remember. 

Password space 

Increase around 

20 times than 

draw a secret 

scheme. 

Guess, Shoulder 

Surfing, 

because this 

scheme include 

graphical input 

different 

password attack 

methods Are 

not successful. 

Increase the 

password 

space to very 

large extent 

and hence 

promise to 

provides 

extended 

security 

 

 

 

 

Image 

 

 

Pass faces  

 

Recognize and 

pick the 

preregistered 

 

Faces are easier 

to remember, but 

the choices are 

 

Dictionary 

(Face) attack, 

Face brute force 

 

Images are 

more easily 

recalled than 
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Based 

 

Authentic

ation 

pictures; takes 

longer than 

text based  

password 

still predictable. 

Memorability 

mainly depends 

on the total 

number of rounds 

in the process 

and the face 

selection 

search, Guess, 

shoulder 

Surfing 

words. 

 

Pass 

clicks  

like 

Blonder 

scheme  

Passlogix,  

Passpoint, 

visual 

Key. 

Click on 

several pre 

registered 

locations of a 

picture in the 

right sequence 

If the selected 

image has limited 

memorable 

points in it, pass 

clicks can be 

hard to 

remember. 

Memorability 

depends on the 

image selection 

Guess, brute 

force search, 

Shoulder 

surfing. 

Because this 

scheme include 

graphical input 

different 

password attack 

Methods are not 

successful. 

 

Instead of 

arbitrary 

images, user 

can click on 

any place on 

an image. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Audio 

 

Based 

 

Authentic

ation 

Audio 

Authentic

ation  

(Voice 

system 

and Voice 

Verificati

on) 

Voice signal 

work as 

password, 

voice may be 

speech or any 

audio. Process 

can be fast or 

slow depend 

on user. 

Depends on the 

Voice password. 

Long and random 

passwords are 

hard to 

remember, but  

Long song, 

poems are easy to 

member. 

Dictionary 

attack, Brute 

force search, 

Guess, spy 

ware, Shoulder 

surfing, etc. 

Human ability 

to recall and 

recognize the 

audio signal is 

much higher 

than 

remembering 

words 

Audio and 

Image  

Authentic

ation 

Images can be 

associated  

with a 

particular 

piece of  

music as a 

password 

The Images and 

music 

association. 

Number of 

associations 

chosen by user 

improve 

Security but 

reduces 

memorability. 

Brute force 

search, Guess, 

spy ware, 

Shoulder 

surfing, etc. 

Environmental 

noise, 

pronunciation 

style, speech 

depends on 

speaker 

health, 

speaker 

system 

Audio-

Visual 

Person 

Authentic

ation 

using 

Speech 

and Ear 

Images 

The image of 

ear shape of a 

user is 

integrated 

with user 

speech 

information, 

high  

Increases the 

robustness of 

user 

authentication. 

Not Applicable 

Comes under the 

biometrics user 

authentication. 

Speech is 

deteriorated by 

acoustic Noises 

and time. Ear 

shape feature 

changes with 

time. 

Speech can go 

down by 

acoustic noise 

and feature 

changes over 

time. Ear 

shape of 

person does 

not change 

over time that 

increases 

robustness of 

person 

authentication. 

 

IV.  CONCLUSION 
Authenticating users on mobile devices can be challenging and many solutions currently being used by mobile 

applications either compromise security or usability. When mobile devices connect to business networks, user and endpoint 

authentication play critical roles in preventing misuse, abuse and attack. With effective use of authentication methods, 

organizations and individuals can cost-effectively guard against current and emerging threats, while retaining optimal 

productivity and flexibility in their use of mobile devices. 

The authors do not support for any particular solution here because the best solution depends on users application’s 

requirements. For example, the security requirements for an online banking application that performs funds transfers are 
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different from the security requirements for student just using mobile for playing games. Additionally, the ultimate security 

of user application is depending on many implementation details.  
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ABSTRACT: Cryptographic algorithms such as International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA) have found various 

applications in secure transmission of the data in networked instrumentation and distributed measurement systems. Modulo 

2n +1 multiplier and squarer play a pivotal role in the implementation of such crypto-algorithms. In this work, an efficient 

hardware design of the IDEA (International Data Encryption Algorithm) using novel modulo 2n + 1 multiplier and squarer 

as the basic modules is proposed for faster, smaller and low-power IDEA hardware circuits. Novel hardware 

implementation of the modulo 2n + 1 multiplier is shown by using the efficient compressors and sparse tree based inverted 

end around carry adders is given. The novel modules are applied on IDEA algorithm and the resulting implementation is 

compared both qualitatively and quantitatively with the IDEA implementation using the existing multiplier/squarer 

implementations. Experimental measurement results show that the proposed design is faster and smaller and also consume 

less power than similar hardware implementations making it a viable option for efficient hardware 

designs.Yet,despiteitssophistication,manyfutureattemptsat crackingDESshowedsignificant signsofsuccess.Forexample, 

thedistributive computing approachofspreadingcracking computationpoweroverthe Internet earnedRockeVerserandMichael 

Sandersthe prize ofthe1997DESChallenge.DESChallenge II wasalso 

crackedthefollowingyear.WiththeinventionoftheElectronic FrontierFoundationDESCracker, itwasshownthat a 56-bit 

keyprotectionisinsufficient againstexhaustivesearchemployedwithtoday'stechnology.Therefore,there 

wasanurgentcallforastrongersecret-keyencryptionalgorithm.IDEAwasone ofthe algorithmstoanswerthatcall. 

 

Key words —modulo 2n + 1 multiplier; International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA); Sparse-tree adder; 

Power/area/speed measurement; 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Thedemand for highsecurityincommunicationschannels,networkedInstrumentationanddistributedmeasurement 

systemsisevergrowing rapidly.Theconfidentiality andsecurityrequirementsarebecomingmoreandmoreimportant to 

protectthedata transmittedandreceived. Thisleadsto the need for efficient design of cryptographic algorithms 

whichofferdataintegrity, authentication, non-repudiationand confidentialityof the encrypteddataacrossthe communication 

channels.Variouscryptographic algorithmshavebeenstudied andimplemented toensuresecurityofthesesystems.Inthis 

paper,modulo2n+1multiplier hasbeenmuchfocusasithas found itsimportant roleinIDEAalgorithm. Forexample,the 

threemajoroperationsthatdecidetheoverallperformanceand delayoftheIDEA [1,4,15]aremodulo2
16

 addition,bitwise XOR and 

modulo2
16

+1multiplicationand the GF(2
n
) Montgomerymultiplicationandmodularexponentiationcan 

beimplementedusingrepeatedmultiplication andsquaringof thevectors.Amongtheseoperations, 

improvingthedelayandpowerefficiencyofthemodulo2
n
 +1multiplicationoperation leadstosignificant 

increaseintheperformanceoftheentirecryptographiccipher. 

Numeroushardware implementationsofthe IDEAalgorithmareproposedintheliteratureusingdifferentmodulo 

2
16

+1multiplierarchitectures.TheIDEAalgorithmhasbeen implementedinsoftware[3]onIntelPentiumII445MHzwith 

encryptionrateof23.53Mb/Sec.Later,IDEAwasrealized on hardwarechipbyCurigeret al [1]withencryptionratesup to 

177Mb/sec.Byusingabit-serialimplementation [4],which enablestheIDEAtobefully,pipelinedtheencryption rates 

reached500Mb/sec with125MHzclockrate.Theefficiency oftheIDEAciphercanstillbeimprovedifefficient basic modules 

suchasmodulomultipliers and addersareused. Theefficient implementationofthemodulo2
n
+1multiplier 

basedonnovelcompressorsandsparsetreebasedinverted end around carry adders is presentedin [7]. Even though 

thearchitecture ofthemodulomultiplierisveryefficiently proposedin[6],thehardwareimplementationandoptimization 

areconsiderablyimprovedin[7].Thisisresulted byreplacing thefulladder arrayswiththenovelcompressors andthefinal 

stageadderwiththesparsetreebasedinvertedendaround carryadder. 

Thepaperisorganizedasfollows;Section II-A introducesmultiplexer-basedcompressors. InSectionII-B,thehardware 

implementationofmodulo2
n
+1multiplierisgiven.Section IIIdiscussestheproposedimplementationoftheIDEAcipher 

whichusesmodulo2
16

 +1multiplier.Acomparisonofourimplementationtoa recentlyproposedimplementationismade 

inSectionIV.OurconclusionsaredrawninsectionV. 

 

II. PRELIMINARIES AND REVIEW 
Novelmultiplexor(MUX)basedcompressorsand2

n 
+1 multiplierdesignhavebeenreported in[7]andarebriefly 

reviewedinthissectionasfollows: 

A. Compressors 

1) MUXvs.XOR: 

ExistingCMOSdesignsof2-1MUX and2-inputXORareshowninFig.1.According to[8], the CMOSimplementation 

ofMUXperformsbetterintermsofpoweranddelaycomparedtoXOR.Suppose,XandY are 

Implementation of Low Power and High Speed encryption 

Using Crypto-Hardware 
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inputstotheXORgate,theoutputisXY+XY.Thesame XORcanbeimplementedusingMUXwithinputsX,Xand 

selectbitY.Theefficientimplementationofcompressors[9] isachievedbyusingbothoutputanditscomplement ofthese 

gates.Thisalsoreducesthetotalnumberofgarbageoutputs. 

 

2) DescriptionofCompressors: 

A(p,2)compressorwith pinputsX1,X2  ...Xp  andtwooutputbitsSumandCarry alongwithcarryinputbitsandcarryoutputbitsis 

governedbytheequation: 

 

 
 

 
Blockdiagramofa5:2compressorisshowninFig.2.Efficient designoftheexistingXOR-based 5:2compressor [10,11], 

whichtakes5inputs and2carryinputs, isshowninFig.3(a). Thecriticalpathdelayofthisexistingcompressoris4∆-XOR 

(delaydenotedby∆). 

 
Thenewlydesignedcompressorsusemultiplexersinplace ofXORgates,resultinginhighspeedarithmetic. Also,as 

showninFig.3(a)inalltheexistingCMOSimplementations oftheXORandMUX gatesboththeoutput 

anditscomplementareavailablebutthedesignsofcompressors availablein literaturedonotusetheseoutputsefficiently. IntheCMOS 

implementation of the MUX if both the selectbit and its complementaregeneratedinthepreviousstage thenitsoutput 

isgeneratedwithmuchless delaybecausetheswitchingofthe transistorisalreadycompleted. Andalsoifboththeselectbit 

anditscomplementaregeneratedinthepreviousstagethentheadditionalstage oftheinverteriseliminatedwhichreducesthe 

overalldelayinthecriticalpath. ThenewMUX-based design of5:2compressors[9] isshownin Fig.3(b),the delayof which is∆-

XOR+3∆-MUX CGEN blockusedinFig.3(b) canbe 

obtainedfromtheequationCout1=(x1+x2)·x3+x1·x2andtheCMOSimplementationisgiveninFig.4. 
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B.Hardware Implementation of the mod 2n+1 Multi plier/Squarer 

The hardwareimplementationofthe modulomultiplier consistsofthreemodules.Firstmoduleistogeneratepartial 

products,second module is to reduce the partial products to two final operands and the last module is to add the Sum and 

Carry operands from partial products reduction to get the final result. 

 

1) Partial products generation:The n × n partial products matrix is obtained from the n + 1-bitinput vectors. This 

partialproduct matrix is generated after repositioning the bits of the initial partial product matrix based on several 

observations presented in [6]. The final partial products matrix after applying all the observations is shown in Fig. 5. The 

partialproductbits can becomputedfrom AND,OR andNOT gates. The most complexfunctionof partialproduct 

generationmoduleisp
n−1,n−1

Vqn−2
,wherep

i,j
=a

i
b
j
andq

i
=p

n,i
Vp

i,n 

 

 
 

2) Partialproductsreduction:Thisisthemostimportant modulewhichlargelydeterminesthecriticalpathdelayand 

theoverallperformance ofthemultiplier.Hencethismodule needsto be designedso as to get minimumdelayandconsume 

lesspower. Theimplementations fromtheliterature[5,6,13]usefull adders(FA)andhalfadders(HA)toconstructthismodule. 

Theseriesoffulladdersinanycolumncanbereplacedby thenovelcompressorsthattakethesamenumberofinputs.In 

theproposedimplementationuseofsuggestedcompressorsis done which not only reduces the delay and power consumptionbut 

also the area of the circuit. For a modulo 2
16

 + 1multiplier in IDEA cipher the Carry Save Adder (CSA) arrayimplementation 

using Full Adders requires fifteen full addersin series in any column, these fifteen full adders can bereplaced by two 7:2 

compressors, one 5:2 compressor and two3:2 compressors. 

Correction factor computation is an important step while generating the partial products matrix. The full adder 

implementation [6] and the compressor based implementations [7]result in the same value. Because of the space constraints, 

computation of the correction factor COR for full adder implementation [6] is not given in this paper. COR computation for 

compressor implementation involves computingonly COR2, because COR1 is obtained based on repositioning of the partial 

productterm, which issame for both implementations. The correctionfactor COR2 computation for FA implementation which 

has n-1 stages of additions is shown in [6]. And the COR2 computation for the proposed multiplier implementation using the 

compressors also yields the same result. Since, any (p, 2) compressor can be primarily designed using p- 2 FAs which give p 

- 2 carry outs with 2
n
weight. Hence, the overall correction factor COR computation for CSA array FA implementation and 

compressor implementation yield the same result i.e., 3 as shown in [5]. 

3) Final Stage addition:The partial product reduction module gives one n-bit carry vector and one n-bit sum vector which 

need to be added in the final stage addition module. Very efficient parallel prefix adders are designed to do this operation 

[2].  

Suppose S and C are sum and carry vectors produced after the partial product reduction section. As it is shown in 

the work of Zimmerman [2] that 
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Equation (1) can be implemented using an invertedEnd-Around-Carry adder [2, 5, 6]. Even though the propagation 

delay of this adder is in the order of log2n, it has a drawback of high interconnect complexity and high fan-out. This can be 

overcome by sparse tree adder [12, 16] based on the prefix network logic. The sparse tree adder generates the carry for every 

four bits instead of generating it at every stage and using a carry select block for selecting the final carry after the prefix 

network. This sparse tree adder was proven to be much more efficient in terms of both delay and power when compared with 

the existing prefix tree based adders [14]. Hence this sparse tree can be used to design Inverted-End-Around-Carry adder. 

The newly designed Inverted-End-Around-Carry adder using sparse tree adder structure is shown in Fig. 6. This Inverted-

EAC adder is used in the final stage addition of the modulo 2n+1 multiplier. Theproposed implementation of the modulo 216 

+ 1 multiplier for IDEA cipher is shown in Fig. 7 and R16R15 : : :R2R1R0 represents the final product of the modulo 216 + 1 

multiplier. 

 

III. NOVEL IMPLEMENTATION OF IDEA CIRCUIT USINGTHE PROPOSED MODULO 2
N
+ 1 

MULTIPLIER/SQUARER 
The modulo 2n + 1 computation is an integral part of the International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA) where n =16 [1, 

4, 15]. Three major operations that decide the overall delay and performance of IDEA cipher are: 

1) Modulo 216 addition; 

2) Bitwise-XOR; 

3)Modulo 216 + 1 multiplication/squaring. 

 

As the first two operations take less time and are easy to implement, the delay and power efficiency of the entire 

IDEA cipher depends significantly on the modulo 216 + 1 multiplication/squaring operation. Hence, the IDEA cipher is 

implemented using the proposed modulo multiplier and compared with the existing implementations. 
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Toencrypt adatablockusingIDEAcipher,thedatashould be processed through three modulo multiplication operationsin a single 

round and the manipulated data again shouldPass through seven such rounds iteratively and a final outputtransformation to 

produce the final encrypted output. TheIDEA cipher takes 64-bit input data and produces a 64-bitcipher text with a 128-bit 

key. The encryption and decryptionalgorithms in IDEA are almost identical except they utilizetwo different sets of sub key 

generated by the same key with different processes. The IDEA encryption and decryptionprocesses consist of eight rounds of 

data manipulation usingsubkeys and a final output transformation stage. In this cipher,all the operations are carried out on 

16-bit sub-blocks. In theencryption process, the input data block of 64-bits is dividedinto 4 sub blocks of 16-bits each 

(X1;X2;X3;X4). 52 sub-keys for the encryption process are generated from the original128-bit key by shifting a part of it. 

Out of the 52 subkeys, sixdifferent subkeys (i.e., Z1
(r)

;Z2
(r)

;Z3
(r)

;Z4 
(r)

;Z5
(r)

 and Z6
(r)

 ,where r is the roundnumber) are used for 

each round and theremaining 4 subkeys are used in the final output transformationstage. The 16-bit outputs at each round are 

represented asY 1
(r)

; Y 2
(r)

; Y 3
(r)

; Y 4
(r)

and W1; W2; W3; W4 are the outputs of the final output stage transformation. The 52 

subkeys used for the decryption process are obtained using a different algorithm[17]. As shown in Fig. 8, the critical path 

consists ofthreemodulo 216 + 1 multiplication operations, two modulo 216addition operations and two 16-bit XOR 

operations in eachround. In the final output transformation stage, critical path consists of a single modulo 216 + 1 

multiplication operation.The throughput of the IDEA cipher can be improved, if thedelay of the modulo 216+1 

multiplication operation is reduced in the pipelined implementation of the IDEA cipher. Fig. 8shows the data path of 

encryption process of the IDEA cipherand datapath of a single round with 4 pipeline stages with the proposed modulo 

multiplier. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATIONAND RESULTS 
The proposed design of the IDEA cipher with four pipelinestages using novel modulo 2n+1 multipliers is used to 

analyse and compare with the well-known IDEA cipher implementations. The use of the novel modulo multiplier improves 

thethroughput and performance of the IDEA cipher significantly. 

 

A. Simulation environment 

All the simulations have been carried out using MentorGraphics ASIC (Application-Specific IC) design suite. 

Theproposed IDEA cipher design is specified using Verilog HDLand the multiplier descriptions are mapped on a 0.18 

_mCMOS standard cell library usingLeonardo Spectrum synthesis tool from Mentor Graphics.  

 

The design is optimized forhigh speed performance. Netlists generated from synthesis toolare passed on to standard 

route and place tool; the layouts areiteratively generated to get the circuits with minimum area.The calculation of power and 

delay are carried out using theEldosimulation tool. The proposed experimental simulationhas been performed at 1.8V with 

all inputs fed at a frequency of 25MHz. 

 

B. Simulation results 

The IDEA cipher is implemented using both the proposedmultiplier and the multipliers presented in [6]. Various 

performancemeasurements includingencryptionrate,delayand areafortheIDEAcipherusingboththeproposedmultiplier and 

theexisting multiplierareparametricallyobtainedand listed inTableI. As expected, theproposedIDEA circuit 

implementationachievessignificantimprovementsintermsof throughput(i.e.,encryption rate),latency(i.e.,criticalpath 

delay)andarea(i.e.,circuitarea). 
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V. CONCLUSION 
A hardware implementation of the IDEA cipher using novelmodulo 2

n
+1multipliers ispresented in this paper. It 

isshown that the proposed modulo 2n+1 multiplier improvestheperformance of the variouscryptographic algorithms used 

insecure communication systems of networked instrumentationand distributed measurement systems. Efficient 

compressorsandsparsetreebasedinvertedendaroundcarryaddersare usedtoreducethedelayandcomplexity ofthemultiplier. 

Simulations areperformedontheknownimplementation and theproposedimplementation.Thepresentedimplementation 

isproven toperform betterthantheexistingoneinvarious aspects,(i.e., throughputandcriticalpathdelay). 
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ABSTRACT: A concept of Lean can be seen as a loosely connected set of potentially competing principles whose goal is 

cost reduction by the elimination of waste, and organise the possible effort to utilise waste of all kinds in a productive way. 

The avoidance and then lateral removal of waste has a long history, and as such this history forms much of the basis of the 

philosophy now known as "Lean". Many organisations are implementing 'lean manufacturing' (LM) with the objective of 

achieving a superior competitive advantage over other organisations. Few companies have attained their objective, while 

many of them did not. One of the reasons for failure is that the managers of these organisations have not understood clearly: 

how the performance measures of an organisation are affected, when it gets transformed through LM.  

Lean can be elevated through optimized utilization of Information Technology.  Lean IT is the extension of lean 

manufacturing and lean services principles to the development and management of information technology (IT) products 

and services along with other manufacturing sectors . Its central concern, applied in the context of IT, is the elimination of 

waste, where waste is work that adds no value to a product or service. Although lean principles are generally well 

established and have broad applicability, their extension from manufacturing to IT is only just emerging. Indeed, Lean IT 

poses significant challenges for practitioners while raising the promise of no less significant benefits. And whereas Lean IT 

initiatives can be limited in scope and deliver results quickly, implementing Lean IT is a continuing and long-term process 

that may take years before lean principles become intrinsic to an organization’s culture.  This paper is an attempt to 

summarise the various components of lean manufacturing, role of IT in lean manufacturing and a brief overview of lean and 

I T. 

 

Keywords: lean services, smart automation, wasteful, unevenness, overburden, business building,   etymologically, world 

class manufacturing. 

 

I. Introduction 
Is is observed that the things in many ways goes waste which directly affects the cost and quality of the product . So 

it becomes essential on the part of manufacturers to reduce the waste from all possible angles and accordingly they have 

stepped up the waste elimination movement in possible manner. But the results were not creating any sensation in entire role 

of waste elimination. By that time Lean principles came from the Japanese manufacturing industry. The term was first 

coined by John Krafcik in a Fall 1988 article, "Triumph of the Lean Production System," published in the Sloan 

Management Review and based on his master's thesis at the MIT Sloan School of Management.  

Lean manufacturing, lean enterprise, or lean production, often simply, "Lean," is a production practice that 

considers the expenditure of resources for any goal other than the creation of value for the end customer to be wasteful, and 

thus a target for elimination. Working from the perspective of the customer who consumes a product or service, "value" is 

defined as any action or process that a customer would be willing to pay for. Lean manufacturing concepts were developed 

over the last five to six decades, primarily in Japan, particularly for the Toyota production system. These concepts met 

various tests for many years and passed the test of time very easily.  

Lean manufacturing revolutionaries the manufacturing process. It was not a fine tuning of the existing manufacturing 

processes. These manufacturing techniques are conceptually different from the traditional process.  

Lean manufacturing is a variation on the theme of efficiency based optimizing flow; it is a present-day instance of the 

recurring theme in human history toward increasing efficiency, decreasing waste, and using empirical methods to decide 

what matters, rather than uncritically accepting pre-existing ideas.  

The difference between these two approaches is not the goal itself, but rather the prime approach to achieving it. The 

implementation of smooth flow exposes quality problems that already existed, and thus waste reduction naturally happens as 

a consequence. The advantage claimed for this approach is that it naturally takes a system-wide perspective, whereas a waste 

focus sometimes wrongly assumes this perspective. 

 

II. A ‘LEAN’ CULTURE 
2.1. Brief Overview  

Also known as the flexible mass production, mainly it has two pillar concepts, Just-in-time (JIT) or "flow", and 

"autonomation" (smart automation). The smooth flowing delivery of value achieves all the other improvements as side-

effects. If production flows perfectly then there is no inventory; if customer valued features are the only ones produced, then 

product design is simplified and effort is only expended on features the customer values. The other of the two pillars is the 

very human aspect of autonomation, whereby automation is achieved with a human touch. The "human touch" here meaning 

to automate so that the machines/systems are designed to aid humans in focusing on what the humans do best. It is now 

possible to give the machines enough intelligence to recognize when they are working abnormally and flag this for human 

Role of IT in Lean Manufacturing: A brief Scenario 
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attention. Thus, in this case, humans would not have to monitor normal production and only have to focus on abnormal, or 

fault, conditions. 

Lean implementation is therefore focused on getting the right things to the right place at the right time in the right 

quantity to achieve perfect work flow, while minimizing waste and being flexible and able to change. These concepts of 

flexibility and change are principally required to allow production levelling, using tools like SMED, but have their analogues 

in other processes such as research and development (R&D). The flexibility and ability to change are within bounds and not 

open-ended and therefore often not expensive capability requirements. More importantly, all of these concepts have to be 

understood, appreciated, and embraced by the actual employees who build the products and therefore own the processes that 

deliver the value. The cultural and managerial aspects of Lean are possibly more important than the actual tools or 

methodologies of production itself. There are many examples of Lean tool implementation without sustained benefit, and 

these are often blamed on weak understanding of Lean throughout the whole organization. 

Lean aims to make the work simple enough to understand, do and manage. To achieve these three goals at once 

there is a belief held by some that Toyota's mentoring process,(loosely called Senpai and Kohai, which is Japanese for senior 

and junior), is one of the best ways to foster Lean Thinking up and down the organizational structure. This is the process 

undertaken by Toyota as it helps its suppliers improve their own production. The closest equivalent to Toyota's mentoring 

process is the concept of "Lean Sensei," which encourages companies, organizations, and teams to seek outside, third-party 

experts, who can provide unbiased advice and coaching. 

 

2.2. Lean goals and strategy  

Some commonly mentioned goals are:- 

Improve quality: To stay competitive in today's marketplace, a company must understand its customers' wants and needs and 

design processes to meet their expectations and requirements. 

Eliminate waste: Waste is any activity that consumes time, resources, or space but does not add any value to the product or 

service. See Types of waste, above. 

Reduce time: Reducing the time it takes to finish an activity from start to finish is one of the most effective ways to eliminate 

waste and lower costs. 

Reduce total costs: To minimize cost, a company must produce only to customer demand. Overproduction increases a 

company‘s inventory costs because of storage needs. 

 

2.3 Lean Manufacturing Metrics 

The goal of Lean Manufacturing is the creation of "World Class" level of manufacturing operations metrics. The following 

chart shows typical world class manufacturing metrics: 

Measure Perform

ance 

Measure Performan

ce 

Manufact

uring 

Lead 

Time 

<1 day Delivered 

Quality 

3 PPM 

Delivery 

Performa

nce 

99+ % Inventory 

Turns 

>50 

Conversio

n Costs 

25-40% 

less than 

mass 

Manufacturin

g Space 

35-50% 

less than 

mass 

producers 

New 

Product 

Develop

ment 

<6 

months 

Skill Trades 

Response 

<2 minutes 

Productio

n Skilled 

Trades 

Ratio 

>20:1 Changeover 

Time 

<TAKT 

Time 

Table No. 1 world class manufacturing metrics 

 

2.4 Principles of lean  

The five-step thought process for guiding the implementation of lean techniques is easy to remember, but not always easy to 

achieve: 

 Specify value from the standpoint of the end customer by product family.  

 Identify all the steps in the value stream for each product family, eliminating whenever possible those steps that do not 

create value.  

 Make the value-creating steps occur in tight sequence so the product will flow smoothly toward the customer.  

 As flow is introduced, let customers pull value from the next upstream activity.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SMED
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Research_and_development
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Senpai
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kohai
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Lean_Sensei&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lean_Manufacturing
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Fig. No.1 Principles of lean 

 

 As value is specified, value streams are identified, wasted steps are removed, and flow and pull are introduced, begin the 

process again and continue it until a state of perfection is reached in which perfect value is created with no waste.  

 

III. LEANMANAGEMENT AND WASTE 
While the elimination of waste may seem like a simple and clear subject it is noticeable that waste is often very 

conservatively identified. This then hugely reduces the potential of such an aim. The elimination of waste is the goal of Lean 

.Diagram given below refers to forms of waste and components of lean production system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. No.2 Lean Value Chain 

3.1 Muda (wasteful)  

Is a traditional Japanese term for an activity that is wasteful and doesn't add value or is unproductive, 

etymologically none or un-useful in practice or others. Muda has been given much greater attention as waste than the other 

two which means that whilst many Lean practitioners have learned to see muda they fail to see in the same prominence the 

wastes of mura(unevenness) and muri (overburden).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

Fig. No.3 Forms Of Waste 

 

3.2 Mura (unevenness)  

Is traditional general Japanese term for unevenness, irregularity or inconsistency in physical matter or human 

spiritual condition. It is also a key concept in performance improvement systems such as the Toyota Production System. 

Mura is one of the three types of waste. Waste reduction is an effective way to increase profitability. Mura, in terms of 

business/process improvement, is avoided through Just In Time systems which are based on keeping little or no inventory, 

rather supplying the production process with the right part, at the right time, in the right amount, and first-in, first out 

component flow. Just in Time systems create a ―pull system‖ in which each sub-process withdraws its needs from the 

preceding sub-processes, and ultimately from an outside supplier. When a preceding process does not receive a request or 

withdrawal it does not make more parts. This type of system is designed to maximize productivity by minimizing storage 

overhead. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Etymology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mura_(Japanese_term)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muri_(Japanese_term)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toyota_Production_System
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Just_In_Time_(business)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Productivity
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3.3 Muri( overburden)  

Muri is all the unreasonable work that management imposes on workers and machines because of poor 

organization, such as carrying heavy weights, moving things around, dangerous tasks, even working significantly faster than 

usual. It is pushing a person or a machine beyond its natural limits. This may simply be asking a greater level of performance 

from a process than it can handle without taking shortcuts and informally modifying decision criteria. Unreasonable work is 

almost always a cause of multiple variations. 

Firstly, muri focuses on the preparation and planning of the process, or what work can be avoided proactively by 

design. Next, mura then focuses on how the work design is implemented and the elimination of fluctuation at the scheduling 

or operations level, such as quality and volume. Muda is then discovered after the process is in place and is dealt with 

reactively. It is seen through variation in output. It is the role of management to examine the muda, in the processes and 

eliminate the deeper causes by considering the connections to the muri and mura of the system. The muda and mura 

inconsistencies must be fed back to the muri, or planning, stage for the next project. 

 

IV. LEAN AND IT 
4.1 Need and Scope 

As lean manufacturing has become more widely implemented, the extension of lean principles is beginning to 

spread to IT (and other service industries). Industry analysts have identified many similarities or analogues between IT and 

manufacturing. whereas the manufacturing function manufactures goods of value to customers, the IT function 

―manufactures‖ business services of value to the parent organization and its customers. Similar to manufacturing, the 

development of business services entails resource management, demand management, quality control, security issues, and so 

on. Moreover, the migration by businesses across virtually every industry sector towards greater use of online or e-business 

services suggests a likely intensified interest in Lean IT as the IT function becomes intrinsic to businesses‘ primary activities 

of delivering value to their customers. Already, even today, IT‘s role in business is substantial, often providing services that 

enable customers to discover, order, pay, and receive support. IT also provides enhanced employee productivity through 

software and communications technologies and allows suppliers to collaborate, deliver, and receive payment. 

The relationships between lean manufacturing and information technology is now building a new concept of 

business building. Software industry and IT can get great lessons from lean. On the other hand lean manufacturers can use IT 

to help their efforts in the journey. First of all it is important to understand that software alone will not make you lean or even 

efficient. In most of the cases IT plays an important support role. Good processes can be made more effective and efficient 

with software and application of IT not the other way around. It is important to know where IT can explore lean concept to a 

greater extent. Some major areas in this regard are given below.  

 Information Technology can be used in communicating data fast and accurately. Sharing the same piece of truth is very 

important to run a lean system effectively. 

 Collection and processing of data is another very important area where IT can help the lean manufacturer. Collecting 

data and analysis will help you in better decision making. 

 Some of the work can be automated using the IT technology. For an example rather than creating a purchase order every 

time, the system can be configured in such a way that it can pass the requirement to the suppliers in a predefined interval 

based on the TAKT time.  

 When implementing complicated IT systems it is important to make sure the systems also are following the concepts of 

lean. For an example;  

 Collecting and accumulating data which are not used for decision making will increase the workload for people and 

machinery and also will serve no purpose; hence it creates the wastes of over processing and inventory.  

Systems must be made to update just in time and possibilities of erroneous data into the systems must be eliminated making 

the system error proofed.  

 

In simple terms implementing an IT system will not solve your problem or will not make you a lean manufacturer. 

You have to put the processes in place first to be facilitated by IT in true lean manner. Like in lean manufacturing, it is 

important to apply the concepts of lean in designing the suitable IT systems for you. Good IT systems and good lean 

processes will make you a better lean manufacturer. 

 

4.2 Types of Waste in Lean IT 

Lean IT promises to identify and eradicate waste that otherwise contributes to poor customer service, lost business, 

higher than necessary business costs, and lost employee productivity. To these ends, Lean IT targets eight elements within IT 

operations that add no value to the finished product or service or to the parent organization 

 

Each element in the table can be a significant source of waste in itself, linkages between elements sometimes create 

a cascade of waste (the so-called domino effect). For example, a faulty load balancer (waste element: Defects) that increases 

web server response time may cause a lengthy wait for users of a web application (waste element: Waiting), resulting in 

excessive demand on the customer support call center (waste element: Excess Motion) and, potentially, subsequent visits by 

account representatives to key customers‘ sites to quell concerns about the service availability (waste element: 

Transportation). In the meantime, the company‘s most likely responses to this problem — for example, introducing 

additional server capacity and/or redundant load balancing software), and hiring extra customer support agents — may 

contribute yet more waste elements (Overprovisioning and Excess Inventory). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Online
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-business
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domino_effect
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Load_balancer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_server
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Call_center
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Waste 

Element 

Examples Business 

Outcome 

    Defects Unauthorized system and 

application changes.  

Substandard project execution.  

Poor customer 

service, 

increased costs. 

Overproduct

ion  

Unnecessary delivery of low-

value applications and services.  

Business and IT 

misalignment, 

Increased costs 

and overheads: 

energy, data 

center space, 

maintenance. 

Waiting Slow application response times.  

Manual service escalation 

procedures.  

Lost revenue, 

poor customer 

service, reduced 

productivity. 

Non-Value 

Added 

Processing 

Reporting technology metrics to 

business managers.  

Miscommunicat

ion. 

Transportati

on 

On-site visits to resolve 

hardware and software issues.  

Physical software, security and 

compliance audits.  

Higher capital 

and operational 

expenses. 

Inventory 

(Excess) 

Server sprawl, underutilized 

hardware.  

Multiple repositories to handle 

risks and control.  

Benched application 

development teams.  

Increased costs: 

data center, 

energy; lost 

productivity. 

Motion 

(Excess) 

Fire-fighting repeat problems 

within the IT infrastructure and 

applications.  

Lost 

productivity. 

Employee 

Knowledge 

(Unused) 

Failing to capture 

ideas/innovation.  

Knowledge and experience 

retention issues.  

Employees spend time on 

repetitive or mundane tasks.  

Talent leakage, 

low job 

satisfaction, 

increased 

support and 

maintenance 

costs. 

Table No. 1 Targets of Waste in Lean IT 

4.3 .Implementation of lean IT 

Implementation begins with identification and description of one or more IT value streams. It is essential to 

generate a date base which must includes the detailed information of time and motion supplies, customer demand, process 

flow and product families.  The database should have a facility to update and edit the data contents as per requirement of the 

lean . The generated data is to be analyzed for capacity plan, value stream map current status , vale stream map future status , 

work balance and layout proposal. The final stage is of project implementation wherein the above discussed steps are to be 

followed to create foolproof   A schematic layout given below can refer to basic theme of Lean It implementation. 

 
Fig. No.4  Implementation of lean IT 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
It  now essential to tie up lean manufacturing with information technology so as to expedite  lean     management 

movement. The industries and service sectors in totality should move forward to  take up this task and must execute possible 

efforts to update the various events through lean principles . It is now high time to move up for stability as far as global  

scenario is concerned. It is not that much difficult or complicated to opt for lean management drive. This will not only help 

the industries and service sectors to downsize the waste to a greater extent but also will enhance the quality of work culture . 

It has been proved by number of companies that lean manufacturing is a need of today and future of tomorrow. 
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ABSTRACT: This work focuses on the analysis of the effects of infectious disease in a closed population. We considered a 

Drilling rig company in Nigeria positioned several hundred meters from the coast. Because of their remoteness we are 

worried about the effect of an epidemic among the staff. We formulated a problem base on a typical rig practice in Nigeria. 

We look at the effect of the epidemic among the staff and the provision the company should make to mitigate the effects of an 

outbreak of some infectious diseases. Here individual do not come in contact with people from outside the community under 

consideration. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The diseases and any study about them can be very helpful and important for human beings. Specially, 

mathematical modeling can be a good and suitable instrument for having a better life. The basic SIR model has a long 

history. At first Kermak and Mckendrich introduced SIR model in 1927 [8]. Now, SIR model is developing more and more 

that you can even find it discussed in some introductory calculus text books [5]. SIR model can be very useful and helpful in 

characterizing some diseases. More numbers of these mathematical models can be seen in [2, 3, 13, 14, and 15]. 

Epidemics have ever been a great concern to human kind and we are still moved by the dramatic descriptions that 

arrive to us from the past. A single epidemic outbreak (as opposed to disease endemic) occurs in a time span short enough 

not to have the demographic changes perturbing the dynamics of the contacts between individuals [7, 9, 10]. The 

mathematical techniques used to understand, forecast, and control the spread of infectious diseases like influenza are diverse 

and growing rapidly. Some techniques have been newly developed, whereas others build upon existing methods from diverse 

fields including dynamical systems, stochastic processes, statistical physics, graph theory, statistics, operations research, and 

high-performance computing [12]. Here, we considered an epidemic in a fraction of the population in a community 

especially in a drilling rig company in Nigeria where individual did not come in contact with people from the community. 

 

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
At any given time, the population may be divided into three groups: the Susceptible, S, (i.e. those who have not yet 

been infected by the disease), the Infectives, I, (i.e. those who are currently suffering from the disease, who may pass it on to 

others), and the Removal, R, (i.e. those who have had the disease and either died, become immune or been isolated from the 

rest of the population). The rates at which these transfer take place can be assumed to obey the following equations [5, 11] 

   

    rSI
dt

dS
                                                                                     1  

    aIrSI
dt

dI
                                                                               2  

    aI
dt

dR
                                                                                        3  

 

Let systems  1  -  3 be Model A, 

Where 0r is the infection rate and 0a is the removal rate of infectives. 

The population size is constant and is given as 

 

    0
dt

dR

dt

dI

dt

dS
 

          NtRtItS   

 

Where N is the total size of the population 

The initial conditions attached to the mathematical formulation of the epidemic problem in  1  -  3  are    

          00,00,00 000  RRIISS                                    4  

 

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
In this work, we considered a drilling rig company in Nigeria with staff strength of 100 employees each of whom 

spend 5 months at a time on the rig. Each month 20 employees leave the rig and are replaced by 20 others. It is these 

newcomers which could bring infection to the staff of the rig. It is estimated that an infection rate, r, of 0.1 would be typical 

Analysis of the Effects of Infectious Disease in a Closed Population 
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for most viral diseases under the current conditions of the rig and that current practice on the rigs would lead to a removal 

rate, a, of 0.5. Both of these rates are based on a time-scale measured in days. Using the initial conditions

      100,00,900  IRS , we investigate the effect of more or fewer of the 20 new arrivals being infected, the 

effect of the removal rate on the spread of the epidemic, effect of adopting safer behavior patterns on the spread of the 

epidemic and to ensure that there are never fewer than 60% of the staff available for work at any one time. 

 

IV. INVESTIGATIONS 
At each month, 20 employees leave the rig and are replaced by 20 others. Then the following cases can be investigated. 

(a) 0.1 infection rate within the new 20 arrivals i.e. 

220
100

10
  People are infected 

 

(b) 0.2 infection rate within the new 20 arrivals i.e. 

                                   1820
100

10
  People are susceptible 

 

(c) 0.3 infection rate within the new 20 arrivals i.e. 

220
100

10
  People are infected 

We investigate three cases of the infection 

 

Case 1: Susceptible = 18, Infected = 2 

 

0 month [0 1] 

         100,00,900  IRS  

     [S I R] = [90 10 0] 

1
st
 month [1 2] 

         691,310,01  IRS  

 

     S: 0.2 0 = 0 home 

          0.8 0 = 0 remain 

     I: 0.2 69 = 14 home 

         0.8 69 = 55 remain 

     R: 0.2 31 = 6 home 

          0.8 31 = 25 remain 

    [S I R] = [18 57 25] 

2
nd

 month [2 3] 

      462,542,02  IRS  

     S: 0.2 0 = 0 home 

          0.8 0 = 0 remain 

     I: 0.2 46 = 9 home 

         0.8 46 = 37 remain 

     R: 0.2 54 = 11 home 

          0.8 54 = 43 remain 

    [S I R] = [18 39 43] 

3
rd

 month [3 4] 

      363,643,03  IRS  

     S: 0.2 0 = 0 home 

          0.8 0 = 0 remain 

     I: 0.2 36 = 7 home 

         0.8 36 = 29 remain 

     R: 0.2 64 = 13 home 

          0.8 64 = 51 remain 

    [S I R] = [18 31 51] 

4
th

 month [4 5] 

      314,694,04  IRS  

     S: 0.2 0 = 0 home 
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          0.8 0 = 0 remain 

     I: 0.2 31 = 6 home 

         0.8 31 = 25 remain 

     R: 0.2 69 = 14 home 

          0.8 69 = 55 remain 

    [S I R] = [18 27 55] 

 

Case 2: Susceptible = 16, Infected = 4 

0 month [0 1] 

      100,00,900  IRS  

[S I R] = [90 10 0] 

1
st
 month [1 2] 

      691,311,01  IRS  

[S I R] = [16 59 25] 

 

2
nd

 month [2 3] 

      462,542,02  IRS  

[S I R] = [16 41 43] 

3
rd

 month [3 4] 

      363,643,03  IRS  

[S I R] = [16 33 51] 

4
th

 month [0 1] 

      314,694,04  IRS  

[S I R] = [16 29 55] 

 

Case 3: Susceptible = 14, Infected = 6 

 

0 month [0 1] 

      100,00,900  IRS  

[S I R] = [90 10 0] 

1
st
 month [1 2] 

      690,311,01  IRS  

[S I R] = [14 61 25] 

2
nd

 month [2 3] 

      462,542,02  IRS  

[S I R] = [14 43 43] 

3
rd

 month [3 4] 

      363,643,03  IRS  

[S I R] = [14 35 51] 

4
th

 month [4 5] 

      310,694,04  IRS  

[S I R] = [14 31 55] 

 

V. OBSERVATION FOR MODEL A 
1. A close look at the plots in figures 1 – 4 show that at the beginning the infection rate increase and later fall towards the 

end with no number of susceptible and the removal rate is increased and reduced over a period of time. So between 0 and 20 

people are susceptible and this implies that no number of susceptible people can go home or remain at the rig. 

For the infected, 14 people will go home and 55 will remain and this implies that between 0 and 20 people of the new 

arrivals are infected. That is between 55 and 75 people are infected after the arrival of the new employees at the rig. So if 

between 1 and 14 people are infected it means we have the same number of people or less infected at the rig. Also more 

people will be infected at the rig if more than 14 are infected. Assuming no removal will arrive, then six people will go home 

and 25 remain. 

 

For all the graphs plotted in the epidemic model the following colours   represent the lines: 

Blue: Susceptible 

Green: Infected 

Red: Removed 

Light blue: Recovery 
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Yellow: Those available to work  

 

S(0) = 90; I(0) = 10; R(0) = 0 

 
Figure 1: r = 0.1; a = 0.5 

 
Figure 2: r = 0.1; a = 0.5 

 
Figure 3: r = 0.1; a = 0.5 
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Figure 4: r = 0.1; a = 0.5 

2. As there is increase in removal rate it is observed in figures 5 - 8 that the numbers of susceptible is the same for the period 

of time. For the infected, the rate is the same with reduction in the number of staff infected. 

 

      100,00,900  IRS  

 

 
Figure 5: r = 0.1; a = 0.7 

 
Figure 6: r = 0.1; a = 0.7 
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Figure 7: r = 0.1; a = 0.7 

 
Figure 8: r = 0.1; a = 0.7 

 

3. Figures 9 – 12 show that over a period of time, the infection rate is reduced. This means that there are less people being 

infected at the beginning. Also the maximum numbers of infected people are smaller to that of figures 1 – 4. Immediately 

after the maximum point the line is not so steep and number of infected people is a bit higher at the same time. So as there 

are less people infected at the same time in the beginning, less people will be removed. And towards the end, as more people 

are infected, more are removed. Hence the lines move closer. 

 

      100,00,900  IRS  

 

 
Figure 9: r = 0.03; a = 0.5 
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Figure 10: r = 0.03; a = 0.5 

 
Figure 11: r = 0.03; a = 0.5 

 
Figure 12: r = 0.03; a = 0.5 

To ensure that there are fewer than 60% of the staff available for work at any one time, system 1 – 3 is modified and called 

Model B, i.e. 
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Model B 

 

rSI
dt

dS
  

aIrSI
dt

dI
        vRaI

dt

dR
  

vR
dt

dC
  

 

Where v is the recovery rate and C is the recovery group. 

03.0,7.0,03.0  var  

 

VI. OBSERVATION FOR MODEL B 
It is observed in figures 13 – 15 that fewer than 60% of staff will always be available for work assuming a constant 

recovery rate within the removed group as shown in Model B, and this is not in the best interest of Drilling company as their 

interest is to ensure that there are never fewer than 60% of the staff available for work at any time. 

In figure 13, the recovery group (light blue line) is very low which implies that many of the infected are not 

recovered within the removed group. In figure 14 the recovery group falls a little bit without much significance on the 

infected being recovered. The number of susceptible increases a little bit at a constant recovery rate and figure 15 shows that 

the Drilling company will always have less than 60% of its staff available for work (yellow line) at any time. 

 

S(0) = 90, I(0) = 10, R(0) = 0, C(0) = 0 

 
Figure 13: r = 0.1; a = 0.5; v = 0.3 

 
Figure 14: r = 0.03; a = 0.7; v = 0.3 
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Figure 15: r = 0.03; a = 0.7; v = 0.3 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
As a remedy to Drilling company situation, a thorough medical test should be carried out on the new comers of 

employees that are to replace the outgoing ones, to screen out those that may possibly have any trace of the disease before 

being introduced to the other staff working at the rig. 

To ensure that more people are available for work, it is recommended that the company should make a research that 

all the 20 people leaving the rig are in the removed group. That is those who have had the disease and either died or the 

infected, that is those who are suffering from the disease.  
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ABSTRACT: Wave criterion of special and general relativity can be introduced in this paper. A report can be drawn; 

about wave mechanical relativistic idea in it. 

 

Keywords: Four-Dimensional wave Equation, Invariant Quantity, Special and General Relativity, Riemannian and 

Euclidean metrics, Summary. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
When a wave can travel in a four-dimensional time space continuum, then its wave equation is ◊

2
ψ=0; where ◊

2
 is a 

mechanical operator and ψ is wave function. Here operator ◊
2
 = ∂

2
/∂x

2
1 + ∂

2
/∂x

2
2 + ∂

2
/∂x

2
3 + ∂

2
/∂x

2
4 = ∂

2
/∂x

2
 + ∂

2
/∂y

2
 + ∂

2
/∂z

2
 

- 1/c
2.
∂

2
/∂t

2
 ; where c is the velocity of light. 

 

II. INVARIANT OPERATOR 
The special theory of relativity shows that operator ◊

2
 is invariant under Lorentz transformation i.e.  ◊

2
 = ∂

2
/∂x

2
 + 

∂
2
/∂y

2
 + ∂

2
/∂z

2
 - 1/c

2.
∂

2
/∂t

2 
= ∂

2
/∂x´

2
 + ∂

2
/∂y´

2
 + ∂

2
/∂z´

2
 - 1/c

2.
∂

2
/∂t´

2
 ; where the equations of Lorentz transformation are : 

x´=γ(x-vt), y´=y, z´=z and t´=γ (t-vx/c
2
); here γ=(1-v

2
 /c

2
)

- ½
 . Thus operator ◊

2
 be called invariant operator. Obviously the 

operator ◊
2 
can develop a new mode of relativity; then ◊

2
 may be defined as relativistic operator of this new way of relativity. 

So now relativity can be expressed by operator ◊
2
 in a new mode of algebraic operation. 

 

III. WAVE INVARIANT QUANTITY 
If the both sides of relation ◊

2
 = ∂

2
/∂x

2
1 + ∂

2
/∂x

2
2 + ∂

2
/∂x

2
3 + ∂

2
/∂x

2
4  can be multiplied by wave function ψ, then the 

formulation ◊
2
ψ = ∂

2
ψ/∂x

2
1 + ∂

2
ψ/∂x

2
2 + ∂

2
ψ/∂x

2
3 + ∂

2
ψ/∂x

2
4  is obtained. Now the quantity ◊

2
ψ  may be called wave invariant 

quantity. This relation can reveal wave interpretation of Special relativity. 

 

IV. INTRODUCTORY WAVE RELATIVITY 
However it is known that ◊

2
ψ = ∂

2
ψ/∂x

2
1 + ∂

2
ψ/∂x

2
2 + ∂

2
ψ/∂x

2
3 + ∂

2
ψ/∂x

2
4 = 0. Moreover this equation can reveal an 

idea about special wave relativity. Actually the above formulation can give a real meaning or a real situation of four-

dimensional continuum even if ◊
2
ψ does not vanish. Moreover this situation can make ◊

2
ψ as a physically meaningful 

quantity. It can be done by concept of particular procedure of operator algebra such a way that ◊
2
ψ is not equal to zero. This 

is the actual reality of wave relativity especially general wave relativity. 

 

V. GENERAL FORM OF WAVE RELATIVITY 
If the unit of time can be considered such a way that c=1 and the time t = x4, then the formulation ◊

2
ψ = ∂

2
ψ/∂x

2
 + 

∂
2
ψ/∂y

2
 + ∂

2
ψ/∂z

2
 - 1/c

2.
∂

2
ψ/∂t

2
 gives the form ◊

2
ψ = ∂

2
ψ/∂x

2
1 + ∂

2
ψ/∂x

2
2 + ∂

2
ψ/∂x

2
3 - ∂

2
ψ/∂x

2
4. It is written in this way that 

◊
2
ψ = ∂/∂x1.∂ψ/∂x1 + ∂/∂x2.∂ψ/∂x2 + ∂/∂x3.∂ψ/∂x3 - ∂/∂x4.∂ψ/∂x4. Now the above metric may be assumed as a general 

Riemannian metric of the form ◊
2
ψ = ∑

n=4
i,j=1gij ∂ψ/∂xi∂ψ/∂xj ; where g be a symmetric tensor. Here gij = <∂/∂xi,∂/∂xj> being 

the coefficients of the above metric form. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Thus the wave invariant ◊

2
ψ can suggest perfect wave criterion of gravity as well as general wave relativity. The 

situation may be expressed by invention of a new proposed operator algebraic system in four-dimensional continuum to 

reveal a real and general meaning of ◊
2
ψ and to define wave relativity. Here special wave relativity is nothing but a specific 

situation of general wave relativity where ◊
2
ψ = 0. i.e. ◊

2
ψ = ∑

n=4
i,j=1gij ∂ψ/∂xi∂ψ/∂xj for general wave relativity and ◊

2
ψ = 

∑
n=4

i,j=1gij ∂ψ/∂xi∂ψ/∂xj = 0 for special wave relativity. However the latter metric form may be considered as a form of 

Euclidian metric.  
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ABSTRACT: With the scaling of semiconductor process technology, performance of modern VLSI chips will 

improve significantly. However, as the scaling increases, small-delay defects which are caused by resistive-

short, resistive-open, or resistive-via become serious problems. The proposed method uses a signature analysis 

and a scan design to detect small delay defects. The proposed measurement technique measures the delay of the 

explicitly sensitized paths with the resolution of the on-chip variable clock generator. The proposed scan design 

realizes complete on-chip delay measurement in short measurement time using the proposed delay measurement 

technique and extra latches for storing the test vectors. 

 

Index terms: Very large scale integration (VLSI), signature register, design for testability (DFT).  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Semiconductor process technology has developed rapidly to improve the performance of modern VLSI 

chips. As a continuous process scaling produces large-scale chips. With the rapid development of semiconductor 

technology, delay testing has become a critical problem. The major types of delays are occurred because of 

resistive-shorts, resistive-open and resistive-vias. These small delays can cause a fail of a system if they are 

activated for a longer time. Furthermore their life time become very short. Therefore to overcome these 

drawbacks some embedded delay measurement techniques have been proposed. Scan-based delay measurement 

technique with variable clock generator is one of these on-chip delay measurement techniques. The delay of 

path is measured by continuous sensitization of path under measurement with test clock width reduced 

gradually. The advantage of this technique is its high accuracy. This technique has some drawbacks. Therefore 

we present a scan-based delay measurement technique which uses signature registers. 

 

A.EXISTING SYSTEM 

These days, various methods for small-delay defect detection have been proposed. Scan-based delay 

measurement technique with variable clock generator is most widely used. In this technique the delay of path is 

measured by continuous sensitization of path under measurement with test clock width reduced gradually by 

resolution. In this technique the accuracy is high. The reason of the high accuracy is that the technique measures 

just the period between the time when a transition is launched to the measured path and the time when the 

transition is captured by the flip flop connected to the path, directly. The variation of the measured value just 

depends on the variation of the clock frequency of the clock generator. Therefore, if the clock generator is 

compensated the influence of the process variation, the measured value does not depend on the process 

variation. 

 

B. DRAWBACKS OF EXISTING SYSTEM 

Disadvantages of existing system are as follows.  

 The gap between the functional clock and scan clock frequency increases. Therefore the measurement time 

becomes too long to make it practical.  

Area reduction technique of the self testing scan-FFs is also proposed. The flip flop reduces the required 

number of scan operations, which makes the measurement time practical. 

 However, the area overhead of these methods is still expensive compared with the conventional scan 

designs.  

 

C. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

We present a scan-based delay measurement technique using signature registers for small-delay defect 

detection. The proposed method does not require the expected test vector because the test responses are 

analyzed by the signature registers. The overall area cost is of the order of conventional scan designs for design 

for test (DFT). The measurement time of the proposed technique is smaller than conventional scan-based delay 

measurement. The extra signature registers can be reused for testing, diagnosis, and silicon debugging. 

D. ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 Proposed method does not require expected test vectors. 

 The measurement time is smaller. 

Scan-Based Delay Measurement Technique Using 

Signature Registers 
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 The overall area cost is of the order of conventional scan designs for design for test (DFT). 

 

E. VARIABLE CLOCK GENERATOR 

In the proposed method, the clock width should be reduced continuously by a constant interval. It is 

difficult for an external tester to control this clock operation. Therefore an on-chip variable clock generator is 

used for the proposed method. In this paper, we use the on-chip variable clock generator. Figure1 illustrates the 

circuit. The circuit consists of the arbitrary clock frequency generator and the 2-pulse generator. The arbitrary 

clock frequency generator generates an arbitrary clock width. The 2-pulse generator generates 2-pulse test 

clocks with arbitrary timing in response to a trigger signal. 

 
 Figure 1: variable clock frequency generator  

 

                 II.DELAY MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE USING SIGNATURE REGISTER 

The proposed measurement is scan-based delay measurement. The difference from the existing one is 

use of signature registers and additional latches. In this measurement latches are used to store test vector after 

scan-in operation. 

 

A.SCAN FLIP FLOPS 

An important flip-flop function for ASIC testing is so-called scan capability. The idea is be able to 

drive the flip-flop’s D input with an alternate source of data during device testing. When all of the flip-flops are 

put into testing mode, a test pattern can be “scanned in” to the ASIC using the flip-flops’ alternate data inputs. 

After the test pattern is loaded, the flip-flops are put back into “normal” mode, and all of the flip-flops are 

clocked normally. After one or more clock ticks, the flip-flops are put back into test mode, and the test results 

are “scanned out. Figure2 shows the gate level description of scan flip flop. The lines D, Q, and clk are the 

input, output, and clock lines, respectively. When se0=0, the flip flop is in normal operation mode. When se0=1 

and se1=1, the flip flop is in scan operation mode. When se0=1, se1=0, the flip flop loads the value stored in the 

latch connected to the latch line. The lines  si   and s0 are the input and output for constructing the scan path. 

 
Figure 2: scan flip flop 

B.RECONFIGURABLE SIGNATURE REGISTER 

Signature analysis registers are often used in combination with standard LFSRs for on-chip self test of 

VLSI circuits. The signature register for the proposed measurement requires the following functions to meet the 

demand of the proposed measurement. 

• Capturing the test response in arbitrary timing. 

• Shifting out the signature data in arbitrary timing. 

Figure3 shows the architecture of the signature register for the proposed measurement. It has four flip 

flops FF0, FF1, FF2, and FF3. . When sge = 1 , it works as a signature register. When sge=0, it works as a shift 

register. The line in is the input of the signature register. The clock line is controlled by sck . When sck = 0 , the 

signature register does not capture the input value. When sck = 1  , the signature register captures the input 

value synchronizing with the positive edge of  clk . By controlling sck, the signature registers capture only the 

target test response. The output is sg0. The measurement system requires multiple signature registers generally.   
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Figure3: 4- bit reconfigurable signature register 

 

                  III.DELAY MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

Delay measurement system is shown figure 4. The proposed system consists of the low cost tester and 

the chip with the variable clock generator (VCG) explained in and a BCD decoder. The chip is assumed to have 

single functional clock in the proposed method, and the chip has two reset lines for initializing the flip flops and 

the signature registers independently. The reset operations are controlled by the tester. The low cost tester 

controls the whole measurement sequence. The clock frequency tck  is slower than the functional clock. The line 

sg0 retrieves the signature data from the signature registers to estimate the measured delay. The line sci sends 

the test vectors to the scan input of the chip. The line sc0 gets the data of the flip flops from the scan output of 

the chip. In the proposed measurement sequence, sc0 is not used. However, it is used to check the flip flops or 

the additional latches before the measurement. The line cs is the clock control line. The proposed measurement 

uses both the slow tester clock tck and the fast double pulse generated by on-chip VCG. The line selects the 

slow and fast clock. If  cs   is 1, the fast clock is sent to the clock line clk of the components. Otherwise the slow 

tester clock  tck   is sent. The lines trg and  cnt   are the input lines for VCG. The fast double pulse is launched 

synchronizing with the positive edge of trg . The line cnt controls the width of the double pulse. The line se 

controls the scan flip flops. The line lck controls the latches for storing test vectors. The lines scj0, scj1…..scjl-1 

are the inputs for the encoded data to control the capture operation of the signature registers. The BCD decoder 

decodes the encoded input data to the control data of the signature registers sck0…sckm-1. As explained later, the 

decoder is used to reduce the input lines for the control data of the signature registers. The sge is the enable 

signal for the signature registers. The control lines of the signature registers are connected to the BCD decoder. 

 
Figure 4: measurement system 

 

A. MEASUREMENT SEQUENCE PER TEST VECTOR 

When the measurement system has m signature registers, m paths can be measured in parallel 

maximally. The measurement strategy using the example is depicted in figure5. In this example, the proposed 

method consists of six flip flops 𝐹𝐹0-𝐹𝐹5.the flip flops are classified to the two clusters 𝑐𝑙0 and𝑐𝑙1. Each cluster 

has its own signature register 𝑆𝐼𝐺0and 𝑆𝐼𝐺1 respectively. The paths𝑝1, 𝑝2,  𝑝3 , 𝑝5 are sensitized by the test 

vector (𝐹𝐹0, 𝐹𝐹1, 𝐹𝐹2, 𝐹𝐹3, 𝐹𝐹4, 𝐹𝐹5) = (0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1).The test response of𝑝𝑖 , is captured by𝐹𝐹𝑖 . The expected 

test response is (𝐹𝐹0, 𝐹𝐹1, 𝐹𝐹2, 𝐹𝐹3, 𝐹𝐹4, 𝐹𝐹5) = (1,1,0,1,0,0). The paths 𝑝1 and 𝑝2 are measured by 𝑆𝐼𝐺0. The 

paths 𝑝3and 𝑝5 are measured by 𝑆𝐼𝐺1. The combination of two paths, one of which is selected from 𝑝1 and𝑝2, 

the other which is selected from 𝑝3  and 𝑝5, can be measured simultaneously. First, the test vector is set to the 

flip flops with scan-in operation. After that, the values of flip flops are set to extra latches. Second, the first 

stage is performed. Third the second stage is performed. In each stage, the paths under measurement are tested 

multiple times with reducing test clock width. Steps (b) and (c) show the state after test execution. The flip flops 

hold the test response. The latches hold the test vector. After testing, the responses are shifted to signature 

registers with clock operation of𝑐𝑙𝑘. The number of required shift clocks varies in each stage.  
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Figure 5: measurement of paths sensitized in attest vector in parallel. (a) scan-in test vector and store it in 

latches. (b) Sending test responses of 𝑝1 and 𝑝5 to 𝑆𝐼𝐺0 and𝑆𝐼𝐺1 . (c) Send test responses of 𝑝2 and 𝑝3  

 𝑆𝐼𝐺0 and 𝑆𝐼𝐺1.      

Figure6 shows the timing chart of operation. The low cost tester controls the whole measurement 

sequence. For measurement both VCG clock and tester clock are used. The clock controlled by 𝑐𝑠. The triggered 

signal 𝑡𝑟𝑔 and control signal 𝑐𝑛𝑡 are provided to VCG. The control data 𝑐𝑛𝑡 is updated after each testing 

operation. In 𝑆𝑇𝐺0 , 𝑆𝐼𝐺0 captures the test response in second shift-out clock. Therefore 𝑠𝑐𝑘0 turns to 1 

synchronizing with the negative edge of first clock of the shift-out operation. The latch clock 𝑙𝑐𝑘 captures the 

value of the flip flops just after scan-in operation is finished.  

 

 
1) Scan-in test vector. 

2) Set initial vector to 𝐿𝑗 . 

3) Apply test clock. 

4) Transfer test responses to signature registers. 

5) Retrieve signature data. 

Figure 6: timing chart of the sequence of figure5. 

 

B.WHOLE MEASUREMENT SEQUENCE 

Let us assume that the test set for measurement 𝑇𝑆 has 𝑁𝑇𝑉  test vectors𝑡𝑣0, … . . 𝑡𝑣𝑁𝑇𝑉−1. The number 

of stages of 𝑡𝑣𝑖  is𝑁𝑠𝑡(𝑖). Before measurement, we have to check if the flip flops, the latches, and the clock 

generator work correctly by applying test vectors. After that the following measurement sequence is executed. 

Step 1:  Initialize the variable𝑖 = 0. 

Step 2: if 𝑖 is equal to𝑁𝑇𝑉 , finish, otherwise initialize the variable 𝑗  to0, and set 𝑡𝑣𝑖  to the flip flops with scan-in 

operation. 
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Step 3: send the values of flip flops to the latches. 

Step 4: the paths included in 𝑆𝑇𝐺𝑗  are measured simultaneously. After that, 𝑗is updated to  

 (𝑗 + 1).  

Step 5: if 𝑗 equal to 𝑁𝑠𝑡(𝑖), go to step 6, otherwise load the test vector from the latches to flip flops, and go to 

step 4. 

Step 6:  𝑖 is updated to 𝑖 + 1 , and go to step 2. 

 

C.TESTER CHANNEL REDUCTION 

If 𝑠𝑐𝑘 of each signature register is directly fed to the inputs of the chip, it requires the same number of 

extra inputs as the number of the signature registers. It increases tester channel width. To keep the tester channel 

width short, we use BCD decoder. The decoder circuit transforms 𝑛 bit binary code in to the corresponding 

2𝑛  width decimal code. The example to encode 𝑠𝑐𝑘 bit sequences to the corresponding binary code is shown in 

figure7. It consists of three clusters 𝑐𝑙0 , 𝑐𝑙1 ,  and 𝑐𝑙2. Each cluster has three flip flops. Consider the case that test 

response of sensitized paths are captured in 𝐹𝐹01 , 𝐹𝐹12 , 𝐹𝐹20 .in the shift out operation after a testing, the test 

response of 𝐹𝐹01  is captured by 𝑆𝐼𝐺0  two clocks later. Therefore the bit sequence “010” should be sent 

to 𝑠𝑐𝑘0  .the test response of 𝐹𝐹12  is captured by 𝑆𝐼𝐺1  one clock later. Therefore the bit sequence “100” should 

be sent to 𝑠𝑐𝑘1 . The test response of 𝐹𝐹02is captured by  𝑆𝐼𝐺2  three clocks later. Therefore bit sequence “001” 

should be sent to 𝑠𝑐𝑘2. Each bit value of this bit sequence is grouped. The group of 0
th

 bit value 

is 𝑠𝑐𝑘0𝑠𝑐𝑘1𝑠𝑐𝑘2 = 010. Those of first bit values and second bit values are  

𝑠𝑐𝑘0𝑠𝑐𝑘1𝑠𝑐𝑘2 = 100, 𝑠𝑐𝑘0𝑠𝑐𝑘1𝑠𝑐𝑘2 = 001, respectively. We call each group slice. Here,  𝑠𝑙𝑖  represents the 

slice of  𝑖𝑡ℎ  bit. Finally the decimal codes are transformed to binary code. The 0
th
 slice 𝑠𝑙0  “010” is transformed 

to “10”. The 1
st
 slice 𝑠𝑙1  “100” is transformed to “10”. The second slice 𝑠𝑙2  “001” is transformed to “11”. As a 

result the bit width of data is reduced from 3 bit to 2 bit by transformation. Generally, the width of the slice of 

 𝑠𝑐𝑘 is 𝑛, the width of encoded slice of  𝑠𝑐𝑗  is  𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝑛  . However, for the encoding, each slice is permitted only 

1 bit with the value 1. More than two bits with the value are not permitted. 

 
Figure 7: encoding the output data of BCD decoder 

 

D.TEST RESPONSE TRACING 

The target paths of proposed measurement are single-path sensitizable. In single path sensitizable 

measurement, it is guaranteed that once the test fails the test with higher frequency than the failing frequency is 

fail. Let  𝐿𝑆𝐼𝐺  be the length of the signature register, the measurement sequence of a path with test response 

tracing mode is described as follows. 

Step1: SIG is initialized. 

Step2: Test vector is loaded from the latches. 

Step3: Test clock width T is set to normal clock width. 

Step4: Test clock is applied. 

Step5: The test response is sent to SIG with scan-out operation. 

Step6: If testing is equal to 𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠  or multiple number of 𝐿𝑆𝐼𝐺  , the values of flip flops of SIG is retrieved. After 

that, if testing time is equal to 𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠  , go to step 7, otherwise go back to step 2after the test clock width T is 

updated to 𝑇 − Δ𝑇 . 
Step 7: The delay value is estimated by comparing the retrieved signature value and the signature table. 
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                                            IV.SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this section, on-chip path delay under different process variations will be simulated and measured. 

During the simulation we measure the delay of each path under test. Random faults were injected in circuits to 

generate erroneous data. Random input patterns were applied to the ISCAS-89 benchmark circuits and 

compared with proposed method. The length of the signature register is 8 bit. The test set consists of test vectors 

which detects all single-path sensitizable transition faults. The paths sensitized by these test vectors are 

measured. The measurement times using the proposed scan design and is calculated by Tsig =time required for 

{whole scan-in + double pulse + SIG data} 

 Simulation results of delay measurement using signature register are shown in figure8 and figure9 

 

 
Figure 8: Simulation results 

 

 
Figure9: simulation results 
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The device utilization summary for the delay measurement technique is shown in Table I 

 

Logic utilization  used available Utilization  

Total number of slice register 43 7,168 1% 

Number used as flip flop 31   

Number used as latches 12   

Number of 4 input LUTs 47 7,168 1% 

Number of occupied cells 47 3,584 1% 

Number of slices containing only 

related logic 

47 47 100% 

Number of slices containing unrelated 

logic 

0 47 0% 

Number of 4 input LUTs 47 7,168 1% 

Number of bonded IOBs 13 141 9% 

Number of BUFGMUXs 3 8 37% 

Average fan out non clock nets  2.76   

Table I: device utilization summary 

 

                                                              CONCLUSION 
• The proposal of the delay measurement method using signature analysis and variable clock generator. 

• The proposal of a scan design for the delay measurement of internal paths of SOC. 

The first proposal can be applied not only SOC but also field programmable gate array (FPGA). A 

future work is the low cost application of the proposed measurement to FPGA. When we measure short paths 

the measurement error can increase for the IR drop induced by higher test clock frequency. It can reduce the test 

quality. Another future work is the reduction and the avoidance of the measurement error caused by the IR drop. 
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ABSTRACT: A number of villages in India is yet to be electrified due to its location. At the same time it is also important 

to mention that grid connection to those areas is very expensive and time consuming. The source of lighting in those areas 

are conventional fuel based lighting system i.e. mainly kerosene based lantern. It has immense health hazard and   

environmental impact. To meet the energy demand of the off grid locations in India, solar energy can play vital role. The aim 

of the present study is to design an efficient and low cost solar based lighting system for the off grid location in India. The 

solar based lighting system was compared to the kerosene based lantern and found much efficient as far as lighting flux is 

concerned. The cost of the solar based system and payback period is also studied. The payback period definitely indicates 

the opportunity to utilize solar based lighting system for off grid locations in India. 

 

Keywords: Energy Efficiency, LED Lighting, Payback Period, Single Diode Model, Solar Cell    

 

I. Introduction 
Energy is the integral part of life. Energy demand increases day by day but it is a big challenge to distribute energy 

in usable form in all part of the country. It is found that, around 25,000 villages are located in remote and inaccessible areas 

and hence could not be electrified through conventional grid extension in India. But, it is essential to provide energy to those 

people who are living in off grid area. At the same time it is very much expensive to connect those areas though grid 

connection because of their inaccessible geographical location. The concept of mini grids is advantageous in some remote 

areas to provide sustainable, reliable electricity and cost effective electricity [1]. But this concept is also a long term process 

to meet the energy demand of the remote locations. To overcome this problem, it is beneficial to generate off grid power to 

meet the minimum energy requirement using available alternative sources of energy.  The Ministry of New and Renewable 

Energy (MNRE) in India is implementing the ‘Remote Village Electrification Program’ (RVEP) to electrify such remote 

villages by installing solar photovoltaic (PV) home lighting systems in all the states. It is found that solar home lighting 

system in the remote village can influence the standard of living of people very significantly in the remote areas. It also 

reduces the expenditure on kerosene of the households of all income groups due to solar home lighting system [4]. A study 

in the household sector of Kanyakumari District of Tamil Nadu reveals that the consumption pattern of energy sources 

wholly depends upon the availability of the energy sources, and the level of income of the people [2]. It is found that 

decentralized energy planning (DEP) is one of the options for meeting the rural and small scale energy needs in a reliable, 

affordable and environmentally sustainable way. The main aspect of the energy planning at a decentralized level is to prepare 

an area based DEP to meet energy needs and development of alternate energy sources at least cost to the economy and 

environment [3]. In the rural area, domestic household sector accounts for nearly 75 percent of the energy use in rural areas 

[5]. In a study it is found that the employment of a solar lighting system of 3 W lamp and battery backup can successfully be 

used for small scale lighting applications in remote areas that are far away from the power grid. [6]. A study  to quantify the 

energy saving potential possible with changing in illumination schemes, it found that the adoption of LED lighting scheme 

has huge energy saving potential, and reasonable payback period [8]. 

Hence conjugation of LED as a means of illumination with solar photovoltaic system will give a highly efficient 

system as alternative lighting for remote inaccessible areas in India. The scheme will definitely improve the lighting energy 

utilization pattern in the remote off grid location and hence the standard of living of the people. 

 

II. Sources of lighting energy in off grid area in India 
A huge no of remote villages are not connected yet with grid connection to meet the energy demand of that 

locations. This is mainly due to inaccessibility of the areas due to geographically backward location. The main means of 

lighting in those areas is burning fossil fuels. A very few number of people uses solar energy for lighting. In the present 

study it is found that solar energy is one of the important resources to meet the lighting energy demand of households with 

low initial investment and payback period. Our study is based on the solar energy utilization as highly efficient lighting 

system in a cost effective manner.   

 

III. Sun as source of energy 
Sun is the source of all energy in this universe. The energy received from the sun is in the form of radiation. The 

intensity of solar radiation available on the earth surface varies significantly with seasonal change. The intensity of solar 

radiation is measured in watt per square metre. The available energy from sun can be converted into usable energy by solar 

thermal application or by solar photovoltaic application. In the present study, concentration is given towards use of solar 
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System and Fuel Based Lighting System for Remote off 

Grid Location in India 
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photovoltaic cell to directly convert the solar energy into usable electrical energy and hence to meet the lighting demand of 

remote off grid areas. 

 

IV. Design of low cost domestic lighting system for off grid area 
The schematic design for the domestic lighting system is shown in the figure. The main objective of the design is to 

provide lighting energy with very low cost as a large section of the people in remote areas belongs to economically backward 

section. It comprises of a solar cell array, solar charger, a battery backup system, LED as scheme of illumination.  

 
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the system designed 

 

4.1 Solar cell array  

PV cells are grouped in larger units called PV panels which are further interconnected in a parallel-series 

configuration to form PV arrays. Each of these cells is basically a p-n junction capable of converting solar energy into 

electrical energy. The conventional technique to model solar cell is to establish mathematical expressions based on the 

equivalent circuits of the cell. Circuit of a single diode model of solar cell is shown in Fig 2 [9]. In single diode model, there 

is a current source parallel to a diode. The current source represents light generated current, which varies linearly with solar 

irradiation. This is the simplest and most widely used model as it offers a good compromise between simplicity and 

accuracy.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2: single diode model of solar cell 

 
     From the Fig.2 the following equations can be written to mathematically describe the model of the solar cell:   

        𝐼 = 𝐼𝑝ℎ −  𝐼𝐷 − 𝐼𝑠ℎ           (1)    

        𝐼𝐷 = 𝐼𝑠  𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑞(𝑉𝐷+𝑅𝑠𝐼)

𝑁𝐾𝑇
− 1   (2) 

        𝐼𝑠ℎ =  
(𝑉+𝑅𝑠𝐼)

𝑅𝑠ℎ
    (3) 

         𝐼 = 𝐼𝑝ℎ −  𝐼𝑠  𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑞(𝑉𝐷+𝑅𝑠𝐼)

𝑁𝐾𝑇
− 1 −

(𝑉+𝑅𝑠𝐼)

𝑅𝑠ℎ
 (4) 

 

In these equations, Iph  is the photo current, Is  is the reverse saturation current of the diode, q is the electron charge, 

VD is the voltage across the diode, K is the Boltzmann's constant, T is the junction temperature, N is the ideality factor of the 

diode, and Rs and Rsh  are the series and shunt resistors of the cell, respectively.  In the present work a solar cell 

specifications are mentioned in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Solar cell parameters 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Parameters Values 

Maximum Power (Pmax )  5W 

Voltage at max. Power  (Vmax )   8.8 V 

Current at max. Power (Imax ) 0.57 A 

Short circuit current (Isc )  0.61 A 

Open circuit voltage (Voc )    10 V 
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4.2 Solar charger  

A solar charger is designed to charge a sealed and maintenance fee (SMF) battery during the presence of day light. 

It will also limit the current and protect the battery to discharge through the solar cell in absence of day light. 

 

4.3 Battery  

The battery is used here to store energy generated in the solar cell and use the same in absence of sunlight i.e. 

mainly during the night time. The battery used is a sealed and maintenance free battery of 4 Ah capacities. 

 

4.4 LED as lighting source  

LED is a semiconductor device which emits light when connected to power source. Basically it is a PN junction 

diode. In forward biased condition it emits energy in the form of light. The collour of the emitted light depends on the 

material used to develop the LED. The efficacy of light source is measured in lumens/watt. The efficacy of LED is 

compatible with the present light source but the efficiency of LED lighting is very high. As there is no heat developed in 

LEDs hence power towards heat will be reduced. The losses taking place will be in driver circuits which account for 10-15% 

losses, thus a higher efficiency in the range of 85-90 % can be obtained. It makes LED as an energy efficient source of 

lighting of coming days [8]. Power consumption of the designed light system is 3w.  

 

V. Results 
From the study it is found that the developed system can deliver power for four hours per day when the battery is 

charged during the day time on a sunny day. The available solar radiation profile for a particular sunny day during 5:00 a.m. 

to 5:00 p.m. is shown in Fig.3. From the Fig.3 it is seen that the duration of effective day light is around seven hours to 

charge the battery.  

 
Figure 3: Variation of solar radiation on a sunny day 

 

The scheme of measurement of output LUX of the lighting source has been shown in Figure 4. Lighting source is 

placed on different vertical height and measurement of light flux has been taken in two positions namely A and B in the 

Figure 4. Position A indicates the lighting flux on the working plane just under the lighting source. It is obvious that this 

position will be the maximum LUX point on the working plane. Position B is the point on working plane at some defined 

horizontal distances from the maximum LUX point. The vertical distance from source to working plane and horizontal 

distance between position A and B on the working plane are 1, 2 and 3 feet respectively. 

 
Figure 4: Illumination measurement in working plane 

 

The output light flux for the designed system at different distances is shown in Table 2. The conventional lighting 

system i.e. kerosene based lamp for the remote off grid area is also studied and shown in Table 3.  Kerosene lantern is placed 

on the working plane to quantify the available lighting flux. The measurement has been taken at 1, 2 and 3 feet distance with 

LUX meter facing towards source and LUX meter placed on the working plane. From the comparative study it is clear that 
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the designed system is much better as far as lighting flux is concern. It is also important to mention that it can avoid the 

health hazard on the occupants caused due to burning of fossil fuel.                            
 

Table 2: Illumination level on the working plane with the designed system 

Sl. No. Distance 

(in feet) 

Illumination level when LUX meter 

at position A (in LUX) 

Illumination level when LUX meter 

at position B (in LUX) 

1 1 125 30 

2 2 33 7 

3 3 13 3 

 

Table 3: Illumination level on the working plane with the conventional kerosene lantern 
Sl. No. Distance 

(in feet) 

Illumination level when LUX meter 

at position faced towards the source 

(in LUX) 

Illumination level when LUX meter 

is placed in working plane (in LUX) 

1 1 10 5 

2 2 5 2 

3 3 2 1 

 

VI. Calculation 
Cost of the system designed is around Rs. 700. Now the cost of kerosene based hurricane lantern used in the rural 

area for lighting is around Rs. 100. On an average the fuel consumption per household to run a lantern round the year is 

around 40 litres. Now the yearly cost of fuel i.e. kerosene in this case is Rs.15X40 = Rs.600 assuming the cost of kerosene 

per litre with Government subsidy as Rs. 15. Hence the replacement of kerosene based lantern with solar photovoltaic based 

lighting system will demand a reasonable initial investment with payback period of 700/600 = 1.16 year i.e. one year two 

months.  

 

VII. Conclusion 
From the present study it can be concluded that the developed lighting system will eliminate the health hazard of 

using low intensity kerosene based lighting system in the remote villages in India. At the same time, the study shows the 

amount of savings kerosene and the initial investment of the system which reflects a reasonable payback period. 
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ABSTRACT: The surface fibers of the material are yielded in tension by the impact of shots in shot peening process. Below 

the surface fiber an even thin skin surface layer of material is deformed and this layer is highly stressed in compression. It 

results in the improvement of surface and mechanical properties of the material. Regression analysis is the statistical 

modeling technique, and it is suitable for the majority of predicting problems. It is valuable for quantifying the impact of 

various simultaneous influences upon a single dependent variable. In the present study quantification of performance 

characteristics were carried out, by developing the mathematical models of logarithmic nature using regression analysis. 

MINITAB 14 is a statistical tool which is used for the complete analysis. The analysis includes pressure, shot size, exposure 

time, nozzle distance and nozzle angle as process parameters. The complete analysis will be helpful to the manufacturer in 

deciding the shot peening parameters for desired performance characteristics. It helps the manufacturer to reduce the cost 

and improve its productivity. 

 

Keywords: AISI 304 austenitic stainless steel, ANOVA, Regression analysis and Shot peening. 

 

I. Introduction 
Stainless steel is iron-base alloys containing chromium and nickel. Chromium makes the surface passive by forming 

a surface oxide film [1, 2], which protects the underlying metal from corrosion. This is because when the metal is scratched; 

the oxide layer re-forms quickly, hence protecting it from corrosion. However, chromium is a ferrite stabilizer. To counteract 

this, nickel is added as an austenite stabilizer, so that the microstructure at ambient temperature remains as austenitic [3].The 

stainless steel attains its stainless characteristics due to the formation of an invisible and adherent chromium-rich oxide 

surface film. The austenitic stainless steel is used in verity of applications due to its corrosion resistance, ductility, good 

weldability and resistance to high and low operating temperatures [4]. The heat treatment processes make austenitic stainless 

steel soften. Further the addition of carbon results in sensitization. Austenitic stainless steel is usually cold worked to 

enhance the mechanical properties [5, 6, 7]. Kirk and Payne [5] concluded in their work that martensite formation was easily 

induced by plastic deformation in austenitic stainless steel. 

      Shot peening is a cold working process in which the surface of a part is bombarded with small spherical media with 

high speed called shot. Each shot striking the material acts as a tiny peening hammer, imparting to the surface a small 

indentation or dimple. The surface fibers of the material are yielded in tension by the impact of shots. Below the surface 

fiber an even thin skin surface layer of material is deformed and this layer is highly stressed in compression. It develops a 

residual compressive stress in this thin skin surface layer [8, 9]. Shot peening is one of the most versatile tool to strengthen 

the metal parts against tensile strength, impact strength, surface hardness, compressive residual stress, damping, surface 

roughness, fatigue failure and corrosion. Shot peening is a well-known cold working process that affecting thin skin surface 

layer of the materials [10, 11, 12]. The layer is called the depth of deformed layer. The shot peening variables like shot 

material, shot quality, shot intensity, shot coverage etc. effect on mechanical properties [10, 13]. Kapoor and Tiwari [14] 

discussed some basic aspects of shot peening. They overviewed the shot peening process and mentioned its critical impacts. 

It is used now days in hundreds of different components of automobiles, aircraft and marine industries like railway and 

automobile leaf spring, helical spring, gears, axle bearing, crankshafts, milling cutters, connecting rod, cylinder block, valve 

springs, washers etc. [4].  

      The controlled shot peening parameters helps in enhancing the surface and mechanical properties of the material. T. 

Dorr et al. and M. Obata et al. discussed the increase in surface hardness and surface roughness with increase in shot size and 

the peening intensity [15, 16]. K.B. Prakash et al.  have made study on shot peening for precision-machined steels with high 

strength to weight ratio [11]. As per the guidelines given by Champaine [13], the exposure time is an important factor to 

achieve desired peening coverage for the material.  

      The development of complex non-linear predictive model using regression analysis is well established approach to 

predict the performance characteristics. The researchers [17, 18] developed a mathematical model and the adequacy of the 

model was verified using ANOVA. Meguid et al. [19] developed a mathematical model for shot peening related to single 

and double impact events. Seceleanu et al. [20] pointed out the influence of some metallurgical factors on the phase 

transformation and properties of cast iron. They determined the mechanical properties of a S.G. cast iron and developed 

mathematical modeling using the regression analysis. Schiffner and Helling [21] constructed a simplified model to simulate 

the evolution of residual stress caused by shot peening. Delijaicov et al. [9] developed a mathematical model to describe the 

Regression analysis of shot peening process for performance 

characteristics of AISI 304 austenitic stainless steel 
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relationship between the shot peening process variables (shot diameter, impact velocity, static preload and coverage) and the 

curvature of the specimens made of aluminium 7050 and 7475 alloys.  

      The main objective of the present work is to investigate the effects of shot peening for improving the mechanical 

and surface properties of AISI 304 austenitic stainless steel. It is required to develop the mathematical models for multi 

performance characteristics of AISI 304 austenitic stainless steel. Therefore, an attempt was made in this study to find out 

the synergetic effect of different process parameters on performance characteristics. The investigation is helpful to the 

manufacturers for reduction of cost, performance variation and scrap to increase productivity. 

 

II. Experimental set up 
The material AISI 304 austenitic stainless steel is used for various tests. The composition of the material is shown 

in Table 1. The mechanical properties of the material are: tensile strength 617MPa, fatigue strength 228MPa and surface 

hardness 271VHN. 

Table 1: Chemical composition (wt %) of AISI 304 austenitic stainless steel 

Austenitic stainless 

steel 
C Si Mn P S Ni Cr Mo V 

AISI 304 0.08 0.57 1.6 0.021 0.02 9.83 18.78 0.25 0.07 

 

A 10mm thick flat plate was used for making various specimens for determining the tensile strength. The dimension 

of specimen for tensile strength test is shown in Fig. 2. These specimens were required to perform the tensile test at different 

process parameter levels.  

 
Fig. 2: Specimen for tensile test (all dimensions in mm). 

Vickers hardness test was carried on the surface of specimens. The hardness measurements were performed on 

specimens of 20mm by 60mm by 10mm thickness using WOLPERT universal hardness testing machine dia tester – 2, model 

2RC.  The average values of three readings of surface hardness were taken for different peening parameters. The fatigue life 

of the USP and SP was tested by an axial fatigue-testing machine. Stress ratio (R) equal to 0.1 was used during fatigue 

testing.   

                                                         
                     T = 5mm W = 2.6T  L = 3.23W       R= 117 mm 

Fig. 3: ASTM flat specimen for fatigue strength. 

 

The dimension of specimen for plotting S-N curve is shown in Fig. 3. The dimensions of the specimens were 

according to the ASTM standards. Fifteen specimens were tested in order to plot an S/N curve. Only the average points were 

presented for each level. The specimens were testing in axial fatigue testing machine MTS model 810, at a frequency 30Hz, 

at room temperature. The other specifications of the machine are: 

Type   : Servo hydraulic system 

Force Capacity  : + 285kN 

Column space  : 460 mm 

Test space  : 978mm 

 

III. Selection of shot peening parameters 
The selection of process parameters is most important step in Design of Experiments (DoE). Shot peening process 

constitutes a multiple impacts of small sized spherical balls onto a surface to achieve better surface and mechanical 

properties. In shot peening process the parameters are divided into two categories one is controlled before the start of the 

process i.e. shot size and nozzle angle and the remaining are evaluated after shot peening process i.e. intensity, saturation, 

coverage etc. The desired magnitude of intensity, saturation, velocity and coverage are controlled by the air pressure, shot 

W 

     L 
R R 

T 
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mass flow rate, nozzle type, feed rate of the nozzle along the work piece, nozzle distance from the work piece, and the work 

piece table speed. Therefore in the present investigation pressure, shot size, exposure time, nozzle distance and nozzle angle 

(θ) (considered in the analysis as sin θ i.e. impact of normal component of force) are the controllable influential process 

parameters under consideration. These shot peening parameters along with their levels are shown in Table 2.  

Table 2: Process parameter and their levels 

Process Parameter 
Parameter 

Designation 

Levels 

L1 L2 L3 

Pressure (MPa) P 0.196 0.392 0.588 

Shot Size (mm) S 0.85 1.00 1.85 

Exposure Time (Sec) T 80 120 160 

Nozzle Distance (mm) D 80 100 120 

Nozzle Angle θ (Sin θ) E 60
0
 (0.866) 75

0
 (0.966) 90

0
 (1.000) 

 

An air-blast shot peening machine was used for shot peening of the specimens. The hardness of shots was 56HRC to 

60HRC. 

 

IV. Design of experiments (DoE) 
The DoE was based on full factorial design considering five factors each at three levels. An orthogonal array is a 

fractional factorial matrix that ensures a balanced comparison of levels of any parameter. In the present analysis a L27 

orthogonal array is used. For three levels of each five factors there are 27 runs. The experimental results for tensile strength 

(TS), surface hardness (VHN) and fatigue strength (FS) are depicted in Table 3 for different 27 runs. 

Table 3: Experimental results for different shot peening parameters. 

Exp. No. P S T D E TS VHN FS 

1 1 1 1 1 1 760.8 361.2 270.5 

2 1 1 1 1 2 778.4 381.4 281.3 

3 1 1 1 1 3 793.5 390.6 295.6 

4 1 2 2 2 1 790.4 370.1 292.4 

5 1 2 2 2 2 802.5 382.7 301.8 

6 1 2 2 2 3 815.6 395.4 315.2 

7 1 3 3 3 1 799.1 360.4 282.6 

8 1 3 3 3 2 825.1 381.1 291.3 

9 1 3 3 3 3 840.7 395.7 305.1 

10 2 1 2 3 1 722.5 370.5 267.3 

11 2 1 2 3 2 738.3 386.4 278.2 

12 2 1 2 3 3 750.4 397.6 289.6 

13 2 2 3 1 1 805.7 391.2 295.6 

14 2 2 3 1 2 815.8 403.1 318.2 

15 2 2 3 1 3 826.9 415.2 310.3 

16 2 3 1 2 1 685.8 355.9 245.7 

17 2 3 1 2 2 698.3 375.8 258.4 

18 2 3 1 2 3 720.6 381.3 264.6 

19 3 1 3 2 1 788.6 390.8 280.8 

20 3 1 3 2 2 800.1 412.3 320.5 

21 3 1 3 2 3 835.7 419.8 308.2 

22 3 2 1 3 1 670.5 362.4 239.1 

23 3 2 1 3 2 681.4 377.2 252.4 

24 3 2 1 3 3 695.3 389.7 261.3 

25 3 3 2 1 1 740.8 399.1 258.1 

26 3 3 2 1 2 750.3 416.2 272.6 

27 3 3 2 1 3 758.8 426.8 283.8 
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V. Regression analysis of performance characteristics 
Regression analysis is a statistical tool to establish a mathematical relationship between the variables. The technique 

is helpful for the quantification of the performance characteristics. The present investigation involves the regression analysis 

of tensile strength, surface hardness and fatigue strength for AISI 304 austenitic stainless steel by using statistical software 

MINITAB 14. These models can be used for the selection of a set of shot peening parameter for desired performance 

characteristics. 

      The log transformed response variables are assumed for formulating the correlation. The following model is 

assumed for performance characteristics: 

                      ln(Y) = β0 + β1 ln(P) +β2 ln(S) + β3 ln(T) + β4 ln(D) + β5 ln(E)       (1) 

where Y is the performance characteristic and β0, β1, β2, β3, β4, β5 are the regression coefficients. 

       

The log transformed response variables to formulate the correlation for AISI 304 austenitic stainless steel are shown in Table 

4-5. Table 4 represents the log transformed response for process parameters and Table 5 represents log transformed response 

for performance characteristics. 

 

5.1 Quantification of tensile strength 

The quantification of each performance characteristic is established by regression analysis using statistical software 

MINITAB 14. The regression analysis outputs are tabulated in Table 6-8 for each performance characteristic. The regression 

results for tensile strength are shown in Table 6. It shows the following correlation between the tensile strength and the 

process parameters: 

ln(TS) = 6.27 - 0.0684 ln(P) - 0.0265 ln(S) + 0.178 ln(T) - 0.114 ln(D) + 0.249 ln(E)     (2) 

The exponential form of the equation is as follows: 

 (TS) = 528.47 (P)
- 0.0684

  (S)
- 0.0265

  (T)
0.178

  (D)
-0.114

 (E)
0.249

                  (3) 

 

Table 4: Log transformed response table for process parameters. 

P ln(P) S ln(S) T ln(T) D ln(D) E ln(E) 

0.196 -1.6296 0.85 -0.1625 80 4.3820 80 4.3820 0.866 -0.1441 

0.196 -1.6296 0.85 -0.1625 80 4.3820 80 4.3820 0.966 -0.0348 

0.196 -1.6296 0.85 -0.1625 80 4.3820 80 4.3820 1.000 0.0000 

0.196 -1.6296 1 0.0000 120 4.7875 100 4.6052 0.866 -0.1441 

0.196 -1.6296 1 0.0000 120 4.7875 100 4.6052 0.966 -0.0348 

0.196 -1.6296 1 0.0000 120 4.7875 100 4.6052 1.000 0.0000 

0.196 -1.6296 1.85 0.6152 160 5.0752 120 4.7875 0.866 -0.1441 

0.196 -1.6296 1.85 0.6152 160 5.0752 120 4.7875 0.966 -0.0348 

0.196 -1.6296 1.85 0.6152 160 5.0752 120 4.7875 1.000 0.0000 

0.392 -0.9365 0.85 -0.1625 120 4.7875 120 4.7875 0.866 -0.1441 

0.392 -0.9365 0.85 -0.1625 120 4.7875 120 4.7875 0.966 -0.0348 

0.392 -0.9365 0.85 -0.1625 120 4.7875 120 4.7875 1.000 0.0000 

0.392 -0.9365 1 0.0000 160 5.0752 80 4.3820 0.866 -0.1441 

0.392 -0.9365 1 0.0000 160 5.0752 80 4.3820 0.966 -0.0348 

0.392 -0.9365 1 0.0000 160 5.0752 80 4.3820 1.000 0.0000 

0.392 -0.9365 1.85 0.6152 80 4.3820 100 4.6052 0.866 -0.1441 

0.392 -0.9365 1.85 0.6152 80 4.3820 100 4.6052 0.966 -0.0348 

0.392 -0.9365 1.85 0.6152 80 4.3820 100 4.6052 1.000 0.0000 

0.588 -0.5310 0.85 -0.1625 160 5.0752 100 4.6052 0.866 -0.1441 

0.588 -0.5310 0.85 -0.1625 160 5.0752 100 4.6052 0.966 -0.0348 

0.588 -0.5310 0.85 -0.1625 160 5.0752 100 4.6052 1.000 0.0000 

0.588 -0.5310 1 0.0000 80 4.3820 120 4.7875 0.866 -0.1441 

0.588 -0.5310 1 0.0000 80 4.3820 120 4.7875 0.966 -0.0348 

0.588 -0.5310 1 0.0000 80 4.3820 120 4.7875 1.000 0.0000 

0.588 -0.5310 1.85 0.6152 120 4.7875 80 4.3820 0.866 -0.1441 

0.588 -0.5310 1.85 0.6152 120 4.7875 80 4.3820 0.966 -0.0348 

0.588 -0.5310 1.85 0.6152 120 4.7875 80 4.3820 1.000 0.0000 
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5.2 Quantification of surface hardness 

The regression analysis results for surface hardness are tabulated in Table 7. It shows the following correlation 

between the surface hardness and the process parameters: 

ln(VHN) = 6.17 + 0.0427 ln(P) - 0.00518 ln(S) + 0.0826 ln(T) - 0.114 ln(D)+ 0.479 ln(E)    (4) 

The exponential form of the equation is as follows: 

(VHN) = 478.19 (P)
0.0427

  (S)
- 0.00518

  (T)
0.0826

  ln(D)
- 0.114

 (E)
0.479

               (5) 

 

5.3 Quantification of fatigue strength 

Similarly, the regression analysis results for fatigue strength are tabulated in Table 8. It shows the following 

correlation between the fatigue strength and the process parameters: 

ln(FS) = 5.21 - 0.0599 ln(P) - 0.0692 ln(S) + 0.196 ln(T) - 0.114 ln(D) + 0.545 ln(E)    (6) 

The exponential form of the equation is as follows: 

 (FS) = 183.09 (P)
- 0.0599

  (S)
- 0.0692

  (T)
 0.196

  (D)
- 0.114

 (E)
0.545 

      (7) 

The resulting regression analysis equations 3, 5 and 7 determine the values of tensile strength, surface hardness and fatigue 

strength of parent AISI 304 austenitic stainless steel. These mathematical models help in selecting the process parameters for 

the desired performance characteristics.  

 

Table 5: Log transformed response table for performance characteristics. 

TS ln(TS) VHN ln(VHN) FS ln(FS) 

760.8 6.6344 361.2 5.8894 270.5 5.6003 

778.4 6.6572 381.4 5.9438 281.3 5.6394 

793.5 6.6765 390.6 5.9677 295.6 5.6890 

790.4 6.6725 370.1 5.9138 292.4 5.6783 

802.5 6.6877 382.7 5.9473 301.8 5.7098 

815.6 6.7039 395.4 5.9799 315.2 5.7532 

799.1 6.6835 360.4 5.8872 282.6 5.6440 

825.1 6.7155 381.1 5.9431 291.3 5.6744 

840.7 6.7342 395.7 5.9807 305.1 5.7206 

722.5 6.5827 370.5 5.9149 267.3 5.5885 

738.3 6.6044 386.4 5.9569 278.2 5.6283 

750.4 6.6206 397.6 5.9854 289.6 5.6685 

805.7 6.6917 391.2 5.9692 295.6 5.6890 

815.8 6.7042 403.1 5.9992 318.2 5.7627 

826.9 6.7177 415.2 6.0288 310.3 5.7375 

685.8 6.5306 355.9 5.8746 245.7 5.5041 

698.3 6.5486 375.8 5.9291 258.4 5.5544 

720.6 6.5801 381.3 5.9436 264.6 5.5782 

788.6 6.6703 390.8 5.9682 280.8 5.6376 

800.1 6.6847 412.3 6.0218 320.5 5.7699 

835.7 6.7283 419.8 6.0398 308.2 5.7307 

670.5 6.5080 362.4 5.8927 239.1 5.4769 

681.4 6.5241 377.2 5.9328 252.4 5.5310 

695.3 6.5443 389.7 5.9654 261.3 5.5657 

740.8 6.6077 399.1 5.9892 258.1 5.5533 

750.3 6.6205 416.2 6.0312 272.6 5.6080 

758.8 6.6317 426.8 6.0563 283.8 5.6483 

 

Table 6: Coefficients and intercepts for tensile strength 

Predictor Coef SE Coef T P 

Constant 6.2672 0.1055 59.43 0.000 

ln(P) -0.068376 0.007166 -9.54 0.000 

ln(S) -0.026452 0.009704 -2.73 0.013 

ln(T) 0.17818 0.01143 15.59 0.000 

ln(D) -0.11445 0.01960 -5.84 0.000 
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ln(E) 0.24894 0.05294 4.70 0.000 

S = 0.0168889   R-Sq = 95.0%   R-Sq(adj) = 93.8% 

 

Table 7: Coefficients and intercepts for surface hardness. 

Predictor Coef SE Coef T P 

Constant 6.16796 0.08756 70.44 0.000 

ln(P) 0.042685 0.005949 7.17 0.000 

ln(S) -0.005179 0.008057 -0.64 0.527 

ln(T) 0.082557 0.009490 8.70 0.000 

ln(D) -0.11442 0.01627 -7.03 0.000 

ln(E) 0.47902 0.04396 10.90 0.000 

S = 0.0140223   R-Sq = 93.4%   R-Sq(adj) = 91.8% 

 

Table 8: Coefficients and intercepts for fatigue strength 

Predictor Coef SE Coef T P 

Constant 5.2125 0.1373 37.96 0.000 

ln(P) -0.059897 0.009331 -6.42 0.000 

ln(S) -0.06917 0.01264 -5.47 0.000 

ln(T) 0.19636 0.01488 13.19 0.000 

ln(D) -0.11358 0.02552 -4.45 0.000 

ln(E) 0.54518 0.06894 7.91 0.000 

S = 0.0219920   R-Sq = 94.0%   R-Sq(adj) = 92.5% 

 

VI. Discussion and validation 
ANOVA, R-sq value and R-sq (adj) value are used for the validation of the models obtained by regression analysis. 

The ANOVA is the statistical treatment applied to determine the significance of the regression model. The R-sq is used in 

the context of statistical models whose main purpose is the prediction of future outcomes on the basis of other related 

information. It is the proportion of variability in a data set that is accounted for by the statistical model. It gives the 

information about goodness of fit for a model. In regression, the R-sq is a statistical measure of how well the regression line 

approximates the real data points. An R-sq of 1.0 indicates that the regression line perfectly fits in the data. Unlike R-sq, an 

R-sq (adj) allows for the degrees of freedom associated with the sums of the squares. Therefore, even though the residual 

sum of squares decreases or remains the same as new independent variables are added, the residual variance does not. For 

this reason, R-sq (adj) is generally considered to be a more accurate goodness-of-fit measure than R-sq. R-sq (adj), is a 

modification of R-sq that adjusts for the number of explanatory terms in the model.  

      The results of ANOVA, R-sq and R-sq (adj) are obtained by regression analysis using MINITAB 14 and are shown 

in the following sections. The results show the significance of the analysis. It is observed from Tables 9-11 that p-values for 

the response tensile strength, surface hardness and fatigue strength is less than 0.05, which shows that it is at 95% confidence 

level. R-sq is the statistical measure of the exactness at which the total variation of dependent variables is explained by 

regression analysis. The obtained values of R-sq and R-sq (adj) (Table 6-8) are more than 0.90 and quite near to 1.0 for the 

performance characteristics, it indicate a good fit. This confirms that the model adequately describes the observed data. 

 

Table 9: ANOVA for tensile strength 

Source DF SS MS F P 

Regression 5 0.113433 0.022687 79.54 0.000 

Residual Error 21 0.005990 0.000285   

Total 26 0.119423    

 

Table 10: ANOVA for surface hardness 

Source DF SS MS F P 

Regression 5 0.058154 0.011631 59.15 0.000 

Residual Error 21 0.004129 0.000197   

Total 26 0.062283    

 

Table 11: ANOVA for fatigue strength 

Source DF SS MS F P 

Regression 5 0.158428 0.031686 65.51 0.000 

Residual Error 21 0.010157 0.000484   

Total 26 0.168584    
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VII. Conclusion 
Logarithmic regression models for shot peened AISI 304 austenitic stainless steel properties with a wide scope have 

been developed and can help the engineers with relative success in future. These models are tested with various experiments 

to investigate how the different inputs influenced the mechanical behaviour. Analysis shows good agreement with the 

literature. Hence the models are considered to be a good reflection of properties of shot peened AISI 304 austenitic stainless 

steel. MINITAB 14, the response optimizer is used for maximizing the response based on the selected regression model. All 

analysis results, including, best parameter level combinations, 95% confidence intervals, R-sq and R-sq (adj)
 

of the 

regression models are estimated. The best chosen regression models for AISI 304 austenitic stainless steel are shown in 

equations 3, 5 and 7 for tensile strength, surface hardness and fatigue strength respectively. Regression models correlating 

tensile strength, surface hardness and fatigue strength with process parameters have obtained with R-sq and R-sq (adj) value 

more than 0.90. The results obtained for optimum process parameters by these equations are near to the experimental values. 

Hence equations provide a useful guide for setting proper values of process parameters so as to obtain desired tensile 

strength, surface hardness and fatigue strength. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper we have studied the motion and stability of the centre of mass of a system of two satellites 

connected by inextensible cable under the influence of air resistance and magnetic force in the central gravitational field of 

oblate earth in circular orbit. We have obtained an equilibrium point which has been shown to be stable in the sense of 

Liapunov. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is devoted to study the equilibrium position under the influence of air resistance and magnetic force of 

oblate earth in case of circular orbit of the centre of mass of the system. 

For this, firstly we have derived equations of motion in case of circular orbit of the centre of mass of the system 

under perturbative forces mentioned above and then Jacobian integral for the problem is obtained. Equilibrium Position has 

been obtained shown to be stable in the sense of Liapunov. This work is direct generalization of works done by V.V. 

Beletsky; R. B. Singh; B. Sharma; S. K. Das; P. K. Bhattacharyya and C.P.Singh.  

 

II. EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF ONE OF THE TWO SATELLITES IN ELLIPTIC ORBIT 
The equations of motion of one of the two satellites when the centre of mass moves along a keplerian elliptical orbit 

in Nechvill's co-ordinate system have been derived in the form. 
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Here, dashes denote differentiations w.r. to true anomaly v. 

 The condition of constraint is given by 
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Stability of the Equilibrium Position of the Centre of Mass of an 

Inextensible Cable - Connected Satellites System in Circular Orbit 
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Since the general solution of the system of differential equations given by (2.1) is beyond our reach so we restrict ourselves 

to the case of circular orbit of the centre of mass of the system in equatorial plane (i = 0) and hence we get from (2.1) on 

putting.  

1

1 cose v
 


= 1 , ' 0   and 0i  (for equatorial plane) 

" 2 ' 3 4x y x x Ax B        

" 2 'y x y Ay f          

"z z z Az                                                                                                                                           ….................. (2.3) 

The condition of constraint given by (2.2) takes the form 
2 2 2 1x y z                                                     ................... (2.4) 

Thus if inequality sign holds in (2.4) then the motion takes place with loose string and the motion is called free motion. If the 

equality sign holds in (2.4), then the motion takes place with tight string and the motion is called constrained motion. 

We are actually interested in stability due to constrained motion. Thus, motion takes place on unit sphere given by - 
2 2 2 1x y z                                                     .................. .(2.5) 

Differentiating (2.5), we get 
1 1 1 0xx yy zz                                                     ................... (2.6) 

To obtain Jacobian integral of the problem, we multiply the first, second and third equation of (2.3) by x', y' and z' 

respectively and add them together, we get after integrating on using (2.5) and (2.6) 

 2 2 2 2 2 2' ' ' 3 5 2 2x y z x z Ax Bx fy h                                                      ................... (2.7) 

Which is known as Jacobian integral and can be interpreted as energy equation with modified potential given by 

 2 2 21 5
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A
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Differentiating (6) with respect to v, we get 

 2 2 2' ' ' " " "x y z xx yy zz                                                      ................... (2.9) 

Multiplying the first, second and the third equations of (2.3) by x, y and z respectively and adding we get on using (2.5) 
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................ (2.10) 

Using (2.9) in (2.10), we get 

       2 2 2 2 2 2' ' ' 2 ' ' 5 1 3x y z xy x y x x z Bx fy            .                                       .................  (2.11) 

To simplify (2.7) and (2.8), we use spherical polar coordinate on unit sphere: 

 cos cos : cos sinx y      and sinz                                             ...................  (2.12) 

Using (2.12), (2.7) and (2.8) become respectively 
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III. PARTICULAR SOLUTION AND STABILITY 
For equilibrium positions, (2.14) can be taken as modified potential energy. 

The equilibrium positions are given by the stationary values of  ,v    and hence, we have 

 0
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                                                                           ...................   (3.2) 

Differentiating (2.14) partially with respect to    and using (3.1), we get 

Sin  = 0 i.e.   = 0                                                           ........................(3.3) 

Also, we have 
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For smallest value of 0 , we have from (3.4) on putting 0cos =1 and sin 0 = 0  
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Thus, the equilibrium point is given by 
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To test the stability to the equilibrium position given by (2.6), we have 
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For equilibrium point given by (3.6) to be stable in the sense of Liapunov, we have to show that 
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Using (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) in (3.10) it can be easily seen that (3.10) is positive if 5A + B < 3. . 

 

Conclusion: we conclude that the equilibrium point 

0 0   ; 
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is stable in the sense of Liapunov if 5A + B < 3. 
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ABSTRACT: Kosovo generates around 6000 GWh of electrical energy annually. Over 97% of this is produced by lignite-

fired power-plants and less than 3% by hydro-plants.  The lignite combustion, around 8 Mt/a, besides the emission of gases, 

produces a residue ash, fly ash and bottom ash. Since the first operation of power-plants in 1962 up to now, this ash was 

removed and stockpiled as a waste without utilization, which presents  a great threat as pollutant for people and 

environment. It is a fact that many countries utilize their fly ash as cement substitute in concrete production and/or as 

additive in concrete for achieving specific properties in construction sector; as fill material in road construction; industry as 

filler etc. But in Kosovo, the Fly ash is literally only a waste. In the world, the cement is the second most consumed 

substance after water, and its production emits around 5% of CO2 globally; from 900 kgCO2/t- 935 kgCO2/t of cement.  The 

results show that for 1kg of cement substituted by 1kg fly ash, we will have 1kg less CO2 in atmosphere, i.e. less green house 

gases, less global warming. The core part of this paper is to classify the Kosovo fly ash based on its chemical and 

mineralogical analyzes, and standardize this waste to an industrial product conform international standards, specifically 

European and American standards. If we standardize this waste to a construction product, then the utilization of Fly ash 

from Kosovo TPP would be of a great importance environmentally and economically.  

 

Keywords: Kosovo, fly ash, characterization, classification, standardization 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In Kosovo the first lignite-fired power plant unit Kosova A1 started operating in 1962 and all over the years other 

units A2, A3, A4, A5, and B1 and B2. These units combusting lignite as fuel generate up to 97% of electrical energy in 

Kosovo. This is a significant indicator that Kosovo is profoundly dependent from the energy produced by thermal power 

plants (TPP) since the contribution of electricity produced by hydro-power plants (HPP) is very of low with a participation 

of less than 3%. The orientation of Kosovo for a sustainable energy production by TPP is based on the fact that Kosovo 

possesses huge lignite reserves around 14 bt [1], the third place in Europe after Germany and Poland.  This abundance of 

Kosovo with lignite as fuel has made the Kosovo Government to plan the construction of one other TPP unit “The New 

Kosovo”, with anticipated installed capacity 1000 MW in the first phase, and with another 1000 MW in the second phase 

[2].This unit of New Kosovo is anticipated to be operational in 2016. Since the first operation of TPP units in 1962 till 2012, 

the energy production of all units sums 158,829,841 MWh [3]. This energy production annually consumes around 7-8 Mt 

lignite [4]. In other terms, for the production of 1 MWh of electrical energy approximately 1.4 t of lignite is consumed as 

fuel, i.e. 1.4t/MWh for Kosovo B units and 1.8t/MWh for Kosova A units.[ 3][5]. 

The burning process of lignite besides the emission of gases generates an amount of ash as combustion byproduct. 

Around 80% of this ash flies with flue gases and before exiting the stack gets captured by Electrostatic Precipitators-ESP (or 

electro-filters) in the form of Fly Ash. 20% of ash falls down as bottom ash. Both ashes are waste and for decades have been 

transported and dumped to the stockpiles; they have not been utilized at all.  From the analyses of Kosovo lignite, the content 

of ash in lignite is around 14-17% by mass [6].  This indicates that from burning of 1ton lignite the residue ash is around 160 

kg. A calculation shows that up to 2012, in Kosovo there are around 27 Mt of unutilized fly ash.  Only in 2012 the lignite 

combustion in TPP produced around 1 Mt of fly ash. The aim of this paper is to characterize, based on its chemical and 

mineralogical composition, and standardize this unutilized fly ash to an industrial beneficial product and produce with it 

environmentally friendly concrete-green concrete. 

 

II. ELECTRICITY GENERATION IN KOSOVO 
Basically Kosovo’s power demand is supplied by thermal power plants (TPP) combusting lignite as fuel and a small 

amount is a contribution from hydro-power plants (HPP).  In terms of percentage 97% of electricity is provided by Kosovo 

Energy Corporation KEK (in Albanian:  Korportata Energjetike e Kosovës), which is a public owned enterprise situated in 

the central part of Kosovo, and the 3% is supplied by low capacity HPP in different regions.  [4]. 

Table I. Energy production by Kosovo TPP and HPP in a period from 2002-2012 [5][3] 
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 Energy produced by 

TPP 

 

Energy produced by 

HPP 

 

TPP+HPP 

GWh 

GWh % GWh % 

2002 3151.7 97.52 80 2.48 3231.7 

2003 3221.1 98.44 51 1.56 3272.1 

2004 3481.1 96.88 112 3.12 3593.1 

2005 3999.5 97.32 110 2.68 4109.5 

2006 3970.5 97.54 100 2.46 4070.5 

2007 4309.5 97.88 93.2 2.12 4402.7 

2008 4505.8 98.35 75.7 1.65 4581.5 

2009 5260.0 98.34 88.7 1.66 5348.7 

2010 5481.0 97.94 115.5 2.06 5596.5 

2011 5696.4 98.69 75.4 1.31 5771.8 

2012 5847.2 98.90 65.0 1.10 5912.2 

  

 
Figure1: Electricity generation from TPP and HPP in Kosovo 

 

From the Table I and the Fig. 1 it can be seen that, for a decade, 97.98 % of electrical energy is produced by TPP 

and only 2.02 % is the contribution of HPP.  This low electrical generation from HPP dictates the prospect of Kosovo energy 

to be basically oriented towards a sustainable generation from TPP. 

As it is shown in Table I, the greater quantity of electrical energy in Kosovo is produced by Thermo Power Plants-l 

ignite-fired power plants. The construction of KEK units was done over the period since 1962 till 1984. The Kosovo Energy 

Corporation-KEK consists of two thermal power plants Kosova A with five Units: A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 and Kosova B with 

two generating units: B1 and B2.  

The overall installed power capacity of TPP Kosova A and B is 1478 MW and for each generating unit is given in 

the table below 

 

Table II. Overview of installed capacity of Kosova (A+B) TPP [7] 

TPP Unit Commission 

year 

Installed 

capacity 

MW 

Available capacity Technical minimum 

load 

MW 

    Generator Entry Generator Entry 

 

Kosova A A1 1962 65 0 0 0 0 

A2 1965 125 0 0 0 0 

A3 1970 200 135 110 110 100 

A4 1971 200 135 110 110 100 

A5 1975 210 135 110 100 97 

Total Kosova 

A 

  800 405 330 320 297 

Kosova B B1 1983 339 290 265 200 182 

B2 1984 339 280 265 200 182 

Total Kosova B   678 570 530 400 364 
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Since the capacity of HPP is very low, only 52.15 MW, in regard to the requirements in Kosovo, the electricity 

production generally is covered by KEK TPPs.  The energy which is converted in thermo power plants to electrical energy is 

the energy of lignite with which Kosovo is abundant, thus lignite represents an outstanding source for energy generation in 

Kosovo and will remain as principal fuel for electricity generation in the long term future.  

 

III. LIGNITE OF KOSOVO 
With 14,700 Mt, Kosovo possesses the world’s fifth-largest proven reserves of lignite. Lignite deposits of Kosovo 

are distributed across Kosova (here Kosova as a region within the Republic of Kosovo), Dukagjini and Drenica Basins. The 

Kosovo lignite open-cast mines are operated as one as most favorable lignite deposits in Europe due to its geological 

condition. The average stripping ratio for 1 ton of coal is 1.7 m
3
 of top soil overburden, and the average deposits thickness of 

40 m. With an average of net calorific value (NCV) of 7.8 MJ/kg, lignite of Kosovo is considered of high quality for 

exploitation and utilization for electricity generation. These parameters of lignite make the generation of electricity to be of a 

low cost comparing to the countries in region [1].  

A study “Energy Strategy and Policy of Kosovo”, by EU Pillar, PISG Energy Office, ranks Kosovo as third in 

Europe with 10000 Mt economically exploitable resource of lignite. Thus Kosovo represents one of the richest sources of 

lignite in Europe.  In the Table IV below it is shown the ranking of some European countries based on lignite exploitable 

resources. 

 

Table IV: Exploitable lignite reserves in European countries in Bt [6] 
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Figure 2: Lignite reserves of Kosovo comparing to European countries 

 

Annually the lignite consumption from TPP Kosova A and TPP Kosova B is 7-8 Mt/a.  The Table V below shows the annual 

lignite consumption for a period from 2002 to 2012. 

 

Table V: The overall lignite consumption in TPP Kosova A and Kosova B [3][5]. 

 Year 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Lignite 

consumption 

Mt 5.23 5.64 5.59 6.27 6.35 7.11 7.46 8.41 9.34 9.11 9.35 

 

Note: The calculations for 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012 are done from specific average of coal consumption for 

Kosova A 1.83 t/MWh, and Kosova B  1.4t/MWh , taking the specific average for both Kosova  A and Kosovo B as 1.6 

t/MWh.  

 In the Table VI there are presented some parameters and characteristic to feature the lignite as the main fuel used in 

the process of generation of electricity in Kosovo TPP 
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Figure 3: Total Lignite consumption in TPP Kosova A and Kosova B 

 

Table VI:  Kosovo lignite quality and parameters [6] 

Ash content 12-21%. The average values  14-17% 

Moisture content 35-50% 

Heating values Bardh -Mirash 7800 KJ/kg 

Sibovc 8100 KJ/kg 

Total reserves 29% > 8.4 MJ/kg 

43% 7.7-8.4 MJ/kg 

25% 5.8-7.7 MJ/kg 

Sulfur content 1 %.  In all deposits/mines.  The average content of combustible sulfur is 0.35% 

Lime  The concentration of lime is sufficient to absorb the SOx  gas emitted during 

combustion- no  need for desulfurization of flue gases  

 

IV. FLY ASH AS LIGNITE COMBUSTION BYPRODUCT AT TPP KOSOVA A AND KOSOVA B 
Lignite, after extraction from the deposits, is transported through a system of conveyers to the TPP. There it 

undergoes a drying process; grinding-pulverization up to baking flour sized particles and sprayed to the combustion chamber 

of the TPP.  The pulverized lignite combustion process heats up the water steam that is beneficial for pressure steam turbine 

rotation and finally the generation of electrical energy in generators, which are connected to the transmission system.  This is 

advantage and benefit of usage of lignite. 

The combustion process is associated, apart from energy release, with the emission of some other combustion 

byproducts: 

 

 gaseous products: carbon dioxide (CO2), sulfur oxides (SOX), nitrogen oxides (NOX), 

 lignite ash (particulate matter-PM): fly ash, bottom ash 

 

The aim of this study is lignite ash that is a mineral residue from the combustion process of lignite in Kosova TPPs.  

The coal ash from lignite fired power plants depends from the ash content of lignite and boiler operation.  The emission of 

PM for the coal with high ash content depends more on  the coal ash than combustion efficiency [ 8], whilst the coal, lignite 

in this case, with low ash content depends more on the combustion efficiency.  

Bottom ash, which represents 10-15% [9] of the overall coal ash, is a coarse granular ash almost sand like material. It is the 

noncombustible residue of lignite combustion.  It is called bottom ash because during the high temperature combustion, 

some of the ash melts and accumulates on the boilers walls and steam tubes and then it is collected from the bottom of the 

boiler where the combustion takes place.  

Fly ash is also a noncombustible residue from the combustion of lignite in the TPP.  It is the finest of coal ash particles 

which constitutes 85-90% of the overall ash. [9] 

The control of dust (PM) in most lignite fired TPP is done through Electrostatic precipitators (ESP).  The designed efficiency 

of ESP in TPP B is 99.14 %, for TPP 98% [10]. The fly ash is carried together with other flue gases (this why it is called 

“fly”) and before exiting the stack it is collected by ESP.  

Fly ash features cementitious (property of a material to harden when mixed with water) and pozzolanic (the property of 

material that in the presence water reacts with calcium hydroxide at ordinary temperatures to form compounds possessing 

cementitious properties.  The definition of fly ash in EN 450-1[11], which is the European standard for Fly ash in Concrete, 

is:  
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“Fine powder of manly spherical, glassy particles derived from burning of pulverized coal, with or without co-combustion 

materials, which has pozzolanic properties and consists essentially of SiO2 and Al2O3” [11]. 

The properties of fly ash resulting from its chemical composition and reaction make it of a great use either in concrete 

production as cement substitute or aggregate.  

As it is known that in the world, the cement is the second most consumed substance after water [12][13], and during the 

cement production a great quantity of CO2 is emitted, approximately from 900 kgCO2/t- 935 kgCO2/t of cement.  This 

means that for 1kg of cement replaced by 1kg Fly ash, we have 1kg less CO2 released in our air we breath, i.e. less green 

house gas, less global warming [14]. 

Many countries in the world utilize Fly ash (and bottom ash as aggregate substitute) as cement replacement in concrete 

production and as additive in concrete to archive specific properties in construction sector; as fill material in road 

construction; industry as filler in plastic, paint sealing material etc. But in Kosovo, the Fly ash is literally only a waste with 

health and environmental consequences.   

The core part of this paper is to classify and standardize this waste to a product conform other international recognized 

standards, specifically European and American standards. If we standardize this waste to a construction product, then the 

utilization of Fly ash from KEK TPP would be of a great importance, economically and environmentally, for Kosovo 

industry and environment. Up to now, there is no evidence of its utilization in Kosovo, i.e. our Fly ash is only a threatening 

waste that waits for exploitation.  

 

V. FLY ASH OF KOSOVA B TPP 
Fly ash as a residue of combustion of lignite for generating electrical energy comprises of fine particles that rise 

with flue gases, but these particle (Particulate matter) before exiting the stack get captured by ESP or electro-filters, and then 

can be carried to storage or silos. In Kosovo none of these, the fly ash is stockpiled ore better said dumped.  

The sample for analyses are taken from Kosovo B TPP and the chemical, physical and mineralogical analyses were 

conducted at laboratory ZAG, Department of materials, Laboratory for cement, mortar and ceramics, Lubljana, 

Slovenia. The analyses were conducted in conformity with European Standards SIST EN 450-1:2005 5.2 and 5.3 [11].  

Conform EN 450-1 the fly ash is defined as Fine powder of mainly spherical, glassy particles derived from burning 

of pulverized coal, with or without co-combustion material, which has pozzolanic properties and consists essentially of SIO2 

and Al2O3.  

According to ASTM C618 12a [15], Standard chemical requirements there are two classes of fly ash determined by 

the content by mass of lime: 

 Class F: lime (CaO) content less than 20% by mass  

 Class C:  lime (CaO) content more than 20% by mass 

 

5.1. Chemical composition of Kosovo Fly Ash 

Table VII: Chemical composition of TPP Kosova  B Fly Ash. 

Constituent %  by mass Requirements of 

SIST EN 450-1 cl.5.2 

Test method 

Loss on ignition 2.09 ≤5.0%, A category SIST EN 196-2 cl. 7 

SiO2 total 29.7 ≥75%* SIST EN 196-2 cl.13.6 

SiO2soluble 0.27 SIST EN 196-2 cl. 13.8 

Al2O3 10.65 SIST EN 196-2 cl.13.11 

Fe2O3 6.18 SIST EN 196-2 cl. 13.10 

CaO 32.92 - SIST EN 197-1 cl.3.1 

MgO 5.93 ≤4.0% SIST EN 196-2 cl. 13.13 

SO3 9.98 ≤3.0% SIST EN 196-2 cl. 8 

Na2O 0.74 - SIST EN 196-2 cl. 17 

K2O 0.61 - SIST EN 196-2 cl. 17 

Na2O equivalent 1.14 ≤5.0% Calculated 

Insoluble residue 5.65 - SIST EN 196-2 cl. 10 

CaO free 6.49 ≤1.5%** SIST EN 451-1 

CaO reactive 24.62 ≤10.0 %  

SiO2 reactive 26.30  SIST EN 197-1 cl. 3.2 

Cl
- 

0.019 ≤0.10 % SIST EN 196-2 cl. 14 

P2O5 soluble,  mg/kg 0.00 ≤0.100 mg/kg  

Added ml NaOH 

(1 mol/l) 

0.00 - SIST EN 450-1, Annex C 

 

 *for Siliceous fly ash (Class F), 50% for Calcareous fly ash class C 

**≤1.5% with the SIST EN 450-1 New this is changed from ≤1.0% to 1.5% [24]. 
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Figure 4: Chemical composition in %/weight of Kosovo Fly Ash 

 

VI. CLASSIFICATION OF KOSOVO B TPP FLY ASH 
Fly ash produced from the combustion of lignite generally is composed of silica, alumina, small quantities of oxides 

of magnesium, iron, calcium and some other elements.  The percentage of its constituents depends. The general classification 

of Fly ash is done by the percentage content of CaO, which depends on the type of the fuel. This fly ash that is produced 

from burning lignite showed to have 32.92 % CaO (testing method SIST EN 197-1, clause 3.1) and conform this percentage 

value, the Kosovo B TPP Fly ash belongs to Class C.  Class C Fly ash in addition of pozzolanic properties has also 

cementitious properties.   

Cementitious property is the property of a material (in this case fly ash) that in the presence of water to harden, 

whilst the pozzolanic property is the property that in the presence of water and other activating agent (cement, quicklime, or 

hydrated lime) to react chemically and have cementitious properties. 

These properties make Kosovo Fly ash very useful for utilization as substitute of cement in concrete production industry.  

Note: the other Class F of Fly ash has less then 10% CaO and has only pozzolanic properties. This is produced when 

other types of fuel are burned.             

 

VII. CHARACTERIZATION AND STANDARDIZATION OF FLY ASH OF TPP KOSOVA B 
7.1. Loss on Ignition 2.09% 

Loss on ignition indicates the content of unburned carbon in fly ash. This property of fly ash is very important 

because the carbon content has a significant influence on the effect of air-entraining admixtures that are used for the 

improvement of concrete to the freezing and thawing. Generally portland cement concrete has less than 3% entrapped air. 

The presence of fly ash in concrete lowers the content of air by 05.-1 % [16].  

Carbon absorbs the air-entraining admixture, resulting with lower entrapped air in concrete, which directly affects the 

resistance to free-thaw cycles. 

The SIST EN 450-1 cl.5.2 requirement is  ≤5.0%, and the Loss on ignition determined conform  SIST EN 196-2 cl. 7 of 

Kosovo fly ash is 2.09 that is absolutely compatible with European standard and American standard ASTM C618.  

 

7.2. Calcium Oxide (CaO)  

7.2.1. Total calcium oxide 33 % 

From the analyses shown in the table and graph, the Kosovo Fly ash has high lime content (33%), which under the 

specification of American Standard ASTM C618 this is greater than 20% by mass and is classified as calcareous fly ash-

Class C. This lime content makes the Kosovo fly both pozzolanic and cementitious, and presents hydraulic properties [17]. 

 

7.2.2. Free calcium oxide 6.49 % 

This is determined in conformity by the method prescribed by European Standard SIST EN 451-1[11], as stipulated 

in EN 197-1:2000, cl. 3.1[18]. The test result for Kosovo Fly ash is 6.49 % by mass. Here the test result shows a fluctuation 

of the result from the standard SIST EN 450-1 cl.5.2.requirement value of ≤1.0%. This implies that fly ash shall be tested for 

conformity to the requirements for soundness in 5.3.3 of the standard [11]. 

 

7.2.3. Reactive calcium oxide 24.62 % 

This is determined conform EN 197-1:200, Cl. 3.1, which limits this not to exceed 10% by mass. This is greater 

than the standard requirement. This also implies that the fly ash should be tested for conformity, to the requirements for 

soundness in 5.3.3.  
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In our case the fly ash is Class C, i.e. calcareous fly ash, and the sum of silica, alumina and ferric oxide is almost 

50%, the content of reactive calcium oxide should no be expected to be less than 10% [19]. 

 

7.3. Total content of Silica (SiO2), Alumina (Al2O3) and Iron oxide (Fe2O3) 46.53% 

The sum of these oxides expressed as percentage by mass of fly ash has been determined conform SIST EN 196-2 

cl.13.6, SIST EN 196-2 cl.13.11 and SIST EN 196-2 cl. 13.10 respectively.  The requirement of SIST EN 450-1 cl.5.2 for 

the sum of all above three constituents of Fly ash is to be greater than 75%.  But, in accordance with ASTM C618, for Class 

C fly ash, this sum shall be equal or greater than 50% by mass. This indicates that ASTM C618 for the content of three 

oxides requires the value of 70% for Class F of Fly ash. According to ASTM C618, Kosovo Fly ash is almost compatible 

with the standard’s requirements.  The Indian Standard, Bureau of Indian Standard (BIS), IS: 3812 part-1 2003 requires this 

value to be 50% too.  

 

7.4. Reactive silicon dioxide 26.30% 

Reactive silica is the key parameter for determining the pozzolanic ability of fly ash. This is the property that flies 

ash tends to react with available calcium hydroxide to form hydration products with binding properties [20]. 

According to EN 450-1+A1:2007, and the new revised EN 450-1: New, the content of reactive silica as described in 

SIST EN 197-1 cl. 3.2 must no be lees than 25 % by mass.  The content of reactive silica of Kosovo Fly ash (26.30 %) is in 

compliance with this standard.  

 

7.5. Alkalis content Na2O-0.74%, K2O-0.61%, Na2O equivalent -1.14% 

The present alkalis in fly ash (concrete) react with free silica of the aggregate and the result is the formation of 

alkali silica gel with properties of capturing the water and causing local expansion of concrete. This expansion causes the 

deterioration-cracking of concrete. 

The alkalis content has been determined conform SIST EN 196-2 cl. 17 and calculated as Na2O (equivalent).  The 

requirement of SIST EN 450-1 cl.5.2 is less than 5%, and Kosovo fly ash is absolutely compatible with EN 450-

1:2005+A1:2007. 

 

7.6. Magnesium oxide 5.93% 

The content of MgO has been determined in accordance with SIST EN 196-2 cl. 13.13 and the requirement of SIST 

EN 450-1 cl.5.2 is ≤4.0%.  The Kosovo fly ash has a slight higher content of MgO, i.e. a little fluctuation from the European 

standard requirement.  This excessive content of magnesium oxide may have some deleterious effect; can cause expansion of 

concrete.   But for Class C fly ash this value is almost within the limits. In some countries this limit is up to 5% [21].  The 

testing method of ASTM C151-74 for detecting unsoundness caused by CaO and MgO, shows that the expansion of concrete 

affected by the presence of these two oxides is smaller than the actual expansion that can occur under field conditions [22]. 

 

7.7. Sulfur Trioxide (SO3) 9.98% 

The requirement   SIST EN 450-1 cl.5.2 for SO3  in fly ash is less than 3%, which represents a high fluctuation. But, 

ASTM C 618 for both Class C and F limits this to 5% maximum.   It is known that fly ash inhibits the ASR, and the content 

of SO3 is known to be one of the factors of this inhibition. So, care must be taken for this value when fly ash with this 

content of SO3 is used in concrete production as hydraulic material or blended cement [23]. 

 

7.8. Soluble phosphate (P2O5) 0.00% 

The requirement of SIST EN 450-1 cl.5.2 for soluble phosphorous pentoxide in fly ash is 100 mg/kg, and Kosovo 

fly ash is fully compatible with European Standard.  

The text of EN 450-1: New reads: 

“The content of total phosphate (P2O5) shall be determined in accordance with EN 196-2 and shall not be grater 

than 5.0% by mass. Fly ash obtained from combustion of pulverized coal only shall be deemed to satisfy this requirement”. 

Although there is no known effect of phosphate in concrete performance, it is stated that fly ash may contain up to 5% by 

mass of P2O5 [24]. 

 

7.9. Chloride (expressed as Cl
-
) 0.019% 

The content of chloride has been determined in accordance with SIST EN 196-2 cl. 14 and the obtained value of 

0.019 % is lower than 0.10 % by mass, which in fact is the requirement of SIST EN 450-1 cl.5.2. Thus Kosovo fly ash with 

this content of chlorides is suitable for use in cement-concrete industry.  

 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 
Kosovo electrical energy is basically generated by TPP. This process produces a huge quantity of unprocessed 

waste-fly ash which has a very deleterious impact in environment especially in the central Kosovo where the TPPs are 

situated.  The fly ash, since the beginning of TPP operation has been not utilized at all. Thus, due to its huge quantity 

produced every year it represents not only a waste that should be stockpiled it also represents an industrial pollutant of 

environment that must be considered seriously.   

By this study, through the chemical analyzes this waste-fly ash can be turned to be a construction-industrial product 

either as direct substituent of cement in concrete industry or as admixture in concrete. The basics of Kosovo Fly ash, its 
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chemical and mineralogical composition generally prove to be suitable for utilization in concrete industry. The composition 

of Kosovo Fly ash in many aspects is compatible with two basic standards referred in this paper: European Standard EN 450-

1 and American Standard ASTM C 618 for use of fly ash in concrete.  

The percentage by mass of three oxides SiO2, Al2O3 and Fe2O3 according to standards classify Kosovo fly ash in the 

category of high lime content, which in terms of classification belongs to Class C fly ash. This class C fly ash is calcareous 

fly ash. The carbon content expressed as LOI, is one of the most important factor for the utilization of fly ash in concrete 

industry since the carbon content of fly ash affects many properties of concrete, and Kosovo fly ash meets the chemical 

requirements of standards regarding the LOI, i.e. carbon content. 

The content of CaO, MgO and SO3 represent some fluctuations from standards requirements. This excessive content 

of these three components may have some undesired effects in concrete-unsoundness. By considering this and testing the 

concrete for soundness, concrete produced with a specific percentage of fly ash as cement substituent, can make fly ash 

utilizable as construction material. The alkalis content of Kosovo fly ash is in complete accordance with the standards 

requirements showing that Kosovo fly ash represents no threat to possible alkali silica reaction that could cause cracking of 

concrete, i.e. unsoundness of concrete.  Also, the chloride content that can affect the PH of concrete is in full accordance 

with requirements of standards that depict requirements of utilization of fly ash in cement-concrete industry.  

  This in-depth chemical analyze, compared to the requirements of standards, prove that Kosovo Fly ash 

could not be a threatening waste to Kosovo environment, but it can be very useful  for utilization as cement substituent in 

certain percentage for producing concrete, or as concrete admixture. Finally, the Kosovo fly ash with these chemical 

properties can be used as cement substituent in concrete production industry.  
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ABSTRAC:In this study the influence of masonry infill walls on the seismicbehavior of RC frames with help of ETABS 

software were studied.Pushover analysis on buildings with five, seven, nine and eleven storey with symmetrical in the plan 

was carried out.And trial model with thirteenstorey was created for testing in ArtificialNeural Network (ANN).Each 

structure was modeled in two different types, such as RC bare frame and RC frame with masonry infill walls.In the present 

paper infill walls are modeled as equivalent diagonal strut. In this type of molding infill wall behaves like compression strut, 

as suggested in FEMA 365, 2000. 

Nonlinear analysis in according with IS1893, 2002 code is realized to sketch pushover curves and results at Immediate 

Occupancy, Life Safety and Collapse Prevention onperformances level were determined. 

Thisstudy reports seismic behavior of RC building due to increase height of the buildings.For this purpose, one of the 

significantly techniques, Artificial Neural Network(ANN), was used.Result of this study using ANNis used for prediction of 

seismicbehavior of structures.The trial model with thirteen storey was modeled by ETABS to compare with result of ANN. 

 

KEY WORRDS:Nonlinear analysis, Masonry infill, Equivalent diagonal strut, ArtificialNeural Networks. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Motivation of this study is assessment of vulnerability of the building with and without unreinforcedmasonry infill 

walls. And behavior of a thirteen storey building is predicted by Artificial Neural Network (ANN) technique. 

ANN is a branch of artificial intelligence which attempt to mimic the behavior of the human brain and nerves system. A 

neural network can be considered as a black box that is able to predict an output pattern when it recognizes a given input 

pattern. Neural networks are able to detect similarities in input, even though a particular input may never have been seen 

previously. This property allows for excellent interpolation capabilities, especially when the input data is noisy[1]. 

It is estimate that, effect of infill walls is important on the building performance, but structural engineers, during the design 

process, ignore the effect of infill wall in the structural analysis. According to the FEMA guideline the masonry unreinforced 

infill walls have a significant effect on the stiffness of building [2].In this study advantages and disadvantages of infill walls 

will be investigated. 

Masonry infill walls are frequently used as interior partitions and architectural elements.In the design and 

assessment of the building infill walls are usuallytreated as non-structural elements and the presence of infill walls are 

usually neglected in conventional design because they are assumed to be beneficial to the structural responses. Therefore, 

their influences on the structural response are generally ignored. However, their stiffness and strength are not negligible, and 

they will interact with the boundary frame when the structure is subjected to ground motion. This interaction may or may not 

be beneficial to the performance of the structure and it has been a topic of much debate in the last few decades. [3]. 

 

II. DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURAL MODEL 
2-1 Building Models 

In this studysymmetrical floor plans layout of 3D reinforced concrete residential building with moment resisting RC 

frames was selected as shown in fig 1. Thebuildings consist of five, seven, nine and eleven, but the plan was unaltered to 

avoid any irregularity effects. Buildingsare located inseismic zone IV, and soil profile type was assumed to be medium. 

Response reduction factor for the special moment resisting frame has taken as 5.All the four models are designed and 

analyzed as per IS456, 2000. Further inputs include unit weight of the concrete is 25 KN/m
3
, elastic modulus of concrete is 

25*10
6 

KN/m
2
, compressive strength of concrete is 25 N/mm

2 
(M25), yield strength of steel is 415 N/mm

2
 (Fe 415),elastic 

modulus of steel is 2*10
8
KN/mm

2
. The loading of building was assumed to be dead load 5.5 KN/m

2
, live load 2.0 KN/m

2
, 

and weight of floor finishes is 1 KN/m
2
. Percentage of imposed load to be considered in seismic weight calculation 25.The 

support condition of columns was assumed to be fixed at ground level. All columns and beams had different dimensions in 

height, dimension of columns vary between 0.40*0.40 m and 0.50*0.50 m , dimension of beam vary between 0.40*0.30 m 

and 0.30*0.30 m and thickness of slab is 0.15m. finally the example structure used in this study are following as shown in 

fig1 to 9. 

1. Fivestorey with two models:     - Model 1-0: Bare frame. 

 - Model 1-1: RC frame with brick masonry infill. 

2. Sevenstorey with two models:  - Model 2-0: Bare frame. 

 - Model 2-1: RC frame with brick masonry infill. 

Anartificial Neural Network for Prediction of Seismic 

Behavior in RC Buildings with and Without Infill Walls 
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3. Ninestorey with two models:- Model 3-0: Bare frame. 

 - Model 3-1: RC frame with brick masonry infill. 

4. elevenstorey with two models:   - Model 4-0: Bare frame. 

- Model 4-1: RC frame with brick masonry infill. 

 

 
Fig 1: Typical plan of Buildings 

 
Fig2: Model 1-1Fig 3: Model 1-0 

 
Fig 4: Model 2-1Fig5: Model 2-0 
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Fig 6: Model 3-1Fig 7: Model 3-0 

 
Fig8: Model 4-1Fig9: Model 4-0 
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2-2 modeling of infill masonry infill walls 

Infill walls in this study can be generally categorized in to two types, masonry infill walls with and without opening. 

Only masonry infill walls without opening were considered as lateral load resistant element with shaded areas as shown in 

fig1. Infill walls with opening that prevent diagonal strut [2] formation are considered as dead loads only [4]. Window 

opening are assumed tiny relative to the overall wall area, thus not included in the as they have no appreciable bearing on the 

general behavior of the structure[5]. Usually in a building of the structure 40% to 60% presence of masonry infillsare 

effective as the remaining portion of the masonry infills are meant for functional purpose such as doors and window 

openings [6].In this study, buildings were modeled using 40% masonry infill. 

The model for masonry infill walls can be classified as finite element method (micro) and static equivalent strut 

(macro).in this study equivalent compression strut used instead of masonry infill walls, this strut is a compression diagonal. 

The single strut model is the most widely used as it is simple and evidently most suitable for large structure [7]. Thus RC 

frames with unreinforced masonry walls can be modeled as equivalent braced frames with infill walls replaced by equivalent 

diagonal strut which can be used in rigorousnonlinearpushover analysis using the theory of beams on elastic foundations 

[8]suggested a non-dimensional parameter to determine the width and relative stiffness of diagonal strut according to 

FEMA306, 1997 the strut area Ae  is given by following expression as shown in fig10. 

Ae= We  t 
We=0.175(λh)−0.4w 

λ =  
Em t sin(2θ)

4EfIch℩
4

 

Em  =The modulus of elasticity of the infill material 

Ef   =The modulus of elasticity of the frame material 

Ic    =The moment of inertia of column 

t     =The thickness of infill 

h    =The center line height of frame 

h℩   =The height of infill 

w   =The diagonal length of infill panel 

θ  =The slope of infill diagonal to the horizontal. 

In this study, the following material properties were used for solid brick masonry infill walls. Unit weight of masonry is 20 

KN/m3, elastic modulus of masonry infill is Em  =550fm  =2275 KN/mm2. 

 
Fig10: Equivalent diagonal strut model [9]. 

 

III. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS 
One efficient way of solving complex problems is following the lemma “divides and conquers”. A complex system 

may be decomposed into simpler elements, in order to be able to understand it. Alsosimple elements may be gathered to 

produce a complex system [10]. Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are one approach for achieving this. The scope of this 

study is to create a brief induction to ANNs for training buildings which there are no analysis of them. Displacement and 

performance points were prediction using ANN. 

 

IV. NONLINEAR STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
Nonlinear analysis is performed for eight models of the building in this study. Nonlinear static pushover analysis 

has been performed to determine the structural earthquake behavior using ETABS nonlinear version 9.7 program[11]. 

However the earthquake response is determined by one of the structural analysis method as nonlinear analysis. This method 

is included two ways as nonlinear static pushover analysis and nonlinear dynamic time history analysis. 

Nonlinear static pushover analysis has been suggested in FEMA365 and ATC40. 

The guidelines ATC and FEMA mentioned in this paper include modeling procedures, acceptance criteria and analysis 

procedures for pushover analysis. These documents define force – deformation criteria for potential locations of lumped 

inelastic behavior, designated as plastic hinges used in pushover analysis. 
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ETABS implements the plastic hinge properties described in FEMA365 and ATC40 as shown in fig 11.five points labeled A, 

B, C, D and E define force–deformation behavior of the plastic hinge and performance level are Immediate Occupancy (IO), 

Life Safety (LS), Collapse Prevention (CP), A, B are performance points before immediate occupancy (elastic range), B, 

Care related to yieldand ultimate curvatures (plastic range) and D, E performance point beyond collapse are used to define 

the acceptance criteria for the hinge.[2,12]. 

 
Fig11. Force – Deformation Relation for plastic Hinge in Pushover Analysis 

 

V. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
The nonlinear static pushover analysis was performed for all models; models were designed and checked as per 

IS456,[13]. The comparative results of story displacement,fundamental natural time period as per IS1893,[14]capacity 

curves along with performance levels as IO, LS and CP and neural networks for prediction of seismic behavior for all 

models are shown,tabulated in table 1 to 4. 

 

5-1Storeydisplacement 

The lateral displacement at top storey of various models is tabulated in table1.Displacement depends on the stiffness 

of each model, table 1 shows that where stiffness of infill walls are considered have significantly lower displacement as 

compared to bare frame. From table 1 it is observed that infill wall decreases displacement due to its stiffness, stiffness of 

infill walls decreases displacement from 25.87%, 24.62%, 17.1%, to16.01% for five, seven, nine, eleven stores 

(respectively), with respect to bare frame. 

 

Table 1: Displacement at top storey level of various structural systems 

Type of 

Structures 

Model 

1-0 

Model 

1-1 

Model 

2-0 

Model 

2-1 

Model 

3-0 

Model 

3-1 

Model 

4-0 

Model 

4-1 

DispAt top 

story(cm) 
1.38 1.023 1.99 1.50 2.28 1.89 2.81 2.36 

 

5-2 fundamental natural period: 

The approximate fundamental natural period of vibration from the empirical expression of the IS1893,[14] is 

compared with the analytical time period. As shown in table 2 analytical time period do not tally with empirical time period 

(caudal). The analytical natural period depends on the mass and stiffness, but empirical time period depends on the height of 

the building. 

For models with stiffness of infill walls observed that analytical natural period have lower time period as compared 

to bare frame, and for models with higher level, empirical period have higher time period. Table 2 shows that analytical 

fundamental natural time period for models with infill walls are 1.94 to 1.88 times higher than empiricaltime period. 

 

Table 2: Empirical and Analytical time period in all models 

Type of  

Structures 

Model 

1-0 

Model 

1-1 

Model 

2-0 

Model 

2-1 

Model 

3-0 

Model 

3-1 

Model 

4-0 

Model 

4-1 

Analytical 

 
0.913 0.64 1.23 0.88 1.535 1.12 1.85 1.36 

Caudal 

 
0.572 0.33 0.736 0.45 0.888 0.59 1.033 0.72 

 

5-3 Capacity curves along with performance level: 

The capacity curves, displacement capacity and performance point values of each model obtained from pushover 

analysis.Pushover curves are given in fig 12 and also tabulated in table 3. From the data presented in table 3, the models with 

infill walls have the highest capacity as compared with bare frame. Pushover curves in fig 12 show that buildings with lower 

height have parabolic curves with clear life safety points. And they show that due to enhance height of the buildings 

parabolic curves transform in to the straight line with unclear point at life safety. 

Performance point was determined from pushover analysis. The status of plastic hinges formed in the structure according to 

force – deformation curve define performance of the structure at performance point,when the structure reaches its 

performance point.  
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Table 4 shows status of hinges at performance point. From the data presented in table 4 for models with infill wall the 

number of plastic hinges in LS-CP stage are very less in number as compared with models without infill wall. 

 
Fig12: Pushover curves for all models. 

 

Table 3: Base shear (ton) and Displacement (cm) at Performance level for all models. 

Typeof 

Structures 

 

Model 

1-0 

Model 

1-1 

Model 

2-0 

Model 

2-1 

Model 

3-0 

Model 

3-1 

Model 

4-0 

Model 

4-1 

P
er

fo
rm

an
ce

 L
ev

el
 

 

IO 

 

 

Base 

Shear 155.5 203 161.3 210 167.7 217.5 170.5 270 

Disp 2.5 1.50 3.6 2.0 4.0 3.0 5.0 5.0 

 

LS 

 

 

Base  

Shear 
184.3 615.7 183.4 588 188 530.9 178 678 

Disp 9.0 8.0 14.0 10.5 21.5 13.5 14.5 27.5 

 

 

CP 

Base  

Shear 
201.6 634.1 198.2 648 190 678.3 183.4 704.2 

Disp 18.0 9.5 27 13 36.5 20.5 40.5 30.0 

 

Table 4: Hinge status at performance point in x-direction for all models 

Type of  

models 
Disp 

(cm) 

Base 

Shear 

(ton) 

A-B 
B- 

IO 

IO-

LS 

LS-

CP 
CP-C C-D D-E >E Total 

Model 

1-0 
13.3 192.2 803 32 113 192 0 0 0 0 1140 

Model 

1-1 
8.11 601.3 727 206 205 2 0 0 0 0 1140 

Model 

2-0 
17.9 187.6 1149 62 85 299 0 1 0 0 1596 

Model 

2-1 
11.4 594 1062 262 263 9 0 0 0 0 1596 

Model 

3-0 
23.4 187.5 1512 0 120 420 0 0 0 0 2052 

Model 

3-1 
14.6 551.3 1300 321 347 84 0 0 0 0 2052 

Model 

4-0 
27.8 183.4 1855 148 145 360 0 0 0 0 2508 

Model 

4-1 
17.6 520 1542 397 328 241 0 0 0 0 2508 
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5-4 Neural networks for prediction of seismic behavior: 

MATLAB software is used to createneural network. For creation the network, totally 32 data set are used which are 

listed in table 5. These data sets were generated analytically using structures with infill walls. The network was trained and 

then tested by 4 and 4 data sets for displacement and base shear (respectively), at performance pointwhich are tabulated in 

table 6. And for trial model with thirteen storey input data are listed in table 7.Displacement and base shear at performance 

point predicted for building with thirteen storey using ANN is compared with actual values of ETABS output as shown in 

table 8. The result clearlyshows that predicted values using neural networkat displacement and base shear on the 

performance point are 3.0(cm) and 500(ton),(respectively) are close to actual value 2.86(cm) and 490(ton). It can be 

observed that overall prediction is very good. 

 

Table 5: Data set used input for model with infill wall. 

Input Model 1-1 Model 2-1 Model 3-1 Model4-1 

Number of storey 5 7 9 11 

Height(m) 15 21 27 33 

Seismic coefficient 0.051 0.0382 0.0292 0.024 

Total weight(ton) 2103 3010 3882 4776 

Total cross section of column(m
2
) 22.67 34.85 55.8 72.42 

Total cross section of beam(m
2
) 31.5 44.1 56.7 69.3 

Total area of reinforcement steel(m
2
) 0.3617 0.7034 1.0852 1.7245 

Total trust area(m
2
) 12.67 17.738 22.806 27.874 

 

Table 6: Data set used target for model with infill wall. 

Target Model 1-1 Model 2-1 Model 3-1 Model4-1 

Displacement(cm) 1.023 1.50 1.89 2.36 

Performance point(v)(ton) 601.3 594 551.27 520 

 

Table 7: Data set used input for trial model. 

Input Trial model 5-1 

Number of storey 13 

Height(m) 39 

Seismic coefficient 0.02 

Total weight(ton) 5667 

Total cross section of column(m
2
) 88.255 

Total cross section of beam(m
2
) 89.1 

Total area of reinforcement steel(m
2
) 2.11 

Total trust area(m
2
) 32.942 

 

Table 8: Displacement and Base shear at performance point in x-direction for trial model 

Trial Model(thirteen storey) 
Displacement atTop(cm) Base shear at Performance Point(ton) 

Model 5-1(ETABS Value) 2.86 490 

Model 5-1(ANN Value) 3.0 500 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
1. Due to presence of the infill wall displacement at top storey decreasesfrom 25.87%, 24.62%, 17.1%, to 16.01% for five, 

seven, nine, eleven stores (respectively) with respect to bare frame.From the above observationit can be seen that due to 

enhance height of the building influence of stiffness of the infill wall will be less, thus it should be used more lateral load 

resistant system to increase the stiffness of the multi storey building. And results show that stiffness of the infill walls is 

efficient for building with low and medium height. 

2. It is observed that performance of all structures in elastic range have definite values for model with and without infill 

walls at immediateoccupancy,and performance of the structures with low-rise building in plastic range have clear point at 

life safety in comparison with multi storey buildings that have unclear point at life safety. 

3. It can be seen that the performance of all the models lies in between life safety and collapsepervasion.Overall the 

performances of these models are satisfactory and some of the elements in some models require retrofitting. 
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4. The predicted values in displacement and base shear at performance point for trial building using artificial neural network 

vary only marginally maximum of 4.89% and 2.04% (respectively), from the actual values. The values show that prediction 

by artificial neural network is satisfactory. 
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ABSTRACT: Simple, sensitive, accurate and precise spectrophotometric methods for quantitative determination of 

cardiovascular drugs viz., Dobutamine Hydrochloride (DOB), Ramipril (RAM), Telmisartan (TEL), Verapamil 

Hydrochloride (VER) were developed. The method of each drug depends upon oxidation of drugs by Ce (IV) (Excess) and 

estimating the amount of un reacted Ce (IV) by amaranth dye at 523nm. The calibration curves obeyed Beer’s law over the 

concentration range of 1.6-12µg ml
-1

 (DOB), 8-56 µg ml
-1

 (RAM), 2-14 µg ml
-1

 (TEL) & 2-12 µg ml
-1

 (VER). The method has 

been validated in terms of guidelines of ICH and has been applied to analysis of pharmaceuticals. 

 

Keywords: Cerium (IV), Amaranth dye couple, drugs, Determination, UV-VIS Spectrohotometry 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Dobutamine hydrochloride 

Dobutamine hydrochloride, [Fig.1 (a)], is chemically as 4-(2-((1-methyl-3-(4-hydroxybenzene) propyl) amido) 

ethyl)-1,2-di-hydroxybenzene hydrochloric salt, is an adrenalin receptor concussion medicine indicated obvious curative 

effect for coronary heart disease, acute miocardial infarction and expansionary cardiomyopathy [1].  

The literature survey reveals that several analytical methods such as enzymatic catalytic spectrofluorimetry [2], 

Spectrophotometry [3,4,5], high performance liquid chromatography [6,7] and flow-injection chemiluminescence method [8] 

have been developed for determination of Dobutamine hydrochloride 

 

1.2. Ramipril 

Ramipril chemically is (2S,3aS,6aS)-1-[(2S)-2-{[(2S)-1-ethoxy-1-oxo-4-phenylbutan-2-yl]amino}propanoyl]-

octahydrocyclopenta[b]pyrrole-2-carboxylic acid, is a highly lipophilic, long acting angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) 

inhibitor, [Fig.1(b)]. It effectively reduces both supine alterations in the pulse rate. It is indicated for Hypertension and 

cardiac failure [9]. 

Some methods for the analysis of ramipril are Spectrophotometry [10,11,12], High-performance liquid 

chromatographic and chemometric based spectrophotometry [13] and simple colorimetry [14] have been employed. 

 

1.3. Telmisartan 

Telmisartan or (2-(4-{[4-methyl-6-(1-methyl-1H-1,3-benzodiazol-2-yl)-2-propyl-1H-1,3-benzodiazol-1-

yl]methyl}phenyl)benzoic acid or [Fig.1(c)] is a cardiovascular drug, indicated for hypertension [15]. 

Because of its physiological importance many physical and instrumental techniques have been developed for the 

quantification of TEL like HPLC [16-22], Spectrophotometry [23-26], LC-MS/MS [27] and HPTLC [28,29]. 

 

1.4. Verapamil Hydrochloride 

Verapamil Hydrochloride [Fig.1(d)] is chemically known as 5-[N-(3, 4-dimethoxy-phenethyl)-N-methyl-amino]-2-

(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)-2-isopropylvaleronitrile hydrochloride. It is a calcium-channel blocker, has been indicated for anti-

arhythmic drug to manage supra ventricular tachyarrhythmias[30] and it is a anti-anginal drug. 

Some analytical methods for quantitative determination of VER are described viz., capillary electrophoresis [31], 

tandem mass spectrometry detection (LC-MS/MS) [32, 33], HPLC [34] and Inverse volt-ampere method [35]. 

Through survey of literature revealed that oxidative method of quantification of these drugs by Ce (IV) have been 

not reported yet, although the methods simple sensitive, precise and accurate [36,37]. 

 

II. ABOUT THE METHOD 
          Cerium (IV) is a good oxidizing agent like KMnO4, K2Cr2 O7 etc., it has been used for quantitative determination of 

drugs based on the oxidation of drugs. The spectrophotometric methods involved addition of excess Ce(IV) and un reacted 

cerium is estimated by suitable dyes, which should be oxidized by cerium viz., Indigo Carmine, Methyl Orange, Safranin-O 

and Xylene cyanol. 

  Amaranth dye is suitable for estimation of unreacted Ce (IV) absorbance at 523 nm. 

 

III. EXPERIMENTAL 
3.1. Apparatus  

Spectral and absorbance measurements were made on a thermo electron corporation single beam U.V.-Vis 

spectrophotometer by using 1 cm quartz cells.  

 

3.2. Materials and methods  

All reagents used were of analytical-reagent grade and distilled water was used throughout the investigation.  

Spectrophotometric Determination of Cardiovascular Drugs 
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3.2.1. Cerium (IV) solution 

Cerium (IV) sulphate (CeSO4.2H2O, 99.9 % pure) was prepared by dissolving 750 mg of chemical (merck, mumbai, 

india) in 2 N H2SO4with the aid of heat and filtered using glass wool, and diluted to 250 ml with the same acid and 

standardized and cerium is standardized by ferrous ammonium sulphate and ferroin indicator. The solution was then diluted 

appropriately with 2 N H2SO4 to get working concentrations of 4.0x 10
-3

 M (0.25%). 

 

3.2.2. Amaranth dye 

Aqueous solutions of 0.8x10
-3

 M of Amaranth dye was prepared by dissolving an appropriate weight of 0.0483 

grams in 100 ml bi distilled water. 

 

3.2.3. Sulphuric acid  

         Prepared by diluting the concentrated acid (Merck, Mumbai, India, Sp. gr. 1.84, 98.0 %) with water appropriately to 

get 2 N acid.  

 

3.2.4. Preparation of drug solution 

Standard drug solution (200 µgml
-1

) was prepared by dissolving 20 mg of drug with distilled water to the mark in 

100 ml standard flask. The stock solution was diluted appropriately to get the working concentration. 

 

IV. PROCEDURE 
Aliquots containing 1.6 ― 56.00 µg ml

-1
 of drug were transferred into a series of 10 ml standard flasks using a 

micro burette. To this, 1 ml of CAS was followed by 1 ml of 2N H2SO4 and contents were shaken well. After 30 minutes, 1 

ml of 0.02% of amaranth added to the content. Then contents were shaken well and diluted up to the mark. The absorbance 

of each solution was measured at 523 nm against the corresponding reagent blank. 

 

V. ASSAY OF DRUG PURE SAMPLE 
To the test the accuracy and precision of the methods developed pure sample solutions containing drug in the Beer’s 

Law limit were chosen.  For this study 1.6-12 μgml
-1 

of DOB, 8-56 μgml
-1 

of RAM, 2-14 μgml
-1 

of TEL, 2-12μgml
-1

 of VER 

have been taken. To each of the solution 1 ml of 250 µg ml
-1 

 of cerium,  1 ml of 2 N of  H2SO4 were added and the un 

reacted cerium is analyzed as described above using amaranth dye. 

 

VI. PROCEDURE FOR ANALYSIS OF PHARMACEUTICALS 
6.1. Dobutamin Hydrochloride 

Two Cardiject injection (50mg/4ml/injection)s of DOB were placed in a boiling tube and worked out to get  

working standard solutions of 1.6 µgmL
-1

. Quantification was performed using 1.5, 3.0, 4.5 & 6.0 μg ml
-1 

of Dobutamine 

hydrochloride. 

 

6.2. Ramipril 

To determine the content of Ramipril in pharmaceutical preparations, 20 tablets of Cosrpil (lable claim : 5 

mg/tablet) were weighed and finely powdered. A portion of the powder equivalent to 50mg. ramipril was stirred with 50 ml 

doubly distilled water and let stand for 10 minutes. The residue was filtered on Whatmann No.42 filter paper and wash with 

doubly distilled water. This solution was further diluted as necessary to complete the analysis concentration solutions for 

assay. 

 

6.3. Telmisartan 

Four  tablets (Teli: 20mg/tablet) were weighed and powdered. Accurately weighed quantity of tablet powder 

equivalent to about 25 mg of telmisartan was transferred into 50 ml volumetric flask, added 25 ml of acetonitrile and shaken 

for ten minutes, the volume was then adjusted to mark with acetonitrile and mixed, the solution was filtered through 

Whatmann filter paper No.42 and the filtrate was then appropriately diluted with acetonitrile to get a final concentration of 2 

μg ml
-1

 of telmisartan. 

 

6.4. Verapamil Hcl 

Two tablets of Veramil (themis chemicals:40mg/tablet) were accurately weighed and finely powdered. The powder 

equivalent to 20 mg of VER was transferred into 100ml volumetric flask and dissolved in 0.2 M H2SO4 .  then the solution 

was filtered using whatmann No.41 filter paper and further diluted with distilled water to obtain working standard solutions. 

 

VII. METHOD OF VALIDATION 
The each method developed quantification of drugs has been validated in terms of precision, accuracy, limit of 

detection, limit of quantification, linearity, selectivity and ruggedness. Absorbance time curves were drawn, initial rate and 

fixed time methods were used to assess the recovery of the drug. To assess the precision each experiment was repeated at 

least 5 times and accuracy is estimated in terms of percent recovery and percent RSD. Excellent percent recovery and RSD 

being less than 2 for each drug demonstrates accuracy and precision of the methods. Further t-test and F-test values have also 

been calculated using a standard reference method. The closeness of t-test and F-test values is less than that they permissible 

range indicating high accuracy of the methods [Table 2].  
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As mentioned earlier limit of detection is the minimum limit that can be detected but not necessarily quantified is 

determined for each drug. 

         LOD is determined from the standard deviation of y-intercepts of regression lines of replicate determinations. 

LOD = 3.3 s/S 

Where s = standard deviation of intercept (n=6) 

S = slope of linearity plot 

LOQ the minimum concentration of analyst using calibration curve is also determined. 

LOQ = 10s/S. 

Limits of linearity of calibration curves are mentioned in the [Fig. 2] under the title Beer’s law limit. To test the 

selectivity known excipients of each drug are added to the pure drug sample and recovery experiments were performed. 

Ruggedness is  resistance of method for a small change in variables like instrument, and analyst or both to test the 

Ruggedness of the method absorbance data was collected using 3 different instrument and 2 analysts no significant changes 

were observed either by change of instrument or analyst hence the method may be taken as robust. 

 

VIII. FACTORS EFFECTING ABSORBANCE 
8. 1. Effect of acid concentration  

To study the effect of acid concentration, different types of acids were examined (H2SO4, H3PO4and CH3COOH) to 

achieve maximum yield of Redox reaction. The results indicated that the sulphuric acid was the preferable acid with Ce (IV) 

as oxidant. The reaction was performed in a series of 10 ml volumetric flask containing 8.0 μgml
-1

 0f the cited drugs, 

different volumes (0.5–2.5 ml) of 2.0 N H2SO4 and 1 ml of Ce(IV)  (4.0x 10
-3

M) were added. After 5.0 min of heating time 

at 60 ± 2°C in a water bath, the solution was cooled for about 3.0 min, 1.0 ml of amaranth dye were added, then complete to 

10 ml total volume with water. It was found that the maximum absorbance was obtained at 1 ml of 2 N H2SO4. Above this 

volume, the absorbance decreased therefore, a volume of 1 ml of 2 N H2SO4 was used for all measurements. 

 

8.2. Effect of heating time  

In order to obtain the highest and most stable absorbance, the effect of heating time on the oxidation re-action of 

drugs were catalyzed by heating in a water bath at 60 ± 2°C for the periods ranging for 2.5-20 min. the time required to 

complete the reaction and maximum absorbance was obtained after 5.0 min of heating. After oxidation process, the solution 

must be cooled at least for 3.0 min before addition of dye. 

 

8.3. Effect of oxidant concentration  

When a study on the effect of Ce (IV)   on color development was performed, it was observed that in both cases the 

absorbance increased with increase in the volume of Ce (IV).  It reached maximum when 1 ml of 200 µg ml
-1 

Ce (IV)   
solution was added to a total volume of 10 ml for drugs solutions. The color intensity decreased above the upper limits. 

Therefore, 1 ml of 200 µg ml
-1 

Ce (IV) was used for all measurements. 

 

8.4. Effect of dye concentration  

In order to ascertain the linear relationship between the volume of added Ce (IV) and the decrease in absorbance of 

Amaranth dye, experiments were performed using 1 ml of 2 N H2SO4 with varying volumes of Ce (IV). The decrease in 

absorbance was found to be linear up to the 1 ml of 200 µg ml
-1 

Ce (IV) with optimum volume 1.0 ml of Amaranth dye for 

fixed concentration drug solution. The color was found to be stable up to 24 hours. 

 

IX. ANALYSIS OF PHARMACEUTICALS 
To the test the applicability of the method developed solution of pharmaceutical tablets solutions containing drug in 

the Beer’s Law limit were chosen.  To assess the precision each tablet analysis was repeated at least 6 times and accuracy is 

estimated in terms of percent recovery and percent RSD. Excellent percent recovery and RSD being less than 2 for each drug 

demonstrates applicability of the methods for pharmaceutical analysis [Table 3]. Further t-test and F-test values have also 

been calculated using a standard reference method. The closeness of t-test and F-test values is less than that they permissible 

range indicating excellent applicability of the methods for pharmaceutical analysis [Table 4]. The excellent recovery studies 

indicate that methods developed can be applied to pharmaceutical analysis without hesitation.  

 

X. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The ability of cerium (IV) sulphate to oxidize drugs, and bleach the color of amaranth dye is the basis of the indirect 

spectrophotometric method developed here. In this method the drugs were reacted with a measured excess of cerium(IV) 

sulphate in acidic medium and the unreacted oxidant was determined by  reacting with amaranth followed by absorbance 

measurement at 523 nm ( scheme 1). The absorbance increased linearly with increasing concentration of drug, when 

increasing amounts of each drug were added to a fixed amount of 0.25% of CAS, consumed the latter and there occurred a 

concomitant fall in its concentration.  When fixed amount of the dye was added to decreasing amount of oxidant, an 

concomitant increase in the concentration of dye resulted. This was observed as a proportional increase in absorbance at the 

respective λmax with increasing concentration of each drug. One ml of 2N acid was used in the reaction, as this concentration 

was found ideal. 

D + Ce (IV)excess → D oxidation product + Ce (III) + Ce (IV)unreacted :  (1) 

Ce (IV)unreacted + amaranth → oxidation product of amaranth + uncreated amaranth :  (2) 
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Measured spectrophotometrically at λmax =523 nm 

Scheme 1: Reaction Scheme of the indirect determination of drug by oxidation with Ce (IV) sulphate 

 

XI. ANALYTICAL DATA 
A linear correlation was found between absorbance at λmax and concentration ranges, and sensitivity parameters  

such as molar absorptivity, Sandal’s sensitivity, detection limit and quantification limit are presented in Table 1. Regression 

analysis of Beer‘s law data using the method of least squares was made to evaluate the slope (b), intercept (a), correlation 

coefficient (r) and is also given in [Table 1].  

 

XII. ACCURACY AND PRECISION 
The accuracy and precision of the methods were established by analyzing the pure drug solution at 6 different levels 

(with working limits). The relative error (%) which is a measure of accuracy & RSD (%) a measure of precision are 

summarized in Table 2 and reveal the high accuracy and precision of the methods. 

 

XIII. CONCLUSION 
The present study described the successful development of new, simple, sensitive, selective, accurate and rapid 

spectrohotometric method for the accurate determination of drugs each one in its pharmaceutical forms Cerium (IV) sulphate 

as the oxidizing reagent. There is no interference from additives and excipients. The method thus can be used in the 

determination of these drugs in pure and pharmaceutical formulations. So, it is the good alternative to the reported methods 

for the determination of these drugs.  
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Figure 1 : Structures of Drugs 

 
Fig.2 Calibration curves 

 

Table 1:   Analytical and Regression parameters of Spectrophotometric method 

 

Name of drug 

Property 

  

 DOB 

 

RAM 

 

TEL 

 

VER 

 

λ  max 

 

523 

 

523 

 

523 

 

523 

 

Beer’s law limits 

(μg ml
-1 

) 

1.6-12 8-56 2-14 2-12 

 

Sandell’s  sensitivity 

(μg cm
-2

 ) 

 

0.0127 

 

0.0833 

 

0.0204 

 

0.0172 

Std.Dev. Of 

intercepts 

 

0.0306 

 

0.0273 

 

0.0204 

 

0.0788 

 

LOD (μg ml
-1

) 

 

1.2763 

 

7.5158 

 

1.3704 

 

4.4823 

 

LOQ (μg ml
-1

) 

 

3.8678 

 

22.775 

 

4.1527 

 

13.5828 

 

Slope (b) 

 

0.079 

 

0.012 

 

0.049 

 

0.058 

 

Intercept (a) 

0.089  

0.025 

 

0.171 

 

0.061 

 

Correlation 

coefficient 

 

0.988 

 

0.98 

 

0.99 

 

0.969 

 

Regression equation 

Y = a + bx 

 

0.215 

 

0.121 

 

0.269 

  

 0.177 

 

*Limit of determination as the weight in μg per mL of solution, which corresponds to an absorbance of A = 0.001 measured 

in a cuvette of cross-sectional area 1 cm 2 and path length of 1 cm. Y** = a+bX, where Y is the absorbance and 

X=concentration of drug ( µg ml
-1

) 
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Table 2: Determination of Accuracy and Precision of the methods on pure Drug Samples 

Name of the 

Drug 

Amount 

Taken  

( µg ml
-1

) 

Amount 

Found 

( µg ml
-1

) 

% er % Recovery RSD % Proposed 

method mean 

± SD 

DOB 1.5 

3.0 

4.5 

6.0 

4.51 

2.99 

4.46 

6.01 

0.67 

0.33 

0.88 

0.16 

100.67 

99.67 

99.11 

100.17 

0.6696 100.01 

± 0.671 

RAM 1.0 

2.0 

4.0 

6.0 

0.99 

2.01 

3.98 

5.97 

1.00 

0.50 

0.50 

0.50 

99.00 

100.50 

99.50 

99.50 

0.6316 99.59 

± 0.622 

TEL 3.0 

5.0 

7.0 

9.0 

2.99 

4.97 

6.98 

8.99 

0.33 

0.60 

0.28 

0.11 

99.67 

99.40 

99.71 

99.89 

0.2031 99.70 

± 0.199 

VER 3.0 

5.0 

7.0 

9.0 

3.02 

5.01 

6.99 

8.96 

0.67 

0.20 

0.14 

0.44 

100.67 

100.20 

99.86 

99.56 

0.4762 100.18 

± 0.469 

 

Table 3:  Results of assay of tablets by the proposed methods and statistical evaluation and recovery experiments by 

standard addition method 

Pharmac

euticals/ 

tablets/ 

injection 

Drug in 

tablet 

( µg ml
-

1
) 

 

 

Drug 

added 

( µg ml
-

1
) 

Total found 

( µg ml
-1

) 

er % Recovery 

% 

RSD% Reference 

method 

mean 

±SD 

Proposed 

method 

±SD 

DOB 2.0 

4.0 

6.0 

8.0 

1.0 

1.0 

0.0 

0.0 

2.98 

4.99 

5.98 

7.99 

0.67 

0.20 

0.33 

0.13 

99.33 

99.88 

99.67 

99.88 

0.261 101 

± 1.0 

99.7 

± 0.257 

RAM 08.0 

10.0 

12.0 

14.0 

1.0 

1.0 

0.0 

0.0 

8.98 

11.01 

11.99 

14.00 

0.22 

0.10 

0.08 

0.00 

99.98 

100.09 

99.92 

100.00 

0.070 100.96 

± 0.672 

100.10 

± 0.07 

TEL 3.0 

5.0 

7.0 

9.0 

1.0 

1.0 

0.0 

0.0 

3.98 

6.02 

6.99 

8.98 

0.50 

0.33 

0.43 

0.22 

99.50 

100.33 

99.57 

99.78 

0.377 100.5 

± 0.393 

99.80 

± 0.361 

VER 2.0 

4.0 

6.0 

8.0 

1.0 

1.0 

0.0 

0.0 

3.02 

5.0 

5.98 

7.99 

0.50 

0.0 

0.33 

0.16 

100.67 

100.0 

99.67 

99.88 

0.432 98.93 

± 0.37 

100 

± 0.396 

 

Table 4: Student’s t-test and f-test values for Pharmaceutical analysis 

Pharmaceuticals/ 

tablets/ 

injection 

DOB RAM TEL VER 

Student’s 

t-test 

1.327 

(1.42) 

1.396 

(1.393) 

0.074 

(1.45) 

0.059 

(1.19) 

f-test 0.066 

(3.15) 

0.011 

(4.02) 

0.841 

(3.85) 

1.145 

(3.24) 
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Abstract:Nose tip detection is an essential point in 3d face alignment, pose estimation and the discrimination process. A 

method to determine nose tip location based on exploiting local descriptors(shape index) from each point cloud on the 3d 

surface mesh is presented in this paper. Furthermore, theeffective energy constraint was appliedover each 3d mesh data 

point. Then NN-Nearest Neighbour classification methodwas applied in order to locate the nose tip and nose region based 

3d feature extraction techniques.The detection method is also characterized by the refining of candidate points for nose tip 

regions and is robust against pose and expression variations.All computations were based on the pure 3D mesh data points 

of a face without texture information. The proposed method was tested using a 3d face image sample database FRAV3d, and 

GAVADB database. The experimental results show 96% and 76% correct nose tip detection for FRAV3d and GAVADB 

databases respectively. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The detection of three dimensional facial landmarks is an important stage in biometric applications, computer vision 

and computer graphics. In order to perform face registration, recognition, facial expression recognition, facial shape analysis 

and segmentation in 3d face recognition systems,the facial landmarks must be located. Compared to other facial landmarks 

the nose tipis one of the most important and critical landmarks because of its distinct shape and symmetrical property. 

Technically in a 3D face environment, the nose tip is the point with the maximum depth value.In reality, the nose tip point 

(region) has a maximum depth value which is true only in the frontal image[1]. 

A lot of researches have been done to locate the nose tip of 3d faces. Breitenstein et al. [12] proposed an approach 

to detect an invariant pose for the nose tip. For each point in the acquisitioned image, the shape signature was calculated and 

the corresponding pose hypotheses were generated in parallel. Then, the nose tip was selected using error function which 

compares the input range image to the pre-computed pose images of an average face model. 

Zhu et al.[10] assumed the protuberant points as nose tip candidates. Since only frontal faces were considered, symmetry 

calculation was performed in order to obtain the nose tip location, which was implemented using the direction comparison of 

normal vectors. 

Werghi et al.[9] investigated a method of nose tip detection and frontal face extraction by estimating mesh quality. 

They measured and assessed mesh surface quality by extracting groups of triangular facets. The nose tip was detected by 

identifying the single triangular facet using a cascaded filtering framework mostly based on simple topological rules. 

Bagchi et al. [8] used HK classification to detect the nose tip and eye corner which is based on curvature analysis of the 

entire facial surface. 

In this paper,a nose tip detection approach is presented for 3d facial data points.This approach is based on a 

simultaneous filtering technique. The extraction of local geometry information from the 3d data point is carried out, at the 

same time that the effective energy constraint is computed for nose tip candidates.Therefore, the two region points which are 

deduced from the two approaches feed into NN-Nearest Neighbour classifier to obtain the nose tip location on the 3d facial 

image. 

 

II. 3D SHAPE DESCRIPTORS 
Surface curvature is a property of the local surface, which has the advantage of being invariant against rigid 

transformation (translations and rotations)[15].Therefore the shape descriptors derived from curvature have been adopted in 

this work.Curvature based measures, which are related to second-order derivatives of theraw depth measurements, were used 

to extract features from 3D facial images. To understand principal curvatures, imagine the normal on a surface and an 

infinite set of planes (a pencil of planes) each of which contains this normal. Each of these planes intersects the surface in a 

plane curve and the principal curvatures are defined as the maximum curvature K1, and minimum curvature K2of this infinite 

set of plane curves. The directions that correspond to maximum and minimum curvatures are always perpendicular and are 

called the principal directions of the surface. Principal curvatures are in fact the eigenvalues of the Weingarten matrix, which 

is a 2 × 2 matrix containing the parameters of aquadratic local surface patch fitted in a local plane that is aligned to the 

surface tangentplane[4]. 

 

III. THE PROPOSED NOSE TIP DETECTION METHOD 
The proposednose tip detection method is based on the extraction of local descriptors and statistical characteristics 

from 3d data points. Figure (1) shows the outlines of the proposed method.The process starts with the acquisition of the 3d 

face data by a face scanner. In the next stage the3d data is filtered and smoothed by median noise removal. Preprocessed 3d 

data is fed into the next stage in order to perform the calculation of the local shape index and effective energy. At the final 

stage, the nose tip location and nose regionare extracted by applying the NN-Nearest Neighbour classification method on the 

two candidate regions. The details of these stages are given in the following sections. 

Nose Tip Detection Using Shape index and Energy Effective 

for 3d Face Recognition 
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Fig 1. Block Diagram of The Proposed nose tip detection method 

 

1. Pre-processing 

Preprocessing is an important stage of the recognitionsystems, since all the features will be extracted from theoutput 

of this step [3].The 3d face images are obtained by 3d scanner.Each captured image (mesh) is composed of 3d coordinate 

points, set of faces (polygons), normal of vertex, and may also contain texture information. Therefor the first step is to 

remove spikes formacquisition datausing filtering techniques. A 2d median filter is used to smooth 3d data which is applied 

to Z-values.This technique will remove spikes from the 3d facial image. 

 

2. Curvature Analysis 

The local curvature information about a point is independent of the coordinate system. The feature points and 

geometry information of the 3d surface is captured by calculatingthe shape index of each 3d point. Shape index is 

extensively used for 3D landmark detection [14].And is a scale independent component derived from principle curvatures.In 

other words the shape index values represent  continuous mapping of principal curvature values(Kmax  , Kmin )of a 3D face 

pointPinto the interval [0,1],and can be computed as follows: 

 

𝑆𝐼 =
1

2
−

1

𝜋

 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝐾𝑚𝑖𝑛  

 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐾𝑚𝑖𝑛  
……… (1) 

 

The principle curvatures (𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥  , 𝐾𝑚𝑖𝑛 )are in fact the eigenvalues of the Weingarten matrix, which is a 2×2 matrix 

containing the parameters of a quadratic local surface patch [4]. The surface patch equation is: 

𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 = 𝑧 = 𝑎𝑥2 + 𝑏𝑦2 + 𝑐𝑥𝑦 + 𝑑𝑥 + 𝑒𝑦 + 𝑓            . . … .  . (2) 

 

Since  𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖  are neighbouring points and a,b,c,d,e,f are thesurface parameters to be found by the least square 

fitting technique. The Weingarten matrixformula is: 

𝑊 =  
𝑎  𝑏
𝑏  𝑐

                                                                             …… . .  . (3) 

 

The shape index captures the curvature value for each point on the surface. Every distinct surface shape corresponds 

to aunique value of shape index, except the planar shape. Points on a planar surfacehave an indeterminate shape index, 

since𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐾𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0. In fact there are five well-known shape types and their locations on the shape index scale are shown 

in figure(2): 

 

 
Spherical cup=0.0          Rut      = 0.25                 Saddle = 0.5Ridge   = 0.75       Spherical cap     = 1.0 

Fig 2.Sample representative shapes on the shape index scale[13] 

 

After calculating shape index values for all 3d facial data points, the surface points that have a shape index within a 

threshold range are extracted, which indicates the convex regions of thesurface of the face.The low values of the shape index 

represent a spherical cup while a high values representsa spherical cap. 

This step will reduce the search space for nose tip candidate regions and produce at the same time what is called  candidate 

nose tip regions(1). 
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3. Effective Energy Calculations 

The usual method to find the nose tip candidate region on 3d face images is to select N points with highestZ-value 

from the entire 3d mesh data points [7]. This process will reduce the possible candidate nose tipregions 

significantly.However with pose variation this processwilllead to incorrect regionlocations.As a resultthe effective 

energyconstraint which wasadopted in[2]was applied over 3d mesh data points in order to collect the points which satisfy the 

locally protuberant conditions and to locate convex regions in the facial image. First of all the neighbours for each vertex𝑃 in 

the polygons mesh should be found.This is done by finding the faces that share this vertex.The effective energy𝑑𝑖  for each 

neighbour points𝑃𝑖  is calculated using the following formula: 

𝑑𝑖 =  𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃 ∙ 𝑁𝑝 =  𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃 ∙ cos 𝜃 ……… .  4  

 

Where  𝜃  is the angle between   (𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃) vector and the normal vector𝑁𝑝 isthe normal vector of the vertex 𝑃, which 

is calculated according to the  common method based on a weighted average of theadjacent faces normal  𝑛𝑓for a face 

composed of vertices v1, v2 and v3.The face normal is given by the formula (5) which is given in [4]: 

𝑛𝑓 =
(𝑣1 − 𝑣2) × (𝑣1 − 𝑣3)

 (𝑣1 − 𝑣2) × (𝑣1 − 𝑣3) 
……… . (5) 

Next the points that have a negative value of  𝑑𝑖  (peaked region)are selected,which leadsto a reduction in the 

searching space for the nose tip candidate points.The Effective Energy constraint removes most of the points which are 

unlikely to be the nose tip. 

 

3.1  Local characteristic 

There are severalpossible nose tip regionsdue to the fact that the other regions like (chine, cheeks, forehead, ...) 

have a negative effective energy also. Since the effective energy measure is based on distance and angle,a nose tip candidate 

vertex should have a small variance value (the amount of dispersion in relation to neighbouring vertices). The next step is to 

select the vertex with smaller variance value from nose tip candidate regions as shown in figure (3). The mean and variance 

for each candidate region is calculated as follows: 

𝜇 =
1

𝑛
 𝑑𝑖                                                          ………… (6)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

𝜎2 =
1

𝑛
 (𝑑𝑖 − 𝜇)2 ………… (7)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

Where𝜇 is the mean,𝜎2 is the variance, 𝑛 is the number of neighbouring vertex and 𝑑𝑖 is the effective energyfor a neighbours. 

 

 

 

 

 

a) for FRAV3D database 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

 

 

 

 

 

b) for GAVADB database 

 

(b) 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

Fig 3. Nose tip detection based on effective energy calculation a) for FRAV3D database,  b)for GAVADB database 

4. Nose Tip Detection 
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The last step in the proposed method for locating nose tip is to apply the Nearest Neighbour algorithm on two 

candidate regions.The results shown inFigure (4).Figure (4-a) represent the result values that come from two 

techniquespresented, the green points represent the nose tip candidate which are extracted using the EE method,while the red 

points represent the nose tip candidate points which are extracted using the shape index descriptor. Figure (4-b)represents the 

result values after applying the NN-classifier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) Before applying NN-classifier 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) Before applying NN-classifier 

 

(b) Afterapplying NN-classifier 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) After applying NN-classifier. 

 

Fig 4. Presentation for values of two candidate regions (a) Before applying NN-classifier,(b) After applying NN-classifier. 

 

IV. DATABASE 
The proposed nose detection methodwasappliedto two different 3d facial databases: the FRAV3D and GAVADB 

database[5][6]. The FRAV3D database containeda 3D point cloud of106subjects,with 16 captures per person. In addition, 

each subject had a different pose (rotation about x-axis,y-axis,z-axis), 

which includes facialscans with frontal(1,2,3,4), 25° right turn in Y direction (5,6),5° left turn in Y direction(7,8), severe 

right turn in Zdirection(9), small right turn in Z direction(10), smilinggesture(11), open mouth gesture(12), looking up turn 

in Xdirection(13), looking down turn in X direction(14), frontal 

images with uncontrolled illumination(15,16) as shown in [5] [11]. 

Furthermore the experimentshave been conducted over 40 random subjectsof the GAVADB database. Thiscontained 61 

individual(45 male and 16 female)including (9)a 3d faceimage for each individual, whereby each image consisted ofa 

3dmesh representing thefacial surface. This database did not contain normal of vertices, the normal for each face in a 3d face 

mesh was found in order to obtain the normal of verticesas described in section 2.3. 

 

The required programmes werewritten in Visual C++ platformwith assistedOpengl graphic library. 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Experiment 1:The first test was performed with the FRAV3D and GAVADB databases, which included locating the nose 

tip of the input 3d facial images using energy effective constraint for N- highest Z-values.The results shown in table (1) 

representthe detection rate for the nose tip in both databases. 

 

Experiment 2:The second test was performed with theGAVADB database,which included the following: 

 Locating  nose tipfor the frontal 3d face image and profile sides withnon-acute rotation angles−35°𝑡𝑜 + 35°around 

(x-axis, y-axis, z-axis) 

 Detecting the nose region for non-frontal 3d face images with acute rotation angles−90°𝑡𝑜 + 90°around y-axis. 

 

The testwas performed based on EE constraint and a local shape descriptor for 3d data points. The results shown in table (2) 

(3) represent the detection rate for the nose tip and nose region respectively. 
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DB Name Nose tip detection rate 

FRAV3d 96% 

GAVADB 66.6 

  

Table 1. Nose tip Detection rate based on EE constraint calculation 

 

 Frontal and non frontal posses  (−35°𝑡𝑜 + 35°) 

EE constraint EE & shape index 

GAVADB 66.6% 96% 

Table 2.Nose tip Detection rate using EE constraint and Shape index for 

 

 Profile  Posses (−90°& + 90°) 

EE constraint EE & shape index 

GAVADB 66.6% 76.8% 

Table 3.Nose Region Detection 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, acombinedschemefor determining nose tip and nose region in a three dimensional facial image has 

been presented with the presence of expression and pose variations. The local shape information was exploited from each 

data point using ashape index descriptor.The vertices which have a shape index value within a threshold range were 

selected.This step produced the first candidate region of the nose tip. Furthermore the energy effective for each neighbouring 

vertex was calculated.Next, the candidate points that had negative EE and the smallest variance value were selected to 

collect the second candidate regions of the nose tip. 

The final step in the proposed method wasthe application of the Nearest Neighbour classification method on the two 

candidate regions.In this stepa detection process for nose tip location and nose region was performedwith high rate detection 

for frontal and semi frontal posses.  
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ABSTRACT: Web data extraction software is required by the web analysis services such as Google, Amazon etc. The web 

analysis services should crawl the web sites of the internet, to analyze the web data. While extracting the web data, the 

analysis service should visit each and every web page of each web site. But the web pages will have more number of code 

part and very less quantity of the data part. In this paper we propose a novel vision based deep web data extraction on 

nested Query Result Records. This technique extract the data from web pages using different font styles, different font sizes 

and cascading style sheets after extracting the data the entire data will be aligned into a table using alignment algorithms. 

The algorithms are pair-wise alignment algorithm, holistically alignment algorithm and nested-structure alignment 

algorithm.  

Key words: extracting data, data record alignment, Query Result Records, cascading style sheets. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Data extraction is where data is analyzed and crawled through to retrieve relevant information from data sources 

(like a database) in a specific pattern. Further data dispensation is done, which involves adding metadata and other data 

integration; another process in the data workflow. The majority of data extraction comes from unstructured data sources and 

different data formats. This shapeless data in any form, such as tables, indexes, and analytics. Data extraction development 

can be challenging. Every organization has important data hidden in corners of the company, sometimes spread across over 

the world. Once the raw data is grouped, the real work begins. If the association wants to use this information to produce 

reports, make product decisions, or make intelligent business decisions, must extract the relevant data from source 

documents, web sites, business news, and many of other sources.  

 
Fig:1. Data Extraction 

The above figure explains how the data can be extracted from the data sources and it shows where the data can be 

retrieved from different online databases. The approach automatically extracts the query result records (QRRs) from HTML 

pages (to a user query) dynamically generated by a deep web site. The goal is to remove the immaterial information from a 

query result page. Component 1: Ontology construction for a given domain (fully automatic). Component 2: Data 

Extraction[1,2,3] using the ontology (fully automatic). Only when the data are extracted and stored in a database can they are 

easily compared and aggregated using traditional database querying techniques. Accordingly, an accurate data extraction 

method is vital for these applications to operate correctly. The goal is therefore to acquire sufficient domain knowledge from 

the query interfaces and query result pages in a domain and to use the acquired knowledge to extract the data instances from 

the query result pages of the domain. In capable of processing zero or few query results. Almost all existing data extraction 

methods[1] rely on tag or visual regularity features to do the data extraction. As a result, they require at least two records in a 

query result page Vulnerable to optional and disjunctive attributes. Optional and disjunctive attributes affect the tag and 

visual reliability, which may cause data values to be aligned incorrectly. In capable of processing nesting data structures. 

Many methods can only process a flat data structure and fail for a nested data structure. No label assignment. Though, label 
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assignment is important for many applications that need to know the meaning (i.e., the semantics) of the data. Uses both the 

query interfaces and the query result pages of web sites from the same domain to automatically construct domain ontology. 

Identifies query result section in a query result page using the ontology. Segments the query result section into query result 

records (QRRs), and Aligns and labels the data values in the query result records into a table so that the data values for the 

same attribute in each record are put into the same column in the table. 

  

 

 
FIG: 2 QRR EXTRACTION FRAMEWORK 

 

The above figure explains about the QRR extraction framework contains a query result page, tag tree construction 

module constructs a tag tree. Query result section identification identifies all possible data regions, which contain 

dynamically generated data. Record segmentation module segments the identified data regions into data records. Query 

result section module selects one of the merged data regions as the one of the merged data regions as the QRRs. 

 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
We propose a systematic approach to build an interactive system for semi-automatic construction of wrappers for 

Web information sources, called XWRAP. The goal of our work can be informally stated as the transformation of difficult" 

HTML input[4,5] into program-friendly" XML output, which can be parsed and understood by sophisticated query services, 

mediator-based information systems, and agent-based systems. A main technical challenge is to discover boundaries of 

meaningful objects (such as regions and semantic tokens) in a Web doucment, to distinguish the information content from 

their metadata description, and to recognize and encode the metadata explicitly in the XML output. Our main contribution 

here is to provide a set of interactive mechanisms and heuristics for generating information extraction rules with a few clicks, 

and a way to combine those information extraction rules into a method for generating an executable wrapper program 

State-of-the-art ontology matching has been designed to cope with nicely structured and well defined ontologies in 

order to produce high-quality mappings for one pair of sources from one specific domain at a time. Instead, in the case of 

data that stems from the web, we need approaches that can (simultaneously) deal with heterogeneous and incomplete 

vocabulary definitions from many different sources dealing with various topics. Further, the vocabularies from the LOD 

cloud as a whole allow a holistic view on the web of vocabulary terms and thus to create alignments depending on other 

alignments and dependencies. Resulting alignment information across many sources can be used for web query answering or 

the discovery of sources with respect to specific topics. However, it is a major scalability challenge to deal with very many 

vocabulary terms gathered from the linked data web. Therefore, we tackle one the major challenges in ontology matching, 

namely the matching at a very large scale. We further add the requirement to be applicable to real world web data from 

various origins instead of two specific sources. 

Web pages are intended to be human readable, there are some common conventions for structuring HTML 

documents. For instance, the information on a page often exhibits some hierarchical structure; furthermore, semi structured 

information is often presented in the form of lists of tuples, with unambiguous separators used to distinguish the different 

elements. With these observations in mind, we developed the embedded catalog (EC) formalism, which can describe the 

structure of a wide-range of semi structured documents. 

Web information gathering robots/crawlers, meta-search engines etc; To facilitate the development of these 

information addition systems, we need good tools for information grouping and extraction. Consider a data has been 

collected from different Web sites, a conservative approach for extracting data from various Web pages would have to write 

programs, called “wrappers” or “extractors”, to extract the contents of the Web pages based on a priori knowledge of their 

format. we have to observe the extraction rules in person and write programs for each Web site. 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
It cannot process when an advertisement code exists in the middle of Query Result Record (QRR) [1]. The problem 

is to identify the data part and should extract the web data from the web sites.QRR alignment is performed by a novel three-

step data alignment method that combines tag and value similarity. 

1. Pairwise QRR alignment aligns the data values in a pair of QRRs to provide the evidence for how the data values should 

be aligned among all QRRs. 

2. Holistic alignment aligns the data values in all the QRRs. 

3. Nested structure processing identifies the nested structures that exist in the QRRs. 

Semi-structured data can be described as data which is neither raw nor very strictly typed as in traditional data-base 

systems. In case of HTML, predefined markup tags could be used to control the appearance of untyped text. Therefore we 

could formalize HTML documents as a class of labeled unordered trees. A labeled unordered tree is a di-rected acyclic graph 

T = (V , E , r, δ ) where V denotes a set of nodes with a distinguished node r called the root, E ⊆ V×V a set of edges between 

two different nodes and a label function δ : V × L where L is a string. 
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3.1. Pre-Processing: 

To enhance the pattern extraction accuracy in HTML documents pre-processing has to be performed. For instance, 

numerous Web pages are not even well-formed with respect to their HTML syntax. We used the Open Source Mozilla 

Browser and its underlying rendering engine Gecko to convert HTML documents into valid XHTML. The reason is that 

most HTML authors verify their pages with standard browsers before publishing their sites. To analyze T
* 

we work on an 

abstract representation where each HTML tag is restricted to its tag name ignoring attributes. Moreover, trimmed text 

between two tag elements is represented by a new abstract element denoted as <TEXT> element tag. 

 

3.2. Pattern Search Strategy: 

One common technique to measure the similarity between two plain sequences Si, Sj with length n,m, respectively, 

is the edit-distance, which computes the minimal cost to transform one sequence into the other, utilizing uniform cost 

operations insert, delete and rename. Using Dynamic Programming techniques we can compute an n×m edit distance matrix 

D in O(nm) time. A typical characteristic of data records is that single data record instances vary in optional or repetitive 

subparts. For instance, optional or multiple authors in the description of a book data record. 

 

3.3. Primitive Tandem Repeats: 

Consequently tandem repeats build an array of consecutive repeats. If we additionally claim that the repeats have to 

be primitive then α may not contain shorter repeats. In the context of HTML tags we only consider primitive tandem repeats 

with |α| ≥ 3. For the running example we disregard this condition owing to space constraints. We implemented the algorithm 

described in based on suffix trees to identify all z primitive tandem repeats in a sequence of length n in O(n + z) time be-fore 

computing the edit-distance. This assures that additional repetitive subparts contained in both sequences do not unduly 

increase the edit-distance. 

 

IV. EXTRACTION RULE GENERATOR: 
The system includes three components, an extraction rule generator which accepts an input Web page, a graphical user 

interface, called pattern viewer, which shows repetitive patterns discovered, and an extractor module which extracts desired 

information from similar Web pages according to the extraction rule chosen by the user. 

                              
Fig:3 EXTRACTION RULE GENERATOR: 

 

The core techniques of pattern mining are implemented in the rule generator. It includes a translator, a PAT tree 

constructor, a blueprint discover, a prototype validator, and an extraction rule composer. The results of regulation extractor 

are extraction rules discovered in a Web page. The GUI can allow users to view the information extracted by each extraction 
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rule. Once the user selects a objective extraction rule conforming to his information desire, the extractor module can use it to 

take out information from other pages having similar structure with the input page. 

 

4.1. Translator: 

HTML tags are the basic components for document presentation and the tags themselves carry a certain 

arrangement information, it is spontaneous to examine the tag token string formed by HTML tags and regard other non-tag 

text content between two tags as one single token called TEXT. Tokens often observe in an HTML page include tag tokens 

and text tokens, denoted as Hyper Text Markup Language(<tag_name>) and Text(_), respectively. 

 

4.2. PAT Tree Construction: 

PAT tree to discover repeated patterns in the encoded token string. A PAT tree is a Practial tree (Practical 

Algorithm to Retrieve Information Coded in Alphanumeric) constructed over all the possible suffix strings. A Practical tree 

is a particular implementation of a compressed binary (0,1) digital tree such that each internal node in the tree has two 

branches: zero goes to left and one goes to right. Like a suffix tree, the Patricia tree stores all its data at the external nodes 

and keeps one integer in each internal node as an indication of which bit is to be used for branching. 

 

4.3. Pattern Discoverer: 

All the leaves in a subtree share a regular prefix, for the path that leads from root to the root of the subtree. Each 

path label of an interior node represents a repeated sequence in the input. Therefore, to discover recurring model, to discover 

only needs to examine path labels to determine whether or not they are maximal repeats. Since every inner node in a PAT 

tree indicates a branch, it implies a different bits are common prefix between two suffixes. 

 

V. RESULTS: 
Web database generates a webpage which can stores the users data, automatically it extracts when the data needs for users. 

 

 
FIG: 4 Front Page for Amazon Books World 

 

The above figure explains that whatever the data needs from the webpage the information will extracts from the 

database, multiple databases are internally linked with each other to get much more information from the users webpage. 

From the URL maintains the link which is helpful for opening the webpage to extract the required information. If any 

information is needed the url link can be modified in the Amazon browser. The whole data can be stored in the mysql server 

only. This is the backup for storing the required data. 

 

 
FIG: 5 Amazon Books World Webpage Extraction of Records from Website 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
The ontology for a domain is constructed by matching the query interfaces and the query result pages among 

different web sites. The ontology is used to do the data extraction. For query result section identification, Ontology assisted 

data extraction finds a subtree, which has the maximum correlation with the ontology, in the HTML tag tree.  For data value 

alignment and label task, it uses a maximum entropy model, environment, tag structure and visual information are used as 

features for the maximum entropy model. Experimental results show that ODE is very effective and can satisfactorily. we 

propose a novel vision based deep web data extraction on nested Query Result Records. This technique extract the data from 

web pages using different font styles, different font sizes and cascading style sheets after extracting the data the entire data 

will be aligned into a table using alignment algorithms. 
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ABSTRACT : Nowadays a large amount of personal and business transactions are done electronically 

through secured internet communication with HTTPS Protocol. The internet offers computer users access to a 

wealth of information and reaches in to the heart of many organizations. In this context, there are many 

possibilities for having different malicious activities or attacks that may occur through the HTTPS protocol. 

Usually it is very difficult to see or recreate HTTPS network sessions to verify its content as part of the forensic 

analysis.  Network analysts must be able to see and test the packet data when a malicious network usage is 

identified and produce actual session by recreating the original data between users as part of forensic analysis. 

So we need an efficient forensic system to perform this kind of content analysis. The proposed novel technique 

can be used for content level observation of HTTPS protocol and regenerate original malicious HTTPS session 

between users for network forensic investigations. 

 

Keywords:Network Forensics, Packet Reordering, HTTPS Traffic Analysis, TLS Parser, Pcap File. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Network forensics is the study of analyzing network activity in order to discover the source of security 

policy violations or information assurance breaches [3]. Analysis of the individual traffic flows and their content 

is essential to a complete understanding of network usage. Many tools let you view traffic in real time, but real-

time monitoring at any level requires significant human and hardware resources, and doesn’t scale to networks 

larger than a single workgroup. It is generally more practical to archive all traffic and analyze subsets as 

necessary. The data stored in the networks can give us a lot of information about the interests, patterns of 

behavior and even whereabouts of the attacker .This process is known as reconstructive traffic analysis, or 

network forensics [3]. In practice, it is often limited to data collection and packet level inspection; however, a 

network forensics analysis tool (NFAT) can provide a richer view of the data collected, allowing you to inspect 

the traffic from further up the protocol stack. Capturing network activity for forensic analysis is simple in 

theory, but relatively trivial in practice. Not all the information captured or recorded will be useful for analysis. 

Identifying key features that reveal information deemed worthy for further intelligent analysis is a problem of 

great interest to the researchers in the field. Tools like Wire Shark, Packetizer will give enough information for 

the forensic investigator. But the amount of time that he needs to spend  

On these tools is very high for processing large volume of data. So it is often impractical to perform a 

complete forensic analysis on the entire data due to time constraints and limited human resources. However, 

good analysis method, visual interfaces and visualizations can vastly improve the time it takes to complete a 

task, reduce errors, increase concentration and allow a better knowledge of the data. Now day’s majority of the 

network traffic in the internet started using encrypted channels like SSL for communication. Majority of the 

tools which are performing the analysis of this traffic is doing that in real time, which requires significant human 

and hardware resources [6] .So a tool is required for performing this analysis in offline mode. A network that 

has been prepared for forensic analysis is easy to monitor, to trace its security vulnerabilities and configuration 

problems. In this proposed work, a tool for network forensic investigation of HTTPS protocol is developed 

which has been successful in recreating the original HTTPS network sessions for tracing any malicious 

activities. It also allows the best possible analysis of security violations. Most importantly, analyzing a complete 

record of your network traffic with the appropriate reconstructive tools provides context for other breach-related 

events. Rest of the paper is organized as follows; section 2 deals with related work, section 3 describes HTTPS 

traffic analysis process, Section 4 gives detailed working of HTTPS Analyzer, Section 5 provides performance 

evaluation of proposed tool with existing packet analysis tools, Section 6 gives conclusion followed by 

references. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
2.1 Network Forensic Analysis 

Network Forensic Analysis Tools permits administrators and investigators to monitor networks, gather 

all information about anomalous traffic, assist in network crime investigation and help in generating a suitable 

incident response. Forensic tools also provide support in analyzing the inside illegal network event and misuse 

of resources, predict network pattern in near future, executes risk assessment processes, judging the network 

Network Forensic Investigation of HTTPS Protocol 
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performance, and thus help in protecting the intellectual propriety. An ideal network forensic investigation tools 

is expected to trace out what exactly happened during a recently past network sessions [5]. This may include 

replaying of network session, identifying different protocols, sessionizing and auditing the network, locating 

source of any illegal network activities and monitoring network characteristics etc. Network forensics is being 

researched for a decade but it still seems to be very young science and many issues like IP spoofing, Mac 

spoofing etc, are not very clear, ambiguous and found to be still an open problem.  

 

2.2Existing Network Forensic Analysis Environments 

There exist many network forensic investigation tools which are suitable to investigate different type of 

protocol and networks. These tools may contain important modules like network monitoring, packet capturing, 

packet sessionizing, packet reordering, packet reconstruction specific to internet protocols, traffic auditing and 

evidence manipulation etc. An extensive study on various approaches is made about the development of 

network forensic investigation tools and corresponding packet reordering methods which are given at the end of 

this section. Most of these methods are found to be shareware with limited functions, and uses comparatively 

complex methods for reordering the packets and managing the retransmitted or duplicate packets. 

Vicka Corey and Charles Peterman (2004) initially proposed a network forensic analysis tool which 

addresses how to integrate network security tools and forensic tools to work towards generating valuable 

evidences in an efficient manner. They presented some security, legal issues and how to manage with forensic 

tools. They make use of output from security tools, scanners and intrusion detection system as input to forensic 

section for analysis. They also presented how to sessionize the network capture and parsing of protocols in an 

efficient manner [3]. 

Jacob Pennock (2005) proposed an approach for developing remote forensic system to monitor and 

perform forensic investigation remotely in the network. This proposal mainly concentrates on how data can be 

collected and preserved for further forensic analysis remotely. This method also addresses execution of forensic 

analysis in three modes like on demand, periodically and automatic in response to an incident. 

Endicott-Popovsky (2007) presents a conceptual framework for embedding digital forensics [11] in the 

enterprise, where policies, procedures, practices, mechanisms, and awareness training are driven by a system 

goal expressed as’ preserving the ability to prosecute malicious cyber intrusion successfully, while reducing 

current effort expended on digital forensic investigations that have become too resource intensive. This results 

in a forensically ready network or network forensic readiness.  

J. Scott Haugdahl (2007) proposed an approach towards network forensics which provides detailed 

case study in identifying many faces of forensics, different possible areas of an organization or network from 

which probable evidences can be found easily. The proposal includes the psychological, technical, 

organizational, and contextual factors in developing the forensic tools. 

Carol Taylor and Deborah A Fricke (2007) proposed an approach towards digital forensics 

specification based on forensic policy definition. Their methodology borrows from computer security policy 

specification, which has accumulated a significant body of research. They first define the process of specifying 

forensics properties through a forensics policy and then present an example application of the process. This 

approach lends itself to formal policy specification and verification, which would allow for more clarity and less 

ambiguity in the specification process. 

 

III. HTTPS TRAFFIC ANALYSIS PROCESS 
HTTP traffic analysis is increasingly hampered by the ubiquitous use of encrypted channels by 

legitimate and illegitimate network traffic. Both types of traffic are frequently tunneled over application-layer 

encryption mechanisms, generally using the ubiquitous TLS (SSL) protocol. While it is highly desirable to 

secure http traffic in this way, it is not an unmitigated benefit as this generally implies that monitoring will be 

considerably less effective unless special precaution is taken. As a result the traditional network forensics tools 

are largely limited to recording external characteristics (source and origin addresses and ports, time and traffic 

patterns), but with little insight into content and purpose of the traffic [8].This section of the tool is dealing with 

the analysis of the HTTPS traffic in the LAN and to obtain the information from the encrypted traffic that is 

passing through the network. This section contains two activities for performing this analysis. One is a HTTPS 

certificate handler (MITM) and the other is HTTPS analyzer. The design of the section is shown in the figure 

(1). 
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 3.1 System Design for HTTPS Analysis  

 

 
 

Fig 1. System Design for HTTPS analysis 

 

 

3.2 Working of SSL 

SSL is an Enterprise Standard adopted by millions of websites to safeguard their online transaction. It 

ensures the privacy and integrity of transmitted data during the transaction process. Each web server requires 

one SSL certificate to protect its safety of linkage. SSLscheme uses public and private keys to create an 

encrypted channel and can be setup at the time of the transaction. Figure (2) shows corresponding SSL 

Handshake process. 

 

3.3 SSL Handshake Process 

 
 

Fig 2. SSL Initial handshake process 

 

The connection establishment is as follows 

1. The client sends the server a list of the algorithms its willing to support, along with a random number used 

as the input to the key generation process   

2. The server chooses a chipper out of the list and sends it back along with a certificate containing server’s 

public key.  

The certificate also provides servers identity for authentication purpose and the server supplies a random 

number which  

is used as part of the key generation process 

3The clients verify the server’s certificate and extract the server’s public key. The client then generates a 

random secret  

string called pre master secret and encrypts it using the server’s public key. It sends the encrypted per master 

secret  

to the server  

4 The client and server independently compute the encryption and Mac keys from the pre master secret and 

the client and server random values 

5. The client send a mac of all the hand shake message to the server 
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6. The server sends a mac of all hand shake messages to the client 

The main goals of these steps are to agree on a set of algorithm and to establish a set of cryptographic keys. Step 

1 and 2 accomplishes the first goal. Second goal is accomplished by step 2 and 3.in step two the server provide 

the client with its certificate, which allows the client to transmit a secret to the server. After step 3 the client and 

the server both will share the premaster secret. Step 3 is the key step in the whole handshake. All the data that is 

going to be protected depends on the security of the pre master secret. The proposed tool willtry to exploit this 

section so as to decrypt the traffic and perform the web forensic analysis 

 

3.4 Certificate Handler 

This section is used for handling the SSL certificate and thereby providing facility for HTTPS analyzer 

to analyze the encrypted SSL traffic. From the above steps of SSL hand shake, it is identified that the MAC key 

is used for the encryption of the SSL channel. Fromthe step four, it is observed that the Mac keys are calculated 

using the pre master secret, servers and client’s random number from which two random numbers are directly 

derived. But there master secret in encrypted using the server’s public key. So in order to get the premaster 

secret it needs to have server’s private key [1]. In order to decrypt the encrypted premaster secret key value, the 

methods exploiting the step three of the hand shaking. Here, tool uses a man in the middle type of attack as 

shown in figure (3) in which the certificate handler will be acting MITM attacker. Certificate handler acts as a 

proxy to the targeted PC/suspect. All traffic from the targeted PCor suspect will be redirected to the certificate 

handler. Therefore, it can collect the genuine certificate from SSL Server if the targeted PC access to the SSL 

Server. At the meantime, the certificate handler returns with its own generated certificate, i.e. the certificate 

handler will intercept the hand shaking process and it will establish two separate SSL connections 

 

 One from the client to the certificate agent 

 Another from the certificate agent to the server 

 

In the first connection the certificate agent will use its own fake SSL certificate and the second connection will 

be using the original certificate from the server 

 
Fig 3. MITM attack using certificate handler 

 

The certificate handler will have a root certificate (CA certificate) that is made as trusted in the target 

host system. For each site the client trying to access through the SSL connection the certificate handler will 

dynamically create a self-signed certificate with the certificate handlers CA extensions using OpenSSL library 

using the same private key. As the tool  have already made the CA certificate as trusted in the target host the 

browser will not give any exception. So the user will not get any https error message. The steps for making the 

root certificate as trusted in the target host are given in the next section.3.5 Adding the Root Certificate to the 

Trust Store in the Target HostSetup a Local Certificate Management Console: 

 

 Start, Run: mmc 

 From the Microsoft Management Console: 

 File, Add/Remove Snap-in… 

 Click Add… 

 Select Certificates and click Add 

 Make sure My User Account is selected and click Finish 

 Again, make sure Certificates is selected and click Add 

 This time select Computer Account and click Next 

 Make sure Local Computer is selected and click Finish 

 Click Close 
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 Click OK 

 

Now we have a Management Console that looks like as figure (4). 

 
 

Fig 4. Certificate management console 

You can now save this: 

 File, Save 

 Enter a name: Local Certificate Management 

 Click Save 

 Copy the root certificate (CA certificate)to the target system 

 Open the Local Certificate Management Console that we setup earlier. 

 Open Certificates – Current User, Trusted Root Certification Authorities, Certificates 

 Right click in the Certificate Area on the right and choose All Tasks, Import… 

 Browse to the root certificate file 

 For Certificate Store, make sure place all certificates in the following store is selected 

 with Trusted Root Certification Authorities 

 Click Yes to the security warning 

 We can now see this certificate in our Personal Trusted Root Certification Authority 

 Store. 

 

Now this certificate is added to the trust store in the target computer. So it will not give anyhttps error while the 

certificate handler is performing the MITM attack. 

 

IV. WORKING OF HTTPS ANALYZER 
This is the main section of HTTPS analysis process. HTTPS analyzer works on the raw packets that are 

collected from the proxy system and perform https analysis on those packets. The main goals of this section are 

to calculate the session key used for the traffic encryption, decrypt the encrypted HTTPS traffic and produce the 

forensic result of the traffic. The session keys are calculated on the basis of the initial handshake messages that 

are used for establishing the SSL session between the client and the server [1]. In order to calculate the session 

key, section needs to have the private key of the certificate used for the SSL connection .So only the legitimate 

users who are having access to private key can perform this task. The following flow diagram will give an idea 

about the steps followed by the HTTPS analyzer for performing the HTTPS forensic analysis. 

 

4.1. Work Flow Diagram for Https Analyzer 

4.1.1 Pcap File 

This file consists of all the Ethernet packets that we have captured from the Ethernet card. This can be 

done by using the capture section in our software or using some other software’s like Wire shark that support 

Pcap format. The analysis process is performed on this file. This can be done either using our software in the 

system in which the analysis is to be performed or by capturing the packets using some other software and 
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export that file to a system that contains our software. If the tool needs to get all the packets that are passing 

through the Ethernet card then the tool must perform the capture in promiscuous mode. 

 

4.1.2. Filter HTTPS Packets 

This is done on the basis of the port that is set on the proxy for the HTTPS traffic. The tool will filter those TCP 

packets that having either the source port or the destination port as the HTTPS port 

 

4.1.3. Separation of each Section  

In order to perform the analysis process, the tool separates each connection that is created for the http traffic. 

This can be done using the combination of the source port and the destination port 

 

4.1.4 Reordering the packets 

Due to the multipath routing or parallelism at the routers, the packets that we have collected in the Pcap file may 

be out of order. So in order to perform the analysis, this section reorders those packets. The algorithm is given 

below briefly as Work flow diagram of HTTPS analyzer. It consists of two phases. First four steps constitutes 

first phase and second phase starts at fifth step onwards. 

 

4.1.5 Work Flow diagram of HTTPS Analyzer 

 
                                                                     Fig.5 Flow diagram of HTTPS Analyzer 

 

 

1.Pcap File 

2.Filter HTTPS Packets

3.Separate each session of HTTPS traffic

4. Reoder the packets so that they are incorrect 
sequential order

5. Seperate the hand shake messages

6.Identify the cipher suite and protocol version 
used used by this session

7.Extract the client random server random and 
encrypted premaster secret

8.Fetch the private key from the pkcs12 file

9. Decrypt the encrypted pre master secret

10. Calculate the master secret

11. Perform the key expansion

12. Slice the expanded key into key blocks

13. Decrypt the data

14. Reconstruct the file and perform file 
comparison

15. Gather the forensic information
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4.1.6 Separating the hand shake messages and extracting required fields 

This section needs to collect the handshake message from client to server and from server to client. 

This is done using a TLS parser. The design of TLS parser will be explained later. Using this TLS parser, the 

tool extracts the protocol version, cipher suite, client random, server random and the encrypted premaster secret. 

These five fields are required for the key generation process and the decryption of the traffic [4]. In order to 

extract these fields, the tool needs to parse three types of handshake message Client hello, Server Hello, Client 

key Exchange .Details of these messages are given below 

 

4.1.7 Client Hello Message 

 
Fig 6. Format of Client Hello Message 

The client hello message as shown in figure (6) is sent when a client connects to a server to initiate the 

handshake. After the common handshake header is the client version, which specifies the highest version of the 

protocol that the client supports. SSL and TLS Implementations need to support all previous versions of the 

protocol as well. Then comes a random number which consists of the current GMT time-stamp and 28 bytes 

generated by a cryptographically secure pseudo number generator. After the random number comes the session 

id. If supplied, this can be used to perform an abbreviated handshake sequence by reusing key material that was 

previously negotiated between the client and the server. Next comes the list of cipher suites that the client is 

prepared to use. Cipher suites define the encryption and hashing functions that will be used by the connection 

once the handshake concludes as well as the key exchange method used during the handshake. They are 

represented by two 8bit numbers which is documented in the SSL or TLS specification or by some additional 

specification. For example TLS RSA WITH RC4 128 SHA is a cipher suite that uses RSA for key exchange, 

RC4 as the bulk encryption algorithm, SHA1 as the hashing function for the MAC. From this client hello, the 

tool extracts the client random number. 

 

4.1.8 Server Hello Message 

 
Fig 7. Format of Server Hello Message 

 

The server hello shown in figure (7) is sent by the server in response to a client hello. The server 

version is the client version if it is supported by the server, else the highest version supported by the server. 

Then there is a random number consisting of the GMT time-stamp and 28 bytes generated by a cryptographic 

random number generator. Next is the optional session ID. If this is the same as the session ID sent by the client 

in the client hello then an abbreviated handshake will be performed using key material cached by both the client 

and the server. If empty, it indicates that the server is not willing to perform an abbreviated key handshake. If 

the session ID not empty then tool cannot decrypt the traffic because the traffic is using the cached key material. 

Finally the message includes the cipher suite and compression method selected by the server from the lists 

provided in the client hello. From this message, tool extracts the protocol version, cipher suite and the server 

random number. 
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4.1.9 Client key exchange 

Th3 client key exchange message format is shown in figure (8) is sent immediately after the client 

certificate is sent. It has two variants, one for when RSA is used as the key-exchange algorithm, and one for 

when Diffie-Hellman is used. Here the tool uses RSA. When RSA is used, the client key exchange message 

consists of the header handshake followed by PKCS #12 encoded pre-master secret that is encrypted using the 

server’s key, as sent in the server certificate message. The handshake header is not encrypted. The pre-master 

secret consists of the maximum version supported by the client followed by 48 random bytes generated by a 

cryptographic random number generator. Here the tool extracts encrypted premaster secret.  

 
Fig8 Client key exchange packet format 

 

4.1.10. TLS Parser Overview 

A TLS parser is developed for separating the fields in the HTTPS connection so that the tool can 

retrieve the basic information about the connection and the data required for the decryption on the HTTPS 

traffic. The basic functionality of the TLS parser is to retrieve features from the data like server random number, 

client random number, cipher suit, protocol version, encrypted application data, encrypted premaster secret [4]. 

The TLS parser will first convert the data in to corresponding hex value .This hex value is parsed in order to get 

the details. The structure of the parser is shown in the figure  (9) below. 

 
Fig 9. TLS Parser Design 
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4.1.11 Decryption of the premaster secret 

As already specified in the third step of the SSL handshake the pre master secret is encrypted using the 

server’s public key. As the key with us in the pkcs12 file, the tool fetches the private key from the file. At this 

point, tool will identify the algorithm used for encryption of the premaster secret from the cipher suite and 

perform the decryption operation of the encrypted premaster secret using the specified algorithm and obtain the 

original premaster secret. 

 

4.1.12 Key Material Generation 

 
 

Fig10. Key Derivation 

 

Key material generation as shown in figure (10) is used to generate the secret material that will be used as keys 

and input vectors to encrypt and verify records. The inputs to key generation are the client and server random, 

and the pre-master secret, sent in the client and server hello, and client key exchange messages respectively. The 

first step in the key material generation is to transform the pre master secret in to the master secret. This is done 

by applying the pseudo random function PRF to the pre master secret, client random and server random: 

Master_Secret=PRF (pre_master_secret, “master secret” ,client_random + server_ random)[0..47]. Now the tool 

uses the PRF with the master secret to obtain the key block. Key_block=PRF (Master_Secret, “key expansion”, 

server_ random +client_random). The key block is as many bytes long as is needed and is divided up into MAC 

secrets, symmetric encryption keys, and input vectors for blocking used with symmetric encryption [11]. These 

are, in order, the client write MAC secret, server write MAC secret, client write key, server write key, client 

write IV and server write IV. Unneeded values are omitted. 

 

4.1.13 Pseudo Random Function (PRF) 

Pseudo Random Function (PRF) is at the heart of key material generation. It takes three arguments, a 

secret a fixed ASCII string and a seed as in PRF (secret, label, seed). First the secret part is split in to two halves 

S1 and S2.Each half is used as a secret component in an expansion function P_Hash which is based on HMAC. 

P_hash generates an arbitrary length byte string by the process shown below.  

P_hash(secret,seed)=HMAC_hash(secret,A(1),A(0))+ 

HMAC_hash(secret,A(2),A(0))+ 

HMAC_hash(secret,A(3),A(0))+…. 

A(): A(0)= seed 

A(i)=HMAC_hash(secret,A(i-1)) 

HMAC_hash means HAMC using a given hash algorithm,e.g.., 

HMAC_MD5 means HMAC using MD5. This is run as many times as desired. So to produce 48 bytes of 

output, it would be run 3 times for MD5, and for SHA-1 it would also be run 3 times and the last 12 bytes of 

output would be discarded. Now PRF is constructed by XORing a P_MD5 and a P_SHA-1:  

PRF (secret, label, seed) =P_MD5 (S1, label + seed)⊕ P_SHA-1(S2, label + seed); [11]. 

14) SSL v3 key derivation 

SSL v3 Key derivation is similar to TLS key derivation, except that the PRF is replaced with a series of 

expansion functions based on a combination of MD5 and SHA-1[11]. The use of constants “A”, “BB”, etc. 

ensures that the output of each digest is different, even though the secret data is the same. The process is shown 

below Master Secret = MD5 (pre master secret + SHA1 (“A”+ pre master secret +client random +server 

random)) + MD5 (pre master secret + SHA1 (“BB”+ pre master secret +client random +server random)) + MD5 

(pre master secret + SHA1 (“CCC”+ pre master secret +client random +server random)).  

Key_Block= MD5 (Master Secret + SHA1 (“A”+ Master Secret + server random +client random)) + MD5 

(Master Secret + SHA1 (“BB”+ Master Secret + server random +client random)) + MD5 (Master Secret + 

SHA1 (“CCC”+ Master Secret + server random +client random)) +…. 
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4.1.14Decryption of the application data 

Final step of the HTTPS analysis is the decryption of the application data using the key blocks that is 

being generated in the previous step (Key material derivation) [11]. At first tool separates the traffic in to two 

parts one coming from the Server (certificate handler) and the other goingto the Server (certificate handler).Now 

these two section are send to the TLS parser separately. The TLS parser will parse the application data messages 

and fetches the data part from it and write it to a file. Now we will be having two files one containing encrypted 

data from server to client and the other containing encrypted data from client to server. Now this section 

performs the decryption on these two data files with the appropriate keys. If the file contains the data from 

server to client then, the tool uses the server write key and the server IV for decryption otherwise we will use 

client write key and the client IV for decryption purpose [7]. 

4.1.15 Reconstruction of data and Comparing the File 

In this step, the tool is reconstructing the data by separating the header and data field form the decrypted data 

that have been passed through the network and identify the file type of that data and save them in the specified 

folder in the hard disk. Now this reconstructed file is compare with the given file. If a match is found then it will 

be reported in the forensic details section. 

 

4.4.16 Gathering and displaying the forensic details 

Once the original session is reconstructed, the tool will trace the forensic details of the HTTPS data that 

has been reconstructed in the packet and display those details in the GUI so that the user can understand what 

has happened to that system during a particular network session. Forensic details are displayed in four separate 

windows for the easiness of analysis. One window contains the header details which will give the idea about the 

HTTP headers that has been transferred in those connections. The second window will give the details of each 

packet with its time of arrival or departure source and destination IP, Mac ID, and ports. The third window will 

display the hex code of the data that has been reconstructed. The hex code represents the pattern of the data 

which can be used by other pattern matching software’s for further analysis purpose. The fourth window gives 

an over view of the total no of files created its location its file path file type and length. The fifth window will 

display the in-depth forensic details of each file. It contains the file name, file type, the length of the file, the 

time at which the file is downloaded or uploaded, the source mac address, source IP, source port, the destination 

mac address destination IP, destination port etc. Thus the aim of proposed work is to identify the system and 

then to handover the case to police with exact malicious network stream reconstructed (proof) for further 

investigations. 

 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED TOOL WITH EXISTING PACKET ANALYSIS 

TOOLS 
A brief comparison on the performance of packet stream reassembly of proposed tool with other freely 

available packet analysis tools is done in this section. The proposed tool is named as Network Forensic Analysis 

Tool Kit (NFATK). The other tools which are considered are not purely used for forensic analysis, but used for 

packet analysis or session analysis. Some tools give session reconstruction facility. Figure (11) provides time 

taken to reconstruct HTTPS streams with average number of packets in seconds and proves that the proposed 

method is much efficient in regenerating corresponding HTTPS stream. 

 

 
Fig11. Time Analysis for HTTPS Reconstruction. 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The proposed methodology is a strategic approach for the session recreation of HTTPS analysis as part 

of network forensic process and further related investigation. Thus this forensic analysis would recreate all 

transactions through HTTPS protocol to check whether it is malicious or not.    This tool can be effectively used 

by network administrators, forensic investigators to identify any kind of network traffic breaches or sessions 

based on above mentioned protocol and to perform internet or network traffic content analysis. 
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ABSTRACT—In this paper, Carry Tree Adders are Proposed. Parallel prefix adders have the best performance in VLSI 

Design. Parallel prefix adders gives the best performance compared to the Ripple Carry Adder (RCA) and Carry Skip Adder 

(CSA).  Here Delay measurements are done for Kogge-Stone Adder, Sparse Kogge-Stone Adder and Spanning Tree Adder. 

Speed of Kogge-Stone adder and Sparse Kogge-Stone adder have improved compared to the Ripple Carry Adder (RCA) and 

Carry Skip Adder (CSA).  Model Simulator-Altera 6.6d and Xilinx 10.1 tools were used for simulation and synthesis of the 

design. 

    

Index Terms –Carry Skip Adder (CSA), Kogge-Stone adder, Ripple carry adder (RCA), sparse Kogge-Stone adder and 

Spanning tree adder.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In VLSI implementations, parallel-prefix adders are known to have the best performance.  Reconfigurable   logic 

such as    -Field Programmable Gate Arrays  (FPGAs) has  been  gaining in  popularity  in  recent   years  because  it offers   

improved -performance   in  terms  of   speed  and  power over DSP-based and  microprocessor-based   solutions   for   many   

practical designs   involving  mobile  DSP  and   telecommunications applications. Parallel-prefix adders will have a 

different performance than VLSI implementations.  In particular,   most modern FPGAs employ a fast-carry chain   which 

optimizes the carry path for the simple Ripple Carry Adder (RCA). 

An efficient testing strategy for evaluating the -performance of   these adders is discussed.  Several  tree-based  

adder  structures are  implemented  and  characterized on  a  FPGA  and  compared   with  the  Ripple  Carry  Adder (RCA)  

and   the  Carry  Skip  Adder  (CSA).  Finally,   some conclusions  and  suggestions  for   improving  FPGA designs to  

enable  better  tree-based  adder  performance  are  given. 

 

II. CARRY-TREE ADDER DESIGNS 
Parallel-prefix adders, also   known   as   carry-tree adders, pre-compute the propagate and generate signals [1]. These 

signals are variously combined using the fundamental carry operator (fco)   [2]. 

(Gʟ ,Pʟ ) ο (Gʀ , Pʀ )=(Gʟ  + Pʟ  •Gʀ , Pʟ  •Pʀ )(1)              

 

Due to associative property of the fco, these operators can be   combined   in   different   ways   to form various adder 

structures. For, example the four-bit carry-look ahead-generator is given by: 

c₄=(g₄, p₄) ο[ (g₃, p₃) ο [(g₂, p₂) ο (g₁, p₁)] ]     (2)  

 

A simple rearrangement of the order of operations allows parallel operation, resulting in a more efficient tree structure for 

this four bit example: 

c₄= [(g₄, p₄) ο(g₃, p₃)] ο[(g₂, p₂ ) ο(g₁, p₁)]        (3) 

 

It is readily apparent that a key advantage of the tree structured  adder  is  that  the  critical  path  due  to  the  carry delay  is 

on  the  order  of log2N for an N-bit wide adder. The arrangement of the prefix network gives rise to various families of 

adders. For a discussion of the various carry-tree structures, see [1,3].  

           

For this study, the focus is on the Kogge-Stone adder [4]  

Here we designate BC as the black cell which generates the ordered pair in equation (1); the grey cell (GC) generates the left 

signal only, following [1]. The interconnect area  is known to  be  high, but  for  an   FPGA with  large  routing  overhead  to  

begin  with,  this  is  not   as   important   as    in  a  VLSI -implementation.  The   regularity of the Kogge-Stone prefix 

network has built in redundancy which has implications for fault-tolerant   designs [5].  The   sparse Kogge-Stone adder, 

shown   in   Fig 2,   is also studied.  This   hybrid   design completes    the   summation    process   with a   4 bit   RCA 

allowing the carry   prefix   network   to   be   simplified. 

An Improved Optimization Techniques for Parallel 

Prefix Adder using FPGA 
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Fig1.16 bit Kogge-Stone adder 

 

 
Fig2. sparse 16 bit Kogge-Stone adder 

 

 Another   carry-tree adder    known   as the   spanning   tree carry-look ahead (CLA) adder is also examined [6]. Like the 

sparse Kogge-Stone adder, this design terminates with a 4- bit RCA. As the FPGA uses a fast carry-chain for the RCA, it is 

interesting to compare the performance of this adder with   the   sparse Kogge-Stone   and    regular   Kogge-Stone adders. 

Also of interest for the spanning-tree CLA is its testability feature [7]. 

 

 
Fig3. Spanning Tree Carry Look ahead Adder (16 bit) 
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III. METHOD OF STUDY 
The adders to be studied were designed with varied bit widths up to 128 bits and coded in VHDL. The    

functionality of the designs were verified via simulation with Model Simulator. The Xilinx ISE 10.1 software was used to 

synthesize the designs onto the Spartan 3E FPGA. In order to effectively test for the critical delay, two steps were taken. 

First, a memory block (labelled as ROM in the figure below) was instantiated on the FPGA using the Core Generator to 

allow arbitrary patterns of inputs to be applied to the adder design. A multiplexer at each adder output selects whether or not 

to include the adder in the measured results, as shown in Fig A switch on the FPGA board was wired to the select pin of the 

multiplexers. This allows measurements to be made to subtract out the delay due to the memory, the multiplexer. And 

interconnect (both external cabling and internal routing). 

 

Second, the parallel prefix network was analysed to  determine if  a  specific  pattern  could  be  used to extract the 

worst  case  delay. Considering the structure of the Generate-Propagate (GP) blocks (i.e., the BC and GC cells), we were able 

to develop the following scheme, by considering the following subset of input values to the GP blocks. 

 

Table1: Subset of (g, p) Relations Used for Testing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If we arbitrarily assign the (g, p) ordered pairs the values (1,0) = True and (0, 1) = False, then the table is self-

contained and forms an OR truth table. Furthermore, if both inputs to the  GP block  are False,  then the output is False; 

conversely, if  both  inputs  are True,  then  the  output is True. Hence, an input  pattern  that  alternates  between  generating  

the  (g, p) pairs  of  (1, 0)  and  (0, 1)  will force  its  GP  pair  block  to alternate states. Likewise, it is easily seen that the GP 

blocks being   fed   by its predecessors will also alternate states. Therefore,  this  scheme  will  ensure that a worse case delay 

will  be generated  in  the parallel prefix network since every block  will  be  active.  In order to ensure this scheme works, 

the  parallel  prefix  adders were synthesized with the ―Keep Hierarchy‖  design  setting  turned  on  (otherwise, the FPGA 

compiler  attempts  to  reorganize the logic assigned to each LUT). With  this  option  turned  on,  it ensures that each GP 

block  is  mapped  to  one LUT, preserving the basic parallel prefix  structure,  and  ensuring  that  this  test  strategy      is 

effective for determining the critical delay. The designs were also synthesized for speed rather than area optimization. 

 

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The simulated adder delays obtained from the Xilinx ISE synthesis reports are shown in Fig. An  RCA  as  large  as 

160  bits    wide  was  synthesizable  on  the    FPGA,  while a Kogge-Stone   adder  up   to 128  bits  wide was implemented. 

The carry-skip adders are compared with the Kogge-Stone adders. The actual measured data appears to be a bit smaller than 

what is predicted by the Xilinx ISE synthesis reports. An analysis of these reports, which give a breakdown of delay due  to  

logic  and  routing,  would  seem  to  indicate  that  at adder  widths  approaching  256  bits  and  beyond, the Kogge-Stone 

adder will have superior performance compared to the RCA. Based  on  the  synthesis  reports,  the delay of the Kogge-Stone  

adder  can  be  predicted  by  the    following  equation: 

tĸѕ = (n+2)οοʟ ᴜ ᴛ  + οοο( n) (4) where N = 2n,  the  adder  bit  width, ΔLUT is the delay through a lookup table (LUT), 

and  ρĸѕ(n)  is  the  routing delay of the kogge-Stone  adder  as  a  function of n. The delay of the RCA can be predicted as: 

tʀ cᴀ  = (N – 2)οοοᴜ x + οʀ cᴀ     (5) 

where ΔMUX  is the  mux  delay  associated  with the fast-carry chain and τʀ ϲ ᴀ  is a fixed logic delay. There is no routing 

delay assumed  for  the  RCA  due to the use of the fast-carry 

chain. For the Spartan 3E FPGA, the synthesis reports give the following values: ΔLUT = 0.612 ns, ΔMUX = 0.051 ns, and 

Ʈ ʀ ϲ ᴀ  = 1.715 ns. Even though ΔMUX << ΔLUT, it is expected that the Kogge-Stone adder will eventually be faster than 

the RCA because N = 2n, provided that ρĸѕ(n)  grows relatively slower than (N – 2)ΔMUX. Indeed, Table II predicts that 

the Kogge-Stone adder will have superior performance at N =256. 

 

Table2 : Delay Results for the Kogge-Stone Adders 
N 

 

Synth. 

Predict 

Route 

Delay 

Route 

Fitted 

Delay 

tKS 

Delay 

   tRCA 

4 4.343 1.895 1.852 4.300 1.817 

16 6.113 2.441 2.614 6.286 2.429 

32 7.607 3.323 3.154 7.438 3.245 

64 8.771 3.875 3.800 8.696 4.877 

128 10.038 4.530 4.552 10.060 8.141 

256 – – 5.410 11.530 14.669 

(all delays given in ns) 

(gL,pL) (gR,pR) (gL + pL gR, pL pR) 

(0,1)    (0,1) (0,1) 

(0,1)    (1,0) (1,0) 

(1,0)    (0,1) (1,0) 

(1,0)    (1,0) (1,0) 
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The second and third columns represent the total predicted delay and the delay due to routing only for the Kogge-Stone 

adder from the synthesis reports of the Xilinx ISE software. The fitted routing delay in column four represents the predicted  

routing  delay using a quadratic polynomial in n based   on  the  N = 4  to 128  data.  This  allows  the  N = 256 routing  delay  

to  be  predicted  with  some  degree  of confidence  as  an  actual  Kogge-Stone  adder at this bit width was  not  synthesized.  

The final two columns give the predicted adder delays for the Kogge-Stone and RCA using equations (4) and (5), 

respectively. The good match between the measured and simulated data for the implemented Kogge-Stone adders and RCAs 

gives confidence that the predicted superiority of the Kogge-Stone adder at the 256 bit width is accurate. This differs from 

the results in [10], where the parallel prefix adders, including the Kogge-Stone adder, always exhibited inferior performance 

compared with the RCA(simulation results out to 256 bits were reported). The work in [10] did use a different FPGA (Xilinx 

Vertex 5), which may account for some of the differences. The  poor  performance  of  some  of  the     other implemented  

adders  also  deserves  some  comment.  The spanning tree adder is comparable in performance to the Kogge-Stone adder at 

16 bits. However, the spanning tree adder is significantly slower at higher bit widths, according to the simulation results, and 

slightly slower, according to the measured data. The structure of the spanning tree adder results in an extra stage of logic for 

some adder outputs compared to the Kogge-Stone. This fact coupled with the way the FPGA place and route software 

arranges the adder is likely the reason for this significant increase in delay for higher order bit widths. Similarly, the inferior 

performance of the carry-skip adders is due to the LUT delay and routing overhead associated with each carry-skip logic 

structure. Even if the carry-skip  logic could be implemented with the fast-carry chain, this would just make it equivalent in 

speed to the RCA. Hence, the RCA delay represents the theoretical lower limit for a carry-skip architecture on an FPGA.  

 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 
(a)Ripple-Carry Adder 

 

 
 

(b) Carry-Select Adder 
 

 
(c) Carry-Skip Adder 
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(d) Kogge-Stone Adder 

 

 
 

(e) Sparse Kogge-Stone Adder 

 

 
 

(f) Spanning Tree adder 

Figure: (a)-(f): A 16-bit parallel prefix adder simulation result for all combinations outputs. 

 

For the HDL structural design, the test vectors for excitation has been provided, and the response is as shown in Figure. Here 

the input reference vector is a=0010110111010101,b=0010110011011110,for  Ripple carry adder, 

a=0010111100111100, b=0011001111001111, for Carry select adder, a=0101101110111010,b=0011011001101111 for 

Carry skip adder. 

a=0000110101100100,b=0010100001100100 for Kogge stone adder, 

a=0101110101011000,b=0011010010110111 for sparse kogge stone adder, 

a=0001101101010110,b=0001100101111011 for panning tree adder. 

 

VI. SYNTHESIS REPORT 
Final Results 

RTL Top Level Output File Name    :  ripple carry adder.ngr         

Top Level Output File Name      :  ripple carry   adder                       

Output Format                                     :  NGC       

Optimization Goal                              : Speed                    

Keep Hierarchy                                   :  No        

Design Statistics 
# IOs                               : 50 
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Cell Usage :                                                        

#      BELS  :  32 

#      LUT3                      :  32 

    #      IO Buffers              :  50 

#      IBUF                      :  33 

#      OBUF                     :  17 

 

Timing constraints 

Delay:               21.69ns (Levels of Logic = 18)  

Source:            B<0> (PAD)                           

Destination:       C out (PAD) 

        Data Path:  B<0> to   C out 

 
Cell: 

In_>Out 

Fan 

out 

Gate delay Net delay Logic 

Name(Net 

Name) 

     

IBUF:I-

>O 

2 1.106    0.532 B_0_IBUF 

(B_0_IBUF) 

     

LUT3:I0-

>O 

2 0.612  0.449 FA0/cout1 

(c<0>) 

     

LUT3:I1-

>O 

2 0.612 0.449 FA1/cout1 

(c<1>) 

     

LUT3:I1-

>O 

2 0.612                 0.449 FA2/cout1 

(c<2>) 

     

LUT3:I1-

>O 

2 0.612 0.449 FA3/cout1 

(c<3>) 

     

LUT3:I1-

>O 

2 0.612 0.449 FA4/cout1 

(c<4>) 

     

LUT3:I1-

>O 

2 0.612 0.449 FA5/cout1 

(c<5>) 

     

LUT3:I1-

>O 

2 0.612 0.449 FA6/cout1 

(c<6>) 

     

LUT3:I1-

>O 

2 0.612 0.449 FA7/cout1 

(c<7>) 

     

LUT3:I1-

>O 

2 0.612 0.449 FA8/cout1 

(c<8>) 

     

LUT3:I1-

>O 

2 0.612 0.449 FA9/cout1 

(c<9>) 

     

LUT3:I1-

>O 

2 0.612 0.449 FA10/cout1 

(c<10>) 

     

LUT3:I1-

>O 

2 0.612 0.449 FA11/cout1 

(c<11>) 

     

LUT3:I1-

>O 

2 0.612 0.449 FA12/cout1 

(c<12>) 

     

LUT3:I1-

>O 

2 0.612 0.449 FA13/cout1 

(c<13>) 

     

LUT3:I1-

>O 

2 0.612 0.449 FA14/cout1 

(c<14>) 

     

LUT3:I1-

>O 

1 0.612  0.357 FA15/cout1 

(c<15>) 

     

OBUF:I-

>O 

     3.169  Cout_ 

OBUF 

(Cout) 
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Final Results 

RTL Top Level Output File Name    :  kogge-stone adder.ngr         

Top Level Output File Name      :  kogge-tone adder                       

Output Format                                     :  NGC       

Optimization Goal                              : Speed                    

Keep Hierarchy                                   :  No        

 

Design Statistics 

# IOs                               : 50 

 

Cell Usage:                                                        

#      BELS  :  41 

#      GND                       : 01 

#      LUT3                      :  27 

#      LUT4                      : 9 

#      IO Buffers              :  50 

#      IBUF                      :  33 

#      OBUF                     :  17 

 

Timing constraints 

Delay:               20.262ns (Levels of Logic = 17)  

Source:            b<1> (PAD)                           

Destination:       Sum<14> (PAD) 

Data Path:  b<1> to Sum<14> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cell: in-

>out 

Fan 

out 

Gate 

delay 

Net 

delay 

Logic name(Net Name) 

  IBUF:I-

>O 

4 1.106 0.651 b_1_IBUF (b_1_IBUF) 

     

LUT4:I0-

>O   

1 0.612 0.000 GC2/G1_SW01 

(GC2/G1_SW0) 

MUXF5:I1-

>O   

2 0.278 0.410 GC2/G1_SW0_f5 

(q<1>) 

LUT3:I2-

>O 

2 0.612 0.532 GC2/G1 (q<2>) 

 LUT3:I0-

>O 

2 0.612 0.532 GC6/G_SW0_SW0 

(s<3>) 

 LUT3:I0-

>O 

2 0.612 0.532 GC7/G_SW0_SW0 

(s<4>) 

  LUT3:I0-

>O            

2 0.612 0.532 GC8/G_SW0_SW0 

(s<5>) 

LUT3:I0-

>O 

2 0.612 0.410 GC9/G_SW0_SW0 

(s<6>) 

  LUT3:I2-

>O 

3 0.612 0.603 GC9/G_SW0 (v<7>) 

     

LUT3:I0-

>O 

2 0.612 0.410 GC9/G_SW1 (v<8>) 

     

LUT3:I2-

>O 

2 0.612 0.410 GC9/G (v<9>) 

     

LUT3:I2-

>O 

2 0.612 0.532 GC12/G_SW0 (v<10>) 

     

LUT3:I0-

>O 

2 0.612 0.410 GC12/G_SW1 

(GC13/G5) 

     

LUT3:I2-

>O 

2 0.612 0.410 GC12/G (GC14/G9) 

     

LUT3:I2-

>O 

2 0.612 0.410 GC14/G18 (GC13/G34) 

     

LUT3:I2-

>O 

1 0.612 0.357 Mxor_sum<14>_Result1 

(sum_14_OBUF) 

     

OBUF:I-

>O 

 3.169  sum_14_OBUF 

(sum<14>) 
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 Final Results 
 RTL Top Level Output File Name:  sparse kogge-stone  

Adder.ngr                      

Top Level Output File Name      :  sparse kogge                                                              

Output Format                                     :  NGC                           

Optimization Goal                              : Speed                    

Keep Hierarchy                                   :  No        

Design Statistics 

# IOs                               : 65 

 

Cell Usage:                                                        

#      BELS  :  54 

#      LUT2                      : 02 

#      LUT3                      :  30 

#      LUT4                       :19 

    #      MUXF5                   :03  

#      IO Buffers              :  65 

#      IBUF                      :  33 

#      OBUF                     :  32 

Timing constraints 

Delay:               15.916ns (Levels of Logic = 13)  

Source:            a<6> (PAD)                           

Destination:       C<6>t (PAD) 

Data Path:  a<6> to C<16> 

        
Cell: 

in_>out 

Fan 

out 

Gate 

delay 

Net 

delay 

Logic 

Name(Net 

Name) 

    IBUF:I-

>O 

4 1.106 0.651 a_6_IBUF 

(a_6_IBUF) 

     

LUT4:I0-

>O 

2 0.612 0.449 BC8/G18 

(BC8/G18) 

     

LUT4:I1-

>O 

1 0.612 0.000 BC8/G461 

(BC8/G461) 

     

MUXF5:I1-

>O 

3 0.278 0.603 BC8/G46_f5 

(BC8/G46) 

     

LUT4:I0-

>O 

1 0.612 0.387 GC3/C13 

(GC3/C13) 

     

LUT3:I2-

>O 

1 0.612 0.360 GC3/C21 

(GC3/C21) 

     

LUT4:I3-

>O 

1 0.612 0.426 GC3/C46 

(GC3/C46) 

     

LUT4:I1-

>O 

2 0.612 0.449 GC3/C77 

(GC3/C77) 

     

LUT3:I1-

>O 

3 0.612 0.520 FA13/cout1 

(C_13_OBUF) 

     

LUT3:I1-

>O 

3 0.612 0.520 FA14/cout1 

(C_14_OBUF) 

     

LUT3:I1-

>O 

3 0.612 0.520 FA15/cout1 

(C_15_OBUF) 

     

LUT3:I1-

>O 

1 0.612 0.357 FA16/cout1 

(C_16_OBUF) 

OBUF:I-

>O 

 3.169  C_16_OBUF 

(C<16>) 

 

VII. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
The proposed design is functionally verified and the results are verified. The timing report was obtained. The Simulation 

Verified in Modelsim and Synthesis was verified in Xilinx.  
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N 

 

Delay 

tʀ ϲ ᴀ  

Delay 

tᴋ ѕ 

Delay 

tѕᴋ ѕ 

16 21.690ns    20.262ns 15.916ns 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
In this paper An improved optimization techniques for parallel prefix adder has been proposed and  implemented. 

The design of the proposed prefix adders is done using Ripple carry adder and Kogge-stone adder, Sparse kogge tone adder 

and panning tree adder. speed of parallel prefix adder is increased compared to the Ripple carry adder. The functional 

verification of the proposed design of the An improved optimization techniques for parallel prefix adder  is    performed 

through simulations using the Verilog HDL flow in ModelSim for prefix adders and Synthesis done using Xilixn.The design 

of An improved optimization technique for parallel prefix adder has been performed. The proposed design of An improved 

optimization techniques for parallel prefix adder can perform ripple carry adder,kogge stone adder,spare kogge 

adder,spanning tree adder ,parallel adder give the better result compared to the ripple carry adder. 
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ABSTRACT: Here the perimeter oriented to the network based strategy where the crossing of the traffic plays a major role 

in its implementation based aspect in a well oriented fashion respectively. Therefore there is a necessity of the 

implementation of the system with respect to the implementation and the proper filtering based aspect where this particular 

thing has to be well effective controlled n a well oriented fashion respectively. Here the main strategy of the system is to 

improve the performance oriented strategy of the system followed by the risk aware strategy of the bottleneck in a well 

respective fashion takesplace in the system respectively. Here the matching related to the packet based on the firewall 

strategy through which where the problem is analyzed with a well respective locative point respectively where the rule based 

on the matching oriented strategy in a well effective manner in which there is an implementation of the strategy related to 

the aspect of the a proper cross verification takesplace in the system in a well efficient manner and also the against firewall 

based strategy in a well effective manner respectively. There is an application of the algorithms related to the aspect 

oriented with respect to the strategy of the implementation based aspect by which there is an analysis oriented with the 

prefect fashion takes place in the system. In order to overcome the above problem based strategy in a well efficient manner 

by which  algorithm based on the classical strategy through which domain based on the firewall based phenomena is not 

implemented here in a well respective analysis take splace in the system based aspect respectively.Experiments have been 

conducted on the present method and a lot of analysis is made on the present method by the help of the large number of the 

data sets in a well oriented fashion with respect to the improvement in the performance based strategy followed by the 

outcome of the entire system in a well respective fashion through the entire system based aspect respectively.  

Key Words: Communication of the network strategy, Security and the protection in the network level aspect respectively.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Here the technologies related to the centralized based phenomena and is applied n the well oriented fashion through 

the help of the control based access related to the high level of the strategy based implementation oriented analysis followed 

by the networks related o the organizational based strategy respectively [1][2]. Here the matching related to the aspect of the 

packet based phenomena in a well oriented aspect by which there is an analysis with respect to the system based strategy of 

the well known orientation of the scenario which includes involvement of the matching oriented firewall in a well oriented 

fashion by which it is applied n the many fields based aspect in a well oriented fashion respectively.Here there is an accurate 

involvement of the protocol basedon the standards of the TCP based aspect followed by the header of the packet oriented 

information packet in a well respective fashion takesplace in the system respectively[3][4].  

 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig 1:Shows the block diagram of the present method respectively 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 
In this paper a method is designed with a well efficient framework oriented strategy in which there is an 

improvement in the performance based strategy followed by the entire system based outcome in a well oriented fashion 

respectively [5][6]. Here the implementation of the present method is shown in the below figure in the form of the block 

diagram and explains in the elaborative fashion respectively. There is a huge challenge for the present method in which the 

An Effective Strategy of Firewall Based Matching Algorithm 
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present method is implement in well respective fashion followed by the improvement in the outcome of the entire system in 

a well oriented fashion respectively. Here the present method is effective and efficient in terms of the design oriented 

strategy of the reduced power oriented scenario followed by the improvement in the speed plays a major orle in the system 

based aspect respectively [9].  

 

IV. EXPECTED RESULT 
A lot of analysis is made between the present method to that of the several previous methods and a huge 

computations have been applied on the well oriented fashion for the effective improvement in the performance based 

strategy followed by the outcome of the entire system based aspect in a well oriented fashion respectively.  Comparative 

analysis is made between he present method to that of the several previous methods as shown in the below figure in the form 

of the graphical representation and is explained in the elaborative fashion respectively. Here we finally conclude that the 

present method completely overcome the drawbacks of the several previous methods in a well oriented fashion and 

improvement in the analysis respectively [7][8].  

 
Fig 2:Shows the graphical representation of the present method respectively 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
Here a new technique is proposed based on the strategy of the implementation of the system based aspect which is a 

powerful method mainly implemented for the purpose of the accurate analysis of the outcome based strategy followed by the 

performance is a major concern respectively. Here a new technique is presented based on the strategy of the based on the 

algorithm oriented with the GEM based phenomena in a well oriented fashion by which it is efficient in terms of the 

implementation based phenomena in a well effective manner followed by the implementation of the algorithm related to the 

practical strategy in a well efficient manner where there is a matching of the packet based firewall oriented phenomena 

respectively. Here this particular technique based aspect is implemented by the help of the kernel oriented with the linux 

based strategy in a well efficient manner with respect to the test bed oriented strategy in a well effective manner through the 

implementation aspectrapidly increasing the matching strategy oriented with the packet based phenomena in a well effective 

manner where the matching rule is based on the GEM large scale phenomena in awell efficient manner respectively.Here the 

present method completely overcome the drawbacks of the several previous methods in a well oriented fashion respectively. 
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ABSTRACT: This study is to explore the drainage possibility of physical and technical landslide slopes, with the help of 

draining projects implementation, which operate without energy consumption and contribute significantly to their 

stabilization. We investigated the function, the general assumptions of application and the construction methodology of these 

new drainage techniques, i.e. the Drainage Gravel Piles. In addition, we investigated their applicability in a landslide area 

of Egnatia Odos: Section 3.1 (Peristeri - Anthochori), Area B (1+100-1+600), with the unsaturated background of a buried 

riverbed, and calculated the most suitable distance between them, in order to drain it. After observing their function and 

evaluating the results of our study, we reached some important conclusions such as: 1. The positive effect of drainage gravel 

piles on the drainage of a landslide area, in the presence of high water-bearing capacity aquifers within these materials and 

the existence of unsaturated permeable background, through the attainment of draining these landslide materials in this 

permeable background. 2. The groundwater drawdown and the reduction of pore pressure that they cause, in the landslide 

area, are inversely proportional to the distance between them and directly proportional to the depth which the landslide 

materials reach. 3. The drainage of a landslide area, highlighting failures in various positions without their hydraulic 

communication, is achieved by applying groups of drainage gravel piles in these sub-positions. 4. In the areas where 

landslide incidents are recurrently manifested and take up large areas, these drainage projects contribute to a greater extent 

than other measures to the stabilization of the situation and to further balance restoration.  

 

Keywords: Drainage gravel piles, Landslide materials, unsaturated permeable background, Pumping tests, Drawdown, 

Landslide Stabilization. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Through the detailed description of the ground conditions and the effect of surface water and groundwater on 

mechanisms activating failures, the way in which the application of new drainage measures can alter local conditions, by 

reducing the pore pressure and inhibiting ground motions resulting in halting landslide phenomena, is investigated and 

additionally the operating principles of these new projects are analyzed. That is, we tried to attain without additional cost the 

same result as the one attained by pumping tests. Τhat is to say achieve the draining of the landslide mass with the 

simultaneous channeling of the leachate in underlying unsaturated aquifers and not in the ground surface by pumping. The 

investigation of the function of these new ground drainage techniques that were called Drainage Gravel Piles was performed 

under certain conditions which concerned: 

 Having loose landslide ground materials. 

 Having an unconfined aquifer formation in landslide materials and thus presence of impermeable underlying formation. 

 Having an unsaturated aquifer underlying the impervious layer. 

 

II. DRAINAGE GRAVEL PILES 
2.1   Operating Principle 

 The operating principle of the drainage gravel piles is based on the principle of the flow into water drilling works, in 

which the empirical methods of Dupuit and Thiem on pumping tests are applied for the calculation of their hydraulic 

parameters according to the type of the aquifer and the flow status. 

 Darcy’s law must apply and is expressed by the relationship: Q = kiF where: 

Q   = the water supply that flows through the cross-sectional area F in m
3
/sec, 

i = h1-h2/ Ι  = the hydraulic gradient along the water flow, where Ι the length of run, 

k   = the permeability coefficient of porous media in m/sec 

F   = the cross-sectional area vertically to water flow in m
2
 

 Drainage gravel piles are vertical drainage wells, filled with a graded gravel material (of a diameter of 5 to 20mm), 

washed and free of fine ingredients. The method is consisted in displacing a column of ground material on the spot and 

replacing it with gravel material, i.e. a gravel pile is created. Due to the high permeability of the gravel material in 

relation to the environment, the gravel piles function as vertical strainers facilitating the defusing of pore overpressures. 

Each well displays a drawdown aquifer cone (cone of depression) in its perimeter, for a specific impact radius, which 

concerns the drainage area. Therefore, the draining of a delimitated landslide area achieved through a specific grid or 

provision of drainage wells. The method is mostly applied to relatively cohesive, soft and compressible silt and clay 

soils.  

 The monitoring of the drawdown is carried out by installed satellite piezometers of the drainage gravel piles, while the 

certification of ground motions is monitored by the pre-existing inclinometer measurements in each area. By the 

Effect Of Water On Slope Stability And Investigation Of Ν Νw 

Drainage Techniques Applied To Sections Of Egnatia Odos. 
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application of the drainage wells both the drawdown, as well as the reduction of ground motions, is achieved. [1, 6, 7 & 

14] 

 

2.2   General assumptions of application 

In order for the above to be applied we accept some general assumptions concerning [1, 7 & 13]: 

 Having an unconfined aquifer of infinite extent 

 Having a state of equilibrium 

 Accepting homogeneity and isotropy throughout the length of the ground profile, as such in conjunction with the 

consideration state e.g. the landslide ground materials are considered heterogeneous at cm
3
 level, at m

3 
level, however, 

they are considered homogeneous and isotropic. 

 Accepting the presence of a steady hydraulic load surrounding the project. Since this is theoretically impossible to be 

achieved, the situation becomes acceptable, with the assumption that the drawdown variation becomes negligible over 

time, after an extended pumping.  

 The Thiem-Dupuit equation is therefore valid: Q=πk (h2
2
- h1

2
)                (1)          

                                            ln(r2/r1) 

 There is a continuation of the cone of depression to the water surface in the well. Even if this suggestion deviates from 

reality, but as we move away from the wellhead, these deviations are diminished, not affecting our calculations, since 

we are not interested in the precise form of the unconfined surface in close proximity to the drainage gravel piles. 

 The vadose zone above the water table, the effect of the capillary zone, as well as the effect of the vertical component of 

velocity. 

 Finally, we accept that the permeable background is practically horizontal, unsaturated and not under pressure.  

 

2.3   Construction methodology 

The general procedure is as follows (Fig. B1): 

 we begin perforation with diameter 100cm, minimizing him progressively up to the end of drilling in Φ15΄΄ and placing 

them corresponding fence tube, 

 following that, is the installation of galvanized filter tube, with grommet, Φ6˝ and 4mm thick, with conical edge of 0.5m 

length and Φ6˝ and blind the first 3 metres of the tube, while in the upper rim, of the lowest three-meters long filter tube, 

a piezometric galvanized tube is placed, heavy duty with grommet, Φ1½΄΄diameter, 

 around the filter tube, the removal of the fence tube is performed and the filling of the vacuum with the graded gravel 

filter (5-20mm), with a simultaneous water circulation to prevent block formation, 

 then, the protruding parts of the tubes are cut and in the heads of the gravel piles galvanized casings Φ10˝ and concrete 

foundations with dimensions of 2Χ2Χ0.24m are placed, 

 restoration of the surrounding area and coating using gravel, 

 finally, a moat is constructed perimetrically for the collection of surface water. 

 Daily measurements are carried out in the piezometers, at various stages of their construction, in order to label potential 

problems and to monitor their effectiveness. 

 While, with the completion of the perforation works, test measurements concerning the level changes are performed by 

channeling water (2.5 m
3
) through them, a procedure which operates as an evaluation criterion for their proper 

construction and function. 
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III. AREA OF DRAINAGE GRAVEL PILES APPLICATION (SECTION 3.1 OF EGNATIA 

HIGHWAY, AREA B’ –C.H. 1+100-1+900) 
3.1   General data 

In the category of major infrastructure projects all the highways across Europe are included and part of this trans-

European transportation network is also Egnatia Highway. It happens to be one of the most difficult engineering projects. 

The Igoumenitsa port is its starting point and has a total length of about 680 km to Alexandroupoli and about 780 km to 

Ormenio. The special geotechnical problems (landslide areas) that were found at the opening up of the Highway, are rather 

remarkable and combined with the intense mountainous terrain, make the situation even more difficult. The Peristeri 

landslide is also one of them (Area B’, from C.H. 1+100 to 1+900), which is found in Section 3.1 of Egnatia Highway. This 

project necessitated immediate treatment and stabilization in order for the road to be constructed (Map A1). It concerns a 

riverside landslide area, with Metsovitikos River its most important morphogenetic event. [2] 
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3.2 Peristeri Landslide (Area B’, 1+100 CH - 1+900 CH) 

3.2.1 Geological structure and Geotectonic framework of the landslide area 

More than one factors usually interact in order for landslides to occur. Soils consisting of alternations of several 

heterogeneous layers are more likely to display landslide phenomena, to others consisting of a single layer. Regions with 

alternations of permeable and impermeable formations, as well as zones of intense neotectonic activity, also display a similar 

behavior. Our study area is a combination of these, as it is structured with a large variety of formations concerning: 

materials of anthropogenic origin and quaternary deposits (current and past deposits of Metsovitikos River). In the 

highest (southernmost) part of the area the formations of the geotectonic zone of Pindos appear (limestone and hornstone 

formations and magmatic andesitic and cave rocks) obduct onto the flysch formations of the Ionian zone (average - to thin 

layer siltstones, sectioned and highly plicate in the highest section of the abutment and relatively of small thickness 

intercalations sandstone and conglomerate) (F. C1). 

 
 

This overthrust constitutes the main tectonic fact of the area. Τhe area is divided into two sub-regions of different 

tectonic origin: the lower region, which extends from the bed of Metsovitikos River up to an altitude of about 800m and it is 

structured by flysch formations of the Ionian zone on which the landslides appear and the higher region (over 800m altitude) 

which is structured by obducted formations of Pindos. The main cause of the landslide development is the erosive process of 

Metsovitikos River. It is estimated that in past years it formed a deep engulfment towards the interior of the abutment, 

resulting in its undermining, in the development of landslide phenomena (in the degraded flysch formations) and in the 

displacement of the abutment to the north. The estimate inclination of the surface slope ranges between 20-22
ο
, in the highest 

landslide section, and between 10-15
ο
 to its lower section (F. C2). 

 
A typical geological intersection is illustrated in Map A2. [4, 8, 11 & 12] 
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3.2.2 Hydraulic groundwater conditions and surface water indications 

The formations that structure the area, from a hydrogeological point of view, are classified as of very small to zero 

permeability formations (landslide materials and flysch background which are found in the lower section of the abutment, 

from the Metsovitikos riverbed to an altitude of +800) and as of average permeability formations (small brecciaed 

limestone with green stones, intercalations of pelagic limestone, cherts and andesites). Finally, they are also classified as of 

high permeability formations (limestone formations and their side screes of Pindos zone and materials from the current and 

prior bed of Metsovitikos River, in the highest section of the abutment). Many water discharge points and springs of high 

supply have been spotted, especially in the highest section of the abutment, which overflow during the winter months, as 

well as evidence of stagnant waters (gathering of clayey silt materials in flats), especially in posts where phenomena of 

instability occur. [3, 4, 9 & 12] 
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3.3 Investigation of the Drainage Gravel Piles application 

According to the above we ascertain that, in this specific landslide, apart from many heterogeneous layers, the main 

manifestation mechanism of ground motions is related directly to the change of the additional, mostly, hydrostatic pressures 

and the hydrological conditions, as well as the gradient changes of landscaped slopes that cause flashing of water and lead to 

local or generalized failures. This was the pretext to investigate new types of drainage measures, the so-called Drainage 

Gravel Piles. These operate as the amount of water inserted in them, by the pierced landslide materials, is channeled into the 

river terrace which characterized by high permeability and this provide a satisfactory level of security against landslide.  

The hydrogeological overview of the region is characterized by the supernatant drainage materials, of high water-bearing 

capacity but low permeability (k~2,0x10
-5

cm/sec) and the shallow well horizon, because of the underlying flysch formations, 

the clay composition of which are responsible for the very slow (practically zero) rate of groundwater drainage in the buried 

river terrace. So, between the supernatant drainage materials and the impermeable flysch background, a distinctive slide 

surface is created. (Fig. B2).  

 
 

Based on the above assumption, the problem of dimensioning the drainage wells is basically reduced to the study of 

the change in flow of groundwater in an aquifer well, which is caused by the well function that reach the impervious 

background. The assessment of groundwater drawdown due to ongoing pumping tests is investigated, both in the wells, as 

well as in their surrounding area. For this reason, we represented schematically the level change caused by the pumping of 

the surface, in an unconfined underground aquifer (Fig. B3) and the level change caused by water channeling, in the 

underlying (buried) river terrace, in the case of Gravel Piles application in an area (Fig. B4).  
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Of these figures indicate the correlation of level change in both cases which are takes the shape of an inverted cone. In the 

second case, concerning the real under study problem, the pumping is regarded as groundwater channeling in the river 

terrace. Therefore, the pump supply is estimated based on gravel piles test runs, by channeling within them an amount of 

water of about 2,5m
3
 and measuring its reduction rate. 

The results of these tests can be used when the “quality” of the river terrace, on which the desired rate is mainly 

depended, is the same throughout the research area. Let us use for example 15΄ as an indicative average time required for the 

water drawdown in the gravel piles. The pump supply is consequently given the value q = 2.5m
3
 /15 X 60sec= 0.0028 

m
3
/sec. 

Due to the correlation of the two above cases the Thiem equations, of pumping tests, apply, so according to the 

symbolizations in Fig. B3 & B4, we get: 

q =Νk (Ν
2
- y

2
)                                  (2)  

          ln (R/x) 

 

k =        q        ln R       (3) 

                   Ν(H
2
-h

2
)       r 

 

The level of the aquifer which is obtained during design is the level which corresponds to the most “wet” period of 

the year, so the rainwater supply is intentionally disregarded [5 & 10]. We therefore apply the known relations and laws of 

underground hydraulics, for the application of which the assumptions of paragraph 2.2 are endorsed and they should be 

satisfied by the actual hydrogeological conditions of the area. The recommended arrangement among the Gravel piles is the 

linear one, because:  

 The area is riverine, so the further we move away towards the interior of the slope the biggest the likelihood of non-

detecting the terrace gets and penetration adequacy of the gravel piles is not provided in the underlying river terrace. 

 Throughout the mass of the landslide materials there is a distinctive equable distribution of pore pressure, resulting in 

the identification of the free surface of the permeable layer and the level of the river.  

Note that the drainage in a landslide area with failures in various posts, without their hydraulic communication, is achieved 

by applying groups of Drainage Gravel Piles in these sub-positions.  

 

3.4 Calculation of the suitable distance between the Gravel Piles  

For the investigation of the requisite arrangement of the drainage gravel piles, a good knowledge of geotechnical 

conditions, as well as hydraulic parameters of the landslide area is required. These data are obtained from executing sample 

drillings and by installing piezometers and inclinometers within them. The former is used for level measurements and their 

changes and the second for the certification of ground motions, as well as for the verification of their reduction, after the 

application of the drainage program, and therefore for the achievement of the goal of our study. 

As mentioned above, the precise mathematical model of free surface flows is described by the Thiem equation (equation 1), 

with a series of assumptions.  The solution of this equation, for a typical pumping case of a well in an aquifer, gives the 

following equations for the calculation of the supply and the change of free surface (in different forms and based on the 

symbolizations in Fig. B4): 

q=Νk (Ν
2
- y

2
)                    (4) 

           ln (R/x) 

 

q=Νk (Ν
2
- h

2
)                     (5)                   ln (R/r) 

 

q=Νk (y
2
- h

2
)                          (6)              ln (x/r) 

 

From the equality of the two equations (5) and (6)  =>  πk (Η
2
- h

2
)   =  πk (y

2
- h

2
)    =>          

                                                     ln (R/r)            ln (R/r) 

y
2
 =h

2
 + H

2
-h

2
   ln(x/r)       (7) 

  ln (R/r) 

where: 

H = the initial level of the aquifer, before pumping, 

h = the water level in the well, during pumping, 

r = the distance from the centre of the well, in which the depth of the aquifer is equal to h and which coincides with the 

radius of the drainage well, 

R = the impact radius of the well, i.e. the distance beyond which no drawdown due to pumping is observed, 

x = the distance from the centre of the well, in which the depth of the aquifer is equal to y. 

 

From equation (7) by solving for x we get the equation:  

                      x= exp (ln R x y
2
-h

2
+lnr)                                            (8) 

                 r     H
2
-h

2
  

The solution of equations 4-7 requires the estimation of sizes H, R and h. In point of the initial level H of the aquifer, before 

the pumping, it depends on the occurrence depth of the river terrace (= Hriv.ter.). During designing, the initial level of the 

aquifer is measured, Hin.lev., so we get:  
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H = Hriv.ter. - Hin.lev. 

Porchet after a lot of trials of pumping proposed, suggested the approximate, empirical relation ln (R/r) = 4.651 (which also 

we use). It has also been estimated that there is a specific value for the water level h, hcruc, beyond which it can no longer be 

reduced and it equals: hcruc ≈ ⅓H ÷ ⅔ H = ½ H. Thus solving equation (6) the qcruc= … m
3
/s is estimated. Also, for flow rates 

higher than qcruc, and therefore for the actual pump supply as well, the value of h does not drop below hcruc, hence the design 

value h = hκριτ = 0,5 Χ H. [5] is accepted. The relegation by β m of the initial level of the aquifer is examined, so that under the 

drainage conditions created by the simultaneous operation of the gravel piles arrangements, proposed, to find itself below the level of the 

slide surface. A linear arrangement is selected,  with α the axial distance of the gravel piles (Fig. B5). The distance x from the centers of 

the specific gravel piles equals x = a/2 => a = 2x. 

 
For the proper function of the gravel piles arrangement we set as a target that the final level value, at a random point inside the study 

zone, should come of the calculation of the overall drawdown at this point, due to their simultaneous function, that serves the objective of 

the slope stability. So, the goal of our study is reduced to the calculation of distance x and subsequently by equation (8), distance a [6 & 

12]: 

a=2x=2 exp (ln R x y
2
-h

2
+lnr)                                     (9) 

r     H
2
-h

2
 

From results, of a georesearch program has preceded, we estimated the average occurrence of the river terrace: Hriv.ter. =25m 

and the underground water level in the landslide materials: Hin.lev. =17m. We also want the function of a single gravel pile to 

induce a drawdown equal to half the required value, that is d=b/2m and b= required level- Hin.lev. and because of Fig. B4: 

y=H–d => y=Η-d/2. The required level is related to the occurrence depth of the slide surface which occurs on the 

interfacial boundary of  landslide materials-flysch background (i.e. about 20 to 22m deep). Thereby, the minimum required 

level for the area stability should be in 22m deep, so:  

q=2,5m
3
 /sec (we put the inserted water amount during tests as the pump supply). 

Ηriv.ter.= 25m 

Hin.lev. = 17m => Η = Ηriv.ter. – Hin.lev.= 25-17m = 8m  

b=required level - Hin.lev.= 22m – 17m = 5m => d = b/2 = 2,5m, The following also apply: 

ln R/r = 4.651  h = 0.5 x H = 0.5x 8m=4m  και  y = Η- b/2 = 8 – 2,5m = 5,5m  

r=d/2=1m/2=0.5m (we use the drill diameter, on ground surface) 

By applying then relationship (2), we get: 

a = 2x=2 exp(ln R x y
2
-h

2
+lnr) = 2 exp (4.651x 5,52-42+ln0,5) = 2 exp 0,71=4,3m 

                           r     H
2
-h

2
                                   82-42 

The required distance between the gravel piles is therefore ~4.5m. 

 

3.5 Application of Drainage Gravel Piles 

The general picture given by the measurements of the already installed instruments in the area confirmed that this is 

a slope of limit equilibrium. Amongst other measures proposed for the stabilization of the slope were also the deep drainage 

works, which concerned the drainage wells of the 1
st
and 2

nd
 group (Drainage Gravel Piles). These permeate the landslide 

materials and reach down about 3 to 5m within the river terrace gravels. By monitoring and the estimating the optimal 

operating distance of the gravel piles, it was resulted and proposed that of 5.0 m. They are arranged into two rows, the 

downstream and the upstream row (Map A3). The upstream well row included wells Φ99 to Φ134, at axial distances, with 

very few exceptions, of about 5m. They are 33 in total (102&104 are missing) and they were drilled in 10
th

/2007. The 

upstream row included wells Φ135 to Φ217 and after a modification they were drilled one well at a time, so, in total 42 wells 

were drilled in 9
th

/2007. [4] 
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3.6 Effects of the Drainage Gravel Piles application on the landslide area 

As part of our study, we monitored the progress of the landslide phenomenon through constant observation and 

evaluation of the measurements of the piezometers and inclinometers for many years (up to five years 3
rd

/2012, since the 

deep drainage works construction). In this way, we investigated the success of the drainage project by monitoring the 

groundwater level, while, at the same time, we observed the reduction of ground motions and consequently the stabilization 

of the greater landslide area. More specifically, from the evaluation of these measurements- some tables are given 

indicatively in annex D- we ascertain that after the completion of the project a drawdown is observed and this drawdown 

trend goes on throughout the whole observation period.  Thus therefore, observing the measurements of the installed 

piezometers (ET4, ET5, ET6, ET7), in the greater landslide area B, from 2002 up to their last measurement 3
rd

/2012, we 

observe humiliation of level. This drawdown ranges from a minimum decrease of 1m (ET4) up to the maximum decrease of 

8.43m (ET5) or an up to 96% decrease, after the Drainage Gravel Piles construction (9
th

/2007). There are of course 

intermediate values of drawdown e.g. a 2.9m decrease (ET6), or a 1.82m decrease (ET7), (Table D1).  
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After the construction of the Gravel Piles, previously installed piezometers in the area also exhibit a drawdown 

(ΕΒ2, ΕΒ3, ΕΒ5, ΕΒ6, ΕΒ9, ΕΒ12 & ΕΒ13), with minimal reduction of 0.14m (EB2) and maximum reduction of 3.11m 

(EB2). Intermediate reductions of approximate 2.59m (EB3) and 0.87m (EB5) are also observed. We stress out that the 

greatest drawdowns concern the piezometers closest to wells area, while it is worth noting that though the level may not be 

reduced enough, it never reaches, however, its initial price, not even in winter or the rainy spring months (March-April), e.g. 

piezometer EB3. Also the levels of the two row wells of deep drainage works remain stable at low prices even in winter 

months, on all these years. From the measurements of pore pressures we obtained from the Casagrande piezometers, we 

notice, in the downstream wells NΠ15 and NΠ17 and upstream wells NΠ6-2 NΠ6-3, reductions in pore pressures in depths 

greater than 10m (depth of interest), from a minimum of 6% (NΠ17) up to a maximum of 21% (NΠ15), (Table D2). 

 
Finally, in Table D3, we see characteristically some of the installed inclinometers of the deep drainage project area. 

We observe a reduction in ground motions after the deep drainage project construction. The inclinometers that did not 

display any motion or distortion prior to the construction of the wells, such as EB8 & EB9, continued to show the same 

behavior after their construction. On the contrary, in the inclinometers of the drills (EB3, EB10, EB11 and EB13) that had 

recorded motions before the drainage gravel piles construction, a significant decrease, tending to zero, was noted after 

their construction. More specifically: the motion rate completely stopped in inclinometer EB11, in inclinometer EB3 the 

motion decreased from 7mm per year to 0.80mm per year and in inclinometer EB13 from 20-25mm per year to 7.3mm per 

year. The EB10 inclinometer was destroyed (on 06.08.2004) due to heavy distortions and was replaced by EB10N, and the 

motion decreased from ~ 21mm per year to 7.5mm per year. Regarding the newest inclinometers which are mounted in the 

drills in the upstream wells area NK1, NK2, NK4 & NK6 we observed motion only in the NK, with an observed move 

decrease from 1.71mm per year to 0.46mm per year.  
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From the monitoring and the evaluation of the measurements of the geotechnical instruments, for many years, 

confirm the success of this project. Namely, the construction of two rows of drainage wells (Drainage Gravel Piles) 

manage to drain the landslide materials within the river terrace materials, resulting in drawdown or immersion of 

the aquifer and the rate decrease of ground motions, thus the beginning of the stabilization of the landslide area. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
Finally, we conclusively report that: 

 The drainage gravel piles, whether of minor range or of an extensive landslide, in the presence of high water-bearing 

capacity within its structuring materials in cases of underlying unsaturated permeable body (e.g. buried river terrace), 

achieve the drainage of landslide materials in this permeable background, through the groundwater drawdown, the 

reduction of pore pressure and the consequential reduction of ground motions, therefore the beginning of landslide 

stabilization.  

 The drainage gravel piles achieve a greater groundwater drawdown or reduction of pore pressure, within the mass of 

the landslide materials, as the distance between the wells decreases and as the depth increases in the mass of the 

landslide materials.  

 The drainage of landslide areas, in which failures are pointed out in various posts without their hydraulic 

communication, is achieved by applying groups of drainage gravel piles. 

 Finally, the study and application of the Drainage Gravel Piles in the abovementioned area of Egnatia Odos certify 

that these projects may not be sufficient on their own to entirely stop in time the motion of the landslide which 

occupies a large area and manifests recurrent landslide incidents, they contribute however to a greater extent than 

others to the stabilization of the situation and to further restoration of the equilibrium. 
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ABSTRACT: Gesture (Ges-ture) means a movement of part of body. Gesture Recognition is the technology that recognize the 

movement of body. It recognize hand, arms, head or any part of the body. So the goal of Gesture Recognition is to provide 

interface of human body with computer via mathematical algorithm. 

This paper gives a real time vision based method for recognizing human body motion using MATLAB. It also gives the 

working details of recognizing process using Edge detection and Skin detection algorithms. In this paper Gesture Recognition 

used to control the media application over LAN connectivity and wireless hardware interface technology employed allow us to 

control home appliances formed in a wireless network via Hand gesture movement only, this opens a new pleothera of avenues 

in real time vision based home automation system.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Gesture Recognition recognize meaningful expression of motion by a human body, involving the hands, arms, face, 

head or body. Gesture Recognition is important in designing efficient human computer interface. Its provides a bitter bridge 

between machine and human than primitives tent user interface or event GUI(graphical user interface).  

One of the attractive methods for providing natural human-computer interaction is the use of the hand as an input device 

rather than the cumbersome devices such as keyboards and mice, which need the user to be located in a specific location to use 

these devices. Since human hand is an articulated object, it is an open issue to discuss. The most important thing in hand gesture 

recognition system is the input features, and the selection of good features representation. This paper presents a review study on 

the hand postures and gesture recognition methods, which is considered to be a challenging problem in human computer 

interaction context and promising as well. Many applications and techniques were discussed here with the explanation of system 

recognition framework and its main phases. This section defines the literature review of real time media control application LAN 

control and hand gesture recognition with wireless network to control hardware. Appearance based technology is used for 

recognize a gesture. Appear based technology read appearance of image of hand and compare this image parameters with the 

extracted image feature from input video. Gesture recognition does not require the user to wear any special equipment or attach 

any devices to the body. The gestures of the body are read by a camera instead of sensors attached to a device. 

We control media application or utility application through LAN. In recent years LAN connectivity of computer system 

is commonly used in all fields like Education, Business, Medical and Banking etc. Application sharing and open same 

application on many systems is common task. Gesture Recognition makes it easy to control media application (audio, video etc.) 

or utility application (notepad, word sheet or business purpose application) to share or open on different computers connected 

through LAN. A hand gesture is used on one system and its controls all LAN connected system. This paper gives and 

implements a idea of media application controlled over LAN network by a simple hand gesture recognition. 

This paper also gives the idea of wireless hardware control. It controls hardware over wireless network. In any building or big 

companies to control the hardware like (fan, light, gates etc.) take more time and man work. We control hardware by gesture 

recognition manually or automatically through wireless connectivity. It is also used in home appliance to control like TV, Radio, 

Light, Fan, and Door through a gesture without use of switch. To understand gesture  recognition two things are important. 

 

I. Human Gesture Introduction - Human band gestures provide the most important means for non-verbal interaction among 

people. They range from simple manipulative gestures that are used to point at and move objects around to more complex 

communicative ones that express our feelings and allow us to communicate with others. Hand gesture recognition based man-

machine interface is being developed vigorously in recent years. Due to the effect of lighting and complex background, most 

visual hand gesture recognition systems work only under restricted environment. Many methods for hand gesture recognition 

using visual analysis have been proposed for hand gesture recognition. Sebastiean Marcel, Oliver Bernier, Jean Emmanuel 

Viallet and Danieal Collobert have proposed the same using Input-output Hidden Markov Models. Xia Liu and Kikuo Fujimura 

have proposed the hand gesture recognition using depth data. For hand detection, many approached uses color or motion 

information. Attila Licsar and Tamas Sziranyi have developed a hand gesture recognition system based on the shape analysis of 

the static gesture. Another method is proposed by E. Stergiopoulou and N. Papamarkos which says that detection of the hand 

region can be achieved through color segmentation. Byung-Woo Min, Ho-Sub Yoon, Jung Soh, Yun-Mo Yangc and Toskiaki 

Ejima have suggested the method of Hand Gesture Recognition using Hidden Markov models. Another very important method is 

suggested by Meide Zhao, Francis K.H. Quek and Xindong Wu. There is another efficient technique which uses Fast Multi-Scale 

Analysis for the recognition of hand gestures as suggested by Yikai Fang, Jian Cheng, Kongqiao Wang and Hanqing Lu, but this 

Real Time Vision Hand Gesture Recognition Based Media 

Control via LAN & Wireless Hardware Control 
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method is computationally expensive. Chris Joslin et. al. have suggested the method for enabling dynamic gesture recognition for 

hand gestures. Rotation Invariant method is widely used for texture classification and recognition. Timi Ojala et. al. have 

suggested the method for texture classification using Local Binary Patterns. 

 

II. GESTURE RECOGNITION 
Gestures are expressive, meaningful body motions – i.e., physical movements of the fingers, hands, arms, head, face, or 

body with the intent to convey information or interact with the environment. There are several aspects of a gesture that may be 

relevant and therefore may need to be represented explicitly. Hummels and Stappers (1998) describe four aspects of a gesture 

which may be important to its meaning. 

• Spatial information – where it occurs, locations agesture refers to. 

• Pathic information – the path that a gesture takes. 

• Symbolic information – the sign that a gesture makes 

• Affective information – the emotional quality of a gesture. 

 

In order to infer these aspects of gesture, human position, configuration, and movement must be sensed. Gesture 

recognition is the process by which gestures made by the user are made known to the system. Gesture recognition is also 

important for developing alternative human-computer interaction modalities. It enables human to interface with machine in a 

more natural way. Gesture recognition is a technique which used to take computers „see‟ and interpret intelligently is becoming 

increasingly popular. Dynamic gesture recognition isn‟t something entirely new.  

 

III. SYSTEM MODEL 
Input: The input of the gesture recognition is hand gesture image that taken by a webcam or camera. This is a motion of 

hand or body part that is captured and processed by edge detection algorithm. Before preprocessing first we initialize variable 

and parameters. 

 

Preprocessing:  Preprocessing is applied to images before we can extract features from hand images. It is a step by step process 

to recognize and matching appearance of the image that is previously stored.  

 

STEP 1: Captured image is a gray scale image converted into equal binary form or frames. Ostu algorithm is used to convert 

gray scale into binary form. In computer vision and image processing, Otsu's method is used to automatically perform histogram 

shape-based image thresholding or the reduction of a gray level image to a binary image. The algorithm assumes that the image 

to be threshold contains two classes of pixels or bi-modal histogram (e.g. foreground and background) then calculates the 

optimum threshold separating those two classes so that their combined spread (intra-class variance) is minimal. 

The result of this step is in the figure show below. 

STEP 2: After applying the Otsu algorithm on the original gray scale image, we find that some noise occurs in binary image or 

frames. These errors create problems in detection of hand gesture. So we need remove these errors. Morphological filtering 

approach is done to remove these errors. In the morphological filtering, we apply a rule on the binary image. The value of any 

given pixel in the output image is obtained by allying set of rules on the neighbors in the input image. 

STEP 3: After finding the real binary image features extraction is perform.  Features extraction is a process of find the edge of 

detected image. Canny edge detection algorithm is used for find the edge of detected image. 

STEP4: The detected edge of image is used to match the appearance of hand gesture and give the result to the output hardware or 

media application. 
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IV. FLOW CHART 
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V. FURTHER RESRARCH 
 Further detail research is focused on providing security machenism through gesture. We use body motion for 

authentication purpose or provide security to access the information or data with CCTV camera. It will be a multipurpose 

system. Recognize a pattern of body motion with CCTV camera and used to provide security to system not extra webcam is 

used. 
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ABSTRACT: Character recognition is an important tool used for many purposes limited only by imagination, some of 

them being automatic number plate recognition and digital conversion of texts. In the present methods, edge detection 

techniques perform well but they are time consuming and have errors if the data provided is not up to the mark. In this 

paper, a novel method is proposed to minimize those errors and perform the edge detection of characters using 2-

dimensional wavelet transform pre-processing. 

Keywords: 2-dimensional wavelets, Character recognition, Machine vision, Image processing, ANPR. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Today, many character recognition systems are used worldwide. The system works fine too in most of the cases, but 

sometimes the characters on given image aredifficult to identify because of many reasons like bad lightning, or 

mislaid/broken characters. In this paper, a vehicle number plate with difficult to detect characters is taken and, a novel image 

processing method for detection of characters using wavelet pre-processing is proposed to segment the characters from that 

image. The criterion used to compare different methods is touse the number of pixels of the characters the method could 

detect with the conventional edge detection techniques to emphasize the benefit of 2D-DWT over those methods. 

A series of steps in wavelet pre-processed edge detection are performed in a systematic way which detects the 

characters. Edge detection is almost a prerequisite in various recognition tasks, like automatic number plate recognition, 

which we have done in this paper. Edge is a boundary between two homogeneous surfaces. Fig.1 shows the text which was 

used for edge detection in the proposed method and the conventional edge-detection methods (Sobel, Prewitt and Canny). 

Various conventional techniques for edge detection of IC’s are available in literature[1]. Huang et al. (2011) proposes an 

improved algorithm for canny edge detection. It uses an improved switch median filter algorithm instead of Gaussian filter 

algorithms for filtering. [2]Somyot et al.(2012) used wavelet transforms to compress the image before edge detection. 

 

II. EDGE DETECTION 

An edge is an abrupt change in the intensity level, which characterizes high frequency component in an image. 

Noise is an unwanted signal which can cause inefficiency in edge detection. 

In practice due to imperfection in image acquisition or sampling, the edges get blurred and tend to become thick. 

However the derivatives play an important role in detecting the edges and locating the edge pixels in an image. The first 

derivative is positive at the point of intensity variation and zero in the areas of constant intensity. The magnitude of first 

derivative can be used to detect the presence of an edge. The second derivative is positive if the transition occurs on the dark 

side of an edge and it is negative if transition is on the light side of an image. Hence, a second derivative can be used to 

locate the edge pixels. For edge detection second derivative can also be used but its sensitivity towards noise limits its 

application in edge detection. In the subsequent sections we will be discussing about the approximated first derivative 

operators that are used for edge detection in the present investigation. 

 

III. CONVENTIONAL EDGE DETECTION METHODS 
The edge detection methods used in this paper are Sobel, Prewitt and Canny, which are compared to each other and 

then the best one of them is compared to the proposed algorithm. The algorithms are compared based on how much amount 

of the character data can they extract from the given image. So, first we should know briefly what these methods are and 

how do they work. Next, we extract the pin information from the original image as well as segmented edge-detected image 

in the form of number of pin-pixels and compare which method extracts the maximum pin-information for analysis. In the 

original image, the no. of pixels contained by the characters are 1882. 

 

3.1 SOBEL 

The Sobel edge detector is an approximated, first derivative two dimensional edge detector. It calculates gradient in 

X and Y direction. It uses a convolutional mask to calculate the gradients as in equation (1) and gradient directions as in 

equation (2). The masks are slid over the image and gradient values are calculated. In Sobel the centre coefficient of the 

mask uses a weight of two, it is used so as to achieve a smoothing by giving more weightage to the central term of the mask. 

The segmented image obtained by using a Sobel operator is shown in Fig.2. The number of pin-pixels detected by this 

algorithm was 203. 

|G|=|GX|+|GY| (1) 

Θ=tan
-1

[
𝐺𝑌

𝐺𝑋
] (2) 

Mislaid character analysis using 2-dimensional discrete wavelet 

transform for edge refinement 
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3.2 PREWITT 

Prewitt edge detector is also an approximated first derivative two dimensional edge detector. It uses aconvolutional 

mask to calculate the gradient in X and Y directions respectively. The segmented image obtained by using Prewitt operator is 

shown in Fig.3. The number of pin-pixels detected by this algorithm was 201. 

 

3.3 CANNY 

Canny edge detection is another method of edge detection. It follows a series of steps. In the first step it eliminates 

the noise from the Image by filtering the Image using Gaussian filter. In the second step it calculates the gradient and the 

edge direction of the Image using Sobel edge detection. In the third step it performs non-maximum suppression. The pixels 

along the edge direction which do not satisfy (3) are set to 0 or considered as non-edge pixel. Further suppression is done 

using hysteresis. Hysteresis uses two thresholds. T1 and T2. If the magnitude is below the first threshold then it is set to 0 

(non-edge pixel). If the magnitude is above threshold T2 then it is considered as an edge pixel. If the magnitude lies between 

T1 and T2 then depending upon the path between the current pixel and the pixel with magnitude greater than T2 the pixel is 

considered as an edge pixel or non-edge pixel. The segmented image obtained by using a canny edge detector is shown in 

Fig.4. The number of pin-pixels detected by this algorithm was 978. 

 

IV. WAVELETS 
Wavelets are a small portion of the wave. Wavelet transform uses wavelets to capture different frequency 

components of the signal whose resolution matches up with its scale. This technique is known as multi-resolution Analysis. 

It comprises of a scaling function and a wavelet function. Scaling function gives the series of approximation of the signal, 

where each approximated signal differs by a factor of two. Wavelet functions are used to add the detailed information in the 

difference of the two neighbouring approximations. Hence in wavelet analysis we get the approximated part and the detailed 

part of the signal. 

In case of Images the wavelet analysis is carried out in two dimensions. In X and Y direction respectively, the two 

dimensional wavelet decomposition is shown in the form of an image in Fig. 5. It is known as filter bank analysis. It consists 

of high pass and low pass filters. First the analysis is done along the columns and then along the rows. The output of the low 

pass filter gives the approximated coefficients and the output of the high pass filter gives detailed coefficients. The 

approximated coefficients at scale j+1 are used to construct the detailed and approximated coefficients at scale j. In case of 

two dimensions we get three sets of detailed coefficients (rest three squares) and one set of approximated coefficient (upper 

left square). 

 

V. PROPOSED METHOD 
In the proposed method, we have first subjected the image to a 2-Dimensional discrete wavelet transform (2-D 

DWT). Doing this, we get a set of 4 images, one is the set of approximated coefficients and the other three are set of detailed 

coefficients. We ignore the approximated coefficient and reconstruct the image using the set of detailed coefficients, i.e. we 

take inverse 2-D DWT. The image is now ready to be edge-detected using any conventional algorithm like Canny in this 

case. So, we choose the best one of the conventional methods, which comes out to be Canny and then compare it with our 

proposed method in Fig. 6. The number of pin-pixels detected by this algorithm was 5636, i.e. 84.25% of the pin-information 

is accurately extracted. 

 

VI. FIGURES 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 Original IC image.    Fig.2Character segmentation on Sobel edge- 

detected image. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3 Pin segmentation on Prewitt edge-       Fig.4 Character segmentation on Canny                                                        

detected image      edge-detected image. 
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Fig.5 2-D DWT illustration.    Fig.6 Pin segmentation on Wavelet pre- 

        processed Canny edge-detected image. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
Based on the results the following inferences can be made. When wavelet pre-processing was not performed, canny 

edge detection, Fig.4 was found to be the most efficient method followed by Sobel, Fig.2 and Prewitt, Fig.3, which are pretty 

close to each other. When wavelet pre-processing was used, the results obtained are as shown in Fig. 6 which arefar more 

accurate than the results obtained without using wavelet pre-processing as in Fig. 2, 3 and 4. The proposed method detects 

over 50% of the pixels while the conventional methods could detect only about 10%. On using wavelet pre-processing the 

low frequency component of the image was removed and high frequency components were retained during reconstruction. 

The edges which comprises of high frequencies were efficiently detected. Thus the choice of using wavelet pre-processing 

made edge detection more efficient. Better and efficient extraction of IC pin information was achieved. 

Many sectors could benefit from this approach, like the traffic regulation sector or the handwriting analysis sector. The 

number of man-hours will be greatly reduced and the results would be more accurate than any of the current methods. This 

method could be implemented over existing hardware. 
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ABSTRACT: As we know search engines cannot index every Web page, due to limited storage, bandwidth, computational 

resources and the dynamic nature of the web. It cannot monitored continuously all parts of the web for changes. Therefore it 

is important to develop effective searching policies. In this technique there is the combination of different searching 

technique to form a effective searching policies. These combined techniques are best first search, focused crawling, info 

spiders, recrawling pages for updation, crawling the hidden web page.This combined technique also includes Selection 

policy such as page rank, path ascending, focused crawling Revisit policy such as freshness , age Politeness , Parallelization 

so that it allow distributed web crawling. 

 

Keywords: Best first search, recrawling pages for updation, crawling the hidden web page, focused crawling, Revisit 

policy, Politeness, Parallelization. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A Web crawler is a software program that helps in locating information stored on a computer system, typically 

based on WWW. Web crawlers are mainly used to create a copy of all the visited pages for later processing by a search 

engine that will index the downloaded pages to provide fast searches. Crawlers can also be used for automating maintenance 

tasks on a Web site, such as checking links or validating HTML code. Also, crawlers can be used to gather specific types of 

information from Web pages, such as harvesting e-mail addresses. 

Given an initial set of seed URLs[5], it recursively downloads every page that is linked from pages in the set. A 

focused web crawler[10] downloads only those pages whose content satisfies some criterion also known as a web spider, bot, 

harvester.Web crawlersare commonly known as a Web Spider or a Web Bot. The crawler is an automated program that is 

designed to scan the World Wide Web. These crawlers are used by search engines like Google, Yahoo or MSN. 

 It provided these engines with update knowledge of the sites that are on the web. The crawlers begin with a list of sites to 

scan, these are called seeds. When the crawler comes to the sites it first identifies the hyperlinks on the page and then puts 

them on another list of the Url's called the crawl frontier. There are a couple of factors that may affect the way a crawler 

crawls a site. If there is a large volume of information it may take the crawler a bit of time to send the downloads. So the 

crawler will have to see what information it wants to send down first. 

Another thing a crawler will notice is if the site has undergone a change since the last time it has crawled that site. There may 

have been pages added or removed during this time, which is a good thing because a search engine want to see a fresh site as 

long as you remove old pages. It is single piece software with two different functions building indexes of web pages and 

navigate the web automatically on demand. 

Our goal is to have the crawler for our site in order to get a good rank. It can take a crawler weeks or a few months 

to change a rank but in that time there could be changes that have been made to the site. The crawler will already have taken 

this into consideration. You may have added or removed some content. Try to keep the site the same until your index 

changes. You can add pages because search engines love new content.They help us in getting track or getting updated 

information which we want to access. 

 

II. HISTORY OF WEB CRAWLER 
WebCrawler was the first web search engine. It was used to provide full text search. It was bought by America 

Online on June 1, 1995 and sold to Excite on April 1, 1997. Excite was born in February 1993 as a university project called 

Architext seeking to use statistical analysis of word relation to improve relevancy of searches on the internet. Then, web 

crawler was acquired by InfoSpace in 2001 after Excite, went bankrupt. InfoSpace also made to operates the metasearch 

engines DogPile and MetaCrawler. More recently it has been repositioned as a metasearch engine, providing a composite of 

separately identified sponsored and non-sponsored search results from most of the popular search engines.WebCrawler also 

changed its image in early 2008, scrapping its classic spider mascot.In July 2010, WebCrawler was ranked the 753rd most 

popular website in the U.S., and 2994th most popular in the world by Alexa. Quantcast estimated 1.7 million unique U.S. 

visitors a month, while Compete estimated 7,015,395 -- a difference so large that at least one of the companies has faulty 

methods, according to Alexa.[2][3][4] 

 

III. WORKING OF WEB CRAWLER 
Web crawler collects all the documents from the web to build a searchable index for the search engine. After 

collection and build a searchable index the web crawler identifies all the hyperlinks in the pages and adds them to the list of 

URLs to visit. The web crawler continuously populates the index server. The process of the search engines queries are 

firstly, the web server sends the query to the index servers that tell which pages contain the words that match the query. 

Effective Searching Policies for Web Crawler 
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Secondly, the query travels to the doc server, which actually retrieve the stored documents, snippets are generated to describe 

each search result. Thirdly, the search results are returned to the user. It recursively downloads every page that is linked from 

pages in the set. Our main goal is that the crawler comes to our site in order to get a good rank (i.e. highly ranked) for you. It 

can be done by having something on our site that a crawler will not see kind of defeats the purpose of having a site. It can 

take a crawler weeks or a few months to change a rank but in that time there could be changes that have been made to the 

site. In this there are combination of different technique for parameter tuning so that it shows the results of the searches as 

per the highly rank. It will also help to remove unwanted pages on the web[6].   

 

IV. CATEGORIES OF SEARCH ENGINE : in terms of how they work 
 Crawler based search engine: These search engines create their listings automatically. Examples are Google, Yahoo. The 

Google web crawler will enter your domain and scan every page of your website, extracting page titles, descriptions, 

keywords, and links – then report back to Google IQ and add the information to their huge database. They crawl or spider the 

Web to create directory of information. People can search through the directory created in the above process. When changes 

are made to page, such search engines will find these changes eventually because they are automatically go from one web 

server to other looking for information, based on whatever information it can find their it will try to build up a directory. 

Later on whenever user submit a query the directory will be consulted to return the result. And if some pages are updated 

then the next time when the crawler again visit the web the new updated version will be consulted on the directory. It can 

serve automatically[8]. 

Human powered search engine:These depend on humans for the creation of directory. Example: OpenDirectory. One 

submits a short description (contain keyword and other information) for the web site to be listed to the directory. When 

searching is response to some user queries, only the description submitted are searched for. This process has been carried out 

by the person who had created the web page.Alternatively, editors can write reviews for some web sites. The editors will be 

taken a responsibility of submitting a information to the directory service, so that the web page is to be indexed. When 

changes are made to the page, it has no effect on the listing[8]. 

Hybrid search Engine: It can accept both types of result based on web crawlers andbased on human-powered listings. 

Hybrid search engine can look through dictionaries which are created by web crawlers and also using human power listing so 

both these are allowed there. But however most of such hybrid engines can assign prioritiesout of the web crawler and 

human powered listing which one should given higher priority. For example MSN search (product of Microsoft) gives 

priority to human powered listings and the technology of the tool that is LookSmart.MSN search also presents crawler based 

search results for complex queries. So it first look for the human powered listings and then for other one.  The tools that it 

uses for crawler based search are Inktomi, SubmitExpress[8]. 

 

V. COMPONENTS OF CRAWLER BASED SEARCH ENGINES 
Broadly they have three major elements first one iscrawler or spider[1] that implies crawler will crawl from one 

web site to other. Usually this crawling is based on the hyperlinks that are present on one web page. It visits a web page, 

retrieves it, and follows the hyperlinks to other pages within the site. It visit the site regularly(once in every month) and look 

for changes that had taken place on the pages since the last time it was visited. Second one is Index or catalog[7]. It is like a 

huge book containing a copy of every web page that the crawler finds. It means the crawler whatever pages it retrieves it get 

stored in the index or catalog. Once stored it will remain there and it will be updated when a page changes. Indexing is an 

important step until a page is indexedit is not available for search. The Third one is search engines softwareis the actual 

softwarethrough which the user submit the queries. This program searches through the million of entries in the index because 

the index will typically contain huge number of entries to find the matches to a search. It can also rank the matches based on 

relevance (they should be mechanism for us to tell or to find out whether the particular page is relevant for search or not or 

given alternate pages). All crawler-based engines have above basic components, but differ in the ways these are implemented 

are tuned. 

 

VI. EVALUATION OF CRAWLER 
In a general,a crawler may be evaluated on its ability to retrieve good pages. However, a major hurdle is the 

problem of recognizing these good pages. The real users may judge the relevance of the pages as these are allowing the users 

to determine if the crawled was successful or not in an operational environment.  

As we know the evaluation of crawler is quiet difficult because the main purpose of the crawler is to retrieve good 

pages, in the sense that are beneficial to the user for which they looked for. It is very important to judge the relevance of the 

pages that are crawled by crawler. Search engines cannot index every WEB page due to limited bandwidth, storage and 

computational resources and to the dynamic nature of the WEB, therefore it is important to develop effective crawling 

methods to assign priorities of the pages to be indexed. Since here we are not involving any real users, here we use topics 

instead of queries, each represented by a collection of seed URLs (uniform resource locator). Now it is clear that we clear the 

issues by moving from queries to topics. Let us consider we may lose any clues to user context and goals that queries may 

provide. However, this approach of beginning with the seed URLs is increasingly common in crawler research. We assume 

that if a page is on topic then it is a good page. There are also some limitations with assumption. All the assumption may not 

be sufficient condition according to user relevance. For example, a user who has already viewed a topical page may not 

consider it relevant since it lacks novelty. While we don’t under rate these criteria, given the reasons stated above we choose 

to focus only on topic as an indicator of relevance for the extent of this research.[9][10] 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 
In past there is not very well documented in the written that every web crawler is scalable and also everything in the 

world has some limitation. These limitations are like parameter tuning, remove unwanted pages, paid crawl ordering, deep 

web. So in order to remove this limitation we have to make the effective searching policies for web crawler get accurate 

result. In this method we combine different technique which results into one can easily get the appropriateresult, it will also 

help to remove the unwanted web pages because of finite storage capacity. 
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ABSTRACT : Drained water is collected through 16000 km of open drains spread all over Egypt. Therefore, drains 

hydraulic problems lead to reduce their efficiency and ability to the free drainage of cultivated land. The work of the present 

investigation is based mainly on field data measurements along a group of selected drains. The derived relations were 

developed taking into consideration the degree of the drains. The main objective of this study is to carry out a research 

program include a group of Egyptian open drains. The developed new relations help in giving a set of rules that control the 

cross – section and gradient of regime alluvial drains in Egypt to improve its efficiency, achieve the highest operating 

efficiency of open drains, increase the ability of open drains cross sections for conveyance and identify scientifically study 

about the maintenance program of open drains. 

 

Keywords: Hydraulic Efficiency, Open Drains, Hydraulic Parameters, Hydrographic Changing, Field Measurements.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Drainage of agricultural land is one of the pillars of the sustainability of agricultural production and protection of 

land degradation as a result of the high ground water level and the accumulation of salts. Therefore, the hydraulic problems 

of open drains affect the efficiency of drains, which leads to the existence of economic, environmental and social 

consequences. Molesworth and Yenidunia (1922) recommended an empirical formula for Egyptian trapezoidal drains. 

Preliminary investigations revealed that the previous empirical equations may not be valid for the present condition, where 

the suspended material of the river Nile decreased to value of less than 100 part per million after construction of High Dam. 

Therefore, improving the hydraulic efficiency of the drainage network in Nile Delta  region is the most important concern for 

Ministry of Water Resources and Irrigation to raise efficient use and conservation of water loss. 

 

II. INDENTATIONS AND EQUATIONS 
Dimensional analysis is used in the derivation of general equation to compute the hydrographic changing in the 

open drains cross sections on the hydraulic efficiency of open drains were studied, This equation may be written in the 

following form: 
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Where:  (yd) is the design water depth of  the channel, (ya) is the actual water depth of  the channel,( Td) is the design top 

width of the channel,( Ta) is the actual top width of the channel,(Kd= (AdRd)
2/3

) is the design factor of hydraulic efficiency, 

(Ka= (AaRa)
2/3

) is the actual factor of hydraulic efficiency, (Rd) is the design hydraulic radius of the channel, (Ra) is the actual 

hydraulic radius of the channel, (Ad) is the design channel area, (Aa) is the actual channel area,(Pd) is the design wetted 

perimeter of the channel ,(Pa) is the actual wetted perimeter of the channel and (d50) is the median size of bed material.              

A definition sketch for these hydraulic parameters is shown in Fig (1, 2). 

 

III. FIELD MEASUREMENT AND DATA COLLECTION 
To achieve the main goal of this study seven drains have been chosen to represent the operating conditions at west 

Delta in Egypt. They are chosen to cover the main drains and branches drains. These drains are El-Umum main drain and its 

branches Hares, Deshody, Troga, Ganabia El Umum El Bahrea,  Shereshra and Abo Homes branch drains as shown in Fig 

(3) and Table (I) illustrate the characteristic design parameters of the selected drains at out let . The work program that 

implemented was divided into two parts, field and laboratory measurements. 

For field measurements, the velocity measurements were accomplished by means of a calibrated electro-megnatic 

current meter at 0.2 and 0.8 of at least 15 vertical local water depth. Afterward, the discharge value was calculated using the 

simultaneous velocity and the water depth measurements.  The boat equipped with echo-sounding apparatus to trace the 

shape of the drain cross-section at the selecting stations simultaneously with the velocity measurements. GPS was used to 

conduct the hydrographic measurements and it connected with the satellite and give high survey efficiency. From these data, 

the geometrical elements of the drain section such as water depth, cross sectional area, side slope, top width of water, 

hydraulic mean depth, and hydraulic radius are measured and calculated. The surface Water slope was calculated along a 

sufficient length of straight reach. Also full survey was carried out for the selected reaches of drains to identify degree of 

Impact of the Hydrographic Changing in the Open Drains 

Cross Sections on the Hydraulic Efficiency of Open Drains 
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infestation and types of aquatic weed. Results and information obtained showed that, about 35 % of reaches are infested by 

emergent weeds In general, it can be concluded that state of weeds was acceptable and of negligible effect of flow. 

For soil samples analysis, a series of laboratory tests were carried out for samples collected from bed and sides of 

the open drains to determine the grain size distribution particles. Sieve analysis tests were done for soil fraction retained by 

sieve 200 while for soil passed sieve No. 200, the hydrometer analysis was used. The total solid suspension in water samples 

was also determined. Table (II) illustrate the soil analysis for the selected drains.  

 

IV. ANALYAIS  OF THE RESULTS 
For achieving the main objective of the present study, the field measurements and laboratory tests were analyzed to 

correlate the variable such as cross section area, water depth, top width, hydraulic radius, wetted parameter and Median size 

of bed material). The relationships represented for the studied main drain and branch drains between the hydraulic efficiency 

that represented by the section factor (Ka/Kd )= ((AaRa)
2/3

/ (AdRd)
2/3

), and the expression of the hydraulic efficiency 

represented by the hydraulic radius (R) versus the different hydraulic parameters.   

 

4.1 Relationship between the Hydraulic Efficiency of Sections and Cross Section Area 
By plotting the values of the hydraulic efficiency of sections versus the cross section area ratio (Aa/Ad) as shown in 

Fig (4) and (5), where these curves were obtained, with the following equations:  

Hydraulic Efficiency % = 100.51(Aa / Ad) -15.057…………………..…..(3) 

For open main drain with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.98 

(Ra / Rd) = 0.9586 (Aa / Ad) + 0.0753 …………….……………………..…(4) 

For open main drain with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.89 

Hydraulic Efficiency % = 93.749(Aa / Ad) -9.5612…….……………..…..(5) 

For open branch drains with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.93 

(Ra / Rd) = 0.6556 (Aa / Ad) + 0.1369 ………..………....…………..……..(6) 

For open branch drains with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.80 

 

4.2 Relationship between the Hydraulic Efficiency of Sections and Water Depth 

By plotting the values of the hydraulic efficiency of sections versus the water depth ratio (ya/yd) as shown in Fig (6) 

and (7), where these curves were obtained with the following equations: 

Hydraulic Efficiency % = 121.72(ya / yd) -24.268……..……..………….(7) 

For open main drain with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.929 

(Ra / Rd) = 0.7816 (ya / yd) + 0.0547 ……….....…………………………(8) 

For open main drain with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.977 

Hydraulic Efficiency % = 146.87(ya / yd) -10.536…………….......……..(9) 

For open branch drains with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.68 

(Ra / Rd) = 1.246 (ya / yd) - 0.0187 …………………....……….…….…(10) 

For open branch drains with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.914 

 

4.3 Relationship between the Hydraulic Efficiency of Sections and Hydraulic Radius 

The relation between the hydraulic efficiency of sections versus the hydraulic radius ratio (Ra/Rd) was plotted in Fig 

(8) and (9), where these curves were obtained with the following equations: 

Hydraulic Efficiency % = 96.692(Ra / Rd) -18.473……….……..….….(11) 

For open main drain with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.938 

Hydraulic Efficiency % = 126.94(Ra / Rd) -15.421……….…………….(12) 

For open branch drains with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.777 

 

4.4 Relationship between the Hydraulic Efficiency of Sections and the Wetted Perimeter 

By plotting the values of the hydraulic efficiency of sections versus the wetted perimeter ratio (Pa/Pd) as shown in 

Fig (10) and (11), where these curves were obtained with the following equations: 

Hydraulic Efficiency % = 138.53(Pa / Pd) -85.092……….…………...(13) 

For open main drain with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.63 

(Ra / Rd) = 1.5898 (Pa / Pd) - 0.849 …………….………….....…….…(14) 

For open main drain with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.63 

Hydraulic Efficiency % = 94.194(Pa / Pd) -39.951…...…….....……...(15) 

For open branch drains with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.624 

(Ra / Rd) = 0.5743 (Pa / Pd) + 0.0153……………..………..............…(16) 

For open branch drains with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.618 

 

4.5 Relationship between the Hydraulic Efficiency of Sections and Top Width 
By plotting the values of the hydraulic efficiency of sections versus the top width ratio (Ta/Td) as shown in Fig (12) 

and (13), where these curves were obtained with the following equations: 

Hydraulic Efficiency % = 127.08(Ta / Td) -77.52…………..…..….(17) 

For open main drain with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.63 
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(Ra / Rd) = 1.0415 (Ta / Td) - 0.396 ……………………........………(18) 

For open main drain with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.55 

Hydraulic Efficiency % = 236.3(Ta / Td) -182.88..…..………….….(19) 

For open branch drains with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.63 

(Ra / Rd) = 0.4897 (Ta / Td) + 0.0638……………..………….......…(20) 

For open branch drains with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.51 

 

4.6 Relationship between the Hydraulic Efficiency of Sections and the Median Size of Material to Water Depth 
The relation between the hydraulic efficiency of sections versus the median size of bed material (d50/ya) was plotted 

in Fig (14) and (15), where these curves were obtained with the following equations: 

Hydraulic Efficiency % = - 100333(d50/ya) +52.311.…….……......(21) 

For open main drain with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.70 

(Ra / Rd) = - 919.73 (d50/ya) + 0.71……… …….…………….......…(22) 

For open main drain with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.66 

Hydraulic Efficiency % = - 56678 (d50/ya) + 71.747….…………...(23) 

For open branch drains with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.70 

(Ra / Rd) = - 608.82 (d50/ya) +0.8195…….………………..…......…(24) 

For open branch drains with correlation coefficient R
2 
= 0.73 

 

V. FIGURES AND TABLES 
Table I: The Characteristic Design Parameters of the Selected Drains at Out Let 

Section 

No. 

Drains 

Name 

Area 

Served 

(Fed) 

Discharge 

(m3\s) 

Area 

(m2) 

Water 

Depth 

(m) 

Bed 

Width 

(m) 

Water 

slope 

(cm/km) 

 

Side 

Slope 

1 El-Umum 400000 78.75 169.65 4.25 40 3 2:1 

2 Hares 69000 19.44 42.24 2.01 18 10 3:2 

3 Deshody 17500 5.64 15.46 1.79 6 9 2:1 

4 Troga 15500 2.62 10.82 1.5 5 6 3:2 

5 
Ganabia 

El-Umum 
31500 8.32 18.89 2.1 8 8 3:2 

6 Shereshra 136000 34.89 74.34 3.3 18 6 2:1 

7 
Abo 

Homos 
13000 4.05 12.35 1.05 5 9 3:2 

 

Table II: Soil Analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Definition sketch of actual geometric channel properties 

 

 

Section 

No. 

Drains Name Type of Soil 

Bed Bank 

1 El- Umum Sand to Sandy Loam Cohesive 

2 Hares Sand to Sandy Loam Cohesive 

3 Deshody Sand to Sandy Loam Cohesive 

4 Troga Sand to Sandy Loam Cohesive 

5 Ganabia 

El-Umum 

Sand to Sandy Loam Cohesive 

6 Shereshra Sand to Sandy Loam Cohesive 

7 Abo Homos Sand to Sandy Loam Cohesive 
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Figure 2: Definition sketch of design geometric channel properties 

 

Figure 3: Google earth map of the selected drains under investigation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Relationship between hydraulic efficiency and hydraulic radius versus cross section area of main drain 
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Figure 5: Relationship between hydraulic efficiency and hydraulic radius versus cross section area of branch drains 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Relationship between hydraulic efficiency and hydraulic radius versus water depth of main drain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Relationship between hydraulic efficiency and hydraulic radius versus water depth of branch drains 
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Figure 8: Relationship between hydraulic efficiency versus hydraulic radius of main drain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Relationship between hydraulic efficiency versus hydraulic radius of branch drains 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Relationship between hydraulic efficiency and hydraulic radius versus wetted perimeter of main drain 
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Figure 11: Relationship between hydraulic efficiency and hydraulic radius versus wetted perimeter of branch drains 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Relationship between hydraulic efficiency and hydraulic radius versus Top width of main drain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Relationship between hydraulic efficiency and hydraulic radius versus top width of branch drains 
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Figure 14: Relationship between hydraulic efficiency and hydraulic radius versus median size of material to water depth of 

main drain 

 

Figure 15: Relationship between hydraulic efficiency and hydraulic radius versus median size of material to water depth of 

branch drains 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Field work study was conducted to investigate the possibility of minimizing the drains hydraulic problems that lead 

to reduce their efficiency and ability to the free drainage of cultivated land, by identifying the most effective parameters that 

affect the hydraulic efficiency in order to achieve the highest operating efficiency of open drains, increase the ability of open 

drains cross sections for conveyance and give scientifically study about maintenance program of open drains. The developed 

equations are only valid for the limited range of conditions upon which they are based as follows: 

 The designs of flow discharge along these selected drains are ranging among 2.62 m
3
/s – 78.75 m

3
/s and the side slope 

of the selected drains are 2/1 and 3/2. 

 The boundary condition between the design and actual cross sections are the design water level. For applying the 

deduced relations all actual and design parameters are calculated till the design water level, to reserve the levels of 

earth banks and collectors out fall without any flooding for banks and submerging of collectors out fall.   

 The main drains in Egypt having sandy loam beds and silty clay bank represents about 10% of the total length for 

Egyptian open drains. While the Branch open drains having cohesive beds and banks. Represent about 30% of 

Egyptian open drains. The boundary is considered as a sandy type when the medium diameter d50 range from 0.06 to 

0.40 mm with 0.5 – 1% clay and 5-6% silt. A sandy loam type is considered when the percentage of the silt and clay 
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in the hydrometer analysis are ranging from 20% to 30%. Also a cohesive bed and bank types are considered when the 

percentage of the silt and clay in the hydrometer analysis are ranging from 50% to 65%. 
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ABSTRACT: Nowadays, many organizations rely on a business process management system (BPMS) since it provides a 

systematic approach to aligning organization’s processes with the customers’ needs. There has been much research to study 

the critical success factors (CSFs) of implementing a BPMS in an organization. To our knowledge, this is the first published 

study that attempts to study the CSFs for BPMS implementation for each project phase independently. This research will 

present and study a case of BPMS implementation, located in a Saudi government organization. There was a survey 

conducted to analyze the CSFs of BPMS for each implementation project phase. Also, this research aims to present the 

importance of studying CSFs for BPMS implementation not in the whole project but rather for each project phase and to 

suggest success factors for each phase. 

 

Keywords: BPM implementation, BPMS, case study, success factors 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade, many organizations around the world have attempted to implement a system that can tackle 

business process management (BPM) concerns.  Gartner’s study in 2009 identified BPM as the number one priority of (chief 

information officer) s(CIOs) globally [1]. From this study and other studies, BPM is considered one of the biggest 

information technology (IT) trends today. BPM has been known as a systematic approach to managing the basic activities in 

an organization. A business process is a set of activities that must be accomplished in order to achieve a collection of 

predefined objectives, such as the production of a product or delivery of a service. The activities within BPM may be 

performedmanually by people or automatically by anIT system [2]. 

There have been many researches to identify the CSFs for BPMS. As far as we know, this is the first published 

research to study the CSFs of a BPMS implementation project at the phase level. One of our aims of this study is to present 

the CSFs for each project phase independently ordered by importance and impact. We aim also to provide the relationship 

between the project progress and status with the success factor.  We will be using the Markus model [3] to identify the 

BPMS implementation project phases. The Markus model spouses that each enterprise system (ES) (e.g., ERP, CRM, and 

BPMS) implementation project consists of four phases: project chartering phase, project (configuration and rollout) phase, 

shakedown phase, and the onward and upward phase. The Markus model and its phases will be discussed further in literature 

review section.   

In this research, we will study the CSFs of implementing BPMS by studying and analyzing a BPMS 

implementation case. Our case study was a BPM system implementation project which was located in a Saudi government 

organization. There has been a survey conducted of different stakeholders in the studied project. The survey’s result will be 

used to study the CSFs of the BPMS project for each project phase.  

Do the CSFs for implementing BPMS have the same importance to the BPMS implementation project during all the 

project’s phases? Are the CSFs playing the same role regardless of project progress or status? Did the project phases all have 

the same success factors in order to end the phase with success? What are the critical success factors that the BPM systems 

implementers and researchers need to focus on more during each project’s phase? We will answer these questions by doing a 

phase level evaluation for critical success factors of BPM-system implementation. 

This research will consistof four sections. The first section is a literature review on the history of BPM and process 

modeling and the development of BPM systems. The second section will provide the case study description and analysis. 

The third section will discuss the conducted survey results and the experimental results. The last section in this research will 

be the conclusion of the work and the future works. 

 

II. LITERATUREREVIEW 
Michael Hammer defined process management as a systematic approach to performance improvement that focuses 

on organization’s business processes. All the business processes should be organized and work together in order to satisfy 

the customer needs [4]. Each business process must have structure, input, output, and owner. Business processes are built 

from an organization’s functions and operation flow (internally or externally) [5]. 

What is business process management (BPM)? There is no one agreed definition of BPM. Zairi answered this 

question: BPM is a systematic approach to managing and improving basic activities of an organization, such as 

manufacturing, marketing, etc. He also suggests that BPM should governed by list of rules. For example, BPM should focus 

on customer needs, it should be a continued approach, and it’s about changing culture not only building a good structure [6]. 

According to Werth et al., [7] BPM is a requirement engineering approach which used IT services to take care of business 

needs. Therefore, according to Werth et al., IT plays the most important role in BPM by facilitating process automation. 

Evaluating phase level for critical success factors of BPM-system 

implementation: a case study in a Saudi government organization 
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Currently off-the-shelf software, such as ERPsystems and CRM systems, already provides automated processes following 

the best practices in the industry.  

Business process management system is considered as a new era in enterprise applications (EA) and has attracted a 

lot of academic researches. Most of the researchers consider the BPM systems to be the next step after ERP and workflow 

systems. As per Fanbo et al., [8]BPMS can be defined as an information system supporting business processes by using 

techniques and tools to control and improve the process. A BPMS can be defined also as enterprise software that provides 

the ability to model, improve, and manage sets of processes based on a complete and an automated mechanism. An 

enterprise’s defined processes can be modified and improved using BPMS at any time. BPMS can be seen as the evolution of 

the ERP systems and the WFM systems. Processes in an organization managed by BPMS can be divided into three main 

categories: core processes, support processes, and management processes [9]. 

Business processes are the main core of today’s and tomorrow’s enterprises. Enterprises must be ready to focus on 

their business processes in order to improve the quality of their services. Due to the importance of modeling the processes, 

many business process modeling techniques and tools have been introduced in the research society and the market. Figure 

[1] presents the benefits of using BPM system for an enterprise. 

 
Figure [1] Benefits of using Business Process Management System 

 

Identifying the critical success factors (CSFs) is a well-studied subject in information systems research. After each 

IS’s system or solution matures in research and practice, there is a need to identify CSFs to implement that system or 

solution. In BPM studies there are many researchers who tried to identify the CSFs of implementing a BPMS in an 

organization. It is important to discuss what success in BPMS implementation means before we could discuss the CSFs to 

implement a BPM system. Based on Bandara et al.[10], a BPMS implementation project is considered a success project if it 

is effective and efficient. The implementation project can be considered effective if it accomplishes its objectives. The 

implementation project can be considered efficient if it is completed within an assigned time and budget. 

The literature always offers similar CSFs for BPM.   The critical success factors for BPM are similar to the critical 

success factors for any other enterprise system such as ERP and CRM. According to Yanhong [11], the IBM China Research 

Institute of   Commercial value conducted a survey of around 200 companies to analyze the key factors of implementing an 

enterprise system business in China. The survey showed that the key success factors are top-management support, 

organizational strategy, organizational culture regarding the new system, technology (the new system), and project 

management. However, top management support was considered to be the most important CSF for BPM [12]. There are 

many CSFs for BPM listed in the literature. Table1 contains the CSFs for BPM that we will consider in our study.  

 
Critical Success Factor Literature Citation 

Top Management Support [13];[14];[12];[15];[16];[17] 

Project Management Skills/ 
Methodology 

[16];[13];[18];[19];[17] 

Communication [17];[13];[18];[19];[12] 

User Participation/Involvement [13];[17];[19];[12] 

Organizational Culture [12];[15];[11] 

Training [17];[16];[15] 

Effective  Change Management [13];[17];[12] 

Table[1]: CSFs for BPMS Implementation 

 

Most of the researches on CSFs for BPMS or any Enterprise System studied the factors in the whole project life 

cycles. To our knowledge, this is the first published study that attempts to study the CSFs for BPMS implementation in each 

project’s phase. Markus in [3] has introduced a project life cycle model for an enterprise system implementation. We will use 

this project model to study our case study and the CSFs in each phase. 

The Markus model is a very well-known model with many citations in the relevant literature. The proposed model 

was built to provide a framework for an enterprise system implementation project. Based on the Markusmodel, any 
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enterprise system implementation project consists of the following phases: project chartering phase, project (configuration 

and rollout) phase, the shakedown phase, and the onward and upward phase.  

 

 
Figure [2] Markus model: Enterprise System Life Cycle [3] 

 

III. CASE STUDY 
Research Methodology 

The research methodology is based on implementing the Marcus model for a BPMS implementation project. Semi-

structured interviews and surveyshave been used for data collection. Several individual interviews and meetings have been 

conducted with end users and top management to understand and present the case. There has been a survey built in order to 

study the CSFs for each project phase. The results from the survey will be used to find the relationships among those CSFs 

and to present the importance of identifying the CSFs for each project phase, using the Marcus and Tanis model. 

 

Case Description 

Our case study, which we will discuss in this research, was located in a Saudi government agency. This agency or 

authority was established by a royal order in 2004 to be fully operational officially in 2010. The agency plays an important 

role in the Saudi healthcare industry with more than 2,000 staff members. The business process management implementation 

project, which we will study in our research, was started in 2010. The agency decided to implement BPMS using an external 

implementer (vendor). Also, they have decided to use ORACLE SOA as a BPMS tool. However, they have different 

possibilities for BPMS tools. We will discuss the process of selecting the BPMS tool and the vendor in detail. Project 

duration was 16 months, and the project ended within the time and budget as per the input from the executives with whom I 

met. Project team members included approximately 11 people.  

There were many causes and business needs that led the organization to implement a BPMS. One of the goals was 

to unify the process across the organization. For example, they found that the same process might be completed within a 

different time frame and a varied workload. Also, there was a pressure from top management to define realistic 

measurements for the organization’s processes. There was a need to improve the productivity and reduce the time for each 

process, and implementing a new business process management system was intended to help in that. Also, the organization 

aims to be able to make better predictions of time, budget, and teams in case a new process will be implemented in the 

organization’s future. 

There was a strategic decision to implement BPMS using a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software package and 

using offshore implementer support. This decision was made for many reasons: lack of resources and the cost of in-house 

development,as well as the core business of the organization is not IT and in-house implementation of a BPM system would 

require a huge IT budget and team. 

The phase of selection of the BPMS tool and vendor is an important phase for any BPMS implementation project. 

However, in our case, the organization didn’t spend enough time and effort on this phase. For the BPMS tool, they decided 

to use Oracle Solution for BPM because they had a long contract with Oracle. Also, their IT platforms (databases, ERP 

system, and CRM system) were with Oracle. One of the IT executives I met said, ―We didn’t have many possibilities, so we 

decided to go with Oracle due to the successful history in implementing our ERP and CRM systems.‖ It is clear to me that 

they didn’t take the selection of the BPMS tool seriously. Also, the name-recognition of the brand may have distracted them 

from considering what they really needed from implementing a BPM system. 

 

Study Marcus Model Phases on the Case: 

 Project chartering phase:  
In our case, this phase starts with the agreement on the business case document. A business case document is a 

document where all the business needs and requirements are written at a very high level. In this project, the business case 

document clearly mentioned that the agency needs to have a system that will help to improve and automate the current 

business processes. After that, the project team starts to prepare for brainstorming workshops, and it will invite all of the 

project’s stakeholders to participate. These workshops aim to involve all the stakeholders in the process of preparing the 

Request-For-Proposal (RFP) document and the agreement on the new system’s specification (hardware and software 

specifications). As per the project manager, the participation in the workshops was perfect and above what they expected as a 

project team.  
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After that, there were several meeting between the executives and the project team. By the end of those meetings, 

the project budget and the project timeline were adopted. Since the agency does not have any previous, similar projects on 

BPMS, they were forced to compare the project with other BPMS projects’ budgets and time plans. The selection of the 

BPMS tool was a top management decision, where the project team participated as well. By end of this, they agreed to go 

with Oracle’s solution for the BPMS. Oracle’s tool was selected due to many reasons: the successful history of support the 

agency received in previous IT projects with Oracle, the familiarity (platforms and staff knowledge) with Oracle that the 

agency has, and the budget and time comparisons with other BPMS tools. After the agreement on budget and time, RFPs 

were sent to five interested vendors.  

By the end of chartering phase, the project team defines the performance indicators and the success measurements 

of the project. The performance indicators were to increase the productivity of the processes after using the system, and to 

increase the agency’s ability to predict the time and cost, as well as the resources required for each new process. In addition, 

one of the performance indicators was to reduce the human inputs and resource the costs by fully automating the process. 

One more indicator was reducing the steps and time required to finish the process by using the benefits of automation. 

The success measurements of the project were, first, the ability to finish the project within the reserved budget and 

time. The second success measurement was to achieve the suggested to-be improvements to the business processes after 

using the implemented BPM system. Third, success required increased availability and the friendly-of-use to the agency’s 

processes, for its customers and staff. Fourth, increase the agency staff’s ability to automate any business process within the 

agency, after the end of this project and the vendor’s consultants are gone. Finally, improve the agency’s culture and attitude 

to be more process-oriented than function-oriented. 

 

 Project configuration and rollout phase:  
By the end of the project configuration and rollout phase, the implemented system should be up and running. In our 

case, there were many activities during this phase. Since the decision has been made to go with a commercial off-the-shelf 

(COTS) BPM tool, there have been no development activities other than some system configuration tasks. The system 

configuration consists of several activities: system installation on the server Oracle BPM tool is working on either UNIX 

servers or WINDOWS servers; fortunately, both are available without requiring a new platform. Database platform creation 

required Oracle as a database and, fortunately, the agency’s database platform was Oracle, which reduces the amount of work 

in this activity. The tool customization to fit the agency’s business processes and rules, and other technical details required 

for any software configuration were important system configuration activities as well. At this phase, business process 

modeling and business process reengineering activities (where required) have been started. The project team started 

modeling the matured and the agreed processes. Some of the business processes required reengineering, which is done with 

the help of the vendor’s consultants.  

 

 Shakedown phase:  
The shakedown phase starts when the system goes live and runs until the system has achieved normal operations. In 

our case, it started from the pilot go-live on the selected department’s processes until the new system covered all 

organization’s processes. Upon reaching this time, the vendor leaves the agency as per the implementation contract. At this 

stage, the project team has agreed on an action plan to cover all the remaining processes in the new implemented BPMS. 

There was agreement from the top executives to not pressure the agency departments to use the new BPM system. By that 

time, they figured out how the new system helped the pilot department. Thus, after that each department start looking 

forward to automate and model its business processes using the new system. The agreed-on action plan mentions that they 

have to send a request to the IT department to start using the new BPMS.  

By the time our BPMS take the confidence from all the agency’s different departments that the system will help 

them. For example, for one of the processes, which was in the project pilot phase, after the use of the new BPMS the number 

of weekly procedures jumped from 120 procedures to 700 procedures. After the heavy use of the system, there were some 

performance and delay complaints from users. After looking into those complaints, the root causes for the delay were 

identified by the project team. As per the project manager’s input, the performance issues were coming from the integration 

tasks, which were implemented during the project phase. The project team reviewed the integration and those issues were 

resolved. One of the business users I had met mentioned that the performance of the system clearly improved after this 

enhancement. 

With the increased system usage across the agency’s business processes, more licenses from the tool vendor were 

required to overcome the usage expansion. This cost for more licenses was within the project budget, since the increased 

system usage was considered during the project chartering phase. By the end of the shakedown phase, the system had 

reached normal operations and the number of raised issues and requests was reduced. 

 

 Onward and upward phase:  
The onward and upward phase is the time when the organization decides that its investment has successfully met its 

goals or business needs. This is also the time to evaluate the system under normal operations, which was reached at the 

shakedown phase. In our case, a high-level committee has been established to review the project. This committee produced 

many recommendations. We will list the three main recommendations, which are the following: the project of implementing 

the BPM system at the agency successfully ended within budget and schedule, achievements were reached in process 

automation that satisfied the agency’s needs, and the agency’s business needs from the project were successfully addressed. 
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This system went smoothly and the majority of the agency’s business processes are implemented using the new 

BPM system. Until the time of writing this research, there was no decision to upgrade the system or implement any new 

support system, since the current BPMS successfully meets the agency’s requirements. However, there was an agreement to 

improve business processes continuously using the improved capabilities in the newly implemented BPMS. Moreover, there 

was a decision to provide additional user skills building, if required. The required skills include process improvement, 

process modeling, and process reengineering. Based on the Marcus model, the onward and upward phase might be a 

continuous phase, even if the project has ended. 

 

IV. DISCUSSION AND EXPLORATION RESULTS 
A questionnaire survey has been conducted to evaluate the critical success factors of implementing BPMS. The 

survey was built to do a phase-level evaluation for the CSFs in implementing the BPM system. The success factors for 

BPMS will be evaluated for each of the following project phases: the project chartering phase, project (configuration and 

rollout) phase, shakedown phase, and onward and upward Phase. The survey was administered to all of the project’s 

stakeholders, accounting for their different perspectives and backgrounds. Thus, the survey studies the CSF for each phase 

and the survey results will determine the relations between the project phases, the success factors, and the importance of 

studying the CSF at a phase level. 

The survey results show differences in the importance of success factors across the various phases. Based on the 

survey results, we will present the importance (range from 0 to 1) for each of the critical success factors in each project 

phase. In the following, we will propose the importance of each success factor in each project phase. This will help to 

prioritize the success factors for each phase, based on the importance and the impact of each success factor in that phase: 

 

Project Chartering Phase: 

 Survey results have shown that the critical success factors during the chartering phase are ordered by the importance 

of the following: 
Chartering Phase Important Factor 

1. User Involvement 0.938 

2. Top Management support 0.933 

3. Project Management 0.905 

4. Communication 0.888 

5. Culture 0.766 

6. Change Management 0.622 

7. Training 0.538 

Table [2] CSFs for project chartering phase 

 

 The survey results show how that user involvement and top management support are the most important critical 

success factors among the different CSFs during the chartering phase. Project management factor and communication factor 

come in third and fourth, with importance factors of 0.90 and 0.88, respectively. After that, factors like culture, change 

management, and training exhibit lower importance factors. From this result, we conclude that user involvement is essential 

to achieving success during the chartering phase. It is also clear from these results that having top management support and 

project management skills are required to ensure this phase’s success, after the end users are involved. Results also showed 

that the communication factor plays almost the same role during all the BPMS project phases. 

 

Project Configuration and Rollout Phase: 

Survey result has shown that the critical success factors during project configuration and rollout phase are ordered 

by the importance as the following: 
Project Configuration phase Important Factor 

1. Project Management  0.9 

2. Communication 0.872 

3. Culture 0.872 

4. User Involvement  0.861 

5. Top Management Support 0.727 

6. Change Management  0.705 

7. Training 0.583 

Table [3] CSFs for project configuration and rollout phase 

The project configuration phase is the phase where the technical issues are tackled. Activities, such as the system 

setup, integration with other systems, and package customization, are the main activities during this phase. As shown from 

the survey, those activities do not required high levels of top management support or training. However, it is clear from this 

result that the most important success factors for configuration phase are, in order, project management, communication, and 

culture. The results show that user involvement still affects this phase, but much less than the effects user involvement had 

on the chartering phase. In addition, the importance of top management support clearly decreased from the chartering phase 

to the configuration phase. Change management and training factors are less important than other CSFs during the 

configuration phase. 
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Shakedown Phase: 

The survey results show that the critical success factors during the shakedown phase are ordered by the 

importanceof the following: 

 
Shakedown Phase Important Factor 

1. Change Management 0.938 

2. Culture 0.905 

3. Training 0.888 

4. Communication 0.838 

5. Project Management 0.788 

6. User Involvement 0.716 

7. Top Management support 0.666 

Table [4] CSFs for shakedown phase 

 

The shakedown phase begins after the BPM system goes live. Thus, the survey results highlight the greater 

importance of soft factors, such as change management, culture, and training, in comparison to the other factors, such as 

project management and top management support. These results show that change management, culture, and training are the 

most important success factors during the shakedown phase. After the start of the new BPMS, which is during the 

shakedown phase, the project team should be ready for many change management tasks and organizational culture changes, 

as well as redefined activities. There is a decrease in the importance of success factors like user involvement and top 

management support. This is reasonable because the implemented system in the shakedown phase is in use, thus there will be 

no big demand to have the user involved or to have top management support. It is clear from this result that the project 

management success factor during the shakedown phase has less impact than it does during the chartering or configuration 

phases. 

 

Onward and Upward Phase: 

The critical success factors during the onward and upward phase are ordered by the importance and impact of the 

following: 
Onward & upward Phase Important Factor 

Change Management 0.95 

Training 0.938 

Culture 0.916 

Communication 0.894 

Top Management support 0.8 

Project Management 0.688 

User Involvement 0.666 

Table [5] CSFs for onward and upward phase 

  

The results show that, during the onward and upward phase, the most important critical success factor is change 

management. In addition to change management, training has greater importance and impact during the onward and upward 

phase. This result could help academics and practitioners to focus more on change management, training, and culture during 

this phase. With regard to the communication factor, it continues to have almost the same impact during all phases of the 

BPMS implementation project. 

The result shows that there is a clear increase in the importance of top management support in this phase, with value 

of 0.8. The importance of top management support during the onward and upward phase comes from the need to improve the 

system or to update the current system package, requires top management support and commitment. Factors like project 

management and user involvement continue to have almost the same impact during the shakedown phase. Since the onward 

and upward phase is almost like a monitoring and improving phase, it is reasonable to expect less importance and impact on 

factors like project management and user involvement. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS: 
 During the last decade, business process management (BPM) was considered a global IT trend. BPMS is defined as 

an information system supporting business processes in an organization, through methodologies, techniques, and tools, 

which are used to model, automate, control, and improve the business processes. While there has been much research on 

process management techniques and tools, there has been little research on the critical success factors (CSFs) of 

implementing business process management systems. To our knowledge, this is the first published study that attempts to 

evaluate the phase level of CSFs for a BPMS implementation project, with each project phase considered independently. The 

project phases are followed the Marcus Model, which assumes that each BPMS implementation project consists of four 

phases: the project chartering phase, project configuration phase, shakedown phase, and onward and upward phase. 

This research presented and studied a case study, which is the BPMS implementation project located in a Saudi 

governmental organization. The selected project studied in this research using the Marcus model. A survey was conducted to 

study CSFs for BPMS implementation project for each project phase. The survey’s participants included the project 

stakeholders, IT specialists, BPM specialists, executives, consultants, and vendors. The survey results are used to analyze 

and study each critical success factor in the four project phases. In addition, the survey results are used to presents the critical 

success factors, ordered by the importance and the impact for each project phase. 
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Survey results showed that the different levels of importance and impact for each success factor depend on the 

BPMS implementation project status and progress. The top management support factor played a more important role during 

the chartering phase and the onward and upward phase than in other phases. Project management skills and methodology 

factors, and the user involvement factor, have the greatest importance and impact during the early stages of the BPMS 

project. The communication factor has almost the same impact and importance during the entire BPMS implementation 

project life cycle. The more the BPMS project progresses, the greater the importance and impact will be for the following 

factors: change management, training, and organizational culture. 

This research suggests and presents the critical success factors for each project phase ordered by their importance. 

For the project chartering phase, the critical success factors are ordered as follows: user involvement / participation, top 

management support, project management, communication, culture, change management and, lastly, training. The critical 

success factors during the project configuration phase are ordered as follows: Project Management, Communication, Culture, 

User Involvement, Top Management support, Change Management and lastly Training. For the shakedown phase, the 

critical success factors are ordered as follows: Change Management, Culture, Training, Communication, Project 

Management, User Involvement and lastly Top Management support. Finally, the critical success factors during the onward 

and upward phase are ordered: Change Management, Training, Culture, Communication, Top Management support, Project 

Management and lastly User Involvement. 

Further studies may focus on building a framework for using the Marcus model to present the BPMS 

implementation project’s life cycle. The reasons for differences in critical success factors’ importance between projects 

phases might be studied in future research as well. Future research may study the relations between the success factors for a 

BPMS implementation project. 
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ABSTRACT: A Multilevel  Inverter  is  a  power  electronic  device  built  to synthesize  a  desired  AC  voltage  from  

several  levels  of DC voltages.  Nowadays, modern  industrial  devices  are  mostly based  on  electronic  devices  such  as  

programmable  logic controllers and electronic drives. The electronic devices are very  sensitive  to  disturbances  and  

become  less  tolerant  to power  quality  problems  such  as  under  voltage  and  over voltage  conditions.  In  general  

under  voltage  and  over voltage  conditions  will  occur  more  at  source  side.  In  this paper  a  closed  loop  Control  

system  is  designed  using  PI controller  in  order  to  maintain  load  voltage  constant  for under  voltage  and Over  

voltage  conditions.  The  triggering pulses  to  Cascaded  H-Bridge  (CHB)  MLI  is  given  using multi  carrier  phase  

shifted  technique  and  MATLAB simulations have been carried out. 

 

Keywords:  Multilevel Inverter (MLI), Carrier based Pulse Width Modulation (PWM), Phase Shifted (PS), Under Voltage, 

Over Voltage. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Multilevel inverters have gained more attention in high power applications because it has got many advantages [1-

4]. It can realize  high voltage  and  high  power  output  by  using semiconductor  switches  without  the  use  of  transformer  

and dynamic voltage balance circuits. When the number of output levels increase, harmonic content in the output voltage and 

current as well as electromagnetic interference decrease. The basic concept of a Multilevel  inverter  is  to achieve high 

power  by  using  a  series  of  power  semiconductor  switches with  several  lower  dc  voltage  sources  to  perform  the  

power conversion  by  synthesizing  a  staircase  voltage  waveform [1,5].  To  obtain  a  low  distortion  output  voltage  

nearly sinusoidal, a  triggering  signal  should be generated  to control the switching frequency of each power semiconductor 

switch. A three phase Cascaded H-bridge Multi (five) Level Inverter has been taken. Fig.1 shows a three-phase five-level 

Cascaded H-Bridge MLI.  It requires a total of six dc voltage sources. 

 

 
Fig.1 Conventional Three Phase 5-Level Cascaded H-Bridge Multilevel Inverter. 

 

As Multilevel  inverter  is made up of semiconductor switches which  are  very  sensitive  to  disturbances  and  

become  less tolerant to power quality problems such as under voltage and over voltage conditions this paper investigates an 

approach of designing  a  closed  control  system  using  PI  controller  to maintain  load voltage  constant  for  under  voltage  

and  Over voltage conditions. 

 

II. CONTROL TECHNIQUES OF MLI 
There are different control techniques available for a CHB MLI [13, 15] as shown in Fig.2 Among  all  those  

techniques,  PWM  control  technique which produces  less  total harmonic distortion (THD) values  is most preferable.  In 

PWM technique also, sinusoidal PWM is used for generating triggering pulses to MLI.  In  sinusoidal PWM pure  sinusoidal 

wave  as modulating  signal  and multi  carrier signal which  is  of  triangular  in  shape  have  been  considered  [10,  14,  

15].  For an m-level MLI, (m-1) carrier signals are required. 

 

2.1 Multi  carrier Sinusoidal  PWM:  For  generation of  triggering  pulses  to  the  MLI,  carrier  signals  can  be 

constructed  using  various  control  techniques  like  APOD, POD, PD, PS, Hybrid and can be modulated using sine wave 

[6-7]. As phase shifted technique is best suitable for CHMLI, is  used  in  this  paper  for  generation  of  triggering  pulses  to 

CHMLI  [7-9]. Multilevel sinusoidal PWM can be classified as shown in Fig.3 [14-19]. 

Performance Analysis of Three Phase Cascaded H-Bridge Multi 

Level Inverter for Voltage Sag and Voltage Swell Conditions 
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Fig.2 Control Techniques for a Cascaded H-Bridge MLI 

 
Fig.3 Classification of Sinusoidal PWM 

Amplitude Modulation 

Ma =  
Am

Ac m − 1 
 

Frequency Modulation 

Mf =  
Fc

Fr

 

Here Am = Amplitude of Modulating Wave (Sine) 

Ac = Amplitude of Carrier Wave (Triangular) 

Fc = Carrier Frequency 

Fr = Reference Frequency 

 

2.2  Modes  of  Operation:  For  generating  triggering pulses,  sine  wave  (reference)  can  be  modulated  with  phase 

shifted carrier technique in bipolar and uni polar mode. As in 

this paper bi polar mode of  operation  is used, carrier  signals arrangement  using  PS  control  technique  in  bipolar mode  

of operation is shown in Fig.4 In bi polar mode, four carrier signals  of  triangular  in  nature  and  one  sine  wave  are  used 

[6,15]. 

 
Fig.4 Carrier Arrangement for Bi-Polar Mode in PS Technique 

For a five level MLI, in PS Technique the carrier signals are Phase Shifted by 90 Degrees 
360

 m−1 
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III. POWER QUALITIES 
Power  Quality  is  the  concept  of  powering  and  grounding sensitive  equipment  in  a  matter  that  is  suitable  to  

the operation of that equipment according to IEEE Std 1100. Power  quality  is  mainly  concerned  with  deviations  of  the 

voltage  from  its  ideal  waveform  (voltage  quality)  and deviations  of  the  current  from  its  ideal  waveform  (current 

quality). Power quality phenomena can be divided into two types; they are 1) Variations 2) Events. 

Voltage and Current variations are relatively small deviations of voltage or current characteristics around their 

nominal or ideal values. The two basic examples are voltage magnitude and frequency. Events are phenomena which only 

happen every once in a while. An interruption of the supply voltage [IEEE Std.1159] is the best-known example. 

 

3.1 Under Voltage: Under  voltages  of  various  duration are  known  under  different  names.  Short duration under 

voltages are called “voltage sags” or “voltage dips”. Long duration under voltage is normally simply referred to as “under 

voltage”.  Voltage  sag  is  a  reduction  in  the  supply voltage  magnitude  followed  by  a  voltage  recovery  after  a  Short 

period of time. Reduction of voltage magnitude of short duration can be called as voltage sag. For  the  IEEE  voltage  drop  

is  only  a  sag  if  the  during  sag voltage  is  between  10%  and  90%  of  the  nominal  voltage. Voltage sags are mostly 

caused by short circuit faults in the system and by starting of large motors. Voltage sag is generally characterized by depth 

and duration. The depth of the sag depends on the system impedance, fault. 

 

 
Fig.5 Voltage Magnitude Events as Used in IEEE Std. 1159-1995 

 

Distance, system characteristics (grounded or ungrounded) and fault resistance. The duration  of  the  sag  depends  on  the 

time  taken  by  the  circuit  protection  to  clear  the  fault. 

 

3.2  Over  Voltage:  Just  like  with  under  voltage, overvoltage  events  are  given  different  names  based  on  their 

duration.  Over  voltages  of  very  short  duration,  and  high magnitude,  are  called  “Transient  Over  Voltages”, “Voltage 

Spikes,”  or  sometimes  “Voltage  Surges.”  When the output voltage exceeds 110% of the rated voltage & with duration 

More than 1 minute is called Over Voltage. Long  and Short over  voltages  originate  from,  lightning  strokes,  switching 

operations, sudden load reduction, single phase short circuits, and  nonlinearities.  A  resonance  between  the  nonlinear  

magnetizing  reactance  of  a  transformer  and  a  capacitance (either in the form of a capacitor bank or the capacitance of an 

underground  cable)  can  lead  to  a  large  overvoltage  of  long duration. This phenomenon is called Ferro resonance, and it 

can lead to serious damage to power system. 

In  this  paper  the  three  phase  ac  voltage  supply  is  taken directly and is given  to  three dc  voltage  is  given as  

a  input  to Cascaded H-bridge  5  level Multilevel Inverter and the output of MLI is given to load. 

In closed loop control the supply voltages and load voltages are both compared and error value is given to PI 

Controller. Output of PI controller is imposed on the phase shifted carrier phase controlled rectifier which converts ac supply 

to controlled pulsated dc voltage and this is given to low pass filter. Low pass filter is a device which converts pulsated dc 

voltage to pure dc voltage and this pure 

 
Fig.6 Closed Loop Block Diagram 

 

So as to get pulses. These pulses are given to MLI for each phase. Here we are using three PI controllers for three phases 

MLI.  The desired voltage at the load bus is maintained at 1pu. 
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3.3 PI Controller: To regulate the load-bus voltage, a PI controller is employed that contains a feedback signal derived from 

the voltage at the load bus V. 

Zc =  Kpe + Ki  edt 

Where, 

Kp = Proportional Constant 

Ki = Integral Constant 

E = Error Value 

 

3.4 Design of Filter: LC Filter is the combination of two filters & provides a lower ripple than which is possible with either 

L or C alone. As it is known, in an inductor filter, ripple increases with RL but decreases in a capacitor filter.  So the 

combination of both L and C filter lowers the ripple content. Here, 

C =  
10

2 ∗ w(RL
2 +  2WL LL 

2
 

VRF =  
 2

3
 

1

 2 ∗ W 2LC − 1
 

Where VRF is Voltage Ripple Factor 

 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 
Fig.7 Simulink Diagram of Open Loop System for Voltage Sag 

 
Fig.8 Supply Voltages 

 
Fig.9 Supply Current 

 
Fig.10 Source Active Power & Reactive Power 

 
Fig.11 Load Voltage 
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Fig.12 Load Current 

 
Fig.13 Voltage Sag Closed Loop 

 
Fig.14 Closed loop Current 

 
Fig.15 Active & Reactive Powers 

 
Fig.16 Load Voltage 

 
Fig.17 Load Current 
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Fig.18 Active & Reactive Powers at Load Side 

 
Fig.19 Voltage Swell Open Loop 

 
Fig.20 Source Voltage 

 
Fig.21 Source Current 

 
Fig.22 Source Active & Reactive Power 

 
Fig.23 Load Voltage 

 
Fig.24 Load Current 
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Fig.25 Voltage Swell Closed Loop 

 
Fig.26 Source Voltage 

 
Fig.27 Source Current 

 
Fig.28 Source Active & Reactive Power 

 
Fig.29 Load Voltage 

 
Fig.30 Load Current 

 
Fig.31 Load Active & Reactive Power 
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V. CONCLUSION 
In  this  paper  three  phase  Cascaded  H-Bridge  Multilevel inverter  is  simulated  using  multi  carrier  Phase  

Shifted technique and analyzed  for Under Voltage and Over Voltage conditions. In the open loop system under voltage and 

over voltages were introduced at the supply side and the changes in the load voltages are analyzed from the observed 

waveform. In the closed loop system, with the help of PI Controller the load voltage is maintained constant during under 

voltage and over  voltage  conditions  which  can  be  observed  from  the above simulated figures. 
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ABSTRACT: This Research paper includes designing a area efficient and low error Discrete Cosine Transform. This area 

efficient and low error DCT is obtained by using shifters and adders in place of multipliers. The main technique used here is 

CSD (Canonical Sign Digit) technique.CSD technique efficiently reduces redundant bits. Pipelining technique is also 

introduced here which reduces the processing time. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Multimedia data processing, which encompasses almost every aspects of our daily life such as communication broad casting, 

data search, advertisement, video games, etc has become an integral part of our life style. The most significant part of 

multimedia systems is application involving image or video, which require computationally intensive data processing. 

Moreover, as the use of mobile device increases exponentially, there is a growing demand for multimedia application to run 

on these portable devices. A typical image/video transmission system is shown in the Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure1. Image/Video Transmission System 

 

In order to reduce the volume of multimedia data over wireless channel compression techniques are widely used. 

Efficiency of a transformation scheme can be directly gauged by its ability to pack input data into as few coefficients as 

possible. This allows the quantizer to discard coefficients with relatively small amplitudes without introducing visual 

distortion in the reconstructed image. 

In image compression, the image data is divided up into 8x8 blocks of pixels. (From this point on, each color 

component is processed independently, so a "pixel" means a single value, even in a color image.) A DCT is applied to each 

8x8 block. DCT converts the spatial image representation into a frequency map: the low-order or "DC" term represents the 

average value in the block, while successive higher-order ("AC") terms represent the strength of more and more rapid 

changes across the width or height of the block. The highest AC term represents the strength of a cosine wave alternating 

from maximum to minimum at adjacent pixels. 

 

II. JPEG ENCODER 
The JPEG encoder is a major component in JPEG standard which is used in image compression. It involves a 

complex sub-block Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), along with other quantization, zigzag and Entropy coding blocks. In 

this architecture, 2-D DCT is computed by combining two 1-D DCT that connected by a transpose buffer. The architecture 

uses 4059 slices, 6885 LUT, 58 I/Os of Xilinx Spartan-3 XC3S1500 FPGA and works at an operating frequency of 65.55 

MHz. 

Vector processing using parallel multipliers is a method used for implementation of DCT. The advantages in the 

vector processing method are regular structure, simple control and interconnect, and good balance between performance and 

complexity of implementation. For the case of 8 x 8 block region, a one- 

dimensional 8- point DCT followed by an internal transpose memory, followed by another one dimensional 8-point DCT 

provides the 2D DCT architecture. Here the real time DCT coefficients are used for matrix multiplication. Using vector 

processing, the output Y of an 8 x 8 DCT for input X is given by Y = C*X* C
T
, where C is the cosine coefficients and C

T
 are 

the transpose coefficients. This equation can also be written as Y=C * Z, where Z = X*C 
T
. 

The calculation is implemented by using eight multipliers and storing the co-efficients in ROMs. At the first clock, the eight 

inputs xOO to x07 are multiplied by the eight values in column one, resulting in eight products (POO _0 to POO 7). At the 

eighth clock, the eight inputs are multiplied by the eight values in column eight resulting in eight 586 products (P07 0 to P07 

7). From the equations for Z, the intermediate values for the first row of Z are computed. The values for ZO (0 -7) can be 

Efficient Implementation of Low Power 2-D DCT Architecture 
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calculated in eight clock cycles. All 64 values of Z are calculated in 64 clock cycles and then the process is repeated. The 

values of Z correspond to the 1-DDCT of the input X. Once the Z values are calculated, the 2D-DCT function Y can be 

calculated from Y = C*Z. 

 
Figure 2. 2-D DCT Architecture 

The maximum clock frequency is 65. 55 MHz when implemented with a Spartan FPGA XCS1500 device. 

 

III. MULTIPLIER-LESS 2-D DCT/IDCT ARCHITECTURE FOR JPEG 
The Discrete Cosine transform is widely used as the core of digital image compression. Discrete Cosine Transform 

attempts to de-correlate the image data. After de-correlation, each transform co-efficient can be encoded independently 

without losing compression efficiency. In this paper we present VLSI Implementation of fully pipelined multiplier less 

architecture of 8x8 2D DCT/IDCT. This architecture is used as the core of JPEG compression hardware. The 2-D DCT 

calculation is made using the 2-D DCT separability property, such that the whole architecture is divided into two 1-D DCT 

calculations by using a transpose buffer. The architecture described to implement 1-D DCT is based on Binary-Lifted DCT. 

The 2-D DCT architecture achieves an operating frequency of 166 MHz. One input block of 8x8 samples each of 8 bits each 

is processed in 0.198μs. The pipeline latency of proposed architecture is 45 Clock cycles. 

 

 
Figure 3 Architecture of 2-D DCT 

 

Figure 2. shows the architecture of 2-D DCT. 2D-DCT/IDCT design is divided into three major blocks namely 

Row-DCT, Transpose Buffer, and Column-DCT. Row-DCT and Column-DCT contains both 1DDCT (Figure 4) by Row . 

Access of Transpose buffer DCT and Column DCT is efficiently managed to achieve the performance and minimal usage of 

resources in terms of area. 

 
Figure 4. Architecture of 1-D DCT 

 

During Forward transform, 1D-DCT structure (Figure 4) is functionally active. Row-DCT block receives two 8-bit 

samples as an input in every cycle. Each sample is a signed 8- bit value and hence its value ranges from -128 to 127. The bit 

width of the transformed sample is maintained as 10-bit to accommodate 2-bit increment. 

 

 
Figure 5. Four stage pipeline 1D-DCT. 

1D-DCT computation architecture (Figure 4 ) has a four stage internal pipeline shown in 

 

Figure 5.Transpose Buffer receives two 10-bit samples as an input every cycle. Each sample is a signed 10-bit value 

and hence its value ranges from -512 to 511. Since there is no data Manipulation in the module the output sample width 

remains as input sample width i.e. 10-bit. Transpose buffer has sixty-four 10-bit registers to store one 8X8 block 1D-DCT 
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samples. Transpose operation on 8X8 block data is performed by writing the transformed samples in row-wise and reading 

them in column-wise and vice versa. Transpose Buffer block guarantees that the nth 8X8 block data will be written into the 

registers after (n-1) 
th

 8X8 block data has been completely read out for further processing. The latency of the block is 31 

cycles since the data can be read only after full 8X8 block is written in the registers. Column DCT block receives two 10-bit 

samples as an input in every cycle. Input samples are internally buffered. 

The 2D-DCT/IDCT architecture efficiently operates up to 166MHz. Pipeline latency for the initial 8x8 block with each 

element of 8 bits is 45 clock cycles which is due to 7 cycles at Row-DCT, 31 cycles for Row-DCT operation to complete, 7 

cycles at Column-DCT. Effectively to perform complete 2D DCT on one 8x8 will take 33 Clock cycles on availability of 

continuous input data to process. For operating frequency of 166 MHz, the processing time of 8x8 blocks is 0.198μs. 

 

IV. QUANTIZATION ARCHITECTURE 

Two dimensional DCT takes important role in JPEG image compression. Architecture and VHDL design of 2-D 

DCT, combined with quantization and zig-zag arrangement, is described. The architecture is used in JPEG image 

compression. The output of DCT module needs to be multiplied with post-scaler value to get the real DCT coefficients. Post-

scaling process is done together with quantization process. 2-D DCT is computed by combining two 1-D DCT that 

connected by a transpose buffer. This design aimed to be implemented in cheap Spartan 3E XC3S500 FPGA. The 2-D DCT 

architecture uses 3174 gates, 1145 Slices and 11 multipliers of one Xilinx Spartan-3E XC3S500E FPGA and reaches an 

operating frequency of 84.81 MHz. One input block with 

8 x 8 elements of 8 bits each is processed in 2470 ns and pipeline latency is 123 clock cycles. 

 

This architecture adopts the scaled 1-D DCT algorithm. It means the DCT coefficients produced by the algorithm 

are not the real coefficients. To get the real coefficients, the scaled ones must be multiplied with post-scaler value. Equation 

(1) is showing scaled 1-D DCT process. 

y' = C x (1) 

 

Variable x is 8 point vector. C is Arai's DCT matrix and y' is vector of scaled DCT coefficients. To get the real DCT 

coefficients, y' must be element by element multiplicated with post-scaling factor. It is shown in (2). 

y = s .* y' (2) 

Constant s is vector of post-scaling factor. Figure 6 shows the block diagram representation of the entire system. 

 

 
Figure 6. Block Diagram of entire system 

 

The DCT input/output has 8 points and data has to be entered and released in sequential manner, it takes 8 clock 

cycles for each input and output process. Totally, 8 points 1D-DCT computation needs 22 clock cycles. 1D-DCT 

computation is done in pipeline process. Figure 7 shows 1-D DCT architecture with pipelining. 

 
Figure 7. 1-D DCT with pipelining 

 

The 2-D DCT architecture was described in VHDL. This VHDL was synthesized into an Xilinx Spartan 3E family 

FPGA. According to synthesis result, maximum time delay produced is 5.895 ns. That constraint yields minimum clock 

period 11.790 ns. Maximum clock frequency can be used is 84.818 MHz. The 2-D DCT architecture uses 3174 gates, 1145 

Slices and 11 multipliers. 

The stronger operator, multiplication is transformed to simple shift and adds operations by applying 

Horner’s rule. This reduces the power consumption. For example, consider the cosine coefficients c and g, c *X 
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= 2
5
 + 2

4
 + 2

2
 +1 (X) = (2

4
 (3) + 5) (X) and g*X = 2

3
 + 2

2
 (X)= 2

2
(3) (X) and the common terms they share is 3X. The 

common terms among the cosine basis are the partial outputs. These blocks are termed as precomputing units and an unit is 

shown in the Figure 3. The intermediate results from the precomputing blocks are added in the final stage yielding the DCT 

coefficients. The 3A is constructed by expressing it as 3A = 1A+2A = {1A + (1A<<1)}. Similarly the 5A can be expressed 

as {1A + (1A<<2)}. 

 

A. Low Power Odd And Even Architecture  

The stages involved in the determination of 1-D DCT coefficients are precomputing, odd DCT and even DCT. The 

proposed architecture is a multiplier less architecture. The representation of cosine basis in CSD format reduces power 

consumption as it has less number of ones. Each multiplication of the cosine coefficients with the sequence are expressed 

using Horner’s rule [6]. 

The sub structure sharing is carefully done so that it contains the actual sequence i.e. 1A prevalently. This keeps the 

result of the shift and adds nearly matching the direct multiplication of the cosine basis with the sequence. The Odd DCT 

precomputing units have 1A, -1A, 3A, and 5A structures to be shared. 3A can be expressed as (1A+2
1
A) and 2

1
A is obtained 

by left shifting A by 1 place to the left. Similarly 5A=1A+(A<<2). 

The even DCT contains the DC part of the transformed image i.e. in frequency domain. Hence care should be taken 

in calculating the Z0 value. The corresponding cosine basis is d and is represented as d = 2
5
 + 2

3
 + 2

2
 +1. The precomputing 

unit of the even DCT consists of 1A, -1A and 3A only. 

The odd and even modules use four precomputing instances each. The outputs from the precomputing units are fed 

to the final adder stage. The final adder outputs are the desired DCT coefficients. The image pixel value is represented in 8-

bits and hence the output of the adder and subtractor has 9-bits.The input to the row DCT has 9-bits and its output is chosen 

to have 12 bits. Thus the column DCT is fed by 12-bit inputs. The DCT coefficients are quantized to have 12-bits. 

 

B. Synthesis Results 

The 2-D DCT architecture is implemented with Verilog HDL and simulated using MODELSIM for functional verification. 

Finally it is synthesized using QUARTUS II tool and mapped on to a Cyclone III device (65 nm). The simulated results are 

shown below. The DCT coefficients obtained through this architecture is verified against MATLAB results. 

 
 

A low complexity 2-D DCT architecture has been designed. The sub structure sharing removes the redundancy in 

the DCT calculation. The architecture can be pipelined to meet high performance needs such as applications in HD 

televisions, satellite imaging systems. 

 

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH 

Raw image data used in applications such as high definition television, video conferencing, computer 

communication, etc. require large storage and high speed channels for handling huge volumes of image data. In order to 

reduce the storage and communication channel bandwidth requirements to manageable levels, data compression techniques 

are inevitable. To meet the timing requirements for high speed applications the compression has to be achieved at high 

speeds. 
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A. Pipelining  

The speed of the system depends on the time taken by the longest data path which is known as the critical path. To 

increase the speed of the architecture, pipelining technique can be used. Pipelining is the technique of introducing latches 

along the data path so as to reduce the critical path. Reduction in the critical path increases the speed of operation. Pipelining 

latches can only be placed across any feed-forward cutest of the architecture graph. The clock period is then limited and the 

critical path may be between i.An input and a latch, ii.A latch and an output, iii. Two Latches an input and an output. 

In this architecture, the pipelining is of fine grain type as the pipeline latches are introduced inside the 1-D module. 

The critical path of the 1-D module is from the input to the output. This includes the computational time of precomputing 

modules and the final adders as well. The critical path time is from the onset of the input xi+xj and the arrival of zk 

(i=0,1,,2,3;j=4,5,,6,7 and k=0 to 7). The speed can be improved if latches are introduced between the shifter and adder 

module of precomputing modules. After pipelining the critical path is from the input(X) to 3X generator. 

 

The architecture is synthesized into Stratix family EP1S10 device (for high performance needs). The results are shown in the 

Table1 

 
Table 1. Frequency summary 

B. Device Utilization Summary (Non Pipelined 2-D DCT) 

 

 
C. Image Analysis Results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Original Image 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Reconstructed From DCT Coefficients 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
The 2-D DCT and 1D-DCT architectures which adopts algorithmic strength reduction technique to reduce the 

device utilization pulling the power consumption low have thus been designed. The DCT computation is performed with 

sufficiently high precision yielding an acceptable quality. The pipelined 2-D DCT architecture achieves a maximum 

operating frequency of 185.95 MHz. The first eight 2-D coefficients arrived at the nineteenth clock cycle and for the full 64 

coefficients, it took about 26 clock cycles to compute. The future work can be oriented towards developing an encoder by 

architecting a quantizer, based on the strength reduction technique and an entropy encoder. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, Design of Hybrid series active filter (HSAF) for Harmonic reduction and reactive power 

compensation in single phase systems is represented. The HSAF consists of the series combination of two single tuned LC 

filters which are tuned to 3
rd

 and 5
th

 harmonics and an active filter. Discrete Fourier transformation is used as the control 

technique. Simulation results using MATLAB shows the effectiveness of control technique. On getting the simulation results 

the value of THD is very low (2.75%), which is very negligible. So the power quality is said to be improved. 

 

Keywords: Hybrid series active filter, active filter, harmonic reduction, reactive power compensation, Discrete Fourier 

transformation, power quality. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
With the wide use of power electronic equipments and nonlinear loads, the power quality has been lost in 

distribution system. Current harmonics cause serious harmonic problems in distribution feeders for sensitive consumers. 

Some technology solutions have been reported in order to solve power quality problems. Initially, lossless passive filters 

have been used to mitigate harmonics and for compensation of reactive power at nonlinear loads. However, passive filters 

have the drawbacks of fixed compensation, large size and resonance with the supply system. 

Active filers have been explored in shunt and series configurations to compensate different types of nonlinear loads; 

nevertheless, they have some demerits. As a case in point, their power rating is sometimes close to load, and thus it becomes 

a costly option for power quality improvement. Many analysts have classified various types of nonlinear loads and have 

suggested different filter options for their compensation. In response to these factors, a series of hybrid filters has been 

evolved and widely used in practice as a cost effective solution for the compensation of nonlinear loads. Mainly shunt active 

filters consisting of voltage-fed pulse width modulated (PWM) inverters using IGBT or GTO thyristors are operating 

successfully in all over the world. These filters provided the required harmonic filtering, reactive power compensation, and 

etc [1-2]. 

The most important technology for the power quality improvement is the detecting method of harmonics to 

decrease the capacity of the various energy storage components. Different control methods are presented in recent 

publications for this type of active filters [3-16].The control method presented in this thesis is depends upon the calculation 

of the real part of the fundamental load current while this is helpful in some configurations such as hybrid series active filter, 

since it cannot compensate reactive power completely and needs many complicate calculations. The active power  filter 

proposed in this thesis  uses a dc capacitor voltage closed- loop control and used a modified phase-locked loop for extraction 

of the reference current. In the cited references, the computation involves various control parameters or needs complex 

calculations. Also, the dynamic performance of the compensator is not desire in the case of fast-changing loads. The least 

compensation current control method presented in [9] is based on detection of the harmonics and reactive current of the 

active power filter. In [10], genetic algorithm and extended analysis optimization techniques were applied for switched 

capacitor active filters. The combined genetic algorithm/conventional analysis control methods [11] have been considered as 

a recent control approach. These control methods have a common demerit of concerning the global stability of the closed-

loop system. In [12], the control technique is based on the calculation of average power; this wants to know some 

information regarding system and requires some intense calculation. The sliding-mode control technique proposed in [13] 

solves the stability problem; however, the calculation technique for compensation of current reference is complex and 

switching rate is variable. In [14], a digital repetitive control approach is presented to obtain high gain for the current loop; 

nevertheless, the control strategy in this method is based on a linearized replica of the active filter and does not direct to 

global stability. A deadbeat control strategy is presented in [15] for the current loop of single-phase active filters. Even 

though this process has a rapid current control due to the deadbeat nature, it dependence on parameters is a basic drawback. 

Furthermore, the call for prediction of the current reference requires adaptive signal processing techniques, complicating the 

execution of this technique. Passivity based controllers [16] based on phasor models of system dynamics have also been 

projected in an attempt to improve the stability properties of active filters. 

 

 Design Of Hybrid Series Active Filters for Harmonic Reduction 

in Single Phase Systems 
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This paper uses a Discrete Fourier transform for single phase active power filters (APF) that is organized as 

follows: section II show the hybrid series active filter (HSAF) pattern for  harmonic reduction and reactive power 

compensation; Section III presents the control method; section IV shows stability study of the proposed pattern; section V 

shows frequency response of the projected pattern; section VI presents the simulation outcome of this technique for a hybrid 

series active filter, and section VII presents the experimental outcome of this method for a HSAF. 

 

 
Fig. 1 shows the pattern of the HSAF and nonlinear load planned in this paper and, its parameters are given in Table 

I. The HSAF consists of a series combination of an active filter and two parallel single tuned passive filters. Two passive 

filters are tuned in dominants harmonic frequencies of 3rd and 5th. The effectiveness of the proposed method in  harmonic 

elimination and reactive power compensation is shown using HSAF for a non linear load. In the following sections control 

method and design process and simulation results are given. 

 

II.  HYBRID SERIES ACTIVE FILTER (HSAF) FOR HARMONIC REDUCTION 
The active filters are divided into pure active filters and hybrid active filters in terms of their circuit pattern. Most 

pure active filters in their power circuit use either a voltage-source pulse width-modulated (PWM) converter set with a dc 

capacitor or a current-source PWM converter set with a dc inductor. At present, the voltage-source converters are more 

positive than the current-source converters in terms of cost, physical size, and efficiency. A hybrid active filter consists of 

single or multiple voltage-source PWM converters and passive elements such as capacitors, inductors, and/or resistors. The 

hybrid filters are more favorable than the pure filters in harmonic reduction from both feasibility and economical points of 

view, particularly for high-power applications. However, single-phase active filters attract much less attention than  three-

phase active filters because single phase versions  are restricted to low-power applications except for electric traction or 

rolling stock [17].execution of an APF is to use a consistent method for current/voltage reference generation. Presently, there 

is a great variety of practical achievement supported by various theories. 

 

III.      COMPENSATION STRATEGY 
The control technique has to extract the harmonic components with minimum phase shift and attenuate the 

fundamental component. In this paper discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) is used to extract the source current harmonics 

with assuming N samples in a cycle, as 

 

 
Where upper equation is DFT and lower equation is inverse DFT. After extracting the fundamental component, it is 

subtracted from source current to get harmonic components as: 

 

 
Fig. 2 represents the control circuit. If active filter is placed along the passive filter, an extra voltage reference is added to q 
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component. As seen from this figure, a component with 90 degree lead the load terminal voltage is summed to reference 

voltage to control the dc link voltage capacitor. 

 

 
 

IV.       POWER SYSTEM STABILITY ANALYSIS 
Fig. 3 shows entire power system block diagram. Active filter shows zero impedance against fundamental 

component of the source current while it shows very high impedance against harmonics. In Fig. 3, analog to digital 

converters which are placed in the control circuit give some delays in system. Also, it takes a little bit of time to take out 

harmonic components by the microcontroller. Assuming that all the delays in the system as τ, Fig. 4 shows the system 

control diagram. So, the open-loop transfer function will be as: 

 
Above equation represents that if τ is zero, the system is always stable. However, the noise is not eliminated. Fig. 5 

represents the relationship between system critical time (τ) and system impedance for various values of K. As seen in from 

this figure, as K increases, the system critical time is decreased to avoid instability; however, the source current THD gets 

reduced. Fig. 6 represents the system frequency response. From this figure, it is concluded that the system is stable and its 

phase margin is about 90 degree. 
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V.      FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF    THE POWER SYSTEM 
Single phase harmonic equivalent circuit of the power system, given in Fig. 1, is explained in Fig. 7. In the figure, 

the voltage source harmonics are represented as Vsh, and it is in series with the Thevenin impedance (Zs) of the power 

system. 

 
Here nonlinear load is a diode rectifier with a resistive capacitive load on its output. This load has typically a 

voltage source characteristic because an inductor is on rectifier input, and this makes it as a current source type load 

characteristic. The load is modeled by harmonic voltage VLhv in series with inductor LAC. The series active filter behaves 

as a damping resistor which is responsible for elimination of resonance between the parallel passive filter and the source 

impedance. It also prevents allowing of harmonic currents to the power source by experiencing zero impedance at the 

fundamental frequency and a high resistance K at the power source or load harmonics. So, the series active filter is modeled 

by a resistor, K, and its output reference voltage as: 

 

 
where Ish is the harmonic current flowing from the power source, produced by both the load harmonic current (ILh) 

and the power source harmonic voltage (VSh). Consequently, from the model shown in Fig. 7, the harmonic current of the 

power source is calculated as: 

 

 
where Zs and Zpf are power source and passive filter equivalent impedance, respectively. Based on above equation, 

when K is large enough greater than Zs and Zpf, the power source harmonic currents will be equal to zero (ISh=0). In 

information, in this case the source impedance (Zs) has no effect on the parallel passive filter characteristic, and the power 

source current harmonics will be reduced . If the power source voltage harmonics (VSh) are not considered, the load current 

will be separated between the passive filter and the power source; in this case, the ratio between the power source harmonic 

current and the load harmonic current is: 

 

 
Fig. 8 represents the frequency response for various values of K. As seen in this figure, when the passive filter is 

used alone (K=0), then two resonances occur between the parallel passive filter and the power source impedance at around 

130 Hz and 240 Hz. Also, when the series active filter is placed along with the passive filter, since the series active filter 

behaves as damping resistor, so there is no resonance in the system. 

 
 

VI.     SIMULATION RESULTS AND OBSERVATION 
Harmonic reduction and reactive power compensation by HSAF is publicized in this section through simulation. A 

HSAF with the procedure offered above is simulated in MATLAB. In this simulation two single tuned passive filters which 

are tuned to 3
rd

 and 5
th

 harmonics were used with the parameters specified in Table I. 

Fig. 9 shows the simulation outcome when the active filter is in off-line mode. The power source current THD (iL) 

without compensation is calculated about 70 %. Also, in passive filter compensation manner, the THD of the power source 
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current (is) reduced from 70% to about 41 %. Still, this THD value has not been less than the recommended value in 

standards such as IEEE 519-1992 [21] and IEC61000 [22]. 

 
 

Simulated waveforms of compensated system with passive filter.

 
 

To further reduce the value of the THD, the active filter is placed in the circuit with the dc capacitor voltage of 85 

V. Fig. 10 shows the simulation results for this case. The THD of the power source current (is) reduced from 41% in off-line 

active filter mode to about 2.75 % in on-line active filter mode. 

 
 

With  only passive filter With hsaf

Simulated waveforms of compensated system with HSAF  
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VII.      EXPERIMENTAL OUTCOME. 
A. System Configuration 

It is renowned that the passive filter utilized in this execution is tuned to get rid of 3rd and 5th harmonics. The dc 

bus voltage is 65 V, and the IGBT switch is employed in the active filter. The projected control technique was implemented 

with a digital signal processor (TMS320F2812 DSP). Initially, the DSP calculates the reference voltage for the active filter; 

next, the calculated reference voltage is helpful to produce PWM gate signals for the IGBT switches as the modulation index 

is  0.5. 

 

B. Experimental Results 

Fig. 12 shows the investigational waveform of the power source current without any compensation. In this regards, 

the THD of the power source current is calculated as 78%. In Fig. 13 the similar current with passive filter is verified with 

the THD of about 21 %. Fig. 14 shows the power source current with together the active filter as well as the passive filter. In 

this regards, the THD decreased to about 6.3 %. 

 
Fig. 13. Experimental waveform of the power source current with the passive filter only. 

 

 
Fig.14. Experimental waveform of the power source current with both the active and the passive filter. 

 

VIII.     CONCLUSION 
This thesis presents HSAF for harmonic reduction and reactive power compensation in a single phase system with a 

control method as Discrete Fourier Transformation.. This method is applicable in both single and three phase systems. The 

main advantage of the presented Hybrid series active filter is that its filter’s power rating is 10% of the load making it a cost-

effective solution for high power applications. The value of the Total harmonic Distortion is around 2.75%.  The 

effectiveness of the present method is simulated by using MATLAB /Simulink. 
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ABSTRACT: The work presented in this project is to evaluate tensile and flexural properties of Glass, Graphite and 

Kevlar fiber reinforced polymer matrix composites. Behaviour of different fibre-reinforced composite materials are studied 

with respect to different thickness. The test specimens are fabricated by simple hand lay-up technique followed by vacuum 

bag moulding and prepared according to ASTM standards.  

 

Keywords: Graphite fiber, Epoxy resin, Glass fiber, Kevlar fiber 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The Technology advancements are necessitating exploring materials of unusual combination of properties 

(mechanical, electrical, corrosion, optical, magnetic, semi conducting dielectric etc). taking cue from natural composite such 

as wood (which is a composite of cellulose fibers in lignin matrix) and bone ( a composite of soft protein called collagen in 

which hard appetite particles are naturally embedded by bio mineralization process), man has synthesized composite 

materials to meet the ever increasing property spectrum. This property spectrum is otherwise not obtainable by using metal, 

ceramics and polymeric materials alone. 

The most remarkable features of wood and bones are that the low density, strong and stiff fibers are embedded in a 

low density matrix resulting in a strong, stiff and light weight composite. Wood and bones in many respects may be 

considered as predecessors to modern man made composites. The main characteristics of wood and bones are that they are 

fiber-reinforced composites having low weight and directional properties.  Early man used rocks, wood and bones effectively 

in their struggle for existence against natural and various kinds of other forces. The primitive people utilized these materials 

to make weapons, tools and many utility articles and also built shelters. Later on they utilized several other materials such as 

vegetable fibers, shells, clays as well as horns, teeth, skins and sinews of animals. Natural fibers like straws from grass plants 

and fibrous leaves were used as roofing material. The limitations experienced in using these materials and search for better 

materials taught them to combine two or more materials to obtain a more efficient material with better properties. This is 

turn laid the foundation for development of man made modern composite materials. Composite materials have been used 

from earliest know civilization.  

Composite materials were recognized for their strength and lightweight when used in the construction of the first all 

composite, radar proof airplane. Honeycomb exemplifies natural sandwiched composites which was guided man to build 

airframe structure.  Composite materials in the form of sandwich construction showed that primary aircraft structures could 

be fabricated from these materials. World War II gave birth to glass-fiber polyester composites for secondary aircraft 

structures, such as doors and fairings, which were designed and produced. Glass fiber composites were recognized as valid 

materials for fabrication and production of Polaris submarine missile casings. In the 1950s, fiber technology identified the 

need for fibers that could compete in strength and stiffness when the state –of- the –art development led to high performance 

glass fibers, in the late 1950s, research efforts focused on lightweight elements in the search for fibers of even greater 

strength that could compete successfully in the market place with aluminum and titanium. Boron fibers were the result of this 

effort (1963), followed by carbon, beryllium oxide, and graphite. A material such as aluminum that served as a matrix 

surrounded these filaments. These developments, by the collective efforts of government, NASA, industry and universities, 

gave rise to advanced composites. With continuing quest for new generation of materials, which have improved properties 

over conventionally available materials, vigorous research activities were pursued in this over conventionally available 

materials, vigorous research activities [3] were pursued in this desired direction to develop a new class of materials, having 

light weight, higher strength and a lower costs, the result of extensive research in this specialized field led to the 

development of composites.  

          By the broadest definition, a composite material in one in which two or more materials that are different are 

combined to form a single structure with an identifiable interface, the properties of that new structure are dependant upon the 

properties of the constitutes material as well as the properties of the interface. In the most familiar world of metals, the 

mixing of different materials typically forms bonds at the atomic level (alloys); composites typically form molecular bonds 

in which the original materials retain their identity and mechanical properties.   

 

II. HEADINGS 
The Polymer matrix composites are predominantly used for the aerospace industry, but the decreasing price of 

carbon Fibres is widening the applications of these composites to include the automobile, marine, sports, biomedical, 

construction, and other industries [4]. Carbon Fibre polymer-matrix composites have started to be used in automobiles 

mainly for saving weight for fuel economy. The so-called graphite car employs carbon Fibre epoxy-matrix composites for 

body panels, structural members, bumpers, wheels, drive shaft, engine components, and suspension systems. This car is 570 

Evaluation of Tensile and Flexural Properties of Polymer Matrix 

Composites 
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kg lighter than an equivalent vehicle made of steel. It weighs only 1250 kg instead of the conventional 1800 kg for the 

average American car. Thermoplastic composites with PEEK and polycarbonate (PC) matrices are finding use as spring 

elements for car suspension systems [5]. An investigation was conducted by Issac M Daniel et.al [6] on failure modes and 

criteria for their occurrence in composite columns and beams. They found that the initiation of the various failure modes 

depends on the material properties, geometric dimensions and type of loading. They reported that the loading type or 

condition determines the state of stress throughout the composite structure, which controls the location and mode of failure. 

The appropriate failure criteria at any point of the structure account for the biaxiality or triaxiality of the state of stress. Jeam 

Marc et.al [7] investigates the modeling of the flexural behavior of all-thermoplastic composite structures with improved 

aesthetic properties, manufactured by isothermal compression moulding. A four noded plate element based on a refined 

higher order shear deformation theory is developed by Topdar et.al [8] for the analysis of composite plates. This plate theory 

satisfies the conditions of inter-laminar shear stress continuity and stress free top and bottom surfaces of the plate. Moreover, 

the number of independent unknowns is the same as that in the first order shear deformation theory. Banerji and Nirmal [9] 

reported an increase in flexural strength of unidirectional carbon Fibre/ Poly(methyl methacrylate), composite laminates 

having polyethylene Fibres plies at the lower face. 

 

III. INDENTATIONS AND EQUATIONS 
The reinforcing material such as plain weave bi-woven glass fibres, plain weave bi-woven graphite fibres and plain 

weave bi-woven kevlar fibres are cut into required size and are laid on the flat surface of the mould. The fibres of the 

required size are laid along the required direction as per the design requirements. The resin that is LY556 and hardener HY 

951 are mixed in the proportions as recommended by the manufacturer in the required proportions that is in the proportions 

of 10:1 as suggested by the manufacturer is mixed thoroughly and is applied on the laminated surface to be laminated. The 

resin is spread evenly on the reinforcing fibres, the resin is squeezed evenly on the surface using a roller and compressed 

thoroughly with the roller it self. The reinforcing fibres are stacked one above the other and the above mentioned procedure 

is repeated repeatedly. The laminated composite material is enclosed in a bagging and a recommended vacuum pressure is 

applied on the laminate to remove the entrapped air bubbles in the layers of the laminated composites. The laminated 

composites are allowed to cure for 24 hours. These laminated composites are post cured at a temperature of 120
0
c for 2 hours 

to ensure the even distribution of the resin and to ensure the proper percolation of the matrix into the reinforcing material. 

The laminate is ready and this laminate is cut into required size as per ASTM standard and subjected to various tests. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Vacuum Bag Moulding 

 

 
Fig. 2: Tensile test specimens before and after test 

 

 
Fig. 3: Flexural test specimens before and after test 
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IV. FIGURES AND TABLES 
Table : 1: Tensile Test Results 

Specimen  

No. 

Width  

(b) mm 

Thickness 

 (d) mm 

Span length 

 (L) mm 

Maximum load 

(F) (kN) 

Deflection 

at Max. load  

(mm) 

Tensile strength 

 () 

N/mm2  

EG1 25.2 2.25 50 21.40 13.5 377.43 

EG2 24.05 2.25 50 20.08 9.8 371.08 

EG3 24.92 3.47 50 32.96 11.2 381.16 

EG4 24.62 3.39 50 30.36 12.6 363.76 

GR5 25.2 1.83 50 19.80 7.5 429.35 

GR6 25.08 1.83 50 18.40 7.6 400.90 

GR7 24.96 4.8 50 42.76 13.9 356.90 

GR8 24.84 4.8 50 44.72 13.3 375.07 

K1 12.73 1.99 50 8.36 9.2 330.01 

K2 12.71 2 50 10.64 12.2 418.57 

K3 12.99 2.98 50 15.92 12.7 411.26 

K4 13.09 2.88 50 14.00 12.8 371.36 

EG: E-Glass Laminates, GR: Graphite Laminates, K: Kevlar Laminates 

 
Graph: 1: Tensile strength vs specimen 

 

As a preliminary method of investigation, the tension test is conducted on the three types of the specimens that is, 

glass, graphite and kevlar reinforced laminates. The basic desired mechanical property like the tensile strength and % 

elongation of the specimen is evaluated by performing the tension test on the three different types of the laminates for 2mm 

and 4mm thick specimens. Table shows the ultimate tensile strength and % elongation for glass fibre reinforced laminates, 

graphite fibre reinforced laminate and kevlar fibre reinforced laminate. The graphite fibre reinforced laminates show greater 

strength when compared with glass fibre reinforced laminates. The graphite fibre reinforced laminates exhibit less strength 

than kevlar fibre reinforced laminates. Glass fibre reinforced laminates shows a moderate strength under tension strength but 

satisfies the required value of strength requirement for the mechanical applications that can be used for the sheet moulded 

components. The different strength values are attributed to their basic properties of the reinforcement materials. Glass fibre 

reinforced specimen exhibits more elongation than the graphite and kevlar reinforced laminates. 

 

Table : 2: Flexural Test Results 

Specimen  

No. 

Width  

(b) mm 

Thickness 

 (d) mm 

Span 

length 

 (L) mm 

Maximum 

load (F) 

(kN) 

Deflection 

at  

Max. load  

(mm) 

Stiffness 

 (P/) 

N/mm 

Flexural 

strength 

 () MPa 

EG1 24.9 2.2 100 0.27 18.5 20 336 

EG2 24.8 2.2 100 0.27 16.5 22 337 

EG3 24.3 3.5 100 0.72 10.2 70 363 

EG4 25.5 3.5 100 0.78 11.0 76 375 

GR1 25.3 2.2 100 0.23 13.5 17 282 

GR2 25.2 2.2 100 0.22 13.8 15 270 

GR3 25.4 3.5 100 0.65 8.8 75 313 

GR4 25.3 3.5 100 0.66 9.4 75 319 

K4 11.0 2.1 100 0.071 16.0 8.6 220 

K5 12.1 2.1 100 0.070 15.8 8.4 197 

K7 12.5 3.0 100 0.142 9.5 29 190 

K8 12.5 3.0 100 0.132 8.5 28 176 
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Graph: 1: Flexural strength vs specimen 

 

Table 2 shows the influence of the reinforcing fibre type and thickness used that is the influence of the glass, 

graphite and kevlar Fibres on the flexural properties of the specimen. It was observed that glass Fibre reinforced laminates 

dominates in its flexural properties with other fibres having the lower value in the series. But when these laminates compared 

with some of the auto parts (presently used in automotive vehicles), the laminated composites made of bi- woven fabrics of 

glass, graphite and kevlar laminates exhibited excellent properties. Even the glass Fibre laminates with 4mm thickness  

which recorded the highest flexural strength is observed to be having better flexural properties. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

o A simple tensile and flexural test was conducted to estimate the tensile and flexural strength in variety of Composites 

with varying thicknesses. 

o The graphite fibre reinforced laminates show greater strength when compared with glass fibre reinforced laminates. The 

graphite fibre reinforced laminates exhibit less strength than kevlar fibre reinforced laminates. Glass fibre reinforced 

specimen exhibits more elongation than the graphite and kevlar reinforced laminates. 

o Possible Failure modes of the composite specimens with different fibres have been analyzed and maximum load 

corresponding to the Failure mode that can occur have been computed and compared with the non-linear point of the load 

versus deflection plot and excellent agreement has been found. 

o The tensile and flexural test conducted illustrated that with increase in thickness of the specimen of the same type there is 

an increase in the tensile and flexural properties of the specimens. 

o The studies further showed that with the variation in the fibre type used has a significant effect on the tensile and flexural 

properties of the specimens, the three varieties of fibres used are plain bi-woven glass fibre reinforced laminate, plain bi-

woven graphite fibre reinforced laminate and plain bi-woven kevlar Fibre reinforced laminate. 
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ABSTRACT: Recent studies in parallel computing have mainly focused on physically producing multiple computing sites 

for computational speed-up and not considered theories and methodologies, which are the essence of parallel computing, 

and correctness as well. It means that the studies have mostly considered cost-effectiveness, that is, how many computing 

sites are produced determines how much computing speed improves. This study proposes an algorithm to estimate the 

effectiveness of parallel computing based on the model with established theories and methodologies, which are the essence 

of parallel computing, and with assured correctness, instead of exploring such cost-effectiveness. Moreover, we will 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method by applying it to one of constraint satisfaction problems, Pic-a-Pix 

Puzzle, and comparing sequential computing time with estimated parallel computing time based on the dynamic generation 

of equivalent transformation (ET) rules. 

 

Keywords: parallel Computing, Effect Estimation Algorithm, Equivalent Transformation Rule, Rule Dynamic Generation.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, there has been an increase in study of parallel computing and in its importance [1,5,6,8]. Parallelization 

can be mainly divided in two categories: in local area (LAN) and in CPU [12,14]. The former speeds up the computation by 

using a supercomputer to make the master processor and multiple slave processors share the computing. The latter executes 

multithreaded applications on the multi-core processor. 

Recent studies in parallel computing have mainly focused on physically producing multiple computing sites for 

computational speed-up and not considered theories and methodologies, which are the essence of parallel computing, and 

correctness as well [5,7,8]. It means that the studies have mostly considered cost-effectiveness, that is, how many computing 

sites are produced determines how much computing speed improves. The purpose of this study is to propose an algorithm to 

estimate the effectiveness of parallel computing based on the model with established theories and methodologies, which are 

the essence of parallel computing, and with assured correctness, instead of exploring such cost-effectiveness. Specifically, 

we adopt the parallel computing model (with multiple processors and CPUs) based on the dynamic generation of equivalent 

transformation (ET) rules, which is on the basis of the sequential computation model (with one processor) [2,3,9] based on 

the dynamic generation of ET rules [4]. This model executes costly generation of ET rules in dynamic and parallel way in 

multiple computing sites. ET is to preserve the meaning of the problem and to transform it to another simplified problem. An 

ET rule is a meaning-preserving transformation rule. It operates by, first, rewriting a definite clause by replacement of its 

body and, then, making clause specialization. Based on this model, it is possible that we conduct actual measurement of the 

effectiveness of parallel computing using with multiple slave processors and CPUs. However, this study provides the model 

with multiple abstract computing sites and independently operating virtual CPUs and proposes an algorithm to estimate the 

effectiveness of parallel computing without actual measurement. 

Moreover, we will demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method by applying it to one of constraint 

satisfaction problems [10,11,13,15], Pic-a-Pix Puzzle [16], and comparing sequential computing time with estimated parallel 

computing time based on the dynamic generation of ET rules. 

 

II. SEQUENTIAL COMPUTING MODEL BASED ON THE DYNAMIC GENERATION OF ET 

RULES 
This study is based on a sequential computing model on the basis of the dynamic generation of ET rules, and the 

sequential computing model is used for a comparison in the experiment. We will define, therefore, the sequential computing 

model first in this section, then outline “Pic-a-Pix Puzzle [16]”, which is used in the experiment of this study, and describe 

the generation of ET rules with the specific example. 

 

2.1 Definition of The Sequential Computing Model 

A sequential computing model is a model which successively simplifies problems in order to obtain solutions in the 

end by repeating the following process: if there is an applicable rule in a pre-constructed ET rule set (program), the rule will 

be applied to the problem; if not, a new rule will be generated dynamically and the rule will be applied to the problem. Fig. 1 

shows the outline of this model [2,3].  

 

Effect Estimation Method of Parallel Computing Based on 

Dynamic Generation of Equivalent Transformation Rules 

Dynamic Generation of Equivalent Transformation Rules 
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Fig. 1  Sequential Computing Model 

 

ET is to preserve the meaning of the problem and to transform it to another simplified problem. The first step of sequential 

computing corresponds to the application of ET rules. 

In Fig. 1, there is no applicable rule to the constraint set 2. A new ET rule, then, will be generated, added to the ET rule set 

and applied to the constraint set 2 so that equivalent transformation will proceed.  

 

2.2 Pic-a-Pix Puzzle 

Consider a Pic-a-Pix puzzle in Fig.2. It consists of a blank grid and clues, i.e., block patterns, on the left of every 

row and on the top of every column, with the goal of painting blocks in each row and column so that their length and order 

correspond to the patterns and there is at least one empty square between adjacent blocks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  A Pic-a-Pix Puzzle 

 

For example, the constraints in Fig. 1 in Section 2.1 correspond to each row or column of the puzzle, and all the 

constraints are computed with the same algorithm. This will allow each constraint of the problem to be shared and computed 

in a number of computing sites.  

 

2.3 ET Rule 

An ET rule is a meaning-preserving transformation rule.  

The following is a format of ET rules. 

H , {Cs} → {Es} , Bs.  

Here, H is an atom, and each of Cs, Es, and Bs is an atom string. An atom means an indivisible minimum sentence 

and is represented as a sequence of a predicate and zero or more of arguments. H , Cs, and Es is called head, condition part 

and execution part, respectively, and an atom which is an element of Bs is called replaced atom. Connecting atoms (string) 

with an arrow means replacing an atom (string) with another atom (string). 

 

2.4 ET Rule Generation 

This section describes a method of generating ET rules with an example of Pic-a-Pix Puzzle. 

Dynamic generation of ET rules is that if there is no applicable rule during the process of ET by applying ET rules 

in the problem, a new rule will be dynamically generated. Adding the new rule to the program will allow the ET to be 

continued. It is shown in the part of Fig. 1, that is, generating ET rule Rk from “Constraint Set 2” and adding it to ET rule set. 

In the case of Pic-a-Pix Puzzle, as shown in Fig. 2, rules are generated with the following algorithm depending on 

each sequence of numbers of the puzzle. 

(1) From the list (row or column) consisting of the first argument, which is the number of blocks to be painted, and the 

second argument, which is n elements (block), the common part of the list is  obtained, and if it is determined, a rule is 

generated. 

(2) From the beginning of the list, sort out undetermined elements with each case, apply 1 or 0 to every case, specialize the 

common part depending on the number of blocks to be painted and determine either 1 or 0. 

For the fourth row of the puzzle shown in Fig. 2, Fig. 3 shows a method of generating ET rules.  
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Fig. 3 An Example of Rule Generation 

 

ET Rule1 and ET Rule2 shown in Fig. 3 are explained. 

ET Rule1 is a rule which transforms the list consisting of “the number of painted block is three” and “five blank 

blocks” into a predicate which suggests painting the common part, the third (*C) block. ET Rule2 is a transformation rule in 

which the list consisting of “the number of painted block is three” and “the first and third blocks are painted” transforms into 

“the second block is painted {(:= *A 1)}” and “the fourth and fifth blocks become blank {(:= *B 0) , (:= *C 0)} in order to 

satisfy the condition to paint three consecutive blocks.  

 

III. PARALLEL COMPUTING MODEL BASED ON THE DYNAMIC GENERATION OF ET 

RULES 
A parallel computing model based on the dynamic generation of ET rules [4] consists of the Master computer and 

multiple computing sites (Slaves). Costly rule generation is done in each computing site, and the fastest generated ET rule is 

applied to the constraint sets to obtain a new more simplified constraint set. A solution will be obtained by repeating this 

operation. Fig. 4 shows the outline of this model. 

 

The computation of this model follows from 1 through 4 below.  

1.  Generate a set of constraints (Constraint Set 0) to solve a constraint satisfaction problem. 

2.  Each atom of the constraint set is sent to multiple computing sites (Slaves) and costly ET rule generation is done in each 

Slave. 

3.  Apply the first generated ET rule of the ET rules generated in 2 to the constraint sets successively and obtain a new 

simplified constraint set. 

4.  If the solution of the problem is obtained, the computing is finished. If not, it goes back to 2.  

 
Fig.4  Parallel Computing Model 

 

IV. EFFECT ESTIMATION OF PARALLEL COMPUTING BASED ON THE DYNAMIC 

GENERATION OF ET RULES 
This section proposes a method to estimate to what extent the computing become more efficient in the case of 

parallelization.  

 

4.1 Effect Estimation Method of Parallel Computing 

An effect estimation method of parallel computing is a method in which operations will be continued repeatedly 

until no constraint of the problem (atom) exists, and when no atom exists, an estimated parallel computing time is output. 
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First, an ET rule is generated for each atom in constraint sets, then the fastest generated ET rule is applied to the constraint 

set, and a new constraint set is obtained. The applied ET rule is deleted. 

 

An algorithm to estimate the effect of parallel computing is shown below. 

Given a set C of atoms. Here, T is an estimated parallel computing time. S is a set of pairs of a generated rule and a 

time. rt is a time for rule r to be generated. t is the time taken until a new constraint set is obtained after the rule is applied to 

the constraints sets. 

 

(1)  T= 0, S = {}. 

(2)  while C =/= {} do  

(2-1)  For any atom a in C 

gen(a) = (rt, r).   // rule r is generated. 

S = S ⋃ {(T + rt +τ+ t, r)}   // τ is a delay for sending and receiving. 

(2-2)  S’ = sort(1, S).   // sort by the first argument. 

(2-3)  Let (rt, r) be the first pair in S’. 

(2-4)  If T < rt, then T = rt. 

(2-5)  Apply the rule r to an atom in C to have new C. (The time at this point is t.) 

(2-6)  S = S - {(rt, r)}. 

(3)  return T 

 

This algorithm is explained. 

(1) Initialize an estimated parallel computing time and a set of pairs of a generated rule and a time. 

(2) Repeat the operation from (2-1) to (2-6) until no atom in the problem exists. 

(2-1) For each atom, create a pair of an ET rule and its generating time. Then, create a set of pairs of T, rt, τ, t and an ET rule. 

(2-2) Sort the set created in (2-1) by ascending order of total time of T, rt, τ and t. 

(2-3) Take out the first sorted pair of S’. 

(2-4) If rt is more than T, let rt be T. 

(2-5) Apply the rule taken out in (2-3) to the atom and obtain a new atom. 

(2-6) Delete the applied pair of the ET rule and generating time. 

(3) When there is no atom in the problem, return the estimated parallel computing time as a solution. 

 

4.2 Estimation of Parallel Computing Time in Pic-a-Pix Puzzle 

Fig. 5 shows the estimated parallel computing time based on dynamic generation of ET rules which was obtained 

using a 7 x 7 Pic-a-Pix Puzzle (let τ, which is defined in Section 4.1, be 0msec). 

 

 
Fig.5  Calculation of Estimated Parallel Computing Time 

Fig. 5 is explained based on Section 4.1. 

 

The numbers from 0 to 22 represent the constraint set number. For example, four ET rules are generated in the 

constraint set 0. The fastest generated rule (in this case, it is the bottom of four rules in Fig. 5, which is generated in 7msec) 

is applied an atom (constraint), and a new atom is generated. The time to generate this new atom is 3msec. That is, it takes 

10msec (= 7+3) to the obtainment of a new atom from the generation of the bottom rule and the application of it to an atom. 

Next, the fastest generated rule in the sum of the rules of the unused rule set generated in the constraint set 0 and the 

rule set generated in the constraint set 1 (in this example, the second rule from the bottom generated in the constraint set 0) is 
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applied to an atom, and a new atom is obtained. In this case, it takes 15msec to generate the rule, and 6msec from the 

application of the rule to an atom to the obtainment of a new atom. 

Next, the fastest generated rule in the sum of the rules of the unused rule set generated in the constraint set 0, that in 

the constraint set 1 and the rule set generated in the constraint set 2 (in this example, the third rule from the bottom generated 

in the constraint set 0) is applied to an atom, and a new atom is obtained. In this case, it takes 31msec to generate the rule, 

and 6msec from the application of the rule to an atom to the obtainment of a new atom. Repeat the same process and obtain 

the Answer by applying the generated rule in constraint set 20(the rule above the two rules generated in the constraints set 

20). 

 

The followings show “Constraint set before the rule is applied  ➞  The rule which is applied  ➞  Constraint set after the rule 

is applied  ･･･  Estimated time” from the constraint set 0 to the Answer. 

Constraint Set 0 ➞ Apply the second rule from the top generated in the Constraint Set 0  

➞ Constraint Set 3 ･･･ 37msec (= 31 + 6) 

Constraint Set 3 ➞ Apply the second rule from the top generated in the Constraint Set 3  

➞ Constraint Set 8  ･･･ 7msec   (= 7 + 0) 

Constraint Set 8 ➞ Apply the rule generated in the Constraint Set 8   

➞ Constraint Set 11 ･･･ 22msec (= 19 + 3) 

Constraint Set 11 ➞ Apply the rule under the rules generated in the Constraint Set 11  

➞ Constraint Set 13 ･･･ 6msec (= 3 + 3) 

Constraint Set 13 ➞ Apply the rule generated in the Constraint Set 13  

➞ Constraint Set 17 ･･･ 7msec (= 7 + 0) 

Constraint Set 17 ➞ Apply the rule generated in the Constraint Set 17  

➞ Constraint Set 20 ･･･ 11msec (= 11 + 0) 

Constraint Set 20 ➞ Apply the above the rules generated in the Constraint Set 20   

➞ Answer                ･･･ 15msec (= 15 + 0) 

 

The total of these estimated parallel computing times is 105msec(= 37 + 7 + 22 + 6 + 7 + 11 + 15). The sequential 

computing time for this example is 1920msec. Then, if the sequential computing time is set to 1, the estimated parallel 

computing time becomes 0.05. The computing time, thus, is found to be greatly reduced. 

 

V. CALCULATION OF THE PARALLEL ESTIMATED COMPUTING TIME TAKING INTO 

ACCOUNT THE COMMUNICATION TIME 
In this section, it is studied how the estimated parallel computing time changes if the communication time is taken 

into account. That is, τ defined in section 4.1 is considered. 

 

5.1 Calculation of  The Estimated Time Taking into The Fixed Communication Time 

In this section, set the communication time to 10msec in the example in section 4.2 and calculate the estimated 

parallel computing time. The result is shown in Fig. 6. The process flow of the parallel computing time and the estimated 

time change by adding the communication time of 10msec for the calculation made in Fig. 5. For instance, in Fig. 6, four 

rules are generated in the constraint set 0. The bottom rule, which is generated in the fastest time, 7msec, is applied to an 

atom, and a new atom is obtained. The time for this is 3msec and the communication time is 10msec. The process flow to 

obtain the estimated parallel computing time until the solution is obtained is the same as that in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig.6 Calculation of Estimated Parallel Computing Time (Taking into Account Communication Time of 10msec) 
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Fig. 6 shows that in the case of taking into account the communication time of 10msec, the estimated parallel 

computing time is 175msec. When the sequential computing time is set to 1, the estimated parallel computing time becomes 

0.09, and the computing time is greatly reduced. 

 

5.2 The Change of The Estimated Time Due to The Change of The Communication Time 

In this section, it is studied how the estimated time changes when the communication time is changed from 0msec 

to 200msec. The result is shown in Fig. 7. This graph shows that the communication time of which the range is from 0msec 

to 30msec greatly affects the computing time, however, the communication time over 30msec does not much affect it. 

 

 
Fig.7 Changes in Computing Time with Communication Time 

 

VI. CALCULATION OF THE ESTIMATED PARALLEL COMPUTING TIME BY THE PROGRAM 
This section compares the estimated computing time with the sequential computing time when a Pic-a-Pix Puzzle is 

solved with the program, which is created using an ET programming language [17] to obtain the estimated parallel 

computing time. 

As experimental data, we chose five 15 x 15-size Pic-a-Pix Puzzles from http://starscafe.net/riddle/logic/ [16] and 

compared the average sequential computing time of ten times with the average estimated parallel computing time of ten 

times. The result is shown in Table 1. Here, Table 1 shows the ratio of the estimated parallel computing time when the 

sequential computing time is set to 1. 

 

 
Table 1  Comparison of Computing Time 

 

It can be found from Table 1 that the parallel computing time is greatly reduced compared with the sequential 

computing time. It is assumed that this is because ineffective rules which make computational efficiency lower were not 

applied to the problem when the problem was solved with the parallel computation. Available rules are applied regardless of 

anything else in sequential computing, whereas such ineffective rules can be eliminated in parallel computing. 

 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 
We proposed an algorithm to estimate the effect of parallel computing using a parallel computing model based on 

the dynamic generation of ET rules. This study provided a model with multiple abstract computing sites and independently 

operating virtual CPUs and estimated the effect of parallel computing on the model.  Furthermore, we have demonstrated the 

effectiveness of the proposed method by creating a program which estimates the effect of parallel computing, solving several 

Pic-a-Pix Puzzles with the program and comparing the sequential computing time with the parallel computing time. This 

study used Pic-a-Pix Puzzles as examples of constraint satisfaction problems. We would like to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the proposed method by applying it to various examples in the future.  
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ABSTRACT: Network on chip (NoC) has become the most promising and reasonable solution for connecting many cores 

in system on chips (SoC). In conventional NoC architectures neighbouring routers are connected via hard wired 

unidirectional communication channels. Due to unpredictable and uneven traffic patterns in NoC one of the channels may 

be overflowed due to heavy traffic in one direction while the other unidirectional channel is idling and thus causing 

inefficient resource utilization, data loss and degradation in performance. So as a remedy for this situation a bidirectional 

NoC (BiNoC) can be used, which uses bidirectional channels to connect adjacent routers and it also supports runtime 

reconfiguration of channel direction according to traffic demand by using channel direction control (CDC) protocol. Since 

data communication through Network on Chip is susceptible to noise due to the presence of various noise sources, the 

incorporation of a hybrid error control scheme in which combined approach of error correction and retransmission is used 

which increases the reliability of the system. This architecture will allow the NoC structure to handle massive data 

transmission by effectively increasing the communication bandwidth, resource utilization capability and speed of NoC 

communication together with the increased reliability. The architecture is modelled using VHDL. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
With vigorous advancement in semiconductor processing technologies, the chip integration has reached a stage 

where a complete system can be placed in a single chip.  A system on chip (SoC) is an integrated circuit (IC) that integrates 

all components of an electronic system into a single chip. Applications of these systems are in the area of 

telecommunications, multimedia, and consumer electronics where it has to satisfy real time requirements. As technology 

scales toward deep sub-micron, mare and more number of computational units will be integrated onto the same silicon die, 

causing tight   communication requirements on the communication architecture. Due to this fact the traditional solution for 

inter core communication in SoCs such as shared bus systems and point to point links were not able to keep up with the 

scalability and performance requirements. As a result “Network on Chip” (NoCs) emerged which has some reasonable and 

promising features for application to giga-scale   system on chips such as modularity, scalability, high band width 

availability, despite the increased design complexity. NoC consists of components such as IP Cores, Network Interface (NI), 

and Routers or switch which routes the packets of data through the Network according to a routing algorithm and 

interconnecting channels or wires. Packets of data to be communicated through the NoC are transmitted through the NoC via 

routers and channels to reach the destination IP core from the source IP core of the SoC.  

The city block style, tiled NoC architecture is the most popular type of NoC and is considered in most of designs 

due to its flexibility, simplicity, scalability and performance advantages. In this type of architecture, the wires and routers are 

arranged like street grids of a city, while the resources (logic processor cores) are placed on city blocks separated by wires. 

Here neighbouring routers are connected together using a pair of unidirectional communication channels where each channel 

is hard-wired to handle either outgoing or incoming traffic only. At run time quite often one channel may be overflowed with 

heavy traffic in one direction, while the channel in the opposite direction remains idling. This leads to performance loss, 

inefficient resource utilization, reduced throughput of the system and wastage of bandwidth in City Block style Network on 

Chip architectures. As a solution for these problems the concept of reversible lanes in city traffic can be implemented in 

Network on chip (NoC). A counter flow lane is one in which the driving directions are changed using some electronics signs 

in-order to provide high capacity to the direction with heavier traffic volume. Such a Network on chip (NoC) which 

implements the idea of reversible lanes in city traffic to configure the direction of channel according to the traffic inside the 

system is termed as Bidirectional Network on Chip (BiNoC) [1]. The channels are made dynamically self reconfigurable at 

real time by using a protocol called as Channel direction control protocol (CDC). This project targeted the Bidirectional NoC 

having dynamically self reconfigurable channels to reduce the limitations of conventional NoC architecture such as 

inefficient resource utilization, reduced channel bandwidth availability for massive unidirectional communication and it also 

increases the effective throughput of the network on chip without using additional channels for interconnection. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 
By borrowing the ideas from real world computer networks in the chip level communication issue the concept of 

Network on chip evolved. Network-on-Chip (NoC) provides scalable bandwidth requirement where number of simultaneous 

bus requesters is large and their required bandwidth for interconnection is more than the bus based design [7][8]. When we 

are moving to the era of nano scale technology one of critical issues is a wiring delay. While the speed of basic elements 

such as gate delay becomes much faster, the wiring delay is growing exponentially because of the increased capacitance 

caused by narrow channel width and increased crosstalk [10]. In designing NoC systems, there are several issues to be 

concerned with, such as topologies, switching techniques, routing algorithms, performance, latency, complexity and so on. 

Mesh Topology is a Feasible topology and is easily expandable by adding new nodes [1][6][9][3]. A routing algorithm 

Noise Tolerant and Faster On Chip Communication Using 

Binoc Model 
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determines the direction of Packet Transmission in NoCs [2][4]. The algorithm determines to what direction packets are 

routed during every stage of the routing. XY routing is a dimension order routing which routes packets first in x- or 

horizontal direction to the correct column and then in y- or vertical direction to the receiver [4][6].The performance of NoC 

communication architecture is dictated by its flow-control mechanism. Wormhole flow control has advantages such as less 

memory requirement and less latency. In wormhole routing packets are divided to small and equal sized flits (flow control 

digit or flow control unit). . After first flit the route is reserved to route the remaining flits of the packet. This route is called 

wormhole. 

In conventional tiled NoC structures neighboring routers are connected using hardwired unidirectional 

communication channels which can handle data only in a single direction i.e. either output data or input data [1]. While 

considering the case of basic NoC structure one channel may be overflowed with heavy unidirectional traffic, while the 

channel in the opposite direction remains idling since the channels or links that connect the neighboring routers together are 

hardwired in such a way to handle traffic in only one particular direction [2]. This causes performance degradation and 

inefficient resource utilization in traditional city block style NoC architectures. Thus Traditional tiled NoC structures are not 

up to the mark in handling a heavy flow of traffic in single direction although it is equipped by resources to handle the 

situation.  

As we move to consider Deep Submicron NoCs (DSM NoCs), communication becomes unreliable because of the 

increased sensitivity of interconnects to on-chip noise sources, such as crosstalk and power-supply noise [5].In DSM SoCs; 

low swing signaling reduces signal-to-noise ratio thus making interconnects more sensitive to on-chip noise sources such as 

cross-talk, power supply noise, electromagnetic interferences, soft errors, etc [5]. A common practice to increase the 

reliability of NoC is to incorporate error detection and correction schemes into the design. . Hamming codes [5] are the first 

class of linear codes devised for error correction and have been widely employed for error control in digital communication 

and data storage systems. When the transmitted codeword is received, an error detecting stage checks the parity bits. If a 

correction stage is applied, the exact location of the error can be identified so that the corrupted bit can be restored. A 

distance- 3 Hamming code can be easily modified to increase its minimum distance to 4, adding one more check bit, chosen 

so that the parity of all of the bits, including the new one, is even to form Single Error Correction and Double Error 

Detecting hamming Code (SECDED)[5]. This version of the Hamming code is traditionally used for single error correction 

and double error detection. 

In this Paper a noise tolerant and faster on chip communication is proposed using bidirectional Network on Chip 

(BiNoC) having dynamically self reconfigurable channels. The noise toleration capability of the system is to be increased by 

using a hybrid scheme of error detection/correction and retransmission schemes. The packet switched Bidirectional NoC 

prototype design considers the design constraints such as two dimensional mesh topology, XY routing algorithm, and 

wormhole flow control mechanisms. 

 

III SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
Network on Chip provides the infrastructure for the communication in multicore single chip systems. A NoC 

consists of resources and switches that are connected using channels so that they are able to communicate with each other by 

sending messages. Here the topology used is mesh, which is a simplest layout; also routing in a two-dimensional mesh is 

easy. [2]. Figure: 1 shows the basic structure of a tiled, city block style network on chip. The inter router communication in 

conventional NoC design is accomplished by using two unidirectional communication channels that are hardwired for 

handling traffic only in a single direction. This causes problems such as performance degradation and ineffective resource 

utilization in conventional tiled NoC architectures. In a BiNoC, each communication channel allows itself to be dynamically 

reconfigured to transmit flits in either direction [2]. This promises better bandwidth utilization, lower packet delivery 

latency, and higher packet consumption rate for the network. The flow direction at each channel is controlled by a channel-

direction-control protocol (CDC protocol).Figure: 2 shows the basic block diagram of a 3*3 grid array structure of 

Bidirectional NoC in which routers are interconnected together using bidirectional channels. 

 

 
Figure:1 Basic structure of 4*4 array of NoC. 
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Figure: 2 Block diagram of 3*3 2D-Mesh BiNoC 

 

A. Existing Conventional NoC  router Architecture 

The network on chip routers which are connected together using communication links are the most vital part in a 

NoC design. These routers are responsible for the correct switching of data to the destination resource by using a routing 

protocol. The architecture of a basic tiled network on chip is shown in Figure: 3. The Router used in basic city block style 

NoC will have five ports corresponding to the directions North, East, South, west and a local PE(Processing Element). Each 

port is having its input and output channel, and each input and output channel is having its control and decoding logic, which 

supports five parallel connections at the same time simultaneously. The input channel consists of three parts i.e. FIFO, FSM, 

and XY logic. The FIFO is used as input buffer to store the data temporarily. XY Logic is used for comparing the 

coordinates stored in header flit with the locally stored coordinates and thus finds out the direction to which the packet has to 

be switched. There is a switch present inside the router which switches the data from the input port of a particular direction 

of router to the output port of the desired location calculated by the XY routing algorithm. An Arbiter is used in output 

channel to overcome the problem of multiple input requests coming at single output port. Arbiter is based on rotating priority 

scheme in which each port get reduced its priority once it has been served. 

 
Figure: 3 Five Port Router in Basic Tiled NoC 

 

B. BiNoC Router Architecture 

Modifications to the five port router structure when used in Bidirectional network on chip are: 

1. All the ports of router will be bidirectional ports. 

2. Buffers should be placed in every port to store data temporarily. 

3. FIFO buffer capacity should be made higher to accommodate heavy traffic. 

4. A high priority finite state machine (HP FSM) and a low priority finite state machine (LP FSM) will be connected at 

each port to dynamically configure the channel direction according to the traffic needs. 

       

Architecture of five port router used in BiNoC is shown in Figure: 4.Which has the capability of dynamically self 

reconfiguring the directions of its bidirectional port according to the traffic needs. The direction of data transmission of a 

bidirectional channel needs to be self-configured, at run time based on local traffic demands. To achieve this goal a 

distributed CDC (Channel direction Control) protocol is used. Configuration of a bidirectional channel direction is controlled 

by a pair of FSMs in the channel control blocks of the routers at both ends. Opposite priorities are assigned to FSMs on the 

other channel of same pair of adjacent routers. The operations of adjacent FSMs synchronized against a common clock.  

The two FSMs exchange control signals through a pair hand-shaking signals: input−req (input request) and 

output−req (output request). When the sending end router has data packet to transmit the output−req is made „1‟. The 

output−req signal from one router becomes the input−req signal to the FSM of the other router. Each FSM also receives a 

channel−req (channel request) signal from the internal routing computation module as there is a grant given to a particular 

port to output data. channel−req = 1 when a data packet in the local router is requesting the current channel.  
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Figure: 4 Architecture of BiNoC Router 

 

The state transition diagram of high priority FSM and low priority FSM are shown in Figure: 5. Each FSM consists of three 

states: Free, Wait, and Idle, defined as: 

 

1. Free State: the channel is available for data output to the adjacent router. 

2. Idle State: the channel is ready to input data from the adjacent router. 

3. Wait State: an intermediate state preparing the transition from the idle state with an input channel direction to the Free 

State with an output channel direction. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure: 5 state transition diagram of HP and LP FSMs 

The inter router channel direction control scheme is shown in figure: 6. 
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Figure: 6 channel Direction control scheme(CDC) 

 

C. Flit Structure 

As this project uses worm hole flow control mechanism, the data packet will be divided into equal sized flits (flow 

control units). A packet of data will contain a header flit having the information of source, destination PEs and if needed it 

may contain length of packets [9] followed by the data flits which carry the actual data to be communicated and finally there 

will be a tail flit which indicates the completion of packet. In this proposed system the flit structure is considered in the way 

that the first bit shows the flit to be the header-trailer or the data. When the first bit equals one, this flit is a header or trailer. 

In this case, the 2nd bit determines which one is the header and which one is the trailer. The data flit will have first bit as 

zero. The sizes of flits considered in this project are of 16 bits each. 

 
(a)  

 
(b)  

 
(c) 

Figure 7 (a) Header, (b) Tail and (c) Data Flit structures 

 

D. Error Control 

Hamming codes are the widely used error detection and correction code in network on chip due to its simplicity, 

short timing delay and less area overhead. SEC-DED Hamming code is used here for error detection and correction of errors. 

A retransmission scheme in which the receiver acknowledges the sender to transmit the data again is also implemented in 

NoC designs to increase the reliability. For Retransmission scheme the Network Interface (NI) of sender will be having 

additional Retransmission Buffers which will store the packets that have been transmitted.  

When considering the switch to switch and end to end error control policy [7], end to end error control policy has 

less latency and area overhead. So in this project an end to end and hybrid scheme of error detection, correction and 

retransmission are considered for increasing the reliability of the NoC communication. Since wormhole flow control 

mechanism is been used in this project error detection and correction will be occurring in flit by flit basis so it assures more 

reliability than packet by packet error control mechanism. 

Flit size considered is 16 bit so for a SEC-DED hamming code will have 5 check bits and one overall parity bit. he 

codeword generated by the SEC-DED Hamming encoder (22, 16) will be of 22 bits containing 16 data bits 5 check bits and 

one overall parity bit.Here p1,p2,p4,p8,p16 are the check bits occupying the 2
n 

positions of codeword while p is the overall 

parity bit of the data to be transmitted. Structure of codeword generated by SEC-DED hamming encoder is shown in Figure 

8. 

 
Figure: 8 structure of (22, 16) SEC-DED hamming codeword 

 

Hamming decoder is more complex than encoder. The Hamming Decoder block recovers a binary message vector 

from a binary Hamming codeword vector. (22, 16) SEC_DED Hamming decoder takes 22 bit codeword and it calculates the 

syndrome and overall parity and decides whether an error has occurred or not in a transmitted code word. Since the error 

control scheme used in this work is a hybrid scheme of error correction and retransmission in which if certain number of 

uncorrectable errors are found to be occurred in the received data packet then the hybrid SEC-DED decoder has to generate 

the retransmission request. 

 

IV.       SIMULATION RESULTS 
The modules are modeled using VHDL in Xilinx ISE Design Suite 12.1 and the simulation of the design is 

performed using Modelsim SE 6.2c to verify the functionality of the design. Analysis of the results obtained is discussed in 

this section. 

In Figure 9, five port router used in conventional NoC designs is shown. The five port router designed here is the 
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one used in basic tiled NoC architecture. The router consists of five input and five output ports. The structure of router is 

shown in Figure: 3.6. The routing decision is taken by the router according to the XY routing logic present in the router 

module. The 8 bits from 3
rd

 bit of the header flit is analyzed to find out the address of destination router and it is compared to 

find the direction of switching inside the router. Switching is made into effect by a crossbar switch inside the NoC router. 

There may be multiple requests for one particular output port at a time, but when using an arbiter only one request is served 

once. Since Wormhole flow control is used in this router once a request is granted then the data from that port is switched till 

a tail flit is encountered. 

 
Figure:9 Five port Router Simulation 

 

In Figure:10 the simulation results of high priority and Low priority FSM are shown which dynamically configures 

the direction of bidirectional channels that interconnects the adjacsent routers in BiNoC structure. 

 

 
Figure:10a Simulation result of HP FSM 

 

 
Figure:10b Simulation result of LP FSM 

 

Simulation result of BiNoC router is shown in figure: 9 which show the switching of data flits through bidirectional 

ports of the router. The direction of bidirectional ports are configured according to the distributed CDC protocol consisting 

of high priority and low priority FSMs at run time. 

 

 
Figure: 11 Simulation result of BiNoC Router 

 

Figure:12 shows the simulation result of Single Error Correction-Double Error Detecting (SEC-DED)Hamming 

encoder. The hamming encoder designed here is a (22, 16) SEC-DED hamming encoder. Encoder inputs are 16 bit flits and 

its output is 22 bit codeword consisting of check bits, data bits and an overall parity bit. 
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Figure: 12 Simulation result of Hamming Encoder 

 

Decoder designed here is a SEC-DED hamming decoder with forward error correction and retransmission. Decoder 

module takes 22 bit codeword and calculates the syndrome as well as overall parity and makes decisions. 

 

 
Figure: 12 Simulation result of Hamming Encoder 

 

Figure 13 shows the simulation result of 2*2 BiNoC with hybrid error control scheme. Here communication is 

established between router having address (1, 1) and router having address (2, 2) via router having address (1, 2). Here the 

channels and buffers will be having more width to accommodate the hamming encoded flits than normal BiNoC. The Header 

and data flits are injected in the router R1 (1, 1) and the flits are switched through the network by using both the channels in 

the path. At the receiver end i.e. R4 (2, 2) the encoded flits are decoded by the hybrid decoder and if single bit errors are 

detected then it is corrected and if two bit errors are occurring then errors are counted and a Retransmission Request signal is 

made HIGH which reaches NI of the sender router.   

 

 
Figure: 5.13 Simulation result of 2*2 BiNoC with Hybrid Error Control Scheme 

 

Table: 1 shows the comparison of flit switching speed and resource utilization of Basic NoC router and BiNoC 

router. Flits where injected into the west port of routers and switching was done to the ports in east direction for both the 

routers. 

 

Type of 

Router 
No of Clocks 

No of flits 

switched 

No o f 

channels 

configured 

Basic NoC 

Router 
50 44 1 

BiNoC Router 50 84 2 

Table: 1 Flit Switching Speed Comparison of Basic NoC Router Vs BiNoC Router. 

 

Table: 2  shows the details of clock cycles, channels used and number of flits switched by the 2*2 Bidirectional 

NoC when a communication was established form Router R1 (1, 1) to R4 (2, 2). 

 

2*2 BiNoC No of clocks 

No of flits 

reaching 

destination 

No of 

channels used 

Communication 

from R1 to R4 
100 146 4 

Table: 2 BiNoC (2*2) flit switching from R1 (1, 1) to R4 (2, 2). 
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V.      CONCLUSION 
This paper focuses on the development of Bidirectional Network on Chip prototype for faster on chip 

communication than conventional city block style NoC. The system also incorporates a noise toleration scheme by using 

SEC-DED hamming code and for increasing the reliability, a hybrid scheme of error detection/correction and retransmission 

of packets is employed in the system. Wormhole routing mode based basic 5 port NoC router and 5 port BiNoC router 

having bidirectional ports which are dynamically configurable to either direction by using CDC protocol are designed and 

simulated. Routing algorithm considered is XY routing algorithm. Comparative analysis of Basic NoC router with BiNoC 

reveals that the flit switching speed and resource utilization capability of BiNoC router is almost double for massive 

unidirectional communications. 2*2 BiNoC was developed by interconnecting the routers together in mesh topology and 

communication through network based on XY routing algorithm and wormhole flow control was established. The error 

control policy considered in this work is End to End Error Control Policy since its area overhead and delay overhead for 

packet transfer are less. For error correction and detection SEC-DED hamming code is used which can correct single bit 

errors and detect two bit errors. By using BiNoC having hybrid scheme of error control a faster and reliable on chip 

communication is achieved. The whole architecture is designed using VHDL, synthesized using Xilinx ISE 12.1 and 

simulated using ModelSim 6.2c simulator. 
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ABSTRACT: Decision making can be regarded as the reflective development consequential in the selection of a course of 

action among several alternative scenarios. Continuous and uninterrupted aggregation queries are used to monitor the 

changes in data with time varying for online decision making. Usually a user requirements to obtain the value of some 

aggregation function larger than distributed data items, for example, to be familiar with value of portfolio for a client; or the 

average of temperatures sensed by a set of sensors. In these queries a client identifies a coherency requirement as 

measurement of the query. In this we suggested a low-cost, scalable technique to answer continuous aggregation queries 

using a network of aggregators of dynamic data items. Such a network of data aggregators, each and every data aggregator 

gives out a set of data items at specific coherencies. Just as a variety of fragments of a dynamic web pages are served by one 

or more nodes of a content allocation network, our proposed method involves decomposing a client query into sub-queries 

and carry out sub-queries on sensibly chosen data aggregators with their individual sub query incoherency boundaries. We 

present that a technique for getting the optimal set of sub queries with their incoherency boundaries which gratifies client 

query’s coherency obligation with least number of refresh messages driven from aggregators to the client. For 

approximation the number of refresh messages, we put together a query cost model which can be used to calculate 

approximately the number of messages required to gratify the client specified incoherency bound. 

 

Index Terms— Algorithms, Continuous Queries, Data Dissemination, Coherency, Performance, Distributed Query 

Processing 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Applications such as sensors-based monitoring, auctions, personal portfolio valuations for financial decisions, route 

planning depends on traffic information, etc., make wide use of dynamic data. For such type of applications, data from one 

or more independent data sources may be aggregated to determine if some action is warranted. Given the growing number of 

such type of applications that make use of highly dynamic data, there is imperative interest in systems that can efficiently 

deliver the relevant updates repeatedly. In these continuous query applications, users are probably to bear some incorrectness 

in the results. That is, the exact data values at the equivalent data sources need not be reported as long as the query results 

gratify user specified accuracy requirements.  

 

Data incoherency: Data accuracy can be specified in terms of incoherency of a data item, defined as the complete 

dissimilarity in value of the data item at the data source and the value known to a client of the data. Let vi(t) indicate the 

value of the i
th

 data item at the data source at time t; and let the value the data item known to the client be ui(t). Then, the data 

incoherency at the client is given by |vi(t)- ui(t)|. For a data item which needs to be refreshed at an incoherency bound C a 

data refresh message is sent to the client as soon as data incoherency exceeds C, i.e., |vi(t)- ui(t)| > C. 

 

Network of data aggregators (DA): Data refresh from data sources to consumers can be done using push or pull based 

mechanisms. In a push based system data sources send bring up to date messages to clients on their own while in a pull 

based system data sources send messages to the customer only when the client makes a request. In this assume the push 

based system for data transfer between data sources and clients. For scalable management of push based data distribution, 

network of data aggregators are proposed. 

 

In this assume that each data aggregator maintains its configured incoherency bounds for different data items. From a data 

distribution capability point of vision, each and every data aggregator is characterized by a set of (d i, ci) pairs, where di is a 

data item which the DA can disseminate at an incoherency bound ci. The configured incoherency bound of a data item at a 

data aggregator can be maintained using any of following methods:  

1) The data source refreshes the data value of the DA whenever DA’s incoherency bound is about to get violated. This 

method has scalability problems. 2) Data aggregator with tighter incoherency bound help the DA to maintain its incoherency 

bound in a scalable manner 

 

1.1. Aggregate Queries and Their Execution 

While executing continuous multi data aggregation queries, using a network of data aggregators, with the objective of 

minimizing the number of restores from data aggregators to the client. First, we give two motivating scenarios where there 

are various options for executing a multi data aggregation query and one must select a particular option to minimize the 

number of messages. 

 

A Novel Approach To Answer Continuous Aggregation Queries 

Using Data Aggregations 
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1.2. Problem statement & contributions 

Our simulation studies show that for continuous aggregation queries: 

 Our method of dividing query into sub queries and executing them at individual DAs requires less than one third of the 

number of refreshes required in the existing schemes. 

 For reducing the number of refreshes more dynamic data items should be part of a sub query involving larger number of 

data items. 

 

Our method of executing queries over a network of data aggregators is practical since it can be implemented using a 

mechanism similar to URL-rewriting in content distribution networks (CDNs). Just like in a content distribution networks, 

the client sends its query to the central site. For getting appropriate aggregators (edge nodes) to answer the client query 

(webpage), the central site has to first determine which data aggregators have the data items required for the client query. If 

the client query cannot be respond by a single data aggregator, the query is divided into sub queries (fragments) and each sub 

query is assigned to a single data aggregator. In case of a content distribution networks webpage’s division into fragments is 

a page design issue, whereas, for permanent aggregation queries, the issue has to be handled on per query basis by 

considering data dissemination capabilities of data aggregators. 

This strategy ignores the fact that the client is interested only in the aggregated value of the data items and various 

aggregators can disseminate more than one data item. Second, if a single Data Aggregator (DA) can disseminate all three 

data items required to answer the client query, the Data Aggregator can construct a compound data item corresponding to the 

client query and disseminate the result to the client so that the query incoherency bound is not violated. It is obvious that if 

we obtain the query result from a single Data Aggregator, the number of refreshes will be (as data item updates may cancel 

not in each other, thereby maintaining the query results within the incoherency bound). Further, even if an aggregator can 

refresh all the data items, it may not be capable to satisfy the query coherency requirements. In such cases the query has to be 

implemented with data from multiple aggregators. 

 

II. DATA DISSEMINATION COST MODEL 
To estimate the number of refreshes required to disseminate a data item while maintaining a certain incoherency 

bound. There are two most important factors affecting the number of messages that are needed to maintain the coherency 

requirement:  

1) The coherency requirement itself   

2) Dynamics of the data. 

 

1.3.   Incoherency Bound Model 

Consider a data item which needs to be distributed at an incoherency bound C that is new value of the data item will 

be pushed if the value deviates by more than C from the last pushed value Thus, the number of dissemination messages will 

be proportional to the probability of | v(t)- u(t) | greater than C for data value v(t) at the source/aggregator and u(t) at the 

client, at time t. A data item can be replicated as a discrete time random process where each step is correlated with its 

previous step. In a push-based distribution, a data source can follow one of the following schemes: 

1. Data source pushes the data value whenever it differs from the last pushed charge by an amount more than C. 

2. Client estimates data value based on server specified parameters. The source drives the new data value whenever it 

differs from the (client) estimated value by an amount more than C. 

 
Fig.1: Number of pushes versus incoherency bounds 

 

In both these cases, value at the source can be modeled as a random process with average as the value known at the 

client. In case 2, the server and the client estimate the data value as the mean of the modeled random process, whereas in 

case 1 difference from the last pushed value can be modeled as zero mean process. 

 

2.2. Data dynamics Model 

 Two possible options to model data dynamics, as a first option, the data dynamics can be quantified based on 

standard deviation of the data item values. Suppose both data items are disseminated with an incoherency bound of 3. It can 

be seen that the number of messages required for maintaining the incoherency bound will be 7 and 1 for data items d1 and 

d2, respectively, whereas both data items have the same standard deviation. Thus, we need a measure which captures data 

changes along with its temporal properties. This motivates us to examine the second measure. As a second option we 

considered Fast Fourier Trans- form (FFT) which is used in the digital signal processing domain to characterize a digital 
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signal. FFT captures number of changes in data value, amount of changes, and their timings. Thus, FFT can be used to model 

data dynamics but it has a problem. To estimate the number of refreshes required to disseminate a data item we need a 

function over FFT coefficients which can return a scalar value. The number of FFT coefficients can be as high as the number 

of changes in the data value. Among FFT coefficients, 0th order coefficient identifies average value of the data item, 

whereas higher order coefficients represent transient changes in the value of data item. 

 

Validating the hypothesis: We did simulations with different stocks being disseminated with incoherency bound values of 

$0:001, 0.01, and 0.1. This variety is 0.1 to 10 times the regular standard deviation of the share price values. Number of 

invigorate messages is plotted with data sum diff (in $) the linear relationship appears to exist for all incoherency bound 

values. To enumerate the measure of linearity we used Pearson product moment correlation coefficient (PPMCC), a widely 

used measure of association, measuring the quantity of linearity between two variables. 

 
Fig.2: Number of pushes versus data sumdiff (a) C ¼ 0:001, (b) C ¼ 0:01, and (c) C ¼ 0:1. 

 

It is calculated by summing up the products of the deviations of the data item values from their mean. PPMCC 

varies between 1 and 1 with higher (absolute) values signifying that data points can be considered linear with more 

confidence. For three principles of incoherency bounds 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1; PPMCC values be 0.94, 0.96, and 0.90, 

respectively and average deviation from linearity was in the range of 5 percent for low values of C and 10 percent for high 

values of C. Thus, we can conclude that, for lower values of the incoherency bounds, linear relation- ship between data sum 

diff and the number of refresh messages can be assumed with more confidence.  

 

2.3 Combining Data Dissemination Models 

Number of refresh messages is proportional to data sumdiff Rs and inversely proportional to square of the 

incoherency bound (C
2
). Further, we can see that we need not disseminate any message when either data value is not 

changing (Rs = 0) or incoherency bound is unlimited (1/C
2
 = 0). Thus, for a given data item S, disseminated with an 

incoherency bound C, the data distribution cost is proportional to Rs/C
2
. In the next section, we use this data dissemination 

cost model for developing cost model for additive aggregation queries.  

 

III. QUERY PLANNING 
A query plan is an ordered set of steps used to access or modify information in a SQL relational database 

management system. This is a detailed case of the relational model concept of access plans. Since Oracle is declarative, there 

are typically a large number of alternative ways to execute a specified query, with extensively varying performance. When a 

query is suggested to the database, the query optimizer appraises some of the unlike, accurate possible plans for executing 

the query and returns what it considers the best alternative. Thus to get a query plan we need to perform following tasks. 

1. Determining sub queries: For the client query get sub queries for each data aggregator. 

2. Dividing incoherency bound: Divide the query incoherency bound among sub queries to get the value of sub query. 

 

Optimization objective:  

Number of refresh messages is minimized. For a sub query the estimated number of refresh messages is given by 

the ratio of sum diff of the sub query and the incoherency bound assigned to it and the proportionality factor k. Thus the total 

no of refresh messages is estimated as the summation of the ratio of the sub query of a given query and in coherency bound 

associated to it. 

Constraint1: qk is executable at ak: Each DA has the data items required to execute the sub query allocated to it, i.e., for 

each data item dq ki required for the sub query 

Constraint2: Query incoherency bound is satisfied: Query incoherency should be less than or equal to the query incoherency 

bound. Meant for preservative aggregation queries, value of the consumer query is the sum of sub query values. As different 

sub queries are distributed by different data aggregators, we need to ensure that sum of sub query incoherencies is less than 

or equal to the query incoherency bound. 

Constraint3: Sub query incoherency bound is satisfied: Data incoherency bounds at ak should be such that the sub query 

incoherency bound can be satisfied at that data aggregator. The tightest incoherency bound, which the data aggregator ak can 

satisfy for the given sub query qk. For satisfying this constraint we ensure the following is the outline of our approach for 

solving this constraint Optimization problem we prove that determining sub queries at the same time as minimizing Zq, as 

specified by is NPhard. 
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IV.  PERFORMANCE EVOLUTION 
4.1 Comparison of Algorithms 

We consider various other query plan options. Each query can be executed by distributing individual data items or 

by getting sub query values from network of data aggregators. Set of sub queries can be selected using sumdiff-based 

approaches or any other random selection. Sub query (or data) incoherency bound can either be pre decided or optimally 

allocated. Various arrangements of these proportions are covered in the following algorithms: 

1. No sub query, equal incoherency bound (naive): In this the client query is performed with each data item being 

disseminated to the client independent of other data items in the query. Incoherency bound is separated evenly among the 

data items. This algorithm proceeded as a baseline algorithm. 

2. No sub query, optimal incoherency bound (optc): In this algorithm as well data items are distributed independently but 

incoherency bound is separated among data items so that total number of invigorate can be minimized.  

3. Random sub query selection (random): In this case, sub queries are obtained by randomly selecting a network of data 

aggregators in the each iteration of the greedy algorithm. This algorithm is designed to see how the random selection works 

in comparison to the sumdiff-based algorithms. 

4. Subquery selection while minimizing sumdiff (mincost) 

 5. Subquery selection while maximizing gain (maxgain) 

 
Fig. 5: Performance evaluation of algorithms. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Here current a cost-based approach to minimize the number of refreshes required to execute an incoherency 

bounded uninterrupted query. We assume the continuation of a network of data aggregators, where each Data Aggregator is 

accomplished of distributing a set of data items at their pre specified incoherency bounds. We developed an important 

measure for data dynamics in the form of sum diff which is a more appropriate measure compared to the widely used 

standard deviation based measures. For optimal query implementation we divide the query into sub queries and evaluate 

each sub query at a thoughtfully chosen data aggregator.  
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ABSTRACT: The Petri Nets are more powerful models as compared to the PERT/CPM charts. The Petri Nets show the 

same type of scheduling constraints as the PERT/CPM charts does. We can easily convert a PERT/CPM networks to a Petri 

Net model.This work shows how to use Petri net’s for modeling and verifying project management networks. Software for a 

functional analysis of a Petri Net model is developed. The developed software enables analyzing of a system for its various 

properties irrespective of time. The software analysis is based on some approaches used to determine the various properties 

of PN model: livens, safeness, reach-ability and conservativeness. This paper proposes a PN based modeling approach to 

provide a formal way to verify that all the activities are well connected in the project network. This PN model can then be 

analyzed through (PN based) scheduling techniques, used to find the critical path, used as a basis to develop algorithms for 

resource-constrained project management, and used for other decisions related to project management. The proposed PN 

based approach enables the project manager to consider not only resources but also all different types of 

variables/constraints related to a project, e.g. costs of activities. 

 

Keywords: CPM, PERT, Petri Net’s, Verifications 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
CPM/PERT are major tools for project management. They are networks that show precedence relations of activities 

of a project with the activity times. They are used to find project completion time, which is the longest path in the network. 

They are also used to find other related information about the activities, e.g., slack time, earliest start and end time. All 

these analyses are made based on the infinite resource assumption. Then, resource allocation of the project is carried out. That 

is, finite resources are allocated to the project activities whose time requirements were calculated based on the infinite 

resource assumption. However, instead of this two-step approach to the resource-constrained project management, a one-

step approach, through Petri nets (PNs), is possible. Furthermore, CPM/PERT; do not provide a formal way to verify that all 

the activities are well connected in the project network. 

Liang, Chen and Wang [1] introduced a project model, called SPREM, which extends CPM/PERT's notation to 

four types of vertices to express the non-deterministic and iterative behaviors of software engineering projects. They 

compared it with PNs, and discussed its analysis and behavioral properties. These properties are verified through several 

algorithms they proposed. However, as discussed in section 5, the well known place (transition) invariants help verify some 

of these properties without any additional algorithms. 

Desrochers and Al-Jaar [2] give some advantages of PNs: PNs capture the precedence relations; conflicts and buffer 

sizes can be modeled easily; PN models represent a hierarchical modeling tool with a well-developed mathematical and 

practical foundation. These advantages help model and verify (resource-constrained) project networks. 

Several PN based approaches to project management were proposed in the literature. Jeetendra et al. [3] evaluate 

conventional project management tools, state their inadequacies and list advantages of using PNs for project management. 

Chang and Christensen [4] propose PM-Net for software development, which adopts the basic concepts of PNs with 

extensions to represent both decisions and artifacts. Ashok Kumar and Ganesh [5] also describe project management 

models with their inadequacies, and propose a new model based on PNs and demonstrate its usefulness for real-time activity 

scheduling in a resource-constrained project environment. However, these approaches need to modify and extend basic PN 

semantics and add new tools to analyze the project network. For example, Jeetendra et al. [3] change PN semantics through 

a precedence matrix they developed. Conflicting transitions in traditional PNs behave concurrently in their definition. 

This matrix is then used to help determine floats and the critical path and to find deadlocks. Ashok Kumar and Ganesh [5] 

also add several features to basic PN semantics for project management. 

The proposed PN based approach facilitates modeling (resource-constrained) projects, and verifying some 

properties of the projects networks, exploiting the well known place (transition) invariants, through the basic PN definitions. 

That is, contrary to some approaches in the literature, there is no need to modify the basic PN semantics to model activities 

and decisions related to a project. This increases the capability of the basic PNs, without any extension in the theory, to 

model projects. Transitions are used to model all the preconditions, for an activity to start, which is modeled via a place. 

The place invariants are then used to verify some properties of the projects, as discussed in section 5. This model can then be 

analyzed through (PN based) scheduling techniques [6, 7], and used to find the critical path [8], and used as a basis to 

develop algorithms for resource-constrained project management [9, 10]. These considerations are beyond the scope of this 

paper. The aim of this paper is to show how to model project networks with PNs without any modification or extension in 

the basic PN semantics, and how to compute the critical path and verify some project properties through the well known 

place invariants. 

 

An Approach for Project Scheduling Using PERT/CPM and 

Petri Nets (PNs) Tools 
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II. PERT/CPM ACTIVITY NETWORKS 
The foundation of the approach came from the Special Projects Office of the US Navy in 1958. It developed a 

technique for evaluating the performance of large development projects, which became known as PERT - Project Evaluation 

and Review Technique. Other variations of the same approach are known as the Critical Path Method (CPM) or Critical Path 

Analysis (CPA) [11, 12]. 

The heart of any PERT chart is a network of tasks needed to complete a project, showing the order in which the 

tasks need to be completed and the dependencies between them. This is represented graphically as shown in Fig. 1. The 

diagram consists of a number of circles, representing events within the development lifecycle, such as the start or completion 

of a task, and lines, which represent the tasks themselves. Each task is additionally labeled by its time duration. Thus the task 

between events 4 and 5 is planned to take 3 time units. The primary benefit is the identification of the critical path. The 

critical path = total time for activities on this path is greater than any other path through the network (delay in any task on the 

critical path leads to a delay in the project). Diagram Symbols illustrated in Fig. 2. 

Project network complexity is often recognized way, but not completely understood by everyone. Boushaala [13] 

proposed a new measure of project complexity. The developed measure showed more sensitivity to the changes in the 

network data and give accurate quantified results in evaluating the project complexity where the critical activities, the critical 

paths, number of critical activities to the total number of project activities, the length of critical path, the resource types and 

their availability are considered. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Example of an activity network 

 

 
Fig. 2 Symbols used in activity networks 

 

 

III. MODELING WITH PETRI NET’S 
A Petri net (PN) is formally defined as a four-tuple C= (P,T, I,O) where P is a finite set of places p, T is a finite set 

of transitions t, I is a mapping from transitions to a subset of places (bag of input places) such that I(t) represents input places 

for transition t, and O is a mapping from transitions to a subset of places (a bag of output places) such that O(t) represents 

output places for transition t. Multiple occurrences of each in the input and output bags are allowed [14, 15]. 

A PN can also be described by a bipartite directed graph with two types of nodes: circles for places and bars for 

transitions. Directed arcs connected places and transitions. Let B ( p, t ) and F ( p, t ) be, respectively, the number of 

occurrences of places P in the input and output bags of transition t. Then B, F and D = F - B, respectively, define the 

backward, forward and incidence matrices of the PN. These matrices define the topology of the PN. The dynamics of the PN 

are defined by marking   of the PN;   is a state vector with  (p) is the number of tokens in place p. The dynamics of the 

PN are controlled by the execution of that PN.  A PN executes by firing its transitions. A transition fires by removing tokens 
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from its input places and depositing tokens at its output places. A transition may fire if it is enabled. A transition t is enabled 

in marking   if     B.ft where ft = (0, 0, ... ,1 , 0, ..., 0) with 1 corresponding to transition t. If  ’ is a new marking after 

firing transition t, then  ’ =   + D.ft  defines the dynamics of the PN. For a sequence  of n transitions, the dynamics 

equation becomes  n =  0 + D.ft  where f = f
t


 t,   is a set of n transitions and  0 is the initial marking; f is called the 

firing vector of the sequence. Each marking defines a state. Firing a transition may result in a new state. All the possible 

states define the state space of the PN. From an analytical perspective, it is quite important to determine all the reachable 

states. It is also important to determine whether or not the PN is live or dead-lock free, bounded (number of tokens in any 

place is finite in any marking), conservative (the weighted number of tokens in any marking is fixed and finite) and 

consistent (there is a firing vector with all positive elements). A live and consistent PN is cyclic, which is typical property of 

manufacturing systems. One may also be interested in other features of a PN as a controller, such as recoverability and 

fairness. Some of these properties can be mathematically analysed through the P-and T-invariants of the PN [15, 16]. 

 

3.1 Marked Graph 

A marked graph is a PN in which each place is an input for exactly one transition and an output for exactly one 

transition. Alternatively, we can say that each place exactly one input and one output [16, 17]. 

Definition: A marked graph is a PN C = ( P,T,I,O ) such that for each pi P,I(pi)  = {tj/pi O(tj)} =1 and O(pi) 

= {tj/pi I(tj)} =1. 

Marked graphs can model concurrence and synchronization but cannot model conflict or data-dependent decisions. 

The properties which have been investigated for marked graphs have been Livens, safeness, and reach-ability. Marked 

graphs can model concurrence and synchronization but cannot model conflict or data-dependent decisions. The properties 

which have been investigated for marked graphs have been Livens, safeness, and reach-ability. In the investigation of these 

properties, the major structural parts of a marked graph of interest are its cycles. A cycle in a marked graph is a sequence of 

transitions tj1tj2...tjk such that for each tjr and tjr+1 in the sequence there is a place  pir the pir  O(tjr) and pirI(tjr+1) and tj1= tjk. 

A cycle is such a closed path from a transition back to that same transition. 

If P` P is a subset of places that compose a cycle, then the characteristic vector U= ( ui i = { 1, 2, ..., n} such that 

crdi U = 1 for pi  P`, is a p- invariant of PN. If U' and U'' are P- invariants of PN, then U = U' + U'' + ... is also a P-invariant 

of PN, where crdi U = ui for U=(u1,u2,...,ui,...,ur) [16]. 

 

3.2 P – Invariant 

U is said to be a P-invariant of a PN if and only if U=(u1,u2,...,un) is a vector such that D*U=0 and ui  0 for I 

=1,2,...,n and D is the incidence matrix. The following theorem provides the condition allowing solving the reachability 

problem states. Given a Petri net C =( P,T,I,O,µo ) with marking µ ( R ( C,µo ) ) and marking µ` ( R ( C,µo ) ). The problem 

is if µ` is reachable from µ , i.e. µ`( R ( C,µ ) ) [10,18]. 

Theorem (1):     Let µ0 be an initial marking and let µ ( R ( C,µ0 ) ). If U is an P-invariant, then  µ0 U
T
 = µ U

T
 

The above theorem provides the condition allowing solving the so called reachability problem. The problem can be 

stated as following. Given a PN C = ( P,T,I,O,µo ) with marking µ ( R ( C,µ0 ) ) and marking µ`( R ( C,µ0 ) ). Is µ` reachable 

from µ, i.e. µ`( R (C,µ) )?.As shown in Fig. 3[19]. 

 

3.3 Software for a Functional Analysis of a Petri Net Model 

The developed software enables analyzing of a system for its various properties irrespective of time. Functional 

analysis has been used in the Petri net to refer to this type of analysis. The software analysis is based on some approaches 

used to determine the various properties of PN model: livens, safeness, reach-ability and conservativeness. Fig. 3 shows the 

flow chart of computing P-invariants. 

 
Input / Output Matrices

Compute Loops

U = u1 + u2 + ....

      Is

U * D + 0 ?     

No

Yes

        Is

M * U = M' * U

NoYes

M' is not reached

 from M

M' is reached from M

Deadlock

 
Fig. 3: Flow chart of computing P-invariants 
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IV. HEADINGS CONVERSION OF PERT/CPM CHARTS INTO EQUIVALENT PETRI NET 

MODEL 
The Petri Nets show the same type of scheduling constraints as the PERT/CPM charts does. We can easily convert a 

PERT/CPM networks to a Petri Net model. Each activity in the PERT chart is represented by a place, while the precedence 

constraints are represented by the transitions. In CPM chart each event is represented by place (transition), while the activity 

is represented by transition (place). The Petri Net is excellent vehicle to represent the concurrency and precedence 

constraints of the PERT chart. In modelling the PERT chart with the Petri Net, activities that are represented by places and 

transitions are reserved to model multiple resources of limited amounts. Fig. 4 demonstrates the conversion process of   

PERT/CPM charts into Petri net chart.  

 

PERT Chart
Equivalent CPM Chart for PERT Chart

Activity On Node 

A B

A B

1 2 3

PA PB

Transition

t1

Activity on Arc

Equivalent PN diagram for the PERT diagram

Equivalent PN diagram for the CPM diagram

P1 P2 P3

tA tB

t1 t2 t3

PA PB

OR

a )

b )

d )

A

B

C

e ) CPM chart

PA

PB

PC

t1 t2
t3 t4

t5 t6

Equivalent PN diagram for e ) CPM chartf )  
Fig. 4: Conversion of PERT/CPM charts into Petri net chart 

 

The Petri Nets are more powerful models as compared to the PERT/CPM charts. The following reasons may be given for it: 

 The repeated performance of activities, if necessary, can be modelled by the PN. 

 Required resources per activity appear explicitly as tokens in representation. 

 Non-deterministic aspects can be dealt with. For example: the order in which a particular resource performs some tasks 

may not be totally specified. 

 

V. MODELING PROJECT NETWORKS THROUGH PETRI NETS 
By definition of a project, the project is completed when all the activities are processed exactly once. In PN 

terminology, this means that all the transitions must fire exactly once, i.e. U.D = 0 for U = 1, where 1 is a column vector 

with all entries being one. This transition invariant verifies that the precedence relations among the activities are well 

established (the nodes are strongly connected), i.e. the project can be completed. Note that because the PN model of a 

project is a marked graph, the transition invariant is also a sufficient condition. D.1 = 0 means that the sum of each and every 

row of D should be zero. Hence, to verify that the project can be completed, it is sufficient to show that the incidence matrix 

of the PN model of the project has this property and that the PN is a marked graph. The following demonstrates this through 

an illustrative example. Consider a project consists of 8 activities A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H with their times of completion 

as shown in Table 1 [18]. 

The project will be finished after 21 weeks, which is the CPM network contains two of critical paths. The first 

critical bath consists of 4 activities A, B, E, and H, and the second critical bath consists of 5 activities A, B, D1, F, and H. 

The activities D1 and D2 were dummies with zero duration. Fig. 5 shows A CPM project network for Table 1 with 

completion time for the project. 

 

Table 1: The sequence of the project activities 

Activity Precedecessor(s) Duration ( Weeks ) 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

 

------ 

A 

A 

A 

B 

B, C, D 

B 

E, F 

3 

6 

4 

3 

4 

4 

1 

8 
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Fig. 5: A CPM project net work for table 1 with completion time for the project [13] 
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Fig. 6: Petri net (PN) model of figure 5 

 

Fig. 6 shows the PN model of the project network in Fig. 5. For example activity A (PA) needs 3days to be 

completed. Activity times are denoted within the circles (places), which model the timed places. The bars denote immediate 

transitions, which model logical conditions (transitions t1 and t2 were pre and post conditions of PA) and take zero time to 

fire. The same as for the other activities from B through H including dummy activities D1 and D2 have pre and post 

conditions represented in transitions. All other places P1, P3, P4, … , and P20 were connection places between all the project 

activities, for example P3 is the connection between the two activities PA and PB through t2 which is post condition of PA 

and t3 which is precondition of PB, as well as for the other remaining places ( e.g. P4, P5, … , P20 ) and needs zero time to  

be completed. 

The incidence matrix of Fig. 6 is shown below. The sum of each and every row of the incidence matrix should be 

zero and each and every column should have at least one -1 and +1 entry to verify that the corresponding PN models the 

project correctly, i.e. all the activities, hence the project, can be completed 
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In order to illustrate the application of the approach proposed, let consider the example provided in the previous 

example of Fig. 6.  An event graph (like PN in general) said to be strongly connected if there is a directed path joining any 

node A to any node B of the graph. The event graph presented in Fig. 6 strongly connected. We also define an elementary 

circuit in a strongly connected event as a directed path goes from one node, i.e. a place or transition, back to the same node, 

which any other node is not repeated. For instance, Fig. 6 exposes five elementary circuits, namely: 

1   = (  p1, t1;pA ,t2; p3 ,t3; pB ,t4;p9 ,t8;pG ,t17;  ) 

2   = (p1,t1;pA ,t2;p3 ,t3;pB ,t4;p10 ,t9;pE ,t14;p19 ,t16;pH ,t17;  ) 

3   = (p1,t1;pA ,t2;p3 ,t3;pB ,t4;p11 ,t7;pD1 ,t12;p17 ,t13;pF ,t15;p20 ,t16;pH ,t17; ) 

4   = (p1,t1;pA ,t2;p4 ,t5;pC ,t12;p17 ,t13;pF ,t15;p20 ,t16;pH ,t17; ) 

 5  = (p1,t1;pA ,t2;p5 ,t06;pD ,t10;p13 ,t11;pD2 ,t12;p17 ,t13;pF ,t15;p20 ,t16;pH ,t17; ) 

 

If the number of tokens in a marking remains fixed for all markings in the reachability set, the Petri net is then said 

to be strictly conservative. An immediate consequence of conservativeness is boundedness of the Petri net. The boundedness 

property implies that the number of tokens in any place does not increase beyond a limit. This in turn guarantees a finite 

reachability set for the Petri net. If there exist an U with all positive elements the Petri net is then said to be conservative.  

If U = (1,...,1) then the Petri net is strictly conservative. The total number of tokens in i ( i=1,2,5  is then:  

n1(1) = μ (p1 ) + μ ( pA ) + μ ( p3 ) + μ ( pB) + μ ( p9 ) + μ ( pE ) +  = 1 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 1 

n2(2) = μ (p1 ) + μ ( pA ) + μ ( p3 ) + μ ( pB) + μ ( p10 ) + μ ( pG ) + μ ( p19 ) + μ ( pH ) = 1 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 1 

n3(3) = μ (p1 ) + μ ( pA ) + μ ( p3 ) + μ ( pB) + μ ( p11 ) + μ ( pD1 ) + μ ( p17 ) + μ ( pF ) + μ ( p20 ) + μ ( pH ) = 1+ 0 + 0 + 0 

+ 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 1 

n4(4) = μ (p1 ) + μ ( pA ) + μ ( p4 ) + μ ( pC) + μ ( p17 ) + μ ( pF ) + μ ( p20 ) + μ ( pH )  = 1   + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 1 

N5(5) = μ (p1 ) + μ ( pA ) + μ ( p5 ) + μ ( pD) + μ ( p13 ) + μ ( pD2 ) + μ ( p17 ) + μ ( pF ) + μ ( p20 ) + μ ( pH ) = 1+ 0 + 0 + 0 

+ 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 1 

Therefore, the total P – invariants of all loops U = (5, 5, 3, 1, 1, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 1, 3, 4). 

By applying the equations : U * D =  (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 ), this means that the system is deadlock free. 

To compute the total time for each loop to find the critical path(s)  as follows: 

1   = (  p1, pA , p3 , pB ,p9 ,pG  ) = 0 + 3 + 0 + 6 + 0 + 1 = 10 weeks 

2   = (p1, pA ,p3 ,pB ,p10 ,pE ,p19 ,pH ) = 0 + 3 + 6 + 0 + 4 + 0 + 8 = 21 weeks 

3 = (p1, pA ,p3 ,pB ,p11 ,pD1 ,p17 ,pF ,p20 ,pH , ) = 0 + 3 + 0 + 6 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 4 + 8 = 21 weeks 

4   = (p1,pA ,p4 ,pC ,p17 ,pF ,p20 ,pH ) = 0 + 3 + 0 + 4 + 0  + 4 + 0 + 8 = 19 weeks 

 5  = (p1,pA ,p5 ,pD ,p13 ,pD2 ,p17 ,pF ,p20 ,pH  ) = 0 + 3 + 0 + 3 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 4 + 0 + 8 = 18 weeks 

Then there is two critical paths γ2 and γ3, as the same as of the CPM network Figure 5. 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 
The proposed PN based approach to project management facilitated modeling (resource -constrained) projects, 

and verifying some properties of the projects networks, exploiting the well known place ( transition ) invariants, through 

the basic PN semantics. That is, contrary to some approaches in the literature, there is no need to modify the basic PN 

semantics to model activities and decisions related to a project. This increases the capability of the basic PNs, without any 

extension in the theory, to model projects. Places were used to model all the preconditions, including resources, for an 

activity to start, which was modeled via a place (transition). The place (transition) invariants were then used to verify some 

properties of the projects. This PN model can then be analyzed through (PN based) scheduling techniques, used to find the 

critical path, used as a basis to develop algorithms for resource-constrained project management, and used for other 

decisions related to project management. 

The transition invariant means that the sum of each and every row of the incidence matrix should be zero. Hence, to 

verify that the project can be completed, it is sufficient to show that the sum of each and every row of the incidence matrix is 

zero, and that each and every column has at least one -1 and +1 entry. 

The proposed PN based approach enables the project manager to consider not only resources but also all different 

types of variables/constraints related to a project, e.g. costs of activities. Any of these variables can be considered fuzzy as 

well. In this case, fuzzy arc weights cause the firing rule to be modified. These are possible future research directions. 
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ABSTRACT: Recent developments in the materials technology, as well as the requirements for more complex and 

economic machining processes, demand new approaches to the machining of materials. The machining of lightweight 

materials, specialty metals, ceramics, and advanced metal matrix composites requires careful machining strategy to 

maximize performance, minimize tool wear and avoid material distortion or destruction due to thermally induced oxidation, 

shear stresses, thermal stresses, vibration. It will be of great importance to develop a machine tool that is less sensitive to 

material properties, has virtually no thermal effects, imposes minimal stresses, is free of vibrations and provides acceptable 

surface finish. Abrasive water jet (AWJ) technology offers the potential for the development of such a tool.An explicit finite 

element analysis (FEA) of a single abrasive particle impact on stainless steel in abrasive water jet (AWJ) machining. In the 

experimental verification, the shapes of craters on the workpiece material were observed and compared with FEA 

simulation results by means of crater sphericity. The influences of the impact angle and particle velocity were 

observed.Especially the impact angle emerged as a very suitable process parameter for experimental verification of FEA 

simulation, where crater sphericity was observed. Results of the FEA simulation are in good agreement with those obtained 

from the experimental verification. The presented workgives the basis for further FEA investigation of AWJ machining, 

where influences such as particles rotation and other process parameters will be observed.The objective of the present work 

is to develop a mathematical model, considering the variation in jet impact angle and the kerf profile, for predicting the final 

diameter achieved in AWJ turning process for ductile and brittle materials. Various distributions that can represent the kerf 

shape and the best distribution among them is identified by comparing the predicted kerf shape with the observed kerf shape. 

It was observed that a sine function could represent the observed kerf geometry better than exponential and cosine functions. 

The proposed model is validated by comparing the predicted final diameters with experimental results obtained literature. 

 

Keywords:AWJ turning, Kerf, Modeling.Explicit finite elements analysis 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Manufacturing industry is being ever more time conscious with regard to the global economy. The need for rapid 

prototyping and small production batches is increasing in modern industries. These trends have placed a premium in the use 

of new and advanced technologies for quickly turning raw materials in to usable goods; with no time being required for 

tooling. Abrasive water jet (AWJ) machining technology has been found to be one of the most recent developed advanced 

non-traditional methods used in industry for material processing with the distinct advantages of no thermal distortion; high 

machining versatility, high flexibility and small cutting forces. There are several distinguished advantages of AWJ 

technique. It is less sensitive to material properties and hence does not cause chatter, has no thermal effects, imposes 

minimal stresses on the work piece, and has high machining versatility and flexibility.Further, several requirements such as 

tight tolerances on the machined parts and effective utilization of these advanced materials motivated one to look for certain 

alternatives to these advanced machining processes. In conventional methods of machining, a solid tool, made of higher 

hardness than work piece, makes a direct contact with the work piece material. In contrast to this, unconventional methods of 

machining make use of different forms of energy to process the materials and do not make any direct contact with the work 

material. Among the several unconventional machining processes, electro-chemical machining, electro-discharge machining, 

ultrasonic machining, abrasive jet machining, abrasive water jet machining, chemical machining and laser beam machining 

are the most popular ones. Among them, abrasive water jet machining process is gaining lot of popularity due to its ability to 

process a range of materials in different ways. An abrasive water jet is a jet of water, which contains abrasive material. 

Usually the water exits a nozzle at a high speed and the abrasive material is injected into the jet stream. This process is 

sometimes known as entrainment in that the abrasive particles become part of the moving water much as passengers become 

part of a moving train. Hence as with a train the water jet becomes the moving mechanism for the particles. However high 

speed jet of a pre-mixture of the abrasive and the water would also be defined as an abrasive water jet The purpose of the 

abrasive water jet is to perform some machining or finishing operation such as cutting, boring, turning, etc. 

 

II. HEADINGS 
1.1 IntroductionManufacturing industry is being ever more time conscious with regard to the global economy. The 

need for rapid prototyping and small production batches is increasing in modern industries. These trends have placed a 

premium in the use of new and advanced technologies for quickly turning raw materials in to usable goods; with no time 

being required for tooling. Abrasive water jet (AWJ) machining technology has been found to be one of the most recent 

developed advanced non-traditional methods used in industry for material processing with the distinct advantages of no 

thermal distortion; high machining versatility, high flexibility and small cutting forces. There are several distinguished 

advantages of AWJ technique. It is less sensitive to material properties and hence does not cause chatter, has no thermal 

effects, imposes minimal stresses on the work piece, and has high machining versatility and flexibility. 

Theoretical and graphical analysis of abrasivewater jetturning 
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1.2 Abrasive Water Jet TurninAbrasive water jets are extensively employed for cutting of different materials such as soft 

and ductile materials to hard and brittle materials. It has become the state of the art in many industries such as automobile, 

aerospace and many consumable product making industries .Attempts made on AWJ turning include the turning of long and 

small diameter parts and the production of threads on difficult-to-machine materials like ceramics, composites, glass, etc.  

 

1.3 present worksThe present work is to develop a mathematical model, considering the variation in jet impact angle and 

kerf geometry, for predicting the final diameter in AWJ TURNING process for ductile and brittle materials. 

 

2.1 IntroductionMany researchers developed a stable abrasive water jet turning process in the field of manufacturing in 

order to generate high quality products. However extensive works have been reported by varying different process 

parameters in Abrasive Water Jet Turning.This chapter highlights the literature available on abrasive water jet machining, 

especially focusing on abrasive water jet turning. It also gives the classification of different types of water jets and discusses 

the relevance of these jets for abrasive water jet turning. It also includes the description of various components of abrasive 

water jet machining system, the various theories proposed for explaining the mechanism of material removal in abrasive 

water jet machining.The water jet cutting, also called hydrodynamic machining, technology was developed in 1968 by Dr. 

Norman Franze, followed by the first commercial system in 1971. A breakthrough was made by adding abrasive particles to 

the high pressure stream of water in the early 1980s, immediately followed by the introduction of the first commercial 

abrasive water jet (AWJ) system in 1983.  

 

2.2 The AWJM Process 

An abrasive water jet is a jet of water that contains some abrasive material. Abrasives are particles of special 

materials like aluminum oxide, silicon carbide, sodium bicarbonate, dolomite and/or glass beads with varying grain sizes. 

Usually the water exits a nozzle at a high speed and the abrasive material is injected into the jet stream. This process is 

sometimes known as entrainment in that the abrasive particles become part of the moving water much as passengers become 

part of a moving train. The added abrasives drastically increase the range of materials that can be cut with a water jet. 

Materials like super alloys, ceramics, glass, and refractory material are typically machined by this process. This process aids 

in achieving higher traverse speeds, machining of thicker materials, and better edge quality.The abrasive water jet-cutting 

process is characterized by a large number of process parameters that determine the efficiency, economy and quality of the 

entire process. In general, the parameters in the abrasive water-jet cutting process can be divided into four categories 1. 

Hydraulic parameters,– Pump pressure (p)– Water-orifice diameter (do)– Water flow rate (mw)2. Mixing and acceleration 

parameters– Focus diameter (df)– Focus length (lf)3. Cutting parameters– Traverse rate (v)– Number of passes (np)– 

Standoff distance (x)– Impact angle (φ)4. Abrasive parameters– Abrasive mass flow-rate (ma)–Abrasive particle diameter 

(dp)– Abrasive particle size distribution (f (dp))– Abrasive particle shape– Abrasive particle hardness (Hp) 

 

III. PROCESS PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
Determining the optimal process parameters by testing/ experimentation is a time consuming and cost ineffective 

procedure. The knowledge of a mathematical function that relates the cutting parameters to the cutting results is necessary 

for a computer controlled cutting process. An important aspect is to estimate some of the most crucial output process 

parameters using the input parameters. One of the critical input parameters is the depth of cut (dc), which reflects the 

thickness of the work-piece material to be removed. Many complex mechanisms of material removal and a huge quantity of 

particles involved in the process produce a strongly nonlinear and stochastic behavior of the system. The generated surface 

depends on several machining parameters and work piece properties. Because the AWJ process is a dynamic system, the 

interactions of the system inputs (machining parameters and work piece properties) play an important role on process 

evolution.From the technological point of view, the most interesting machining parameters are the cutting head traverse rate, 

the water pressure, the abrasive mass flow rate and the stand-off distance between the mixing tube and the work piece. All 

these parameters can be controlled during AWJ machining. Other parameters, like cutting head components’ geometry, 

abrasive properties and work piece material properties are unchanged during the process.As explained earlier by many 

researchers in the field of abrasive water jet turnining, much work is to be carried out to find the critical diame  

 

3.1 Introduction:Abrasive water jet turning (AWJT) is a new process that holds promise for efficient machining of difficult 

to machine materials. The process uses abrasive water jet as a cutting tool that deflects from its trajectory upon interaction 

with the work piece. Therefore, the final work piece diameter, in addition to depth of cut, is a function of abrasive water jet, 

work piece and turning parameters. Here an initial attempt is made to model the AWJ turning process that is based on 

existing models of erosion. A new approach is to predict the process parameters in Abrasive Water Jet (AWJ) turning. The 

methodology involves the application of Finnie’s theory of erosion for estimation of volume of material removed assuming 

the impact of jet on the work piece surface at an angle to account for the curvature of work piece.  

 

3.2 Characteristics of AWJ machining: AWJ machining technology has been increasingly used since it has various 

distinguished advantages over other cutting processes  

 No thermal damage or distortion. The heat generated is instantaneously carried away by the water. As a result, no 

temperature rise occurs in the work piece. This is especially useful for cutting thermal sensitive materials and other 

metals where excessive heat may change the properties of the material. 
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 Ability to produce contours. Abrasive water jets are exceptionally good at two-dimensional machining. It is possible to 

cut very complicated shapes or bevels of any angle in addition to three-dimensional profiling because the process is 

unidirectional. 

 High machining versatility. An abrasive water jet can cut virtually any materials, particularly for machining many 

difficult-to-machine materials such as pre-hardened steels, titanium alloys, copper, brass and aluminum, brittle materials 

like glasses, ceramics and quartz.. 

 High initial capital and operating costs. For most industrial applications, the investment and operating costs are very 

high. 

 Low nozzle life: The AWJ nozzle suffers from wearing by particles, which tends to produce unacceptable cut quality. 

 Low energy efficiency: In the AWJ machining process, material removal is caused primarily by abrasives. The kinetic 

energy of abrasives is less than 10% of the total energy of the water stream in an AWJ system. The water stream retains 

a significant amount of energy until it is collected in an energy-dissipating container. 

 Low energy efficiency: In the AWJ machining process, material removal is caused primarily by abrasives. The kinetic 

energy of abrasives is less than 10% of the total energy of the water stream in an AWJ system. The water stream retains 

a significant amount of energy until it is collected in an energy-dissipating container. 

 

3.3 Mechanism of Material Removal in AWJ Machining.Material removal in the case of AWJs is due to the erosion 

caused by the impact of high velocity abrasive particles on the material. Abrasives strike the work piece at approximately 

one million collisions per second thus transferring a large amount of kinetic energy to the work material. The damage caused 

to the material by the high speed impact of particles entrained in a fluid system is called erosion. 

 

3.4 Micro cutting mechanisms. 

 
 

3.5.Abrasive Water Jet Turning .A novel turning technique that employs abrasive water jet as cutting tool was proposed 

[6]. Abrasive water jet turning (AWJT) is a new process that holds promise for efficient machining of difficult to machine 

materials. The configuration of AWJ turning is similar to that of a conventional lathe, except that an AWJ is used as a cutting 

tool. An AWJ is formed by mixing solid abrasive particles with high velocity water jet in a specially designed nozzle 

assembly. The high velocity water jet is obtained by passing water at pressure upto 380 MPa through a small sapphire orifice 

less than 1 mm in diameter. The abrasive particles are entrained in water downstream of the orifice with the help of a 

vacuum pressure that exits around the water jet. The impact of high velocity abrasive particles with the work piece causes 

material removal, which can generally be classified as erosive wear. 

 

3.6 PARAMETERS INVOLVED IN AWJ CUTTING 

3.6.1 Input parameters: 

 Hydraulic parameters:Water jet pressure  , Water jet diameter 

 Target material:         Fracture strength,  Hardness , Ductility 

 Mixing parameters:   Mixing tube diameter , Mixing tube length 

 Cutting parameters: Traverse speed , Standoff distance ,Angle of attack 

 Abrasive parameter :Abrasive particle size ,Abrasive material ,Abrasive flow rate ,Abrasive condition (dry or 

slurry) 

3.6.2. Output parameters: 

 Kerf characteristicsSurface waviness ,Kerf width and taper ,Burr formation ,Surface finish, Depthofcut 

 Geometrical and dimensional accuracy ,Material removal rate 

 

3.7 MOTIVATION:   

 AWJ TURNING is the promising method to machine hard, brittle and difficult to machine material  

 Scope for optimizing the parameters to improve the process efficiency [4]. 

 Very few attempts to model the AWJ TURNING.  

 The existing AWJ turning models [2] does not considering varying impact angle. 
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3.8. OBJECTIVE and SCOPE OF THE WORK: The objective of the present work is to develop a mathematical model, 

considering the variation in jet impact angle and kerf geometry, for predicting the final diameter in AWJ TURNING process 

for ductile and brittle materials. The scope of the present work is limited to the development of an approach for predicting 

the overall geometry of kerf and final diameter achieved while turning ductile materials using AWJ. 

 

IV. INDENTATIONS AND EQUATIONS 
4.2..IMPORTANCE OF MATHEMATICAL MODELING  The important  controlling  process   parameters  in AWJ 

cutting include water pressure (P), jet  traverse rate  (V), abrasiveflowrate(Mf)anddiameteroffocusingnozzle(df). 

Inthisstudy,depthof cuthasbeenchosenasthemainprocess response characteristicstoinvestigatetheinfluenceof 

theaboveparameters.We firstdevelopa mathematicalmodelto relatetheprocesscontrolparametersto theprocessresponse 

characteristics. The  empiricalmodel for the  prediction of depth  ofcutinterms ofthecontrolling parameters willbe 

establishedbymeansofpiecewiselinearregressionanalysis.  

 

4.2.1 Solving Ansari and Hashish [2] model using numerical methods It was attempted in the present work to solve the 

existing model to obtain the final results using numerical methods through a MATLAB program. While solving that equation 

by using numerical methods, results of the solved equation are imaginary and do not have reasonable values. Hence, a 

modified approach was developed based purely on the geometry of the part to predict the final diameter of part turned using 

AWJ.  

 

4.2.2 Modified approach: From the geometry  
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Where  

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 MODELING OF KERF GEOMETRY.In the previous chapter, it was seen that modified approach was discarded. In 

order to estimate the volume of material removed, previous works (Manu & Ramesh Babu) [4] assumed kerf profile to be 

rectangular. Analysis of kerf profile using optical profile projector showed that this is not true. The purpose of this work is to 

develop an approach for predicting the overall geometry of kerf turned with AWJs. Since the geometry of kerf depends on 

several process parameters such as water pressure, abrasive mass flow rate and jet traverse rate, it is essential to consider all 

these parameters for developing suitable relations for predicting the kerf geometry. 

 
Fig. 4.3 Kerf profile got from optical profile projector 

 

4.5 PREDICTION OF KERF PROFILE .To predict the shape of kerf produced by AWJ traversed over the work material, 

the proposed analysis first considers a uniform distribution of energy in the jet to predict the kerf shape and then introduces a 

function to obtain the kerf shape with non-uniform distribution of energy in the jet.  

 
Fig. 4.4 Sschematic diagram showing the kerf formation in abrasive water jet turning 

 

 
Fig. 4.5 Jet moving on imaginary line L\ 

 

4.5.1 Uniform distribution of energy: Kerf profile produced on the material with AWJ having uniform distribution of 

energy can be determined with the above relation. By substituting x= 0 and x = R, one can determine the maximum and 

minimum depth of kerf at the center and at the edges and are given by 
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For uniform distribution of energy across the jet, Kerf shape showing depth hi(x) at a distance x  

 
Fig. 4.6 kerf shape for uniform distribution of energy across the jet 

 

4.5.2 Non-Uniform distribution of energy: Let the EI is the rate of energy per unit area per unit time at any radius r in the 

cross section of the jet. Emax is the maximum rate of energy per unit area per unit time in the cross section of jet. Let the 

variation in the energy of the jet over its cross section be represented by a function fI 

 

 

 

 

 

The value of fI varies from 0 to 1 from the periphery to center of the jet 

 
Fig. 4.7 Distribution of energy in abrasive water jet having non-uniform energy distribution 

 

V. FIGURES AND TABLES 
To develop these relations, AWJ having non-uniform energy distribution was considered. In fact, the energy 

distribution in the jet is non-uniform and is the resultant of the bell shaped distribution of velocity in the jet. The present 

work considers different non-uniform distributions while developing the relation for predicting the kerf shape produced by 

AWJs. By comparing the predicted shape of kerf with the shape of kerf observed from the experiments, the function that 

represents the distribution of energy in the jet was chosen. After identifying the distribution of energy in the jet, this 

particular jet produces a kerf on a particular material. The width of kerf is considered as the effective diameter of jet that 

interacts with material in generating kerf.  This chapter covers the predicted results, discussion validation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Schematic of AWJM kerf 

 

5.2 SELECTION OF ENERGY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION IN THE JET 

Here function meansthe variation in the energy of the jet over its cross section be represented by a function f(r). To 

determine the function f(r), various distributions such as Gaussian, exponential, sine and cosine functions were considered to 

predict the kerf shape. As it is important to know the distribution of energy in the jet for developing the relations for 

predicting the geometry of kerf, the distribution of energy in the jet was identified by comparing the kerf observed on the 

material with the kerf predicted with different distributions. As explained earlier, a set of experiments were conducted to 

produce kerf on work material at various surface speeds, for the purpose of comparing these kerf profiles with the kerf 

predicted using the various functions (f(r)) like sine, cosine and exponential functions  for representing the non-uniform 

variation of energy in the jet.The function f(r) is chosen in such a way that the predicted kerf profile is closest to observed 

kerf profile. The simulation experiments were conducted by varying the surface speeds 1000mm/s, 2000 mm/s, 3000 mm/s, 

4000 mm/s. The different functions that were chosen to represent the energy distribution are given in table below.Profiles 

with the kerf predicted using the various functions (f(r)) like sine, cosine and exponential functions for representing the non-

uniform variation of energy in the jet.The function f(r) is chosen in such a way that the predicted kerf profile is closest to 

observed kerf profile. The simulation experiments were conducted by varying the surface speeds 1000mm/s, 2000 mm/s, 
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3000 mm/s, 4000 mm/s. The different functions that were chosen to represent the energy distribution are given in table 

below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.By substituting the above functions in equation (3.16) and then integrating that equation, the height of kerf at any 

point on the kerf can be determined. A MATLAB program was written for predicting the kerf profile and finding the area 

under the kerf for each function. 

 
 

the kerf profile generated using exponential function                  .       It can be seen that in some region the profile depth is 

taking a positive depth, whereas the kerf profile depth must be negative  

 
 Profile comparison for function  at different traverse rate  presented the profiles obtained using cosine and sine functions 

respectively. It can be seen that profiles are similar to observed kef profiles. Here also max. depth of kerf decrease with 

increase in surface speed. Profile shown in Figs 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 satisfy the boundary condition i.e at the centre of the jet 

(radius =0) kerf height is maximum and at the extreme ends of the jet (radius =R and radius = -R) kerf height is zero. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.4 Profile comparison for function at different traverse rate 
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Fig.5.5 Profile comparison for 3 functions

 
 

Fig. 5.5 presented the comparison of the 3 profiles obtained using 3 different   distribution functions. In order to selected  the 

most suitable one to represent the actual kerf profile , the area under each profile is compared with the actual area of the kerf. 

Here the atual area of the kerf is taken from the ‘kerf shape drawn with optical profile projector’. That profile is redrawn on 

graph paper and the area obtained by counting the no. of units inside the kerf. Where as area for the particular function is 

obtained directly from the MATLAB program. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.2 Comparison of kerf area in mm
2 

 

From the table 4.2  it can be seen that sine function is closest to actual area of the kerf. So the sine function is considered as 

energy distribution function in the jet. By substituting the sine function in eqn. (3.16). Final equation for the Kerf profile 

depth at any distance x from the center of kerf is obtained as 

 
 

Table 5.3 Error unpredicted kerf area for selected function 

Functions 

       Surface speed 

(mm/min) 
1-sin(Пr/2*R)) 
 

Actual  
 

Error (%) 

s = 4000 0.5166 0.5600 -7.75 

s = 3000 0.8104 0.9220 -12.104 

s = 2000 1.1482 1.1684 -1.73 

s = 1000 1.6576 1.6320 1.57 
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0.5*(1+cos(pi*r/R))

(1-e(r/R)-1)

(1-sin(pi*r/2R))

Functions 

Surface speed  

(mm/min) 
0.5*(1+ cos(Пr/R)) 1-sin(Пr/2*R)) 1-e

((r/R)-1)
 Actual  

s = 4000 0.5152 0.5166 0.4512 0.5600 

s = 3000 0.8082 0.8104 0.7078 0.9220 

s = 2000 1.1444 1.1482 1.0102 1.1684 

s = 1000 1.6532 1.6576 1.4478 1.6320 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
 In the present work, a new approach to predict the kerf geometry in Abrasive Water Jet Turning has been 

developed. 

 The nature of interaction of jet with material and the material removal from part surface could be represented using 

Finnie’s theory of erosion. 

 The energy distribution in the jet has been  used as the basis for predicting the kerf geometry. 

 Among the various distributions considered, the sine function was found to represent the variation of energy in the 

abrasive water jet very well, predicting the kerf shape close to the observed shape. 

 The predicted maximum depth of kerf was in turn used to estimate the final diameter of turned part under various 

process parameter combinations. 

 The final diameters predicted using this approach were in agreement (R
2 

= 0.94) with experimental results from 

literature. 

 

FUTURE WORK 

 Modification of the developed model employing other theories of erosion 

 Employing other functions for representing kerf profile 

 Modeling of AWJT of brittle materials. 

 Modeling of AWJT using FEM. 
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 ABSTRACT: Presently most of the Power Factor correction circuits are based on boost topology. They consist of two 

stages, one being the power factor correction (pre-regulator) and later DC-DC conversion stage. This paper presents the 

design of a true single stage, isolated, power factor corrected, 110V-3.5A AC-DC converter as front end of Solar Array 

Simulators [7]. Flyback topology is used to achieve power factor correction as well as DC regulation in single step, and thus 

it simplifies two stage structure down to single stage. Single stage power factor corrected AC-DC converter has many 

advantages in term of cost and power density. 

 

Keywords:  Power factor, AC-DC Converter, Solar Array Simulator, Harmonics 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Power can be divided mainly into 3 forms:- 

1. True Power which is measured in Watts and it is a function of dissipative elements (R). 

2. Reactive Power which is measured in VAR and it is a function of reactive elements (X). 

3. Apparent Power which is measured in VA and it is a function of total impedance (Z). 

Power factor is a dimensionless quantity which can be defined as the ratio of the real power flowing to the load to 

the apparent power input to the circuit. More physically, power factor measures how efficiently the current is being 

converted into real power. For eg. A circuit with power factor of 0.7, the apparent power required by the circuit will be 1.4 

times the real power used by the load. 

Power simulators required in any satellite checkout are Battery simulators, Battery chargers and Solar Array 

Simulators. All these power simulators use front end AC-DC converters. If conventional AC-DC converters are used, their 

power factor will be poor and associated problems like current spikes which lead to imminent EMI/EMC problems. 

From the instrumentation point of view, the term power factor basically consists of two components namely [2] 

1. Displacement Power Factor (DPF). 

2. Harmonic Power factor(HPF) 

The True Power Factor (TPF) of any system is product of both of them. 

TPF = DPF * HPF 

Presently, boost converter based Power Factor Corrected (PFC) AC-DC converters are popular, whose block diagram [2] is 

shown in figure-1 

 

 
Fig. 1 Conventional two-stage AC-DC Converter 

 

The paper presents the design, simulation and hardware implementation of true single stage, isolated PFC AC-DC converter. 

Flyback converter is used to simplify the two stage front end design to a single isolated PFC conversion stage, by integrating 

the PFC stage with the DC-DC conversion stage. Additionally the isolation is inherent to fly back converter. The single stage 

fly-back PFC design offers the following advantages:- 

1. Reduction in component count and size. 

2. Inherent isolation in the design. 

Basic conceptual block diagram of the single stage is shown in figure-2 

Design, Simulation and Implementation of Flyback based, True 

Single Stage, Isolated, Power Factor Corrected AC-DC Converter 

for Solar Array Simulators 
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Fig. 2 Conceptual block diagram of single stage AC-DC converter 

 

II. SINGLE STAGE ARCHITECTURE 
The single stage architecture is divided into two parts:- 

1. O/P Voltage regulation Loop :-  

This loop is an outer loop which maintains DC output voltage. It sets the reference for the inner current loop by 

multiplying the output of the first loop with incoming scaled down sinusoidal signal. A linear isolator is used to isolate the 

feedback (Output voltage) from the secondary ground. A isolated feedback voltage and reference is fed to the error amplifier, 

which generates error signal. The variation in the outer loop changes the magnitude of the current drawn from the mains. 

 

2. Power factor correction and current loop :- 

The inner control loop is the one, which implements Power factor correction and output voltage control, by 

modulating the ON and OFF times of the semiconductor switch. The reference for this loop is from the multiplier. The 

current feedback is derived from a current sense resistor which is in series with line of AC supply. The magnitude of the 

multiplier output will decide magnitude of the line current and the shape of the multiplier output will dictate the phase and 

shaping of the line current. 

 

Functional block diagram of single stage AC-DC converter architecture is shown in figure 3 

 
Fig. 3 Functional block diagram of single stage, flyback converter based AC-DC converter 

 

III. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
Design inputs: 

1. Input AC voltage  : 230V ± 10%. 

2. Input AC Frequency : 50 ± 2 HZ. 

3. Output ripple Voltage : 1V. 

4. Output Voltage (Vo) : 110V DC. 

1.  Output Current  : 0.5 – 3.5A DC. 

2. Switching Frequency : 20KHz 

3. No. of Stages  : Single Stage 

Determination of Fly-back transformer turns ratio: 

 The optimum turns ratio of fly-back transformer is selected considering the voltage stress on switches S1 and S2 (refer 

figure 3). 

Let Vs1 be the voltage stress on switch S1 (MOSFET) placed on the primary side. It consists of two terms, 

1. Vin max 

2. Reflection of output voltage on the primary side which can be given by (Vo/n) 

Thus voltage stress on switch S1 can be given as 

             , ----------------------- (1) 

Where, 
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VS1 is the voltage across the MOSFET, 

Vin max is the maximum input voltage to the chopper, 

Vo is the output DC voltage, 

 n = (N2/N1)Turns ratio of fly-back transformer/coupled inductor 

Similarly, let Vs2 be the voltage stress on the switch S2 (diode) placed on the secondary side, and it is given as  

, ---------------------------- (2) 

Where, 

→ Reverse voltage stress (PIV) across the secondary rectifier diode 

Using the above equations the computed values of voltage stress is given in the table below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 Voltage Stress on S1 (MOSFET) and S2 (Diode) 

 

 
Fig. 4 Stress Vs Turns Ratio 

 

Figure 4 shows the stress on individual semiconductor switches. It can be noted that the stress on S1 (primary 

MOSFET) reduces exponentially turns ratio. Whereas the stress on S2 (output diode) increases linearly with turns ratio. 

Table 4 shows the total stress (Vs1 + Vs2) is minimum for turns ratio of 0.4 to 0.6. Thus based on simplicity of design, n = 

0.5 is chosen. 

 

Calculation of Minimum Duty cycle (Dmin): 

We have 

 --------------------- (3) 

At maximum input AC voltage duty cycle will be minimum, therefore from eq. (3) we can have 

 

 
We get Dmin = 0.464 or 46.4% 

Therefore minimum duty cycle is 46% i.e.  

Determining the value of the primary inductance (Lp) and secondary Inductance of fly-back transformer (Ls) 

We have, 

  ------------------------------------------------- (4) 

Where, 

 

Stress on 

switch S1 

Vs1(V) 

Stress on switch S1 

Vs2(V) 

Total stress 

(Vs1 + Vs2) 

(V) 

N2/

N1 

907.8 181.6 1089.4 0.2 

724.4 217.3 941.7 0.3 

632.7 253.2 885.9 0.4 

577.7 288.9 866.6 0.5 

541.1 324.7 865.8 0.6 

514.9 360.5 875.4 0.7 

495.3 396.2 891.5 0.8 

480 432.0 912 0.9 

467.7 467.8 935.5 1 
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 Switching Frequency  

Therefore the value of the primary inductance will be 

 

mH. 

For secondary inductance 

We have the relation, 

 

 

 
 

Calculation of the primary peak current and secondary peak current: 

Secondary current: 

We have the relation, 

------------------------------ (5) 

Substituting the values of the corresponding terms we get, 

 
Thus, 

----------------------------------- (6) 

Equating the energy stored in the inductor we get, 

 
Substituting the values we get, 

 
On solving the above equation we get, 

----------------------------------- (7) 

We also have the relation, 

 
And  

 
Solving eq. (5), (6), (7) , we get, 

------------------------------------------------- (8) 

.------------------------------------------------- (9) 

 

Similarly for primary current we have, 

------------------------------------ (10) 

Substituting the values we will get, 

--------------------------------------- (11) 

 

Again equating the energy stored in the inductor we get, 

 
Thus we get 
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----------------------------------- (12) 

For input current we have, 

 
Thus, solving eq. (8), (9), (10) 

 

 

 

----------------------------------------------- (13) 

 

 

.----------------------------------------------- (14) 

 

Calculation of output filter capacitance (Co): 

Using the specification of the output voltage ripple we can calculate output capacitance(Co), 

 
Substituting the values we get, 

 

 
 

IV. SIMULATION 

The proposed circuit topology is simulated in SIMULINK/MATLAB. The figure 5 below shows the simulink 

model of single stage fly back PFC circuit with simple ON-OFF control. The results are shown in the subsequent figures. 

The Total Harmonic Distortion of the input current is also analyzed. 

 

 
Fig. 5 SIMULINK Block diagram 

 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 
Fig. 6 O/P Voltage 

Time (sec) 

O/P Voltage 
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Fig. 7 Total Harmonic Distorion (THD) 

 
Fig. 8 I/P voltage and I/P current 

 

VI. HARDWARE RESULTS 

 
Fig. 9 (a) Open Loop Output of the flyback converter 

 
Fig. 9(b) Open Loop Output zoomed 

Figure 9 (a)&(b) show the open loop output of the flyback converter. It is observed that the current is delayed w.r.t voltage 

by around 1.8milisecond which corresponds to a Displacement Power Factor of 0.87. 

 
Fig. 10 Input current reference 
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In the above figure 10, channel 1 shows the actual input current and channel 2 shows the input current reference to the 

current mode controller IC. 

 
Fig. 11 Output voltage and current 

 
Fig. 12 Duty cycle variation with current feedback 

Figure 12 shows the variation of the PWM duty cycle variation with respect to the input current variation. It is observer that 

at lower current the duty cycle is maximum and it reduces as the current reference becomes higher. 

 
Fig. 13 Input current vs Input voltage 

 
Fig. 14 Displacement between I/P current and I/P voltage 
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Fig. 15 I/P voltage vs I/P current 

 

 
Fig. 16 I/P voltage vs I/P current 

 
Fig. 17 FFT of the I/P current (switching component) 

 
Fig. 18 FFT of the I/P current (Fundamental and its components) 

 

VII. DISCUSSION 
Simulation results shows that the Displacement power factor of the circuit is equal to 0.99 and the Total harmonic distortion 

is near 0.09. Thus the Harmonic power factor (HPF) can be calculated as, 

HPF = 1/[ sqrt (1+ (THD^2))] 

HPF = 0.995 

Displacement Power Factor = 0.99 

True Power Factor = 0.99*0.995 = 0.98 

Practically, the displacement power factor is improved to 0.99. The figures 17 and 18 shows the FFT of the I/P 

current. From the FFT, the Total Harmonic distortion was found to be 1%. 

Thus the Harmonic power factor was also improved to 0.99, which results in true power factor of 0.98. 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 
The design of a true single stage, isolated, power factor corrected,110V-3.5A AC-DC is successfully completed and 

simulated using SIMULINK-MATLAB
®
. A power factor of 0.98 is achieved in simulation model.  

Practically a single stage Power Factor Corrected 40V-2A AC-DC converter is designed and developed using suitable 

components and the displacement power factor was improved from 0.87 to 0.99. The harmonic power factor is also 

considerably improved. The final achieved power factor is 0.98 which is very close to unity. 
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ABSTRACT: The aim of this research is to solve face recognition problem in area of biometric by using CSC hybrid 

method. In our work first we make the cluster of face key points and parallely apply shape and corner method for 

detection boundary of face and the corner of face objects. Our work is performing both face identification and 

recognition on large face database. It is better than other previous work because our FAR, FRR and EER less than. Also 

we calculate the recognition time in our work. 

Keywords: Face Recognition, Clustering, Shape Descriptor, Corner Detection, RGB Image, Image Processing, Color 

Model, Binary Image, 4-Connected Component. 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Image of outdoor scenes are Now a day’s face recognition is play very crucial role in recent technology like 

mostly companies are adopting the biometric identification for login but when images are degraded than the performance 

of our system is reduced. This study gives some idea about steps by steps face recognition algorithm how face is 

recognized but when quality of an image is degrade due to some noise or any external reason than matching process will 

not give accurate result for this reason we adopt some restoration and enhancement techniques like retinex theory for 

degrade image to improve quality for better performance in next part of my work. 

 

Pattern recognition is the scientific discipline whose goal is the classification of objects into a number of 

categories or classes [1]. Depending on the application, these objects can be images or signal waveforms or any type of 

measurements that need to be classified. We will refer to these objects using the generic term patterns. Pattern 

recognition has a long history, but before the 1960s it was mostly the output of theoretical research in the area of 

statistics [6]. 

We have studied a face recognition system using the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm with 

Euclidean distance as a classifier and secondly Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) with Euclidean distance as a 

classifier. Face recognition systems try to find the identity of a given face image according to their memory. The 

memory of a face recognizer is generally simulated by a training set. Independent  Component  Analysis (ICA) is similar 

to PCA except that the distribution of the components is designed to be non-Gaussian. Maximizing non-Gaussianity 

promotes statistical independence. 

The problem of face recognition can be stated as follows: Given still images or video of a scene, identifying one or 

more persons in the scene by using a stored database of faces [3]. The problem is mainly a classification problem. 

Training the face recognition system with images from the known individuals and classifying the newly coming test 

images into one of the classes is the main aspect of the face recognition systems. 

  

II. FACE RECOGNITION 
The face plays a major role in our social intercourse in conveying identity and emotion. Face Recognition (FR) 

[1,3] is a challenging task and has been one of the most successful applications of image analysis and understanding in 

many fields such as computer vision, pattern recognition. Image-based face recognition techniques can be divided into 

two groups according to the face representation which they use, which being the appearance-based approach and the 

feature-based approach, among which the appearance-based is more popular, that use holistic texture features [2,7].  

With automatic face recognition there are many applications in human computer interaction, biometrics and security, etc. 

Over the decades, many computer systems that can recognize faces have been developed, some of which have been in 

commercial use. Generally, appearance-based face recognition techniques are finished with image matching in the space 

of compressed image. If image matching done in the original space, it will result in the curse of dimensionality in 

addition to the problems of large computational complexity and memory Face recognition has received considerable 

interest as a widely accepted biometric, because of the ease of collecting samples of a person, with or without subject’s 

intension . Face recognition [10,11]  refers to an automated or semi automated process of matching facial images. This 

type of technology constitutes a wide group of technologies which all work with face but use different Scanning 

techniques. Most common by far is 2D face recognition which is easier and less expensive compared to the other 

approaches.  

A novel approach for performance parameter estimation of face 

recognition based on clustering, shape and corner detection 
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There are four steps in face recognition process as shown in flow chart: 

1. Acquiring a sample: In a complete, full implemented biometric system, a sensor takes an observation. The sensor 

might be a camera and the observation is a snapshot picture. In our system, a sensor will be ignored, and a 2D face 

picture [8, 11] “observation” will supplied manually. 

2. Extracting Features: For this step, the relevant data is extracted from the predefined captured sample. This is can be 

done by the use of software where many algorithms are available. The outcome of this step is a biometric template which 

is a reduced set of data that represents the unique features of the enrolled user's face. 

3. Comparison Templates: This depends on the application at hand. For identification purposes, this step will be a 

comparison between a given picture for the subject and all the biometric templates stored on a database. For verification, 

the biometric template of the claimed identity will be retrieved (either from a database or a storage medium presented by 

the subject) and this will be compared to a given picture. 

4. Declaring a Match: The face recognition system will return a candidate match list of potential matches. In this case, 

the intervention of a human operator will be required in order to select the best fit from the candidate list. An illustrative 

analogy is that of a walk-through metal detector, where if a person causes the detector to beep, a human operator steps in 

and checks the person manually or with a hand-held detector. 

 

III. PREVIOUS WORK 
A. Facial-Image Acquisition  

In our research, original images were obtained using a charge coupled devices (CCD) camera with image 

dimensions of 384  243 pixels encoded using 256 gray-scale levels. 

In image acquisition, the subject sits 2.5 m away from a CCD camera. On each site of the camera, two 200-W 

lamps are placed at 30  angles to the camera horizontally. The original images are shown in  Fig. 1. 

 

B. Lighting Compensation 

We adjusted the locations of the lamps to change the lighting conditions. The total energy of an image is the 

sum of the squares of the intensity values. The average energy of all the face images in the database is calculated. Then, 

each face image is normalized to have energy equal to the average energy 

 

Energy Intensity                (1) 

 

C. Facial-Region Extraction 

We adopt the face-detection method presented in the method of detecting and extracting the facial features in a 

gray-scale image is divided into two stages. First, the possible human eye regions are detected by testing all the valley 

regions in an image. A pair of eye candidates is selected by means of the genetic algorithm to form a possible face 

candidate. In our method, a square block is used to represent the detected face region.  Fig. 2 shows an example of a 

selected face region based on the location of an eye pair. The relationships between the eye pair and the face size are 

defined as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then, the symmetrical measure of the face is calculated. The nose centerline (the perpendicular bisector of the 

line linking the two eyes) in each facial image is calculated. The difference between the left half and right half from the 

nose centerline of a face region should be small due to its symmetry.  the symmetrical measure is less than a threshold 

value, the face candidate will be selected for further verification. 

 

After measuring the symmetry of a face candidate, the existences of the different facial features are also 

verified. The positions of the facial features are verified by analyzing the projection of the face candidate region. The 

facial feature regions will exhibit a low value on the projection. A face region is divided into three parts, each of which 

contains the respective facial features. The -projection is the average of gray-level intensities along each row of pixels 

in a window. In order to reduce the effect of the background in a face region, only the white windows, as shown in  Fig. 

3, are considered in computing the projections. The top window should contain the eyebrows and the eyes, the middle 

window should contain the nose, and the bottom window should contain the mouth. When a face candidate satisfies the 

aforementioned constraints, it will be extracted as a face region. The extracted face image is shown in  Fig. 4. 
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D. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

Let a pattern  be a two-dimensional (2-D) array of intensity values. A pattern may also be considered as a 

vector of dimension  . Denote the database of  patterns by . Define the covariance 

matrix as follows  [4]. 

 

 

 

 

Proposed Work 

We present the model of the our work is given below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Algorithm 

Step1. we take query image. 

Step2. Image enhancement (Filtering) 

Step3. Convert into Y, Cb, Cr model. 

Step4. By this process (step 3), we get three picture of this query image (luminance, chrome blue & chrome red) 

Step5. Then we apply shape discripter on luminance image. 

Step6. Now we apply colour discripter on Cb(chrome blue) &Cr. 

Step7. Merging of result no.5&6 steps. 

Step7. By step 7 we detect the face. 

Step8. Now we save the detected shape in variables (For subsequent analysis)   c o m p l e t e 

Step9.  Prepare predefind  database of 40 image. 

Step10. Now we apply step 2-9 on prepare database image. 

Step11. Now we apply C-Means clustering   on step 9& step 10 (parallely) 

Step12. If no. of clusters, clusters position, cluster size are same then show recognition done and also show recognize 

person name. 

Step13. Determine no. of detected & no. of non face.Image will be count & then calculate FAR,FRR & EER. 

Enhance &  

RGB to Y,Cb,Cr  
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
Below figure show the GUI of our work, that getting the face image for analysis. Next figure calculate the only 

face of the face image. After that we apply our methodology on this query image and finally archive the matching 

face image, name of image person, clustering on face image and diagram of FAR,FRR.    
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V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have developed a hybrid method that is very effectively work on face image. It selects a face 

image then find the only face image and matching with respect to database. It reduces the deficiency of existing methods 

like PCA, correlation based etc. This hybrid method gives better result than all the other individual method. In this work 

we calculate FAR and FRR. In future we add some other concept like 2D cross correlation and moment invariants of 

face, with this approach and get a very good result for fingerprint matching.      
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ABSTRACT : This work is devoted for the design and FPGA implementation of a 16bit Arithmetic module, which uses 

Vedic Mathematics algorithms. For arithmetic multiplication various Vedic multiplication techniques like Urdhva 

Tiryakbhyam Nikhilam and Anurupye has been thoroughly analyzed. Also Karatsuba algorithm for multiplication has been 

discussed. It has been found that Urdhva Tiryakbhyam Sutra is most efficient Sutra (Algorithm), giving minimum delay for 

multiplication of all types of numbers. Using Urdhva Tiryakbhyam, a 16x16 bit Multiplier has been designed and using this 

Multiplier, a Multiply Accumulate (MAC) unit has been designed. Then, an Arithmetic module has been designed which 

employs these Vedic multiplier and MAC units for its operation. Logic verification of these modules has been done by using 

Model sim 6.5.Further, the whole design of Arithmetic module has been realized on Xilinx Spartan 3E FPGA kit and the 

output has been displayed on LCD of the kit. The synthesis results show that the computation time for calculating the 

product of 16x16 bits is 10.148 ns, while for the MAC operation is 11.151 ns. The maximum combinational delay for the 

Arithmetic module is 15.749 ns. The further extension of this 8 x 8 Array multiplication and Urdhava multiplication can be 

implemented by using reversible DKG adder replacing with adders(H.A or F.A), and by using 16 x 16 – bit, 32 X 32 – bit are 

more than that. It can be dumped in to Xilinx tools, and also finding the comparison between the adders like power 

consumption, speed etc.., 

 

Keywords: KCM; Urdhava; Vedic Maths; Array Multiplier; DKG Adder; FPGA. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Multiplication is one of the more silicon-intensive functions, especially when implemented in Programmable Logic. 

Multipliers are key components of many high performance systems such asFIR filters, Microprocessors, Digital Signal 

Processors, etc. A system's performance is generally determined by the performance of the multiplier,because the multiplier 

is generally the slowest element in the system. Furthermore, it is generally the most area consuming. Hence, optimizing the 

speed and area of the multiplier is a major design issue.Vedic mathematics [I] is the ancient Indian system of mathematics 

which mainly deals with Vedic mathematicalformulae and their application to various branches of mathematics. The word 

'Vedic' is derived from the word 'Veda' which means the store-house of all knowledge. Vedic mathematics was reconstructed 

from the ancient Indian scriptures (Vedas) by Sri Bharati Krshna Tirthaji (1884-1960), after his eight years of research on 

Vedas [1]. According to his research, Vedic mathematics is mainly based on sixteen principles or word-formulae which are 

termed as Sutras. This is a very interesting field and 978-1-4577-0697-4/12/$26.00 ©2012 IEEE presents some effective 

algorithms which can be applied tovarious branches of Engineering such as Computing and Digital Signal Processing. 

 

II. VLSI DESIGN 
 The complexity of VLSI is being designed and used today makes the manual approach to design impractical. 

Design automation is the order of the day. With the rapid technological developments in the last two decades, the status of 

VLSI technology is characterized by the following 

A steady increase in the size and hence the functionality of the ICs: 

• A steady reduction in feature size and hence increase in the speed of operation as well as gate or transistor density.  

• A steady improvement in the predictability of circuit behavior. 

• A steady increase in the variety and size of software tools for VLSI design. 

The above developments have resulted in a proliferation of approaches to VLSI design. 

Final step in the development process, starting in the 1980s and continuing through the present, was in the early 

1980s, and continues beyond several billion transistors as of 2009. In 1986 the first one megabit RAM chips were 

introduced, which contained more than one million transistors. Microprocessor chips passed the million transistor mark in 

1989 and the billion transistor mark in 2005.The trend continues largely unabated, with chips introduced in 2007 containing 

tens of billions of memory transistors. The complexity of VLSIs being designed and used today makes the manual approach 

to design impractical. Design automation is the order of the day. With the rapid technological developments in the last two 

decades, the status of VLSItechnology is characterized by the following [Wai-kai, Gopalan]: 

•A steady increase in the size and hence the functionality of the ICs. 

•A steady reduction in feature size and hence increase in the speed of operation as well as gate or transistor density. 

•A steady improvement in the predictability of circuit behavior. 

•A steady increase in the variety and size of software tools for VLSI design. The above developments have resulted in a 

proliferation of approaches to VLSIdesign. We briefly describe the procedure of automated design flow [Rabaey, Smith MJ]. 

The aim is more to bring out the role of a Hardware Description Language (HDL) in the design process. An abstraction 

Design and Implementation of Multiplier Using Kcm and Vedic 

Mathematics by Using Reversible Adder 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random_Access_Memory
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based model is the basis of the automated design. The model divides the whole design cycle into various domains. With such 

an abstraction through a division process the design is carried out indifferent layers. The designer at one layer can function 

without bothering about the layers above or below. The thick horizontal lines separating the layers in the figure signify the 

compartmentalization. As an example, let us consider design at the gate level. The circuit to be designed would be described 

in terms of truth tables and state tables. With these as available inputs, he has to express them as Boolean logic equations and 

realize them in terms of gates and flip-flops. In turn, these form the inputs to the layer immediately below.  

 

III. ARRAY MULTIPLIER 
In  Array  multiplier ,  AND  gates  are  used for  generation  of  the  bit-products  and  adders  for  accumulation of  

generated  bit  products.  All  bit-products  are  generated  in  parallel  and  collected  through  an  array  of  full  adders  or  

any  other  type  of  adders.  Since  the  array  multiplier  is  having  a  regular  structure,  wiring  and  the  layout  are  done  

in  a  much simplified  manner.  Therefore, among other multiplier structures, array multiplier takes up the least amount of 

area.  But  it  is  also  the  slowest  with  the  latency  proportional  to O(Wct),  where  Wd  is  the  word  length  of  the  

operand. 

 

Example 1:   

 
Example1 for Array multiplier 4*4 

Example 2:   

 
Example2 for Array multiplier 8*8 

 

Instead  of  Ripple  Carry  Adder  (RCA),  here  Carry  Save Adder  (CSA)  is  used  for  adding  each  group  of  

partial product  terms,  because  RCA  is  the  slowest  adder  among  all other  types  of  adders  available.  In  case  of  

multiplier  with  CSA  ,  partial  product  addition  is  carried  out  in  Carry  save form and RCA is used only in final  

addition. Here  from  the  above  example  it  is  inferred  that  partial products  are  generated  sequentially,  which  reduces  

the  speed  of  the  multiplier.  However  the  structure  of  the multiplier is  regular. 
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Fig : 1  Array Multiplier 4 * 4 using CSA Hardware Architecture. 

 

In this method, for the first 3 numbers a row of full adder are used. Then a row of full adder is added for each 

additional number. The final results, in the form of two numbers sum and carry, are then summed up with a carry propagate 

adder or any other adder. An example 4 numbers addition is shown in Fig 1.There are many cases where it is desired to add 

more than two numbers together. The straight forward way of adding together m numbers (all n bits wide) is to add the first 

two, then add that sum to the next, and so on. This requires a total of m − 1 additions, for a total gate delay of (assuming look 

ahead carry adders). Instead, a tree of adders can be formed, taking only gate delays. Using carry save addition, the delay can 

be reduced further still. The idea is to take 3 numbers that we want to add together, x + y + z, and convert it into 2 numbers c 

+ s such that x + y + z = c + s, and do this in time. The reason why addition cannot be performed in time is because the carry 

information must be propagated. In carry save addition, we refrain from directly passing on the carry information until the 

very last step. We will first illustrate the general concept with a base 10 example. To add three numbers by hand, we 

typically align the three operands, and then proceed column by column in the same fashion that we perform addition with 

two numbers. The three digits in a row are added, and any overflow goes into the next column. Observe that when there is 

some non-zero carry, we are really adding four digits (the digits of x ,y and z, plus the carry).In many cases we need to add 

several operands together, carry save adder are ideal for this type of addition.  A carry save adder consists of stand-alone full 

adders, and carries out a number of partial additions. The principal idea is that the carry has a higher power of 2 and thus is 

routed to the next column. Doing addition with carry save adder saves time and logic.In this method, for the first 7 numbers 

a row of full adder are used. Then a row of full adder is added for each additional number. The final results, in the form of 

two numbers sum and carry, are then summed up with a carry propagate adder or any other adder. 

 

IV. URDHAVA MULTIPLIER 
In Urdhava Tiryakbhyam is a Sanskrit word which means vertically and crosswire in English. The method is a 

general multiplication formula applicable to all cases of multiplication. It is based on a novel concept through which all 

partial products are generated concurrently. Fig.  Demonstrates a 4 x 4 binary multiplication using this method. The method 

can be generalized for any N x N bit multiplication. This type of multiplier is independent of the clock frequency of the 

processor because the partial products and their sums are calculated in parallel.The net advantage is that it reduces the need 

of microprocessors to operate at increasingly higher clock frequencies. As the operating frequency of a processor increases 

the number of switching instances also increases. This results more power consumption and also dissipation in the form of 

heat which results in higher device operating temperatures. Another advantage of Urdhava Tiryakbhyam multiplier is its 

scalability T. 

 
Fig: 2  Line Diagram for Urdhava Multiplication. 
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The processing power can easily be increased by increasing the input and output data bus widths since it has a 

regular structure. Due to its regular structure, it can be easily layout in a silicon chip and also consumes optimum area. As 

the number of input bits increase, gate delay and area increase very slowly as compared to other multipliers. Therefore 

Urdhava Tiryakbhyam multiplier is time, space and power efficient.  

 

 
Fig : 3 Multiplication of two 4 bit numbers using Urdhava Tiryakbhyam method 

 

Example  3:   

 

 
Example3 for the Multiplication of two 4 bit numbers using Urdhava Tiryakbhyam method 

 

The line diagram in fig. 3 illustrates the algorithm for multiplying two 4-bit binary numbers a3, a2, a1, a0 and b3, 

b2, b1, b0. The procedure is divided into 7 steps and each  step generates partial products. Initially as shown in step 1 of fig. 

2, the least significant bit (LSB) of the multiplier is multiplied with least significant bit of the multiplicand (vertical 

multiplication). This result forms the LSB of the product. In step 2 next higher bit of the multiplier is multiplied with the 

LSB of the  multiplicand and the LSB of the multiplier is multiplied with the next higher bit of the multiplicand (crosswire 

multiplication). These two partial products are added and the LSB of the sum is the next higher bit of the final product and 

the remaining bits are carried to the next step. For example, if in some intermediate step, we get the result as 1101, then 1 

will act as the result bit(referred as rn) and 110 as the carry (referred as cn). Therefore cn may be a multi-bit number. 

Similarly other steps are carried out as indicated by the line diagram. The important feature is that all the partial products and 

their sums for every step can be calculated in parallel. Thus every step in fig. 3.1 has a corresponding expression as follows: 

r0=a0b0.        (1) 

c1r1=a1b0+a0b1.       (2) 

c2r2=c1+a2b0+a1b1 + a0b2.      (3) 

c3r3=c2+a3b0+a2b1 + a1b2 + a0b3.                  (4) 

c4r4=c3+a3b1+a2b2 + a1b3.      (5) 

c5r5=c4+a3b2+a2b3.       (6) 

c6r6=c5+a3b3        (7) 
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With c6r6r5r4r3r2r1r0 being the final product. Hence this is the general mathematical formula applicable to all 

cases of multiplication and its hardware architecture is shown in fig. 3. In order to multiply two 8-bit numbers using 4-bit 

multiplier we proceed as follows. 

 Consider two 8 bit numbers denoted as AHAL and BHBL where AH and BH corresponds to the most significant 4 

bits, AL and BL are the least significant 4 bits of an 8-bit number. When the numbers are multiplied multiplied according to 

Urdhava Tiryakbhyam (vertically and crosswire) method, we get, 

AH   AL 

BH   BL 

______________ 

(AH x BH) + (AH x BL + BH x AL) + (AL x BL). 

               The digits on the two ends of the line are multiplied and the result is added with the previous carry. When there are 

more lines in one step, all the results are added to the previous carry. 

 
Fig: 4 Hardware architecture of 4 X 4 Urdhava Tiryakbhyam multiplier using reversible DKG added. 

 

Thus we need four 4-bit multipliers and two adders to add the partial products and 4-bit intermediate carry 

generated. Since product of a 4 x 4 multiplier is 8 bits long, in every step the least significant 4 bits correspond to the product 

and the remaining 4 bits are carried to the next step. This process continues for 3 steps in this case.  Similarly, 16 bit 

multiplier has four 8 x 8 multiplier and two 16 bit adders with 8 bit carry. Therefore we see that the multiplier is highly 

modular in nature. Hence it leads to regularity and scalability of the multiplier layout. The multiplier architecture is based on 

this Urdhava tiryakbhyam sutra. The advantage of this algorithm is that partial products and their sums are calculated in 

parallel. This parallelism makes the multiplier clock independent. The other main advantage of this multiplier as compared 

to other multipliers is its regularity. Due to this modular nature the lay out design will be easy. The architecture can be 

explained with two eight bit numbers i.e. the multiplier and multiplicand are eight bit numbers. The multiplicand and the 

multiplier are split into four bit blocks. The four bit blocks are again divided into two bit multiplier blocks. According to the 

algorithm the 8 x 8 (AH x BH) bit multiplication will be as follows. 

 AH = AHH - AHL, BH = BHH - BHL  

 AH=AH7AH6AH5AH4AH3AH2AH1AH0, 

 BH = BH7BH6BH5BH4BH3BH2BH1BH0, 

 AHH = AH7AH6AH5AH4,  

 AHL = AH3AH2AH1AH0 

 BHH = BH7BH6BH5BH4, BHL = BH3BH2BH1BH0 

 

 
Fig : 5 Multiplication of two 8 bit numbers using Urdhava Tiryakbhyam method 
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By the algorithm, the product can be obtained as follows. 

Product of AH x BH = AHL x BHL + (AHH x BHL + AHL x BHH) + AHH x BHH 

Thus 8 x 8 multiplications can be decomposed into 2 x 2 multiplication units. By using this algorithm any complex N x N 

multiplication can be implemented using the basic 2 x 2 multiplier units. 

 

 
Fig: 6 Hardware Realization of 2x2 block 

Hear a0=AL, a1=AH; 

 b0=BL, b1=BH; 

 

For Multiplier, first the basic blocks, that are the 2x2 bit multipliers have been made and then, using these blocks, 

4x4 block has been made and then using this 4x4 block, 8x8 bit block, 16x16 bit block. Urdhava Tiryakbhyam Sutra is a 

general multiplication formula applicable to all cases of multiplication. It means “Vertically and Crosswise”. The digits on 

the two ends of the line are multiplied and the result is added with the previous carry. When there are more lines in one step, 

all the results are added to the previous carry. The least significant digit of the number thus obtained acts as one of the result 

digits and the rest act as the carry for the next step. Initially the carry is taken to be as zero. The line diagram for 

multiplication of two 4-bit numbers is as shown in Fig.  

8 X 8 Bit Multiplication Using Urdhava Triyakbhyam (Vertically and crosswise) for two Binary numbers 
Consider two binary numbers A and B of 8 bits as respectively 

 

                                  A =          A7A6A5A4         A3A2A1A0  

                                                      (X1)                   (X0)  

                                  B =           B7B6B5B4          B3B2B1B0  

                                                      (Y1)                    (Y0)  

Which can be viewed as two four bit numbers each, i.e. A can be viewed as X1 X0 and B can be viewed as Y1 Y0 

respectively, as shown above, thus the multiplication can be written as 

                                                     X1  X0 

                                                *   Y1  Y0                                

                                           -------------------- 

                                                     EDC 

Where,    CP= C = X0Y0 

                       CP= A = X1Y0 

               CP = B = X0Y1 

               CP= D = A+B 

               CP= E = X1Y1                                   here CP= Cross Product 

Thus, A*B= EDC, is achieved using Urdhava Triyakbhyam (Vertically and crosswise) sutra. 

  

 
Fig :7 Hardware architecture of 8 X 8 Urdhava Tiryakbhyam multiplier. 
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Now we will extend this Sutra to binary number system. For the multiplication algorithm, let us consider the multiplication 

of two 8 bit binary numbers A7A6A5A4A3A2A1A0 and B7B6B5B4B3B2B1B0. As the result of this multiplication would 

be more than 8 bits, we express it as …R7R6R5R4R3R2R1R0. As in the last case, the digits on the both sides of the line are 

multiplied and added with the carry from the previous step. This generates one of the bits of the result and a carry. This carry 

is added in the next step and hence the process goes on. If more than one lines are there in one step, all the results are added 

to the previous carry. In each step, least significant bit acts as the result bit and all the other bits act as carry. For example, if 

in some intermediate step we will get 011, then I will act as result bit and 01 as the carry. 

 

V. REVERSIBLE LOGIC GATES 
There exist many reversible gates in the literature. Among them 2*2 Feynman gate , 3*3 Fredkin gate, 3*3 Toffoli 

and 3*3 Peres is the most referred. The detailed cost of a reversible gate depends on any particular realization of quantum 

logic. Generally, the cost is calculated as a total sum of 2*2 quantum primitives used. The cost of Toffoli gate is exactly the 

same as the cost of Fredkin gate and is 5. The only cheapest quantum realization of a complete (universal) 3*3 reversible 

gate is Peres gate and its cost is 4. 

 Controlled NOT (CNOT) gate is an example for a 2*2 gate. The Reversible 2*2 gate with Quantum Cost of one having 

mapping input (A, B) to output (P = A, Q = A B) 

 
                                                                 Figure 8: 2*2 Feynman gate 

Reversible 3*3 gate maps inputs (A, B, C) to outputs (P=A, Q=A'B+AC, R=AB+A'C) having Quantum cost of 5 and it 

requires two dotted rectangles, is equivalent to a 2*2 Feynman gate with Quantum cost of each dotted rectangle is 1, 1 V and 

2 CNOT gates. 

 
                                                                  Figure 9: 3*3 Fredkin gate 

The 3*3 Reversible gate with three inputs and three outputs. The inputs (A, B, C) mapped to the outputs (P=A, Q=B, 

R=A.BC) 

 
                                                                    Figure 10: 3*3 Toffoli gate 

The three inputs and three outputs i.e., 3*3 reversible gate having inputs (A, B, C) mapping to outputs (P = A, Q = A B, R = 

(A.B) C). Since it requires 2 V+, 1 V and 1 CNOT gate, it has the Quantum cost of 4. 

 
Figure 11: 3*3 Peres gate 
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Figure 12: 4*4 HNG gate 

Reversible DKG Gate:  

Reversible DKG gate has 4 inputs and 4 outputs, so it is called Reversible 4*4 DKG gate, A 4* 4 reversible DKG gate  that 

can work singly as a reversible Full adder and a reversible Full subtractor is shown in Fig . It can be verified that input 

pattern corresponding to a particular output pattern can be uniquely determined. If input A=0, the proposed gate works as a 

reversible Full adder, and if input A=1, then it works as a reversible Full subtractor. It has been proved that a reversible full-

adder circuit requires at least two garbage outputs to make the output combinations unique figures. 

 
Figure 13:  Reversible DKG gate 

DKG gate with inputs A, B, C, D and outputs are P, Q, R, S. This gate is known as DKG gate. Figure 8 shows the DKG gate 

with 4*4 inputs and outputs. The binary Full adder/subtractor is capable of handling one bit of each input along with a carry 

in/borrow in generated as a carry out/ borrow from addition of previous lower order bit position. If two binary numbers each 

consisting of n bits are to be added or subtracted, then n binary full adders/subtractors are to be cascaded. 

 

 
Figure 14:  DKG gate implemented as Full adder 

 
                                           Figure 15: DKG gate implemented as Full subtractor 

The binary Full adder/subtractor is capable of handling one bit of each input along with a carry in/borrow in 

generated as a carry out/ borrow from addition of previous lower order bit position. If two binary numbers each consisting of 

n bits are to be added or subtracted, then n binary full adders/subtractors are to be cascaded. A Parallel adder/subtractor is an 

interconnection of full adders/subtractors and inputs are simultaneously applied. The carry/borrow generated at a stage is 
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propagated to the next stage. Thus, delay is more in such type of adders/subtractors. A 4 bit reversible parallel 

adder/subtractor is implemented using the reversible DKG gate and shown in Fig 10a. When the control input A=0, the 

circuit acts as a parallel adder, produces a 4 bit sum and a carry out, as shown in Fig 10b. If the control input A=1, the circuit 

acts as a parallel subtractor, produces a 4 bit difference and borrow out, as shown in Fig. The same design can be extended to 

n bits. 

 

VI. PROPOSED MULTIPLIER 
The  proposed  method  is  based  on  ROM  approach however  both  the  inputs  for  the  multiplier can  be  

variables.  In  this  proposed  method  a  ROM  is  used  for  storing  the squares  of  numbers  as  compared  to  KCM  where  

the  multiples are stored.  

 

operation:   
To  find  (a  x  b),  first  we  have  to  find  whether  the difference between  'a'  and  'b'  is  odd  or  even. Based on  the 

difference, the  product is calculated. 

In case of Even Difference  

Result of Multiplication= [Average]^2- [Deviation]^ 2 

In  case of Odd Difference  

Result  of  Multiplication  =  [Average  x  (Average  +  1)]  -[Deviation  x (Deviation+  I)]   

Where  

Average  =  [(a+b)/2]   

Deviation  =  [Average  -smallest(  a,  b)]  

 

Example  4  (Even  difference)  and  Example  5  (Odd difference)  depict  the  multiplication  process.  Thus  the  

two variable multiplication is  performed  by  averaging, squaring and  subtraction.  To  find  the  average[(a+b  )/2],  which 

involves  division  by  2  is  performed  by  right  shifting  the  sum  by  one bit.  

 
Fig : 16  Block diagram for proposed multiplier. 

 

 If  the  squares  of  the  numbers  are stored  in  a ROM,  the  result  can  be  instantaneously  calculated. However,  in case  

of  Odd  difference,  the  process  is  different  as  the  average  is  a  floating point  number. In  order  to  handle  floating  

point  arithmetic,  Ekadikena  Purvena  - the  Vedic  Sutra  which  is  used  to  find  the  square  of  numbers  end  with  5  is  

applied. Example  4  illustrates  this. In  this  case,  instead  of squaring  the  average  and  deviation,  [Average  x  (Average 

+  1)]  - [Deviation  x  (Deviation+  I)]  is  used.  However,  instead  of performing the  multiplications, the  same  ROM is 

used  and  using  equation  the  result  of  multiplication  is obtained.  

n(n+l)  = (n2+n)  ... (10)  

Here  n2  is  obtained  from  the  ROM  and  is  added  with  the  address  which  is  equal  to  n(n+l) 

 

Example 4: 

 16 x 12 = 192 

1) Find the difference between (16-12) = 4    ----Even Number 

2) For Even Difference, Product = [Average]^2- [Deviation]^2 

i. Average = [(a+b)/2] = [(16+12)12] = [28/2] = 14 

ii. Smallest(a,b) = smallest(l6,12) =12 

iii. Deviation = Average - Smallest (a,b) = 14 -12 =2 

3) Product = 14
2
- 2

2
= 196 - 4 = 192. 
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Example 5:  

15 x 12 = 180 

I) Find the difference between (15-12)=3 -7 Odd Number 

2) For Odd Number Difference find the Average and 

Deviation. 

i.Average = [(a+b)/2] = [(12+15)/2] = 13.5 

ii.Deviation = [Average - smallest(a, b)] = 

[12.5 - smallest(l3,12)] = [13.5 - 12] = 1.5 

3)Product = (l3xI4) - (lx2) = 182 - 2 =180. 

 

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS AND TABLES 

 
Fig : 17 Speed Comparison for (8x8) 

 
Fig : 18 speed comparison for DKG (8*8) 

 

Simulation result 

The comparison is carried out in between the reversible and conventional logic gates by using XILINX 9.1and 

program is written in VERILOG language. . In reversible logic we use DKG and TSG gates for both adder/subtractor as it 

has low power consumption and less garbage output as already discussed in the section3. The comparison is carried out for 

the four operand four bit adder/subtractor in reversible and conventional gates. 

 
Fig 19 : 8 bit Array multiplier using DKG 
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Fig 20: 8 bit Urdhava multiplier using DKG 

 

 

Fig 21: 8 bit proposed multiplier 

 
Criterion Array Multiplier Urdhava Multiplier 

 

Area 126 180 

Total Combinational Functions 163 149 

Dedicated Logic 

Registers 

48 48 

Total Memory  Bits( Kb) 0 0 

Transitions 1557 1501 

Speed(After 

Pipelining)(MHz) 

 

137.46 

 

142.67 

Power 100 90 

temperature 27c 27c 

Table1: results for 8x8 multiplier 

 
Criterion Array Multiplier Urdhava Multiplier 

 

Area 126 180 

Total Combinational Functions 158 146 

Dedicated Logic 

Registers 

46 46 

Total Memory  Bits( Kb) 0 0 

Transitions 1551 1547 

Speed(After 

Pipelining)(MHz) 

 

139.35 

 

145.03 

Total Power 90 82 

temperature 27c 27c 

Table 2: Results For Dkg 8*8 multiplier 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 
Thus the proposed multiplier provides higher performance for higher order bit multiplication. In the proposed 

multiplier for higher order bit multiplication i.e. for 16x16 and more, the multiplier is realized by instantiating the lower 

order bit multipliers like 8x8. This is mainly due to memory constraints. Effective memory implementation and deployment 

of memory compression algorithms can yield even better results. 
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ABSTRACT: The paper develops an analytic wind disturbance torque model that can be used to simulate antenna servo 

errors. The forces due to wind acting on antenna induce torque that creates servo errors which become significant in slow 

tracking antennas. The model developed is based on the vector sum of torque acting on the antenna and is analytically 

computed by disintegrating the forces due to wind in mutually orthogonal directions. The demarcation between the existing 

field models of wind disturbances and the model presented in this article is brought out by the generalization of torque 

induced with the only variable antenna specific parameter being the porosity. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Large antennas are required to capture feeble signals, especially those received from space. Radio telescopes that 

track astronomical phenomenon and inter planetary satellite tracking antennas fall under these categories. These tracking 

antennas require very high pointing accuracies and thereby a robust servo control system. The large structures associated 

with these antennas in ideal conditions require a second-order time invariant feedback controller
1
. However, these large 

structures are affected by torques generated by wind disturbances. The torque results in large servo errors, which reduce the 

pointing accuracies of antennas. The requirement of high pointing accuracy antennas call for wind torque disturbance models 

that can accommodate the induced servo errors. The existing models
2
 are field models specific to antennas and thus, require 

extensive fieldwork before they can be used for designing the servo control loop. The model presented here is generalized 

for large antenna structures and depends only on one antenna specific parameter. The parameter is the resistance offered by 

the antenna to wind and is characterized by the porosity of the antenna
2
. 

 

The article presented develops an analytic method which employs vector mechanics to calculate the torques 

generated about a point. The model was conceptualized at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research during servo control 

design for 45 meter Giant Meterwave Radio Telescope at Pune. 

 

II. THE ANALYTIC MODEL FOR WIND DISTURBANCE TORQUE 
The wind disturbance generates torque that is the main cause of servo errors for tracking antenna. The wind torque 

generated can be analytically expressed as vector sum of torques generated in two mutually perpendicular axes. The 

determination of wind force from wind velocity is the preliminary modeling step. The force due to wind is calculated using 

the pressure exerted by wind by virtue of its velocity. 

 

2.1 Obtaining Wind Force from Wind Velocity 

An antenna exposed to uniformly blowing wind is acted upon by pressure given by 1/2  𝜌𝑣𝑤
2  where 

𝜌is the density of air; 

𝑣𝑤 is the uniform velocity with which wind is blowing. 

The force acting on an area A due to pressure P in quantized as the product of the P and A. Generalized force on antenna of 

cross sectional area A due to wind is given by Eqn (1). 

 

𝐹 =  𝜂1𝜂2𝑃𝐴                                                                                                                    (1) 

 

Where 

𝜂1 is a measure of porosity of the antenna 

𝜂2 is a factor less than 1 that takes into account the relative orientation of the wind, w.r.t. the antenna.  

Fig 1 illustrates the interaction of wind with the cross sectional area of an antenna. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Analytic Model of Wind Disturbance Torque on Servo 

Tracking Antenna 
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Fig 1: The force generated is a function of wind velocity, area offered by the antenna against wind, porosity of the antenna 

and the relative orientation of the antenna w.r.t wind. 

 

The wind velocity so far is assumed to be constant. However, it is a function of the height above ground level. The forces 

experienced by the antenna therefore, vary along the height. The unbalanced forces at the top of the antenna and bottom of 

the antenna generate torque. The unbalanced force vectors are illustrated in Fig 2. 

 

 

 

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: Unbalanced forces due to varying wind velocity generate torque. 

 

The force due to wind is distributed over the entire area of the antenna. However, single vector sum of forces acting on O1 

and O2 can be calculated which shall produce the same torque as distributed forces would have produced. The vectors are 

given by Eqns (2-3). 

𝐹1
    −  𝐹2

    =  𝐹𝑢𝑝                                                                                                                      (2) 

𝐹3
    −  𝐹4

    =  𝐹𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛                                                                                                                       (3) 

O1 and O2 are   points on the upper and lower half of discs, where a resultant single vector force shall produce the same 

effects as distributed force. 

 

2.2 Variation of Wind Velocity: Hellman’s Equation 

Hellman‟s equation relates the velocity of wind w.r.t altitude above the earth‟s surface. (The equation is assumed 

valid as long as density of air remains constant, within the altitude range or in other words, thinning of air as one goes up is 

not taken into consideration). 

𝑣𝑤 ℎ =  𝑣𝑜  
ℎ

ℎ𝑜
 
𝛼

                                                                                                       (4) 

Where 

𝛼is the Hellman coefficient 

𝑣𝑜 is velocity of wind at reference altitude 

𝑣𝑤 (ℎ)is velocity of wind at height h  

𝛼 can be measured on a day when winds are steady. To measure 𝛼 , velocity at two points of antenna can be measured and 

the equation can be solved for 𝛼. The measurement can be repeated for precision. To further nullify the effect of wind-gusts, 

velocity of wind can be taken over finite time duration and wind-gusts being random the velocity of wind will deviate 

about the steady state wind velocity. Since wind gusts follow Davenport spectrum, the measured 𝛼 deviates as dictated by 

Davenport spectrum. 
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2.3 The Case of Face on Wind: Perpendicular Attack 

The perpendicular attack case is the worst case as the whole cross-section of the antenna is exposed to the wind. 

Fig 3 illustrates the case of perpendicular attack. To calculate force we need an elemental area over which the force is 

constant. The area is basically a horizontal strip that is at a distance x from the center and is of width dx. The strip 

subtends an angle 𝜃 at the center of parabolic disc.  The strip‟s center subtends an angle𝜙 at O as illustrated 

in Fig 4. The strip is the differential element for torque calculation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3: The varying wind velocities are illustrated with different vector lengths. The shaded strip is the part of antenna that 

encounters equal velocity wind. The differential element for torque calculation is the strip that faces perpendicular force of 

wind. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4: The differential element subtends an angle of 𝜙at O, which is the point about which the moment is calculated. O 

being d distance away from the center of disc. 

 

Torque calculation requires calculating the force acting on the elemental strip as a function of wind velocity and distance 

from the center of the parabolic disc A. Fig 5 serves as reference for further analysis. 

 
Fig 5: The elemental strip faces constant velocity wind. The center of the circular cross-section is A. The strip subtends 𝜃 at 

A, is x distance away from A and is of width dx. 

The area of the elemental strip in polar coordinates is given by Eqn (5). 

𝑑𝐴 =  −2𝑅2𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃𝑑𝜃                                                                                                      (5) 

The inclination of antenna is 90
o
 w.r.t wind. Therefore, 𝜂2is 1. Referring to Eqn (1) the force on the elemental strip can be 

given as in Eqn (6). 

𝑑𝐹 = 1/2 𝜂1𝜌𝑣𝑤
2 × 𝑑𝐴                                                                                                   (6)  

The velocity of wind as a function of height above ground level can be substituted as per Eqn (4), while the elemental area of 

the strip is substituted from Eqn (5). Eqn (6) modifies to Eqn (7). 
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𝑑𝐹 = 1/2 𝜂1𝜌  𝑣𝑜  
ℎ

ℎ𝑜
 
𝛼

 
2

×  −2𝑅2𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃𝑑𝜃                                                              (7) 

If center of the circle shown in Fig 5 is taken as the reference, the height parameter in Eqn (7) equals x. Substituting x in 

polar coordinates in Eqn (7) in place of h yields Eqn (8). 

𝑑𝐹 = 1/2 𝜂1𝜌  𝑣𝑜  
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

ℎ𝑜
 
𝛼

 
2

×  −2𝑅2𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃𝑑𝜃                                                         (8)  

The force on the differential element produces a turning moment about the hinge of antenna. The magnitude of the generated 

torque is analytically found by multiplying the rotational arm length for the element or the distance of the differential 

element from O with the component of dF perpendicular to the rotational arm. Fig 6 illustrates the force vectors and the 

rotational arm lengths about O. 

 
Fig 6: (a) Figure illustrating the angular span of the parabolic disc about O. The radius of the dish being R. (b) Figure 

showing the resolution of forces perpendicular to the rotational arm r. (c) Figure illustrating the relation between radius R of 

the antenna dish, angular span 𝜙𝑜  and distance d. 

The elemental torque (𝑑𝜏𝑢𝑝 ) on the elemental strip in the upper half of the parabolic strip is given by Eqn (9). 

𝑑𝜏𝑢𝑝 = 𝑑𝐹𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙 × 𝑟                                                                                                        (9) 

The force on the elemental strip is calculated in Eqn (8) and substituting r as 𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠∅  from Fig 6, we have the torque on the 

elemental strip as 

𝑑𝜏𝑢𝑝 =  −1/2 𝜂1𝜌  𝑣𝑜  
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

ℎ𝑜
 
𝛼

 
2

× 2𝑅2𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃𝑑𝜃 × 𝑑 × 𝑡𝑎𝑛∅ × 𝑑∅                       (10) 

Integrating Eqn (10) with limits for 𝜃 and ∅ the torque on the upper half disc can be calculated as shown in Eqn (11). 

 𝑑𝜏𝑢𝑝 =    𝜂1𝜌  𝑣𝑜  
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

ℎ𝑜
 
𝛼

 
2

× 𝑅2𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃𝑑𝜃 × 𝑑 × 𝑡𝑎𝑛∅ × 𝑑∅
𝜙𝑜
𝜙=0

𝜋/2

𝜃=0

𝜏

0
𝑑𝜃          (11) 

The limits for 𝜃 are reversed to absorb the negative sign in dF expression. The torque for the lower half of the dish can be 

found by placing proper limits and appropriate expression for the velocity of wind. The antenna here faces the wind 

perpendicularly; however, tracking antenna may be inclined at some angle to the wind velocity. The next section takes into 

account the parameter 𝜂2. 

 

2.4 Antenna Inclined w.r.t the Wind: Angular Attack 

The most generalized torque generating case is that of an inclined antenna against arbitrary direction of wind. The 

assumption here is that the wind follows Hellman‟s velocity relation, only the direction is arbitrary. Consider the antenna to 

be inclined at angle 𝜉as illustrated in Fig 7. Wind force is resolved into three mutually perpendicular components and torque 

due to each component is measured and generalized for parameter 𝜉. 

 
Fig 7: (a) Figure illustrating the inclination of the antenna w.r.t wind. (b) The resolved components of force vector. (c) 

Figure illustrating the angular span of the antenna about reference O. 

O 
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The three mutually perpendicular force vectors are depicted in Fig 7 (b). Fw1 is the direction considered earlier for 

perpendicular attack. Fw3 sees the parabolic lateral face analyzed in the next section and Fw2 is in the vertical direction. The 

case of wind blowing vertically is seldom encountered and especially when the region experiences tornados and hurricanes. 

The differential force on the element is illustrated in Fig 8. The corresponding parameters are depicted in the triangle. The 

component of the force perpendicular to the moment arm is 𝑑𝐹𝑤1𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙. The element is at a distance r from O. As compared 

to the case of perpendicular case the element is at an inclination of 𝜉 w.r.t the wind. InΔ𝐴𝐵𝑂, the relation between sides and 

angles can be determined by applying Sine Law as in Eqn (12). 
𝑟

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜉
=

𝑑

sin  𝜋− 𝜙+𝜉  
                                                                                                   (12) 

Applying Sine Law for the triangles in Fig 7 (c) we arrive at Eqns (13-14) 
𝑅

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙01
=

𝑑

sin   𝜙01 +𝜉  
                                                                                                 (13) 

𝑅

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙02
=

𝑑

sin   𝜉−𝜙02  
                                                                                                 (14) 

 

 
Fig 8: Figure illustrating the force vectors for the differential element. r is the distance of the element from O, d is the 

distance of center A from O. and being the angle subtended by the elemental strip at O and A respectively. 

 

The differential torque is given by Eqn (9). Substituting r from Eqn (12) and dF from Eqn (8) in Eqn (9), the 

differential torque on the element can be expressed by Eqn (12). 

𝑑𝜏𝑢𝑝 =  −𝜂1𝜌  𝑣𝑜  
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

ℎ𝑜
 
𝛼

 
2

× 𝑅2𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃𝑑𝜃 ×
𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜉

sin(𝜉+𝜙)
× 𝑠𝑖𝑛∅ × 𝑑∅                      (15) 

The torque on the upper half of the antenna can be obtained by integrating Eqn (15) with limits for 𝜃 and 𝜙. The limits for 𝜙 

is from 0 to𝜙01 , where 𝜙01is obtained from Eqn (13).  

 𝑑𝜏𝑢𝑝 =    𝜂1𝜌  𝑣𝑜  
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

ℎ𝑜
 
𝛼

 
2

× 𝑅2𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃𝑑𝜃 ×
𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜉

sin(𝜉+𝜙)
× 𝑠𝑖𝑛∅ × 𝑑∅

𝜙𝑜1

𝜙=0

𝜋/2

𝜃=0

𝜏

0
𝑑𝜃 (16) 

2.5. Torque on the Lateral Surface 

 The antenna employed for tracking is mostly a parabolic antenna. The lateral cross- section thus is a parabola. Fig 9 

shows the parameters for a parabolic cross-section. The parabola can be mathematically represented by Eqn (17). 

𝑦 =  
𝐾

𝑅2 𝑚
2                                                                                                                      (17) 

The elemental area in this case is the product of length of the strip with its width and can be expressed by Eqn (18) 

𝑑𝐴 = 𝑙 × 𝑑𝑥                                                                                                                  (18) 

The length of the strip is mathematically the difference between the depth of the parabola K and z.  

𝑙 = 𝐾 − 𝑧 = 𝐾  1 −  
𝑥2

𝑅2𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜉
                                                                                     (19) 

The differential area thus obtained can be substituted in the expression for torque dictated by Eqn (10). The porosity of the 

antenna may differ as the lateral side now offers resistance to wind. The moment arm in this case is x as the torque is 

generated about mm’ 

𝑑𝜏𝑢𝑝 =  1/2 𝜂1′𝜌  𝑣𝑜  
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

ℎ𝑜
 
𝛼

 
2

× 𝐾  1 −  
𝑥2

𝑅2𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜉
  × 𝑑𝑥 × 𝑥                              (20) 

Eqn (20) can be integrated over the upper half antenna to obtain the total torque experienced by the upper half part of the 

dish. Since, this expression does not use polar coordinates the torque expression is a single integral as shown in Eqn (21). 

 𝑑𝜏𝑢𝑝
𝜏𝑢𝑝

0
=   1/2 𝜂1′𝜌  𝑣𝑜  

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

ℎ𝑜
 
𝛼

 
2

× 𝐾  1 −  
𝑥2

𝑅2𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜉
  × 𝑑𝑥 × 𝑥

𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜉

𝑥=0
            (21) 

The torque for the lower half of the antenna can be expressed with the same equation but with different limits. 

∅ 

∅ 

𝜉 

𝑟 

𝑑 

𝑑𝐹𝑤1 

𝑑𝐹𝑤1𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙 

𝑑𝐹𝑤1𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙 

O A 

B 
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Fig 9: Figure illustrating the lateral cross-section of the parabola with its parameters 

 

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
The paper develops a mathematical model for wind disturbance torque on tracking antenna. The vector approach to 

torque calculation in case of antenna requires only porosity of the antenna as the variable parameter to be as compared to the 

numerous antenna specific coefficients that need to be calculated while opting for field models of wind disturbance torques. 

The model here has considered antenna as a single entity, however, a finite element analysis of antenna structure still needs 

to be explored. 
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ABSTRACT: A constant voltage source based temperature measurement system; using PRT-1000 is one of the currently 

used methods to measure the temperature of subsystems in Indian Satellites. One such subsystem which uses PRT-1000 is 

solar panels. This paper describes a constant current source based temperature measurement system and the advantages it 

offers in terms of linearity, sensitivity and power dissipation. Simulations using MATLAB and Simulink
®

 are carried out to 

illustrate the differences between the two methods. To overcome self-heating effects in the resistor a pulsating constant 

current source based temperature measurement system is described. 

 

Keywords: Linearity, pulsating constant current source, PRT-Platinum Resistance Thermometry, SADA- Solar Array Drive 

Assembly, self-heating, sensitivity.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Remote Sensing as well as Geostationary satellites use deployable solar panels [1], [2], [3] to convert solar energy 

to electrical energy. The solar panels at a time either face the sun or the dark space. The orientation thus, leads to a large 

temperature variation of about 400 ºC (-200 ºC to +200 ºC). This temperature variation is sensed using PRT-1000 and 

associated circuitry. The paper presents two methods that can be used with PRT-1000 namely constant voltage source 

method and constant current source method.  

 

II. CONSTANT VOLTAGE SOURCE METHOD 
The constant voltage source method employs the PRT-1000 as one of the resistor of a voltage divider circuit and 

maps the associated voltage change to the corresponding temperature changes. The following circuit setup is currently used. 

RSADA is the resistance offered by the slip rings of the rotary power transferring assembly called SADA. 

 
Fig 1: Temperature measurement system using constant voltage source and PRT-1000 

 

2.1 Mathematical analysis  
Let a current I flow as shown. If R= 10K, then by Ohm’s Law and assuming infinite input impedance for the op-amp:- 

𝐼 =
9𝑉

10𝐾 + 𝑅(𝑇)
                                                                                                                                                        (1) 

 

where R(T) is the resistance of the PRT-1000 that varies with temperature. 

We have 

𝑉𝑥 = 𝑉 + 𝑉𝑁𝑂𝐼𝑆𝐸                                                                                                                                                          (2) 

  

where 

 𝑉𝑥  is the voltage at one end of 𝑅𝑖𝑛  

𝑉 is the voltage induced by the voltage divider circuit 

𝑉𝑁𝑂𝐼𝑆𝐸  is the voltage noise added due to SADA. It is approximately 10mV/Amp. 

We have, the voltage at the Zener due to voltage divider circuit as:- 

𝑉 =  
𝑅(𝑇)

10𝐾 + 𝑅(𝑇)
 × 9𝑉                                                                                                                                         (3) 

I 

Optimized, Low-Power Dissipative and Precise Pulsating Constant 

Current Source Based Temperature Measurement System 
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Writing Kirchoff’s loop equation for the op-amp, we obtain 

 
𝑉𝑥 − 1

𝑅𝑖𝑛

=  
1 − 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑅𝑓

                                                                                                                                                     (4) 

Simplifying the above equation and rearranging the terms, we obtain 

𝑉𝑥 − 1 =  𝛽 1 − 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡                                                                                                                                                 (5) 
Where 

𝛽 =
𝑅𝑖𝑛

𝑅𝑓

                                                                                                                                                                          (6) 

Solar Array Drive Assembly (SADA) of the satellite introduces voltage noise that is proportional to the current flowing 

through it and given as:- 

𝑉𝑁𝑂𝐼𝑆𝐸  =  10
𝑚𝑉

𝐴
 ×  𝐼  

 

Taking into account the negative path SADA, we have 

 

𝑉𝑁𝑂𝐼𝑆𝐸 =  2 ×  10𝑚𝑣 ×   
9𝑣

10𝑘+𝑅 (𝑇)
   

𝑉𝑥 =  
𝑅(𝑇)

10𝐾 + 𝑅(𝑇)
 × 9𝑉 + 2 × 10𝑚𝑉 ×  

9𝑉

10𝐾 + 𝑅(𝑇)
                                                                               (7) 

The linearity of the system can be measured by analyzing the differential of the system w.r.t the variable parameter.  If the 

differential is constant, the system linearly depends on the variable parameter.  Differentiating (5) w.r.t temperature (T), we 

obtain 

 
𝑑𝑉𝑥
𝑑𝑇

= −𝛽
𝑑𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑑𝑇

                                                                                                                                                         (8) 

Substituting, 𝑉𝑥  from equation (7), equation (8) modifies to 

 
𝑑𝑉𝑥
𝑑𝑇

=
𝑑

𝑑𝑇
  

𝑅(𝑇)

10𝐾 + 𝑅(𝑇)
 × 9𝑉 +

𝑑

𝑑𝑇
  

0.02

10𝐾 + 𝑅(𝑇)
 × 9                                                                          (9) 

Simplifying equation (9) 

 
𝑑𝑉𝑥
𝑑𝑇

=
𝑑

𝑑𝑇
  

(9𝑅(𝑇) + 0.18)

10𝐾 + 𝑅 𝑇 
                                                                                                                               (10) 

 
𝑑𝑉𝑥
𝑑𝑇

=
 90𝐾 − 0.18 

 10𝐾 + 𝑅 𝑇  
2 ×

𝑑𝑅 𝑇 

𝑑𝑇
                                                                                                                         (11) 

The differential term 
𝑑𝑅 𝑇 

𝑑𝑇
 represents the differential variation of resistance of PRT w.r.t temperature.  The relation between 

the resistances of PRT w.r.t temperature is a complex n-th order equation in temperature.   However, the higher order 

equations are negligible and can be ignored; thus reducing the dependence of R (T) to first order equation as shown below 

 

𝑅 𝑇 = 𝑅𝑜 1 + 𝛼𝑑𝑇                                                                                                                                                 (12) 

Differentiating equation (12) we obtain 
𝑑𝑅(𝑇)

𝑑𝑇
 as 

 
𝑑𝑅(𝑇)

𝑑𝑇
=  𝑅𝑜𝛼                                                                                                                                                             (13) 

 

Substituting values of 𝑅𝑜  and 𝛼, in equation (13), and thereafter substituting the result in (11), we have 

 
𝑑𝑉𝑥
𝑑𝑇

=
 90𝐾 − 0.18 

 10𝐾 + 𝑅 𝑇  
2 × 3.85                                                                                                                              (14) 

 
𝑑𝑉𝑥
𝑑𝑇

=
 90𝐾 − 0.18 

 10𝐾 + 1000 1 + 3.85∆𝑇  
2 × 3.85                                                                                                     (15) 

Equation (15) illustrates that the change in voltage w.r.t is not constant and varies with change in temperature. However, for 

a linear system the differential should be constant to yield a linearly varying integral (or the system). The output depends on 

the input as given by equation (16) 

 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝛽 + 1 − 𝑉𝑥

𝛽
                                                                                                                                                     (16) 
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The linear relationship between 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡  and 𝑉𝑥  makes 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡  nonlinear w.r.t temperature. Thus, it can be concluded that a constant 

voltage source based temperature measurement system is non-linear method of measurement. 

 
Fig 2: MATLAB simulation depicting nonlinear curve between Vx and Temperature (T) when constant voltage source based 

temperature measurement system is employed 

 
 

Fig 3: MATLAB simulation showing the nonlinear behavior of the differential of Vx w.r.t Temperature (T) when constant 

voltage based temperature measurement system is employed 

 

2.2 Sensitivity Analysis 

Sensitivity discussed in this section refers to the variation of the output voltage with changes in temperature.  By 

equation (8) it is evident that the change in output voltage is proportional to the change in V1 w.r.t temperature.  Sensitivity 

in the output voltage is a factor multiplied to the sensitivity of VX.. The analysis here shown that the voltage source based 

temperature measurement system lacks an optimized discrete value of R for which the system is most sensitive.  Keeping the 

fixed resistor of the voltage divider as the optimizing parameter, we differentiate VX w.r.t temperature. 

 

Applying Ohm’s Law and assuming infinite input impedance for the op-amp, we have: 

𝑉 =
𝑅(𝑇)

𝑅 + 𝑅(𝑇)
× 9𝑉                                                                                                                                                  (17) 

Taking into account the noise introduced by SADA: 

𝑉𝑥 = 𝑉 + 𝑉𝑁𝑂𝐼𝑆𝐸                                                                                                                                                          (18) 
Differentiating equation (18), w.r.t temperature 

𝑑𝑉𝑥
𝑑𝑇

=
𝑑

𝑑𝑇
  

𝑅(𝑇)

𝑅 + 𝑅(𝑇)
 × 9𝑉 +

𝑑

𝑑𝑇
  

0.02

𝑅 + 𝑅(𝑇)
 × 9                                                                                   (19) 

Clubbing the derivatives of summation terms from equation (19), we arrive at equation (20) as: 

𝑑𝑉𝑥
𝑑𝑇

=
𝑑

𝑑𝑇
  

 9𝑅 𝑇 − 0.18 

𝑅 + 𝑅 𝑇 
                                                                                                                              (20) 

Simplifying equation (20), gives the derivatives in terms of  
𝑑𝑅 𝑇 

𝑑𝑇
 , 𝑅 and 𝑅 𝑇  as written in equation (21) 

𝑑𝑉𝑥
𝑑𝑇

=
 9𝑅(𝑇) − 0.18 

 𝑅 + 𝑅 𝑇  
2 ×

𝑑𝑅 𝑇 

𝑑𝑇
                                                                                                                          (21) 

Substituting 
𝑑𝑅 𝑇 

𝑑𝑇
 as 3.85 Ω/0

C 
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𝑑𝑉𝑥
𝑑𝑇

=
 9𝑅(𝑇) − 0.18 

 𝑅 + 𝑅 𝑇  
2 × 3.85                                                                                                                                (22) 

The change in Vx is maximum when the differential of Vx w.r.t T is zero, i.e. to say the second derivative of Vx w.r.t T 

should be zero. Therefore, differentiating equation (22) 

 

𝑑2𝑉𝑥
𝑑𝑇2

=
𝑑

𝑑𝑇
 
 9𝑅 𝑇 − 0.18 

 𝑅 + 𝑅 𝑇  
2 × 3.85   = 0                                                                                                        23  

Simplifying 

 

𝑑2𝑉𝑥
𝑑𝑇2

=
− 9𝑅 − 0.18 ×  𝑅 + 𝑅 𝑇  × 3.85 × 2

(𝑅 + 𝑅(𝑇))4
= 0                                                                                     (24) 

 

Solving equation (24) yields R in terms of R(T) which itself varies with temperature. Thus, there is no optimized value of R 

for which the circuit is most sensitive, i.e. to say R should also change over temperature so that the output voltage 

experiences maximum change with corresponding change in temperature. 

 

III. CONSTANT CURRENT SOURCE METHOD 
A constant current source based temperature measurement system proposes the following advantages over constant 

voltage source based temperature measurement system: 

(a) Linear Relationship between Vout and temperature. 

(b) Greater sensitivity independent of R. 

(c) Reduced power dissipation. 

 

The following setup shows a constant current source based temperature measurement system. 

 
Fig 4: Temperature measurement system using constant current source and PRT-1000 

 

3.1 Mathematical analysis  
The mathematical analysis is aimed to prove the linearity of a constant current source based temperature 

measurement system. The approach is similar to the one followed for constant voltage source based temperature 

measurement system. Here too, the aim is to prove the linearity of the system, by showing that the derivative of Vx is 

constant w.r.t temperature. 

Let a constant current I flow as shown. The voltage induced due to PRT, because of a constant current flowing is 

 

𝑉 = 𝐼𝑅 𝑇                                                                                                                                                                     (25) 
The voltage observed at the zener is the sum of V and the noise introduced by the SADA resistances. This is given as: 

 

𝑉𝑥 = 𝑉 + 𝑉𝑁𝑂𝐼𝑆𝐸                                                                                                                                                          (26) 

 

𝑉𝑥 = 𝑉 +
10𝐼

1000
𝑉                                                                                                                                                        (27) 

 

Substituting V from equation (25) into (27) 

𝑉𝑥 = 𝐼𝑅 𝑇 +
𝐼

100
                                                                                                                                                     (28) 

 

Writing KVL for the inverting input of the op-amp 

 
𝑉𝑥 − 1

𝑅𝑖

=
1 − 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑅𝑓

                                                                                                                                                     (29) 
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𝑉𝑥 − 1 = 𝛽 1 − 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡                                                                                                                                                 (30) 

 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝛽 + 1 − 𝑉𝑥

𝛽
                                                                                                                                                     (31) 

Where 

𝛽 =
𝑅𝑖𝑛

𝑅𝑓

                                                                                                                                                                           

The linearity of the system can be found by differentiating equation (31) w.r.t temperature (T). We have 

 
𝑑𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑑𝑇

=
𝑑

𝑑𝑇
 
𝛽 + 1

𝛽
 −

𝑑

𝑑𝑇
 
𝑉𝑥
𝛽
                                                                                                                              (32) 

Substituting Vx from equation (28) 

 
𝑑𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑑𝑇
=

−1

𝛽

𝑑

𝑑𝑇
 𝐼𝑅 𝑇 +

𝐼

100
                                                                                                                                                    33   

Since, I is constant its differential is zero w.r.t ‘T’ 

 
𝑑𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑑𝑇
= −

𝐼

𝛽
 
𝑑𝑅 𝑇 

𝑑𝑇
                                                                                                                                                     (34)  

𝑑𝑅 𝑇 

𝑑𝑇
 is the change of PRT resistance with temperature, and first order relation between R(T) and T, we have 

  
𝑑𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑑𝑇
= −

𝑅𝑜𝛼𝐼

𝛽
                                                                                                                                                             (35)  

Equation (35) clearly illustrates that the change of Vout w.r.t is constant, i.e. Vout varies linearly with temperature. The 

following equations derive the linear relation between the output voltage and temperature. 

 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝛽 + 1 − 𝑉𝑥

𝛽
                                                                                                                                                     (36) 

 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝛽 + 1 − 𝐼𝑅 𝑇 + 𝐼

100 

𝛽
                                                                                                                             (37) 

 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑐 −
𝐼

𝛽
𝑅 𝑇                                                                                                                                                      (38) 

 

𝑐 =
𝛽 + 1 + 𝐼

100 

𝛽
                                                                                                                                                   (39) 

 

Equation is an equation of line. Proper op-amp biasing will make the circuit perfectly linear. 

 
Fig 5: MATLAB simulation depicting nonlinear curve between Vx and Temperature (T) when constant voltage source based 

temperature measurement system is employed 
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Fig 6: MATLAB simulation showing the nonlinear behavior of the differential of Vx w.r.t Temperature (T) when constant 

voltage based temperature measurement system is employed 

 

3.2 Sensitivity Analysis 

The constant current source based temperature measurement system can be simplified to the following. 

We have  

𝑉 = 𝐼𝑅 𝑇                                                                                                                                                                     (40) 

We observe that V is independent of R and thus sensitivity depends only on R(T). R can be chosen so as to address power 

dissipation issues. 

 

IV. OP-AMP BASED CONSTANT CURRENT SOURCE 
A constant current source can be realized using a power op-amp and a current sense resistor. The following circuit setup 

shows a constant current source realization. 

 
Fig 7: A constant current source using power op-amps 

 

The voltage drop across the CSR is monitored using a differential amplifier. Any change in current I, causes a 

change in the voltage across the CSR. This change is sensed using a differential amplifier and is fed back to the power op-

amp. The op-amp adjusts its output voltage so as to maintain constant current through the CSR. The CSR is typically of very 

small value, so as to minimize power dissipation. 

 

V. CONSTANT CURRENT PULSES BASED TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT METHOD 
A constant current source based temperature measurement system proposes several advantages over constant 

voltage source based temperature measurement system. However, it suffers from the self-heating effects of PRT, which 

causes erroneous temperature measurement. This can be overcome by a pulsating constant current source based temperature 

measurement system.  

Microcontroller based pulsating constant current source 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8: A pulsating constant current source using power op-amps 
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Pulsating constant current source is realized using a microcontroller (ADµC 7026) and DAC 08. DAC 08 is a voltage to 

current conversion chip. It produces small current proportionally to the voltage fed to it.  Constant signal pulses are 

programmed and sent through the microcontroller periodically (Appendix B) and these pulses are converted to current 

pulses. These current pulses when passed through the PRT generate corresponding voltages and can be used to measure the 

resistance and in turn to temperature.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The paper draws a comparative picture between a constant voltage source based temperature measurement system 

and a constant current source based temperature measurement system.  The constant current source has been proved to be 

linear analytically as well as through simulations. A constant current source based temperature measurement system induces 

power dissipation in PRT and leads to self-heating . A constant pulsating current source based temperature measurement 

system is proposed over constant current source based temperature measurement system. The later method highlights the 

following: 

 An optimized temperature measurement system that eliminates the effect of constant series resistance from the 

sensitivity of the circuit. 

 A constant current pulse of short duration leads to low power dissipation and reduces the self-heating effect of PRT, 

thereby making the system more precise. 
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ABSTRACT: The biosorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions from aqueous solutions by Tannin gel derived from Leaves of 

Ricinus Communis was investigated as a function of pHZPC, Initial pH, adsorbent dose, contact time and metal ion 

concentration. The aim of this study was to prepare the adsorbent and to find a suitable equilibrium isotherm and kinetic 

model for the removal of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions in a batch reactor. The maximum percentage of adsorption for the removal 

of Cu (II) ion was found to be 76.92% at 7.04 pH and for the removal of Ni (II) ion was 71.74% at 7.12 pH. The adsorption 

of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions followed the Pseudo-second-order and Intra particle diffusion rate equations and fits the 

Langmuir, Freundlich and Frenkel-Halsey-Hill isotherm equations well. The effects of the presence of one metal ion on the 

adsorption of the other metal ion were investigated in binary and ternary mixture and then the results were compared with 

single system. We investigate the recovery of the used adsorbent for its reusing is of great importance for environmental and 

economical reasons. i.e., TGLRC will be recovered by desorption method by using proper desorption agent like H2O by 

batch mode study. Activated carbon developed from Ricinus Communis leaves can be an attractive option for heavy metal 

removal from water and waste water since test reactions made on stimulated waste water sowed better removal percentage 

of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions.  

 

Keywords:  Adsorption; Tannin gel; Ricinus communis leaves; Binary and Tertiary; Desorption. 

     

I. INTRODUCTION 
The pollution of water resources due to the indiscriminate disposal of heavy metals has been causing worldwide 

concern for the last few decades. It is well known that some metals can have toxic or harmful effects on many forms of life. 

Among the most toxic metals are chromium (Cr), copper (Cu), lead (Pb), zinc (Zn) and mercury (Hg), which is one of the 11 

hazardous priority substances in the list of pollutants contained in the Water Framework Directive (Directive 2000/60/EC) 

[1]. Many industries discharge heavy metals such as lead, cadmium, copper, nickel and zinc in their wastewaters [2]. Metals 

such as copper and nickel are known to be essential to plants, humans and animals, but they can also have adverse effects if 

their availability in water exceeds certain threshold values.  

Therefore, it is urgent to remove heavy metals such as copper and nickel from wastewater. Although heavy metal 

removal from aqueous solutions can be achieved by conventional methods, including chemical precipitation, 

oxidation/reduction, electrochemical treatment, evaporative recovery, filtration, ion exchange and membrane technologies, 

they may be ineffective or cost-expensive, especially when the metal ion concentrations in solution are in the range of 1–100 

mg/L [3, 4]. Recently, adsorption technology has become one of the alternative treatments in either laboratory or industrial 

scale [5, 6]. There are many adsorbents in use. Activated carbons (AC) are known as very effective adsorbents due to their 

highly developed porosity, large surface area, variable characteristics of surface chemistry, and high degree of surface 

reactivity [7]. However, due to their high production costs, these materials tend to be more expensive than other adsorbents. 

This has led a growing research interest in the production of activated carbons from renewable and cheaper precursors. The 

choice of precursor largely depends on its availability, cost, and purity, but the manufacturing process and intended 

applications of the product are also important considerations [8]. Several suitable agricultural by-products (lignocellulosics) 

including fruit stones, olive waste cake, pine bark, rice husks, pistachio-nut shells and wheat bran have been investigated in 

the last years as activated carbon precursors and are still receiving renewed attention. 

In recent years, considerable attention has been focused on the removal of heavy metals from aqueous solution 

using natural raw materials are an interesting potential source of low-cost adsorbents [9-11]. Tannins, natural biomass 

containing multiple adjacent hydroxyl groups and exhibiting specific affinity to metal ions, can probably be used as 

alternative, effective and efficient adsorbents for the recovery of metal ions. During the last years, the interest on 

biomaterials and specifically in tannins was growing.  

The term tannins cover many families of chemical compounds. Traditionally they have been used for tanning 

animal skins, hence their name, but one also finds several of them used as water treatment agents. Their natural origin is as 

secondary metabolites of plants [12], occurring in the bark, fruit, leaves, etc. While Acacia and Schinopsis bark constitute the 

principal source of tannins for the leather industry, the bark of other non-tropical trees such as Quercus ilex, suber, and 

robur, Castanea, and Pinus can also be tannin-rich. 

Tannin gelification is a chemical procedure that inmobilizes tannins in an insoluble matrix [13, 14] so their 

properties involving, e.g. metal chelation, are available then in an efficient adsorbing agent. In addition, the resulting 

material from gelification (sometimes called tannin rigid gel) presents interesting properties from the point of view of 

resistance, nonflammability or mechanical undeformability [15, 16]. Gelifications of tannins have been widely reported 

either in scientific literature or in patents. Experimental conditions of gelification may imply the use of formaldehyde or 

other aldehyde in a basic or acidic environment. Examples of basic gelification are shown in scientific literature previously 

[17-19] and in patents such as US patent 5,158,711 [20]. Acid gelification is also presented by other researchers [21, 22]. 

Tannin gel derived from Leaves of Ricinus Communis as an adsorbent 

for the Removal of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions from aqueous solution 
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The chemical basis of the tannin gelification is widely reported [23]. Formaldehyde and other aldehydes react with tannins to 

induce polymerization through methylene bridge linkages at reactive positions on the tannin flavonoid molecules. 

Agricultural by-products are high volume, low value and underutilized lignocellulosic biomaterials, and contain 

high levels of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. Ricinus communis is a species of flowering plant in the spurge family, 

Euphorbiaceae. It belongs to a monotypic genus, Ricinus, and subtribe, Ricininae.   

Ricinus communis grows throughout the drier parts and near drainages of India. Annual production of Ricinus 

communis is estimated to be more than 1.0 tons globally, of which India accounts for 60% of the production. The adsorption 

ability of Ricinus communis leaves was previously investigated for the adsorption of Cu
2+

 ion and Ni
2+

 ion from aqueous 

solution [24, 25]. 

In this study, Tannin gel has been prepared from the cheap and abundantly available agricultural waste product 

leaves of Ricinus communis (TGLRC) and applied them to remove heavy metals such as Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions from waste 

water. 

The objective of this study is to systematically examine adsorption mechanisms, adsorption isotherms, adsorption 

kinetics and properties of a tannin gel adsorbent synthesized from leaves of Ricinus communis (TGLRC) for removal of Cu 

(II) and Ni (II) ions from aqueous solutions.   

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Preparation of Adsorbent 

Tannin extracts 

The Ricinus communis leaves were obtained from the agricultural form in Tirupur district (Tamil Nadu). It was air-

dried and powdered in a grinder. Dried Ricinus communis with the mass of 100 g were mixed with 600 mL of water. Then 5 

g of NaOH were added and the mixture was stirred in magnetic stirrer at 90C for 1 h. Solids was separated by filtration and 

liquid fraction was dried in oven (65C) overnight. The resultant was considered the tannin extract.  

 

Tannin gel preparation (TGLRC) 

Tannin gels were prepared according to the basis of Nakano et al. [17]. Five grams of tannin extract were dissolved 

in 32mL of NaOH (PANREAC) 0.125 mol L−1 and 30mL of distilled water at 80 ◦C. When mixture was homogeneous, 

certain amount of aldehyde (Formaldehyde) was added and reaction was kept at the same temperature for 8 h until 

polymerization was considered completed. Then, the apparent gummy product was lead to complete evaporation of water 

remain and dried in oven (65º C) overnight. After drying, tannin rigid gels were crushed to small particles. They were 

washed successively with distilled water and 0.01 molar HNO3 was used to remove unreacted sodium hydroxide. Finally, the 

adsorbent was dried again in oven. Differences are found between this preparation way and the description made by 

Yurtsever and Sengil [26], mainly concerning the amount of formaldehyde. 

      

Preparation of stock solution 

Samples of potassium chromate (K2CrO4), copper sulphate penta hydrate (CuSO4.5H2O) and Nickel sulphate hexa 

hydrate (NiSO.6H2O) was obtained from Aluva, Edayar (specrum reagents and chemicals pvt. Ltd). All other chemicals used 

in this study were analytical grade and Purchased from Aluva, Edayar (specrum reagents and chemicals pvt. Ltd) 

A Stock solution of 1000 mg/L was prepared by dissolving accurately weighed amounts of potassium chromate 

(K2CrO4) in doses of 1000 mL double-distilled water. Working copper and Nickel solutions were prepared just before used 

by appropriate dilutions of stock solution.  

 

Characterization of the adsorbent 

The point of zero surface charge characteristic of TGLRC was (pHZPC) determined by using the solid addition 

method. A Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (SHIMADZU, IR Affinity-1) with KBr pellet was used to study the 

functional groups available on the surface of TGLRC, with a scanning range of 4000-400cm
-1

. The crystalline structure of 

TGLRC was evaluated by X-ray diffractometer, by using Cu Kα radiation (1.54060 Å) at 45 kV and 30 mA with a scan 

analysis. The concentration of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions was determined using UV-vis spectrophotometer (SHIMADZU UV-

2450).  

 

Batch adsorption studies 

The adsorption experiments were carried out in a batch process to evaluate the effect of pH, contact time, adsorbent 

dose, adsorption kinetics, adsorption isotherm, influence of other metal ions in single and binary system and regeneration of 

Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions onto TGLRC.  

 

Batch equilibrium studies 

To study the effect of parameters such as adsorbent dose, metal ion concentration and solution pH for the removal 

of adsorbate on TGLRC, batch experiments were performed. Stock solutions of CuSO4.5H2O and NiSO4.6H2O was prepared 

and further diluted to the 25 – 200 mg/ L concentrations for the experiments. pH adjustment was fulfilled by adding 0.1 M 

HCl or 0.1 M NaOH into the solutions with known initial metal concentrations. Batch adsorption experiments were 

conducted in asset of 250 mL stoppered flasks containing 200 mg adsorbent and 50 mL of metal solutions with different 

concentrations (25-200 mg / L) at the optimum solution pH. The flasks were agitated using a mechanical orbital shaker, and 

maintained at room temperature for 2 h at a fixed shaking speed of 120 rpm until the equilibrium was reached. The 
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suspensions were filtered and metal concentrations in the supernatant solutions were measured using a Digital photo 

colorimeter (model number-313). From the initial and final concentrations, percentage removal can be calculated by use of 

the formula: 

% 𝒐𝒇 𝑹𝒆𝒎𝒐𝒗𝒂𝒍 =  
 𝑪𝟎 − 𝑪𝒇 

𝑪𝟎

× 𝟏𝟎𝟎           (𝟏) 

where Co is the initial concentration of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions in mg/L and Cf is the final concentration of Cu (II) and Ni (II) 

ions in mg/L. The results obtained in batch mode were used to calculate the equilibrium metal uptake capacity. The amounts 

of uptake of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions by TGLRC in the equilibrium (qe) were calculated by the following mass-balance 

relationship: 

𝒒𝒆 =
 𝑪𝟎 − 𝑪𝒆 

𝑾
 × 𝑽                                            (𝟐) 

where qe is the equilibrium uptake capacity in mg/g, V is the sample volume in liters, Co is the initial metal ion 

concentration in mg/L, Ce the equilibrium metal ion concentration in mg/L, and W is the dry weight of adsorbent in grams. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Characterization of TGLRC adsorbent 

Zero point charges (pHZPC) 

The zero surface charge characteristics of TGLRC were determined by using the solid addition method [27]. The 

experiment was conducted in a series of 250 mL glass stoppered flasks. Each flask was filled with 50 mL of different initial 

pH NaN02 solutions and 200 mg of TGLRC. The pH values of the NaN02 solutions were adjusted between 2 to 10 by adding 

either 0.1 M HNO3 or 0.1 M NaOH. The suspensions were then sealed and shaken for 2 h at 120 rpm. The final pH values of 

the supernatant liquid were noted. The difference between the initial pH (pHi) and final pH (pHf) values (pH = pHi - pHf) was 

plotted against the values of pHi. The point of intersection of the resulting curve with abscissa, at which pH of 0, gave the 

pHzpc. 

 
Figure. 1. Zero point charge of TGLRC. 

 

The pHZPC of an adsorbent is a very important characteristic that determines the pH at which the adsorbent surface 

has net electrical neutrality. Fig.1. shows that the plot between ΔpH, i.e. (pHi – pHf) and pHi for pHZPC measurement. The 

point of zero charge for TGLRC is found to be 5.12. This result indicated that the pHZPC of TGLRC was depended on the 

raw material and the activated agency. The zero point charge (pH ZPC = 5.12 for TGLRC) is below the solution pH (pH = 

7.04 for Cu (II) and 7.12 for Ni (II) ion adsorption) and hence the negative charge density on the surface of TGLRC 

increased which favours the adsorption of  Cu (II) and Ni (II)
 
ions [28]. 

 

FTIR analysis of TGLRC 

 
Figure. 2. FTIR spectra for TGLRC before and after adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions. 
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Surface functional groups were detected by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy. The Fig. 2 shows the FTIR 

spectra of TGLRC before and after adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions from aqueous solution. The functional groups of the 

adsorbents and the corresponding infrared absorption frequency are shown in Table 1. These spectra contain peaks at 3421-

3462 cm
-1

. This indicates the presence of hydrogen-bonded OH groups. The peak 3421 cm
-1

 which is originated from 

TGLRC before adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions is shifted to 3462 cm
-1 

 in TGLRC-Cu (after adsorption of Copper) and 

shifted to 3446 cm
-1

 in TGLRC-Ni (after adsorption of Nickel). The intense bent at about region 2852-2854 cm
-1

 for the 

precursor was attributed to the asymmetric and symmetric vibration modes of methyl and methylene group (C-H group)[29]. 

The peak around 1647-1653 cm
-1

 can be assigned to aromatic ring vibrations. The peak at 1018-1047 cm
-1

 is related to 

lignin. Therefore it is possible that cellulose, hemicelluloses as well as lignin, having many OH groups in their structure, 

make up most of the absorbing layer.  

 

Table 1. The FTIR spectral characteristics of TGLRC before and after adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions. 

IR Peak                       Frequencies (cm
-1

)                    Assignment 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

1                                           3447                                   Bonded –OH groups 

2                                           2852                                   Aliphatic C-H groups 

3                                           1647                                   Aromatic ring vibrations 

4                                           1022                                   -C-C group 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

X-ray diffraction analysis  

 
Figure. 3. XRD pattern of TGLRC before and after adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions. 

 

Adsorption reaction may lead to changes in molecular and crystalline structure of the adsorbent and hence an 

understanding of the molecular and crystalline structures of the adsorbent and the resulting changes thereof would provide 

valuable information regarding adsorption reaction. Hence, XRD patterns of the adsorbent before and after adsorption of Cu 

(II) and Ni (II) ions have been studied. 

As a representative case the XRD patterns of TGLRC before and after treatment with Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions are 

shown in Fig. 3. The results indicated that the diffraction profiles of TGLRC before and after adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni 

(II) ions exhibited broad peaks and the absence of a sharp peak revealed a predominantly amorphous structure, the broad 

peak seems to be appear at around 2θ = 21, 22, 26 and 28° which was similar to the peak of crystalline carbonaceous 

structure such as graphite. It is evident from the figure that the XRD pattern of TGLRC loaded with Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions 

exhibits no variation in the crystal structure and this suggests that the Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions might diffuse into micropores 

and sorbs mostly by physisorption without altering the structure of the adsorbent. From the XRD analysis for the adsorbent 

(TGLRC), we concluded that the tannin gel preparation was completed. The above observation corroborated well with batch 

sorption experiments. 

 

Batch adsorption studies  

Effect of solution pH 

The zeta-potentials of the TGLRC particles in water were measured at different pH. It was found that TGLRC 

particles are positively charged at low pH and negatively charged at high pH, having a point of zero charge (pHzpc) at pH 

5.12 for TGLRC. Therefore, it can be expected that positively charged metal ions are likely to be adsorbed by the negatively 

charged TGLRC particles at a pH > ZPC.  
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Figure. 4. Effect of solution pH on the adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions on TGLRC. 

 

           The pH of the aqueous solution has been identified as the most important variable governing metal adsorption onto 

adsorbents. This is partly due to the fact that hydrogen ions themselves are a strongly competing adsorbate and because the 

solution pH influences the ionization of surface functional groups. In order to establish the effect of pH on the adsorption of 

Cu (II) and Ni (II), the batch equilibrium studies at different pH values were carried out in the range of 2–9 (Fig. 4). We note 

that as the pH of the solution increased from 2.0 to 9.0, the adsorption capacity of TGLRC increased up to pH 7.0 for the 

adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions by TGLRC and then decreased at pH > 6.0. The amount adsorbed increased as pH 

increased from 2.0 to 7.0 may be due to the presence of negative charge on the surface of the adsorbent that may be 

responsible for metal binding. However, as the pH is lowered, the hydrogen ions compete with the metal ions for the sorption 

sites in the sorbent; the overall surface charge on the adsorbent becomes positive and hinds the binding of positively charged 

metal ions [30].  At pH higher than 7.0, the precipitation of insoluble metal hydroxides takes place restricting the true 

adsorption studies [31].  

However, when the pH of the solution was increased, the uptake of metal ions was increased. It appears that a 

change in pH of the solution results in the formation of different ionic species, and different carbon surface charge. At pH 

values lower than 5, the metal ions can enter into the pore structure may be due to its small size. So, an optimized pH of 7.04 

for the removal of Cu (II) ions and 7.12 for the removal of Ni (II) ions by TGLRC adsorbent is taken for all the adsorption 

experiments. 

 

Effect of contact Time  

 

 
 

Figure. 5. Effect of Contact time on the adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions onto TGLRC. 

 

The uptake of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions onto TGLRC as a function of contact time is shown in Fig. 5. The effect of 

contact time between the adsorbents and Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions showed that the Cu (II) was removed within 45 min by 

TGLRC and Ni (II) ions was removed within 40 min by TGLRC and remains almost constant even up to an hour.  

This may be due to the attainment of equilibrium condition at 45 min of contact time for Cu (II) removal with 

TGLRC and 40 min for the removal of Ni (II) with TGLRC, which are fixed as the optimum contact time. At the initial 

stage, the rate of removal of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions was higher, due to the availability of more than required number of 

active sites on the surface of carbons and became slower at the later stages of contact time, due to the decreased or lesser 

number of active sites. 
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Effect of adsorbent dose 

The effect of adsorbent dose on the percentage removal of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ion was studied at initial Cu (II) and 

Ni (II) ion concentration of 100 mg/L by allowing a contact time of 60 min and at the solution pH of 7.04 for Cu (II) and 

7.12 for Ni (II) ions. The results are presented in Fig. 6. It is showed that the percentage removal of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ion 

increased with increase in adsorbent dose from 200 mg/50mL to1000 mg/50mL. This increase in Cu (II) and Ni (II) ion 

removal is due to the availability of higher number of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions per unit mass of adsorbent (TGLRC), i.e., 

higher metal ions/ adsorbent ratio. Thus, further experiments were carried out using 200 mg of adsorbent per 50 ml of Cu (II) 

and Ni (II) ion solution, as it exhibits appreciable removal capacity, for the optimization of adsorption parameters. 

 

 
Figure. 6. Effect of adsorbent dose on the adsorption of Cu and Ni (II) ions by TGLRC. 

 

Effect of metal ion concentration 

 

 
Figure. 7.  Effect of metal ion concentration on the adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions by TGLRC. 

 

The effect of initial metal ion concentration on adsorption capacity of TGLRC was carried out at a carbon dosage of 

200 mg/ 50 mL, pH 7.04 for Cu (II) ion removal and 7. 12 for Ni (II) ion removal by TGLRC, contact time 1 h, temperature 

303K for different initial metal ion concentration from 25 to 200 mg/50mL and is shown in Fig. 7. As shown, the amount of 

metal uptake per unit weight of the adsorbent increases with increasing initial metal ion concentration showing the maximum 

adsorption capacity of 5.48 mg /50mL to 31.32 for Cu (II) ion removal and the maximum adsorption capacity of 5.53 

mg/50mL to 26.57 mg/50mL for Ni (II) ion removal by TGLRC. This is because at higher initial concentrations, the ratio of 

initial number of moles of metal ions to the available adsorption surface area is high. This may be attributed to an increase in 

the driving force of the concentration gradient with increase in the initial metal ion concentration [32] . 

 

Adsorption isotherms 

Adsorption isotherm is the most important information which indicates how the adsorbate molecules distribute 

between the liquid phase and the solid phase when adsorption process reaches on Equilibrium state. When the system is at 

Equilibrium is of importance in determining the maximum sorption capacity of TGLRC towards metal solution. Equilibrium 

data are a basic requirement for the design of adsorption systems and adsorption models, which are used for the 

mathematical description of the adsorption equilibrium of the metal ion by the adsorbent. The results obtained for adsorption 

of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions were analyzed by use of well-known models given by the Langmuir, Freundlich, Temkin, 

Dubinin–Radushkevich, Harkin-Jura and Frenkel-Halsey-Hill adsorption  isotherm models [34 - 38]. For the sorption 

isotherms, initial metal ion concentration was varied whereas solution pH and amount of adsorbent were held constant. The 

sorption isotherms for Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions were obtained for TGLRC at solution pH 7.04 and pH 7.12, respectively.  
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𝑪𝒆

𝒒𝒆

 =  
𝟏

𝒒𝒎𝒂𝒙𝒃
 +  

𝑪𝒆

𝒒𝒎𝒂𝒙

                                         𝑳𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒎𝒖𝒊𝒓 𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒍                                                               𝟒  

 

𝒍𝒐𝒈 𝒒𝒆 =  
𝟏

𝒏
 𝒍𝒐𝒈 𝑪𝒆 +  𝒍𝒐𝒈 𝑲                        𝑭𝒓𝒆𝒖𝒏𝒅𝒍𝒊𝒄𝒉𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒍                                                                𝟓  

𝒒𝒆  = 𝜷 𝐥𝐧𝜶  + 𝜷 𝐥𝐧𝑪𝒆                                       𝑻𝒆𝒎𝒌𝒊𝒏 𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒍                                                                       (𝟔) 

𝐥𝐧𝒒𝒆 =  𝐥𝐧𝑸𝒎 –𝑲𝜺𝟐                                    𝑫𝒖𝒃𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒏 − 𝑹𝒂𝒅𝒖𝒔𝒉𝒌𝒆𝒗𝒊𝒄𝒉 𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒍                                       𝟕   
The mean adsorption energy, E (kJ/mol) is calculated with the help of following equation: 

𝐄 =  
𝟏

 −𝟐′𝐘
                                                                                                                                                                  (𝟖) 

𝟏

𝒒𝒆
𝟐

 =   
𝑩𝟐

𝑨
  –   

𝟏

𝑨
 𝐥𝐨𝐠 𝑪𝒆                              𝑯𝒂𝒓𝒌𝒊𝒏 − 𝑱𝒖𝒓𝒂 𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒍                                                             (𝟗) 

 

𝐥𝐧 𝒒𝒆 =  
𝟏

𝒏
 𝐥𝐧𝑲  –  

𝟏

𝒏
𝐥𝐧𝑪𝒆                 𝑭𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒌𝒆𝒍 − 𝑯𝒂𝒍𝒔𝒆𝒚 − 𝑯𝒊𝒍𝒍 𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒍                                                  (𝟏𝟎) 

 

where Ce is the Cu (II) and Ni (II) ion concentration in the solution (mg/L), qe is the Cu (II) and Ni (II) 

concentrations in the solid adsorbent (mg/g), qm is the maximum adsorption capacity (mg/g), Kf is a constant related to the 

adsorption capacity (mg
1-1/n

 L
1/n

/g), b is a constant related to the energy of adsorption (L/g), n is a constant related to the 

energy of adsorption, α (L/g) is Temkin constant representing adsorbent–adsorbate interactions and β (mgL-1) is another 

constant related with adsorption heat, ε is the Polanyi potential (kJ
2
 mol

2
) and E (kJ/mol) is the mean adsorption energy. B2 

is the isotherm constant, represented by Harkin-Jura isotherm model. The adsorption isotherm parameters for all the six 

isotherm models are calculated and the values are summarized in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Adsorption isotherm parameters for the adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions. 

 

Isotherm model                       Parameters                       Cu (II) ion                Ni (II) ion    

      

 

Langmuir                                     Qm (mgg
-1

)                           43.47                     30.303                                        

                                                       b (Lmg-1)                           0.0160                    0.0201                  

                                                       R
2
                                        0.9390                   0.9790                 

 
Freundlich                                   n                                           1.8382                   2.3364                                               

                                                        Kf (mgg
-1

)                            3.0690                   3.8994                                  

                                                       R
2
                                          0.9950                   0.9960    

 
          

  

Temkin                                          α (Lg-1)                                0.1093                   0.3424                                 

                                                        β (mgL-1)                            8.0810                    5.8130             

                                                        b                                          311.73                   433.36                  

                                                        R
2
                                         0.9230                   0.9690 

                

 Dubinin-Radushkevich             Qm (mgg
-1

)                            21.019                    19.005    

                                                         K (x10-5mol2kJ-2)             0.2                          0.2         

                                                         E(kJmol-1)                          0.625                      0.625 

                                                         R
2
                                        0.685                      0.728                     

 

Harkin-Jura                                    A                                          47.619                    58.823                                             

                                                          B                                         1.7142                    1.8823 

                                                          R
2
                                        0.840                       0.812     

 

Frenkel–Halsey–Hill                     1/n                                       0.544                        0.428                            

                                                          K                                         0.7231                    1.1577                       
                                                          R

2
                                        0.943

                              
  0.996  

                                                                              
  

  

 

In the present investigation, the equilibrium data were analyzed using the Langmuir, Freundlich, Temkin, Dubinin-

Radushkevich, Harkin-Jura and Frenkel-Halsey-Hill isotherm models. To optimize the design of an adsorption system, it is 

important to establish the most appropriate isotherm model.  The mono-component equilibrium characteristics of adsorption 

of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions by TGLRC were described by these six different isotherm models. The experimental equilibrium 

adsorption data were obtained by varying the concentration of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions with 200mg/50 mL of TGLRC. 

The adsorption data obtained by fitting the different isotherm models with the experimental data are listed in Table 

2, with the linear regression coefficients, R
2
. As seen from Table 2, the Langmuir, Freundlich and Frenkel-Halsey-Hill 
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isotherms were generate a satisfactory fit to the experimental data as indicated by correlation coefficients. This shows the  

heterogeneity of the surface of TGLRC and the multilayer adsorption nature of the Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions on TGLRC. 

TGLRC have a homogeneous surface for adsorption of metal ions. The Langmuir isotherm equation is therefore 

expected to best represent the equilibrium adsorption data. The R
2
 values for the Langmuir model are closer to unity than 

those for the other isotherm models for TGLRC for both Cu (II) ion removal (R
2 
= 0.939) and for the removal of Ni (II) (R

2
 = 

0.979). Therefore, the equilibrium adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions on TGLRC can be represented appropriately by the 

Langmuir, Freundlich and Frenkel-Halsey-Hill isotherm models in the concentration range studied.  

 

Adsorption kinetics 
The kinetics of adsorbate uptake is important for choosing optimum operating conditions for design purposes. In 

order to investigate the mechanism of adsorption and potential rate controlling steps such as chemical reaction, diffusion 

control and mass transport process, kinetic models have been used to test experimental data from the adsorption of Cu (II) 

and Ni (II) ions onto TGLRC. These kinetic models were analyzed using pseudo-first-order, pseudo-second-order and 

intraparticle diffusion models, which were respectively presented as follows in Eqs. (11) – (14) [39 – 41]:  

 

𝐥𝐧 𝒒𝒆 − 𝒒𝒕  =  𝐥𝐧 𝒒𝒆 − 𝒌𝟏𝒕                    𝑷𝒔𝒆𝒖𝒅𝒐 𝒇𝒊𝒓𝒔𝒕 𝒐𝒓𝒅𝒆𝒓 𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒍                                                     (𝟏𝟏) 

 
𝒕

𝒒𝒕

 =  
𝟏

𝒌𝟐𝒒𝒆
𝟐

 +
𝟏

𝒒𝒆

𝒕                           𝑷𝒔𝒆𝒖𝒅𝒐 𝒔𝒆𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅 𝒐𝒓𝒅𝒆𝒓 𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒍                                                          (𝟏𝟐) 

 

𝒒𝒕  =  𝒌𝒊𝒅𝒕
𝟏/𝟐  + 𝑪                       𝑰𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒂 𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒍𝒆 𝒅𝒊𝒇𝒇𝒖𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒍                                                        (𝟏𝟑) 

 

𝒒𝒕  =  
𝟏

𝛃𝐥𝐧 𝜶𝜷 
 +

𝟏

𝜷 𝐥𝐧 𝒕
                        𝑬𝒍𝒐𝒗𝒊𝒄𝒉 𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒍                                                                                 (𝟏𝟒) 

 

where t is the contact time of adsorption experiment (min); qe (mg/g) and qt (mg/g) are respectively the adsorption 

capacity at equilibrium and at any time t; k1 (1/min), k2 (g/mg min), α (mg/g min), β (g/mg), kid (mg/g min
1/2

) are the rate 

constants for these models, respectively. The correlation coefficients for all the four kinetic models were calculated and the 

results are shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Comparison of the correlation coefficients of kinetic parameters for the adsorption of 

Cu (II) and Ni (II)
 
ions onto TGLRC.                      

   

 

Models                                                   Parameters                  Cu (II) ion           Ni (II) ion 
                      

 

Pseudo first-order model                   k1 (min
-1

)                                    0.1658                     0.1496 

                                                                qe (mg/g)                         173.78                 64.71 

                                                                 R
2
                                      0.677                   0.644 

  

Pseudo second-order model              k2 (g/mg/min)                  0.0004                0.0005 

                                                                 qe (mg/g)                          41.66                  38.46 

                                                                  h                                       0.7005                0.8613 

                                                                  R
2
                                      0.9920                0.973 

 

Intra particle diffusion model             kdif  (mg/(g.min
1/2

))           3.411                  3.510  

                                                                  C                                        5.044                  4.063 

                                                                  R
2
                                       0.983                 0.989 

  

Elovich model                                        AE (mg(g/ min))                 0.1452               0.1453 

                                                                  b (g/ mg)                          0.3928                0.6071 

                                                                  R
2                                                   

0.9110
       

           0.9530      
           

 

 

The adsorption process of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions can be well fitted by use of the pseudo-second order rate constant 

for TGLRC. The linear regression coefficient value R
2
 = 0.992 for Cu (II) and R

2
 = 0.973 for Ni (II) obtained for pseudo-

second-order kinetics was closer to unity than the R
2
 value (0.677 = Cu (II) ions and 0.644 = Ni (II) ions) for first-order 

kinetics. This indicates that adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions by TGLRC follows pseudo-second-order kinetics. 

In the intra particle diffusion model, the values of qt were found to be linearly correlated with the values of t
1/2

. The 

linear regression coefficient value R
2
 = 0.983 for Cu (II) and R

2
 = 0.989 for Ni (II) obtained for Intra particle diffusion model 

was closer to unity. The kdif values were calculated by use of correlation analysis. kdif = 3.411 for the removal of Cu (II) ions 
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and kdif = 3.510 for the removal of Ni (II) ions. The data indicates that the adsorption kinetics follows the pseudo-second-

order rate with intraparticle diffusion as one of the rate determining steps.  

 

Influence of other metal ions on the adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions.  

Effect of Ni (II) ions and Cr(III) ions on adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions (binary system) 

 

 
Figure. 8. Effect of other metal ions in binary system on the adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions onto TGLRC. 

 

The concentration of the Cu (II) ion solution was kept as 100 ppm. The concentration of Ni (II) ion was varied as 

10, 20, 30, and 40 ppm. Each solution was placed in a bottle with TGLRC and the pH was adjusted to 7.04. After shaking for 

60 min percentage adsorption was calculated. Percentage adsorption decreased from 76.92 to 55.56 % as the concentration of 

Ni (II) solution was increased. This showed competitive adsorption was, to some extent, taking place between the Cu (II) 

ions and the Ni (II) ions. The same procedure was repeated for Cu (II) ions in presence of Cr(III) ions. The percentage 

adsorption of Cu (II) ions decreased to 76.92–58.33% in the presence of Cr(III) ions. This is clearly shown in Fig. 8 for 

TGLRC. When the same procedure was repeated for the adsorption of Ni (II) ions onto TGLRC at pH 7.12, adsorption 

decreased to 71.73–53.13 % in the presence of Cu (II) ions and to 71.73–55.81% in presence of Cr(III) ions. This is clearly 

shown in Fig. 8.  

 

Effect of Cu (II), Ni (II) and Cr(III) ions on the adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions (tertiary system)  

 

 
 

Figure. 9. Effect of other metal ions in tertiary system on the adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions  onto TGLRC. 
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The concentration of Cu (II) ion solution was kept as 100 ppm. The concentrations of Ni (II) and Cr(III) ion 

solutions were varied as 10, 20, 30, and 40 ppm. Solutions of both Ni (II) ions and Cr(II) ions were added to Cu (II) solution 

in a bottle with TGLRC and the pH was adjusted to 7.12. After shaking 1 h percentage adsorption was calculated. Percentage 

adsorption decreased from 76.92 to 62.5 % as the concentrations of Ni (II) ions and Cr(III) ions were increased. This showed 

competitive adsorption was, to some extent, taking place between the Ni (II) ions, the Cu (II) ions, and the Cr(III) ions. 

Percentage adsorption of Cu (II) was reduced in the presence of the other metals, as is clearly shown in Fig. 9. The same 

procedure was repeated for the adsorption Ni (II) ions onto TGLRC at pH 7.12 and percentage adsorption decreased from 

71.71-52.17%, as the concentration of Cu (II) and Cr(III) was increased from 10-40 ppm, as illustrated in Fig. 9. 

A fixed quantity of Cu (II) ions and Ni (II) ions onto TGLRC could only offer a finite number of surface binding 

sites, some of which would be expected to be saturated by the competiting metal solutions. The decrease in sorption capacity 

of same activated carbon in target metal solution than that of single metal may be ascribed to the less availability of binding 

sites. In case of binary and ternary metal solution, the binding site is competitively divided among the various metal ions.  

It is generally complicated to find a common rule to identify how metal properties affect the competitive sorption. 

Among various factors that affect the sorption preferences of a sorbent, binding of metal ions on material largely depends on 

physicochemical properties of metals. 

The HSAB (hard and soft acids and bases) theory developed by Pearson [42] and extended to activated carbons 

adsorption by Alfarra et al, [43]. Once acids and bases have been classified as hard or soft, a simple rule of the HSAB 

principle can be given: hard acids prefer to bond to hard bases, and soft acids prefer to bond to soft bases. Generally, the C–

O or C=O bonds are more polar and less polarizable, hence harder than the C–C or C=C bonds. In this concept, the oxygen 

surface groups of TGLRC are the hard sites that fix hard metal ions. According to this theory, Ni (II), Cu (II) and Cr(III) 

cations are borderline acids [42]. Changing the experimental conditions, metal ions with a borderline hardness can be 

biosorbed by the hard sites of TGLRC. The cationic exchange between the oxygenated surface groups (hard base) of TGLRC 

and borderline acids gives ionic bonds which are more easily dissociated. But the competitive process cannot be explained 

exactly by the hardness of cations because other effective factors and hardness values of Ni (II), Cu (II) and Cr (III) 

borderline acids are close each other. 

      

Desorption and Reusability 

 
Figure. 10. Effect of pH on the desorption and recycling adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions. 

 

To investigate the possibility of repeated use of the adsorbent, desorption experiments were conducted under batch 

experimental conditions and desorption efficiencies were showed in Fig. 10. If the adsorbed Cu (II) ion and Ni (II) ion can 

be desorbed using neutral pH water, then the attachment of the copper and nickel ion of the adsorbent is by weak bonds. To 

study the effect of solution pH on Cu (II) and Ni (II) ion desorption, 50 mL of distilled water at different pH values (2 - 9) 

was agitated with 200 mg of TGLRC in a mechanical orbital shaker at room temperature. The pH was adjusted with 0.1 M 

NaOH and 0.1 M HCl solutions. We could get maximum removal of 59.77% of adsorbed Cu (II) ion for 3.22 pH water and 

53.77% of adsorbed Ni (II) ion for 3.12 pH water onto TGLRC, after 2 h of contact time between the loaded matrix and the 

desorbing agents.  

After desorption, the adsorbents were further used for adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions. The percentage  

removal of Cu (II) ions was found to be 53.85% for TGLRC at pH 7.04 and the removal of Ni (II) ion was found to  

be 51.85 % for TGLRC at pH 7.12 (Fig.10). The increase in removal of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions at pH 8 may be  

because of precipitation of metal ions in alkaline medium rather than adsorption. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
 In this work, Tannin gel derived from Ricinus Communis leaves as a sorbent has been proposed to be an  

efficient and economical alternative in Cu (II) and Ni (II) ion removal from water. The findings herein made us  

conclude that:  

(1) Batch sorption studies of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions showed that the TGLRC can be successfully used to remove Cu and Ni 

(II) ions from aqueous solution. 

(2) The adsorption data were well fitted by the Langmuir isotherm model; this is indicative of monolayer adsorption by 

TGLRC.  

(3) By applying the kinetic models to the experimental data, it was found that the kinetics of Cu and Ni (II) ion adsorption 

onto TGLRC followed by the pseudo-second order rate equation and intra particle diffusion is one of the rate limiting 

step. Results of kinetic studies demonstrated that the Cu and Ni (II) ion adsorption was rapid and efficient. 

(4) Percentage adsorption of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions on TGLRC was higher in the single-ion systems than in binary and 

ternary systems, which is indicative of competitive adsorption among the metal ions.  

(5) Adsorbed Cu (II) and Ni (II)ions can be desorbed from both the adsorbents by use of double distilled water — 59.7 % of 

adsorbed Cu (II) ions were recovered from TGLRC and 53.7 % of adsorbed Ni (II) ions were recovered from TGLRC at 

pH 3.22 and pH 3.12, respectively. 

(6) The experimental studies showed that Tannin gel prepared from leaves of Ricinus Communis could be used as an 

alternative, inexpensive and effective material to remove high amount of Cu (II) and Ni (II) ions from aqueous solutions.  
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ABSTRACT: Electromagnetic coupling between two aperture antennas in the shape of the open ends of parallel-plate wa-

veguides located on the same metal surface has been analyzed. The design optimization of the surface impedance model is 

used to solve this problem. The required level of antenna decoupling is obtained taking into account the initial metal surface, 

which is a natural decoupling structure. The search method is applied to determine a minimum value of the antenna-

coupling coefficient. The method of moments (MoM) technique has been used to solve the integral equations. Numerical so-

lutions for optimized surface impedance distributions and antenna decouplings are presented.  

 

Keywords: Aperture Antennas, Coupling, Method of Moments, Surface Impedance.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Nonplanar antennas with radiating apertures find frequent use in radio electronics. These antennas have several ad-

vantages compared to traditional antennas with plane apertures. One of these advantages is the possibility of placing such 

antennas directly on surfaces with a complex shape. Another important advantage is the fact that antennas with nonplanar 

apertures allow the realization of a wider class of geometries than antennas with planar apertures. 

High saturation of modern systems of radio electronics necessitates creating the placement of antennas of different 

usage in direct proximity relative to other antennas. As a result, these antennas can produce interference with each other. 

With the aim of reducing this harmful form of mutual influence, various measures are used to increase the decoupling be-

tween the antennas. One of the most effective measures, as shown in Refs. [1-3] for the case of surface plane location of an-

tennas, is the use of corrugated structures. The corresponding electrodynamic model has been considered [1, 2, 4], where the 

problem of coupling of two antennas located on a plane in the presence of an intervening corrugated structure is solved ex-

plicitly. The results obtained from this model can be used as an initial proposition or approximation [4]. 

The main purpose of this paper is the optimization problem of surface impedance for decreasing antenna-coupling 

coefficients, in the case where the antennas have a common location. The history of this problem is addressed in Refs. [5-7], 

where the antenna coupling coefficients are defined for different dispositions of antennas on a mobile board. Although the 

problem of the definition of a minimum value of the antenna-coupling coefficient is not mentioned in these papers, the prob-

lem of minimization of the antenna-coupling coefficients for the radio board and electronic systems has been solved using 

the search method [8].  The minimum value of the antenna-coupling coefficient is defined with the help of the Gauss-Zeidel 

optimization method [9, 10].  

In Section II of this paper, а solution to the problem of the reduction in coupling between two waveguide antennas 

located on a surface impedance is given. A solution to the design optimization problem of the surface impedance for reduc-

ing coupling between antennas is obtained in section III.  In section IV, the numerical simulation results are presented. Final-

ly, conclusions are drawn in Section IV. 

  

II. ANALYTICAL FORMULATION 
We consider the problem of coupling between two waveguide antennas as shown in Figure 1a. The two aperture an-

tennas in the shape of the open ends of parallel-plate waveguides (transmitting and receiving) with opening sizes of a  and 

b  are located on the 0y   plane, separated by a distance L . On the surface S , the impedance boundary conditions of Shu-

kin-Leontovich are fulfilled: 

),( HnnZEn


                                (1)                               

where n


 is the normal unit to the 0y   plane, Z  is the surface impedance, and E


 and H


 are the electric and magnetic 

fields, respectively. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1. (a) Geometry of the problem. (b) Geometry of the design problem. The magnetic current .ex.mJ


 is located at the 

height h . 

 

It is necessary to determine the electromagnetic field (EMF) in the following regions: the upper half-space ( 0y  , 

region 1V ), the radiating waveguide ( 0y   and ax0  , region 2V ), and the receiving waveguide ( 0y   and 

bLaxLa  , region 3V ). The minimum level of coupling between the two antennas can then be determined using 

the surface impedance plane synthesized below.  Notice that the required EMF should satisfy boundary conditions on the 

flange, namely the requirement of infinite tangential components in the openings, and the standard conditions of Maxwell’s 

equations for radiation. 

For the solution of the general structure studied in our calculations and sketched schematically in Figure 1a, we use 

the Lorentz lemma in the integral form and obtain integral correlations for each of the regions, 1V , 2V  and 3V , respectively 

[1, 2]. We consider the boundary conditions on the surfaces of the impedance flanges, and the equality of the tangential field 

components in the openings of the waveguides ( 2x1x2z1z EE,HH   in  a,0x ; 3x1x3z1z EE,HH   in 

 bLa,Lax  ), where the subscript numbers refer to the regions 1V , 2V  and 3V . With regards to the specifics of the 

electric field at the edges, bLaLaax  ,,,0 ,  the solution will consist in solving the system of integral equations, 

subject to the boundary conditions, for the unknown tangential component of the electric field on the surface S  

( ]LbLa,L[x 21   and 0y  ) as shown in detail in Refs. [1, 2]. The solution of this equation is conveniently solved 

with the use of the Krylov–Bogolyubov method [11], which gives an iterative approximation for the required value. After 

obtaining the system of integral equations relative to the electric field )x(Ex  on the 0y   plane, we propose the use of the 

periodic structure designed below in order to solve the given problem of coupling between the antennas.  

 

III. DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF THE SURFACE IMPEDANCE PLANE 
In this section, we consider a solution to the two-dimensional design problem for the arrangement shown in Figure 

1b. Above the plane S   0y  , there is an infinite thread of in-phase magnetic current 
.ex.mJ


 located at height h . On the 

surface S , the boundary impedance conditions of Shukin-Leontovich are fulfilled by Eq. (1). It is necessary to determine the 

dependence of the passive impedance  xZ )0)Z(Re(   on the surface S . Once  xZ  is obtained, the complete field in the 

upper space is found, and then the degree of decoupling between antennas can be obtained. 
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      It is well known that surface impedance, comprising a mathematical model of a corrugated structure, can be used 

systematically to control the radiation, scattering and propagation characteristics of the waves and, thereby, can be used to 

design better antennas. Furthermore, the effective solution to the problem of reducing the coupling of airborne antennas re-

quires the solution of the structural design problem. The design of such a two-dimensional structure is obtained in Ref. [12], 

which investigates the design problem of the impedance surface when an infinite thread of in-phase magnetic current is lo-

cated above the plane at a certain height. The designed impedance structure has the following form: 

2
tancos


 riWZ   ,                                                                    (2) 

where i  is the imaginary unit, 120W  ohms  is the characteristic resistance of a free space and r  is the angle of reflec-

tion. )cosxR(k 0i   is a dimensionless quantity,  2k  is the wave number, 22
i xhR  , h  is the height, and 

the coordinate x  gives the position of the subsidiary source. The derived impedance variation can be used as an independent 

solution of the problem of providing electromagnetic compatibility, as well as the first step in further optimization of the 

structure with the help of non-linear programming methods. 

 

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The solution for the designed impedance distribution is given as 

,costan)( 0
22
















  xxhkixZ                                            (3) 

in which the two free parameters h  and 0  are included [12]. These parameters can be used for an optimization of the im-

pedance,  xZ , yielding a minimal coefficient of coupling (maximum decoupling) between the antennas. 

    In Figure 2, we show a graph of the variation of the impedance distribution, which provides the best decoupling for 

the parameters,  5.0h  and 540  . The optimized impedance also gives a nearly hyperbolic reactance. The vertical sol-

id lines represent the geometry of the problem.  

 

Figure 2. Variation of the optimized surface impedance for the parameters:  5.0h  and 
540  .  The vertical solid lines 

represent the geometry of the problem. 

Figure 3 shows the dependence (red solid curve) of the decoupling coefficient K  on the parameter 0  for the fixed 

value  5.0h , for a structure with length L  and  34.0ba . The blue dashed curve corresponds to the ideal con-

ducting structure. As seen, the optimum in this case occurs for the angle of 54 . It can be stated that decoupling of antennas 

does not depend sensitively on the angle 0 . This parameter alters K  by not more than 10 dB.   
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Figure 3. Dependence of the decoupling coefficient K  on the parameter 0  for the fixed value  5.0h . The optimal de-

coupling in this case is when the angle equal to 54 . L  and  34.0ba . 
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In Figure 4, the dependence of the decoupling coefficient K  on the parameter h  for the fixed angle 540   is 

shown for the same structure (red solid curve).  As in the previous graph, the blue dashed curve corresponds to the ideal con-

ducting structure. As shown here, the best decoupling of 40K   dB is obtained for the parameter 5.0h ~ 6.0 .  Further 

numerical research shows that alteration of the height h  leads to a shift of the maximum reactance from the opening of one 

antenna to the other. This, in turn, leads to periodic alteration of the decoupling coefficient between antennas. Increasing the 

length of the structure leads to the appearance of an additional maximum in the variation of the impedance distribution.  

 

d
B
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h(

K

h

          

            

pedanceIm

metalOrdinary

 

Figure 4. Dependence of the decoupling coefficient K  on the parameter h  for the fixed angle 
540  . The best decoupl-

ing is obtained for the parameter 5.0h ~ 6.0 . The parameters for our calculation are the same as in the previous case. 

Figure 5 shows the dependence (red solid curve) of the decoupling coefficient K  for the fixed angle 
450  , for 

a structure with the parameters,  2L  and  34.0ba . The impedance distributions for  5.0h  and  8.1h , which 

give the maximum values of decoupling, are also presented in Figures 6 (a) and 6 (b), respectively. Here, it is also possible 

(with  2L ) to consider the parameter  5.0h  as optimum.  Compared to the reactance of Figure 6 (a), the reactance of 

Figure 6 (b) shows a shift of  5.0x  in the values of the sharp transitions.  Additionally, the reactance of the Figure 6 (a) 

shows a half parabola between the points x  and  3.2x . 

The impedance distributions considered above have a reactance following the functional form of tangent or cotangent over 

the region x= 0 ~ : 

    )tan()( 0 qkxiZxZ   or )cot()( 0 qkxiZxZ  .                                                (4) 
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Figure 5. Dependence of the decoupling coefficient K  on the parameter h  over a wide range for a fixed angle 
450  . 

Parameters used are  34.0ba  and  2L . 

 
Figure 6. Variations of impedance distribution for (а)  5.0h  and (b)  8.1h .  In both cases, the parameters used are 

 34.0ba , 
450  , and  2L . 
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Figure 7 (a) shows (red solid curve) the dependence of the decoupling coefficient of the two antennas 

 34.0ba , separated by the impedance structure with length L , using the form of the impedance )tan(qkxiZ   

with the dimensionless parameter q . Analogous results (red solid curve) are shown in Figure 7(b) for the structure with the 

impedance )cot(qkxiZ  . The reactance with the functional form of the tangent gives larger local minima, reaching  –43 

dB. The reactance with the functional form of the cotangent gives smaller local minima but has a smoother dependence on 

the parameter q . As shown, the decoupling coefficient for the cotangent case becomes 30K ~ 40 dB, reached when 

4.0q  ~ 2 . This means that if such a structure is calculated with a coefficient 4.0q   on the lower frequency of the range, it 

will give a decoupling of 30K  ~ 40 dB over the frequency range of interest.  From the viewpoint of frequency proper-

ties, such a structure is preferable. We observe that in Figures 5, 7(a) and 7(b), the blue dashed curve also corresponds to the 

decoupling level for the case of an ideal conducting structure. 
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Figure 7. Dependence of the decoupling coefficient K  on the parameter q  for the impedances (а) )tan(qkxiZ   and (b) 

)cot(qkxiZ  . Parameters used are  34.0ba  and L . 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
    We have solved the optimization problem of the surface impedance for reducing surface waves between antennas 

located on a common plane surface. The optimized surface impedance is an inhomogeneous impedance plane designed by a 

fixed reflected field. In the optimization results, we have obtained a reactance close to the functional form of tangent or co-

tangent, which can provide significant decoupling over a large range of frequencies. 
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ABSTRACT: MANET is a wireless network in which all nomadic nodes can communicate with each other without relying 

on a fixed infrastructure. By using the intermediate nodes we will achieve the forwarding and routing of the packet. The 

necessity of developing the IP addresses auto configuration schemes is because of to send and receive the packets between 

two nodes with the same IP (unique addresses). In order to assign the unique IP addresses to each node, when one node 

from one partition   moves   in   to   another   partition   the   chance   of duplication of IP addresses. For implementing, 

since IP is also used in MANETS. The addresses detection schemes have been developed to remove the over head manual 

configuration. This project mainly focuses on passive DAD schemes over on- demand ad hoc routing protocols. The ultimate 

goal of this project is to improve accuracy of detecting address conflicts and improve detection success ratio. 

Key words: Mobile   Adhoc   Networks   (MANETS),   on demand routing protocols, Duplicate Address Detection 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, research interest in MANETs (Mobile Ad Hoc Networks) has increased because of the proliferation of 

small, inexpensive, portable, mobile personal computing devices. A MANET is a group of mobile, wireless nodes which 

cooperatively and spontaneously form a network independent of any fixed infrastructure or centralized administration. Since 

packet  forwarding  and  routing are     achieved  via intermediate nodes, the MANET working group of IETF has  

standardized  AODV  (Ad  hoc  On- Demand Distance Vector Routing), DSR (Dynamic Source Routing)    and OLSR   

(Optimized  Link   State   Routing)    as   its   reactive and   proactive   routing   protocols,  respectively.  Nowadays, 

DYMO and OLSRv2 have been standardized as working group drafts. In proactive protocols, routing information to all 

possible destinations in  the  network is  maintained by each node so  that a  packet can  be  transmitted over  an  

already- existing routing path. In reactive protocols, a routing path is acquired on-demand when a source desires to send 

packets to a destination. In addition, a hybrid routing protocol like ZRP (Zone Routing Protocol) h a s  b een  p ropo sed  

i n  o r d e r  t o  support a large-scale MANET. 

In Mobile Ad hoc Networks, routing is needed to find the path between source and the destination and to forward 

the packets appropriately.  In routing, the responsibilities of a  routing protocol include exchanging the route information, 

finding a feasible path to a destination based on the criteria such as hop length, and utilizing minimum bandwidth. Routing 

in mobile ad hoc network remains a problem given the limited wireless bandwidth and user mobility and insufficient 

scalability. Routing protocols are  divided  into  two  types,  they  are Proactive routing (Table-Driven), Reactive routing (On 

Demand). In proactive routing protocols, routing information to reach all the other nodes in a network is always maintained 

in the format of the routing table at every node. 

Reactive routing protocol discovers a route only when actual data transmission takes place. When a node wants 

to send information to another node in a network, a source node initiates a route discovery process. Once a route is 

discovered, it is maintained in the temporary cache at a source node unless it  expires  or  some  event  occurs  (e.g.,  a  link  

failure)  that requires another route discovery to start over again. Reactive protocols require less routing information at each 

node compared to proactive protocols, as there is no need to obtain and maintain the routing info. 

In a MANET, node mobility can cause the network to be partitioned into several sub-networks. In partitioned 

networks, new joining nodes have their unique addresses independent of other partitioned networks. In other words, same 

addresses can exist between partitioned networks. Therefore, when several partitioned  networks  or  independent  networks  

merge  into one  network,  potential  address  conflicts must  be  resolved. Since the address has to  be  unique, address 

conflicts need to be detected through a DAD (Duplicate Address Detection) procedure. 

 

II. REL ATED WORK AND MOTIVATION 
Three previously proposed PDAD (called PACMAN) schemes that operate over on-demand routing protocols are 

de- scribed in this section: PDAD-RREP-Without-RREQ (RwR), PDAD-RREQ-Never-Sent (RNS), and PDAD-2RREPs-

on- RREQ (2RoR). 

 

2.1 RWR scheme 

During route discovery, the source node floods an RREQ packet to discover a route towards a destination node, 

and it then receives an RREP packet from the destination node. However, if the source node receives an RREP packet 

destined to itself (although it has never sent an RREQ packet), this means that the same address that the source node 

uses definitely exists in the network (see Figure 1a). Therefore, the source node will invoke an address conflict 

resolution process. 

Detection of Duplicate Address in Mobile Adhoc Networks for 

On Demand Routing Protocols 
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2.2 RNS scheme 

If a node has never sent an RREQ packet, but it receives an RREQ whose source address is the same address 

that it is using, this indicates an address Both RWR and RNS schemes can be applied to on-demand routing protocols 

such as AODV and DYMO protocols. How- ever, they still have to resolve a situation in which multiple nodes with the 

same address want to  obtain paths towards their destination  nodes  and  will  flood  their  RREQ  packets simultaneously. 

In addition, to detect address conflicts, each node should store RREQ packets (which was sent from itself) and compare the 

received RREQ whenever receiving new RREQ packets from other nodes. In particular,  the  2RoR  scheme has  a serious  

drawback. Since an RREQ packet is flooded into the network, the destination node will receive multiple RREQ packets 

each of which traverses different intermediate nodes, i.e. different paths.   When the destination node receives the first  

RREQ packet from a source node, it will reply to the source node with an RREP packet. Meanwhile, if an RREQ 

packet which traversed  a  better  route  is  received,  the  node  will  send  a new RREP packet back to the source node. The 

criteria to determine better routes are based on power saving, route- stability, and others (this is beyond the scope of our 

paper). Therefore, the destination node can reply with multiple RREP packets back to the source. 

 

III. OUR PROPOS ED SCHEMES 
Our schemes have three main goals: (a) improving the accuracy of detecting address conflicts,  (b) improving   the 

detection success ratio, and  (c)  reducing the time taken  to detect  these conflicts. To detect address conflicts of source 

nodes, we propose: (a) Location-S scheme and (b) Neighbor- S scheme. To detect address conflicts of destination 

nodes, we propose: (a) Sequence-D scheme, (b) Location-D scheme, and (c) Neighbor-D scheme. These schemes will be 

elaborated below. 

 

3.1 Schemes to detect address conflicts of source nodes 

We propose two schemes that can detect address conflicts when receiving RREQ packets from multiple nodes using 

the same address. In our schemes, an RREQ packet contains location or neighbor information that can be used to detect 

address conflict of source nodes. 

 

3 . 1 . 1 Using location information-PDAD of Source Node with Location   Information (Location-S) s c h e m e    
In   order   to differentiate  between  RREQ  packets  which  contain  the  same  source  address  but  are  issued  

from  different nodes, Location-S scheme includes location information (longitude, latitude,  altitude)  into RREQ packets. 

The location obtained when a node configures its IP address is recorded and utilized to detect address conflicts. Thereafter, 

when an RREQ packet is flooded from a source node, the source node includes its recorded location in the RREQ packet. 

When a source node receives an RREQ packet with the same source IP address but with different location information from 

its own recorded location, this means that an address conflict exists see figure.1 

 
Figure1: Example of Location-S scheme 

 

To obtain the location information of a node,  various existing wireless localization schemes can be employed, 

such as GPS, TOA, TDOA, etc. However, they all have some location errors due to inaccuracy of their localization schemes. 

Hence, nodes within  an  error  tolerance  range  may  obtain information on the time when nodes acquire their addresses is 

included into RREQ packets, in addition to location. 

 

3.1.2. Using neighbor information PDAD of Source Node with Neighbor Knowledge (Neighbor-S) scheme 

In Neighbor- S scheme, instead of using location information, a list of neighbor nodes is used. A list of 

neighboring nodes is noted and recorded when the node’s IP address is configured. Since  nodes  with  many  neighbors 

produce a  large-sized packet,  a  subset  of  neighboring  nodes  (neighbor list)   is utilized  to  detect  the address 

duplication. To choose the k number of nodes among neighboring nodes, various algorithms can be used: random selection, 

a sorting of the address list and a selection of the first k addresses. As the k value increases, the protocol overhead (i.e. the 

size of RREQ/RREP packets) also increases. However, this overhead can be reduced by taking advantage of packet 

compression techniques. When an RREQ packet is transmitted, the neighbor subset is included in the RREQ packet. When a 

source node recognizes the difference between the information of  neighbor nodes in the received RREQ packet and its 

recorded list, it can therefore detect the address conflict. 

However, consider an example shown in Figure 2. If nodes SA  and SB , which have the same address, flood 

their RREQ packets  toward  node  D  using  NA  and  NB   as  their neighboring nodes,  duplicate  addresses  cannot  be  

detected at  D.  In this case, one possible approach is using  “hello” exchange.  NA and  NB     will  therefore  detect  the  
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usage  of duplicate  addresses  and     invoke     an     address     conflict resolution  in  case  that  SA and  SB      are  

using  different MAC   addresses.   However, we cannot  tell  whether  MAC address  is  unique  in  the  network due  to  

several  reasons Some manufacturers sell network adapters with non-registered MAC addresses; MAC addresses may  get  

corrupted during the manufacturing process, or most network  adapters allow users to change the MAC address to an 

arbitrary value. 

 
Figure2: Neighbor-S Scheme. 

 

3.2 Schemes to detect address conflicts of destination 

In this section,  we propose  three  schemes  to  detect  ad- dress  conflicts of  destination nodes  more  

accurately.  They are: (a) Sequence-D scheme, (b) Location-D scheme, and (c) Neighbor-D scheme. These schemes can 

address the following Two scenarios:  (a) a single destination node sent multiple RREP packets to the source node, and (b)  

multiple nodes using the same address sending their RREP packets to the Source node. 

 

3.2.1 Using sequence number - PDAD of Destination Node with SEQ (Sequence-D) scheme 

Sequence-D scheme requires an incremental sequence number to be included in each PREP packet transmitted by a 

destination node Sequence number is denoted by DAD-sequence to differentiate between it and the sequence number used by 

routing protocols such as AODV and DYMO in order to perform route discovery or maintenance. The latter is denoted by 

Routing-Sequence in this paper.) An additional new DAD-sequence field is needed to perform the DAD functionality in 

our scheme. Whenever the destination node replies with a new RREP packet because it has received an RREQ packet 

which traversed a better route, the DAD-sequence number increases and is put into the RREP packet. Therefore, when a 

source node receives more than one RREP packet with the same DAD-sequence number and the same destination 

address, the source node can detect the presence of address conflict. Since an RREQ packet contains an Routing-sequence 

number generated by a source node, the sequence number of RREP packets is reset when a new RREQ Packet with higher 

Routing-sequence number arrives at the destination. From Figure 4, a source node S can discover that destination nodes DA   

and DB   are using the same IP address through The DAD-sequence number included in RREP packets (see sequence 

numbers in parenthesis in the figure). Node S floods 

An RREQ packet with an Routing-sequence number into the Network in order to find a path towards its 

destination. Nodes DA and DB reply with RREP (1, 2, 3) and RREP (1, 2) packets. This is because each destination has 

received different RREQ packets which traversed better route than the previous RREQ packets.  Thus, whenever DA   and 

DB     reply with a new RREP packet,   an incremental DAD-sequence   number   is put into the RREP packets   (i.e.   

from RREP(1)   to RREP(3)). Hence, when the node S receives RREP packets with the same DAD sequence number, it 

can detect an address conflict. 

In addition, consider the occurrence of packet losses. In a case where RREP only is lost, Sequence-D scheme can 

detect the address conflict successfully by receiving both RREP (1) and RREP packets from each destination node,DA   

and DB . In the other case where RREP (1) of DA reach node S successfully, node S will fail to detect the address 

conflict. In Sequence-D scheme, such simultaneous packet losses can cause the source node to miss detecting the address 

conflict. However, this problem can be resolved by our other DAD schemes, such as Location-D and Sequence-D schemes. 

 
Figure3: Example of Sequence-D scheme. 

 

3.2.2 Using location information - PDAD of Destination Node with Location Information (Location-D) scheme 

Similar to the Location-S scheme, in order to differentiate between RREP packets  (which  contain  the  same  

source  address ,  but  are issued  from other nodes), Location D scheme includes Location  information  (longitude,   

latitude,   altitude)   into RREP packets. The location obtained when a node configures its  IP  address  is  recorded  and  
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utilized  to  detect  address conflicts (see Figure 4). When sending an RREP packet, a destination node includes its recorded 

location. When a source node receives more than one RREP packet with different location, it will conclude the existence of 

duplicate addresses for destination nodes. 

 
Figure4: Example of Location-D scheme. 

 

3.2.3 Using neighbor information - PDAD of Destination Node with Neighbor Knowledge (Neighbor-D) scheme 

Similar to the Neighbor-S scheme, the subset of neighbor nodes (neighbor list) obtained when a node configures 

its IP ad- dress is captured and recorded. Then, it is utilized to detect the address duplication. When a destination node 

replies with an RREP packet, a subset of neighbor nodes of the destination node (neighbor  list)  is included in the RREP 

packet. When a source node receives more than one RREP packet with different neighbor lists, it will determine the 

existence of duplicate addresses for destination nodes. addresses due to the same reason mentioned in Section III-A2. Such  

a  collision might occur  only if  nodes with the same IP  address  have  chosen  the  same  subset  of  neighbor  list (albeit  

low).  If  they  are  one-hop  reachable,  the  collision can be easily addressed by the Neighbor Discovery (ND) protocol.  

For  example,  if  nodes  DA    and  DB     are  one- hop reachable, after assigning IP address to nodes DA , it can detect 

address  conflict using  existing  ND  protocols  which exchange Neighbor  Request and  Reply. Otherwise, using  a 

combination of passive DAD scheme is recommended, such as Location-S and Neighbor-S, Sequence-D and Neighbor-D. 

In our  Location-S/D and  Neighbor-S/D schemes, we use extra  control information (location and/or  neighbor list)  to 

achieve 100% detection accuracy. These extra bytes of control information did not incur large overhead. 16 bytes are needed 

in length. Hence 16 byte location information is needed, also the compression techniques can be used where there are more 

neighbours. 

 
Figure5: The same neighbor list in the Neighbor- D scheme. 

 

3.3 Participation of intermediate nodes 

To detect address conflicts, Location-S,  Location-D  and Neighbor-S, Neighbor-D schemes need some delay 

with more than one RTT (Round Trip Time) between source and destination nodes. This is because source and destination 

nodes only can detect address conflicts after exchanging RREQ and RREP packets. This delay, however, can be reduced 

through the participation of intermediate nodes. When source and destination nodes send RREQ and RREP packets 

respectively, their recorded location (longitude, latitude,  altitude) or their captured  neighboring nodes’ addresses 

(neighbor  list)  will be put into the RREQ and RREP packets. Each intermediate node receiving the RREQ or RREP 

packets will create a table entry with   source node,   the location     or   source node, neighbor list. Also, the table entry 

will be deleted after a timeout (i.e. soft-state scheme). Therefore, when an intermediate node receives RREQ or RREP 

packets from a source or a destination node using the same address, the location or neighbors in the RREQ or RREP 

packets will be compared with those in the table entry. If a difference is detected, then an address conflict has occurred 

Multiple intermediate nodes can detect an address conflict for a source or destination address at almost the same time. 

Hence, they will try to notify all nodes in the network of the address conflict. Consider a case where duplicate addresses 

exist in the network. Since a routing protocol cannot find any appropriate path towards nodes with duplicate addresses, any 

communication trial with these nodes will fail.  To prevent these problems, a node which detects any address conflict 

should announce the detection to all nodes in the network, by utilizing an efficient flooding technique. Reducing the 

overhead of flooding is an important and challenging issue [11] [12]. Since this paper focuses primarily on the 

detection of address conflicts, conflict resolution is beyond the scope of our paper. 
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3.4. Consideration of Accuracy and Resolution 

As mentioned before in Section III-A1 and Section III-B2, Location-S and Location-D schemes utilize location 

information using wireless localization schemes such as GPS, DOA and TDOA. However, these localization schemes have 

location errors due to their inaccuracy. In particular, these errors cause different nodes to obtain the same location 

information. Nodes with different IP addresses do not create any problems in the network, even  if  they  have  the  same  

location information. However,  nodes  with  the  same  IP  address  and  the  same location information can cause a 

problem which cannot be detected by our DAD schemes. 

To address this inaccuracy problem in localization schemes, we additionally utilize the time information and the 

Neighbor Discovery (ND) protocol [14] with a positioning service. Since the basic Location-S and Location-D schemes 

utilize (longitude,  latitude,   altitude),   the  basic  schemes can  be extended to include the information on the time 

when each node  was  configured  with  its  address  (in  addition  to  the location information), so that (longitude,  

latitude,  altitude, configured time)  is recorded and utilized to execute a DAD. From the difference of  the  time  

information,  our  scheme can detect address conflicts even if nodes have the same IP address and the same location 

information. If different nodes are configured with the same IP address at the same location and at the same time, they can 

detect the address conflict with the ND protocol. 

Other information such as a random number might be considered as a means of DAD. For example, techniques 

using random number generation or hash functions might be applied to  our  DAD  schemes  for  the  secondary identifier 

such  as location and neighbor information. However, these functions still have a probability of collisions even if it is 

very low. In  addition, a  similar protocol overhead to  ours can  occur because including the information into 

RREQ/RREP packets is required. Moreover, since the hash and the random functions cannot guarantee the uniqueness, it is 

undesirable to use them for passive DAD schemes 

 

IV. PE R F O R M AN C E EVA L UAT I O N 
4.1 Simulation Environment 

To evaluate performance, we implemented our passive DAD schemes and an existing scheme (called PACMAN) in 

ns-2 simulator. The DYMO protocol was used as our underlying routing protocol because the IETF MANET working group 

has been trying to standardize it. Moreover, DYMO supports the “Generalized MANET Packet/Message Format” (called 

pack- etBB) [15], so that additional information (location, neighbor list, etc) can be easily added into the packet header 

through its TLV (type, length, value) block. We extended the DYMO protocol to support our passive DAD schemes. 

Detailed sim- ulation parameters are described in Table I. 

Initially, n% (from 5% to 20%) of network nodes are assigned duplicate addresses which are randomly selected 

among addresses which have  been  already assigned to  the other nodes. Passive DAD schemes can detect address conflicts 

in the network only when nodes with duplicate addresses receive an RREQ or RREP packet. Hence, we scheduled each 

node in the network to execute a route discovery during the simulation time to all nodes except itself. This makes each 

node send RREQ packets from 1 to 5 times every second. All simulation results were plotted with an average of 20 runs. 

 
Table 1: Simulation parameters 

 

Our proposed PDAD schemes are performed by source node, destination node, or intermediate nodes. Although 

each of them can be performed independently, better detection success ratio can be expected by combining these 

schemes. In  our simulations, location based schemes (e.g., Location- S, Location-D, intermediate DAD with location 

information schemes) were tested, because they have lower routing pro- tocol overhead and less limitations to be applied 

than other schemes using neighbor or sequence information. The schemes using neighbor list require RREQ/RREP packets 

to carry the list of neighbor nodes, which needs bigger packet size. In addition, the sequence based schemes can be applied to 

the detection of address conflicts for destination nodes only. Hence, we investigated performance through two kind of 

combinations: (a) LOC-SD (Location-S and Location-D without participation of intermediate nodes) and (b) LOC-SD-

INT (Location- S  and  Location-D  with  intermediate  nodes’  participation). Both location and neighbor information based 

schemes exhibit almost similar performance. The only difference lies in the information type, i.e. location versus 

neighbors’ list. Hence, we only performed simulations on the location based schemes. 
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4.2 Evaluation of proposed passive DAD schemes 

Important metrics related to passive DAD schemes include: (a)  protocol overhead  and  complexity,  (b)detection 

success ratio, and (c)detection delay. The detection success ratio and detection delay are defined as the ratio of the number 

of detected nodes to the number of nodes with duplicate addresses, and the time taken to detect address conflicts, 

respectively. We evaluated the performance with respect to three factors: the number of total nodes in the network (from 

50 to 150 nodes), node mobility (from 1m/s to 10m/s) and participation of intermediate node. 

 

4.2.1 Protocol Overhead and Complexity 

Compared with ac- tive DAD schemes in terms of overhead, active DAD schemes require a large amount of 

address allocation time and control overhead For example, RADA  and MANET conf  which are representative active DAD 

schemes, need several seconds to complete  assigning  a  unique  address  to  a  joining  node because  control  messages  

for  DAD  procedures  should be flooded into  the  network.  Whenever new nodes come and network merges occur, explicit 

DAD procedures should be per- formed. This produces much control overhead for exchanging control messages. On  the  

other  hand,  passive  DAD  schemes  do  not  re- quire  such  an  explicit  DAD  procedure  while  assigning IP addresses to  

nodes. Hence, the delay and control overhead can be reduced. However, passive DAD schemes have their computational 

and storage overheads while performing route maintenance procedure, unlike active DAD schemes 

In addition, our proposed PDAD schemes require localization and time synchronization schemes. If MANET 

nodes are equipped with a localization device such as GPS, the location and synchronization capability can be easily 

provided without any protocol overhead. Alternatively, our schemes can employ various localization schemes such as DOA 

and TDOA which do not need a special device for localization and are widely used in MANET protocols. As for the time 

synchronization issue, since the IEEE 802.11 standard [19] provides a time synchronization mechanism for ad hoc mode 

operation, our proposed scheme can also utilize such synchronization service without additional overhead. 

 

4.2.2 Detection Success Ratio 

 Figure 7 shows the detection success ratio versus the number of nodes. Initially, 5% of network nodes were 

assigned duplicate addresses.  As the number of nodes increases, better detection success ratio is achieved. This is 

because a larger number of nodes results in better connectivity with other nodes. Especially, we observe a significant 

improvement in detection success ratio (Figure 7) when the number of nodes was increased from 50 to 125. The 

average detection success ratio of LOC-SD and LOC- SD-INT increases from 25% to 92% and from 51% to 93%, 

respectively. When the number of node is more than 125 nodes, both schemes achieve over 90% of detection success 

ratio, regardless of node mobility. With the same number of nodes and with mobility, higher mobility yields higher 

detection success ratio. For LOC-SD-INT, when node mobility is increased from 1m/s to 10m/s, the detection success ratio 

increases by 9% on the average. For the case of 50 nodes, the detection success ratio increases by 31% on the average. 

This is because higher mobility creates more opportunities to successfully exchange RREQ/RREP packets with other nodes. 

When comparing LOC-SD with LOC-SD-INT, LOC-SD-INT performs better than LOC-SD under the same simulation 

parameters, such as the number of node and node mobility. In  case  of  LOC-SD,  the  DAD  can  occur  only  when  the 

source and destination exchange the RREQ/RREP packets. However, in LOC-SD-INT, an address conflict can be detected 

via intermediate nodes. 

 

4.2.3 Detection Delay 

 Figure 8 shows the detection delay under varying number of nodes. The detection delay depends on the RTT 

(Round Trip Time) between source and desti- nation nodes.  From Figure 8, when the number of nodes in the network 

increases, the detection delay also increases. As  the number of  node increases (from 50  to  150  nodes), the average 

detection delays of LOC-SD and LOC-SD-INT increase steadily from 47 ms to 93 ms, and from 36 ms to 81ms, 

respectively. In other words, LOC-SD-INT achieves 19% shorter delay than LOC-SD, on average. This is because a 

larger number of nodes create a longer hop path, and hence the RTT is also increased. However, for LOC-SD-INT, since an 

address conflict can be detected by intermediate nodes, LOC- SD-INT has better detection delay than LOC-SD. 

 

4.2.4 Contribution of DAD 

Next, we investigated the extent of each passive DAD scheme’s contribution to detecting address conflicts. Table   

II shows the simulation results for 125 nodes. Location-S and Location-D schemes contribute to 

95.4% and 4.6% of the detection, respectively   Location-D does not contribute to the detection remarkably due  to  the 

characteristics inherent  from  most on-demand routing protocols such as AODV and DYMO. Consider the case where 

multiple destination nodes with the same addresses replied with their RREP packets to an RREQ packet. While 

intermediate nodes are forwarding the RREP packets, some RREP packets may be discarded due to the following reasons: 

networks (e.g., from 50 to 100 nodes) with 1 m/s mobility, we  observe  a  low  detection  success  ratio,  as  compared  

to other cases. In sparse networks, we achieve 54% of detection success ratio on average. However, in other cases, 91% of 

detection success ratio is observed. This is because a sparse network causes network partitions or route disconnections 

between the source and destination nodes to occur frequently. Hence, some duplicated addresses can  not be  detected 

since packet  transmissions between  conflicting nodes  may  not  be performed  successfully.  For LOC-SD-INT, duplicate 

address can be detected by intermediate nodes.  This explains why LOC-SD-INT has 12% higher detection success ratio 

than others in sparse networks, 
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Figure6: average detection delay 

In a case where intermediate nodes receive a new RREP packet with the same destination address after they already 

forwarded an  RREP  packet,  if  a  Routing-sequence number  included in the new RREP packet is less than the Routing-

sequence number included in the previously forwarded RREP packet, intermediate nodes discard the new RREP packet 

according to the DYMO protocol. Thus, the contribution of Location-D is not so high. This is also applied to Neighbor-D. 

Although Location-D scheme has a relatively low contribution to the detection of duplicated address, it is still needed to 

improve detection success ratio without any missed detections. 

Our scheme using Location-S/Location-D with the par- ticipation of intermediate nodes shows the most significant 

contribution of 76.7% (see Table   II-b). However, the contri- butions of source and destination nodes are 21.7% and 1.7%, 

respectively (23% in total). This clearly shows the significance of using intermediate nodes for DAD. 

 

4.3 Comparison with an existing passive DAD scheme 

We evaluated the performance using three metrics: (a) de- tection success ratio, (b) detection delay and (c) the 

detection accuracy. From Figure 8 we investigate detection success ra- tio according to node mobility (from 1 to 10m/s). As 

mobility increases, better detection success ratio is achieved, because more opportunities exist for nodes to exchange 

RREQ/RREP packets with other nodes.  Both LOC-SD and PACMAN can detect address conflicts when the source or  

destination node receives an  RREQ or RREP  packet  successfully.  As a result, they show fairly similar detection success 

ratio. LOC-SD aims at improving the detection accuracy, not the detection success ratio. Rather than improving the ratio, 

LOC-SD achieves better detection accuracy,    as    compared    to    the    PACMAN    scheme. nodes’ DAD service, it 

can improve the performance of both the detection success ratio and the detection delay. Figure 8 show the detection 

success ratio at 1m/s node mobility with various percentage of duplicate addresses (from 5% to 20%). For all the 

percentages of duplicate addresses, similar   results   are   observed.   Hence,   the   percentage   of duplicate addresses does   

not   affect   the   performance of detection ratio. 

 

 
Figure 7 detection success ratio 

 

4.3.1 Comparison of the Detection Delay 

 The detection delay was measured according to the number of total nodes, node mobility (1m/s, 5m/s and 10m/s) 

and percentage of duplicate addresses (5%, 10% and 20%). Regardless of node mobility, as the number of nodes 

increases, the detection delay become no longer. As shown in Figure 8, when increasing the  number of nodes, we observe 

that the detection delay also increases from 52ms to  104ms in  PACMAN and increases from 52ms to 100ms in LOC-

SD. However, the intervention of intermediate nodes enables the DAD to be completed before the RTT elapses. As node 
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mobility increases, the overall detection delay decreases. This is because nodes moving at higher speeds tend to create longer 

hop paths among nodes. As shown in Figures 10a to 10c, when node mobility increases from 1m/s to 10m/s, the average 

detection delay of LOC-SD-INT decreases from 60ms to 52ms 

Figures 10c show simulation results with 10m/s node mobility and various percentages of duplicate addresses (from 5% to 

20%).  As the percentage of duplicated addresses increases, detection delay decreases, especially when the number of nodes 

in the network increases. 

 

4.3.2 Comparison of the Detection Accuracy 

In the PAC-MAN scheme, a duplicate address can be misdirected. As mentioned in Section II, when multiple 

nodes invoke route discovery simultaneously, senders of a route request cannot detect the address conflict using RNS, 

because they can detect the conflict when receiving an RREQ without sending any RREQ. In addition, when a 

destination node replies with multiple RREPs, 2RoR can misdetect the address conflict. They are called RNS-false and 

2RoR-false, respectively in this paper. 

 
Figure 8: Detection of accuracy of various schemes 

 
Figure 9: Tracing the DAD execution time of various schemes 

 

We investigated the detection accuracy by measuring the frequency of mis-detections with 10% of duplicate 

addresses and 5 m/s mobility. Here, the detection accuracy represents the  ratio  of  the  number  of  actual  duplicate  

addresses  de- tected to the number of false detections (i.e. RNS-false and 2RoR-false). From Figure 11, we observe that 

the PACMAN scheme has lower detection accuracy than our schemes (i.e. maximum difference of 7%). There exists none 

of such RNS- false and 2RoR-false cases through Location-S and Location- D.  In addition, our scheme using Sequence-

D, Neighbor-S, and Neighbor-D can avoid the occurrence of RNS-false and 2RoR-false successfully. As a result, the 

PACMAN scheme suffers from poor network resources efficiency caused by these misdetections. 

 

4.3.3 Tracing the DAD Execution Time 

We traced the DAD execution time of each duplicate address over simulation time (100 seconds) with 125 nodes 

and 5  m/s mobility(see Figure 12). Initially, 25 nodes were assigned duplicate addresses. From Figure 12, LOC-SD-INT 

detects the occurrences of address duplication most quickly and completes all detections at 17s. LOC-SD and PACMAN 

finish their detections at 34s and 37s, respectively. LOC-SD-INT progresses steadily while detecting all duplicated 

addresses. PACMAN takes about 15s to detect 20 duplicate addresses. After 15s, PACMAN spends about 20s in detecting 
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three more duplicate addresses. This is because the passive DAD schemes can accomplish the DAD while performing route 

discovery and maintenance. Thus, if a DAD fails after the exchange of RREQ and RREP packets, the address conflict cannot 

be detected until a new route discovery from the node is invoked. In this simulation, PACMAN misses several chances to 

detect address conflicts between 0s and 15s, and it fails to detect five duplicate addresses. In real networks, this is a serious 

problem that allows duplicate addresses to remain undetected longer and can disrupt data traffic between nodes. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, In this dissertation, several passive DAD (Duplicate Address Detection) schemes used to  quickly 

and accurately detect address conflicts during route discovery and maintenance over MANET on-demand routing protocols. 

The main goals which are improved in this project: The accuracy of detecting addresses conflicts, The detection success 

ratio, and Reduced the time taken to detect these conflicts. By   using   the   simulations   (extensive)   the   ns-2 simulator, 

PDAD schemes can achieve 100% accurate detection of duplicate addresses with higher detection success ratio when 

compared to the PACMAN scheme.  PDAD schemes utilize sequence number, location of nodes, or a list of neighboring 

nodes.  These information is included into routing control packets (such as RREQ and RREP packets) in order to help detect 

the duplicate address of source and destination nodes. In addition, the detection success ratio is improved and reduced the   

detection   delay   by   allowing   intermediate   nodes   to participate in detecting address conflicts. 
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ABSTRACT: The analysis of particle size (PS), Atterberg limit (AL), Maximum Water Holding Capacity (MWHC), and Shear 

Strength (SS) of Clay Loam and Sandy Clay soils of Biu, Biu Local Government Area were conducted in a laboratory. The soils 

had varying AL 46.9% and 56.5% liquid limit respectively, 23.5% and 22.7% plastic limits respectively, 23.4% and 33.8% 

plasticity index respectively for the two soils. For maximum water holding capacity, Sandy clay and Clay loam soils indicated 

39% and 41% moisture contents respectively. Sandy clay soil had higher shear strength than Clay loam soil, but Clay loam had 

higher hydraulic properties. Both soils could be put to agricultural and structural uses but sandy clay would be more preferred 

for structural uses and clay loam for agricultural. Output of the study could be useful in predicting irrigation scheduling and for 

determining the sustainability of the soils for structural purposes in the study area. 

 

Keywords: Mechanical properties, Hydraulic properties, Clayey soils, Biu area, Semi arid region  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The soils in Biu area are clayey-dominated, and are cultivated for agricultural crop production on one hand, and are 

used civil engineering works either as a construction material or structural support. Agriculture is, however, the major economy 

of the area.  The soils therefore misbehave with hydraulic variation. Problems of structural failure, such as road disruption, 

settling and cracking of buildings, drainage failure, are not uncommon in the area.  This has been one of the sources of socio-

economic dilemma confronting the inhabitants of the area. Another factor contributing to the economic insecurity of the area is 

droughts that usually occur in the first quarters of the rainy seasons. The clayey soils crack when dry, crops dry up 

correspondingly, and irrigation becomes indispensable for sustainable crop production. Farmers normally replant, but mostly 

with little or no success. Water holding capacity is the amount of water that is held in a soil after gravitational water loss has 

ceased and substantive implications on soil and water conservation [1]. It is a measure of the amount of water held in the soil at 

between field capacity and permanent wilting point of a soil. Shear strength of a soil mass is the internal resistance per unit area 

that a soil mass can offer against failure and/or sliding along any plane [2].  It is a measure of the soil resistance to deformation 

by continuous displacement of its individual soil particles that gives the strength of a soil to resist shearing. Shearing 

displacement has been recognized as important in traction mechanics [2], as the role of displacement in shearing strength 

measurements is largely dependent on the state of compactness of the soil. Shearing strength characteristics are also influenced 

by moisture content [3]. Shear strength in soils depends primarily on the interactions between soil particles. The shear resistance 

of a soil seeks to describe the mechanical properties of a soil mass by indicating its abilities to withstand impact on its cross- 

sectional area, while water holding capacity symbolize the hydraulic properties of the soil at different water conditions as it 

relates to water retention within the soil mass. Both the properties are indirectly mutually related and are readily affected by the 

physical properties of the soil [4]  

Up to date data on soil the water holding capacity is an indispensable tool in irrigation scheduling [4], which in turn is 

necessary for successful design and profitable operation and management of irrigation. 

All soils are compressible and could undergo deformation when subjected to stress. Foundation settlements also 

represent the great problems occurring in building constructions, also many buildings have become distressed due to settlement. 

This problem, which is often caused by weak or improperly consolidated soils, and affect most buildings which are built on soft 

but compactable leading to high risk for structural failure. Soils, however, differ significantly in response to varying stress 

and/moisture contents [5]. This study was therefore initiated to examine the variation in water holding capacity and shear 

strength of the two major Biu soils with different moisture contents and loads. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Study Area 

 Biu is a town and a Local Government Area (LGA) is located in the southern Brno State of Nigeria located at Longitude 

10.6111°N and Latitude 12.195°E, it lies on the Biu Plateaus at an average elevation of 626 meters above mean sea level. The 

climate is semi-arid region in the Northern Guinea Savannah (NGA) Agroecological zone with a small portion in the North East 

lying in the dryer Sudan Savannah Zone.  
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Sample Collection and Preparation 

 Soil samples were collected from five randomly selected locations within the Biu Local Government Area.  Simple 

auger was employed in soil sample collection at 15 cm incremental depth from the soil surface to 90 cm depth. The sample 

collected was then poured in a polythene bag to minimize alteration of the soil properties during conveyance to laboratory. For 

soil test involving the determination of shear strength, cylindrical moulds (10 mm in diameter and 13 mm in height) were used 

for sample collection to avoid disturbing the soil. 

 

Sample analysis 

The particle sizes of the soils were analyzed applying the Stoke’s settling velocity principle as detailed by Day [6]. 

Approximately 50 grams of air-dried soil passing a 2 mm sieve was weighed and quantitatively poured into dispersing cup and 

was used for the determination of Particle Size Distribution of the soils. The Atterberg Limits (Liquid limit (LL), Plastic Limit 

(PL), and Plasticity index (PI) were also determined following the methods adopted [2]. 

 The soil sample was air-dried to reduce the moisture content to 3.72% and 5.53 for sandy clay and clay loam respectively. 500 

grams of each of the samples was stirred and fully saturated with 194 ml of water and used for the determination of the 

maximum water holding capacity of the soil. The Triaxial Machine was used to determine the shear strength of the soils adopting 

the methods of Dayakar et al. [7]. 

  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Particle Size Distribution 

The results of the particle size distribution of the soils are presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Computed Values for Particle Size Analysis 

Sample 

number 

Hydrometer 

reading 

(H1) 

Hydrometer 

reading 

(H2) 

Temp. 

(T1)
o
C 

Temp. 

(T2)
o
C 

% 

Sand  

% 

Clay 

% 

Silt  

Soil Class 

1 

2 

30.9 

33.2 

21.4 

18.4 

24 

24 

25 

25 

51.6 

36.0 

40.8 

34.8 

7.6 

29.2 

Sandy clay 

Sandy clay 

 

The Table above demonstrated the significantly large percentage of clay in the samples following the sand fractions. On the other 

hand, Clay loam results obtained shows that there was almost equal size distribution between the three particles when analyzed.  

 

Atterberg Limits 

 The values of liquid and plastic limits of Sandy clay and Clay loam were significantly influenced by affected variation 

in moisture content.  Using the data on Figure 1, the plastic index (Ip) for Biu Sandy clay and Clay Loam soils at 25 blows  was 

computed to be  23.4 % and  33.8 % respectively. 

 

Water Holding Capacity. 

 Table 2 presents the water holding capacities of the tested soils demonstrating water holding capacity of 195.3 and 

202.6 g of water for every meter of the soil at field capacity for Sandy clay and Clay loam soil respectively. This implies 195.3 

grams and 202.6grams of water will be required to raise the moisture content of Sandy clay and Clay loam soils respectively to 

field capacity These figures represent 39 % moisture content for sandy clay and 41% moisture content for clay loam.  

 

Table 2: Computed Values for Water Holding Capacities 

 

 

 

 

 

Sandy clay Soil 

Sample 

No 

Volume of 

dry soil 

used (g) 

Volume of 

water added 

(g) 

Volume of 

water 

collected (g) 

Time taken 

for water to 

drain (g) 

Volume of 

water 

retained (g) 

Droplets  Water holding 

capacity per 

meter of soil 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

500 

 

500 

 

500 

340 

 

390 

 

390 

145.0 

 

195.0 

 

194.0 

09:56-10:23 

 

07:25-08:50 

 

09:04-09:44 

195 

 

195 

 

196 

Max:64d  

Min:Od 

Max:63d 

Min:ld 

Max:65d 

Min:ld 

(at 0.39 MC) 

195.3g of 

Water/m of 

soil at field 

capacity 
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Shear Strength 

 The results obtained from the shear strength test were computed and polynomial graphs used to represent these values to 

further buttress the varying shear strength values for the soils tested under different stress conditions as shown in Figures 1 and 2. 

Similar intermediate failure modes (a failure in which soil particles tend slide over another diagonally with a very slight rupture 

were exhibited by both the soils) when subjected to an axial compressive loads. Sandy clay soil exhibited greater shear strength 

as compared to clay loam within the limit of experimental errors. While the overall conclusion drawn from the soil tests 

conducted on disturbed soil sample depicts that for the different number of hammer blows (10, 15 and 20) to which the soil 

samples were subjected, clay loam exhibited greater shear strength as compared to sandy clay soil. The optimum moisture 

content was a determining factor that greatly affected the cohesion and densities exhibited by the soil samples used in conducting 

the test. 

 

For both the soils, shear strength relates to moisture content quadratically with R
2
 values near or equal to unity as depicted in 

Figures 1 and 2.  

 
Figure 1: Graph of shear strength for disturbed sandy clay soil at 20 hammer blows 

 

Sandy clay Soil 

Sample 

No 

Volume of 

dry soil 

used (g) 

Volume of 

water added 

(g) 

Volume of 

water 

collected (g) 

Time taken 

for water to 

drain (g) 

Volume of 

water 

retained (g) 

Droplets  Water holding 

capacity per 

meter of soil 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

500 

 

500 

 

500 

394 

 

353 

 

394 

190.0 

 

152.0 

 

191.0 

07:45-09:00 

 

09:23-10:15 

 

08:55-09:32 

204 

 

201 

 

203 

Max:60d 

Min:Od 

Max:60d 

Min:ld 

Max:60d 

Min:ld 

(at 0.41 MC) 

202.6g of 

water/m of 

soil at field 

capacity 
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Figure 2: Graph of shear strength for disturbed Clay loam soil at 20 hammer blows 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
From the results, it was observed that clay loam has more proportionate distribution of its particles compared to sandy 

loam and it had higher moisture characteristics (Atterberg limits and water holding capacities). But Sandy clay proved to have 

comparatively greater shear strength than the clay loam. Thus in practice, sandy clay would fit in for structural purposes more 

than clay loam and for agricultural purposes reverse would be the case. The study therefore recommends the consideration 

adequate modifications of the Clay loam soil when it is to be applied in structural and foundation purposes and suitable the 

adaptable crop and cropping practice must be employed when the sandy clay must support agriculture. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper provides a brief account of the quality of ground water around the Rewa-Gurh region. The 

principal geological formation of the study area is Ganurgarh shale, Bhander limestone and Upper Rewa sandstone 

belonging to Vindhyan Super group. A large area of Rewa city is occupied by Bhander limestone. The ground water of this 

region is affected by Carbonate (CO3), and Bicarbonate (HCO3), this is called temporary hardness. Somewhere 1 mm to 5 

cm thick layer of gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O) is found which is not suitable for ground water. In study area this is big problem 

wherever the well are dug in shale. The Rewa-Gurh areas are also presently facing acute storage of water supply to fulfill 

the demand of people. So the area around Rewa-Gurh region has been selected for study pertaining to the nature of the 

ground water resources by carrying out sampling for assessment of its quality and the possible reasons for deterioration.  

 

Key words: Quality, Groundwater Gurh, Rewa Madhya Pradesh 

  

I. INTRODUCTION: 
The present investigation is to study the nature of ground water of the Rewa-Gurh area, which is located in Rewa 

district Madhya Pradesh. The study area located within the geographic co-ordinate of latitude 24
0 

30’ to 24
0 

35’ and 

longitude 81
0 

20’ to 81
0 

30’ falling in the Survey of India Toposheet No 63 H/6. Gurh situated on the south east part of the 

Rewa district. It is 23 km. from Rewa, the area reachable by bus and taxi. The principal villages of the study area are Lohi, 

Badagaon, Ramnai, Gurh, Raipur and Barahadi. The main road passing through the area is Varanasi-Kanyakumari National 

highway No 7 and Gwalior Ranchi National highway No 75. The Bichiya River is the main drainage of the study area, which 

is seasonal river. Except it there is no prominent river or drainage pattern. Upper Vindhyan rocks mainly cover the area they 

consist of mainly limestone, sandstone and shale(Singh Yamuna 1987). 

 

II. HYDROLOGY 
Water is next to air for the existence of life. Being vital, it figures in all phases of man’s activity. Ground water one 

of the most precious and abundant natural resource, which controls the development of civilization on the globe. The water is 

indispensable for substance of life and also determines its quality. The demand of water for various uses such as drinking, 

irrigation, domestic and industrial purposes is increasing with time due to the increase of human population. According to 

(Chow 1964) the total quantity of fresh water is estimated at about 4.1x10
16 

m
3 

(Piper A.M. 1953). Availability of safe water 

plays a vital role in national development. The quality of ground water is of equal importance as its quantity in ground water 

management (Todd 1980,Mishra et al 2013,Tiwari et al 2009).  

The ground water quality data provide important clue to the geological history of rocks and indication of ground 

water recharge, discharge, movement and storage knowledge of water, quality is also essential for rational management of 

water and land resources (Karanth 1989,1994, Tiwari et al. 2010, Hem J.D. 1975, Singh Yamuna 1987, Singh et al 2002). 

The quality of ground water depends on physical and chemical composition of soil or rocks through which it passes.      

 

III. MATERIAL AND METHOD 
  The representative water samples were collected from open dug well located in the area. The water samples were 

collected in polythene bottles and properly labeled. The necessary care has been taken for protection of sample and to bring 

them to laboratory at the earliest with a view to avoid the possible contamination. 

The Physico-chemical parameters have been determined in selected ground water samples(Mishra et al 2013, 

Tiwari et al 2011). The determination of ionic concentration and various parameters have been employed for the estimation 

of quality of ground water. The physical parameters include temperature, pH, Specific conductance and Total dissolved 

solids, and the chemical parameters include Alkalinity, Hardness, Calcium, Magnesium Sodium, Chloride, and radiological 

degradation oh ground water samples of the study area, only physical and chemical parameter are evaluated(Raghunath H.M. 

1987, Walton W.C. 1970). In the present work 15 water samples has been collected from the existing dug wells in and 

around Rewa-Gurh area. Hence, these samples subjected to chemical analysis with a view to delineate the quality of ground 

water and to assess its usage. The values of chemical and physical parameter are given in table no 1. Carbonate, 

Bicarbonates, Ammonia, Sulphates and Nitrate. Since there are no biological  

  

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The analysis include the determination of the physical properties such as pH range from 6.90 to 8.44 with an 

average of7.65 which indicate that it is natural to alkaline in nature. Electrical conductivity of the collected water samples 

varies from 1050 to 2325 micro mho/cm with an average of 1741.6 micro mho/cm. In the study area the total dissolve solids 

Quality of Groundwater around Rewa-Gurh Region, Rewa 

District Madhya Pradesh India 
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vary from 700 mg/liter to 978 mg/liter. Higher values of the total dissolve solids affect biomass and the same is the case with 

industrial use. Low value of total dissolve solids indicates good surface drainage as it facilitates continuous leaching of salts.  

The total alkalinity of the investigated area varies from 155 mg/liter to 290 mg/liter, with an average of 227.1 

mg/liter. In the study area total hardness varies from 175 mg/liter to 325 mg/liter. The concentration of Calcium in ground 

water samples of investigated area varies from 62 mg/liter to 88 mg/liter with an average of 74.6 mg/liter. The range of 

Calcium content in ground water largely depends on the solubility of Calcium carbonates, Sulphide and very rarely Chloride. 

Magnesium is also one of the alkaline earth metals and Magnesium also occurs in all kind of water with Calcium. The 

concentration of Magnesium in water samples of the study area varies from 22mg/liter to 35mg/liter with an average of 

27.9mg/liter. 

 

Table 1.1 Physical and chemical parameters of ground water of Rewa-Gurh region 

 

 

Table 1.2 Common anions and cations content of ground water of Rewa-Gurh region 

                                           (Value in epm) 

 

In the study area content of Sodium in samples varies from 11mg/liter to 14.4 mg/liter with an average of 13.26 

mg/liter. According to National Academy of Sciences (1977), the higher concentration of Sodium can be related to 

Cardiovascular diseases, and to Toxemia associated with pregnancy in women. The concentration of Potassium in ground 

water samples of the study area varies from 12 mg/liter to 28 mg/liter with an average of 18.3 mg/liter.  

In the ground water of the Rewa-Gurh area the concentration range of the Carbonate is 10 mg/liter to 28 mg/liter, 

with an average of 18.3 mg/liter and Carbonate concentration range from 225 mg/liter to 340 mg/liter, with an average of 

267.06 mg/liter. The concentration of Sulphate in water samples of the study area ranges from 9.7 mg/liter to 15 mg/liter, 

with an average of 10.2 mg/liter. Chloride concentration of the water samples range from 3.2 mg/liter to 11.5 mg/liter with 

an average of 8.02 mg/lit. Water is required for drinking purposes, must be tasteless and odourless. The ISI has laid down its 

national standards. The permissible limits of various minerals for domestic purposes are given below in table No. 1.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Well 

No. 

Location Sodium Magnesium Potassium Calcium Chloride Carbonate Bi-carbonate Sulphate 

1 2     3        4      5      6        7     8      9    10 

1 Lohi 0.52 1.8 0.30 3.39 0.26 0.33 4.18 0.24 

2 Khamha 0.60 2.3 0.41 3.94 0.25 0.39 4.36 0.31 

3 Khajuhakala 0.56 2.79 0.38 3.79 0.21 0.33 4.62 0.20 

4 Badagaon 0.47 2.46 0.46 4.39 0.15 0.39 5.57 0.201 

5 Bhiti 0.53 2.63 0.41 25.99 0.09 0.53 4.01 0.15 

6 Gurh 0.58 2.22 0.31 3.69 0.27 0.93 4.19 0.17 

7 Chandehri 0.61 1.97 0.43 3.09 0.16 0.37 3.69 0.09 

8 Barahadi 0.65 1.64 0.41 3.19 0.19 0.91 4.01 0.27 

9 Barehi 0.50 2.79 0.66 3.34 0.22 0.71 4.38 0.20 

10 Raipur 0.49 2.13 0.71 3.24 0.32 0.57 3.90 0.16 

11 Khajuha khurd 0.57 2.22 0.43 3.89 0.25 0.30 3.77 0.18 

12 Ramnai 0.69 1.89 0.56 3.74 0.27 0.63 3.93 0.20 

13 Naurhiya 0.53 2.30 0.46 4.84 0.22 0.43 4.67 0.20 

14 Ratahara 0.57 2.38 0.69 4.39 0.24 0.50 5.247 0.23 

15 Sonaura 0.62 2.87 0.38 3.94 0.25 0.56 5.11 0.25 

Well 
No. 

Location Temp. pH EC 

 (μ S/cm) 

TDS 
(ppm) 

Total alkalinity 
(ppm) 

Total hardness 
(ppm) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 Lohi 28 7.45 1065 700 220 190 

2 Khamha 30 7.86 1050 890 212 212 

3 Khajuhakala 31.3 7.71 1235 875 175 277 

4 Badagaon 29.5 8.20 1345 923 182 325 

5 Bhiti 29.8 6.90 1800 900 200 240 

6 Gurh 29 7.50 2100 850 155 190 

7 Chandehri 31.5 8.44 2025 863 225 232 

8 Barahadi 32 8.05 2325 925 252 247 

9 Barehi 31.3 7.56 1775 876 242 175 

10 Raipur 29.8 7.05 1925 935 276 255 

11 Khajuha khurd 31 7.09 1655 804 238 195 

12 Ramnai 32.3 8.05 1845 925 235 272 

13 Naurhiya 30.5 7.70 1936 900 245 300 

14 Ratahara 29.3 7.80 2005 978 290 246 

15 Sonaura 28.5 7.5 2035 850 260 270 
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Table 1.3 Indian Drinking Water Quality Standard {Source: ISI (1983)} 
Parameter Highest desirable 

limit, mg/l 

Maximum permissible 

limit, mg/l 

Undesirable effect outside the 

desirable limit 

Average value of the 

analysed water 

samples 

PH 6.5-8.5 9.2 Effect of mucous membrane 7.65 

TDS 500 800 Gastro intestinal disorder 879.6 

Hardness 300 600 Encrustation effect domestic use 241.13 

Calcium 75 200 Encrustation effect domestic use 74.6 

Magnesium 30 100 Encrustation effect domestic use 27.9 

Chloride 250 1000 Taste,corrosion, Palatability 

decrease 

8.02 

Sulphate 150 400 Gastro intestinal irritation 10.02 

Nitrates 45 No relax Methnamoglobinemia -------- 

Fluoride 0.6 1.2 Flourosis -------- 

 

When these water standards are not fully ensured, the water may not be 100% fit for drinking and may be termed as 

contaminated. It may some times causes numerous waterborne diseases such as typhoid fever, dysentery, gastroenteritis, 

infectious hepatitis, and jaundice etc. depending upon the type and extent of contamination. 

Piper’s tri linear diagram is used for the chemical analysis of the data. This method forms a base for the 

classification scheme of natural water for drinking purposes. With the help of diagram the quality of ground water is easily 

comparable. From the piper diagram the study area shows three type of ground water hardness, namely   

(a)    Ca-Mg-HCO3 

(b)    Na-HCO3 

(c)    Ca-Mg (Na)-SO4 

 

In the area under investigation, the water has both types of hardness temporary and permanent hardness, it can be used after 

boiling and some chemical treatment.  

 

Table 1.4 Ion ratio considered in judging the quality of ground water 
Well No S.A.R. Na % Na/(Na+Ca) in epm Cl/(Cl+HCO3) in epm 

1 0.48 17.31 0.18 0.36 

2 0.64 19.78 0.22 0.32 

3 0.52 16.90 0.20 0.32 

4 0.63 19.24 0.21 0.25 

5 0.59 20.03 0.25 0.33 

6 0.53 17.10 0.19 0.30 

7 0.76 24.59 0.28 0.40 

8 0.41 17.99 0.16 0.39 

9 0.57 21.33 0.2 0.34 

10 0.63 24.64 0.24 0.38 

11 0.64 20.38 0.22 0.36 

12 0.51 20.27 0.18 0.34 

13 0.64 19.02 0.20 0.33 

14 0.49 19.13 0.17 0.34 

15 0.68 19.43 0.24 0.33 

 

Table1.5 Common anions content of ground water of Rewa-Gurh region 
WellNo Sodium Magnesium Potassium Calcium 

 ppm epm %epm ppm epm %epm ppm epm %epm ppm Epm %epm 

1 12 0.52 8.65 22 1.8 28.75 12 0.30 4.87 68 3.39 53.92 

2 14 0.60 8.38 28 2.3 29.58 16 0.41 5.25 79 3.94 50.63 

3 13 0.56 7.50 34 2.79 35.27 15 0.38 4.84 76 3.79 47.82 

4 11 0.47 6.13 30 2.46 29.05 18 0.46 5.42 88 4.39 51.69 

5 12.4 0.53 8.20 32 2.63 37.41 16 0.41 5.81 60 25.99 42.55 

6 13.5 0.58 8.62 27 2.22 31.13 12 0.31 4.30 74 3.69 51.76 

7 14.2 0.61 10.09 24 1.97 29.37 17 0.43 6.47 62 3.09 46.03 

8 15 0.65 11.05 20 1.64 27.88 16 0.41 6.93 64 3.19 54.12 

9 11.6 0.50 6.90 34 2.79 35.83 26 0.66 8.52 67 3.34 42.83 

10 11.4 0.49 7.52 26 2.13 29.94 28 0.71 10.02 65 3.24 45.41 

11 13.3 0.57 8.11 27 2.22 28.92 17 0.43 5.66 78 3.89 50.68 

12 16 0.69 10.0 23 1.89 26.77 22 0.56 7.96 75 3.74 52.95 

13 12.4 0.53 6.62 28 2.30 26.1 18 0.46 5.21 97 4.84 54.86 

14 13.3 0.57 7.19 29 2.38 28.46 27 0.69 8.23 88 4.39 52.39 

15 14.4 0.62 7.99 35 2.87 34.00 15 0.38 4.53 79 3.94 46.56 
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Table 1.6Common anions content of ground water of Rewa-Gurh region 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WellNo Chloride Carbonate Bi-carbonate Sulphate 

 ppm epm %epm ppm epm %epm ppm epm %epm ppm Epm %epm 

1 9.5 0.26 5.32 10 0.33 3.98 255 4.18 58.36 12 0.24 3.48 

2 8.9 0.25 4.71 12 0.39 4.76 266 4.36 60.41 15 0.31 4.32 

3 7.5 0.21 3.93 10 0.33 3.75 282 4.62 62.28 10 0.20 2.80 

4 5.4 0.15 2.40 12 0.39 4.38 340 5.57 68.85 9.7 0.201 2.49 

5 3.2 0.09 1.88 16 0.53 6.40 245 4.01 59.64 12 0.15 2.25 

6 9.6 0.27 4.85 28 0.93 10.51 256 4.19 58.78 15 0.17 2.45 

7 5.9 0.16 3.85 11 0.37 4.40 225 3.69 55.58 10 0.09 1.47 

8 6.9 0.19 3.54 30 0.91 10.70 245 4.01 50.89 9.7 0.27 3.53 

9 7.8 0.22 3.92 24 0.71 8.83 267 4.38 57.30 12 0.20 2.67 

10 11.5 0.32 6.54 17 0.57 6.81 238 3.90 55.06 15 0.16 2.29 

11 8.9 0.25 5.45 12 0.30 5.02 230 3.77 57.50 10 0.18 2.82 

12 9.6 0.27 5.37 19 0.63 6.10 240 3.93 57.59 9.7 0.20 2.98 

13 7.8 0.22 3.97 13 0.43 4.64 285 4.67 60.58 12 0.20 2.70 

14 8.7 0.24 3.94 15 0.50 4.55 320 5.247 60.17 15 0.23 2.69 

15 9.1 0.25 4.14 17 0.56 4.92 312 5.11 60.13 10 0.25 3.01 

 

 
Fig. 1 Location map of the study area 
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                                                                       Fig. 2 Trilinear Piper diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Data plotted in the U.S. salinity diagram (Richards, 1954) 
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Fig. 4 Data plotted on the diagram (Wilcox, 1955) of Na % against EC values. 
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Fig.5  Plotting of chemical data in Gibbs (1950) diagram 
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ABSTRACT: Wireless broadcast networks constitute one class of basic and important wireless networks, in which a 

source node simultaneously transmits a number of information messages to different destinations. However, broadcast 

communications make use of the open nature of the wireless medium, which presents a great challenge to achieve the secure 

communication for individual users. This is because information for all users is contained in one transmitted signal, and 

hence information destined for one user may be obtained by non- intended users unless special coding is used. In this paper, 

we study a broadcast network, in which a source node transmits confidential message flows to the user nodes, and each 

message flow is intended to be decoded accurately by one node while being kept secret from all other nodes. Nodes are thus 

considered to be eavesdroppers with regard to all other messages but their own. Here we consider two eavesdropping 

models. The first model is referred to as a collaborative eavesdropping model, in which the eavesdroppers can exchange 

their outputs to interpret the message. The second model is referred to as a non- collaborative eavesdropping model, in 

which eavesdroppers do not exchange their outputs. 

 

Keywords: Broadcasting, Eavesdropping, Wireless network. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Network-wide broadcasting is a fundamental operation in wireless networks. The goal of broadcasting is to transmit 

a message from a source to all the other nodes in the network. Several network protocols rely on broadcasting, for example, 

information dissemination, service/resource discovery, or routing in multihop wireless networks. Given that key applications 

of multihop wireless networks include disaster relief and rescue operations, military communication, and prompt object 

detection using sensors, the design of low-latency broadcasting scheme is essential to meeting stringent end-to-end delay 

requirements for higher-level applications. Interference is a fundamental limiting factor in wireless networks. When two or 

more nodes transmit a message to a common neighbor at the same time, the common node will not receive any of these 

messages. In such a case, we say that collision has occurred at the common node. Any communication protocol for wireless 

networks should contend with the issue of interference in the wireless medium. 

One of the earliest broadcast mechanisms proposed in the literature is flooding [1] [2], where every node in the 

network transmits a message to its neighbors after receiving it. Although flooding is extremely simple and easy to 

implement, 

Ni et al. [3] show that flooding can be very costly and can lead to serious redundancy, bandwidth contention, and 

collision: a situation known as broadcast storm. Since then, a large amount of research has been directed towards designing 

broadcast protocols which are collision-free and which reduce redundancy by reducing the number of transmissions. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
Wireless broadcast networks constitute one class of basic and important wireless networks, in which a source node 

simultaneously transmits a number of information communications make use of the open nature of the wireless medium, 

which presents a great challenge to achieve secure communication for individual users. This is because information for all 

users is contained in one transmitted signal, and hence information destined for one user may be obtained by no intended 

users unless special coding is used. Physical layer security, which uses randomness of a physical communication channel to 

provide security for messages transmitted through the channel, opens a promising new direction toward solving wireless 

networking security problems. This approach was pioneered by Wyner in [4] and by Csiszár and Körner in [5], and more 

recently has been extensively explored in the literature[6]. 

Physical layer security adopts a precise quantitative measure of security level, i.e., the equivocation rate defined by 

Shannon [7], which equals the entropy rate of the source message conditioned on the channel output at the eavesdropper. 

This measure of the secrecy level allows security to be considered under the general Shannon framework of information 

theory [8], and hence provides an analytical basis with which to characterize the fundamental limits on communication rates 

given the security level constraints. This measure of security level also makes a unified security design across networking 

layers possible. The goal of such a design is to maximize network utility (i.e., to maximize overall users’ satisfaction of the 

service rate in a certain fair manner among users) under security, reliability, and stability constraints. This motivates a joint 

design of rate control at the transport layer, rate scheduling at the medium access control layer, and power control and secure 

coding at the physical layer. 

To achieve reliable and secure communication for users, we adopt the physical layer security approach [4], [5] to 

employ a stochastic encoder at the source node. The source node allocates its power not only among message flows (i.e., 

among users) but also dynamically according to the channel state information to improve secrecy communication rates. 

Hence the source power control operates over the symbol time scale, and determines the service rate allocation among users 

An Eavesdropping Model for Securing Communications over 

Wireless Broadcast Networks 
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at the packet time level. At the packet time level, to maintain the stability of all queues, the source node implements a rate 

schedule scheme that adapts its service rate allocation dynamically among users based on the queue lengths. Furthermore, 

rate control is performed also at the packet time level to maximize the network utility function. Our goal is to study how to 

jointly design rate control and rate scheduling at the packet time scale and power control and secure coding at the symbol 

time scale to achieve network utility maximization under reliability, security and stability constraints. 

 

III. COLLABORATIVE EAVESDROPPING MODEL 
For the collaborative eaves dropping model, we first obtain the secrecy capacity region, within which each rate 

vector can be achieved by a time-division scheme, i.e., at each channel state, the source transmits only to the user whose 

channel gain is better than the sum of the channel gains of all other users. It is clear that this user must have the best channel 

gain at this state. The power control among the channel states thus determines the rate allocation among users, i.e., rate 

allocation among components of a rate vector. We further show that all arrival rate vectors contained in this region can be 

stabilized by a throughput optimal queue-length-based scheduling scheme at the packet time level, where queue length 

determines the service rate allocation among users, and hence determines the corresponding power control to achieve this 

service rate vector at the symbol time level [9]. Finally, we obtain a distributed rate control policy that Maximizes the overall 

network utility maximization given that reliability, secrecy, and stability are achieved. This maximization is achieved by 

joint design of rate control, rate scheduling, power control, and secure coding. 

 

For a given channel state h=(h1,h2,……hk), let p(h) denote the source power allocation for state h. We use p to 

denote the set that includes all power allocation functions (i.e., power control policies) that satisfy the power constraints, i.e., 

 

 
 

   Now let Ai be the set of all channel states for which the channel gain of user is larger than the sum of the channel gains of 

all other users, i.e., 

 

 
     For the collaborative eavesdropping model, the secrecy capacity region of the fading broadcast network is given by 

 

 
 

The secrecy capacity region given in above  includes all achievable secrecy rate vectors with each component 

representing the service rate for one user. It still remains to determine a rate scheduling algorithm to choose a service rate 

vector at each packet time slot to stabilize all queues and correspondingly to determine a power control policy over the 

symbol time slots to achieve this service rate vector. 

 

IV. NON- COLLABORATIVE EAVESDROPPING MODEL 
For the non collaborative eavesdropping model, we study a time-division scheme, in which the source transmits to 

one user in each channel state. The secrecy rate region based on this scheme is derived. Although the time-division scheme is 

suboptimal, it is simple and important from a practical point of view. We also provide and discuss improved secure coding 

schemes based on non-time-division schemes. Based on a simple achievable secrecy rate region, a queue-length-based rate 

scheduling algorithm is derived that stabilizes the arrival rate vectors contained in this rate region. 

For a given channel allocation scheme A(h), we consider the set of states for transmitting to user , i.e., 

 

 
 

The channel states in this set may not necessarily satisfy the condition that user i has the best channel state among all users. 

The channel corresponding to these states can be viewed as parallel channels to every user with each subchannel 

corresponding to one state realization h. 
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Applying this scheme, an achievable rate for user can be obtained and is given by 

 
we can obtain the achievable secrecy rates for other users, and hence these rates constitute a rate vector achieved for 

a given power control scheme and a channel allocation scheme p(h) . An achievable secrecy rate region for the broadcast 

channel includes achievable secrecy rates obtained for any power control scheme and any possible state allocation scheme 

A(h). 

 

For the noncollaborative eavesdropping model, an achievable secrecy rate region for the fading broadcast channel is given 

by 

 

 
 

where the random vector h=(h1,h2,….hk) has the same distribution as the marginal distribution of the random process {hn} 

at one symbol time instant. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
Wireless telecommunications is the transfer of information between two or more points that are not physically 

connected. Distances can be short, such as a few meters for television remote control, or as far as thousands or even millions 

of kilometers for deep-space radio communications. For a collaborative eavesdropping model, in which the eavesdroppers 

exchange their outputs, the secrecy capacity region is obtained, within which each rate vector is achieved by using a time-

division scheme and a source power control policy over channel states. A throughput optimal queue-length-based rate 

scheduling algorithm is further derived that stabilizes all arrival rate vectors contained in the secrecy capacity region. For a 

non collaborative eavesdropping model, in which eavesdroppers do not exchange their outputs, an achievable secrecy rate 

region is derived based on a time-division scheme, and the queue-length-based rate scheduling algorithm and the 

corresponding power control policy are obtained that stabilize all arrival rate vectors in this region. 
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ABSTRACT : In Indian agriculture, it’s a very difficult task to weed out unwanted plants manually as well as using bullock 

operated equipments which may further lead to damage of main crops. More than 33 percent of the cost incurred in 

cultivation is diverted to weeding operations there by reducing the profit share of farmers. This review paper is a small work 

towards analyzing weeding-cum-earthingup equipment aspects for economical cultivation which will help to minimize the 

working fatigue and to reduce labour cost.    

 

Keywords: Cultivation, drafts, weeders, weeding aspects, weeding methods and materials. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  
The 33 percent cost of cultivation is spent on weeding alone when carried out with the manual labor. The 

complicated operation of weeding is usually performed manually with the use of traditional hand tools in upright bending 

posture, inducing back pain for majority of laborers.  

In India, farmers mainly follow the hand weeding though chemical weeding is slowly becoming popular, in spite of 

it being costly. Use of herbicides will have residual affect and change in the quality of soil. Flaming produces intensive heat 

and more expensive equipment is needed. Hand weeding requires more labor, consumes more time leading to higher cost of 

weeding. An estimate of 400-600 man hours per hectare is the normal man-hour requirement of hand weeding which 

amounts to Rs.2200 per hectare, which also depends upon weed infestation. Availability of labor is also a main issue. 

Among all the weeders, the animal drawn blade hoe recorded maximum values of average actual field capacity and 

minimum number of man-hrs requirement while the maximum value of weeding index and man-hrs requirement were 

observed for weeding operation by hand khurpi. 

 

II. CHALLENGES IN WEEDING OPERATIONS  
Weeds are mostly removed from the field in a manual process as they are seen more as a negative factor for crop 

growth. The various aspects of weeding equipments consists of ergonomical considerations, it’s easy working and easy 

handling by unskilled farmers, less damaging nature to crops, the distance between two crop rows,  maximum efficiency, its 

important components like blades, critical design areas and the most important from all above is its cost of purchase. Every 

equipment which is used for weeding like hand khurpi, animal drawn blade hoe, power weeder, single-multiple row weeders 

etc are certainly possessing some inherent drawbacks which results in unnecessary time consumption, extra labour cost, 

more power requirement (manually as well as mechanically).  Weeding was considered a major constraint in crop 

production. Most farmers experienced a serious labour bottleneck at weeding time. Extension workers considered that 

competition from weeds led to major losses and they estimated the yield reduction was over 10%. 

 

Some issues which were identified in weeding operations/weeders are: 

1. Should have some arrangement to avoid mud stucking in between the teeth/blades, tyres, wheels,  

2. Needs to have built-in adjustability to change the width of working, 

3. Need of safeguarding the operator, 

4. Should be simple in design so that it can be easily built with less weight 

5. Should be made all weather-proof and durable, and 

6. sold at cheapest price 

 

III. DISCUSSIONS 
To ensure a high-quality equipment or easy weeding operations, we need to give more stress on working posture of 

labour (different ergonomical constraints for male and female labour), A motorized version should be developed to lessen 

fatigue/workload on the operator, more concentration should be on vibration constraint when we implement engine to the 

equipment because it leads to reducing stability. Petrol engine is having more vibration problem as compared to diesel 

engine, Lack of proper understanding among farmers on the intricacies of weed management, some research studies have 

amply demonstrated that there is positive correlation between weeder use and crop yields.  

In the experiments conducted during 2001 – 2002, Senthilkumar (2003) compared the use of rotary weeder (five 

times with ten days interval from 20 days after transplanting till booting stage) with the conventional hand weeding (three 

times) for wet season and chemical weeding and two times hand weeding for dry season. Animal-drawn weeders work 

between crop rows; weeds left within the rows may be removed manually. The straight blades of traditional hoes can remove 

weeds within the working width of the blades, but straight blades tend to become clogged with soil and weed debris, which 

reduces their efficiency. There is therefore a need to develop and use improved blades.  Triangular shaped blades, sweep 
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blades, straight blades can be used according to their efficient working in different conditions. A best combination would be 

sweep blades and triangular blades which help in maximum removal of weeds from soil. From discussions with farmers and 

extension workers it became obvious that weeding tools and implements to be promoted should not only be effective in weed 

control, but also fairly cheap, durable, locally repairable and easy to use. The technology related to the use of the implements 

should be in line with farmers’ Knowledge levels and aspirations. 

 

IV. MATERIALS & METHODS 
Various types of materials and methods used for weeding are as follows: 

1. Manual weeding or Hand weeding 

2. Chemical weeding 

3. Flame weeding 

4. Mechanical weeding 

5. Animal drawn blade hoe weeders 

6. Tractor drawn weeders 

7. Power weeders 

8. Khurpi  

9. Push type weeders etc. 

 

Above discussed materials and methods comparison with each other depends upon different constraints such as 

efficiency, time consumption, damage prone areas, ergonomically standard specifications, economically acceptable, 

adaptable nature in every situation, simple and easy maintenance. 

 

V. AVAILABILITY OF WEEDERS 

  
                           Fig.1 Slim and long sweep blades                                      Fig.2 Hand Khurpi 

 

Figure 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 shows the availability of weeders commonly. They are: 

 Slim and long sweep blades (fig.1), Hand khurpi (Fig.2), TNAU made power weeder (Fig.3),  

 Animal drawn weeder (Fig.4), Hoes (Fig.5). 

 

 
Fig. 3 TNAU made power weeder 
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               Fig. 4 Animal drawn weeder                                                             Fig. 5 Hoes 

 

VI. WEED CONTROL PRACTICES  
It includes various types of weeders such as animal drawn blade hoe weeders, power weeders, khurpi (made up of 

handle of wood and a steel blade which is curved in shape), push type and pull type weeders having roller with pegs, handle 

and blade. Methods include hand weeding, chemical weeding, flame weeding, mechanical weeding etc. Although these 

material and methods are being used as weed removal techniques, they possess some drawbacks. Hand weeding needs more 

cost, labour, causes fatigue and stress. Chemical weeding is slowly becoming popular but costly and health problems may 

occur if proper care is not taken. Flame weeding causes extreme heat in surrounding and safeguards needed. Mechanical 

weeding has its different problems like it can be expensive, difficult to operate, maintenance, weight, its components, 

difficult for farmers to understand its working, may be not suitable for various types of soils e.g. Vidarbha region has black 

soil having completely different properties when compared with Marathwada region as the soil contents are different. So it is 

not possible that equipment used for cultivation in Vidarbha region should be as same as equipments used in Marathwada 

region.  

 

VII. TRANSFER OF WEEDING TECHNOLOGY 
To take weeding technology to a new dimension, we need to concentrate on previous technologies some areas of interest. 

These areas are: 

1. Work capacity  

2. Crop yield  

3. Energy consumption  

4. Cost of operation etc. 

Work capacity is the total time needed to complete the desired task; crop yield indicates the crop growth in various 

techniques; energy consumption shows fuel requirement for the equipment; and cost of operation means the total cost 

incurred to farmer for one acre or hectare of weeding operation.   

 

VIII. CONCLUSION  
The main aim of this review paper is to have a proper understanding of different aspects or constraints of weeders 

as well as different weeding techniques to reduce the efforts which were put in by farmers in terms of money, labour, time, 

physical efforts for economical cultivation. Above discussed parameters definitely provides the basic ideas associated with 

weeding. Sincere efforts must be made to design a suitable weeding equipment or method, in order to provide more profit, 

stability in terms of economical considerations. There are certain limitations for engine operated equipment. Like vibration. 

Vibration cannot be eliminated completely as it is needed to provide thrust (positive or negative) to take out unwanted weed. 

If we completely eliminate the problem of vibration, then it is not possible for equipment to perform the desired task of 

weeding. Adjustable blades, rotary blades can definitely influence the performance of weeder. Design consideration of 

equipment also has a greater impact over the performance of weeder.   
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a study of the national electric power, showing the Brazil consumes electricity in a year 

and how much you could save if thermoelectric modules were used in some industries and new cars and planes to capture 

and transformation of residual thermal energy into electrical energy. The conclusion appears really attractive economically, 

given the fact that many processes generate residual thermal energy and also energy cogeneration using thermoelectric 

modules is totally clean, which prevents the emission of greenhouse gases to the environment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With technological development and concern about global warming, the quest for power generation through 

alternative sources is increasing [1]. Today, electricity is a pretty basic for the development of the population, which 

improves the quality of life by providing social and economic growth. 

Currently we live in an energy crisis that has been evidenced by the limits of energy supply required for the demand 

of the development, which is based primarily on non-renewable sources [2]. Along with the great dependence of these types 

of sources, has also the environmental impact, mainly due to the pollution that is a result of production activities that use 

these types of energy resources. 

In view of this, the energy issue has become vital for all countries of the world, are extremely important to reduce 

dependence on fossil fuels, which today is the most widely used form of generation, finding sustainable solutions to help 

energy matrix of all countries and minimize the overall environmental impacts, prioritizing the need to replace this by other 

renewable energy source [3]. 

For Brazil, the stakes are high for the energetic exploitation of natural resources, as they are scattered unevenly in 

various regions of the country. Often, the Brazilian potential for generating energy through renewable resources is touted as 

one of the largest in the world [4]. 

With the increasing need for clean energy sources, renewable energy from the thermoelectric phenomenon has 

emerged as an alternative among the possibilities. This is due to the fact the thermoelectric modules present certain 

advantages, such as high durability, high accuracy and low volume, besides being a way of generating totally clean. 

Thus, this paper presents the advantages and applications of thermoelectric modules in the domestic market, using 

the residual energy harvesting for power cogeneration. Thus, the analysis of their impact on the electricity sector and 

improving the overall energy efficiency of electrical systems will be shown, proving environmental and economic benefits of 

the use of thermoelectric modules. 

 

II. THERMOELECTRIC MODULE 

A thermoelectric module converts thermal energy into electrical energy and vice versa consisting of a matrix 

formed by multiple bimetallic junctions connected in series to increase output voltage, and in parallel to increase output 

current [5, 6]. 

These are able to operate as generators temperature gradient or as generators of electricity in direct current [5, 6]. 

Each bimetallic junction element is constituted by a p-type semiconductor and n-type; they are connected in series and 

grouped in pairs surrounded by a sheath ceramics. The ceramic plates have copper bus way that allows linking 

semiconductors electrically in series and thermally in parallel [1]. 

Currently, we use many joints to maximize the power delivered by the module. In Figure 1 presents a series of 

junctions grouped in matrix form, forming a set, known thermoelectric module. 

 

 
Fig. 1 - Statement of junctions Thermoelectric Module. 

Development of a Thermoelectric Micro generation based on 

Seebeck Effect 
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III. THERMOELECTRIC GENERATION 

The thermoelectric power generation is based on the Seebeck effect. When heat is applied to the junction of two 

different conductors, a voltage is generated. The temperature difference between the hot side and the cold face is directly 

proportional to the voltage generated. When heat is applied to a surface of the thermoelectric generator, electrons from the n 

- type semiconductor and the gaps of the p-type semiconductor will move away from the heat source. This movement of 

electrons and holes gives rise to an electric current. The current direction is opposite to the movement of electrons, so in the 

same sense that the movement of the gaps. [3] 

The performance of a system for generating electrical power using thermoelectric modules depends not only on the 

characteristics of the thermoelectric modules used, but a number of factors directly influence , like for example the 

temperature gradient , the converter used and charge on which to feed. [7] 

The temperatures at which the system is exposed to influence the overall yield of the system because the greater the 

temperature difference, the greater is the voltage output of the modules. In addition, they generate oscillations in the output 

voltage of the thermoelectric modules, which will be mitigated by the converter responsible for decrease or increase the 

output voltage. This converter, in turn, also has certain income that affects the system. 

The charge also influences the yield, since the maximum energy transfer is obtained when the electric resistance 

inside of the module is equal to the electrical resistance of the load. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The purpose of the experimental procedure was to prove that it is possible to feed a load with the voltage generated 

by the thermoelectric modules. For this, followed the methodology developed for designing a thermoelectric generator. In 

this it is clear that to begin development of a thermoelectric generator is needed some data, such as: 

 

• Load power; 

• Supply Voltage; 

• Temperature of the hot wall; 

• Temperature of the cold wall; 

• Number of hours that the system is connected; 

• Performance Curve; 

• Choose the thermoelectric module. 

 

The load chosen was a lamp with 6 LEDs of 1W power each, totaling an output of 6W, with a supply voltage equal 

to 17V. It is known that the generation of a thermoelectric system has its voltage as a function of the temperature difference, 

and that varies continuously in thermal systems. Based on this information, it was possible to maintain the noting that 17V is 

needed to apply the DC-DC converter. A DC-DC converter may have its input voltage ranging that it will convert this 

voltage to a value of the output voltage always constant. 

The DC-DC converter chosen was a Buck - Boost, where its output voltage can be higher or lower than its input 

voltage. This had the following characteristics: 

 

• Input Voltage - 3.5 to 30V 

• Output voltage - 4 to 30V 

 

The following variables were to find the temperature of the hot side and cold. To simulate a hot wall was used a hot 

plate, whose even reached a temperature of 300°C. As for the temperature on the cold side, is mounted a system for 

circulating water. In this system, a pump is sucking water from a tank, causing it to flow through a piece of aluminum. The 

material chosen is aluminum due to its high thermal conductivity and to have better prices than other similar materials. 

In the designed system, the stove is underneath and cooling block sits on top, and they are placed between the 

thermoelectric modules. Since the heat exchange between the hot part and the cold part, both by conduction and by radiation 

is too large, rock wool was placed between the stove and refrigerator block to reduce this heat exchange. 

With all the data found, choose the left thermoelectric modules. For this step we analyzed the datasheets of some 

models. The model chosen was the module 1261G - 7L31 - 24CX1 of Custom Thermoelectric. This can resist a maximum 

temperature of 300°C in a hot face. 

Acquired 6 thermoelectric modules of the above model, the temperature of the stove was placed to 250°C, to avoid 

the risk of damaging the thermoelectric module. Analyzing the graph of the voltage curve with respect to temperature 

difference, it was found that 250°C at the hot face of the module at 30°C and cold side can achieve a voltage of 3.2 V at the 

output of each module. Then, with six modules resultant voltage is equal to 19.2 V. Figure 2 shows the graph of the voltage 

curve present in the datasheet of the selected module. 
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Fig. 2 - Voltage curve as a function of temperature for the thermoelectric module 1261G-7L31-24CX1 

 

The charge, as has already filed a power of 6W. Thus, the current will circulate through it is equal to 350mA 

because its voltage is 17V. This current is found which will pass through the converter output, but the maximum current is 

obtained when the input voltage is low, namely equal to 3.5 V. Therefore, knowing that the output power is equal to the 

power input, the input current is that current which will circulate in the thermoelectric modules is equivalent to 

approximately 1.7 A. Analyzing the graph of the current applied thermoelectric module, note that with the same 

temperatures for the maximum current voltage module will bear is greater than 2A, the necessity of supplying easily load. 

Getting all the material necessary to perform the experiment began mounting system. First, the hotplate was turned 

over and the same was placed a sheet of iron to achieve a greater area of application. On this plate were placed 6 parts 

aluminum, available as a 3 x 2 matrix, with holes for inserting the thermocouple. This process step can be seen in Figure 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3 - Providing aluminum plates on the stove 

 

At the time the temperature reached values close to 230°C it has stabilized. With this, the 6 thermoelectric modules 

that were already connected in series were placed on each piece of aluminum. 

Then, the aluminum block cooled by ice water was drawn from a tank with the aid of a pump, was applied on the 

cold face of the thermoelectric modules. Instantly, the temperature of the hot side is decreased and stabilized at around 170 ° 

C due to heat exchange. Figure 4 shows the curve of this temperature fall when the cooling block entered into the system, 

and the red curve correspond to warm temperature, the curve of the blue and green cold side the difference between these 

temperatures. 

 

 
Fig. 4 - Figure temperature when the cooling block is added to the system 
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In the figure 4, note also that the cold end temperature was stabilized with values close to 30ºC. It is argued then 

that the equilibrium temperatures of the system were 170ºC and 30ºC. In Figure 5 we can see the picture of the process in 

thermal equilibrium. 

 

 
Fig. 5 - Photo thermal experiment 

 

Anyway, the thermoelectric modules with the whole system began to generate electricity, but the results were not 

expected. The output voltage total module was only 5V, but it still was possible to feed the DC-DC converter. Measuring the 

17V outlet in your lamp was connected to the system. The lamp was ignited and turned on during the whole process, and 

even when thermal equilibrium has entered the lamp still kept on, as expected. In Figure 6 displays the photo with lighted 

lamp fed by the converter. 

 

 
Fig. 6 - Photo of the validation experiment 

 

As already shown the temperature of the system take some time to stabilize. At first, the temperature gradient is 

greater, therefore the voltage was also higher (5V). This, in turn, has been gradually decreasing as the temperature difference 

was reduced. When the measured voltage was close to 4V load (lamp) entered the system. Instantly the voltage was reduced 

to values around 2.8V, making current to be high. 

In the graph (Fig. 7) for the voltage variation, is displayed as the value of the voltage is decreasing as the 

temperature difference diminished by validating the information that voltage generated by a thermoelectric module is 

directly linked to the temperature gradient. In the same graph perceives a variation of about 1V voltage when the lamp is lit, 

and after stabilization of the system, as previously mentioned. 

 

 
Fig. 7 - Figure referring to the voltage variation due to the temperature gradient 

 

In the graph of the current, present in Figure 8, is seen the opposite of what happened with the tension. In this, we 

see an increase in current at the time the load is connected. This increase is proportional to the decrease in voltage, since the 

output power of the converter is equal to the input power then with a lower potential difference in the input current will be 

larger. Upon entry of the load also is noted that the current remains constant with system heat balance. 
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Fig. 8 - Figure respect to the variation of current as a function of the temperature gradient 

 

After the voltage, current and power the system was operating for about 30 minutes, and the lamp went on. It is 

worth to stress that in real systems changes in temperature are constant, so did the use of a DC-DC converter. 

Test to validate the application of cogeneration system, some difficulties were encountered. First, the temperature 

gradient was not as high as possible, and when the temperatures have stabilized the difference between the hot side and the 

cold side was at 140°C. Even so, with this temperature difference related to stress response system done, was much lower 

than expected, since with the temperature read each module would have to generate a little more than 2V, as presented in the 

manufacturer's datasheet, which together would result in a voltage exceeding 12V. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the research and information exposed, it is clear that cogeneration power using thermoelectric modules is 

a promising source and presents results feasibly economical with their use, especially if implemented on a wide scale. The 

results were very significant, considering that only a few systems have been analyzed in this model can be applied 

cogeneration. 

It is also considered that studies and researches are made constantly to improve their efficiency and the 

requirements for reducing emissions of gases that cause global warming, as well as the need to use renewable sources are 

increasing, making the applications of thermoelectric modules become increasingly interesting and most sought after 

because arouses the interest of the government and industries to utilize this technology. 

Ends up emphasizing that there are other industries with great potential to capture energy waste to energy 

cogeneration . Among these are the power plants (8.5% of the national power generation) processes, foundries and potteries , 

and especially the fleet of buses and trucks . 
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